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Fresw:ck Links 4 Cait:::-..r.ess. 
A Re-aQP:ra.isal of C1e :::..2.-::e Norse S~te in its Co~text 
This thesis brings together for the fi:rst time, in Part JI:, a series of 
dispac:·a~e sources conce:r:.'li.ng the Vi:ti~tg ru:~d Late Nc:-se periods f:n Cait~Tness, 
Northern Scotl2nd. Af~er &"""l I:n.troC:ucifon concerned with the to:;og:r8.p::ical 
background and history of archaeology m Caithness, place mune, ss.ga and 
historical evidence is considered. The archaeology of Viking and Late Norse 
Caithness is discussed against the wider background of the Viking period in 
general and Northern Scotland in particular. Fieldwork has revealed two 
new sites on the North coast of Caithness, at Robertshaven and Hun a. However, 
as yet, the only excavated site of the period is Freswick Links on the East coast, 
the study of which is the major focus of this thesis. 
Part II discusses a series of excavations on this multi-period site, 
from the Blronze Age to the 13th century A. D. , which have been undertaken since 
c. 1900. 'fhe work of A. 0. Curle in 1937-8 and V. G. Childe in 1941, is examined 
in detaiL By re-examination of primary documentation, a more compiex 
structural sequence emerges and a new phasing and dating of the site is su.ggested. 
Previously described as a Viking site, the bulk of the evidence indicates a Late 
Norse dating, based on the discussion of the artefact assemblage in Part HI. 
The majority of finds discussed in Part Ill has been collected from the 
site since 1941. This is the first time that this assemblage has been brought 
together and a catalogue is presented wh~ca also includes previously unpublished 
material from all excavations at the site. It :i.s now clear that this can make a 
substantial contribution to knowledge of the Late Norse period. As well as a 
revised dating, the discussion considers wider parallels in the B!'itish Isles and 
in Scandinavia. It is clear that Caithness was of greater significance in the Late 
Norse period and the Northern Earldom than previously understood. 
The copyright of this thesis rests with the author. 
No quotation from it should be published without 
his prior written consent and information derived 
from it shollid be acknowledged. 
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So ruinous were the buildin!SS, and so meagre the finds that I 
don'L think anyone else is likely to disturb the remains in the future. 9 
(Curle notebook ms 28b (SAS 461), 7 3) 
PREFAC:S 
The work for this fhesis, began in 1978 and at that time it was 
envisaged as ha:f of a one year. Masters Degree, with the Earldom site of 
C":phTI.r, O:r!.<.rl.ey forming n.e other part. The fac~ that such an appro;.tch was 
even considered is a elear inC'.ication oJT the lack of k..>J.owledge of Caithr:.ess in 
general and Freswick in particular in the Viking and Late Norse periods. 
However, the unexamined wealth of this period in Caithness became apparent 
after a few months' work, and this thesis is the result of a concentration on 
the Freswick and Caithness information for a period of over five years. 
Even so, the subject is far from exhausted; the initial work on the 
site of Freswick led directly to the sponsoring of a small-scale survey there 
by the Scottish Development Department (Ancient Monuments Branch). This 
work revealed the scale of the damage to the site since Curle's excavations, and 
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Department, has followed (Batey et al, 1981; 1983). This thesis is not particularly 
concerned with the results of the rescue excavations, but w!.th the survey up to 198:!.. 
Therefore, the scope of this thesis is the range of earlier excavations at the 
site, the various collections of artefacts made since Curle and Childe, and the 
material from recent surveys carried out under the direction of the author. 
Although the final excavation reports will be published elsewhere, a brief and 
interim outline is provided in Chapter 5 of the excavation work up to 1981, to 
indicate how the understanding of the site is developing. 
The site of Freswick Links, on the East coast of Caithness, has been 
examined archaeologically at various intervals over the last 80 years or so, 
yet its significance is still underestimated. That is, prior to the production 
of this thesis. Early occupation at the site includes a probable Bronze Age 
horizon, a paJrtially upstanding broch, a number of souterr ains or earthhouses 
and an extensive Norse sett:eme;.'lt, After 11:b.e excavations by A 0. Carle and 
V. G. Chi":.dle between 1937 and 1941, the site was not investigated until work 
recommenced in tbe Rate 197Cs. Between c. 1942 and 1978 therefore, the comment 
by Curle that 'The Freswick sett:ement discloses by its relics a class of 
occupants in poorer circumst:mces, as the Hnds we:rre fewer in p.ropor·tion to 
the area uncovered, {at Jarlsholj, a..nd as a rule, also, they were ruder in 
character' (Curle, 1939, 107-8}, was the accepted view. 
It was one of the major purposes of this thesis to re-examine this 
statement, by a study of all finds recovered from the earlier excavations. 
Perhaps surprisingly, much of this material was unknown and is here examined 
systematicaUy for the first time. This thesis also brings together a la!'ge 
amount of unpublished informafrion which has been gathered from the site since 
these excavations, and thorough study of the original site documentation certainly 
~resents a mnch fuller ~icture of the Freswick settlement. 
It is of crucial significance to set an ind]vidual archaeolo~h.:al site 
against its regional setting. Unfortunately, prior to work on this thesis, very 
little was known archaeologically about this context. It was therefore a subsidiary 
aim to provide an up-to-date summary of the available disparate sources concerning 
Viking and Late Norse Caithness. U is ~ow possible to see Caithness and Freswick 
more clearly in the wider setting of the Earldom of Orkney - Caithness as well 
as that of Viking and Late Norse Scotland. Although essentially focussing on the 
Viking and Late Norse aspects of the site, since the settlement can be traced 
back to the Bronze Age, this wider chronological context at the site has been 
outlined. 
In this thesis the term 'lLate Norse' has been adopted to distinguish 
later phases of Scandinavian activity at the site. 'Viking' here is limited ~o the 
period of the earlier settlement, up to the 11th century. Perhaps surprisingly 
in the light of the previous C!escriptions of the site as Viking, the bulk of the 
evidence is from the Late Norse period. Independently, a similar distmc..:tion 
has been noted for the site of Sa.:ndwick, Shetla."71d by GeralC! Bigelow. He has 
recently noted that at Jarlshof, HamUton 's terminology for the period of 
occupation, involved a number of different aspects. 
'Norse' was used as a generic term conveying the cultural or 
ethnic identity of the colonists, 'Viking' was a more specific 
label for the period in question and, secondarily, for the 
nature of the settlement as one aspect of Viking activity; the 
exploring and taking of land. 
(Bigelow forth) 
At Jarlshof, the Viking period terminated in a phase which 
witnessed a series of structural alterations and additions 
which reflect a major change in the history of the settlement, 
together with the introduction of new diagnostic artefad type. 
(ibid.) 
This was defined by Hamilton as the Late Norse occupation, dating 
because he can see no distinction in the Shetland archaeological record until 
the 16th century. The term 'Late Norse' is employed in this thesis both to 
indicate cultural continuity of a Scandinavian nature, and to cover the period 
of the 11th to 13th centuries. Whether the date range cou:d be extended as 
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late as in Shetland will require fu:rrther work in both the historical and archaeological 
fields. 
Through the identification of Freswick as a Late Norse site, questions 
are raised concerning Caithness at this time and the earlier Viking period, which 
on present evidence cannot be fully answered. The importance however lies 
in the fact that now at least the questions can be posed. Before this work, it 
was not known where the problems lay. 
The thesis is divided into three main sections: Part I deals with 
Viking and Late Norse Caithness in its overall context; Part n is a detailed 
study of the site of Freswick with a:.'l ar..a:ysis of the structural evidence and 
inherent problems; Part 1ll is a catalogue and discussion of a.ll known artefacts 
from ~ne site up to 198!. It fs included in t:'!e main body of the text because of 
its profou11td significance for the ul'lderstanding of the structural archaeology o~· 
the site. Most of this material is unpublished, and brought together here for 
the f:.rst time. 
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Chapter 1 
An Introduction 
At the extrer.1e north east corner of Mainland Scotland lies an area of 
some 7 00 square I!liles of gently rolling countryside, an area which in present 
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iimes is o~~e:n regarded as perJip~1eral to main even~s: this is Caitr..ness. 
The aim of this piece of work :i.s to dispel the idea that Caithness has always 
been of marginal importance, and to show the significance of the archaeological 
remains of the Norse period in particular in a wider sphere. The sphere of 
influence was formerly dominated by Scandinavia, which in geographical terms 
is as near, or nearer than southern England (Figure 1). 
The gently t.mdulating scenery, generally lying below 
c. 183 metres belies the fact that Caithness (the modern county) has a complex 
geological history. ][t has been noted that Caithness differs geologically from 
its neighbour, Sutherland, in that Caithness is .basically made up of Old Red 
Sandstone (except the western hills which are granite (Whittow, 1977, 314)), 
whereas Sutherland is of igneous and metamorphic rock, resulting in a totally 
different and mountainous terrain (Ritchie and Mather, 1970, 3). Caithness 
originally formed part of a great basin extending to Shetland in the north and 
to the Moray Firth in the south; the basin of Lake Orcadie, which was formed 
370 million years ago (Omand, 1982, S)o It was during the deposition of strata 
at the base of the lake that the fossiliferous bands of fish, for which parts of 
Caithness are now famous, were laid down (Saxon, 1978)" 
The Old Red Sandstone can be subdivided into three different elements, 
Upper Old Red Sandstone (mainly seen at Dunnet Head); the Upper Middle Old 
Red Sandstone (mainly John O'Groat Series Sandstones) and Middle Old Red 
Sandstone (more commonly known as Caithness Flagstone Group)(Ritchie and 
Mather, 1970, 3). All three of these elements can be seen eroding along the 
167 km. of 'fretted cUff coastline, interrupted only where sand has accumulated 
A~ /ir.F:::''-'\ (:~:~--: ............ 
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:.n open shs.Uow :Oays' (Cr::lax:.~\ ::..382, :'..2)" i~e highest clf:.ffs are co:rr.yuserl of 
Upper Old Red Sandstone, as at Dun.net Head, but the cliff edge is less severe 
in the areas where flagstone and John 0' Groat Sandstone are exposed, as for 
exa.:rc.~:e a.t F:reswick Bay, 0:1 t:~e e2.st coast. Inland the highest areas are of 
resistant quartzites or co::1g!omera.tes, as at Morven and Maiden Pap. 
A series of faults have been noted {Figure 2}, as for example in 
Freswick Bay, where the John 0' Groat and Acker gill Beds meet (Steers, 
1973, 198). U has been suggested that this weakness may have led to 
increased erosion of the bay deposits (Crampton and Carruthers, 1914, 58). 
This was only noted indirectly by the recent survey of the Bay by Ritchie 
and Mather (1970, 40). It has, however, resulted in the presence of a rocky 
foreshore at the southern end of the Bay, which, as will be seen below, may 
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have assisted in the drying of fish caught by the occupants of the site. (Plates 1 and 2). 
The major watershed in the modern county runs from Ben Alisky, through 
SpJittal and Olrig and through to Duncanslby Head. To the west of this, for 
example, the 'fhurso River runs north-west; to the east the Wick and Dunbeath 
Rivers run south-east. The waters of Langwell and Berriedale seem to be 
superimposed on the drift geology and are deeply incising, which is probably the 
result of glacial activity. 
The glacial activity in Caithness seems to have been restricted to the 
deposition of a thin skim of tiU (generally l metre, but deeper where it filled 
pre~glacial features) and caused very little erosion (Ritchie and Mather, 
1970, 4-5). Omand has distinguished three slightly different tills in the county, 
and from these suggests a sequence of ice movement (Omand, 1982, 18-20). He 
feels that the most significant till, that termed the 'Lybster till' which is very 
distinctive because of its shelly nature, represents the glacial maximum in 
Caithness. The filling of pre-glacial valleys in conjunction with isostatic 
adjr..:st:me;.'lt after the Ice Age, bas led ~o tne extreme down cutting noted above 
and also accounts for some of the eccentricities of river paths, as in the 
Thwrso River, where a number of recta..'l.gular bends have been noted (Om and, 
1973b,3S-7). 
'I'he hig:1~y spectacular cliff scenery, composed of stat:ks and geos at 
.• 
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various points among the coast, depending on the outcropping rot:k (e. g. Dunt:ansby 
Head), must be one of the highlights of the Caithness landscape (discussed in 
Steers, 1973, 192-200). Geologically comprising a series of resistant and 
gently dipping beds of a relatively high plain, the faces have been attacked 
along the vertical joint planes {Ritchie and Mather, 197 0, 4). However, there 
are other aspects of the coastal scenery which are of importance. On the north 
coast, there are low cliffs wnth foreshore reefs, e. g. Skarfskerry. 
The sea is at present in the process of excavating a fossil coastline 
which was formed during the Xce Age, and Omand has suggested that there is 
evidence for a submergent cliff coastline (Omand, 1982, 12-13). The presence 
of a raised shoreline, which is to be seen more clearly at Thmbeath in the 
south of the county, can. be detected on the north side of Freswick Bay (Steers, 
1973, 198) although the level of this feature is declining northwards from 
Dunbeath. 
The sandy bays of the Caithness coast have, however, proved tlte most 
interesting from an archaeological point of view. Most of these bays have 
attested archaeological occupation, particularly Norse, e. g. Freswick, 
Robertshaven, Huna and Sandside Bay (Reay). The extensive dune systems have been 
divided by Omand (1973b, 39 and 1982, 16) into three groups. The range of dunes 
which runs parallel to the coast and is backed by machair (defined by Stee.rs 
as sandy pasture {197 3, 15))and more commonly associated with the Western 
Isles of Scotland (c. f. Ritchie, 1967) bat also noted at Keiss or Dunnet; the 
irregularly C.ist::-:•:n:ted i.u;::e system as at Freswic~ or Reay; and U:.e links 
areas of low fixed dunes of shell sand as at John O'Groats. 
A further major element in the Caithness landscape is peat, with 
b:anket peat cove:ring apprcx~.mately SO per cen: of interior Caithness. There 
are three main bogs, Altnabreac, Achairn Bog and Shielton Bog·, and the 
produce of these is still a major source of fuel i.n the county (Penny, 1973, 57}. 
Modern reclamation methods, including drainage and the appHcation of loose sand 
to the surface, are being emp~oyed to recover some of the land which is useless 
for anything except peat cutting. 
The modern soils of Caithness are usually peaty podsols in the west and 
south of the county and these are generaUy under heather dominated vegetation. 
The arable soil in the Caithness 'Lowlands' are non-calcareous gleys and those 
which have formed on the dune sands tend to be light brown calcareous deposits; 
the best drained soils are however formed on the morainic deposits (Futty, 
1973, 50-53). The county as a whole is characterised by a lack of trees, absent 
since the last period of glaciation (Peglar, 1979, 245-6), and now only confined 
to small clumps in sheltered valleys especially in south east Caithness, and to 
private walled gardens where they have been deliberately planted and protected. 
The lack of trees in the Caithness landscape has resulted in a lack of 
woodland species in the faunal assemblage. However, both the red and roe 
deers have adapted to a treeless environment, with the reo deer being more 
numerous. The red deer can now be found commonly on the moors and hills 
at the west of the modern county, and the roe deer generally in more moist 
areas. Other wild creatures which are common in the county include the fox 
which was formerly more confined to the higher ground and moors of the west, 
but which has spread eastwards in search of food. Rabbits, rats and mice, 
stoats and weasels have been noted commonly, with fewer sitings of the badger 
&"l.d even wfJd :::at ~eir:g :'ecorC:ed (:3r-own, 187 0). Brown lists o:her elements 
of this wild faunal assemblage. 
T..'le Caithness vegetation has been affected by a number of factors; 
the natt:re of the soil, temperature, wind, exposure of the site, wa~er supply 
and the supply of mfneral salts. Tl':ere can be distinguished in the colmty, 
four distinct ecological hablltats, the stone scree, sand, clay and peat, based 
on the :factors listed ahove. The shortness of the growing season, and its 
late arrival in late April, as opposed to March in the south, and the lack of 
summer warmth has led to the stunted growth of most species. AU vegetation 
which survives these problems is affected to varying degrees by the lashing winds 
and salt sprays. BuUer Hsts vegetation from the zones he distinguished 
(Butler, 1973) but despite the extensive species list the fact that only the hardiest 
of plants and shrubs can survive, cannot be escaped. (Figure :3). 
Work by Peglar at the Loch of Winless, 5 miles west north west of 
Wick, in 'fenland' has indicated that perhaps the situation in the area was not 
always so extreme {Peglar, 1979). Although there does not appear to have 
been extensive tree cover in the area since the last glacial period, some tree 
cover has been noted in the pollen core examined. For example, c. 5000BP a 
small but convincing elm decline was noted and in c. 2500BP there was a marked 
increase in the presence of tree poUen, and in Gramineae and weed pollen. The 
fact that such fluctuations were noted in this core should be indicative of the fact that 
there were some trees in the vicinity, in a number sufficient to register in the 
pollen record. From the period c. 4000BP, pasture land seems to have been 
present in the vicinity of the pollen core. Before Peglar's work, there had been 
only one published pollen core from Caithness (Durno, 1958), from a moorland 
context and,unlike Peglar's core, lacking any Cl4 determinations. 
The preser:t c:i:r:::~.ate of Caithness n::ay be described as essentially 
maritime, i.e. mild winters and! cool summers. This is an understatement 
since the coolness of the summer monti.'ls can only be paralleled in the Arcti<.; 
Circle (Eart, 197 3, 41)1 Omand has suggested that, in the pa~t. the 
climate may have been more temperate (Omand, l973a, 26),quoting a 
reference for vineyards in Caithness in the 12th century; this cannot however 
be supported with a precise reference (Omand, pers. comm. ). Climato~ogists 
have, however, noted a climatic optimum, thought by Lamb to be between 
c. 1000 and 1300 A. D. (Lamb, 1966, 163) and by Parry c. 1150 - 1250 A. D. 
(Parry, 1978, 97). After this period, when the summers were warmer and autumns 
drier, a phenomenon experienced throughout Northern Europe in general, the 
weather cooled and areas of cultivation in uplands became more marginal 
(see, for example, Parry, 1981, 326-7). This picture is superimposed in 
Scotland by analogy with neighbouring areas although there is no conclusive 
climatic or vegetational evidence for the climatic optimum there (Lamb, 
1966' 167). 
A survey in 1969 for the Highlands and Islands Development Board concern in;!; 
the agriculturallanduse in the county (Senior and Swan, 1972, 11-40), indicated 
that 77 per cent of the 403,800 acres of agricultural land available was given to 
rough grazing, compared with 17 per cent of grass land and 6 per cent of tillage 
crops. The outdoor wintering of cattle is virtually impossible in most parts of 
Caithness, being restricted largely to the east coastal areas. Cattle are 
recorded in 54 per cent of the holdings with sheep in 64 per cent. However, 
generally the flocks are small in number, for sheep for example, the flocks 
ranged from less than 25 breeding animals to over 500, most commonly of the 
North Country Cheviot breed. Few pigs are kept in the county, and small 
numbers of poultry occur on most holdings, chiefly for egg production. The 
cattle a:re IT..os-::ly for beef, with a few dairy herds in the Wick area. 
The remaining agricultural lar.duse, also discussed by Senior and 
Swa,"l (1972, 11-40) indicates t~at 54 per ce;:J.t of the holdings in the county 
a:re of less th2..o.J. 50 acres, anrlt o-f this figure 8D per cent are ~ess than 
25 acres; only 13 per cen':: of tne holdings have over 250 acres. Mos:: of the 
crops produced, oats, potatoes, turnips and barley,are for consump;:ion on 
the holding and so very few agricultural commodities are exported from 
Caithness to other markets; these commodities include barley and beef from 
the larger holdings. 
The topography and drift geology have moulded the modern county of 
Caithness into three main ecozones - the sand dunes, peat lands and uplands. 
Extensive archaeological field work in the last two categories is noted below, 
but it is the archaeological information being yielded by the areas of sand 
dune which forms the core of this thesis. 
Considering the climate and vegetation in Caithness, it cannot be 
surprising to note that most of the recorded settlement lies along the coastal 
margins and along the river val!eys; suc:1 vast expanses of Caithness are 
peat-covered that land is limited and the available land cannot usually support 
large numbers of people. This pattern has been largely moulded also by the 
episode of the Clearances (see for example Richards, 1982). 
The 'Agrarian revolution' or Clearances which took place between 
circa 1780 and 1855, spread throughout most of upland Scotland. The landowners 
moved families away from the small communities to enable the land to be 
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enclosed for extensive sheep grazing; this was thought to be more financially viable. 
The clearances of Sutherland were more extensive and violent than those of 
Caithness, and involved the removal of the people to small holdings on the 
coast, for example at Bettyhill in the north. The Caithness clearances were 
generally undocu:r:1en~ec, unless the events were pa:::-ticu:arly dramatic, as at 
Dunbeath where violence accompanied the evictions or at Dunnet where the 
evictions were meted out as a puilishment for taking part in the Thurso food 
rio~s of 1.847 (Richards, 1982, 378-80)0 Both these documented incidents 
took place at the hand of the Sbc~airs, the Freswick landowners. 'J'he village 
of Badbea in south Caiemess was one of the coastal settlements occupied by 
the dispossessed population of the Langwell area (Gunn, 1973, 142). Remarkably 
little of the settlement of this period has been examined archaeologieally to 
date. The excavations of Fairhurst at Rosal, Sutherland stand alone (Fairhurst. 
1968). 
Ironically, the development of the fishing industry in Caithness was 
i.n part connected with the resettled population. The need to survive encouraged 
the integration of the fishing industry into the poor subsistence economy. TI1e 
newly established port development at Wick, based on the herring fleets. took in 
some of the displaced people, both from Caithness and further afield. Others 
were driven by hunger to work in the south, or to seek new lives further afield. 
This has led to a pattern of dispersed settlement, even in the relatively rich 
agricultural area of Canisbay parish, the parish which holds the three settle-
ments which can be ascribed to the Late Norse period. The major areas of 
concentrated settlement are Wick, Thurso and Castletown, with other minor 
ones. There are, however, also other reasons apart from agriculture 
for the development of these settlements: the flagstone industry, fishing or 
more recently the development of Dounreay on the north coast. which is a 
major employer in Caithness. Since the 19th century, parts of Caithness 
havt' .v ielded lar.~e amounts of tlag·stone. The industry developed from the 
quarr~· at CastlehiU (Castletown). 01rig in 17~J:3. :.u1d spL"ead ft·om then. with 
the period 1899-1902 being the boom period (Porter, 19tl2). Settlements 
developed a:ro:2...'1Ci tl:.e quarries, parti(!t;.larly Castletown, Ol:dg. ill 1949, the 
Spittal Quarry was reopened, following the decline of the industry when 
concrete was used for paving rather than flagging. In modern Caithness, the 
fla.gs~one is most co:r..:ur.on1y usee. ~o:r field bou:.'ldarlies and in o~thouses, 
especially in the older buildings where stall divisions can be seen. In the 
:m.odern times, the cost of transporting the slabs has proved prohibitive to the 
expansion of the industry. 
Caithness does not have rich reserves of other minerals. Sharpe and 
Saxon discuss the elements associated with the granitic rocks in the west of the 
county, milky quartz and Blue John (1973). In the sandstone, of which 
there is considerably more in Caithness, calcite, fluorspar, barytes, hematite, 
iron pyrites and copper pyrites are to be found. However, none of these 
are in marketable amounts. The gold foillld in the Helmsdale re~ion to the 
south of Caithness in the last century, whilst potentially a marketable quantity, 
can still only be of very limited significance in economic terms. 
The importance of the sea to the people of Caithness cannot be over-
stressed; this is due mostly to the limited nature of the exploitation possible 
on the land. Exploitation of the beaches and cliffs, whilst perhaps not so 
extensive in the modern day, was formerly considerably more so. Fenton 
discusses the importance of sea fowl (Fenton, 197Sa, 510-23) from the cliffs, 
of which there are many in Caithness, and Baldwin outlines the methods of 
catching the birdls from the cliffs (1973). The wealth of the seashore, including 
the potential uses and significance of a stranded whale, are also discussed 
(Fenton, 1978a,545-55l). It is, however, the significance of seaweed from the 
shore which has been largely neglected. A recent study by Bell has pointed 
out this omission, and it is interesting to note that recent excavations are 
recovering this element in the floral assemblages, such as Birsay in Orkney 
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f::Jcmaldscn e: a1, 1981, 78-S) and at Buckquoy, nearby (Ritchie, 1977, 251) 
and other sites noted by Bell (1981, 117 -26). There are many uses to which 
this could be put, including in the process of making glass (BelL 1 !H!l, 117). 
Fenton outlines the progress of the 18th to 19th century ;<elp industK·ies in 
tl1e north, and mentions seaweed 2.S a sourc~ of iodine an.d potassium saUs, 
a.."1d the use of kelp (alkaline ash) for soap manufacturing (1978a, 58-66). 
It is, however, highly likely that it was in more common use in the north, as 
an enrichment to farm land. This use is recorded in the Old Statistical Account 
of 1793 (OSA, vol. 8, 148), and it is particularly interesting to note that this 
still happens on a reduced scale in the bay of Freswick which is a good ba.v 
for attracting seaweed, as Robertshaven and Huna are on the north coast 
(see below). 
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However, as would be anticipated, it is the fish of the sea which play the 
most significant role in the economy; chiefly herring, cod and ling. Fenton has 
again discussed the social consequences of fishing within the context of the 
Northern Isles, during the last few centuries, in a period for which there is good 
documentation (Fenton, 1978a, 571-584). It is possible to a certain extent by 
analogy, to transfer some of the information about the 16th and 17th centuries back 
further, but such an approach should be tackled only with the greatest of care. 
The importance of fishing in the economy of the Late Norse sites 
available for examination, can be seen to be paramount - for example at 
Freswick in Caithness and at Jarlshof and Sandwick (Hamilton, 1956; see below) 
in Shetland (Bigelow forth). However, these are settlements which failed to 
continue for some reason. It is possible that the shoals of fish moved away from 
the areas fished by these people and so the emphasis on the economy must have 
altered, perhaps disastrously. There are more recent examples of such 
decline in the fishing industry, perhaps most clearly seen in the case of Wick 
w'hich wa.s a thriving her:-ing port in f~.e :'..9·~n Ce:J.tury, leading to the expansion 
of the town with Pultneytown (see, for example, Dillllop, 1982) and also at 
Staxigoe (which has si::lCe failed total1y); this decline was caused by the 
movement of fish banks rnd t:ne ove:r-exploita~icn and slow development of 
processing techni[;~ues and, especfally at Wick, by the smallness of the harbour. 
The presence of numerous ice houses along the modern Caithness coast attests 
the former importance of fishfng, but these are seldom used now, e. g. Keiss. 
Ackergill Shore and Wick. 
It is perhaps with a picture of faded former glories and importance, 
that a study of Caithness should begin. However, it is in the archaeological 
study of these elements that a fuller picture of the settlement and economic 
position of modern Caithness can be understood. The site of Freswick, very 
rich in archaeological terms but now hardly to be described as the hub of 
fishing activity on the east coast, has played an important role in the past 
development of the area. 
1. 2 History of Archaeology in Caithness (Figure 4) 
It is a measure of the relatively small amount of archaeological 
examination which has taken place in Caithness, relative to the large number 
of monuments, that it can be outlined here so briefly. Almost without exception, 
the earliest excavations took place on the most obvious mound sites. These 
generally enclosed broch towers or chambered cairns. It was noted early in 
the history of Caithness archaeology that 'green mounds' were most commonly 
brochs, but 'grey mounds' were cairns (Stuart, 1868, 305). 
Some of the earliest recorded work was undertaken by A. Rhind in 
c. 1852 on the broch of Kettleburn (Rhind, 1853a ; 1853b ). 
He noted the appearance of the mound covering the broch at Yarrows (Stuart, 
1868, 293). On his death, Rhind left a fund to examine ~ ... (not exclusively) 
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the up:2.:1d districts c: t:1e cou:::ties o:: Cai~hness, Sutherland and Ross' 
(Stuart, 1868, 289). Through this, J. Anderson was enab1ed to excavate at 
the motmd at Yarrows (spelt Yarhouse), in 1870 (Anderson, 187:3, 131-142). 
'I'he a.rc3aeolcgical wealth. of the area w:::.s never in doubt. !1hind had alre:..tdy 
noted that 
Perhaps, wit:"l. tbe exception o: some districts in the OrX!ley 
lis lands, there is, so far as li am aware, no tract of coi.!Iltry 
in all Scotland of similar extent that can furnish the 
archaeologist with so many examples of primeval skill 
as a:re ye~ to be found in the south corner of the parish of Wick, 
comprehending the localities of Yarrows, W arhouse, Ulbster, 
Watnyn and Camster. 
(in Stuart, 1868, 292-3) 
This concentration of monuments was noted by S. Laingm1865. He 
noted, whilst staying at Keiss, some five mounds of potential archaeological 
interest, within the immediate area. He excavated these, of which two were 
brochs and one was the burial mound mentioned below (page Sti ) . He took 
(Laing and Huxley, 1866, 10-19; Laing, 1868, 57-60). 
lfn the fo:lowing two years, J. Anderson, then resident at Wick, and 
R.I. Shearer were sponsored by the Anthropological Society of London to 
examine a numloer of monuments in Caithness. These included Camster Round 
Cairn {Anderson, 1866 a), C am.ster Long Cairn, Ormiegill and Garrywhin near 
Bruan (Anderson, 1866b; 1868; 1870, 221-225). They identified in the last two 
monuments a new type of cairn structure, the horned cairn. In 1871, 
Anderson reported to the Society of Antiquaries in Edinburgh the excavation 
of a number of cairns in Caithness, including Warth Hill, Duncansby for 
example (Anderson, 1872). lfn the same year he also reported a number of 
excavations on broch sites, including Dunbeath and Bowermadden (Anderson 
1873}. He had been made Keeper of the National Museum of Antiquities in 
Edinburgh in 1869 (Graham, 1976, 279) and from then his field work in Caithness 
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was Emited. 
However, in Jl.901, Anderson presented the excavation details from 
the work of Sir Tress Barry. H:e had excavated nine brochs along the coastal 
margin between :':he Water of Wester in the south and S~irza Hea.d in the 
north, L'l t:1e years 1890 to 1900. These included Nybster, Ness and Freswick 
Sands brochs which are noted below (page 152). Anderson also noted that 
Tress Barry had examined 'several other rude stone structures, some of 
which appear to be sepulchral' (Anderson, 1901, 112). At the beginning of 
the article, Anderson listed. other broch excavations which had taken place 
prior to those of Tress Barry, at Dunbeath by W. S. T. Sinclair in 1866 (also 
Anderson, 1873, 114-146} and at Ousdale by J. Mackay in 1891 (Mackay, 
1892). However, he concluded that prior to the work of Tress Barry, 
very few brochs had been systematically excavated 'for the purpose of 
scientific record' (Anderson, 1901, 113). In modern terms it is difficult to 
see the excavations of Tress Barry in tho.t light. However, tDe tact that no 
other brochs have been located within the coastal margin examined by Tress 
Barry, must suggest some form of organised approach. It would have been 
more helpful if Tress Barry had published the information himself, perhaps 
then more detail would have been available in the published record. 
Between 1900 and 1910 very litHe archaeological activity is noted in 
Caithness. There are only occasional references to Tress Barry, for example, 
excavating at Skitten, Kilimster in 1904 (in Calder, 1948, 124). However, in 
1910, the first overall and multi-period survey of the archaeological wealth of 
Caithness was undertaken by A. 0. Curle in the summer and autumn of that 
year (RCAHJ.WS, 191lb, iii). This can be seen as the first departure from the 
obsession with broch-examination. This survey work remained the only one 
of its kind in the county until work of the 1960s by the Ordnance Survey. U 
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inc:-..rded reco:rr:me:1d.z.t:cns for tb.e p:::'ese:rvz::::ons of mcnume1:ts. ':'hese were 
subdivided into 'a) those which appear to be specially in need of protection 
and b} those worthy of preservation but not in imminent risk of demolition 
or decay'. It was noted Chat t~e monuments ar.d constructions located were 
'mo:rre numerous and important than was expected' (RCAHMS, lDllb, iii). 
Of particular significance was the increase in the number of known bro<..:hs. 
79 being distinguished in 1870 and 145 in 1910. Curle also distinguished other 
types of monuments and in his introduction to the Caithness volume, as 
Secretary for the Royal Commission, he discusses them in chronological order 
and divides them by type and function, for ex8.mple ecclesiastical, castellated, 
domestic. It is not always possible to be so sure of the identification from a 
ground survey, but generally his interpretations can be upheld. He also noted 
concentrations of monuments in certain areas, for example in the Yarrows and 
Warehouse area, Loch Calder, Shebster Hill, and the lower areas of the 
Langwell and Dunbeath Straths. He excavated a site that he distinguished as 
a galleried dwelling at Langwell (RCAHMS, 19llb, no. 250, 68; Curle, 1912). 
It is interesting to note that this site was actually recorded in the 
volume in March 1911 rather than summer 1910, after this excavation. 
The history of Caithness archaeology is based on a series of different 
characters, with often a single person dominating a few years at a time of the 
archaeological acti'.'ity. This feature has been recently discussed by Graham 
(1981, 216-18). After Curle's work, A. J. H. Edwards came to the fore in 
the 1920s, working extensively and regularly in the county. Prior to 1924, 
Edwards worked at the chambered cairn at Ham on the north coast and also 
at Freswick Links (see below,l55) (Edwards, 1925). Funded by money from 
the Grmning Fellowship :i.n 1925 and 1926, he excavated cists and associated 
kerbed cairns at Acker gill Links (discussed below, 55 ) (Edwards, 1926; 1927) 
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and ar.. ea:-~11 house at F:::."eswic!-~: r..:n:Cs wh:.c:1 is noted 'below (page 155 ). In 
1928, funded Jfrom the same Fellowship, he examined walling found in 191::! 'it Reay. 
near a Viking grave, and a horned cairn at Lower Dounreay (Edwards, 1929). 
I 
A.O. Curle ::ret'.1rned to work in Cait?J.ness in 1937 and 1938 at Freswick 
Links and this work forms a large part of Chapter 7 below. In the following 
year, 'wr.en I had completed my Freswick adventure ... ' (Curle, 1941, 24), he 
turned to the excavation of the 'Wag' of Forse, Latheron. This site had been 
noted in the Commission volu:.ne of 1911 as a galleried dwelling (RCAHMS, 19llb, 
no. 263, 72-3). Despite an open ... minded approach to the excavation of this site, 
Curle could not distinguish its function, although he tentatively dated it in the 
Early Iron Age (Curle, 1941). This site was examined into the late 1940s 
(Curle, 1948). 
In 1940, C. S. T. Calder of the Royal Commission, undertook one of 
the earliest rescue excavations in Caithness at the broch of Skitten, previously 
excavated by Tress Barry. The site was to be levelled for the building of 
Skitten aerodrome. The site was of partioular interest because of its good 
state of preservation and because 'later erections (were) noted within the 
tower itself' (Calder, 1948). The following year V. G. Childe conducted a 
further excavation at Freswick Links, once again with a rescue motive. This 
is discussed below (Chapter 7) (Childe, 1943). 
Afkr a lapse in the published record of some twenty years, excavations 
in 1961 by J. W. X. P. Corcoran on three chambered cairns at Loch Calder were 
recorded in 1965 (Corcoran, 1965). These were Tulach an t-Sionnaich, a 
passage grave set in a heel-shaped cairn with later extensions and Tulloch of 
Assery A and B, a short-horned cairn and a circular cairn. This excavation 
was one of the last to be undertaken in a single season. The succeeding 
excavations were funded on budgets which enabled successive seasons' work to 
be completed. 
lG 
T:1e work of K Fairhurs: at the bro(!h of Crosskirk, between c. 1966 and 
1972 will shortly come to publication (Fairhurst forth). Interim reports, however. 
indica:e that a settlement was traced immediately outsi.de the broch tower to the 
east (Fairhurst et al, 1966, 19). In the tower, a :ong period o~ occupation was 
identified with interior reorganisation (Fairhurst and Taylor, 1970, 1!1-20). In 
the latest stages, a souterrain was constructed at the site and remains of a 
secondary enclosing wall around the broch appeared to run below St. Mary's Chapel 
to the south (Fairhurst and Taylor, 1971, 53). Contained within this enclosure. the 
settlement noted previously was examined in the final season in 1972, and appeared 
to have been long established after the construction of the broch and outwork, i.e. it 
was post broch. The site could not be preserved because of severe unden.:utting hy 
the sea, andit has now been left tothe elements (Fairhurst and Taylor, 1972, 54). 
E. Talbot of Glasgow University excavated at Scrabster Castle between 
1970 to 197 3. This site was again erodftng and rescue excavations revealed a 
15th century addition to the Castle buildings, all arranged within an enclosure 
(Talbot, 1970, 60; 1973a; 1973b, 21). Finds indicate a 13th century occupation 
and possibly earlier. 
In 1975-77, E. Talbot also excavated at Clow Chapel, Watten. This 
site, ruinous by the 18th century, even after excavation, proved difficult to date 
precisely. A series of skulls and associated vertebrae were recovered in small 
cists and there were possible suggestions of an earlier timber church which had 
been destroyed by fire. The pottery evidence could suggest a 13th century dating 
(Talbot, 1980, 17; 1976). 
Major work at the site of Camster Long Cairn re-commenced in earnest 
under L. Masters of Glasgow between 1976 and 1980. Work had been undertaken 
since Anderson by Corcoran in 1971 and was significant because the suggestion 
was ra:sed of a char.1her ~eading f::::-om the soutl~ s:d.e of the cai:rn, near the 
facade of the South West forecourt (Corcoran, 1971, 52-3; Selkirk, 1!~72, 
286-7). Masters concentrated on the actual composition of the cairn 
{1\las:ers, 1978, 453-4, 459; 1981, 171-2), noting for example that one side 
of t:1e ca:.rn had been built of overlapping slabs, whilst the ot:1er was more 
irregular. He also succeeded in tracing parts of the kerb of the cairn where it 
remained {Masters, 1976, 25-6). Post holes were recovered in the pre-cairn 
land surface which seem to suggest positioning involved with the actual laying 
out of the cairn, being situated along the central line of the cairn's long axis. 
There was extensive examination of the pre-cairn land surface also (Masters, 
1980, 17). 
Following a site survey at Freswick in 1978, a major programme of 
excavation and survey in Caithness by Durham University commenced in 1979. 
This is discussed extensively below (Chapter 5). The project is based on a 
rescue strategy with research input and is ongoing. 
The move away from purely research criteria in the archaeological 
work can be clearly seen in the last 40 years in particular, beginning with 
Calder at Skitten and Childe at Freswick. Research excavations are now 
largely integrated with the consolidation of sites, as when they are taken into 
Guardianship and thus opened to the public as at Camster Long Cairn. 
As ::!f'.X1 be .::een from the discussion above, a series of major excava-
tions have taken place :i.n Caithness, on sites of various types and several 
periods. Despite the promising beginnings of Curle's survey work in 1910, 
very little had taken place until the Ordnance Survey Work of the 1960s and 
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A. Henshall's study of Chambered Tombs (Henshall, 1963, and 1972). This is now 
supplemented by a major campaign of multi-period work. R. J. Mercer of 
Edinburgh University has undertaken work in 1977 in areas to be afforested, 
sucn as Auk:1orn (l'l:erce:', :s80, 1:>16, 84-88) and f.n 1980-1 {Mercer, 1£81) 
al.ong the north Caithness coast. Further survey on the coastal stretch was 
also undertaken by C. E. Batey in 1980-2 (Batey forth) between Dunnet and 
Ousda~e. All these l::ave s:u.'bst&"1'1:ially in:::Teased the OOfP'JS of material avat~able 
:for study. Fa:' example, Batey records a 200 peT cent increase in sites Imown 
along the coastal margin from Dunnet in the north to Ousdale in the south 
(Batey forth). 
Note 
1. For the purposes of this thesis, Caithness is considered as at the 
pre-1S75 administrative unit. The regional re-organisation in 
1975 added the St:.~herland parishes of Tong~e and Farr to Caithness. 
!.."'1 1:377, 11owever, after represen~a:i::!.o~s by these parishioners, 
'I'ong-:.re and Farr :revertec to Sutherla..'"ld. Thus the present-day 
county of Ca:t~'lr..ess is the same as be~ore the regional re-
organisa'.:ions. (I acknowledge here the help of Mrs. J. Campbell, 
Dep~te Chief Executive, Cainmess District Council.) 
PART ONE 
VIKING AND LATE NORSE CAITHNESS IN ITS CONTEXT 
Chapter 2 
Place names, Sagas and History: t11e t;v1ri.ence 
for Caithness and Sutherland 
':'here are tl:ree main r.on~a=cnaeological sources open to o~e in the 
study of Viking and Late Norse Caithness: the place names, the saga evidence 
and the historical documentary sources. The p~ace names have been extensively 
studied by Professo:r Wo F. H. Nfcolaisen and the historical sources by 
Dr. B. E. CraW::ord. lit remains here to summarise their main findings and to 
gather together the saga information. Unfortunately the main information 
concerning the early history of Caithness and Sutherland relies on the sagas. 
There are many problems involved in the use of these sources, noted elsewhere. 
(e.g. Anderson, 1922, VITI; Sawyer, 1971, 37-41; Cowan, 1982, 26),but,given 
the lack of other information, these have to be employed. The work of 
Nicolaisen has served to indicate the extent and concentration of Norse 
influence in the area, and that of Crawford to provide the information on the 
later period of the Earldom history. The available sources of information, thus, 
logical information can do little to supplement. There are settlements which 
are recorded archaeologically, for example, such as Reay in West Caithness, 
which do not appear to be recorded in the literary record. However, there 
are also sites which are known from the Sagas which have produced little or 
no archaeological evidence to support the ident:fification, such as Thurso. The 
three sources therefore must be considered not as individual elements but as a 
whole and complementary body. 
2. 1 The Place Names 
][t has been noted that, 
The distrnbution of Scandinavian and Scandinavian-influenced 
place names iR the best index of the former extent of the 
settlement of these people and of their mingling with the local 
population in an parts of Britain. 
(Phillips et al, 197:3, 11) 
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Recent work by Nicolaisen and, before him, Marwick ar.d Br~gger, has indicated 
that this is very clearly seen in the northern British areas of Scandinavian 
settlement~ the Western Isles, particularly in the Hebrices, the Northern 
Isles of Orkney and Shetta"ld, and the mainla"ld earldom areas, Caitlmess <md 
Suther:and (Figures 5 and 6). 
The place nomenclature of these areas is intimately linked with the 
Norwegian homelands, being derived either directly or indirectly from these. 
The precise dating of the naming elements cannot be accurately given, but a 
relative chronology has been suggested by Nicolaisen (discussed below), with 
naming probably continuing into the 9th oontury (Nicolaisen, 1980, 107). 
Br~gger has plotted the~ na...me element :i.n Norway, and noted its concentra-
tion in the M$6re and Tr[i)ndelag areas, thus suggesting an influx of population 
from this area to the North and West of Scotland (Brdgger, 1929, 74-8). This 
with a notable concentration in the l.VI.rbre district (Brr6gger, 1929, 78-81). The 
sta&r element seems to be concentrated in the Agder-Rogaland area of West 
Norway (Brr6gger, 1929, 81-2). This information is corroborated by the work 
of Borgstr!Dm, who has traced the settlement of both Sutherland and Lewis for 
example, back to south-west Norway, on the basis of pre-aspiration and pitch 
pattern of Norse elements transmitted through the Gaelic (Borgstr!Dm, 1974). 
Before considering which elements in the place names of the north 
are of particular significance, it is necessary to note which elements were 
likely to have been present prior to the Norse arrivaL U is interesting that 
the name of Caithness itself is likely to be one of the oldest names (Nicolaisen, 
1982a, 76-7). There are indications in the place name record, as in the 
archaeological one (see below), of the presence of the Picts in Caithness. A11 
example of this is the name of tb.e stretch of water between Orkney :.md Caithness, 
the Pentlar.d Fi:rth. This is considered to be derived from the ON P~Hland.sfjorJr 
{Pictland Firth}. However, no Pit place name elements have been distinguished 
in Caitl'm.ess, the most no:=t'herly ones being Pit:entrai1 a.."'l.d Pit£our (Nicolaisen, 
l982a, 76) in S:.xtherland. The na.."''le element~. indicating the presence of 
Celtic plrli.ests, may also assist in the identification of pre-Norse elements. 
Only 27 of these have been noted by MacDonald in the North and West of Scotland, 
with 2 in Caithness (Papel, Canisbay and Papigoe, Wick). None were located in 
Sutherland (MacDonald, 1977, 27). Jn Caithness, there do not seem to be any 
certain names of Norse origin which incorporate any earlier elements. The 
only possibility may be in the name fr..mcansby, incorporating the Celtic name 
Dungal (Nicolaisen, l982a, 79). 
Nicolaisen suggests that the incoming Scandinavian population would 
na.me the coastal features first and then the land use and drainage elements 
(1980, 110). ff they came to a nameless landscape, as in effect the situation 
would be if it had been named by a population in a language which could not be 
understood by the Scandinavians, the incomers would face a place naming crisis. 
Presumably tlhey would have to name features which resembled their homeLmd 
scenery, in the way to which they were used. The overall Scandinavian place name 
distribution in Northern Scotland has been mapped out using various place name 
elements. Considering the elements of sta& (dwelling place or farm), ~ 
{dwelling), or saetr (shieling}, b6lsta& {farm) and dalr (valley) as being the 
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most significant of those distinguished by Marwick in Orkne/, for reasons 
noted (1976b, 86), Nicolaisen places these sequentially, based on their gradual 
spread of influence. · fu Northern Scotland, Nicolaisen would see the element of 
bolstaat"r (farm) as in Lybster or Scrabster in Caithness, Embo or Skibo in 
Sutherl.and, as representing the maximum extent of Norse settlement 
(Nicolaisen, :l..976b, 92). Thls Nicolaisen suggests was Scotia Scandinavica 
(1982~3, 105). The d:.stribution of the place na..'>Jles noted falls within this 
maximum dist:r-Jlbuticn. 
Staar, an early element, found in Scandinavia in the second half 
of the 7.th .century {Nicolaisen, :l..982b, 100), is common in Orkney and in the 
Western Isles, but is not found on the Mainland. Nicolaisen's maps an indicate 
a single example of this element in Caithness, at the south of Dunnet Head. It 
seems likely that this represents Wester, but in his more recent account he 
specifically notes that no stadr elements are to be found on the Mainland 
(Nicolaisen, l982a, 80). This may suggest a rethinking of the name Wester 
which is noted elsewhere as a~ element (Nicolaisen, 1976b, 91). 
Nicolaisen has suggested that setr was a consolidation of the staor 
map 6, l976b, 89) and including some 56 examples in Caithness such as 
Seater and Reaster. He suggests a scatter around 900 A. D. , but stresses 
that this dating ca..YJ.not be conclusive (1982b, 100). He has also noted the 
potential confusion between the element~ and saetr (Nicolaisen, 1976b, 91). 
A further consolidation of the settlement may be represented in the 
increased concentration of bolsta& place names. These are relatively common 
in Orkney and Shetland, and increasingly so in Caithness and Sutherland. This 
is the first Scandinavian element distinguished in Sutherland. This element is 
represented in such names as Lybster and Stroupster, Camster and Thrumster 
in Caithness, and in Sutherland by the element -boB or -pol. The distribution 
of these latter forms is confined to Sutherland and has been interpreted as the 
combination of Gaelic and Norse (Nicolaisen, 1969, 15-16). A dating of the lOth 
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to 11th· cer.tc.ries i1as been suggested by Nico:aisen, as the height of Norse 
power in the North (1982b, 103). 
The distribution of the dalr element is particularly wide, heavily 
concentrated in Orkney and s:1et2and, and widely dlistrilc:u.ted ~n No:rthern Scot land, 
althcugh no~ concentrated. This is seen to represent the naming of valleys by 
the Norse, and does not necessarily indicate permanent settlement. Examples of 
this element are common, and include for example Berriedale in Caithness and 
Ospisdale in Sutherland. 
The suggested chronological sequence here outlined is depicted in a 
series of maps produced by Nicolaisen (for example 1976b, 88-95) and discussed 
by Morris {foxth a) (Figures 5 and6 ). Although the obvious dissemination of 
Norse names can be seen in these maps, he has pointed out that it is not possible 
to ascribe a particular name to a particular date range. For example the 
element b_Ql§t~~ which is so common in Northern Scotland is likely to have 
continued in use for a long period (Nicolaisen, 1982a, 82) and was presumably 
stiU applied, w~'leTe appropriate, to certain locations at any period. The 
establishment of a relative chronoiogy is possible, but absolute dating is 
dependent on the framework constructed from other sources and this can easily 
result in a circular argument. The lack of stadi- names in Caithness may seem 
to suggest that it had ceased! to be a place name generic by the time the Vikings 
came to Caithness. .i.ificolaisen has suggested a date in the mid 9th century 
as the initial naming pe:riod. However, he also states that a variety of place 
names are likely to have been used from the beginning of the settlement period 
{Nicolaisen, 1982a, 80 and 82)" Various categories of naming have been dis-
tinguished, personal elements as in Assery (As grim's shieling) or Auckengill 
(Hakon's ravine); noteworthy features of the settlement as in Nybster (new farm) 
or Sa.."lnick (sa-:1dy bay}; pl.ace ::12.r::es est2.blis~1ed w:th re~erence to ano~her 
fea~ure in the vicinity, 2.s in Wester (homesteaC: by the loch), or Stroma {islam! 
of the current) for exa.mpLe; a!so prominent regional features may be included, 
as Reiss (meaning ridge) o:r Watten (wate:::-) {Nicolaisen, 1!382a, 82-3). 
However, the giving of Norse-type names co:1tinued in Northern 
Scotland through Norn, the local development of the No:-wegian language in the 
post Medieval period (Wainwright, 1962, 120). Unlike Sutherland, there is no 
evidence in Caithness that the language passed through Gaelic into Scottish 
language, more that it was taken directly into Lowland Scottish. Thorsen 
concludes that the linguistic remai."lS in Caithness indicate the long survival of 
the Norse colony a"ld presumably the use of Norse place names (Thorsen, 1954). 
Nicolaisen sees only a relatively late mingling in Caithness of the Norse and 
Gaelic names. chiefly at the 'borders' and sees no evidence for the use of the 
These factors indicate the problems of trying to date precisely the place name 
elements, even given other frames of reference. 
The problems of an incomplete place name record are obvious, and 
the dangers of using modern forms rather than the oldest elements cannot be 
over-stressed. This problem is particularly common in coastal situations and 
is considered below. Regardless of such reservations,however, the concentration 
of Norse names in the Northern Isles and Northern Mainland cannot be ignored. 
The names of Caithness divide into Gaelic and Norse, but in Sutherland they 
are a combination of Gaelic, Pictish (Celtic P) and Norse, and some Gaelic-
Norse hybrids have been distinguished. The county name itself would seem to 
suggest a naming from a Northern viewpoint (Nicolaisen, 1982o., 77). There are 
concentrations of Norse elements along the seaboards and up the valleys, the 
'"' L-d 
element of dalr be:'.ng p32'"::i~t:.la=iy co::nmon ~eca.use of c:'1e topog1·ap~1y, as at 
TorrisdaH, To~gue Paris!1 and Helmsdale, Kildcna.."'l. Parish. The latter is 
particularly L"'lteresting beca:.,1se in Celtic the name was Strath~ilidh and was 
ch&"'lged by the N o:rse (B::r)i)gge:r, 1829, 59) a.7ld may possibly be ~nterpreted as 
Hjalmu."'ld's Dale (Watsm~, 1SG6, 3S3L ::b the study of Sutherland p~ace names 
we are fortur.ate to :h.ave a number of compilation works, such as that of Watson 
(1906) and Gray (1S09; 1910). Although incomplete, they form a basis from 
which to work and indicate the range of names involved. Although many elements 
are topographical, others are concerr.ed with settlement, such as Borroboll, 
Farr Parish {indicating a fort-steading) and Ffscary, Tongue Parish (indicating 
a shieling site}. The place names of this area have been recent1y studied hy 
Fraser (1979}. 
However, the situation in Caitb.'1.ess has long excited comment because 
the Gaelic and Norse elements in the place name record appear to be mutually 
exclusive. Nicolaisen has plotted out the Gaelic elements baile (village, farm, 
permanent settlement) and ac'iaadb (field) (lS76, 138, Figures 14 ar.d 15) in the 
west of Caitr..ness and has suggested that these Gaelic areas may have l:i.mited the 
Norse spread (1982b, 108). Omand has recently distinguished a line running from 
Brims through Loch Calder to the Latheron area, where the names with Gaelic 
derivation fall to the west and those with Norse to the east (Omand, 197 3c, 222). 
Such a clear cut division lis not however rigid as there lies between them a 
grey area noted by Nicolaisen (1982a, 79). That a division does exist is clear, 
however, and has been long noted (eo g. Curle, 1939, 71), forming a basis of the 
modern place name studies in the area. 
Such an area within the purely Norse sphere of influence is the parish 
of Canisbay which has a particular wealth of Norse place names, with virtually 
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a:: names 5.n the parish identified as Norse (Figure 7 ). This would seem to 
suggest a total su.pp::..·essior.. of all place names from the prc-Norrse period, 
a::tnougi1 a pre-Norse population which presumably had pl<:.ce names o!" its owr: 
is a=cll.aeologica~!y at~es~ect This f.s perhaps supported by an interpretation 
of the name Freswick by Mowat, suggesting that this may have been a Norse 
rendering of the pre-Norse name Camas r..a Tra.ghad (meaning a sandy bay) 
and interpreted in Norse as Prad'sv!k (Mowat, 1931, 7). It is, however, difficult 
to substantiate such a suggestion or indeed to find comparable examples in the 
area. 
The wealth of Norse names in Canisbay is indicated on the map (Figure 7 ). 
Many of these names represent topographica: features such as Geo of B~~dsdale, 
ON beitis dalr (pasture dale) or ON bedj:1 dalr (dale of fo!ds); Clett, ON klettr 
(isolated rock pillar), or Warth Hill, ON varcl'a (beacon hill). There are a few 
w"hinh ... P.~.,.P~P.rd: t=:P.i:tlements howeve:r, l_)QSSiblv Sonsiouov, ON sand kv{ (sand farm). 
BrabsterJ ON breid'.u b6lsta& (broad homestead), or Stroupster, ON storr bolstatir 
(big farm). 
However, a note of caution should be soui1ded. The coastal names arc 
chiefly descriptive terms, as Skippie GeoJON skipa gja (ship geo), and :Fullie Geo, 
ON fugla gja (possibly meaning bird geo}. It is however a distinct possibility that 
the tradition of such names continued for a long period, especially since Thorsen 
suggests that Norn continues in Caithness up to the 16th century (Thorsen, 1954, 
233). Such terms as geo would therefore be common for a long period, as seen 
in Kingan Geo, traditionally so named because King James V visited the spot. 
Others such as Deubie Gill and Sheavie Gill are more likely to be Scottified 
terms from the Norse and hence the chronology is difficult to determine because 
the priority of the two elements is obscure. 
2.-) 
Ca.itb.,'J.ess :1as been te::-med a mainland bridge head of Scotia Scandinavica 
(Nicolaisen, 1982b, 105), but perhaps the evidence other than the place names 
indicates much more sat:sfactorily the position of the North East Mainland of 
Scot~and in the No:rse se3tleme:J.t, particularly in tile period of t:w Ea:-ldom. 
2. 2 :'he ~gas and Histo::-ical Sources 
For the history of events in Viking Caitlmess proper, the saga literature 
is the only source of information. Although far from ideal, the suggestion that 
the Orkneyinga Saga 'claims implicitly to be Mstory rather than art' (Taylor. 
1938, 7) should give one grounds for hope. 
One of the earliest datable references to Caithness in the Orkneyinga 
~is dated c. 874 and tells of an allia...'lce between Earl Sigurdr and Porsteinn 
the Red!, which resulted in the conquering of 'all Caithness and much more of 
Scotland, and Moray and Ross' (O.S. Ch. V, 8; Taylor, 1938, 139). Heimskringla, 
suggesting a dating of c. 889-892, limits this conquest to 'Caithness and all 
Sutherland, as far as Ekkialsbakka' (H. Harald Fairhair's Saga, Ch. 22, 1~2); 
possibly in the area of Strathoykell (Taylor, 1938, Note 5, 353). These sou reel:> 
seem to indicate that Vikings were already established in Orkney, and then came to 
Caithness, and after the victory 'many Vikings settled in the lands, (both) Danes 
and Norwegians' (H. op. cit.). 
From this point on in the saga literature there are various references 
to Vikings in Caithness. The Orkneyinga Saga provides very valuable information, 
and its clarity of topographical description in many cases has led various authors 
including Taylor, to suggest that the author of the Orkneyinga Saga may have 
stayed in Caithness for some time, thus writing at first-hand knowledge. Taylor.· 
has gone even further to suggest that the author may well have visited the mainland 
at least once between 1190 and 1210, probably staying with a branch of Sveinn 
Asleifarson 's family in Duncansby (Taylor, 1938, 28). 
ill Orkneyinga Saga there are numerous references tc Caithness a..nd 
the earldom elite, and these a:re supplemented by other saga sou:rces. Taylor 
has observed that 1the interests of the compiler of Orkneyinga Saga lie very 
obvioas:y L'1 Orkney and C r.itl:...ness' (Taylor, 1938, 9·.3) ar.~ for tbs fact a stL~dent 
of VikL"lg Caithness is most g:rateful. A recen~ survey of Caithness in the Sagas 
has been made by Cowan (1982) and his work provides further examptes to those 
here quoted. The Orkneyinga Saga text relies heavily on the presence of a number 
of colourful characters, most commonly the Caithness and Orcadian elite but 
others are mentioned, particularly Frakokk who owned lands in Kildonan and who WclS of 
the Moddan clan, a so-called Celto-Norse kindred (Cowan, 1982, 32). From the 
sagas we learn of bat:les, settlements and leaders, often not archaeologically 
recorded. For example in the Orkneyinga Saga we learn of battles at Dale and 
Skitten, both of which were victories for Lj6tr, husband of Frakokk. against the 
Scots (0. S. Ch. IX and X, 20-23; Taylor, 1938, 145-8). The Saga also tells 
that Earl Harald Maddadarson raised an army of 6, 000 rnen in Caithness in 1202 
against the King of the Scots (0. S. Ch. CXH, 296; Taylor, 1938, 347). 
Through the actions of some of the characters it is possible to learn 
something of the settlement distribution of the time. For example, there are 
many :references to Sutherland which indicate a more widespread and dense 
population the1·e than the present archaeological evidence would support. All 
indications in that 4"!'·;a, are however, for a more integrated presence with the 
local population than the sagas would suggest was the case in Caithness. Frakokk, 
the daughter of Moddan, is recorded in the Saga as marrying Ljptr Nidlngr in 
Sutherland {0. S. Ch. LIH, 114; Taylor, 1938, 214) and henceforth they had a 'bu' 
in Helmsdale (Taylor, ]. 938, Note 2, 37 3). This was destroyed by Sveinn and 
Fralmkk was killed (0. S. Ch. LXXVIII, 178; Taylor, 1938, 264). Later in the 
Saga, Earl Rognvaldr is :record~d at the wedding of h:s daughter, Ingiridr to 
Eirikr Stagbrellr (0. S, Ch. LXXXIV, 254; Taylor, 1938, 315); it is stated 
'lJ 
that Eirikr had been brought up in Sutherland on Frakokk's estates (0. S. Ch. LV, 11!); 
Taylor, 1938, 217). :'here are also references to Mcddan raising an army there 
(0. S. Ch. XX, 44; Tayler, 1938, 164) a11d plundering by Sveinn (0. S. Ch. LXXVHL 
178; Taylor, 1938, 264). However, it is not clear whether, in the case of the 
army-raising1the people were Norse or Norse-influenced at all, :md in the case 
of the plundering whether these were rival Norse bands raiding Suther!and Norse 
or a local Gaelic population. Either way, there must have been a sufficiently 
concentrated population there, whether Norse or Gaelic, to w<.Lrrant attention. A 
further reference to Sutherla..'ld in the Saga, concerns the death of Earl Sigurdr 
and his burial at Ekkjalsbakka (Oykell 's Bank) 'And Sigurd the Mighty is buried 
in a barrow on the banks of the River Oykell. ' T".nis has been interpreted as 
'the hilly north bank of the river Oykell as it widens out into the Dornoch Firth' 
(0. S. Ch. V, 9; Taylor, 1938, footnote 5, 353). 
For Caithness, the we~l documented exploits of Sveinn Asleifarson 
provide us with particuiarly interesting information in the study of the site of 
Freswick. 
Occasional saga references such as those of Nj[l.l and the Orkneyinga Saga 
mention the site of Prasv{k: this is commonly identified with Freswick (Taylor, 
1938, footnote 3, 3S7 i· In Njal's Saga, Earl Sigurdr's brother-in-law Havardr 
is described as livJing at Prasvfk (N. S. Ch. LXXXV, 206) and later Kru-i Solmund::U'son 
and his crew sailed to Caithness and 'went ashore at Freswick to the home of a 
worthy man called Skeggi. •. 1 Q'i. S. Ch. CLV, 444). In the Orkneyinga Saga, 
'Sweyn Asleif's son was at Freswick in Caithness, ~md was keeping- guard over 
his stepson's estate' {0. S. Ch. XCII, 242; Taylor, 1938, 306). It is also reported 
" ' ) ._ 
that An<i:<:ol and :Pc:rste:.nn Hognuson and 20 men pulled their boat up at l?reswiek, 
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and hid themselves in t:'lickets not far from the Hall at Freswick, having 
she~terec'l in caves nea.Tby {O.S. Ch.XCIT!, 248-9; Taytor, 1938, .'311; footnote 4. 
398). Tayloe: would see tl'li.S as tG'king place at the northern end of the Links, 
but it could equally well have been the south side,if indeed the Norse haH lies 
below the modern bulllding of Freswick Castle, which is also on the 50uth side of 
the Links. Taylor has used the vivid description of the site of Freswick to 
support his argument for first hand knowledge in the Saga writing. It is, however, 
rather difficult to avoid a circular argument here, because the following description 
of Lambaborg which is vivid, is taken as indicating a particular location (discussed 
below) but the identification of that site is tota!ly based on the saga description, 
rather than on any other evidence. The site called Lambaborg in the immediate 
vicinity of Freswick, is thus described~ 
Then thev went to Duncansbv to see Swevn. Then Sweyn gathers 
men, and marches to Lambaborg, and fortified himself there. 
This was a fine natural stronghold. And he took up his quarters 
in it with sixty men, and got provisions and other necessary stores. 
The fortress stood on some sea-girt crags, and there was a stoutly 
built wall before it on the Landward side. The crags stretched well 
out to sea on the other side. (Sweyn and Margad) did great mischief 
in Caithness by pillaging, and they carried their plunder thither to 
the fortress. And they became very unpopular. 
(O.S. Ch. LXXXII, 188; Taylor, 1938, 270-1) 
The story then continues to relate how Sveinn and Margad were besieged 
by Earl Rognv:tldr in Lambaborg and their supplies cut off. They escaped by 
night by climbing down the cliff with the aid of a twisted rope and escaped by 
swimming (0. S. op. cit; Taylor, 1938, 271-1). This tale :i.n the Orkneyinga Saga 
o~ the activities of Sveinn and his fort at Lambaborg have caused many problems: 
the location of this fort should in theory be distinctive enough, and indeed two 
entirely different locations can be made to fit the description. Various authorities 
have sided with Bucholly, a castle on a 'sea-girt' promontory approximately 
two miles south of FresvYick (e. g. Bramman, 1973, 126; Palsson and Edwards, 
1978, 221; MacGibbon and Ross, 1889, 340): an idea perpetuated by the 
Commission (1911b, :r.o. 32, 11-12) and possibly originating from Pennant 
(! 769, 16 and 162 with illus.) who illustrates Buehol1y with the title of r•·reswick. 
Taylor, on the other hand,believes the site to be that of Ness Broeh immedi u.tcly 
south of modern Freswick Castle (Taylor, 1938, footnote 4. 390). 
There are, however, problems with each suggestion; Bucholly as yet 
lacks structural remains which can be attributed to the period w1der consideration. 
It is possible that the present castle on the site, built during the period 1400-1542 
(MacGibbon and Ross, 1889, 161) overlies or incorporates elements of an earlier 
structure. There is an eroding midden visible at the seaward side of the 
promontory, which is immediately below the standing castle. Curle recovered 
from this pieces of grass tempered pottery similar to that at Freswick (N MAS 
HR, 588). Ro_bert Gourlay more recently confirms this with other sherds ~md 
l'vir. Martin of Keiss has in his possession a fine ridged grass tempered strap 
handle {see Plate 4:~ ). This last item is important in the argument for 
contemporaneity with Freswick. The precise form is present at both sites as 
well as at Robertshaven (see below). Occasional sherds in this fabric which are 
lacking distinctive form cannot be seen as chronological indicators because the 
pottery is so crude and generally undiagnostic, but such similarity in form is 
significant. 
:rz 
The suggestion of Ness Head as Lambaborg is also lacking definite corrobor·-
ation. The name element -borg, indicating tower or possibly broch as in other 
parts of the Saga (Taylor, 1938, footnote 7, Ch. V, 352),is perhaps one of the 
most significant parts of the argument in its favour. However, perhaps further 
information would have been provided about the site if it had looked as impressive 
as it does today, even allowing for the reconstruction after the excavation (Andet·son. 
UOil., 1~3). ';':';1e:re do net appear to be any structures at ~his site which could 
have been No:-se in origin, although pre-Norse buHdings could co:1ceivably have 
been occup~ed. The statement that 
It was o~ Wed:.'lesday in Easter week that Sweyn Asleif 1s son had 
gone u;_J to Lambe-::JOrg wit!J. a ha':ldiul of men. ':'hen they saw that 
a ca:-go sh:p was coming from the east from the ?ent:and Firth. 
(O.S. Ch.XCH, 242; '!'aylor, 1938, 306) 
indicates that the site had a good vantage. This, however, would suit both sites 
although the idea of coming from the east from the Pentland Firth may perhaps 
give cause for concern, because on the east coast :i.t would appear to be more of a 
northerly approach. 
':'he discovery of Norse remains under the present Castle at Fre~;wick 
may conceivably broaden the list of Lambaborg candidates. Ad·nittedly it does 
not fit the desc!'iption as neatly as the other sites, but it does present archaeo-
logically contemporary material in a relatively defensive position. Tl1is cannot, 
site of the Castle at Freswick that the course or the Burn has altered within the 
last 200 years (visible on !he 1:10,000 0. S. map of 1969 by the fo~m of the fore-
shore). Such an alteration would eliminate the possibility of a defensive j)UC>ition 
and with that preclude that part of the site in any consideration of the Lambaborg-
enquiry. The problem must remain unresolved as to the precise location o~ the 
fo-rtress. 
In the course of the adventures of Sveinn Aslelfarson, it becomes obvious 
that his family had lands at Duncansby (Dungalsboe). Earl Ol~fr of Gat"eksey 
(Gairsay) in Orkney, the father of Sveinn is recorded as having these lands in 
Caithness (0. s., Ch.LV!,!20; Taylor, 1938, 218) and in 1029 Earl Porfinnr 
(Thorfinn) stayed at Duncansby (Oos •• Ch.XX, 45; Taylor. 1938, 164) and 
Heimskringla tells that Poriinnr spee1t much of his time there (H. St. Olaf Saga, 
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Ch. 98, :;.s3). The significance of the site at Du!lcansby can be seen by the fact 
tha~ it is one of on:y two 'bu 1 sites noted in Cai:thness, the other bein~ Fres wick. 
This class of site is discussed extensively by Clouston (1927). A number or 
im.pori:a.'l'1: ch2racters in the 0:.-kneyi!lga Saga a:;:-e asso~iated w.ith D1.'.;1cansl)y. 
T1te association of Porfinnr and Svei::m Asleifarson with the si~e is no~ed a'Jo1e., 
However. N~a1 1s S§.ga ~ells us tha~ 1\hoddan came ~rom Dunca.>1sby (N. §.. , Ch. 83, 
202) and that the Scottish king Malcolm collected an army from Duncansby 
(N.S., Ch.86, 207). Audr, mother of :Porsteinn who conquered Caithness, had 
a grand-daughter who married Dungad'ar (Duncan), Maemar of Duncans by 
{JH. St. Ola! Saga, Ch. 96, 159). The associations with Duncans by includ= some 
of the most significant peop:e of the time, and it would be temptinJ to saggest 
that the remains recently loca~ed there (see below) could represent part of 
that settlement. n would, however, be unwise to pursue this connection too far, 
!Jar~icularlv before the site is excavated. 
Similarly, there is a reference reLating to Hofn, as the burial pla(:8 
of Earl Hlodvir (0. s., Ch. XX, 124;· Taylor, 1938, 148). Y~ofn w:.ts id·=mtified as 
Huna ir. the Origines Parochiales (J.nnes, Ed. ,1855, 794-813). However, Ta:J'lor 
explains that in his view (Taylor, 1931, 43) where the original form is I-Iwh~~, 
there is no phonological connection between the two. Ind·eed, he adds that 
0. N. Hofn often results in the name of Ham and therefore could equal.ly well be 
the place of that na111c in Dunnet parish. Graves have been recorded at Huna, 
however, and these will be discussed below. It is not possible to relate this 
Saga reference conclusively to the known a:cchaeological material so it would be 
better to avoid such spurious associations. 
In the case of Thurso. we tlXe perhaps bette1· served in the saga 
literature, iJ lacking on the archa~o!o).';ieal side. The small amu\mt of conclusive 
a:rchaeological evidence is discussed below (page 48 ) , although Thorsen 
described Porsa as a township from r:. 1200 onwards (Thorsen. 196.':3, 71) 
andl in the Or:<r.eyingn Saga there are various references to the settlement there. 
'I"ne derivation of tl:e name Th.urso has caused much debate. One of 
the more recent ideas ('Yhorsen, 19G8) suggests that Porsa, the t·YNnship 
mentioned in the Saga, could be derived from two possible sources; either 
meaning 'river of the god Thor' from pors:l or from t>orshaugr, meaning 'Thor's 
mound' or alternatively porso mea_"'ling 'bull 's river'. Nicolaisen has recently 
set out the possible suggestions of derivation (1982a,84-5). 
The saga informs us that the Moddan Clan held lands in Caith."'less, 
which may have included Thurso (0. S., Cho XX, 48-9; Tayloe, 1938, 166-7). 
In 1156-1158, it is recorded that the earls w.~re at Thurso for the deer hunting 
(0. So, Ch. CU-CHI, 275-6; Taylor, 1938, 332-3) and more spectacularly, that 
"in 1?.~1 F,!'l_-rl .Ton H~.r~l(lss()n, tbe J::>.At of the fl~;:rndinavi:=!n line. W.'iS killed in 
the cellar of his own home in Thurso (H. s. , Ch. 171, 150). 
In 1151, Earl Ha:~ald Maddaciarson was trapped in Thurso harbour <U1d 
made to pay tribute to K:i.ng Eysteinn of Norway (0. S. , Ch. XCI, 240; Ta_l'lor, 
1938, 304). This anomalous situation, with Norway holding considerable mo.-:-a] 
power, if not actually physical power, in Caithness, was to be the cause of the 
downfall of that power, studied by Crawford (1971). That there was a settlement 
of some note at Thurso, therefore, in the Norse period cannot be denied fro::n t"'le 
sources, although archaeologically it has not yet been located. 
There are other locations mentioned in the Orkneyinga Saga one of which, 
the farm at Forsi, the home of Hallvard:~, was visited in the story of the two 
saga heroes :i?orbji:)rn and Rognvaldr (0. S. , Ch. em:, 276-ts2; Taylor, 19:J~. ;j;~:~-7). 
Taylor believed that it was possible to trace the journey made by Rognvald:r i.n 
this event and proceeded to undertake the journey on his bicycle ('fayior, 1938, 
footnote 1, 4'02-3)~ 
One area which is often neglected in the study of Caithness is the 
isl&.''H~ of Stroma (Strcnrrney) :in the Pentla'ld Firth. A:thoug:11 to the sm.r!:ccm view 
point this may seem to be of little significance, its posit~on In the ?entland 
Firth, at the hub of the routes between the Orkney and Caithness earldom lands, 
can::wt be under-estimated at this period. There are constant references in 
Orkneyin@ Saga to the rulers of OTkney a'ld Caithness moving between their 
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areas of powf~r andLclose contact across the Pentland Firth (e. g. 0. S., Ch. LXXVIII, 
178; Taylor, 1938, 264; 0. S. , Ch. XCI, 240; Taylor, 1938, 304). 
There are various references in the Orkneyinga Saga to activity on 
Stroma in the Norse period. For example, Sveinn Asleifar.son is recorded sailing 
to Stroma the home of Amtmdi {0. S., Ch. XCVH, 268; Taylor, 1938, 326-7). 
meeting there between Sveinn and H:araldr, Sveinn sailed south to Caithness and 
his adversary to Orkney (0. S., XCVII, 268; Taylor, 1938, 327), reflecting the 
situation of the island as a stepping-stone between the parts of the Earldom. 
There is as yet scant evidence on the island to indicate settlement of any scale, 
if indeed there ever was much. 
There are also references to the island of Swona (Sviney). It is 
described as the home of a poor man, named by Torfaeus as Grimus (Pope, 
1866, 98), and his sons, Asbjorn and Margadr {O.S., Ch.XLVI, 121; Taylor, 
19.38' 218). 
Such is the information concerning the Caithness part of the Earldom 
provided by the Saga sources. Crawford has considered thns in eonjunction with the 
historical documentary sources for the period up to 1470 (1!)71). She has noted 
that 
As part of the ma:.nland of Scotland, the province of Caithness 
was implicitly recogniserl as Scottish territory by the Norwegia11s 
in the treaty of 2.098 be~ween their king, Magnus Barelegs, and 
King :Zdgar of Scotland. Being, however, the only part of the 
m2.inla::.'1d which was thorm::gh~y settled by peoples of Norse 
ext:ract:.on, Ca~:~mess was in a totally different sitt:a:::cn from 
a.."'l.y o:he::c part of the Scot::ish littoraL 
(Crawiord, l977b, 97) 
It is this awkward si~uaiion which led to an unusually strong Norwegian 
influence in the area, perhaps as a counter attack to the continuous attempts 
by the Scots to gain control of the North mainland. 
The Earldom of Orkney including Caithness (although not Shetland for 
most of the period under consideration - see below), developed into a comp~etely 
distinctive administrative unit, inspired by the Norwegians (Crawford, 1971, XIX). 
In Caithness Crawford has suggested that the Scottish Earl's or Mormaer's 
position by the 12th century had a 'definitely official quality'. However, although 
the Norse earls of Orkney had lands in Caithness, they cannot be seen as 
officers of the Scottish Crown {Crawford, 1971, 67). This completely anomalous 
situat5.on which resulted in constant confrontation between the Norse earls and 
the Scots, who wanted power in Caithness, has been extensively exp~ored in 
the thesis of Dr. Barbara Crawford (St. Andrews University (1971) ) and to her 
any student of the period in the north should be most grateful. Throughout the 
whole period of her thesis (1158-1470), for only 81 years were the two parts 
of the Earldorr_, Orkney and Caithness ruled by different persons. Anderson 
has listed the Norse earls who ruled both sides of the Pentland Firth {Anderson~ 
1907b, 420-22), including Sigurd, Thorfinn and Rognvald. 
The Province of Caithness had been recognised as Scottish territory 
by the Norwegians in a treaty of 1098, but as the settlers in Caithness were 
from Orkney, the Earls of Orkney claimed jurisdiction over them. 1n;j theoretically 
held Caithness (includi.VJ.g Sutherland unless otherwise specified) with the boW1dary 
being at Ausdale (0. S,, Ch. CXH, 298; Taylc:r, 1938, 347) as a·1 Earldom of the 
Kings of Scf'ltla'ld {Crawford, 1977b, 97). The lint<s with Norway were 
always close, puticularly lin the 11th - 12th centuries. Marwick has noted the 
division. of land in Ca.it?r.~Jess and Sutherland into Ouncela.nds &"ld Pe~nyla.ncls, ~s 
in O:rimey (Crawford, 1977b, 99). The close inter-relationship with the Church 
in the Earldom, assumes that Caithness lay within the jurisdiction of the early 
Bishops of Orlmey. The first Scottish bishop in Caithness prior to the founding 
of the first Caithness bishopric in 1147-51, proved to be very unpopular (Crawford, 
1977b, 99). The close relationship between the Earl and the Church is emphasised 
by the close proximity of both Halkirk, the main church, to Brawl, the main 
seat of the Earl,and of Scrabster to the earldom seat at Thurso, no~ed .i.n 
1154 (0. S., Ch. CVI, 294; Taylor, 1938, 346). The Scots attempted to reorg<U1ise 
the Caithness church, with Bishop Gilbert in 1223 moving the chur·ch feom 
Halkirk to Dornoch in Sutherland. The combination of this action and the increas<:~d 
tiends and dues in Caithness due to the Church, heralded the active Scottish 
intervention through Alexander H in 1233. Gilbert de Moravia was established 
as Bishop Adam's successor at Dornoch. This move to Sutherland, indicates the 
situation that Sutherland was becoming increasingly Scottish, being held by the 
de Moravia family, and it was in this period that Sutherland can be seen to 
separate from the Northern Earldom lands of Caithness and Ockney (Crawford, 
1977b, 101-8). 5 
The direct Norse influence through a Norse line ended with the murder 
in Thurso of Earl John in 1231, and then the Scottish line succeeded (Crawford, 
1971, 102). The son.of John, the minor Magnus was 'guided' by a member of 
the Scottish Angus family, and on the death of Magnus in 1239, he was sacceeded 
by Gilbert I and Hand then Joanna de Moravia. At this period Caithness was 
carved up ~etween Joanna a..'1rl her sister Mathilda on the dea.~h of their father 
Gilbert IL T:1e possessor of the .other part died childless and !1is identity 
is unsure (Crawford, 1971, 17). 
Trouble contim~ecl in Caithness ,because in 1263 Atexat1der III took 
hostages in the area and feared the loyalty of the population in Cait}mess. 
Norwegian influence must still have been significa"lt therefore, al~hough not 
perhaps as influential as it had been in 1231, when the murderers of Earl John 
went to Norway for judgement even though by then Caithness was in Scottish 
hands (Crawford, 1971, 159). 
The Strathearn family dominated the history of Caithness in the period 
1350-60 with the Sinclairs becoming incrreasingiy powerful. Henry Sinclair· 
made himself an ear: i."l Orkr.ey in 1379, with a grant from King Hakon M<~;_;11usson. 
Henry II,however, was viewed as a Scottish magnate and based his activities 
in mainland Scotland (Crawford, 1971, 224-45). In 1458 Orkney iill.d Shetland 
two areas, which are today termed the Northern Isles as a single unit, coincided 
directly. The information for Shetland is little and basically independent from 
that of Caithness and Orkney. Separated as a fine imposed by King 
Sverre on Harald Maddadson;o ~~he Shetland of 13th - 14th centuries 
for-med part of the Norwegian sca:~:Ua.nds which owed d:1es directly to the crown 
(Crawford, 1971, 353). Only by the actions of private individuals, such as the 
Sinclair family who bought land in Shetland, did the islands become part o~ 
Scotland (Crawford, 1971, 365). 
2. 3 Conclusion 
Borgstr~m has stated that 'bilingualism was the exception rather than 
the rule during the five hundred years when Norse was spoken in Scotland' 
(lfl74, 102}. This suggestion certainly would seem to be supported by the 
distribdicn of No:rse and Gaelic place-name eleme::1ts distinguished ahove. It 
:i.s impossible to know the precise situation in Caithness at the time of the giving 
of place names, and the sagas cannot assist. The sagas were written d!own 
late:r than the period wider immeiliate consie!eration, probably by people far 
removed! from the situation, despite the suggested cor.nections with Caith.."less 
noted above. The sagas,the:refore,provli.de an inco::nplete picture of Caithness 
once the Norse settlement was fully established. The problems of the early 
settlers, their place naming activities and land taking do not appear in that 
source of information. 
However, the sagas and even later historical. documents do provide a 
reasonably full picture of the life of the elite in the Caithness Earldom la.."l.ds. 
The problems of sagas as historical sources may, to some extent,negate their 
use, although, in the absence of other information, they are better than nothing 
at all. They are important, if only to indicate the relationship with Orkney and 
Norway, points expanded by Crawford's studies (1971, l9'771D~. The close connectiol!s 
between the two parts of the Earlcom, Ork:ley and Caithness, cmmot be over-
stated and the constant interferences by Scotland, outlined by Crawford (l97l.),did 
nothing to counter this. On the contrary, the actions served to concentrate 
Norwegian efforts on the area, to form a bastion against Scottification. 
It is with this view of intense Norwegian influence chiefly countering the 
Scots' advances to the south, that the Norse activity as archaeologically recovered, 
ought to be considered. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, there is a relative 
paucity of Norse archaeological evidlence, in relation to the place names and 
perhaps this settlement evidence ought to be seen as the homes of the great land 
cJ::. 
owners in Caithness,J Duncansby and Freswick for example. The homes of the 
ordinary people, mentioned so fleetingly in the Orkneyinga Saga)1ave not yet 
located. 
Notes 
1. Hugh Mrurwick, a great O:rcadiru1 scholrur, has attemp~ed to establish a 
relative chro:1ology of the Norse settlement through a study of farm names, 
rBntals 2nd general topog:raphy. fu a survey of the main Norse place names, 
1\Carwick s:1.ggests ihe e:eme:nts ox skf.H (homestea~), ga:-& (farm}, bolstad'.r 
(farm) (although these were probably used over a long period) and 2x!: {farm 
settlement) or bu {fa.:r:msteadi, estate) as being most likely to represent the 
primary set~le:r:1e::rt. Kvf, meaning an animal congregating area, are located 
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on the higher slopes am.c1 possibly therefore secondary {although it could be 
associated with tbe early settlement) and~ (dwelling} elements possibly 
representing secondary infilling lin the settlement pattern. The widespread 
dis~ribution of settlements named after a geographical feature, e. g. Westness, 
Rousay, he suggests, are probably also relatively early (Marwick, 1931; illus . 
.in Bailey, 1974, 76). However it is possible to contest this on the grounds 
that although they may :represent initial Norse settlement at that site, that 
does not necessarily indicate an early date, or even an early position in the 
sequence. 
2. I am most grateful for the help and advice of Doreen Waugh, M. Litt. 
Student in t't.e. Sc..-hool of Scottish Studies, Place name survey, who 
is considering the Caithness material in her thesis. Also for the willing 
assistance of Ian Fraser of that Department in this section of my thesis. 
3. The arguments for the dating of ~he compilation of the Orkneyinga Saga and 
~he identification of the author(s) have been extensively examined by Taylor 
,..., ,.,. t'() ...., ""! n .,....,... il"i"'>-> ·~·· .... ~ --.~ ~ • , r"~· ). •.-......, _.r. ,._,_-. ·--. "~.., A..,.,_.). !-- A.. . -.! ,- ... ,... - ,.,,.:..L... ,.._ .-...-
\-i:lUlJ, &J~.._,"'-", t.;v-:a...:u 1 Cl1...:.55t;:;j:;j..,;,_ _ _.5 ~,A:;..~..J..J.{:; v .... .,;-.1.- A~.LC~o. ... .u. .... v~.., 1. ..... 1..\IIJv u .... '--5._,..., r ..... -~vvv ...... :..-
1210-25 and c. 1225-35, with later interpolations. Taylor has more recently 
reconsidered the evidence to indicate a compilation of the first part of the 
OrkneY!gga Sag~ c.1192-1206 (Taylor, 197 3, 396). The compilation is 
considered by Taylor to have been made in Iceland (1938, 13), pro!::>ably at the 
behest of a patron there (r;;:'aylor, 1973, 398). 
4. I am most grateful for the assistance of Mr. John Me Kinnell in the 
translation of this passage, which suggests a hall building near a farmstead. 
'(he) came to the farm (i.e. the whole spread) a bit earlier, and went to the 
hall building. Then he heard (the sound of) armed men, and rushed into 
the hall and out at the other doors and wanted to get to the ship .•• ' 
5. The his to:.. ical evidence for the Norse province of Sudrland is both incomplete 
and complex. Crawford has described the area as the 'southern more Scottish half 
of the province' of Caithness (Crawford, 1977b, 99). Sutherland was for a long 
period part of the Province and Diocese of Caithness and its history was largely 
guided in the later period (12th century) by the attempts of the Scottish Crown 
to weaken the Norse hold on Caithness. Under the de Moravia family, 
Sutherland was absorbed! into the Scottish Kingdom. This family held a 
large amount of Sutherland, possibly after the loss by Harald Maddadson in 
1197-8 of hallf his kingdom. The saga seems to suggest that most of SutherlaHd 
was in the power of Mod!dan in the Dale in the mid 12th century, and it is 
unknown whether Sutherland was former earldom land or not, when the 
de Moravias took over. The son of Hugh de Moravia who seems possibly to 
have gained Sutherland in. c. 1198, was Wilaam who in the ea::rly Thirteenth 
Century was 'dominus de Sutherlandia'. It was probably at this time that 
Caithness began to lose control over Sutherland, and it may be suggested 
Chat the support by the Scottish C:rrown for the de Mor avias m th!s struggle 
was a move to Leave t'he province of Caithness more vulnerable so that the 
Norse h.ol.<dl co:1ld be :red':.lcect 
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Chapter 3 
The Viking and Late Norse Evidence in Caithness 
'2he arcnaeological study of Vik:i.ng and Late Norse presence in Caithness 
and the islands of the Pe:1tlan.d Firth, cannot be viewed without consideration of the 
p!ace name and historical sources outH.ned above. The place names indicate 
a concentratio:1 of Scand:navian L."lfluence in the no::rth-east of the modern county, 
with the indigenous population more restricted inland. The nature of th:s 
apparent dominance of ~he local population (as suggested by the place names, 
see above page 26) is undocumented and the archaeological evidence of the 
Norse presence only recorded in a series of scattered references which are 
seldom considered as a whole. It is the aim here to gather together this 
wealth of information concerning the Norse presence as archaeolo,gically attested. 
The 1911 Royal Commission report for Caithness (RCAHJVTJ3, 191lb) 
failed to report any strl:.ctural remains which could be related to the Norse period 
of settlement in the county. Although the middens and a structure were noted at 
l<'r,o,qwif>k fon_cif.. 1~-1q. T108 4R ~mrl 411\_ tl,~~?v were11ot distiTio-nishPrl as he;nt~ 
'~--===- . . . ~ 
Viking, However, other Norse elements were noted by the RCAHM:S: the graves 
of Castletown {87, no. 320) and Westerseat (£E_. cit. , XXVIII), the Kirk O'Tang 
'bracelets' (27, no. 81) and the T7mrso ru.'1ic stone (123, no, 446} for example. 
More recent work has enlarged this corpus, and for the first time this body of 
information is gathered together here. (Figure 8) 
3. 1 Structural Evidence 
3. 1. 1 Structures associated with brochs 
The cmrpus of material derived from the study of extra-mural structures 
associated with brochs in the county is increasing, For example, at two of the 
brochs at Keiss, Whitegate and Keiss broch itself, there are undated structures 
of rectangular form in the immediate vicinity. They appear to have been 
constructed of stone robbed from the brochs and are thus of later date, although 
tfu.ey co:x1d conceiva.Ky be co:rr::e:rr:poxa=y wi~h ~ne b:tochs, hav~g mari':e use of ~ile 
same stone quarry {Batey J!orth. WIC 098 > JLOO). There are, however, other 
examples, which are perhaps more convincing in ~his argument. A fine example 
o c c t-1 r s at B:ii.:rk'ie I'fiUs, Keiss, where approximately 100 ya;rds (c. 9t 5 m} 
to the north of the brodn., a rectangular dry-built stone structure was excavated 
by Tress Barry (ND 3392 5847). Weight is added to the idea that this may be of 
the Norse period because it is paved with slabs, including a Pictish symbol stone 
{AUen, 1903, ITli, 27), indlicatfung a possible LatePictish/Early Viking period date. 
Other brochs present tantalising possibilities in this field. For example, at 
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Tulloch Broch, Latheron (ND 2529 3597) bmilding ~races of a vague rectangular form 
to the north and west could indicate later secondary occupation up to the Viking 
period, but only excavation can solve such problems (Batey forth. 0T 239). 
These statements are based on the assumption that the Vikings built in another 
form to the brocb. extra-mural structures. Without excavation it is 
impossible to tell whether the Vikings occupied tb.e earlier structures or indeed if 
they themselves built :in the type already in existence. 
Evidence of continued 'occupation I of the brochs liii some form is 
suggested·by the presence of Norse type artefacts found within some brochs, for 
example in the Sands Broch, Freswick, in the form of Norse comb fragments 
{ 8 . 9 . 1 ·, 8 . 9 . 2 : see discussion below, Chapter 11) and also possibly at nearby 
E·,~ erley Broer The presence olf such arte3facts does not, however, necessarily 
indicate any permanent presence within the broch, only that the broch was at 
least partially standing during the Viking period. (See Plates 9 and 10) . 
.30 1. 2 Settlement si!es 
The presence of Norse artefacts at Freswick Sands 1broch is not unexpected, 
given the proximity of the extensive Norse site on the Links there. The Norse 
occupation at Freswick has been known through the excavations discussed in the 
settil.eree:n.t .s:.te m the county. More rece::1t fieldwork in ~he county is help:ng 
to broacen t~e pic-;nre of, set::lement oil potentially Late No:rse date. Two new 
se~tleme:::::s have zse:J. lccz:::ed 0::1 C~e nort:h coast at Rcbe:rts21aven a..7ld lEu.."1a, 
4:l 
which are di.sct:ssed be:ow ~pages 45-47 ). 'f'ais is a t:!'aditionaHy i.":haspi~able area, 
but is an obvious ~ocat:i.on, conside:ring the economic importance of the 
sea and the close :relationships there must have been with Orkney in the period 
of the Earldom (see above). 
There are possible references to the site of Huna (ND 3995 7358; Batey forth. 
CAN 035) in the Ol'kney!nga Saga9which have been discussed by 'faylor (see above 
page 34). Graves have been recorded at the site, which will be discussed below. 
However, since 1977, sherds of grass tempered pottery of a type and form identical 
to those found at Freswick have been found in the area to the east of the jetty 
at the site. Before recent worlk on the Caithness Coastal Survey (Batey forth. 
op._ cit.) no structural evidence had been recorded from the site. The location 
of Huna, opposite Stroma, lin a good sheltered natural harbour makes the site 
an obvioas c~'loice for settlement at a.ny period, especia:ly the Norse period 
when fishing was so important. It is interesting to note that in the 19th century, 
Huna was the po:int of departure for crossings of the PenUand Firth (Morrison, 
1883, 66) although the antiquity of ~his cannot be proven; tte proximity of the 
Ju~m O'Gr0at~ ferry point which was used in the late 15th century (Mitchell 
1874, 673) may indlicate only small scale operations. Recent sand quarrying 
revealed that a low irregular mound at Huna was made up of a series of 
strUlctural phases. Sherds of grass tempered pottery were found in association 
wit1h walls protruding at the upper leveL Although it is impossible to lmow 
without excavall:ion, the strUlctures seem to be built gable end-on to the sea, as 
at Freswick and possibly Robertshaven. Furtner survey work arotm.d this bay 
4B 
conceivably representing boat nausts (even of the Norse period), the traces and 
possible dlimenslions probaTo:y :Lndicate a more domestic use (Batey forth). (Plate 3). 
A seco-.adl newly recor:ded site on the north coast lis at Roberts haven, 
a;pp:roxima\l:ely li mHe to the east of John O'Groa~s (ND 3880 7360, JBatey forth. 
CAN 041}. In a she~tered. bay, over the past three or four years the site has 
been revealed by finds of scattered sherds of the distinctive grass tempered 
pottery and! various artefacts possibly of the Norse period. A fin..: bone pin, 
approximately 2 3 em in length with a decorated head and double 
perforation, similar to examples from Hedeby (Schwarz-Mackensen, 1976, 36-7, 38-9), 
wa.s found during excavations for a post approximately 200 m inland from the Ness 
of Duncansby (Simpson, Keiss, pers. comm. ). Apparently, during this work, 
the foundations of a substa11tial wall were Wlcovered. The 1980 and 1981 Coastal 
Surveys recorded! extensive bands of midden material, with structural features 
associated .with the upper layer o In 1980 the upper midden deposit and a structure 
{with mortar-bonded walling) were recorded. However, in 1981, these deposits 
were revealed as being considerably more extensive. A small seasonal stream 
cuts through t~-~ lower midden layer which extends to the west under an over-
. burden of approximately 3 m of sand. Both midden layers have produced grass 
tempered pottery and large fish bones, as at Freswick, and stray finds in 1980-82 
include a otm:.~ pot lid and! miscellaneous fragments of iron. At the eastern end 
of the s:i.te, a relatively modern boat naust iis built on top of, and apparently out 
of, ~he stone from the underlying structural remains; this was revealed by a 
parUal coUapse of the naust in 1980-81 caused! by extreme weathering of the 
Wlderlying archaeological deposits. (Plate 4) 
The owner of the land at Roberts haven, Mr. Magnus Houston of The Mill 
Farm p John O'Groats has noted that further rectangular structures were located 
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sa"ld has been extensiveli.y removed from the immediate m-ea of the sHe during 
the periorll945~65 and there:foTe presumably other contemporary or later 
bu.Hrling evidence could have been removed without note. Without excavation :i.t 
is impossible to make comment on the status of this s:Ue, except to note that 
Storer Clouston ha.s pointed out that only two bus were kaown in Caith.ness, one 
at Freswick and the other at Dlmcarn.sby (Clouston, 1927, 49). 
During excavations for the flag polie by the John O'Groat Hotel (presumably 
in the early 19th century), the foundations of a rectangular structure were 
uncovered\ in a mound {RCAHJ.\JS, 1911.b, no. 55, 20). There are no indications of 
the date of thlis structure. but it is tempHmg in the light of other finds around the 
same bay at Robertshaven to see this as possibly Norse. There are no records 
ava.Hable indicating whether there was a boat service from this spot before the 
John 0 1Groat fam.Ji.ly apparently received the ferry charter in 1496 (Mitchell, 1874, 
domestic activities. 
The similarities between tbe site of Robertshaven (and the possible extension 
to Jor.n O'Groats) and Freswick are more easily seen than at Hun a because of the 
larger available artefactual assemblage. The presence of the simple hand-made 
grass tempered pottery and other artefactual evidence, in conjunction with 
probable building form, may suggest that there was a group of sites in the north 
east corner of the county at roughly the same period. This may seem to be an 
obvious statement, but it is a statement which could not have been made even 
three years ago. The grass tempering alone cannot be seen as a chronological 
ind\icator. The simple forms continue throughout the assembliage and late example:::; 
1 have more developed forms, for example ribbed sfcrap handles of Medieval type 
2 have been found on Freswick Links (11. 2. 3, U. 2. 5 ) and at Robertshaven ~ (see 
below. pottery dliscuss~on, chapter 12). 
Ap~t from F:reswick, t?J.ere ~ave bee:"l. no ot~er concentrat~cns of 
Late Norse period settlement recorded :i.n Caitlmess, although they presumably 
do ex:i.st elsewhere. For example, at Reay to the west of Thurso, there are 
fiee-;f:lg re:':ere:J.Ges to s::rcct:rres in t~1e vic:L."lity of Che graves (discussed below), 
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alt'hougn it is not a::.ways clear to wnich period they may be ascribed. For example, 
in the 0:::-dnance Survey Notebook 9 (187 3, 7 -8) lit is recorded that L"l 1751 
floodwater at Reay revealed seven stone louilt houses in a line, with the remains . 
of others and paving. Roger M:ercer who recently excavated at Cnoc Stanger 
on the west side of Sandsid!e Bay, Reay has also recorded possible traces of 
Norse settlement {Mercer, 1981, no. 281, 134-5),. 
In Thurso, two burials, one with a runic inscription {noted below), seem 
to be the only attestable Norse evidence from the place commonly referred to 
in Ormeymga Saga as a :rallying place and! centre of se-;tlement (Q~, Ch. XX, 
49; Taylor, 1938, 166; O.S., Ch.CIX, 291; Taylor, 1938, 344). It was 
apparently the home of Earl Ottart, a "man oif high ra.11k" (op. cit. 0. S. 
Ch. LV, 291; Taylor, 1938, 217), who presumably had a number of other 
peopLe around him to serve or assist him in various ways. They would al: 
need housing, but their homes have not yet been traced archaeologically. 
At the northern end of Stroma, in the Pentland Firth, just south of the 
present harbour at Nethertown, structural remai.VJ.s and associated midden deposits 
h:.1ve iJeen lo~ateu (ND ce 356 788). Although the RCAHMS suggests a Pre-
historic date for the remains {RCAHJ.v.iS, 19llb, 21, no. 60), more recent examina-
tions of the site could indicate a date in the Norse period {R. Gourlay, pers. comm. ). 
3o lo 3 Castles 
A further body of structural evidence, which is often ascribed to the period 
under consideration, is ~lhat of the castles. There are some sites which, through 
trz.ci~icn, have been asc:rfhed to ~his ca~egory. The site of Fi.e.ndie Clett, Stroma 
{ND 3589 7658) lis such a site, but without excavation this ascription can 
neiither be co~firmerll or denied. Cruden, writing f.n 1SS3, suggested a Norse 
origin for some of the cas-::Les {l.SS3, 18-22), and Talbot ~1974, 4G) continaes the 
idea in his suggestion that the Castle of Old Wick {ND 3692 4883) and that of 
BuchoUy (ND 3821 6579), south of F:reswick, could da~e from the 12th century. 
Talbot has found pottery a:'c the latter site, and more recently a fine ribbed strap 
handle of grass tempered pottery has been found from a midden erodilig from 
below the standing castle {Plate 4a, pers. comn1. M~rtin, Keiss). This strongly 
suggests that the site could be ascribed to the period under consideration. 
Although there is a lack of associated structural evidence at the site, the 
visible remains all being of tbe 16th century, this midden evidence would seem 
to suggest an earlier under!y:i.ng structure. The castle at Old Wick is itself 
of a ve:rry simple form (Batey. forth. 177), being a single square tower with 
a series of Sl!lluare and rectangular grass covered structures stretched along 
the promontory {RCAHMS, 19llb, noo 49, 137). The dating of this structure remains 
a mystery but must be roughly contemporary with Us close para:lel at Brough 
il1l Dunnet Parish {Batey forth. DUN 007) (ND 2283 7404). The basic argument 
for ·12tlh century dating of these structures - Kastali- (Clouston, 1929, 57) 
is outlined in Talbot, {1974) but it must be stressed that simplicity in form does 
nut always rt:present an early date. 
The castle at Halkirk, confusingly named Braal Castle, comprises a 
rectangular stone built tower of two storeys an(i1 dated by the Royal Commission 
to the 14th century (RCAHMS. 191lb, no. 95, 30-31). A possible predecessor 
to this structure was the episcopal manor house of Bishop Adam at Halkirk 
(in Crawford. 1971, 90) which apparently stood! in the vicinity of the Manse, 
but there a;re no traces remaining (Morrison, 1883. 48). Crawford has noted 
that t"b.e earl ~weit near t~e e:;r:sco,:?al manor house, presumably at B.rawt 
This was la~er known as the 'caput' or administrative centre of the Caithness 
EaJrlc'.om (Crawfo:rcl, 1971, SO). Located near to Scrabster, lies the site of 
T:~bgs Va (ND C8l682} (1\.Ce:rcer, 1981, no. 461, Figure 34) located on a gentle 
slope two miles to the west of Thurso (RCAHIV:S, 19Hb, 119, no. 433). The 
site is a broch (very simila.:Jr' to that at TJingwall, Evie Parish, Orkney 
(RCAHMS, 1946, no. 268, 80))and was damaged even at the time of the 
writmg of the Commission voliume. The site of Scrabster has been examined 
by Talioot, and, although he could! not ascribe any structural elements to the 
12th century, he believes that some of the pottery recovered could date to that 
perliod {Talbot, 1973a, 37; 1974, 43). 
The Bishop's Palace at Scrabster, although not archaeologically proven, 
is certainly noted in the Orkneyinga Saga (0. S. , Ch. CXI, 294; Taylor, 1938, 
346) and the potential associat!on of the administrative centre at Haikirk and 
then the Thing at Scrabster serve to suggest the extent of political power held 
in the ha..'lds of the Chu::-ch i.'1 the !.2t:'l centll!'y. 
3. 1. 4 Ring works 
Another class of monument tentatively ascribed to the Norse period is 
the 'ring work'. The evidence available :i.n the county is rather scanty and 
the b?.sis for a date in the Norse period largely relies on similarities between 
C:::.s-:Jehill, Bower, and the Norse stronghold of Cubbie Roo's Castle on Wyre 
(Marwick, 1928b, 9-ll),whose earliest phase resembles a ring work. It is not 
certain, however, at Cubbie Roo's Castle, whether the ditch predated the rest 
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of the structures by any considerable period!, or whether the ditch was associated 
with a timber phase underlying the stone structure now visible. The ascription 
to the Norse period on this analogy is therefore rather tentative. Talbot, however, 
points out in his convincing l:i.sting of the supportive evidence, that the ring work 
was a Clist:i.nct:i.ve feature of the Angto-No:rmans in Scotla."ld in the 12th century 
(T&b!)t, 1977). The Royal Commission visit to the site of Castlehill in Bower 
~RCAI-:1\ffl, 1911b~ :r10. 4, 2-3) {N. lD 2828 6182} records a substantial feature with 
a weU-de:':ined ditch and causeway, possibRe traces of waning on the counter-
scarp and a'll entrance. It is obvious that such a site, wbich has a ditch around 
it some 35 feet {c. 10. 7 m) wide,must have involved a vast amount of 
corporate effort and some possibly centralised form of organisation. Talbot 
suggests that ii may have served as a campaign castle or more permanent 
fortification, bu:i.lt durring the activities in Caithness of William the Lion. One 
feels that the reservations voiced in Talbot's article on the subject ( 1977) 
must be repeated in tne light of insufficient evidence. 
3. 2 Tne Graves 
The graves in Caithness can be divided into various categories as can the 
from mounds either man-made or natural, sand dunes and cairns. However, 
there are often no precise details about the circumstances of recovery. 
'!'he grave at Castletown was located in 1786 and 'dug out of the top of the 
ruins of a P:ictish house .•. ' (Anderson, 1874, 549-51); the broch in question 
being that of Castlehill, Olri.g parish (RCAHM, 19llb, 87, no. 320). A similar 
pair cf oval brooches was recovered in association with a skeleton, presumably 
female, u.'1derlying a flat slab itself covered by a thin deposit of earth. The 
brooches are decorated with bosses and silver chains and have iron pins on the 
rev:erse. Wilson noted tnat the iron corrosion products have preserved textile 
traces on the undeTside of the brooches (Wilson, 1863, 265-6). Brr6gger adds to 
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these finds a jet armlet and a :roughly made bone bo.dkin (Brr6gger, 1930, 192-:{)(Piate 7) 
The grave at Weste:rseat near Wick was also located near a broch, that of 
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Kettlebu.rill (c. ND 357 513). Ee::-e a pair of dissimila;r oval broo~hes were 
found! in a cist. The dimensions of the cist are problematical because Anderson · 
states that it was a short cist {Anderson, 187 4, 551-2), whereas Br)6gger 
specifically notes that no ili.mensicns were glive:n for ~he cist {Br~gger, 1930, 
195). The find! was made during quarrying m a gravel hiHock a.1d no other items 
are noted from the deposit, not even a skeleton. The lack of a body may not 
perhaps cause concern consid!ermg the circumstances of recovery (Plate 6). However, 
if the cist was a short one, perhaps this may not even have 'been a grave but a 
deposition of objects. This feature is more commonly noted however in the 
context of valuable objects {Anderson, 1881b, 36-7) as at Kirk O'Banks, 
Canisbay (Campbell, 1872). 
The finest collection of graves from the Viking period, however, comes 
from Reay to the west of Thurso (ND ce 968 658). Here, severe weathering 
of the dunes in Sandside Bay has revea1ed over a number of years five pagan 
graves and various stray finds, representing either further graves or 
occupation at the site. Due to the circumstances of recovery, it is not 
possible to determine whether these. were simply burlied in the sand, or 
whether, as at Pierowall in Orkney (Thorsteinsson, 1968) (see below Chapter 4 
page 97 ), they were buried under man-made sand momtds, possibly even with 
cairns. There has been confusion concerning the finds from various grave 
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del))osits found since the beginning of the century. For example, J. Curle 
ascribes a pair of tweezers found to a particular grave (Curle, 1914, 295; Figure 10, 
298) but Grieg does not (Grieg, 1940, 22-4, Figure 6)o Grieg's treatment of 
the Reay grav<!)s is rather unsystematic, so here it is proposed to deal with the 
graves in the order in which they were found (Plate 8). 
The earliest recorded Viking grave from Reay was found in Jl.912, and 
comprised a skeleton found :in association with a buckle from a horse br:i.dle 
nearbyo T:'lere are r.o f..rrthei' details ava;ilable, except that the skeleton was 
reburied in Reay cemetery (Notes, 1912 ). In 1913, the action of the wind 
revealed a s:<e:eto:J. with associated artefacts which indicated a female graveo 
These wei'e a pair of slightly df.ssimilar oval broocnes {type Rygh 652 according 
to B:r¢gger (1930, 190) ), a small bronze buclde, a steatite spi.<"ldle whorl and 
plain iron bridle bit. A bronze pin termed by Grieg as a penannular brooch, 
aUhoug'h actually a ring headed pin (illus. Brr6gger, 1930, Figure 99, 192), was 
also from the same deposit. The skeleton was in a crouched position and the 
deposit was greatly disturbed, with the grave goods scattered around the burial 
(Grieg, 1940, 21-2). 
J. Curle ascribes to this grave a possible iron buckle and a pair of cruciform 
tweezers {paraJI.leled at Birsay m OTkney {C. L. Curle, 1982, 63, no. 431) ) amd 
also adds the interesting comment that the brooches were actually found face 
to face which in itself is rather unusual (J. Curle, 1914, 295). At this point 
- - . 
there is some confusion as Grieg states that the buckle and tweezers possibly 
represent a further burial (Grieg, 1S40, 22-24}, b~t t!:e p:rob~em may be resolved 
by the ~tatement that these objects were found ' ••• shortly after the Wlearthing 
of the skeleton· . . • picked up wiithin a radius of two or three yards from the 
grave' (J. Curle, 1914, 295). Given the circumstances of the recovery, therefore, 
the number of grave deposits actually represented cannot be stated without doubt. 
Further activity at the site in 1920 revealed a r:i.ch malie Viking grave 
located on the north side of Drill Halll. at Sandside Bay, about six feet below the 
modern turf line. An extended inhumatiorn was located on a paved surface with the 
head resting on a stone. At the bottpm of the grave was a burnt deposit containing 
pieces of slag and burnt iron. The burial is particularly of interest for two 
reasons; one is tP,at it was covered by a mmmd of stones, a feature common in 
the areas of Viking activity, c. f. Knee y Doone e, Isle of Man (Kermode, 1930, 
127-8} a."":te'. S:kaUR m O::':cey (Wa::.t. 1888. 283~5); tP.e ct:C.e:r lies in the artefacts 
associated with the skeleton. Grieg descr:i.bedl a pin in the deposit as a penannulat' 
brooch, mud'll. as m 'ie:1e previous grave {Glt'ieg, 1S40, 19-20}. This pin is, 
bowever. of a d.istf.nc~ive type recovered m oth.er Vi:king grr..ves, fo.r example 
at Machrins, Colc!lsay. in t~e Hebrides (Ritchie, 1981. Figu:re 5, 273). It is 
characterised by having a large::r r:i.Jng tha.n. the conventional ring headed pin a'ld 
a much shorter a."ld stumpy pin. Other finds in the grave include &"1 iron axe, 
st..ield boss, iron sickle and two pieces of flint (Br~ggelt', 1930, Figure 102 and 
103, 194) mostly ascribable to the lOth century on Petersen 9s chro.::1ology (1928). 
Edwards, writing in 1927, notes that there were several graves or stone 
remains in the same hollow (Edwards, 1927, 203), but oofortunately does not 
give any further information on this. 
The presence of possible cairns or stone buHt graves at Reay led to 
further wolt'k in 1928, when there was a re-examination of a series of small 
mounds in the locality of the 1913 grave. This examination :revealed that the 
grave was located near to a length of dry stone waUing which suggests strongly 
a circular construction (Edwards, 1929}. Wnee1er fhis represents a kerbed 
cairn (see discussion below page 55) or an adjacent and ~)ossibly funerary 
structure, cannot be determined with the p:resent information. Edwards, in the 
same article, refers to a numbe:r of similar constructions in the same locality 
although in no case can a distinctively Viking grave be said to be d~rectly 
associated with one of these structures. It is possible that at this site there 
is a continuity of burials, ranging from the type possibly of the pre-Viking period 
as seen at Ackergill (discussed below} to the typical Pagan Viking graves of 
the late 9th to lOth centuries. 
The long cist graves noted by Edwards in 1928-9, which are orientated 
east-west, are likely to be Christian as they also have no grave goods. This 
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makes their attrr:cutio~1 Co a spsoific )a:ricc, whs~:hz:::- ~~:re-Viki.:g o:r c:~ris3i~ 
Viking, impossible. 
fu addition to this subst:mtial body of evidence there ru:-e also a :number 
of stray r:nds f:rom tne site such as a str8.p e::1rl ~ E!Oiwar~s , 1929, ll.39-40) and 
a mould! fer a :ri:i.~g he aced pin ~ Donations, l927)o It is possible that these 
may represent further burials or occupa.1ion in the a:reao 
The graves at Ackergill, south of Keiss (ND 3483 5497) which are mainly 
kerbed, have in tlhe past been generally ascribed to t:'le Viking period {Edwards, 
1926, 176) on the basis of a chain. There are, however, various problems with 
this ascription. The series of seven rectangular cairns, one ro;md cairn and 
two isolated cists at the site have produced evidence of the interment of some 
fourteen individuals, includir..g an infant, a child of eight years and an adolescent 
(Edwards, 1926; 1927; Bryce, 1926). The burials are commonly, but not 
exclusively, in the form of rectangular or square kerbed enclosures of stone 
(as at Dunrobin, Close-Brooks, 1980, Figure 2, 331, 328-32), with marked 
corner posts and pebbled interiors overlying a cist oT cists. T'nis is dist:!.nctive 
and particularly diagnostic ofpre-Norse or Pictish customs (discussed more 
recently by Ashmore, 1980)o Edwards argues for some similarities between 
these burials and pre-Viking types in Scandinavia (Edwards, 1926, 176). 
However, Edwards pronounced the only identifiable artefact from the graves, 
a fine bronze chair, as typically Vikingo This conviction coloured future 
interpretation of the evidence and hence distant similarities became pronounced. 
This suggestion is not acceptable (see for example Ritchie, 1974, 31-2; Ritchie 
3 
and Ritchie, 1981, 175). 
The pre3ence of pebbles covering the deposit i·.s a feature common to 
many periods including both the Viking and pre-Viking eras. For example, at 
Sandwick, Shetland (Bigelow, 1978), recent excavations of a square ca \rn of 
similar type indicated a pre-Viking date whereas at Kr..oc y Doonee, in tne Isle 
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o1 Man,w:1ere small sto:1es covered ~'j_e deposit (Kermoce, 1930, 127-8) 1H was 
considered to be Viking age. Supporting a pre~ Viking date for these graves is not 
difficult, especially when one considers that a fragment of Class One symbol stone was 
fo:x."'lc at c~~e head! cf c;.Je cf tl1e iso~ated cists and,in previous years, another stone 
had been recovered from near the roWld cairn. For this :reason, it is not 
difficul\: Co g!ve a pre~ Viking date. If all the graves ca...rmot be ascribed to the 
Vi~ng period, tbere is at least conclusive evidence to suggest Pictish activity 
here, paralleled ai Dunrobin, Golspie in Sutherland for example (Close-Brooks, 
1980). The final point to dispel the theory that these graves belong to the Viking 
period lies in the identification of the bronze chain as 'typically Viking'. L'llgmar 
Jansson of Uppsala University has investigated this and believes that it does not 
belong to the Viking period (Ingmar Jansson pers. comm. ). It was apparently found 
ll·n the round. cairn, which is separated spatially from the other cairns, and in a 
possibly secondary interment (Ashmore, 1980, 348). 
This other round form of cairn may possibly lbe paralleled at the 'Chief 's 
Grave' at Keiss { N D ce 3440 6025), which is tentatively dated to the Prehistoric 
period (Laing and Huxley, Jl.866, 14-15). However, at AckergiU, as at Watenan (see 
below )1 . there is a lack of diagnostic finds. The simple isolated cist graves, 
also lacking grave goods, may possibly be related to the other graves on the 
basis of body alignment. fu 1865,four cists and possible traces of a round kerbed 
cairn were found six miles south of Wick at Watenan. Although at the time, this 
was interpreted as a possible hut circle, Ji.t may have similarities with Ackergill 
(Edwards, 1926, 173~4). Br!&gger notes that a bronze chain paralleled in Gotland 
and Finland, dated to the Viking period, was found here in the 1860s (Brr6gger, 
1930, 196-7). The circumstances of the recovery of this evidence and the 
similarities to the Ackergill evidence suggest that this also may not be termed 
a Viking grave. 
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Ti:e site of :H-u:1a C::.scussed azove (page 45 ) , approximately 2 miles to 
the west of Job:n O'Groats, has been suspectedasaNorse site since 1935 when 
Curle recorded finding a boat grave tl1ere. He noted tlhat 120 feet above high 
wz.~er n:ark and app:roxiu:ately 200 yards to the west of Hooa Hotel, in an area 
of blown sa.."lrl, traces of a p:roba:ole Viking ship btllrial were recovered. He 
su:rveyed the remains in September 1936, indicating on the plan in his notebook 
that the overaa extent of the rivets, timber fragments, piece of skull, chain 
fragment and two possible iron rope restrainers, covered an area of approximately 
30 square feet# The:re a:ppears to be no further information about this find and 
its significance lies in the fact that no other boat graves are attested even to 
this degree in Caithness. (NJ.V!RSms 28(SAS 461),20-1). 
In 1950, two suggested Norse burials were reported f:rom Huna. Informa-
tion concerning those graves, noted by the Ordnance Survey, was largely confined 
to the two line report in the Bulletin of the British Archaeo!og'ical Association for 
1950 (Anon. , 2 ), until the chance discovery in 1981 of an unregistered letter 
in the N. M.A. S. in Edinburgh f:rom Simon Bremner of Midtown, Freswick to 
R. B. K. S~evenson of that institution, dated 3rd May 1950. A single detailed 
paragraph in thls document forms the only record of any significance concerning 
the two graves from Huna. ][twill therefore be quoted.Jin extenso. 
Quite recently I examined two long cists which recent gales had 
exposed at Huna Links. One of the graves was unpaved with the 
skeLeton lying north-south with the head at the south end. The 
body·had been laid! on its left side, the knees drawn up, the left 
forearm drawn up with the hand unde:r the cheek and the right 
forearm across the lower breast. This skeleton was in excellent 
preservation. With the exception of three white pebbles there 
appeared to be no relics in the grave. I covered the cist with 
S3nd and! stones in order to preserve it from destruction. The 
other cist lying east west was paved but the skeleton was 
fragmentary. I covered it up too. Sand! and stones are being 
removed daily from the area ••. 
(N MAS ms. not accessioned) 
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There seems to be noth:ng in tnfts repo::r't which could! cs.tegorically po~nt 
to either of the graves being Noi'se, and certain!y 1f10t"hling which dates them 
specificalLy Co the Pagan period of Norse setUement in the county. The presence 
of pebbles ma.y b:a paralleled at ]3irsay, Qrk:J.ey {W.::orris, 1978b, 24}, where they 
are suggested as shroud weights and in a pre-Viking context. 
A possib~e Norse grave was found in 1973 in the vicinity of the settlement 
at Nethertown, Stroma, noted above (page 48). There is, however, no further 
information concerning this (0. S. Card. No. ND 37, NW /NE 9). 
Searching through the Ordnance Survey records for Caithness, a number 
of other possible Viking graves have been distinguished. For example, at D.mnet, 
three mounds shaped like inverted boats were suggested by Anderson as being 
Norse ship burials (ND 2504 7378). This is an interesting idea but one which 
cannot be proven (0. S. ref. only ND 27 SE 8). Housle Cairn in Halki:rk parish 
(ND H90 5960) was examined in c. 1850, and revealed several stone cists and 
human remains. These were associated with bronz;e rings and iron spearheads 
amongst an otherwise undistinguished assemblage (Graham, 1947, 96). 
U~fortunately, there is insufficfent information 3.bout this deposit to proVide a 
clue to the dating but it is conceivably of the Norse period. 
To the north west of Wick, at Watten, a ten inch (25. 4 em) long bronze 
spearhead was found in or near a possible short cist (ND 2511 5496). Br!bgger 
dates it to the later Vi~ng period {Brt&'gger, 1930, 195, Figure 105, 196). 
Shetelig twice records a possible female Viking grave at this site, but each 
time gives no further details (Shetelig, 1954a, 72; Shetelig, 1945, 8). 
fu Olrig Parish, near Murkle, (ND 1662 6904), many human. bones have 
been recovered froJ;ll the shore over a long period: this is the reputed site of 
a nunnery of the Late Norse period (see below) {0. S. Card no. ND 16 NE 25). 
At Weste~r Broch, Birkle HftUs {ND 3385 5831), Anderson noted four long cists 
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deposHed in the top or t'i.'le mo:.wd ~1901, 122), 2.."1c1 there are countless numbers of 
other graves whic!1 lack grave goods or contexts and to which it is dangerous to 
try to ascribe a peTio:Ot I~ is safer to till'n to one of the few attestable Christian 
graves from the No:;rse period, We are fo:rtt::nate for a variety of reasons that 
the Tunic cross flL'om St. Pet:elL' 's Church in 1'hUJrso was discovered (Plate Ei ). 
Without this stone, there would be no attestable Viking presence in Thu:rso, 
despite numerous :references in the Orkneyinga Saga {0. S. , Ch. XX, 49; Taylor, 
1938, 167; 0. S., Ch. XCI, 240; Taylor, 1938, 304). Also, without this grave 
marker, the skeletons recovered would have joined the long list of chronologically 
unplaced graves. In 1896, two graves were located near the ruins of St. Peter's 
Church (ND 1203 6861), specifically noted by Romilly Allen as being found 
when some buildings across the road from the east end of the church were 
being removed (Allen, 1903, pt. III, 36-7). The graves were made of rough stones 
set on edge and orientated east-west. It has been suggested that the present remains 
of the 16th century church may overlie a 12th century chapel. Some indication 
of this may be found in the Orkneyinga Saga, for Earl Rognvald was brought 
to Thurso on his death, which m itself may suggest the presence of a chapel 
s:i.te there (0, S. , Ch. CITI, 282; Taylor, 1938, 337). 
The Royal Commission suggest that parts of the present ruins, such as the apsidal 
cell which has a square exterior (RCAHMS, 191lb, no. 418, 110), may date from 
the 12th century. The obvious Christian nature of the graves would strongly 
suggest a contemporary church in the immediate vicinity. The graves were of 
a child and an adult in a flexed position, with the cross slab lying on top of the 
adult. It is evident fro:ID the inscription that the stone was intended as a grave 
cover rather than an upright marker; it has been interpreted as ' ... made overlay 
this aftei~Ingulf Father his' (Anderson, 1897, 293-6; Allen, 1903, pt. HI. :37). 
The church and the graves are located in the old part of the town of Thurso. hy 
the rive?, and a:t~:cu.gh t::.:s wow:.:c seem to b:e an id:eali location for the Norse 
settlement in the area, there a:rre no traces of contempo:rra:ry occupatio.:1. 
30 3 The Chu::rch 
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The recovery of the Norse graves at T'illurso may serve to indicate the site 
oif a possible earrHer chu:rcih, below or near the standing c~·m:rcho There seems to 
be no archaeological evidence of the Church for the period pre-dating the 12th 
century in Caithness and of that, very litUe is documentedo There are references 
to a possible nunnery at Murkle, as noted above page 58 (Auld, 1891, 3; ND :L662 
6904), presumably linked with an organised church. The site of St. Mary's Lybster 
(Crosskirk} (ND 0250 7009} is also considered to be an early foundation (Craven, 
1908, 5). 
Historical sources :refer to the founding of a Bishopric of Caithness prior to 
1147 =51 with Bishop Andrew as the first Bishop. This represented a splintering 
off from the Bishopric of Orkney (see Crawford, 1971, 65} and from that point onwards, 
the church was very much a tool for royal Scottish influence in Caithness:- Of the 
pre-Bishopric structure, nothing is known. Horne lists early chapels in the county 
(190'7 , 255...:6) although this .was apparently gleaned from unlisted 'scattered sotirees', 
and of unknown antiquity. Probably the most reliable reference to the church, albeit 
indirect, refers to Bishop Adam being burnt at his episcopal manor house at Halkirk. 
This is thought to be the site of one of the most important churches (ON Ha Kirkja) 
if Crawford's suggestion is to be accepted (Crawford, 1977b, 100). None of this 
evidence however, has been archaeologically proven (Anderson, 188la, 62-63). 
3. 4 Hoards ,and stray finds 
With this rather scanty evidence for the archaeological presence of Norse 
settlement in the county, the picture remains to be completed by a brief summary o[ 
the hoards and stray finds from the area which can be ascribed to the Norse period 
but which do not necessarily indicate settlement. 
Perhaps the most important p:iece of evidence comes from Kirk O'Banks, 
a smaU chapel of unknown date, located on the north coast of Caithness, only a 
matte:;r of a few hlJLnrlrecl yards from an eroding broch (ND 2532 7:399; Batey, 
fo:rtn. DUN 020}. In 1872, during excavations ai the sUe for drainage channels, 
100 yards east off the Burn of Hattar behind the smaH church, a cist was 
disturbed. Initially it was thought that the piece of metal recovered was a 
coffin ha.."'Hille but when seven other similar ones were recovered it was realised 
that they were bracelets or arm rings (Campbell, 1872). They were lacking 
decoration and were all roughly the same weight {recently studied by Warner, 
1976). They have been interpreted by Graham-Campbell as 'ring money' 
of the type common in Scotland from the late lOth century onwards (Graham-
Campbell, 1976, 12H). This is so far the only Viking period hoard from Caitlmess 
and thus its nature and significance are important in the study of evidence from the 
a-rea.. :n:t is Hkelv to have been denosited in time of stress and not_ recovered. Its 
nearest parallels of form a:re in the Skaill hoard in Orkney. Graham-Campbell 
lists forty ho<trd.E! in the whole of modern .scotland, distributed marnly in the 
north a1"1dcwest, some coin dated and others not (£B. cit. 114-35). 
Two steatite urns, possibly ascribable to the Viking period, were found 
at Aucorn near Wick in the 1850s. The published illustration is rather poor and 
although they do not seem to be of a particularly typical Viking form, the 
ilJustration may be mislieadling (Anderson, 1874, 538-9). It is conceivable that 
they may be Prehistoric in date, similar to finds from Jarlshof in a Bronze Age 
context (Hamilton, 1956, 20, Figure 11). The finding of possible 'Scandinavian 
weapor..s' was recorded by Pope {in Anderson, 1874, 563) at Ha.imar near· Thueso. 
Tlwy w0ro descri.bed U.t:! 1 ••• o\d muchtnes of rusty iron resemblinJ.,?; plou~h­
shares 1• There does not seem to be any further information for this find but 
-it Jls possible that they were swords, conceivably of the Viking period. 
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St:ray finds of t~e Norse pa:riod from fhe Ped~and Firth isla..1'J.ds not already 
noted rure somewhat scarce. The Pentland Skerries themselves can boast a 
bone comb and sherds of grass tempered pottery both as at Freswick (Donations, 
1936, 393); and more recently Hunter Tnas noted midden and structural 
traces whic:'l may conceivably be Viking {Hu:nter, forth. Site 4). 
3. 5 Conclusion 
The present picture of Norse settlement in Caithness, based on the 
surviving structural :remains, is very incomplete. The apparent coastal con-
centration cannot be ignored! however Q with Reay, Huna, Robertshaven and 
Freswick aU located on sandy .bays. These sites have been recovered because 
of the actions of severe erosion and are thus likely to form only a limited part 
of the complete picture. The distribution of stray finds may tentatively suggest 
a more inland spread, but at present there is a lack of associated structural 
evidence. The place names indicate a coastal and eastern Caithness distribution, 
but it is very likely that inland from the coastal margin there are other settlements 
awaiting. examination. It is probable that these lie under the modern farms 
' 
because of the success of the. site chosen. It is always important to remember 
that the majority of sites recovered in a rural context are to a certain extent 
failed sites : circumstances which encouraged settlement at those points changed 
and the population moved on. 
There is still obviously a considerable bia.c:: in the evidence for the 
Norse in Caithness, because most of the evidence available is in the form of graves 
and the associated assemblages. 
The distribution· of graves recovered in Caithness is. largely, but not 
exclusively, coastal, as is the settlement evidence. There is close association 
with mounds, either natural {possibly at Westerseat), or those concealing brochs 
{lis at Birkle HiHs and QasUetown). The distribution .of those graves which may 
beteritat:i.vely ascJ!.'li.bedto the Christian Norse period. also seems to be largely 
coastal, as at TI1u:-so, M·J.r:-de, and Freswick where long cists recovered during 
sand quarrying may be Nol"se in date. This distribution, often in association 
with recorded Norse settlement evidence, is Ukely to reflect the actions of 
erosion at the coast, or in some cases the d!sturbance by road building or 
structl:raR developments. T'n.e:re is no reason why Norse burial activity should 
have been restricted to the coastal areas of Caithness, and it is sad to reflect 
that during the last century many inland! brochs were levelled or dug into and 
the findings not adequately recorded. Comments by Anderson, writing in 1871, 
(Anderson, 1873, 131-98) indicate that secondary occupation and interments 
were a common feature noted from the examination of the brochs. The evldence 
now, however, is tantalisingly incomplete. 
The range of Norse burials represented in Caithness is broad: burial in 
mounds, perhaps especially constructed, brochs or natural elevations. One, at 
Reay, is recorded! as underlying a cairn of stones. whereas others may have been 
covered by sand mounds disturbed by wind erosion. The suggestion of a ship-
burial at Huna is also exciting, and not a common feature recovered in Scotland 
in, this _period, Wes:tness on Rousay, Orkney (Kaland, 1980, 25) and Kiloran Bay, 
4 Colonsay (Shetelig, 1907) being rare Scottish examples . The precise relationship 
of the burials to the settlements so far recovered is not clear on the available 
evidence, but there does seem to be a common distribution. 
Thia recovery of both rich male and female graves has resulted in a large 
body of artefacts available for consideration. Roesdahl has noted that in Denmark 
late 10th century Pagan burials were stereotyped, all with a standard range of 
grave goods (Roesdahl, 1982, 169). This observation is likely to be relevant 
to the situation in Caithness, where Br(~Sgger noted that the graves seem to date 
from the lOth century on the basis of the finds recovered (Br(~Sgger, 1929, 12!)). 
( • 'J ) .~ 
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The presence of Ch!'is~ian graves a: ways poses p:roble:ms, because ley 
I 
definit!on, they lack grave goods and are consequently difficult to db.te. 'fhe 
recovery of the c.ross=s:1aped rur.ic stone from Thu.rso therefore :.t8snmes a 
disproportionate impo:r~:mce and for tr.e period in Ca.i'1:1mess rm~\;:i:lH '-D~ql:t1. 
The problems :i.nhe:rent in dealing with stray find3, espe(:j;dly OiH'::> 
recorded in the last century (as with the graves) are many. lit is often not 
possible to understand the precise locations and circumstances of recovei:y of 
the objects, and initial romantic, andl often inaccurate, ideas about the origins 
of such finds are hard to dispel in the absence of the artefacts themselves. 
Notes 
1. The ribbed strap handles from Freswick, Robertshaven and Bucholly, 
all in grass tempered pottery, aJre of particular interest. They copy 
fo:rms mo!'e comcncn.!.y found in fnncr fabdcs cmtl noted in Mrr!illlieval 
ccntexts, m:ch as AIJ::;.rc:ee:1 (Murz-ay, ct at 19~2; HhrH. 7~, no. 4:~. 
134; mt:.s. 74, no. 124, 125, 137) orr SouC1ai:np1on (Piatt and Cokrn;::1-
Smith, 1S75; Figure 142, no.234, G8; Fip;m:e 141J, no.~!)fi, n). 
These examples in Caith .. "less would seem to be loeuJly m<.:.1k~ copi(•H ol' oUwr· 
vessels, presumably importetd. 
2. I am grateful to Mr. Manson, John O'Groats Post Of!:ic~~~ fm· tl~·awing hiH 
finds from the site to my attention. 
3. It has to be pointed out that the Kiloran Bay boat grave (Anderson, 1907a, 
443-49),cited as a similar site because of its rectangular enclosure, 
cannot really be termed typically Viking. The grave is, however, obviously 
Viking and conceivably the form may be a pre-V~king manifestation. The 
cross slabs were~ noted as coming from the corners but from the East 
a.'1d West ends, anc1 in fac~. no pronoilllced corner posts were found. 
4. A grave from Pierowall, West:ray, possibly intimated by Grie~ (1940, 93) 
as a boat grave,has been refuted by Thorsteinsson (1968, 160). 
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Chapter 4 
Viking and Late Nors.e in North and West ScoUand: 
the General Context 
Kt is not possible to consiC:er t'he Late Norse occupation of Cai:Ch .. "l.ess 
in total isolation. It has to be seen as part of a trend of 'Scandinavianisation' 
t}Troughout the North 2-.c-:d. Nor'i:h West of JBritain. O'cher areas of the North 
heve co:nside:rr.ble eviC'.ence for the earlier activity of the Vikings, i.n particular 
Orkney. The importa."'lce of the limited Caithness evidence can on!y be judged 
in relation to the Viking expa..'"'lsion and the Late No!'se occupation elsewhere. 
It is of major significa.nce, fo-r example, that at present there is no evidence 
predating the lOth c'entury in Caithness, which is a sharp contrast to Orkney 
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and. Shetland. This dearth may perhaps be more comparable to the picture in 
the Faroe Islands where, as yet, nothing conclusively predates the lOth century 
(see below}. The lack of eariy Viking evidence in Caithness is therefore a cause 
for concern, but the overall picture of Viking activity in the North cannot be 
ignored simply because, either throug!'l lack of detailed work or absence of 
occupation, Caithness :s not :Lep:resen~eu. in ·~nG;.~ g.u;w.v u.l ;:,·c:~~:c: ... J.:.uu~->. 
4. 1 Sttuctural Evidence 
~· :n.. 1 Structures associated with brochs 
One of the most obvious places to start the search for Viking activity 
is in association with the numerous standing brochs in the north. Ti.1ere is 
evidence in Caith."1ess for such association, although it is particularly difficult 
to be sure that a small assemblage or part of a rectangular structure is indeed 
Viking or Late Norse. 
It is easier to document Norse presence at broch sites than it is to 
demonstrate the actual construction of buildings there. For example, in Shetland, 
Norse presence at Mousa is known from the sagas (O.S., C~~~ XCHI, 249; Taylor, 
1938, 311) but there is a lack of actual archaeological evidence for this. Elsewhere, 
rectangular structures have been recorded by the Royal Commission Survey, in 
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association with b:::-ochs. Ir. :Bressa.y Parish, the broch at Noss Sound is 
recorded as having a superimposed rectangular structure {RCAHMS, 1946, 4, 
No. 1085) and at a broch near Feal, FeHar,small sub-rectangular structures 
wer-e noted :n.e2..1'by {2-?· cit. , 56, No. 1211}. Rui.'1S at Kirk P.:olm, Sa.n.dsting 
described in tee survey seem to indicate eig:'lt or nine sub-rectangda:r house 
platforms (Qp. cit., 111, No. 1460} and in Tingwa.ll Parish, at Mailland, a midd·:m 
and former rectangular structure are noted (op. cit. , 121, No. 1504). These may 
simply be the remains of old crofts which were built adjacent to a good stone 
supply, as Anderson has described at Katleburn, Caithness (1866b, 227). There 
are also examples of Norse presence on b:roch mounds: in Sutherland at Carn Liath 
broch (Curle, 1954, 22) and! in the West at Dun Mor Vaul (Mackie, 1974, 90-91), 
although actual settlement is not conclusive. lfn Orkney, a Viking building was 
located at the broch of Gurness (Richardson in RCAHMS, 1946, No. 263, 78-9) 
measuring 30 feet long, 12 feet wide internally (9.14 m x 3. 67 Ilf). This is in 
a securely stratigraphedposition in relation to the out works of the broch, but 
unfortunately there is a lack of associated finds (Clouston, 1937, 9-10), altho1.lgh 
nearby a. Viking female gravewas recovered (R~bertson, 1969). 
4. 1. 2 Viking settleme_p.t sit_?_s_ 
1'he laek of early Viking settlement traces in Caithness (and indeed 
Sutherland) has already been noted. The wealth of information from the areas 
in the immediate vicinity raises questions which cannot be conclusively answered 
in the light of present knowledge. The lacuna may be the result of inadequate 
fieldwork or, more likely, that the earliest settlements were in the most success-
ful settlement locations and may therefore be buried under the modern settlement 
as at Thurso, for example. Such a picture would seem to echo that found :in the 
Faroe Islands, discussed below. It may also be conceivable that all traces of 
early settlement have since been destroyed, perhaps during the early broch 
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excavations. rc is mcst un:i:u~~Y that all ~:races wouM have been thus eradicated 
and we are left with the final suggestion: did the Vikings ever actually settle 
Cru:1:hness before the lOth century, or did they merely visit from nearby Orkney? 
T'nese questio:Js mu.s~ unfo:rtr::~:?tately :remain U.."18...'1Swered for the present. The 
wealt1h of the Viking pe?iod in the surrounding 'colonies 1 must beax silent wi~ess 
to the events in contemporary Caithness. 
In Sut:'le:rl:md, there is a general lack of a.rchaeologicaHy attested settlement 
of the Viking <L''Hll Late Norse periods, despite the extensive Saga referer:ces already 
noted. Only three possible sites have been suggested, although unexcavated and 
inconclusive in dating. At Klibreck, Loch Naver, foundations of a small 
rec~angular bui!di.">lg of external measurement 21 feet (6. 4 m) and internally 
12 feet (3. 67 m) {RCAHMS, 191la, 86, No. 249) may be of 
Scandinavian influence but a date in the Viking or Late Norse period could not be 
proven without excavation. At Tongue, Eric Talbot of Glasgow University, has 
noted a recta...'lgula.r structure of indeterminate period (pers. comm.) and 
R. S. Murray has noted further recta._'11gular structures, as at a culvert in Ault 
Loch Sian {pers. comm. ). The ma;or problem however, in such field observations 
is distinguishing relatively modern crofts from possible Norse remains. The 
major differences between these two types of structure have been extensively 
discussed, chiefly in conjunction with suggestions that the simple croft or 'blackhouse' 
of the West was directly derived from Norse prototypes (Fenton, 1978b; Crawford, 
1967; contra Curwen, 1938). 
In Orkney, a number of settlement sites have been examined which provide 
informaCion both of the early Vikftng period nnd the Late Norse period. At Skaill, 
De~rnesH, GclHnl-{ excavated a series of sites which date from the pre-Vikin~ fQ('.•act 
through to the 12th century. There is considerable evidence of the rebuilding of 
a structill"e during the Viking period (Wilson and Hurst, 1965, 176; Gelling, forth.). 
Unforrunately, information co::1cerning this site is as yet limih~ql (';~.,;:; to the 
untimely death of the excavator. 
Extensive archaeological. work has been undertaken im the last ~ years 
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a.R'ound t'b.e Bay of Birsay. Mentioned lin th.e Orlceyf.nga S:.:g-:1 in rd:!tio:rl to the 
Earls of O:rkrn.ey and as an ecclesiastical centre, doscribnt! 0y Adam of Bn~nu~n 
as a 'city' (quoted in Morris, 1983, 119}, the quantity oi <~rch:..~.coiogical materr·i:d 
revealed is no surprise. The site on the Brough of Bfrsay has been long- known 
(Dryden in MarGibbon and Ross, 1896, 135-41; RCAHMS, 1946, No.1, 1), but on 
the mainland, Viking period middens, graves and strl:.ctural traces have been 
recorded in the northern part of the Bay (Morris, 1983, 132-40), and in the village 
itself (Beachview, see below). A longoestablis:1erll in'cerest in the Brough of Birsay 
(outlined i..."l Curle, 1982, 11-17) has distinguished a series of alterations in the 
layout and orientation of the structural elements of the site. Archaeologica:l 
evidence representing the pre Viking period, in the form of a chapel or possible 
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monastery was noted by J. Richardson (RCAHMS, 1946, 1, 1-5; Radford, 1959, 3) 
in asso.ciat:on witTn an early g:rz.veyard. RespecEng the Ene of this and the later 
Norse cemetery, a series of Viking buJi.!dings were built up the slope to the west 
and north of the island. These structures are of variable sizes, ranging from 
15 to 20 metres in length to much smaller examples. Constant rebuilding and 
realignment of these structures has been identified in recent excavations at the 
site (e. g. Cruden, 1965, 26, Figure 2; Hunter and N.::orris 1981; illus. Morris, 
1982, Figure 5, 80; Hunter, 1983). The precise dating of some of these structural 
alterations cannot as yet be ascertained until C14 analysis is complete. However, 
Radford {1959, 3) and Cruden (1965, 26) date the structures they examined to the 
9th century, referring to Jarlshof (see below). It is interesting however, that 
traces of iron smithing have been recovered at one of the Viking sites, Site IX 
(Hunter, 1983, Figure 8, 167).and work by Mrs. Cur~e on the finds from earlier 
excavations indicates an act!ve use of bro::1ze worked! at the site into pins 
and brooches in the pre-Norse period (Curle, 1982, 26-42). 
Work at the site of Room 5 at the heart of the complex settlement 
group east of the Churchyard, revealed superimposed occupation and 
structural traces from the pre= Viking to later Norse periods, although very 
little remains of the upper horizon {Hunter and Morris, 1982, 131). 
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At Buckquoy nearby, Dr )\.Ritchie has excavated a Pictish settlement 
with overlying Norse phases, representing a combined byre and barn, succeeded 
by a threshing barn and finally an incomplete dwelling of the period. It is 
incomplete because of severe coastal erosion (Ritchie, 1977 ,_ 134-9). lfn the 
top of the mound created! by the successive settlement at the site, had been 
placed a lO~h century Norse inhumation. 
At the extreme southern end of the Bay of Birsay, Hedges has recently 
structures were found over Pictish levels. The site-had ~een previously caUed 
a broch (Hedges, forth b.). 
Throughout Orkney. there are a. number of eroding settlement.sites 
which are likely to be from the Viking period. but without excavation, cannot be 
distinguished from the Late Norse period. AtSkaill, Sandwick, there are 
extensive eroding remains which could be of the !ate Norse period, as at 
Saviskaill. Rousay (Lamb, 1982, No. 83, 23) and likewise on Sanday at the 
site of Pool (Lamb, 1980, No. 84, 18). 
There is a bias in the evidence recovered from excavated sites in 
Orkney; as much .of the major wo'rk has been undertaken at high-status sites 
(c~ f. Westness, _ Orphir, Birsay below). There is,to date, a lack of information 
concerning .the 'lower' status sites. This could be remedied through further 
fieldwork, or pe:.c>T::a.:gs ~he :Tecons:deraticn of knovvn assemh~ages, as at 
Bur:rian, Nori:h Rona!dsay, where a Pd:tsh assemblage was lo~eted, strati-
graphically later than the broch occupation {MacGregor, 197 4, 101.). 
;n Sne-::~and, the comprehensive excavation and study of the multiperiod 
si~e r.ow called Jaxlls'hof, proved to be a turni::1g point in the study of settlement 
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of the Vi7cting period (Wainwright, 1962, 147). Hamilton distinguished particularly 
the structural remains and assemblage of Phase 5 from that of Phase 4, dating 
it to the 12th century 1and thus in effect, to the Late Norse period (Hamilton, 
1956, 156 and 168)a 
Phase 1 was dated to the Sth century and comprised a two-roomed 
structure vthe parent dwelling', a bathhouse or 'hof' (discussed below p. 200-1), 
a smithy andl byreo The parent house was 70 ~:>y 20 feet {21. 34 x 6. 10 m), 
with bow=shaped waUs of undressed stone and a core of comp<1cted earth. 
The exterior of the north wall was alternate turf and stone and the original 
east gable was removed when the byre was added. The ma1n entrance 
to the north, and to the south was possibly a11ot!ler entrance into the cobbled 
courty~cd and it was he:re that the m!dden deposits developed. The midden 
overlying the bathhouse included two 9th century combs and it is therefore 
thought that this structure was abandoned early in the settlementvs history. 
The smithy was built at rigM~angles to the parent dwalling with the north 
gable comprising part of the pre~ Viking enclosure wall builLt on the same 
alignment as the parent dwelling. i. eo across the slope, an.d it had curving 
walls but no internal features could be distinguished. The fourth structure 
apparently associated with the initial phase, was simply termed an outholl!.se 
by Hruniltono This was to the west of the byre and overlying the foundations of 
pre-Viking structureso 
L-<1 P"b.ase 2, d.a'~ed to the miG S~b cer..:"..lry, the par.ent house was still 
dominant but the:re were alterations to the outbuildings. ][mmediately north 
of the abandoned hof or bathhouse, a range of two cobbled compartments in 
o~1e ou~h::n:se were erecte:dl, probably serving as a stable. T:'le yard was relaid 
a.:;.d a..."l1.other smaU buildi::1g was built. A new farmstead was built a~ rightaangles 
to the original parent dwelling, further downslope and with an enclosure wall 
to tlle west. Despite being extensively damaged L"l the later period, with an 
entrance in each gable and a third in the west longitudinal wall. Traces of 
central paving in the lower part of the house were found and the whole overlay 
midden from the initial house. The bathhouse was demolished and covered with 
midden in this phase. 
In Phase 3, dated on the basis of artefactual evidence to the lOth century, 
another farmstead was built parallel to the dwelling built in Phase 2. The 
buHdingwas rectangular in form, 73 x. 16 feet {22. 25 x 4. 88 m) with doorways 
in both the north and south gables and the west wall. Despite remorlelling in 
the !ater phases, it seems that the 1ower part of this structure functioned as a 
byre. An out_:building was adcecr-to ~he sou5 ... west corner o: the Phase 2 building 
and! a barn was constructed west of the initial dlwelling. 
Phase 4 was dated to t!1e first half o: the lHh century on the basis of 
artefact types. In this phase, a large outhouse, approxima~ely 45 feet (13. 7 m) 
long was built parallel to the farmstead built in Phase 3 and also within its 
enclosing yard. Large scale d·emolition at a later period means that again the 
interior details are obscure, although it seems to have been roughly paved and 
divided into Cwo unequal partso There was only one entrance to this 
building, that facing the side entrance to the neighbouring farmstead, 
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Ja:rls~1of h2.s produced a substantial amount of Viking period setHement 
a"J.d artefa.ctual mformation {considered! in :relation to the finds from Freswick where 
appro~riz..te below) &.."ld provides &."1 :invaluable dataGbase for the period, not only 
for S:hetland but for the North in generaL Harn.ilton himself noted that nprio:r 
~o the discovery of t!le Jar1s:1of settlement our knowledge of the earlier Norse 
colonisation of fi:lhe islands was extremely limited 11 (1956, 93). The excavations 
here have revealed the changing emphasis placed on certain buildings during 
the life of a single settlement. This is particu!arly clear in the case of the 
initial parent dwelling which continued in use in various forms through to the 
13th century (Phase 7) when H was abandoned. bitiai:y it may have been 
considered as the main dwelling but gradua.Uy became one o'f m:rny. 
The study of such a concentl'ation of structures with ma."ly phases, consid-
o.\"'0~111 t\.o.e.re aJe.. da\flo\JS'j v\1\Sol veo {J<e'o\eu-\5 6) ~q{,~c.r~ p ::l.b'f-) 
erably advanced th.e Wlderstanding ofViking settlement mechanism~. This site 
single settlement u.n!t as at Underhooll, for exa.."llp:e, can o"1.ly provide a single 
{or at best doubLe} episode in tt:s d~welopment. Wher., Small excavated Under-
houll; Unst, he dated it to the lOth cenh1ry, on the basis of structural 
form and artefacts. In a forthcoming reassessment of the site in relation to 
Sandwick, Unst, Bigelow suggests a later date for Underhoull, probably in the 
Late Norse pe:riod (Bigelow, forth.). As the detailed analysis of this comparison 
is not as yet available, the interpretation ·Of the excavator must stand!, and this 
site will be considered as a site of lOth century, Viking occupation. This site 
may be described as a single-ceUed unit of settlement, lacking the structural 
complexities seen at Jarlshof and indeed! at Freswick, Caithness and Birsay, 
Orlmey. It is therefore likely to have had a relatively short-lived occupation. 
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The No:rse site is lcc2.~eri: 2-pp:Toxima.:ely 55 m inland on a margin of 
narrow, gently :rising la.'1d,at the head of Burga Bay. The site was deserted 
' for sometime before t~fle Norse occupation but buildings visible at the time of 
the Norse sett!ement were p:::-obably robbed for build::.ng stone. This re-use is 
witnessed by the inco:rpora.t:n.on of a b:ro:{en trougn quern robbed from the nearby 
sou~e:rra.in, used as a kerb stone in. a primary Norse pathway (Small, 1966, 235). 
This situation probably pertained at Freswick, where the broch would have 
proved a good source of building stone. 
The area to be built on at Underhoull was levelled out and cut into the 
hillside on the north side to be set on bedrock, but the rest of the building was 
founded on relatively umdisturbed Iron Age deposits. On the south there are 
traces of artificial terracing to extend the ground available to acco::nmodate the 
larger Norse structure. 
The longhouse itself is approximately li9 m in internal length with a 
-
maximum central breadth of about 5 m; the ends are almost semi-circular 
thus forming an almost bow-shaped structure. The walls are of dry-Btone 
construction, approximately l m thick andwith a,smooth internal face, with traces 
of alternating turf and stone externally for wind-proofing (Fenton, 1968). 
Rebuilding was necessitated because of the periodic rotting of the turf and this 
has led to a thickening of the west and north walls of the buildi.ng. Only two 
post..:holes were noted along the central axis of the building and this has been 
interpreted by Small as probably representing a single line of central post-holes 
along the length of the narrow building. 
Within the structure, the living accommodation was located in the 
c<Jntral and eastern parts of Uw huHding, with pusslble traces of benches there; 
the western end was restricted to the animals with a separate J.pproach throug;h the 
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co::~rtyardt. 'Z'}:e by:::'e e~O. was c11a::"acterised ~Y ro~g~ pavir:g, in co:1trast to 
beaten eart'h/clay elsewhere in the house. The courtyard approach had to 
have on!y a shallow inclme to aUow the cattle to use it and this consideration led 
to p:::-c~~e::ns of s~..;:.~sicence a::.d traces o:'i' up to three reb":~:~ngs of this p2.ved 
trac;'.{way. Thls levelling up has been see:1 at lFreswick L."':. t2e bdlding id.entified 
as a smithy, where a number of s~one layers have formed a solid fou.."l.da~ion for 
the anvit 
Tile eco:comic evidence from thlis site indicates a mixed agriculture with 
traces of broken ploughshares and querns, as wen as carbonised :;;eeds from the 
site. The location is advantageous because it is adjacent to good fishing gro\lnds 
and the sands of Bu.rga.Bay apparently afford small craft to be drawn-up. 
A nearby naust,which procu.ced a piece of steatite in association with the floor 
deposits,may also possibly be interpreted as being contemporary with the 
sett~ement at Unde:rhoull. Small suggests that the local steatite may have been for 
rougher vessels and that there may possibly have been some trading for profession-
alLy made vesse~s (Smail, 1966, 213). 
SmaU also su;ggests a."l occupation at tMs site dated be:weel! the 9th a.TJd 
lOth centuries. He has also traced an eroding Norse midden about 300 m away, 
further around the same bay, and presumably associated with a further settlement 
unit, a neighbouring farm perhaps. The possibility of a more extensive settlement 
being located in thlis area cannot be ignored, and! the suggestion made that this 
unU extended around the bay and did not therefore build on top of the existing 
structure. 
In ~he Western Esles, despite the :relatively rich finds of graves <md 
stray finds of the Viking period discussed below, there is still a shortage of 
Viking settlement evidence. The recovery of Viking artefacts from a midden 
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near the eart:D. house 2..".: Gals:o:u, Borve must be ir.dica.tive of a settle:x.ent in the 
vicinity, althougL1 to date tile site itself is unrecorded {Edwards, 1924). However, 
at Drimore M:acha.ir. South Uist, Maclaren has record2d a structure which is 
da.tz..3le on fb.e 2::::e:Zz..ct;..1a~ assemfolz..ge to the Vi!¢ng period. TI1e structure, 
14 by 5 metres internally, had walls which were reduced practically to g;rou..7ld 
level. EnougZ'l of the form of the building remained to indicate a rounded end with 
a probable repair at the east end. At the centre of the building a long hearth was 
revealed and the concentration of the finds in the east part of the building has led 
to the suggestion that that was the area of domestic activity {Maclaren, 1974). 
To gain a more complete picture of Viking period settlement in the West, 
it is necessa-ry to t>J.rn to t~e site of the Ucal (Coileaga.11 an Udail), North Uist. 
At this site, !am Crawford has revealed throug"h a series of excavations over 
fourteen seasons of excava~ion, occupaHon spanning from the Bronze Age through 
into.the Medieval period. Seldom are we fortunate enough to recover such 
continuity at a single site, Freswick and Jarlshof being amongst the few obvious 
parallels for this. The importance of tlhe excavations at the Udal has hecn to 
provide informat:or.. about the period of the Vik:T.g arrival. At .some sites, 
notably Buckquoy, Orlkney {Ritchie, 1977),the excavator has suggested a peaceful 
infiltration of the incoming Vikings into the native population (discussed recently 
in Ritchie, 1983, 63-4 and Morris forth. a). At the Udal, Crawford suggests a 
violent ar:rival, seeing the establishment of an early Viking fort as an obvious 
response of the mcomers to a hostile :reception (Crawford and Switsur, 1977, 131; 
C:rawfo:rd, 1981, 264-5). The :recovery of at least ten immediately pre-Viking 
dwellings or bulildings, apparently immediately overlain by buildings of rechmgular·. 
Viking form, Cra~ford would see as supporting this suggestio'1. This whole issue 
has been qiscussed by Crawf<;>rd (1974) and Ritchie (19.7 4), but the precise relation-
ship between native· andjncomer is one which is fraught wit:'l problems. Of those 
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sUes w~1ich have produced evllde::1ce o:Z ecri.y Viking and late Pre-Viking activity, 
the rest:lts have been varied. T'ne suggestion of a violent arrival may be supported 
at Srl:aill, Deerness. At this site, the excava~or noted a burnt horizon between the 
?:te~ Viicng a.."'ld v~:ri:n.g :i.eveis {Ge!Hng, pers. comm. ) but confirma:ion is awaited 
in pri~t. To date, too few sites have produced sufficient evidence to solve this 
pro::~:em.. 'fhere may well be mm·e than one solution and negative evidence may 
not p::rovide a positive answer. It is likely that incomers were accepted. willingly 
in some areas, but not in others; the reaction would have S\U'ely relied on the 
intentions and attitudes of the incomers. 
Such is the evidence for settlement in the West of Scotland in the Viking 
pe:rS.ocL It is mostly fou."l.ded on the results from the Udal, and for this site, the 
final report is eagerly awaited. 
In the Faroe Isiar.ds, there are a number of sites which have been dated to 
the Viking period~ The site o1 Kv{v{k, on western Streym¢y, is one of the better 
docu!Uer.:i:ed. The settlement comprises a farmhouse and an adjacent building which 
se.ems io have combined the functio!:s of barn ar.d pyre. Both structures are 
orieDctated north~south with the southern_ ends ero~ed by the sea. The farmhoUse is 
2]. - 22 metres long and 5. 75 metres wide, with an entrance in the long eastern side 
towards the stream. There is a central fireplace with embers pit and traces of 
stone and earth benches along the inner walls. The floor of both buildings was 
partially paved with stone and covered by a trodden floor of ash, soot, clay and 
sand, Roof remains represented by two rows of post holes and traces of straw, 
birch bark and turf seem to indicate close parallels with the modern teclmiques of 
roof construction {i.e. birch bark and turf over a wooden construction). The walls 
were double faced, up to 1. 5 metres thick and standing 0. 8 - 1. 5 metres high. 
The barn/byre.buHding to the west is of the same construction; it is lOby 35 metres 
· long with a stone channel in the southern part vvhere it is divided ~·nto stalls, 
now 8 remaining, but t:h.e:re were possibly t~p to 12, The other part of the 
building was probably for storage (Dahl, 1965, 13'7-9; Thorsteinsson, 1976, 12). 
Animal bones from the site indicate that sheep, pigs, cows, seals, whales 
and coli we:re u~ilised ~Da~l, 1S51; 1970, 66~69}. 
At t:1.e less wei1=&wwn site of Fuglafjorcl:.r on EsturjOy, a further 
building of the Viki.-·'lg periorl has been excavated {Dahl, 1958}. Although only 
10 metres now remains, it was thought to have been originally about 17 metres 
in length. The distinctive central fireplace and! embers pit was identi~ied, and 
there were clear indications that the roof was supported by a system of posts 
on stone pads in two parallel rows (Thorsteinsson, 1976, 13). 
There ar_e many o~he:Y' sites in the Faroe Isla"ld:> which have been 
examined and dated to the Viking period of settlement. However, more 
recent excavations are considerably extending this corpus. Wo:..'k at Sandur, Sandpy, 
lh.as revealed; beneath the present sta.'lding church,, remains of an earlier church 
· of substantial timber construction and dated! to the 11th century. Excavations 
withL."l the p:Y'esent graveyard i1ave revealed! a !arge structure of Viking type 
only 8 metres from the c~t.:urch itself. In l863, a 'silver coin hoard with a 
deposition date 1090-1100 was found in this same graveyard (Krogh, 1975). In 
1977, a Viking house was excavated at Skaravanes, Sand9}y. It was located close 
to the present coastline and underlying the modern settlement. Many domestic 
Viking age artefacts were recovered and! so there is no problem in the dating 
.of this site. However, at the site of Ei'di, Esturp;y, a waterlogged site was 
located during road eonstruction. The preservation of wooden elements within a 
stone structure are of particular interest, but whether this can be prr.-eeisely 
dated to the VUdng period cannot yet be concluded, because of incomplete post-
excavation work (Thorstein:sson, pers. comm. ). The location at the heart of 
:he ::nodar11 settle:rr,.ent, :·10wever, as with many other Viking sites, may be 
sign:ficant in thi.s discussiono 
':::'~e si.:e of Ki:rl.<jt.:.b¢ur in Southern Streym0y is noted fo':" its fine 
W:eC:ieval Catbedra~ remains {Dah~, 1968). However, tmpublisned excavation 
:material from the sea edge, undertaken by Dahl, md:cates the p:r0sence of a 
timber structure wHh outer stone cladding in the form of a long house 
(pers. comm., Thorsteinsson}. The similarity of building construction with 
those buildings dated on artefactual grounds to :he Viking period is striking 
and may suggest a Viking period date for these remains. However, relatively 
modern buildings in the Faroe Islands are still built in the same techniques, 
so the simi:arity of cnnstruction may not be conclusive of a Viking date. 
4. 1. 3 Late Norse settlement Bites 
The relative wealth m some areas of settlement evidence for the 
of information concerning settlement sites which may be distinguished as having 
a Late Norse date, in the North and West of Scotlando This information is of 
:more relevance in the consideration of the settlement evidence for Caithness, 
which is predominantly later. In Sutherland and indeed the Faroe Islands, 
where site continuity has masked this evidence, little can be said. 
in the light of present information gained through excavation, the 
Orkney Islands are not the richest in terms of Late Norse settlement evide11ce. 
However, the imbalance between Orkney and Shetland which is discussed below, 
lis gradually being rectified as further sites are identified and archaeologically 
examined. The likelihood, but not inevitability, of the association with Viking 
sites proper cannot be ignored and perhaps would be a useful starting point for the 
search for Late Norse sites. Work, for example, at the Brough of Birsay has 
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produced suc::c:t 2nfo;rmation. Info!":mation concerning the Late Norse period 
on the Brough of Birsay revolves around the estab!ishment of the Norse chapel 
and e::1clost:reo This was o:n a slightly different alignment to that of the earlier 
period, and has been da:ed to the mid 11th century by Rad:7o:rd (1959, 5) and to 
the 12~h century by the Royal Commission (1946, No. l, 3). The group of buildings 
to the north of the chapel were dated by Radford to the early 12th century (Radford, 
1959), and may be interpreted as the 'Bis~op's Palace' according to Radford 
(1959, U-12) or monastery according to the Royal Commission (RCAHMS, 1946, 
No.1, l-5). 
One of the chief problems is the presence of the chapel and in 
particular who actually built it. The suggestion that Thorfinn built his 
Christchurch on the Brough of Birsay (e. g. Radford, 1959, 6) has been 
challenged by Lamb (1974) and noted below. H in fact the church on the Brough, 
cation of the other structures apparently contemporary with the church, may 
be differento The 'Bishop's Palace' has been mentioned above, but the so-called 
'1'horfinn's Palace' to the east of the church (Cruden, 1958; Radford, 1959, 16) 
must be reconsidered, Radford claimed a series of buildings over 'Thorfinn 's 
Palace' to date to the 12th century and related to the church in that they were 
dwellings of the Bishop's priests or officials (Qp. cito ). The presence of Late 
Norse artefacts at the site has been discussed by Curle (1982, 83-4). 
Recent work by Morris in Birsay village has revealed at the site of 
Beachview a virtually complete building very similar in form to Freswick examples, 
upstanding in places to over a metre with possible traces of a byre at its seaward 
end (Morris, 1983, 141-7). The interest of the building, apart from its exciting 
location in the heart of the modern 'village', is both its condition of preservation 
3..'1-G the fact t:1at f.t is pa.r-:::a~Iy :nfi:led wlth rich midden deposits containing 
objects which would be complementary to those recovered from Freswick, 
late Ja-rlshcf &':ld Sa."ldw!ck in Shetland. The building in part is probably Late 
Norse, but basicai:y c: t~1e Vif;:ing period, The wea:th of tl::e artefactual 
assem~lage recove::::-ed, including fragments of daub with wattle impressio~1S, 
a bone comb and fragments with copper alloy rivets, steatite and grass tempered 
pottery, is more consistent with the later Norse assemblages, not only in calibre 
but also in quantity. A pa::rticu~arly important aspect of this site is that the 
building seems to be sited on a mound composed of occupation debris (Morris, 
1983, 142), rather as noted at the Udal (Crawford and Switsur, 1977, 126). 
fu searc?:ling fo:r late Norse sites, those noted in the Orkneyinga Saga 
are perhaps the most hopefu!. Such an examp!e currently being excavated is 
Tuquoy on Westray. This is an eroding site which is procbcing evidence dating 
to the Late Norse period. Lamb has attempted to re:ate these remains to the 
saga character HafH&. (The Orcadian, 23 July 1981). The site of Tuqu.oy was 
visible prior to excavation in 1982 in a 75 metre long exposed cliff section i.n 
which were visthl.e both large structural traces and rich midden deposits 
apparently of Late Norse date and character. The structural features revealed 
were of particular interest because, although clay bonded, they were also 
faced with yellow-white lime pllaster. Excavation in the first season has revealed 
at Ieast three structural phases, and, confirmed by the artefact assemblage and 
large amount of coarse pottery, a date of at least part of the site to the Late 
Norse period (Owen, 1982). 
Excavations by Dr. Sigrid Kal.and of Bergen University at Westness, 
Rousay, revealed a large hall-like structure and two smaller buildings adjacent 
interpreted as byres for cattle and sheep (Kaland, 1973). Westness is recorded 
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in the Saga as the home of Sigurd and such a hall building would not be out of 
cb.a:racter with thJis connection (O.S., Ch. LXXVI, 171; Taylor, 1938, 258). 
Cbe aspect o:: t~Jis site which is of particular L"lterest in this context is the 
p:reser:.ce nearby o1 the cemetery silte which has to date produced two boat-
graves (the second found in the 1933 season) and a series of rich male and female 
graves (Kaland, 1980, 25). This association with a settlement is not surprising, 
bu.t what is surprising is the fact that the graves cannot be dated beyond the 
lOth century with any certainty, but the structures would not be out of context 
in the Late Norse period. 
At the site of SkaiU, Deerness, mentioned above (page 68) , Gelling 
examined a large stone structure which was initially thought to be a tower. The 
precise identification is now under discussion, but a date in the 12th century has 
been suggested (Gelling, forth.}. Previous excavations at the Earldom site of 
Earls Paul and Harald (Zohnston, 1903). With extensuve saga references as a 
background (e. g. 0. S. , Ch. LV, H 7 -8; Taylo-r, 1938, 216), inevitably there has 
long been L."lterest ~n the site, with various attempts in. the 18th and 19th centuries 
to resolve the lack of supportive archaeological evidence for the 'Drinking Hall'. 
The Ro•.md Church has long been visible; in fact it was intact as late as 17 57 
(Kemp, 1887, 137). 
The first recorded archaeological investigation for the hall is noted 
by Torfaeus in 1758. There was no known tradition about buildings existing in 
the area of the church, despite the Saga reference. However, "on digging earth 
for the Bow or farm of Orph:i.r, and near the round house called the Gerth-House 
of Orphir, they found large foundations, and laid very deep, which must have 
supported some great buildings" (Pope, 1866, 107). Excavations in 1859 by 
Petrie revealed "n:...1merous traces of ancient bu:Hdings, which are believed to 
be ~he re;:n&i::JS cf t:'le p2.:a.ce of Jarl Pz.ul, who :ived at Orphir in the twelfth 
century" (Petrie, 18Sl, 227). Subsequent work by Johnston in 1899-1901, after a 
grave~C:igge:r found traces of walls in the north-west corner Of the churchyard, 
lo~ated. 2. wa~l :.o4 by 4 feet long (31. 7 x L 2 m), dry-built a."ld random coursed. There 
were possibly two phases of construction rep:resented in the wall. because one part of 
~he wall was mortar bonded. A possible doorway was 1ocated be!'leath the old path 
to the Round Church from the road, and is now revealed. The base of the wall 
foundations were on a level wi-;;h the Round Church, although a large slab which was 
taken as a threshold stone was actually approximately 75 em above this level. 
{Thus allowing for the Saga reference to steps leading down to the Church from 
the Hall (0. S. , Ch. I..XVY., 151; Taylor, 1938, 242).) Tl1e only find recorded from 
this part of the site is a simple bone handle; most of a finely decorated bone-comb 
was found near the apse of the Church (Grieg, 1940, 148-9). Taylor combined this 
archaeological work a"Yld the Saga references t:o prodJ.ce a plan of the Hall and the 
adjacent Church (Taylor, 1938, 385, Figure 1, Note 7). 
Work between 1978 and 1980 has added further information to the knowledge 
of the immediate area in the '\/;k;.:j period, but not conclusively in the Late 
Norse (Batey, 1981). Approximately 30 m to the north of the present Guardianship 
site, a subterranean passage has been partially excavated; this may be a 
tunnel or a drain. This was shown by a juxtaposition of extensive rich 
midden deposits to have been either built in the v;l<,~ period, or at least open 
to the surface then. The passage is sealed by a midden including not only very 
rich environmental evidence in the form of carbonised seeds, but also a complete 
bone pin, part of a steatite weight possibly once used in fishing, also a sherd 
of a thick steatite vessel, all with strong Norse affinities. This midde11Jl deposit 
seals the passage which is roofed with substantial slabs set on walls made of 
smaller stones set in five or six dry-stone courses, and also envelopes the 
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nor\.:hem walL T.:1is deposit is separated both spatially and tempo['ally from 
a further midden deposit to the soctth which is of a different character, being 
ma:)'.e U? oi mainly burnt stones and! carbolTilised seeds, but lacking the great 
am.ov.:nts of large fish bone so commo:1 in the other deposit. Further midden 
C:.eposi:s :had previously been located to ::2e west, but only a few centimt~tres be~ow 
the surface, unlike the 60 - 70 em depth at the other point. This deposit was also· 
extreme:iy rich in environmental evidence and initial examination of the deposits. 
in 1979 revealed a fine iron rivet, a..11d iron knife blade and a small annular 
bronze gi1G.ed brooch which has parallels in Scandinavia. This deposit also 
overlies the passage,although excavation was halted before the tunnel roof was 
reachec,so t~e depth is unknown" It is possible that this passage feature may 
be a souterrain and that the midden at the higher level may be the same as the 
one encou.'1.tered in relation to the tunnel to the west, and that at the higher 
ooint it is rising over a chamber. This poL.""lt may be supported by the p1·esence 
of an extensive clay bank overlying the lower midden which could be a levelling 
up deposit related ~o later building o:'l the sHe. TI1e precise relationsnip between 
the passage and the buildings of the Bu ca.vmot be known at this stage. 
To the north-west of these sites, a mound noted by Jolmston (1904, 197) as 
Lavacroon, revealed during field. walking large amounts of pottery ranging in 
period from the Prehistoric period to the Post Medieval; also a piece of whalebone, 
pumice, iron slag and fuel ash, pieces of furnace or hearth, steatite and part of a 
polychrome bead which is paralleled in an Anglo-Saxon grave at Londesborough 
in East Yorkshire {Swanton, 1964, 270-5). It is possible that there was a Norse 
phase at this site, as most periods seem to be represented in the assemblage. 
U would not be possible to distinguish, for example, whether the iron smeltin).'; 
took place in the .\J1k1.J period, without excavation. Scattered finds in the 
ge:s.e::::2.J. a="ea, i:.1cluding '!:"he runic il:sc:cfpticn in '='ankerness Rouse and which 
a..p::_]are=~ly c2.me from St. Nicolas' Church, Orphir, c. 1953 (see below page lOo), 
f.nG.(:a:e I:J.o:ce ex~ensive occupation than perhaps previously considered. Perhaps 
the ::-.::ost co:::.clu.sive Norse evidence in the area however is the Viking grave 
fo•..::.D.c'. z.~ G:reenigoe in a cist c. 1889. ill the grave were found various textile 
f:rag:::c:.er..ts alt"Co"2g~1 no trace of the body remainedo There were also paste beads 
ar..oi a.~ &"D.be::::: oneo T'ae interesting fact about the textiles is that two of the 
fra.gn:ents are paralleled from examples at Birka, Sweden (Henshall, 1952, 17} 
in a 9th century contextJand possibly indicating here that an earlier Viking site 
may yet be waiting to be found. 
As already noted, one of the most extensive~y examined settlement sites 
is that of JarRshof, Shet~and. This site has evidence from the Prehistoric period 
tb:rcugl'l to the Medieval. Hamilton has produced a very de!:ailed report on the 
:.::::::.-::.-I;;::':C.::' ~-~ -.""'""T"'TI-"'f t.hro•1~~')_ all oeriods (Hamilton, 1956) and the similarities 
in the building forms and artefact types at the site in comparison with Freswick 
I?.ecessitate a rather more detailed consideration oli the Late Norse evidence. 
The two sites nave been briefly compared by Curle (1954, 61-3) who distinguishes 
between the relatively r:ich assemblage of artefacts from Jarlshof and the much 
poorer one from Freswicko He does however, accept similarities between the 
structure Tne examined in 1934 and Building VJ[ at Freswick. After Hamilton's 
extensive excavations at Jarlshof the complexity of the site wo:.tld seem to provide 
a close parallel to that found at Fresw:ick. The variety of building uses is 
discussed below {Chapter 7) wli.tlh a detailed description of the building forms. 
Phase 5 was a period of extensive alterations and extension of standing 
buHdings as well as a period of demolition and abandonment. The parent 
dwelling became increasingly dominant; it was enlarged by 23 feet (c. 7 m), 
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for a byre at the e2.s:ern gable and as this decreased the living area, this was 
extended to the west and the kitchen was enlarged by the removal of a partition 
walL The second farm was demolished to be replaced by cattle enclosures. 
The third farm was converted to a byre without the living area ar.di the 
associated outhouse was demolished. At an intermediate stage, this outhouse 
was used as a sm.ithy, and then became a small stalled byre. This group of 
buildings must have resembled the farm steads which can be seen in 
modern Caithness, with a main farm building surrounded by its outbuildings. 
'fo the west of the parent dwelling, two or possibly three buildings were situated 
in this phase; one was built on the foundations of the original smithy and another 
on top of 9th and lOth century midden deposits, the third being represented 
in excavation by traces of masonry at the south side of the original barn. 
These new houses were of different type to the earlier ones. They 
were aligned down the slooe, at right-angles to the parent dwelling and close 
to each other, lacking an enclosure wall. They are generally shorter, with all 
the space for living rather than sharing wi.th animals. In one of these examples 
two hearths were fou."ld in the structure, of a new, more squared shape. 
Midden extended over the whole area and over the abandoned buildings. 
From these midden deposits were recovered the first sherds of pottery to come 
LQ~ ~VIC, 
from the Viking orA-Norse layers,and 'rh~/ been dated to the early 12th century 
at the earliest. There was noted an increase in steatite linesinkers, indicating 
more exploitation of the sea and perhaps, when viewed in relation to the fact 
that at this time n.o new outhouses were built, fishing could have been taking over 
in the farming economy from the mixed agriculture so far seen (Curle, 1936; 
Hamilton, 1956, 136~68). 
fu Phase 6, the drawing together of the outhouses to the parent dwelling 
was increasing:ty obvious and a more coherent group developed. Ov-erlying the 
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seeonc'.ary farms~ead o:T ?b.ase 3, a range of ou~hot:ses was built wlltn the 
eastern part actually bonded onto the south-east of the parent dwelling. The 
co:.:tinu.ed use of alternate stone a.7J.c1 turf in tne walls and stone re-use, made 
it d.Hficult to see tb.e different pnases of hu:!.ldi.ng here. T'he actual outbuildings 
co:nprised two sepaJL" ate st:::u.ctures. The one to the west had two separate 
compartments one of which was paved, ft had two entrances and was interpreted 
as a byre. T:.1e larger building to the east was rectangular and had three 
entrances; traces of two stone-lined post-holes a1ong the central axis indicate 
that the roof was of the :ridge-pole type. This building was interpreted as a sty. 
The growth of this settlement was continued in the other houses which were 
built in the last phase. One expanded to the north, with the extension of 
36 feet (c. 11 m} resemb:ing a byre. It seems most likely that only the older 
part was living quarters and here there was evidence of repaving and the 
2 ~cq"'f:1r~l hearth was reset as a 4 feet square (1. 2 m ). Another of the ear-lier houses 
had an extension to the south making a total length for this building of over 
80 feet (32. 3m). The floor was parHally paved and to the east there was a 
further small paved extension. Although there was Do fireplace recovered in 
the excavations of Hamilton in 1951, Curle noted concentrations of burnt ash 
within the large building (Curle, 1936, 257). The third of the structures to be 
amended in this phase was to the west, where the large building and the outhouse 
immediately to its south were linked by an extra entrance put on the south 
side of the northern building and one on the north wall of the other, thus forming 
easy access to each building from the other. 
In· Phase 7, tl1e last designated to the Viking and Late Norse 
period, the original parent dwelling and the west part of the adjacent outhouse 
range were abandoned. Richardson excavated a new building which was built 
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CoWl;. t~1.e s7.o?B para:J.el to 't:he ·~wo dwel.i.bgs of :Pl1ase 5 and at right-
a._n.g:es to ~he or:ginal dwel~fng. The new buiilding was 63 by l5 feet (19. 2 x 4. 6 m), 
~1acl three er.tra:.0.ces and partitions dlivid.ed the structure into three rooms. The 
we::."e a.:ro.endedi, the or:e w:t:i the ~yre bs:ing 
contracted a.l'J.d that end converted to storage, although a blockage in the entrance 
after a short time would seem to indicate a short life time for this part of the 
strucrure; a small outhuildi.."lg to the east of the structure built at this time 
echoes the format of tne new building to its east. The building to its west 
was also altered, and the southern barn extension was abandoned and replaced 
by a smaner one (24 x 12 feet, 7. 3 x 3. 7 m) to the west si.de of the living area. 
The west ou.tbuildL."lgS of the previous phases were abandoned and partially 
covered by extensions in this phase and midden deposits from the adjacent 
houses. After the abandonment of the initial parent dwe!ling ,a short break 
followed before the western foundations were used for a small building. 
Discoveries in 1949-51 indicate that the majority of the finds of the earlier 
~ouses were ceposited outside the walls. Large amounts of pottery and steatite 
were recovered, steatite vessels being largely of a square-sided form and 
probably of an early Medieval date. There was a lack of pottery in the middens 
of the 9th to ~ 1 t h centuries, presumably because steatite was readily 
available from nearby outcrops. 'I'he pottery was in two main forms, "vessels 
with four-sided mouths tapering to a rounded base" and "large open bowls with 
a flat section, sometimes with inverted rims" (Curle, 1936, 260; Hamilton, 
1956, 174-89). Although the square-sided form cannot be paralleled at Freswick, 
the other forms are common (see below Chapter 12). 
Remaining finds include combs with double-convex terminals dated in 
Scandinavia to the 13 - 14th centuries, and similar to examples from Freswick 
{s1.:.ch as 8 . 9. :.9 ). The most eas~er:y of the houses of Phase 5 had 100 sherds 
of steati~e and severa~ ha:.mcherl hones, the westerly house of that phase had 
lDS lc::>mweights, including 52 in a single cache a.>1d was thus interpreted as 
a possf:J:e ~oc:::n posi.tfon. 
It is possib:e to see various uses of the buildings i.."l the later stages of 
t'om 
t:'te settlement, for examplep:one and loom ..... weight accumulations. This 
specialisation is interesting and usually only obvious on sites where a number 
of buildings have been excavated. The site of Sandwick, Unst, discussed below 
is an important exception m this, and could indicate that modern excavations 
and careful consideration of particular problems could shed considerable light 
on the problem. 
In Shetland, there are three other sites which date from the Late 
Norse period. Located on the south-east coast of Unst, Sand..vick is now 
standing at the high water mark ,and is consequently subjected to a very severe 
erosion threat. Late Norse ar1!;efacts have been collected from the site since 
the 1930s and ,although then ~hree main concentrations of fi::1ds were noted pnly 
one has been examined in detail (Bj_gelow, 1978, l). 
Work in 1980 at the site of an eroding midden deposit 800 metres to 
the north of the site produced Late Norse artefacts similar to those from the 
excavated site. This would support the idea that the excavated site is only part 
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of a settlement group. The excavated site has been examined over three seasons, 
1978-1980, revealing a rectilinear stone building wl.th an enclosure. The 
excavated structure measures 15 by 3. 25-4 m and has walls of the usual drystone 
construdion, sta.ndin~ between l and l. 5 m high and caulked with turf. Doorways 
in the north gable l.U1d mld-west wall we.re located as woll us min or rooms 
separated by rubble from the main house; these measure 2. 3 by 2. 8 m and 
2. 5 by ::lo 7 m re::;pect:i.velyo Benches at the sides in the main building have 
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produced <Efferent cypes o:: a-r~ef~cts. One showed a concentJraticn of loom-
weights and a que:rnstone, while the other had line-sinkers and scrap-iron. 
The interior of the building was divided into 5 spatial units {Bigelow, 1978, 
3-4) with rdsed platforms at each end and! in the middlle. G'ne end was 
probably t?ne byre, w:th an unbonded wall to faciUtate easier cleaning-out; 
the f:oor was paved wi-:=h the stones held together by a series of keystones to 
prevent slippage (Bigelow, 1980, 1). Other areas identified included the kitchen 
and a living area, character:.sed by a very high artefact density which Bigelow 
suggests could be representative of a wooden super-structure which prevented 
retrieval {Bigelow, 1978, 6; 1979, 8). Post-holes were noted along the central 
axis of the house and at the 'zo:aal' boundaries. 
A large variety of artefacts on the site were made of steatite {the 
nearest outcrop being only L 5 miles awayp and included steatite weights, many 
of whic~'l were broken at the site and probably represent home production of such 
objects (pers. comm. ). T'ne large amount of iron slag on the site seems to 
suggest iron working and! many iron artefacts such as nails and rivets have 
been found. :Bone also has survived on this site, thus giving a more complete 
picture than at Underhoull. Twelve combs and pieces of combs from the site 
are of the later Norse types. It is very interesting, however, that despite the 
survival of bone here, there are very few other artefacts made of bone on the 
site and it might be tempting to consider that here, objects, often made of bone 
elsewhere, are . made of either iron or steatite. Bigelow notes that 56 per 
cent of the Late Norse finds from Jarlshof are represented at Sandwick (pers. 
fl"l;!jnt: 
comm. ) and after further analysis a simJi.lar figure A also be applied to Freswick. 
A preliminary <:malysis of the economic implications of the site (Bigelow, l \l7\l, 
!l-10) ~Lwms to 1nd1eate tha.t thm·o iH a peedominance at the Hitt, of laq.w fi::-;h bone::;, 
especiaEy ?cod {Gadidae) and that cattle, sheep/goat, pig, etc. were of 
secondary significance. The evidence for cultivation has come from the 
recove:Ty during the extensive sieving progra..."!lme employed at the site 
t:h.ro'!.lgho:J.t ~:'1e excava:ion. Cl4 2.11alysis of shell &'1c1 mammal bone has ytelded 
+ the following results: (ca!ibrated) respectively 1250-80 A. D. (UCLA 2180F) 
+ 
and 1300-80 A. D. (UCLA 2180E). 
Bigelow suggests a relatively short period of occupation at the site 
although,as at Underho'lll, structural alterations were noted. Excavations in 
summer 1980 revealed that the wall at the south end was secondary and 
related to a shortening of the house by 3. 5 m. Traces of a platform similar 
to that at the other end of the house were recovered. The remodelling appears 
to have been contemporary with the sealing of the south-west doorway, the 
reconstruction of the new platform at the other end of the structure, the 
-:l.<:>_::'':'"'itinn "f l'l. cl:=ey seaHn!:! deoosit over the hearth and the construction of an. 
oven-hearth in the north-east corner. Two distinct phases were also noted in 
the construction of the yard wall, with the latest phase incorporating more turf 
and thus sustaining more damage th3.!.1 that of the first phase (Bigelow, 1980, 2). 
The site at Papa Stour would seem to be of later date than those 
already considered. It serves to bring the Shetlands settlement into the historic 
period. located l:w using a multi-disciplinary approach, Dr. Crawford suggests 
that the site represents "a residence of the Kings of Norway in their Atlantic 
possessions" (B. Crawford, 1977a, 1). Such a royal or ducal residence is 
thought to have existed in the 13th century, as it is recorded in the 
oldest document written in Shetland (1299) concerning the rents owed to the 
Norwegian Duke from Papa Stour. This mentions specifically the house of 
Hakon, a Norwegian Duke (B. Crawford, 1978, 25-27). He is known to have 
held Shetland as a 'ducal appanage' from 1280-1299. 
The l:mitec1 arno:.:.."1t of land avai:ab:e ar.d suitab:e on Papa Stour for 
cultivation a."ld therefore most likely to have settlements concentrated in the 
area, :s centred around just two s2Jldy bays. Between these is a raised area 
called 'Da B::.ggmgs' adjacent tc a church 0:1 a known Med:.eval site. Here is a 
moillld named 'Da Gorl' {ON g2,rflh6ll, farm hiH, Crawfo1rd, 1979, 3). 
Excavations he1re between 1977 a.."ld 1982 located traces of a substantial building 
Cl.f1d 
orientated east-west- un:ikethe modern crofts -(~walls with a smooth inner face ;md 
a less regular external face suggesting a turf exterior; it had well-laid stones 
and a projecting foundation course. Traces of complete peats and large amounts 
h:> 
of birch bark were found, which were too large to be native~ Shetland and 
probably imported from Norway as roofing material. Further structural features 
were revealed and interpreted as a barn, and a further house. An extensive 
series of dra:i.nage channels , a large cooking area and a distinctive cooking 
oven were also revealed, Excavations in 1979 within the large structure 
uncovered an area of undisturbed flooring composed of transverse pine timbers 
and possible remains of upright panel!i."lg or a bench structure; the Ember was 
probably imporied again from Norway (Crawford, 1979, 2). This feature was 
excavated in the last season and revealed important traces of wall-panelling 
or bench edge (Crawford, 1982, 1). The artefacts seem to be consistent with 
an occupation during the 12th and 13th centuries and once more include 
a fuH a."ld varied assemblage despite the fact that bone has not survived the acid 
conditions. 
In the Western Isles, the complexity of the site revealed in the 
excavations at the Udal in North Uist has already been noted. !.Crawford h~nns 
the post \M<'"'j development as sub-Norse, which may be rather mislcadin~, 
followed by the later Norse period (Crawford and Switsur, 1977, l:H) dated to 
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tb.e 10 - Eth century, perhaps a litt:e e&::r:ier tlla."l seen in Caithness. Structurally 
this period was represented by six buildings all of which were badly dam aged by 
la-:er co::1s:Z.uctions. A late :nth century destruction was noted and this in turn 
was STICceeded by ~he C.evelopment of a sfngle :ong house with internal co~part­
mer..ts which contim::ed in some form or o~her into the 13tb centt:.ry (~. cit. , 
132). 
The only other site in the West to date to suggest a late Norse dating is 
that of Little Dunagoil, Bute. Tne remains of two structures 45' x 22' (13. 7 x 6. 7 m) 
and 42' x 22 1 {12. 8 x 6. 7 m) were recovered within the rampart of an earlier 
structure. The walls were built of turf and stone and the hearth, which was 
possibly not long in use, was recovered. Marshall, the excavator, would suggest a 
date in the 12-13th century bracket on the basis of finds (which were few) and 
cu!tural affinities of the building form (Marshall, 1964, 32 and 56). 
There are therefore a number of other sites in the North and West of 
Scotland which are comparable to those known in Caithness, although with 
Freswick as the only excavated site in Caithness, one must be wary of generalisa-
tions. There shou:d be more certainty in identifying the type and affinitf.es of the 
settlements of the period, the study of which is only in its infancy. Such sites are 
relatively common in Orkney, but this may simply reflect the amount of work 
in that area. There is Pictish evidence in Caithness, as discussed elsewhere, 
but it is difficult on the limited data~base in Caithness to prove succession at 
sites. Perhaps there may be a similar situation in the Faroe Islands, where 
Viking settlement commences in the lOth century, on archaeological grounds, 
although there are literary references to suggest presence at an earlier date 
(for example, Dicuil, Tierney Ed. 1967, Ch. 15, 76-7). The important analogy 
here is the continuity of building techniques and above all the siting of settlements. 
The constant use of the same site for centuries has led to a fossilised settlement 
pattern. T:1is couL.d be the same situation ~n No-rthe:rn and Western Scotland 
(and is strongly suspected for Caithness, see above page 62 ) and has been 
dearly cemons~raCed in Deerness, Orkney. At Quoys in Deerness finds of 
ti1e Norse ;;e:riorl': we::-e recovered daring the removal of a."l old croft overlying 
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even older fot:."'lda~ions (Steedma..'l, 1980, n. p., No. 43). This feature of 
conti:lufty of site development is very common in tb.e Faroe Islands (Thorsteinsson, 
1981). 
4. 1. 4 Castles 
A feature of settlement which is commonly ascribed to the Late Norse 
period is that of the castle. A number of monuments of this type have been 
recorded in Orl~ey and it is quite clear that they are not in the same class of 
monument as the castles identified in Caithness. The Castle of Old Wick has, 
for example, been suggested to date back to the 12th century (Talbot, 1974, 40), 
but if this is the case, the dissimilarities of the general form and location 
between the two areas are noticeable and quite distinct. The Caithness example 
is formed of a single tower with other buildings spread along a promontory whereas 
the o-.rcadian examples are considerably more compact in form. Unfortunately, 
an example suggested for Thurso cannot be traced structurally (Clouston, 1931b, 
16). This divergence of type cannot be seen in any other aspect of Late Norse 
activity between Caithness and Orkney. The most famous one is Cubbie Roo's 
Castle on Wyre; the name is probably derived from Kolbein Hruga, whose 
stronghold on Wyre is noted in the Orlmeyinga Saga (OS. Ch. LXXXIV, 192-3; 
Taylor, 1938, 275)., where it is described as a fine stone castle, and a safe 
stronghold. The castle platform is surrounded by a ditch complex; there are 
various phases represented ·.1ut the earliest is a smaH almost square tower, now 
reduced to its lowest level, to the well or store room (RCAHMS, 19·1-G, 619, 235-3~J; 
Clouston, 19:3lb, 2:3·-7). On the nearby island of Rousay, 'The Wirk' has a 
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similar form and is suggested as datir..g from the same period (RCAHMS, 1946, 
550, 191-2;· Clouston, 1931b., 27-31). In the parish of Holm, a similar 
s:ructure at Castle Howe has been noted {e. g. RCAHMS, 1946, 103, No. 361) 
and E:1:-<ed with the stronghold of the Saga called Papuli (Clouston, 1931b, 33-5; 
Taylo:-, 1938, Note 2, 372}. A further reference to such a stronghold in the 
Saga at Cairston, Stromness Parish (RCAHMS, 1946, 918, 32?.-3} !1as :Jeen 
discussed by Clouston (1926, 291-2; 1929, 57 -61) along with others of the type. 
They are, however, rather different to the examples from Caithness and one 
must wonder whether they are truly comparable. As noted above (page 50 ) 
the ringwork at Castlehill in Caithness has been likened to a possible early form of 
the Castle at Wyreo 
4o 2 The Graves 
As demonstrated in Caithness at Castletow[l and Westerseat (discussed 
above), there are a number of Viking graves which have been inserted into 
already existing mounds. fu Orkney, this re-utilisation is also well-attested, 
for example at Howe, Cairston near Stromness (a site whic"h has recently been 
extensively excavated: see below page 158). At this site, the mow1d had on it 
an apparent grave deposit which produced a :ine glass linen smoother (Grieg, 
1940, 80-1; Marwick, 1928a) as well as a bone handle, tw'J whorls, sandstone 
disc and part of a steatite vessel (Donations, 1889, 238). In the Birsay district, 
the mound of Saverough at the south of the bay yielded a number of cist graves 
in the excavations of Farrer in 1862, although no goods were reco·.rered. In 
more recent excavations (Webster and Cherry, 19'78, 152; Hedges, forth b) 
there are indications that these graves overlay houses of the Norse period. 
wln<U"e 
The situation is identifiable at Buckquoy, ~a male inhumation had been plaeeu 
in a small scoop in the rubble over the structures of Norse date. This was 
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dated to the 1 0 C h centt:ry by tl1e p?esence of a coin, and there was also a ring-
heaC:ed pin and bone morrat (Ritchie, 1977, 190}. As extensive ploughing had 
da::naged the deposit,it is ':L"'l.kn.own whether tl.U.s grave was marked in a'1y way, 
a~t~1oug~1 a small IT.ump noted is suggested as having been caused by t:1e rubble 
dis~urbance. A possible grave deposit, found a~ Moan, Harray, was a ploughed-out 
small cist in the top of a mound. Although unlikely to be Viking, the find of 
distinctive segmented glass beads seem to be o:' the period under consideration 
(Cursiter, 1887). 
In the west, the same phenomenon of mound burial is noted at Tote, 
Sheabost in Skye, where a deposition of an axe, and ab:ronze penannu!arbrooch in a 
cist were fo'..md in a secondary position in the mou.."l.d {Lethbridge, 1920, 
Nos. 305=8, 135). 
Graves have also been recovered beneath rr.ounds of sand, earth or 
stone cairns. Four widely-spaced mounds recovered north of Loch Stermess 
and Lyking may represent the remains of a Viking gravefield. The Lyking 
grave deposit comprised burnt bones with a bone comb and small iron strap 
buckle {Grieg, 1940, 80),the other was a female inhumation accompanied by 
a ring headed pin (Charleson, 1904, 565-6), not a penannular brooch as Grieg 
notes (Grieg, 1940, 80). A similar deposit from 'an island near the mainland' 
indicated a rich female grave buried under a mound (Charleson, 1904, 560). 
Ploughing at Swand:ro, Rousay, has disturbed in the past the remains of one 
or more male graves within the mound there (Anderson, 1874, 564; Grieg, 1940, 90) 
Jrn 1939, during clearance work at the broch of Gurness, a female grave was 
located. The deposit included oval brooches and a small iron sickle, sealed 
beneath a flat slab over which had been raised a mound of earth (Robertson, 
1969). Precise dating of these deposits is not easy, but the Gnrness grave 
has been dated on the basis of the typology of ihe oval brooch to the lOth century; 
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the ring headed pin from ~:he Ste::mess gr~ve also wo-;xld seem to date to that 
period. 
':':'le exter.s:ve grave field at Pierowall, West:c-ay, comprises mounds 
bo-::h mz.n-made a.-r.d nat:.rra:" Use ilas been mz..de of dunes whic:1 were already 
in existence (t2:l.e pre-formed mounds previous~y distinguished) and mour..ds 
heaped 11.p over the bUl'ia!" There are many problems involved in t~e dis:i."lction 
of ma..VJ.-made sand mounC:s &."ld natural ones, particularly in areas of extensive 
wind b~own erosion. Thorstei.nsson, in his recent re-evaluation of the 
graves at this site, has distinguished three main concentrations of burial and 
sixteen graves in all. Some graves include horses, and it was originally 
thought that others bad boats as burial containers. However, Thorsteinsson 
has since suggested that there is no evidence to support this suggestion. Seven 
males and five females were identified in the recent re-evaluation (Thorsteinsson, 
1968). 
There is an extensive number of Viking graves from mounds in the 
Western Isles" At Carn Nan JBharraich, Oronsay, for example, in 1913, three 
graves were found including one with Viking grave goods; all three were located 
in a large mound (Grieve, 1914, 272-91). The grave deposit recovered at 
Ki.loran Bay, Colonsay, and which is noted above, had a mound covering the 
male burial with the goods and accompanying horse in a distinctive stone setting 
(Anderson, 1907a, 443; Shetelig, 1907, :1..72). On the island of Eigg, a number 
of Viking graves have also been found in mounds (Macpherson, 1878, 586-7), 
and! at Valtos, Uig, a female Viking grave deposit was found in 1915, recovered 
from a small sand mound near to other mounds {MacLeod, 1916, 131). 
In Hov Parish, suarur¢y, in the Faroe Islands, there is a further example 
of a grave fro:n a mound. In the Saga of the Faroe Islanders, this is the home 
~d burial place of Havngr{m.r {FS, Ch. 7 16 ) 311d a mound bearing this 
name is situated a.t the highest point of the cultivable land. Excavations in 
1835 produce~ srr..a.n i:rron fragments and pieces of cranium but a Nox·3e date 
car..:::ot be proved (Dahl, 11.970, 63)o Excava.~icns at GEganes, Var;.:ir, at the 
beginning of t!:1is century in a flattened mou~'.ld ca:led Otsis:'!egur, prod'.lced 
objects ar..d bones which have since been lost or which have disintegrated (Dahl, 
1970, 63-5). 
A better documented grave group was found at Tj~:rrnuvik, to :he 
extreme north of Streymp'lyo Here, approximately twelve graves were located 
by an old track. They had been buried in a shifting sand dune and :>ince 
covered by a landslide. The graves we:rre buried about 50 0m Into the sand 
and then covered with stones. The goods included remains of a knife, a buckle, 
looat rivet or spike and a ring-headed pin with attached textile (Dahl and 
century (Dahl, 1965, 137). Tne apparent focal point of the grave group was a 
small ship setting arou.nd one of the graves. No traces of wooden coffins or other 
wooden reHcs have remained bu.t there is some evici.er!ce that :~'..!rial occurred 
:i.n or under woven clothes. As .yet there are no traces of associated settlement 
in the area (Dahl, 1965, 13r?; 1970, 65). 
There is a single example of Norse burial under a cairn at Skaill, 
Sandwick, where a roughly paved stone cist was found with traces of beach 
pebbles having been piled on top of ito The deposit seems to have been that of 
a male with finds including a bone comb~ an iron knife and a spearhead (Grieg, 
1940, 81-4; Watt, 1888). 
A single report" of a possible female Viking grave was made by Lethbridge 
{1950, 9G} Jln Sutherland\: 
I have S9en two Sco~~ish s:tes whli.ci1 may date back to the days 
o:f t:-:e Norse settle:ner..t. One of these was at Keoldale in 
S·~lt'f:.er:a..7ld, within a short d:sta."'lce of a rifled barrow, which 
appears to have been that of a woman provided with tortoise 
b!"ocches R."'ld pac~oc:-ced c:1ests ... 
were opened he:re, at Cnoc nan Ceannan near Keoldale, Durness, and,as 
Horsb·.:.rgh reports, 
I was told that the bottom of a Torass candlestick was f01md 
:i.n it; this was no cou~:)t an eHiptical Scandinavian brooch. 
The other cairn had within it a small cist a..nd burial (Horaburgh, 1868, 278). 
The New Statistical Account (Findlater, 1845, 94) includes within the find, 
na small polished bone supposed to be used for fastening the military plaid". 
NP. 
J' There are a number of graves found with cist inhumations but no remaining 
traces of a superstructure, if there ever was one. Such an example is the 
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female grave at Greenigoe, Orphir {Hen shall, 1952), ;Jor here there is nothing 
known about the ground overLying the grave. A!lotl1er exa.!lple is at Westness, 
Rousay, w"here a series of Norse b'.ll'ials have been excavated in recent years. 
Prior to excavation there were no traces of the cemetery above the ground, 
but rich male and female graves have been recovered including two boat-
graves (Kaland, 1980, 25). The mound known as Swandro, however, which 
produced Viking age artefacts (Grieg, 1940, 88-90} is thought to have been 
part of this cemetery (Kaland, pers" comm" )o 
In Shetland, a group of find::; which seem to indicate a burial were 
found Co 1863 at Clibberswick, Unst, a..'ld recorded in 1882 {Donations, 1883, 
17 ~19)o This included a pair of single-shelled oval brooches formerly decorated 
with six projecting bosses. m relation to this was found a trefoil brooch 
(G:rieg, 1940, 103-5) and a plain silver bracelet (Graham-Campbell, Hl7G, 1~4), ~md 
lo ..... t 
two polychu·omo beads'" the latter two items have since disappeared (Cud e. l!H4, 
299-300). 
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An u..!p::ove:hancerl deposit from Unst is also considered to be from a female 
Viking grave. This wa.s found in 1861 and included an oval brooch, a small 
hemispherical bronze cup (or scale-pan?) which Grieg notes seems to 
have o:ciginaEy hadl a hinged Ud a."ld a small perforation at one side (Grieg, 
Jl.940, 103}. 
The two deposits noted above are in a category about which there is 
little recorded; that is the type of grave lacking any elaboration at all, those 
which have been simply placed in the groumd. There are two such examples 
from Birsay, Orkney, which had been simply placed in a developing midden 
deposit {Morris, 1983, 137-8). One is accompanied by a bone comb which may 
be dated to a lOth century context and the other accompanied by an iron 
llmife (at present of unknown form). Nearby, the grave from Buckq'lOY was 
recovered (discussed above pages 96-7). 
There are other types of deposits which cannot be certainly identified 
and placed in any of the above categories. Such an example is a ring-he:.tded 
pin from Birsay which was found through a human skull (Donations, 1864, 16) ,(J.l(~ 
perhaps we see here more ofaritualsignificancethanin anyoftheothergraves. A 
find of 10 glass beads from a bog at Hillswick, Shetland, has been suggested 
as representing the remains of a disturbed Viking female grave. This cannot 
be supported by further evidence (Grieg, 1940, 69). The beads are mostly 
cylJindrical and include 4 of yellowish paste with radiated spots and two plain 
blue glass ones with the surface longitudinally ribbed (Donations, 1886, 8-9; 
Brogge:r, 1929, 116). 
The examination of Vli.king flat graves has often been by chance, the 
discovery often being accidental and recovered through ploughing ,for example. 
A concentration of apparently Viking graves has been noted in the. Vicinity of 
Dunrobin Castle, Sutherland. Here, three graves and a series of stray finds 
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which may represent furtl-:.e:r graves could suggest Norse presence. The 
first grave was fou..."ld during improvements "west of the new garden at Dunrobin ". 
This grave was orientated SW-NE &."l.d 8 ft. long (2. 4 m) with a paved floor and built 
siC:es; if!: wa.s a do12ble male grave with o:ne skel.el:on in relatively sot!Ild 
condition and the othe:::- m'!.lch more decayed, This was suggested as representing 
deposition "with a very considerable inte?val of time between". The only 
recorded grave-good is a hoUow piece of iron, possibly a handle. (Stuart, 
1854 ). This grave is of particular i.Tl.terest because one of the three capping 
stones of the grave , the one at the head of the skeletons, is a symbol stone 
of Class l type, including the fish, comb and mirror elements (Allen, 1903, 
Pt. 3, 42}. Close-Brooks :1as recently argued tha~ this is unlikely to be a 
Norse grave, however (Close-Brooks, 1980, 334). Another grave w:1s 
located nearby, a few yards to the west, H was orientated SW-NE and of the 
same kind of construction but lacking the symbol stone. A single skeleton 
was recovered, with the head to the SW and extended with the right leg crossed 
over tine left at the ank~e. It was of a :re~atively old male, with the bones 
recovered in very poor condition, There were no goods found with the interment 
but Stuart commented that, 
From the locality which was one often frequented and sometimes 
possessed by the Norsemen, there seemed a likelihood that the 
present cist was a Scandinavian one. 
{Stuart, o;p, cit, , 298-9) 
The third grave found at Dunrobin was of a female and more likely to be Viking. 
This mcluded two ovall. brooches which although in poor condition, were of 
the same type Rygh 652 (Grieg, 1940, 16-17) and thus of the lOth century. 
There were found also in the vicinity of Dunro~in Castle a series of 
demo!lstrably Norse objects but lacking any known context; they may represent 
graves, These include an iron axe (Rygh 560) w1i.lch is very badly corroded, 
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ana a sm.a:~ ircn ring which may have been fo-:.md in association with this axe 
{Grieg, 1S40, 17). A pair of very corroded iron tongs, possibly used in smithing, 
we::-e a.;_so from the area ~Shetelig, l954a, 72; Grieg, 1940, 162), :JnJ a badly 
corrodecl iron kr.ife with a snort sb.gle-edged blade {Grieg, op. cit., 163). 
a:her areas have also yielded grave material of the period. A possible 
disturbed grave deposit was found near Ospisdale House, Dornoch c. 1840. The 
find comprised a single oval brooch, type Rygh 652 (dated to the lOth century) 
with both the inner and outer s!1e!ls remaining although the outer shell is damaged. 
There are traces of a textile imprint on the inner face of the brooch and half 
the iron fastening p~n is now missing. Apparently it was found with the remains 
o: a stone vessel, possibly steatite but now lost (Grieg, 1940, 18). Shetelig in 
1954 (1954a, 92) mentions the find as being made by a standing stone, however 
this is corrected (1954b, 238) and it was apparently found a field away from the 
Although there are a substantial number of grave deposits from the 
period in Orkney, there are few cemeteries as such in association with 
chapels; one such example is on the Brough of Birsay. Other burials associated 
with a church may perhaps be postulated by the presence of the hogbacks noted 
b~low. The later graves at Birsay were aligned with the 11th (or 12th) century 
church (discussed below page 106) in the areas to the west, south and east of the 
church, about fifty graves in all. These formed a later group to the Plictish ones 
associated with the earlier structure (Radford, 1959, 13). Originally covered 
by a flat slab. the edges of the graves were on the level of the old ground 
surface; they were all orientated East-West and lacking grave goods as would 
be expected (Radford, 1959, 13-14; Cruden, 1965, 24-25). Such flat graves 
of the Norse Christian period are archaeologically difficult to denote unless 
they are in assccia.tic:n. with such a charch. However, in the pre-Christian 
VHcng period, w:1en goods were deposited a.."lrll often either mounds/cairns 
e:."ec~ed over the burial or the burial was inserted into an ancient mound, 
they are ea.sier to ident:L~y. 
The third possible grave C:eposit was found in St. o:af's Ch:u:·chyard, 
W'.aiteness in the Pa.Jrisb. of 'I'Ji.ngwall, Shetland {RCAHMS, 1946, 125, No.l527). 
rn 1938 an iron axe-head of Viking type was found and subsequently ascribed to 
the late 9th century by Sl1etelig (1945, 19). This was associated with bones in 
a stoneol:i.ned grave in tile churchyard, In 1933, during the enlargement of 
the churchyard, a fragment of sculpted stone with crude interlace was found. 
T'n!s fragment had on one side two panels with :nte:rlace, one vertical and 
the other horizontal; on the opposite side were two vertical mouldings termin-
ating in a knot at the foot .1his has been interpreted as a fragment of a 
cross-slab/shaft and it may possibly be ascribed to the Viking period (Reid-
Tait, 1937). 
4. 3 Runic Inscriptions 
A number of runic inscriptions have been recovered from the area of 
immediate contact with Caithness, in the same cultural milieu. In Orkney, 
for example, the largest collection was found inside the chambered tomb o~ 
Maes Howe, where not only 30 different inscriptions were noted but also a 
number of fine animal carvings including a 'dragon-type' creature dated by 
Shetelig to the 12th century on stylistic grounds and a 'walrus' (RCAHMS, 
1946, Noo 886, 309-13). The inscriptions were apparently made at different 
pe:rli.ods. recording 14 personal names and the fact that Crusaders broke into 
the mound and removed the treasures there; this event has been linked with 
an expedition of Earl Rognvald! which spent the winter of 1150-51 in Orkney. 
'I'be:re are five ir.scriptions in aU which discuss the treasure (Liest¢>1, 1968). 
Another refers to a further group staying there to shelter from a snow storm 
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or. 12th Night H52 (0. S. , Ch. XC Ill, 247; Taylor, 1938, 310). The runes are 
transcri~ed in RCAH:M:S (194:6, No.SSS, 308-113). Four separate runic inscriptions 
have been found in Birsay, o:ne reused in the church wall on the Brough 
{Marwick, 1922; Olsen, 1954, 163-4), two foWld during work at the site in 
1934 (RCAHMS, 1946, No.1, 3) and an inscription on a seals tooth from the 
site (Curle, 1982, 59, iii, 37). There is an inscription recorded from one of 
the damaged stones at the Ring of Brodgar, which includes 4 twig/ crypt runes, 
1 common rune and an incised cross below (Cursiter, 1908). It may possibly 
be interpreted as Bjorn, a Christian name or the ON for bear (Olsen, 19·J7). 
A second inscription came from a stone wall near Brodgar and is of the same 
twig :runes; it cannot be translated (Donations, 1928, 14; Olsen, 1954, 164-5). 
By Loch Stenness a stone block was found with runes (RCAH:MS, 1946, No. 90,), :n9; 
Olsen, 1954, 166) 0 and at a site which is now destroyed, the Broch of Stackrue, 
Sandwick, a small disc with one face divided into four fields with runes was 
found (Olsen, 1954, 167-69). 
In Shetland, there are three fragments with runic inscriptions from the 
same smaU area in Cunningsburgh at Mail (Olsen, 1954, 158-GO) which are 
unquestionably runic in character and a further piece from Crosskirk, 
Northmavine which is more dubious (Olsen, 1954, 162). One from Cunningsburgh 
(RCAHMS, 1946, 14, No.1136(5)) although fragmentary, has a suggested 
interpretation of " ... (he)carved me"; another small fragment found nearby 
cannot be read (RCAHMS, pP. cit. (6) ). However, a longer more legible 
inscription from the churchyard has been read as " ... (rais)ed this stone after 
his father Thurbair(n)" (Goudie, 1904, 62; Allen, 1903, Pt. 3, 19). All 
these fragments were found between 1872 and 1877. 
The 'runic' i.nsc:Tipiio;:, found on a sepulchral slab at Crosskirk was 
described by Low in his tour of 177 4 as having an inscription of "a mixed runick" 
{Low, 1879, 136) and Gou.d:i.e managed to interp:Tet it as "Pray for the soul. .. " 
{Gc::C:ie, 1879, 143). Eowever the Royal Comm~ssion dismiss it as being 
of the 17th century (RCAHMS, 1946, No. l35i, 89), The inscription i.s 
now apparent~y lost (AHen, 1903, Pt. 3, 18), so it must remain a mystery. 
In 1951 a runic stone was recovered at Papil, in the vicinity of the old church. 
][t has been read as ''R. Reisti, S" (Moar, 1952, lllus, plate XLIII; Olsen, 
1954, 162), 
There is no collection comparab!e to that from Maes Howe in the area 
covered by this survey, and indeed there is on:y one inscription from Caithness 
to date, The only runic i..'1.scription which is like:y to be similar to the one 
from Thurso, has come from St, Nicolas' Church, Orphir in Orkney. The 
st.mH'l was aonarently found during the demolition of the church wall in 1953, 
The inscription has been interpreted as: 
fugi ok Jokla gerdu yfir/eftir.,. 
Ingi and Jokla made over/on behalf of (transl. McKinnell) 
It is possible that the stone may have originally have been part of a 'label' 
or border to a tomb, possibly dated to the 12-13th century. 
4, 4 The Church 
It has been recently noted that in Sutherland "no structural remains 
can be attributed, without reserve, to a period before the 13th century" 
(Omand and Talbot, 1982, 174). The close association with the diocese of 
Caithness has been already noted (above page 38 ) and the move away from 
HaUtirk, Caithness to Dornoch in Sutherland of the diocesan centre in the 
mid 13th century, Attempts have been made to discover, through fieldwork, 
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sites wl~ich may :re;_J:rese1:t s:::.g~::-~ly eaT:~er evidence of mor.astic activ~ty in 
Sutnerla.rH:l, but the results are not conclusive (Omand and Talbot, 1982, 174-5). 
The Orkneyinga Saga refers to t:1e forced conversion of the Orkney Isles 
byCla:7~yggvaso::J.c.9B5 (OoS., ChoXn, 26; Taylor, l.938, :1.49). However, 
the lC1..sttcg conversion did not begin un:il a!ter Thorfinn :1ad visited. Rome ;me 
returned to bulilic1 "a fine minster at Birsay", c. 1050, called Christc:1urch. 
Dispute has arisen over its location on eit'her the Brough of Birsay or at the 
site of St. Magnus' Church in the village of Birsay (Radford, 1959; 1983; 
Lamb, 1974; 1983}. Later still in the 12th century, Bishop William was 
responsible for the ecclesiastical organisation which resulted in the building 
of a se:ries of churches throughout the islands (Radford, 1962, 164-5). 
The church at Birsay lay within a rectangular wall-enclosed graveyard, 
conta:h"ling graves clearly in alignment with the churcho The Norse church 
actually overlies an earlier structure, which has also been interpreted as a 
church or oratory. In the absence of the final excavation report for this 
feature, the precise dating is problematical. Marwick has noted that the 
first No:rse c?:lurd1es were built in each ounce~and d!vision in Orkney, and it 
is to be presumed that such a regularity may have been the result of a directive 
from the Earl (Marwick, Jl.951, 112-3). (The origin of these ouncelands has been 
discussed recently by Sawyer (1976) )o Any churches immediately predating 
this and denoted by the place~name Kirbister meaning church farm, Marwick 
would suggest, were presumably erected by Norse who had adopted Christianity 
at an early date. This Marwick bellieves is corroborated by the fact that such 
farms were fully scatted, implying an existence prior to the establishment of 
the Earldom (Marwick, 195Jl., 113). However the problems inherent in ascription 
of a placename element to a particular period have been noted above (page 24 ). 
Cr:.e of ~he ~.:;e~e:r c.~~--'.T.:ler.:~ed of the chc.::-ches associated with a 1[:}u' 
farm 1 is OT:phir, where a distinc:ive small round church has long been known. 
1."1 t'he ch:rTchyard are the remains of an ancient building called 
tb.e G:i.:rtb-I~Ol.-._se, to which grea~ a"ltiquity is ascribed. It is a 
::-o~'ilnco of 18 1 m C:i2r.!lete:r, S..''H1 20 1 h:g:1; ope::1 z,.-:; top; a...1d on 
t:1e east side is a vau~tecl co:r.cavE-y, w:1e:re p::c-obably t:~e a: tar 
stood, "11\Ti~h a s:it ~lil fh.e wc;.ll to adm:t the !ig:-:t; i:wo-t~1:.rcs of 
it have been taken down to repair tlle parish church. '2:'.:'l.e wa~ls 
are tb.ilck, and co:J.sist of s~ones, stro:cgly cemented with lime .•. 
(OSA, 1797 , 177) 
This description by Liddell, written in 1795, of the Round Church at Orphir, 
provides one of the earliest written records of the monument, and by its 
proximity to the "drinking hall~' it is very likely to be the one mentioned in 
the Saga (see above}. Although not actuaUy described as a Round Church :in 
tTae Saga, it is probably t!:e one concerned (for reasons mentioned below) or 
lies@. the site of a Norse-period church (Taylor, 1938, 384, note 6). Between 
1741 and 1748, it was used for storing lime used in repairing the Parish 
badl.y damaged, having been partiaHy destroyed during the building of the new 
parish church immediately adjacent to it in 1829, Petrie records that the 
church had a completely circular apse whose foundations continued beneath 
the parish church (Petrie, 1861, 228-9). Pope in 1866 ( 1866, 108 note) 
records t'he repair of this parish church with stone from the Round church. 
The plan of the Round church is now laid out on the ground at the site, the last 
parish church having been removed in the mid 1950s, to a site some one and a 
half miles to the east. 
In 1900, Johnston excavated at the church, clearing the debris from the 
interior of the apse; he noted traces of plaster on the east wall but no earlier 
remains on the site (Johnston, 1904, 201-6). 
l.07 
T:1e de~c&~io:n o:1' 3he Rcu:::::.d Chu:rch is known only from a fu.."1eral 
intimation in 1757 as s~. Nicolas I and prior to that from information from 
R. Halcro at Routon dated 1682 (Johnston, 1904, 184). 'rne antiquity of such 
a de«i:.cation, however ,czn."'lot be known with any certai.11~y. The unusual form 
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of this chuurch has been the subject of many suggestions. Sfmilar churches were 
possibly inspired by the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem {He ales. 
18S2, 65; Clouston, 1932, 374}, being built after Crusading visits in the 12th 
century. The Orkneyinga Saga reference, C:ated in Taylor to 1135 (O.S., Ch. LXVtJSO 
Taylor, 1938, 24l),mentions Earl Paul living at Orphir. His father Earl Hakon 
was the first and only Earl before that time to visit Jerusalem (Johnston, 1903, 
26). There C:oes r.ot seem to be evidence to suggest that Hakon ever H.ved at 
the bu, although he may wen have stayed there on a visit to Orkney. It does 
therefore seem possible that Hakon may have had the Round Church built at 
Or:':"'1hi-r rm his :retuJf'Til froYYI the Holv Land. Hakon died c. 1103, so the building 
period may have been around this time, conceivably later than 1103 as it could 
have been built by one of his companions. MacGibbon and Ross (1896, 145) 
suggest a date bra£ket of between 1090 and 1137 based on the life and travels of 
Hakon. The Royal Commission suggest a date in the second half of the 11th 
century on architectural grounds: the position of the window case being so far 
back from the outer face of the wall, "combined with the appearance of the 
splayed sides" (RCAHMS, 1946, No. 483, 174). 
Similar examples have been suggested in Scandinavia, all of roughly the 
same period, e.g. Olafskirken, Tunsberg (Dietrichson and Meyer, 1906, 39) 
and possibly'Ny-Lars Kirke, Bornholm (Heales, 1892, 81-2). However, all 
are generally muc1h larger and taller than the example at Orphir. 
There are a number of churches in Orkney which are dated to the 
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12th century, chiefly on architectural grounds, by Dietrichson and Meyer. 
It is not generally possi.ble to be as precise as Dietrichson and Meyer are about· 
the chu;:-cb on Egilsay, dating it to between 1135 and 11:38 (190G, Book H, 2:3). 
Tl.1ese include, St. TredweUs (Radford, 1962, 180) and slightly later St. Boniface 
(RCAHIVlS, 1946, No. 518, 179) both on Papa Westray, St. Magnus', Egilsay 
(RCAHMS, 1946, 611, 228; Radford, 1962, 182); Eynhallow (RCAHMS, 1946, 
No. 613, 230-34), Wyre, dedicated to either St. Mary or St. Peter (RCAHMS, 
1946, No.618, 234-5) and Marwick, Sandwick, (RCAHMS, 1946, No.5, 6-7; 
Radford, 1962, 180). It may be possible to add to this list St. Peters, Deerness, 
where two coins dated to the late 13th century were associated with a structure 
underlying the present church (Steedman, 1980, no. 39);there is also a hog-back 
monument from the graveyard here which is dated to the late 11th - early 12th 
century (Lang, 1974, 232). 
'!'!;.2::-2 z.~? ? '-'",..;.,t~r nf ~l~nc:: invnl.ved in these churches. Although 
generaUy of a simple rectangular form as at Wyre or Marwick, there are more 
elaborate examples, as at Egilsay, with its fine high round tower, as Low ol::.o 
noted at Dee:rness {Low, 1879, 54), or the three chambered church on 
Eynhallow (ON Holy Island). Some of the churches have other buildings in 
~rovu"l oj 
association as at Eynhallow, St. Boniface Papa Westray, ( BirsayorBrough of 
i 
Deerness, leading to the suggestion that some of these were monastic in 
function (Lamb, 1974, 202-3). Recent work at the Brough of Deerness has 
raised questions concerning the traditional interpretation of the site as a Celtic 
monastery (Radford, 1962, 166-7). A new survey of the site has indicated a 
regular planning of structures around the chapel enclosure; this may ref1ect 
a monastic function as Lamb would suggest (197 3, 93-6) or a secular settlement 
as seen at the Brough of Blirsay (Morris, 1977). Excavation of the Chapel 
bas revea:ed two major constructional pbases f.:n t!1e Norse period with very 
few associated burials lin the churchyard (Morris, 1976; 1978a, forth b}. A 
furthe:!" site in the vicinity of Deerness at Newark Bay has yielded traces of a 
Norse Chapel rnd associated cemetery dated by co:n evidence to the lOth 
century, lm.Cerly~"'lg a 16~h- JL 7th century fortified ~1ouse (BrothweLl, 1977). 
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A lack of systematic fieldwork. however, at present prevents a full unde'tstanding 
of the inte:!"-;::oelatioP..ships of such sites, a"l.d indeed of the social order to be 
associated with them. Many of the churches have enclosures, su.ch as Ma.rwick, 
where the church is surrounded by a roughly square enclosure, more symbolic 
often tha..."l functional and a feature very common to most ecclesiastical structures. 
Finally there are exa..mp~es with particularly interesting dedications such as 
St. Ma_snus' Egilsay; by tradition, Ma6flUS was slain near a church on Egilsay 
by Earl Hakon c. 1116. The present church may be built on the site of a 
simpler church, since rebuilt more e~aborately to honour Magnus (Radford, 
1962, 182). 
?he most elaborate c~m.rch h• Orkney, is however, St. M:1gnus' 
Cathedral in Kirkwa.H. This was built in 1137 by JEarl Rognvald to venerate the 
remains of Magnus which had been removed from Birsay in 1135 by Bishop 
WiHiarn,. It was probably first dedicated in c. 1JL42, and w<1.s anbsequently 
expanded to Us present form (RCAHMS, 1946, No. 339, 113-·11). fu the 1920s, 
actual remains of St. Magnus, Bishop William and Earl Rognvald were 
recovered in the pillars of the Cathedral (Mooney, 1929). 
Confirmation of the early dating of some of these churc~es had been 
aided by the recovery of hog-back monuments in the chur·chyar·ds at K:it·kwall 
Cathedral, dated to the lUh <.:(~ntury, at St. B(•nHace Church, Papa Westt·a.v 
of the 12th century and at St. Peter's Deerness of the late 12th eentury (Lang-, 
1974, 206-35). 
L."'1 his conside:::-a.tion of the church in Shetland, Cant has recently noted 
Cha.~ 11not only is documentary evidence regarding them (churches and ~hapels) 
relativeLy scanty but the actual physical remains are meagre in the extreme" 
(C2nt, l975, 7). Nevertheless, he gees c::1 to o1.:t:ine the cietails of the chapels 
recovered and Lis~s some 1130 major churches, and over 90 lesser chapels" 
{Can~, 1975, 15-20}. The intimate association with the church structure in 
Orkney at e1e period is not surprising, because the Bishop of Orkney was in 
fact also the Bishop of S!letlanc. The chief difference in the organisation seems 
to have been based. on the fact that in Orkney the chapel distribution was related 
to the eyrisland units, whereas in Shetland it was associated with the 
. skattalds system 2. That church and chapel buGding in Shetland took 
place in the lOth century and most certainly in the 11th is suggested by Cant. 
However, one of the most impo:rtar.t of his suggestions concerns the fact that 
"hp, he1i.eves that the comine: of the Vikings did not in any way disrupt the 
progress of Christianity (Cant, 197 5, 8). Perhaps linked wi.th this suggestion 
is the further information Chat Cant considers .it likely that the Celtic church 
at St. Ninian ,. s Isle has traces of a superseding Norse one (Cant, 197 5, 9). 
However, the evidence in the available publications is insufficient to be 
conclusive on this point {Small et al., 1973). Most of the Norse chapels and 
churches were generally small structures, with occasional ones of more 
elaborate form, as St. Magnus' at Tingwall of a similar form to that of 
St. Magnus on Egilsay in Orkney. Research based on fieldwork is in progress 
and will produce further information on this aspect (C. E. Lowe, pers. comm. ). 
lll 
There seems to be at present a lack of information for the Western Isles 
concerning the Early Church. As part of the Suareyar, it probably shared the 
system of the Isle of Man, once more based on administrative units (C. E. Lowe, 
pe:rs. corn:n. ). Z1ere is no~, ::owever, a...··w conclusive archaeological 
evidence to support this suggestion to da~e. Recent excavations at the site 
of '::'eEmpull 1.\&oluaicL.'l, Eoropie, Lewis have however tentatively suggested 
a ~.2e1 century C:2.::i::lg fc:- the simple c!:spe~ fl::.e:re (:Sarber, 1980}. Simpso:!l 
:1.as ncted ot:~e:r possible examples i::1 the west (Simpson, 196::!., 8-S}. 
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'I'"'a~ pre Viking Christian occt:pants of the Faroe Islands are remembered 
in the placename element of ~ although there is very little archaeological 
evidence to support this claim.o Only a handful of 'early' cross-incised 
stones have been recovered but there are no structural traces. (Kermode, 
1931; Radford, 1983, 14). The site of Kirkjub¢ur on Streymoy was a 
'Primatial See' (Cant, 1975, Figure l, 10) and the fine Medieval church visible 
today was built in the 13th century (Dahl, 1968, 187)o At the site can be seen 
large dwellings of the Bishop)a:though there are traces of an earlier structure, 
possibly a church near the later oneo The precise relationship with this 
earlier church and the timber structure referred to above cannot be known 
without excavation; it is therefore difficult to suggest a similar system of 
patro:1age for the church in the Faroe Isla."'lds to that in the Northern Isles. 
4. 5 Hoards and Stray Finds 
The relative paucity of stratified finds relating to the Viking and Late 
Norse periods, has forced a reliance on the recovery of information concerning 
stray finds. Whilst perhaps lacking the attention of hoards, they can supplement 
the meagre picture. 
In 1880 at Swardale near Bonar Bridge, a corroded iron fragment was 
found and interpreted as part of a plough, which, although apparently of 
larger proportions than the 'regula:r' Norse type, would seem to be of a vet·y 
similar type T:o.is was found in association with a possible steatite vessel 
(Grieg, l94J, 162}. c:'"cass (18S~,) ?ecords -::~:e end.i:::g of a runic inscription in 
ru1 ~arth house near D-<L"n·o~::>in. The stone was actually incorporated in the 
uppa:r courses o:? the wa~l a:r.d afterwa::-ds moved to Ki:ntraolweU nearby. This 
Sur'ely can into q;ues~io:n. >trs interpretation as a runic inscription, despite 
the convincing sketch st:.p:plied :.."1 -::he article quoted. 
Curle no~es that at the h:roch of Carn Liath, a Late Norse comb 
b~ 
~ype with double convex te:rminals was foumd,tthere are no other references 
to th:i.s (Curle9 1954, 22}. No hoards of the Viking period have been recovered 
from Sutherland. 3 
There are five hoards in Ormey dating to the period of Norse presence 
in the islandls of which the largest is undoubtedly that found at Skaill, Sandwick 
in Jl..858. It is in fact by far the largest Scandinavian type silver hoard from 
Scotland {Graham ..Campbell, 1976, 119). This comprised 9 penannular 
b:rooches, 14 twisted neck rings, 23 solid silver armrings, 11 ingots and a 
si:ver ba:r as well as a Rarge amo".llt of hack silver. The presence of three 
silver Anglo-Saxon and 10 Cufic coins suggests a deposition date c. 950 A. D. 
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(Anderson, 1881c; Thompson, 1956, 119, No. 322; Graham-Campbell, 
1976, 130). Although this hoa.:rd was dispersed at the time of recovery, Petrie 
managed to recover 16 lbs (7. 25 kg) of silver and Graham-Campbell suggests 
8 kg as the approximate original total weight (op. cit. ). A deposition dating 
c. 950 A. D. is postulated of this hoard which may originally have had up to 
100 separate items {Graham-Campbell, 1976, 120). 
A smaller hoard of similar composition but lacking the penannular 
brooches was found on Burray in 1889. Although it is recorded that some 
twelve coins existed at the time of recovery, they were too fragile to survive 
ll4 
and only CC.rez comp~ate cofns su:rvive wiC:h. i.'o-..::r :1'::rag:m.e:::tts. tf such a small 
number of coins can providle a date of a."ly va!idlity, regard:ng the deposition of 
the hoard,is of doubt, but ill the event H must suffice. The laiest possible date 
o:': t~e co:X.s is !G 1..6, g;hr!;::g a c:epos!tio:n p:roba.~a~.y a:'otmd the early U~!h century 
(C~rsi-::er, 1889; Acland, 1898, 114; Thompso::1, 1958,20, No.61). Thethird 
hoard to contain coins was fo\.l:!!d in 1774 a.t Caidale near KirkwalL (his comprised 
two horns containing 300 coir..s all of the reign of Canute {1016-1035} and nearby 
"several pieces of fine silver, in the form of crescents o:r fibulae, differing 
from one another a good d!eal, both in figure and dimensions" (Barry, 1805, 
224-6; Wilson, 1863, 132-3; Thompson, 1956, 21, No. 66). The two final 
hoards lack any coinage, the Stenness hoard comprising four fine gold rings, 
similar to those found in silver at SkaiU (Donations. 1880= 17~6)1and the Brodgar hoard 
of 9 si!ve:r 'fibulae' found :i.n one of the mounds near the stone circle. The 
illustration would seem to indicate that these were "ring money" {see Graham-
Campbell, 1976, 125~6) similar to examples at Skaill (Grieg, 1940, 134). 
Although no precise dating can be made for the hoards lacking coins, some idea 
can be gained by 3l!lalogy with the dated hoards. 
The st:ray finds are only of limited significance because of their generally 
portable nature, but they can serve a useful purpose. Grieg notes a ring-headed 
pin from Stenness {Grieg, 1940, 170)
1 
and at Ska.Hl,Sandwick a small urn of green 
steatite and a linen smoother were recovered (Grieg, 1940, 170-1).1he ring 
headed pin from Birsay has already been noted. ][n some cases, for example 
at Sties, Sanday, and the surrounding a.rea1 Lamb has been able to piece together 
isolated finds to make a more coherent picture, and possibly a grave field is 
represented in the scattered finds recorded (Lamb, 1980, 22, No. 132). 
In Shetland, there are many stray finds from the Norse period; they 
range from steatite vessels found in Unst (Greg, 1940, 174-5) in a peat bog to a 
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to:al:y '[;Jlprove;::ancec s~eatite spindle wtorl wfth runic inscription (Grieg, 
, 1898, 320-1). A fine pen annular brooch was 
fot:r..d :!11 a peat bog at G11.lceTwick {Grieg, 1940, 139; Graham-Campbell, 1976, 131, 
fu.lll). This has a close parallel in Rygh (1885, No. 680), which is unfortunately 
uY!pTovena..vtced. fu 1830, six or seven silver bracelets were found with a hoard 
of Anglo-Saxo::1 coins in a horn and five loro~en steatite vessels at Garths banks, 
Shetland (Grieg, 1940, 140). The coins included examples from Athelstan to 
Aethelraed IT (Stevensm1, 1966, XDq, and there were also "bits of uncoi.ned 
silver" in the horn. Graham-Campbell suggests a deposition date c. 100·:> A. D. 
and has identified the bracelets as ring money (Graham-CampbeB, 1976, 128-9). 
A single find of a gold finger ring was found at Ma:rrister, Whalsey in a deep 
peat deposit (Grieg, 1940, 141, Figure 64). This has similarities with an 
exampLe in Rygh (1885, No. 714). "One of the finest of its kind" was the way 
in which Graham-Camobell described the gold armlet from Oxna (Goudie, 1913, 
444; Gra.."'J.am-CampbeU, 1976, 124); it is approximately 6 em wide and 
weighs 964 gms troy. 
Relatively few Viking age coins have been recorded from Shetland. 
Dolley has recorded a late 1 1 t h century coin of Norwegian type from an 
unstratified context in an 18th century graveyard from Jarlshof (Dolley, 
1968). It was in very poor condition but apparently had affinities with some 
of the later Hiberno-Norse series. This silver penny has parallels in Central 
Norway where it dates to c. 1080. Another coin was recorded by Stevenson 
from Jarlshof, found in 1935 (Stevenson, 1966, XX). It is a coin of Ethelred H 
and its approximate find spot is suggested as being next to one of the outhouses 
in the settlement area. lfn the Parish of Dunrossness, a coin hoard, deposited 
c. 1060 A. D. was found and included a coin of Harald Hard:rada (Dolley and 
Skaare, 1973, 222-4); a1so !nciuCieC: in the board were cut up arm rings 
whic?l Graham-Campbell would see as ring money (see above) (G.raham-
Cam;bell, 1976, li.23}. Thls is the latest recorded hoard of purely Scandinavian 
nature Co contain si:ve:r ff:com Britain a...'1C: r:re:ar..d (Gra:.IJ.am-Campbell, op. cito )o 
ill 1955, O'De:l bega."l work at the site of Sto Ninia.'1 's Isle, known 
h"aclitiona:ly to be the site of am early Churcho After two seasons locating the 
precise site, traces of a Mediaeval church boundary wall were located. O'Dell 
believed that 4 phases could be defined, dating back to the Bronze Ageo 
Excavations in the east of the Nave revealed the burial of a larch wood box, 
contaf.P..ing a fine silver hoar(t It has been suggested that it was buried during 
a period. of great t:h!'eat a"ld, as the objects in the board date from c. 700 to 
825 A. D., the early Viking raids have been suggested as the threat (Wilson, 
1S73, 146). If indeed this is the case, it may perhaps be paralleled in Orkney 
wH:., 1;}.AVRirR8Y hAll' fv:-om S9.ve:r.-ou!(h rAnde:rson. 1881a.167-73) or the 'Btrsav 
box' from Evie {Cursiter, 1886; Cruden, 1965, 25). However, legitimate 
doubts have been raised abou.t the Birsay examples (Morris, 1982, 79; 1983, 121, 
140-l)o The nature of the hoard has attracted much attention and a variety of 
interpretations. McRoberts for example, would see it as an ecclesiastical hoard 
representlllg the church sHver (McRoberts, 1965; O'Dell et al. 1959, 267). 
Wilson, on the other hand, has suggested that the hoard may have been that of 
a jeweller's stock-in~trade or the accumulation of a single family (Wilson, 1.97 3, 
146)o However, the presence of so many duplicated objects in the hoard, such 
as 6 drinking bowls and l2;penarn.ular brooches, is an unusual feature and perhaps 
difficult to explain in such a contexto 
Turnii.ng to the Western Isles, there are also stray finds and hoards of 
the Viking period to be considered. One of the largest hoards was found at 
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S~orr Roc:-c on s:cye. :::t i:n.ch:ded a sil:ver ring, silver mo~"lt, p:ate and lingot 
frag~ents; also 3l A:!glo-Saxon and Cufic coins, and a further fragment, 
a deposition date in the mid lGth century has been suggested (Grieg, 1940, 
113-5). TJ:.e hoard was recovered in 1891, when it was recorded as having 
108 coins and 23 pieces of silver (Richardson, 1892; Stevenson, 1966, XXIII). 
Two other hoard finds from Skye cannot be more precisely provenanced. Ring 
money was recovered from a mound in 1850, possibly in a cairn (Grieg, 
1940, 112))but there are no further details. Another find of ring money was 
also made in Skye, when only 2 fragments were recovered (Grieg, 1940, 112-3). 
There are considerably more recorded stray finds of the period, however. 
For example, a sword 'handle a.'ld fragments is recorded from Bute (Grieg, 
1940, 165); from Islay an iron sword, which is now lost, and from Dalvadie, 
Islay a glass linen smoother (Grieg, 1940, 165-6). From Colonsay1 a bronze 
is l'l<.t.ard~, 
ring-headed pin (Grieg, 1940, l66-8)jand a further example from Eigg (Grieg, 
i' 
1940, 168). Finally, from Eigg a fine stem post from a Viking vessel was 
recovered (Grieg, 1940, 179-80). 
The paucity of hoard evidence in Caith..r1ess, and the few stray finds 
noted above (Chapter 3) certainly provide a contrast to the riclmess of the 
deposits noted here. It has to be presumed that the contrasting situation 
must represent a lack of field wOJrk. However, there have been many finds 
recovered from peat bogs throughout the north and western areas discussed, 
and the peat bogs are worked equally as extensively in Caithness. 
4. 6 Conclusion 
The lack of early Viking evidence from Caithness has already been 
stated, and it can clearly be seen from this section why it is a cause for 
concern. Ol:her areas in the North and West, excluding Sutherland, have 
produced a wealth of information on all aspects of Viking occupatjon - ranging 
from structures through to objects. This potential lacuna may be the result 
o-!: 2', Iac~ of ~s~aiJ.ed ar-chaeological investigatio:l. 
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'"l:':':le se~i:ement concentrations, noted for example at Jar!shof, Shetland, 
B~rsay, Ork:.ey and the Ud!al, N. U;st are important, although it is not possible 
to be entirely sure how many of the structures may have been occupied at any 
one ti.me. 1'he settlement group at Freswick, Caithness has the same problem 
with Us chronology, and it is possible that the earlier Viking material may be 
either located beneath the later buildings or elsewhere on the site, conceivably 
lost aH. together through erosion. However, it is these sites with more than 
one struc1ure which indicate, particularly but not exclusively in the Late 
Norse period, the different uses of each of the structures. This has been 
notec1 at t~e Udal, Birsay and indeed Freswicko The detailed work of Bigelow 
at Sandwick has reve.cJ ed differential use within a single structure of the 
Late Norse period, as in the earlier Viking 'longhouses' noted 3.t Birsay and 
Ja:rlshot The site of Kv(v{k in tile ?aroe Islac'lds has produced a variant on 
this feature with two similar structures side by side (in a secondary phase) 
with different functions but within a restricted settlement unit. 
The picture of Viking and Late Norse occupation has altered dramatically 
within the last five years. For example, five years ago the following sites 
were not excavated and some not even known at all - Beanhview, Birsay, 
Tuquoy, Westray and Sandwick, Unst. others were still in the early stages 
of excavation and material was not available for consideration. Most of the 
other sites noted have not yet reached final publication, with the notable 
exceptions of Jarlshof, Underhoull and Buckquoy, and so information cited 
relies heavily on interim accounts. This is not a criticism, but an inescapable 
fact &."ld the di:-ect :res':..i.:t of extensive environmental considerations made 
during the excava.!icns. 
T1le co~siderra.~icn of the pagan Viking graves is restricted by the 
:act !:2at1 w::G~ the si.:J.gle exception of Westness, Rousay, most finds 
I~ave been :r.2ade witho.:.t thorou.gh archaeological investigation. Such an 
example is K.ileep, Valtos, in fhe Western Is!es where a rich female grave 
was discovered among sand dWleS approximately 3 years ago and only by 
chance was an archaeologist involved and then only after the event (Cowie, 
et at forth). 
The consideration of this period;therefore,constantly returns to the 
gaps in the in:ormation provided. The lack of detailed archaeological 
involvement has severely Hmited the archaeological information to be gained 
even from so many rich finds as noted here. 
llS 
Notes 
L The ~erm Bu is used to descri~e the temporary residences of the 
Norse ~ar~s whilst they were collecting taxes in Orkney. The Bus 
-:::.~.e:::nselves C.id. no~ pay Skat 2.s they were Ea:rldom la.'lds (Clouston, 1927). 
2. 'The C?kTiey cnape1 distribution an.C: :its reh:t:onship to Eyrisland units 
has ~een discussed in detail by Clouston (1918, 229-32), whe:re he 
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suggests th2.~ the term Eyrisland or Urisl8Jnd was 'first used as a technical 
-::e:rm for a given taxable area. ' Ee has also d~scussed the intimate 
relat:onship that existed between the members of these units and the 
chapel within it (C"iouston, 1932, 142-7). 
Skattald, which is confined to Sheeand, in its general us age is 
identified with pasture land liable to skat duty and was distinguished 
from arable land, being udal land and free (Drever, 1933, 331). Cant 
otAtlines the evidence for the relationship between the skattald and chapel 
distributfon (1975, footnote 29, 36-7). 
3. The famous find made in 1868 within Rogart Parish of 3 penannular brooches 
of silver aHoy and gold decoration,is often included in a summary of the 
Norse re~ics from Suther!and. However, as these brooches, since named 
the Cadboll brooches {Anderson, 18Slb, 6-12), are of a purely Celtic 
nature and without a stratHied context, they have been omitted from the 
collection on the grou.'lds that they are too early in date and that a 
rle:,>os;~fon wH:hin the Norse !'eriod can on lv be sug!lested rather than 
supported. 
PART TWO 
FRESWICK ~ THE SITE 
Chapter 5 
Freswick : A Threatened Site 
5. l The Settin_,g {Figure 9) 
F1·eswick Links is situated at the head of Freswick Bay in the parish of 
C~"lisbay 0:1 the easi coast of Caithness (centred at NGR ND3765 6760). It is 
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an area of sh:et:r.g sa:."ld c.\mes rising eig~i to ~en metres above sea level, 
and of g-uEies inscri3ed by the wind, now the home o~ countless rabbits. The 
area is t:rad:tionaUy dlelimited on the north side by the :road to Skirza Head and 
on the south side by Freswick Burn (although a more southerly extension to 
F:rreswick House may now be included, see below page 143}, an area of 
approximately 1/3 km 2 (Figure 9 ). 
At the site today there are various sta~o1ing structures which are 
m':eresting in themse:ves, Freswick House (a!so called Castle) lies at the 
southern end of the Links, south of Freswkk Burn, at whose mouth it stands. 
T:ra"lter notes t!1at it was probably built in the 17th century with an 18th century 
extension. It has a modified L-shaped plan with the main block lying roughly 
east-west and! sta.'l.ding five storeys high; the walls are harled (Tranter, 
1S7G, 90). It may originally have been h~,;;i:t by the Mcwat family after re..uN1:5 o... 
ch2.rter for Freswick from Robert the Bruce, The Barony was sold to 
Andrew Mowat in 1549, and Roger Mowat was laird of Freswick in 1635 to 
1661 when it was sold to William Sinclair of Rattar. James Sinclair was 
laird in 167 5v and it is likely that it was one of these later lairds who built the 
prr-esent bulilding on the site (Tranter, 1970, 91). The older name for the site 
was possibly 'Burnside', noted on the map of Pont published in 1662 as 'Burnsyde' 
w:i.th a 'castle' (Blaeu, 1662, 133-34). 
There are a numberr- of references to the Freswick landowners,and the 
estates1noted in the First Statistical Account (OSA, 1793, 142-169). At that 
time, Robert Sinclair of Freswick and the family of Brabster were the only 
landowners in Canlisbay; Freswick House was described as a 'modern building'. 
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fu 1794, Wil:iam. Sinclair f.nhe:-:.ted t~'!e estates of F:rreswick which extended 
f;rom D1mnet fn the north to Dunbeath {and possibly beyond) in the south. He 
was responsible for tl:e attempted clearances in the Dunbeath area (Richards, 
1982, 378-82}. :'1 1828 William Sinclair died and was succeeded by W. J. A. Sinclair, 
a,."ld :...'1 1847 there was very great hardship recorded in the parish of Canisbay 
(Richards, 1982, 381). 
Located 'on the north side of the House of Freswick' (although in fact 
on the west side), lay the chapel of Saint J.V::oddan. This is now overlain by a 
relatively modern 'mausoleum 1 built by Sfr William Sinclair of Freswick House, 
circa 1670 (Mowat, 1931, 9). The site is mar-ked on the 1906 6" 0. S. map 
as 'St. Moddan Qs Chapet', a name with various possible associations, including 
a possible origi.n in the 6t[l century abbot who worked in Stirling and Falkirk 
(Farmer, 1978, 281) or Maden, a Breton saint of Cornish descent (Holwick, 
1924. 636). Johnston records St. Moddan as being remembered in Bowermadden 
and notes also the Moddans referred to in the Sagas (Johnston, 1910, 71; 
0. S. , Ch. LIII, 114; Taylor, 1938, 213). The modern building,probably 
overlying the earlier structure (now strongly indicated by a large mou.."ld on 
which the mausoleum stands), was apparently the scene of many superstitious 
r-ites quoted by D. Beaton (1909, 49). Mowat claims that the modern building 
was never used (1931, 9),which would seem to be in direct conflict with E. Beaton 
concerning the burial there of a braTJ.ch of the Kennedy family (Beaton, E. , 1980, 8). 
Located approximately 120 m west of Freswick House is a fine bell-
shaped doocot built in two stages and still standing complete to 20-22 feet (6. l - 6. 7 m). 
From a height of 7 feet (2. 13 m) above the floor it is lined with stone nests (RCAHMS, 
19llb, no. 47, 18). It may also be described as beehive shaped and dated to 
between the 16th and 18th centuries (presumably contemporary with the castle 
building and a fine bridge nearby with the arms of the Sinclairs built into it). 
Bea~o:rr sees tt:.s as re:Cect:.ng the sta~us of tee :arge estates and castles 
(Bea~on, E. , 1980, 16). 
NearbyPto the north~west,are the remains of a mill which has proved 
eks:.ve ~.n C'.ccu:.-:1en~8.tfton. It is me21tioY1ed in conjunction with the Barony of 
B11.rnsy:::':e in 1549 {Mowat, 1931, 9)1 and illustrated on a ~nap of Canisbay 
p-c:bUs:1ed by J. Thomson in 1830 {in Bell ed. n. d., 7}. 
Activity at the site sir.ce then has been largely confined to sand quarrying 
in the th!"ee main sand p!ts described below. The sand is apparently very good 
for cement,and was therefore used in the construction of the airstrip at Wick 
{GuUoch, pers. comm. ) and for the building of defences in the last war. 
Childe notes the presence of soldiers digging trenches on the Links in 1941 
(Notebook, 2; see Chapter 7 ) , for example,and it is possible that traces 
of this activity were also located in the more recent excavations in Area 2 (Curle's 
Building V! (see Chapter 7 ). There are still the scars of war to be seen at the 
lLinks, in the form o~ tank traps which litter the seabQMd, preventing the la:1diDg of 
enemy forces in Freswick Bay. This form of damage has now ended, but the sand-
quar!L'ying continues, still forming a threat to the remaining archaeological deposits. 
Natural erosion problems at the site are also threatening these deposits. 
In some places, the wind has swept away large amounts of sand to reveal old 
land surfaces and traces of masonry. The site today is littered by large amounts 
of stones, which are reddened by fire and shattered by heat. The extensive tracts 
of midden deposits, most commonly li.mpet shells, animal and fish bones, are 
debr:i.s from the occupation of the site, and include remains from the Prehistoric 
period to the 12th or 13th centuries. Settlement bas been traced here both by the 
discovery of stray finds by local people and through the excavations of F. Tress 
Barry, A. J. H. Edwards, A. 0. Curle and V. G. Childe. The site is now a 
scheduled ancient monument (MPBW, 1967, 18). 
The acute awareness of the history and archaeology of Caithness, 
and the interest thereby engendered in the local people of Freswick, has 
rest:ltec in the survival of evidence which would otherwise have been lost. 
An extensive collection of finds from the site, including a great weaHh from 
Lore 
the~Norse period of occupation, have been recovered since the excavations by 
the late Simon Bremner-foreman on Curle's excavations - and his daughter 
Mrs. Margaret Rosie of Micltown. The keen eye of both has resulted in the 
survival of finds ranging from tiny bronze and bone pins to large steatite 
sherds and bone comb fragments, mostly collected from the areas of severe 
erosion at the sea edge. 
Casual walking over the eroding areas of the site since the excava-
tions has resulted in the collection of considerable quantities of grass 
tempered pottery ('Freswick Ware') amongst other types, both older and 
younger. These collections of material form a substantial supplement to that 
to be found in the NMAS. Mrs. Rosie of Midtown has the largest of these 
collections, with some 209 individual items, including 20 comb fragments and 
ana 
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one complete example, 14 bone points and pins, 5 bone 'toggles' J__ 16 femur head 
whorls both complete and damaged. Amongst the other items are fragments of 
whalebone and antler, 4 steatite sherds and 3 steatite weights, 69 copper alloy 
pins of various types, 6 buckles, a single piece of daub with the impressions 
of wattles and 31 pieces of flint and chert, as well as 64 sherds of pottery of 
various fabrics. 
Other local collections are held by Mr. Mackay of Keiss, who has in 
his possession a fine copper alloy dress pin and comb fragments of antler. 
Mrs. Dunnet of Duncansby Head has a comb fragment,a.steatite sherd and 
sherds of grass tempered pottery. Mr. Manson of John O'Groats has a single 
find o:Y a stor.e we:ght. "::'l:.e Thurso Muse:lm l~o:ds po:tery shercs, Gint anrl 
~1so 
chert pieces~amongst other smaH things. There arejother items from the 
site wnich H: has r.ot been possible to examine personally, but which are known 
thro";Ag:h perso::1al commu.nicatio::-1 or photograp~1s. 
0t:1er items have come to Eg:'lt w:1:ch have been coEected from the 
site over a number of years, but which have left Ca:'.Emess. Amongst t:1ese 
are finds removed by R. S. Murray of East Lothian,who holds 2 pot lids and 
a few pottery sherds, other items having been dispersed after recovery 
(such as the comb (8. 9. 9) ). Other items, mainly sherds of grass tempered 
pottery, have been widely dispersed, with present locations ra11gi.ng from 
Tankerness House Museum, Kirkwall, Orkney, to L'lverness Museum and 
even the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford. Most of these finds have been 
recovered by people passing through Caithness, holiday makers. A total of 
249 individual items and 248 sherds of pottery are held outside the NMAS, 
excluding material from the Durham excavations. 
The finds from the early excavations have been housed in the N MAS, 
but by further donations this body of material has been very much enlarged. 
Most of the donations have been from either Simon Bremner or his daughter 
Margaret Rosie; all have been recorded in the Donations lists of the Society 
of Antiquaries over various years between 1927 to 1952. Items have also been 
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purchased from this same source, between 1935 and 1973. More recent donations 
and purchases have continued up to 1980. Ali though the bulk of this material 
has been sherds of grass tempered pottery, comb fragments, bone pins and 
copper alloy pins have also been accessioned i.n the NMAS. The finds from 
the excavations of Curle were donated in 1939 (IL 523-65;3), when 171 items, 
including 73 sherds,were given. In 1943, 20 items, including 12 sherds,were 
donated after Childe's excavations (IL 657-70). 
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Al2:h.0:.:gh ~~e excava.~ions cf J:'. A. 0. Ccrle in 1937-8 and 
Professor V. G. Childe in 1941 perhaps indicated the peak of the earlier 
archaeobgica.l activity at Freswick, other feai!:ures of archaeological import 
ha.ve been noted i.n e1e intervenir..g period between the war years and the 
renewed activity at the site by Dur!1mn University. In 1965, during a visit 
to the sHe by the Ordna.t"·-:ce Survey, a cist was :ocated approximate!y 50 yards (45 m) 
south of the visible remains of Curle's excavations (Building VI at the north-
west of the comp~ex). The cist, measuring 2. 1 m in length, 0. 6 m wide and 
deep, was unpaved and lacking the slab at the east end. It contained an adult 
inhumat~on, WlUSual in that it lay face down, a..'ld lacked grave goods (QS. card 
no. ND 36NE 4). The location of an empty cist-grave during the more 
recent excavation {1980) in Area 3 (possibly the 0. S. one), stirred memories 
amongst the locals. Fo:r example, Donald Omand of Halkirk (Dept. of Extra 
Mural Studies, Aberdeen) remembered, as a child, seeing stones set on edge 
in a roughly cist-like form and orientated approximately east-west. Mr. Mackay 
of Keiss remembered the emptying of such a cist-grave about 50 years ago 
in roughly the same area, and Mr. WiEiam Laird of John O'Groats recalled 
the recovery of two stone cists with skeletons, but no grave goods, found 
during sand quarrying in the middle of the bay circa 1956, in an area which is 
now eroded away. AU these memories and the archaeologically attested 
examples are consistent in that they all indicate the same area of the Links as 
the area with the cists. This becomes perhaps disproportionately important when 
considering the site, because most of the available information, chiefly from the 
artefacts, is totally lacking in context. A more recent collection of eroding 
Unilfet"5ir~ 
material from the site has been made by Glasgow£ Archaeology students under 
Mr. Eric Talbot. This has consisted chiefly of pottery, and is included in the 
catalogue. 
that erosion at the site reg~.:.:arly increases ~he assemblage available for 
study, that a programme of survey and excavation was initiated in 1978 
by JJ-:·-:-!:s.m :Jnfversity. 
5. 3 Recer.t S:nrvey at the L!nks 
The earlier work of Curle and Ch:Hde et al on the site (see below 
Chapte::r 7) had indicated that multi-period occupation was present, anc the 
inconclusive natu.re of Childe's rescue excavation at the cliff edge suggested 
the same degree of complexity encountered by Curle further inland. The 
fact that Childe's site was removed during sand-quarrying in World War II 
only reinforced the . view that the eroding cliff-section visible in 1979 
(which lay behind ChilC.e's site) had to be examined in order to record the 
information which was being so rapidly and incoherently removed. In order 
to establish a framework for subsequent work, an extensive programme of 
A starting point for investigation of the exterit of erosion was the 
25" 0. S. map, produced in the late 1960s. On this were clearly marked three 
sand pHs, apparently worked both before and d"uring the war (pers. comm. 
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F. GuUoch). A series of points was established on the ground from which it was 
possible to gain some idea of the extent of erosion since the production of the 
0. S. map. From this it can be seen that although large amounts of sand were 
removed during the war for the construction of the airstrip at Wick (pers. comm. 
F. Gulloch), there has been erosion along the whole coast since, which is 
especially marked at the areas of the sandpits. Very severe depletion of 
archaeological deposits is evident, with well over 25 metres eroded in many 
places (Plates l and 2). 
Each zone of erosion at Freswick Links was given a letter for identi-
fica::icn :J'.:.::'~cses (Figu.:re lC), and t::a 2.:rea p:-lO:ograp}J.e:i and examined 
sysi:ematica:ly for archaeological material between 1979 and 1981. The 
detai:ed co:lection and recording has served to indicate the nature of the 
6eposi:s at each zone. Some oJ Ole zones, as seen be~ow, would seer.n to be 
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:most:y e:r-oded out, with the sand having bee:a. blown away, leaving the heavier 
archaeological material, o:riginal:y from several different contexts, mixed 
together. Other zones are sti.ll covered by sa.'lld at the cliff edge and are being 
eroded f:rom the side, often v.ri~h the undermining of structural eleme::1ts, 
which have consequently become displaced, but with parts of the deposit still 
intact behi!!ld the cliff-edge. Further zones of erosion are due to a combination 
of rabbit activity and wind erosion. An the finds mentioned below are included 
in the catalogue. 
Zone A is an area of active weathering at the north end of the bay in 
the east face of high dunes~ It lacks archaeological material 
exc epfc for occasional sheHs and bones traceable along the water course of 
a small stream running through it. By the time of the 1981 survey here, two 
extens:ons were noted, one to the immediate north, the other to the south. 
Throughout the period of examination, no finds of archaeological significance 
have been recovered from here. 
An erosion area to the east of the old track into the wartime sand 
pit was designated Zone B. Despite active erosion, no archaeological material 
is visible and it is likely that this is an area of redeposited sand. Between 
1979 and 1981 there have been no significant alterations in this area and no 
archaeological finds. 
Located at the back of the northern-most sand pit, Zone C displays a 
large spread of material, consisting largely of burnt stones, shells and a few 
animal bones, but very few artefacts. One iron hoax-shaped object ( 5. 5. 11 
ar:d p:.e~es c: inG.1.:strial ::oes"!.d:;;.e (sTJ.ch as 5. 7. 4 ) and f.).ir:t ( 6. 13. 152~, in 
addi~ion to 6 she:rds of grass tempered pottery and one non-grass tempered 
she:rd1were recovered. T'ne indications are that this was a large area of 
m~C:.c'.e::1, which has now mosey weathe;red out. On the seaward side of this 
zone, traces of masonry coulid. indicate a structure wh:i.ch is being uncovered 
::::y weathering, o:c which has already been displaced from higher up. By 1981, 
an extension to t~1e original area had been noted in the form of a vertically 
eToded dune face at the northern margin, mld a midden layer was revealed. 
Generally, throughout the period examined,this area did not produce many 
archaeological finds. 
Located south of Zone C, Zone D lies on the side of the former spur 
between two sand pits. This is a...n area of rapid and extremely noticeable 
erosion at the top of the slope, with some degree of re-grassing lower down 
towards the beach. Midden layers are seen clearly here, mainly shells and 
burnt stones to the north, and, towards the south and Zone E, a more pro-
nounced black organic layer. Large amounts of grass tempered pottery were 
recovered (222 sherds in all}, and one non-grass tempered, also iron (such 
as 5. 5. 37, 5. 5.43 ) and industrial residue ( 5. S. 5, 5. g. 22 ) .· 
At one point, a large part of a single vessel was recovered, together with an iron 
knife-blade ( 5. 3. 8/9 ). Towards the next zone, very large fish bones were 
recovered. Finds in 1980 were more diagnostic in type, e. g.a steatite spindle 
whorl ( 6. 2. 12 ) and the terminal plate of a bone comb ( 8. 9. 19 ). The erosion 
by 1981 had continued progressively, with small areas covered by undercut turf. 
The lower, less steep, slopes were becoming grass-covered. 
Zone E lis probably the most vulnerable zone in terms of the speed 
of erosion in relation to visible remains. At the back of the second sand pit 
(but considerably extended) this area has,at its centre, the remains of a structure. 
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?2.1"~ :s vis~;:::~e i!1 t!1e cliff-sect:.cn, ar..d g:-o-.xps of la:rge stones have tu...."'TI.bled 
ot.7.~ down t:he face. This structure is overlain by midden deposits, which extend 
from Zone D. The midden layers are exceedingly complex and distinctive, 
w:e1 one £:m.cst e:1tirely consisting of fish bene. l\t.:any pieces of pottery were 
found in this zone (87 grass tempered and 4 non-grass tempered), together with 
~arge amol:'Jlts of burnt stone and some mammal bone. Sma:l finds included 
industrial residue ( 5. g. 6, 5. S. 16 ), flint, {6.13.151) and iron { !J. :>.37 
and 5_ 5. 4 3 ). By 1981, the structure in the centre of the zone had been badly 
damaged, with further large stones from it having fallen down the sand slope. 
The northern part of the former third sand pit forms Zone F. Erosion 
has taken place in the past between this zone and Zone E, but the spur has 
reg:rassed and is relatively stable. Active erosion is evident at the back of 
the area, and there are traces of structures. Material visible on the surface 
included a large amount of pottery (111 sherds of grass tempered and 1 of 
non-grass tempered}, various iron fragments (e. g. 5. 5. 26) , a possible naii. 
shank ( 5. 5. 24 ) and pieces of industrial residue (such as 5. 8. 15 }. Many 
burnt stones were visible, togethe:r with a predominance of shell, but a notable 
lack of bone. By 1981, the northern end of this zone had continued to stabilise. 
Further south, the low sand cliff continued to erode despite consolidation lower 
down the slope. There are relatively few finds from this zone. 
Zone G is the southern part of the southernmost sand pit. Immediately 
behind the face of this zone, but not yet eroding out, are groups of stones. 
Over most of this zone, a large number of shells and small stones are visible. 
Mate:rial recovered includes large animal bones, pieces of steatite (including 
6. 3.10 ), industrial residue { 5. &. 18, 5. 8. 3S ) , iron ( ;). 5. 27 
and 5. 5. 28 ) and part of a slate whetstone ( 6. 6. 12 ). Slightly less pottery 
was recovered from this zone, 69 sherds of grass tempered ware, mostly 
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small and sp::.n::ered, ::-,.:\;.d. two s::e:rds of non-grass tempered ware. By 1981, 
this zone appeareQ generally 11.nchanged,except for the continued erosion at the 
clif:~-top and signs of regrassing on the lower slopes. 
:::..ocated to the soutn of Zone G, Zone H is an area probably quarried 
in t:1e 1940s, but wi:h regrassing of the upper slopes. Erosion at the base 
of the face ind:cated groups of s::ones, and small :pockets of mi<iden: burnt 
stones, shell &.."ld some animal bone has eroded out. No pottery was evident 
in 1979, but, in 1981, 8 sherC:s were recovered (al: grass tempered), industrial 
residue ( 5. g, 9, 5. ~. 24 ) and two fragments of steatite (e. g. 6. 3. 33). 
Throughout the period under consideration this area continued to produce few 
finds and had not suf:ered severely from erosion. 
Zone J is a sloping cliff-section which has been partially regrassed. 
However, it is being eroded from the east, causing slippage, particularly of 
stones which are probably related to stones visib~e behind the section. 
Evidence of possible metal-working is seen in fragments of industrial waste 
{such o..s 5. 8. 14 ) including a fragment of crucible or furnace, A limited 
amount of grass tempered pottery was collected, 8 sherds only, and l of 
non-grass tempered ware, a hard fired red fabric, probably a later medieval 
type. A single fragment of glass was also found ( 7. 1. 2 ). In 1981, a landward 
extension was noted revealing midden traces below a small sand and turf 
overburden. 
Zone K is an area of sand quarrying linking to Zone J, but with little 
archaeological material evident despite its large size. The few finds include 
2 small pieces of industrial residue (e. g. 5. g. 12), part of the head of a ring 
headed pin in bronze ( 4. 8. 87 ), and 9 sherds of grass tempered pottery. 
This trough-like area enlarged considerably throughout the period 1979-81, 
both on the seaward and landward edges. The high sand banks at the north and 
sou':fl. ed.ges we:c-e :rec:~~~ec'. 2:..-:d u..."'l.d.er:x.ined. 1'1 the wes~e::-n inland exte::J.sion 
no midden was visib1.e,but elsewhere the wmd was removing the light sand to 
reveal traces of midden. T'ais led to an increase in the number of finds 
recovered; -::hese incbc'e:i :."'l.dust:ria: residue ( 5. ~. 37 ) , iron ~ ·'· .J. :38 
a:1d 5. ;:). 39 } a.r.d a single pie~e of !flint { 6. 11. 45). 
A small area at the so-u.fhe:rm end of the ba.y, Zone L, shows some 
erosion of midden materiali , but t:1e finds included animal teeth, burnt 
stones and sb.el: in 1979. By 1980, further erosion revealed industrial residue 
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( 5. 8. 25 ) and iron { 5. 5. 25 ). lfn 198l}he northern extension of this zone had 
linked with the seaward extension of Zone K, forming a much larger unprotected 
area, although still producing relatively few finds~ iron ( :J. 5. 38 ) and industrial 
residue ( 5. g. 31 }. Eight sherds of grass tempered pottery were recovered from 
this zone, 
Zone M is an area behind the Wodd War TI tank traps at the southern 
end of the L:inks, and therefore partially protected from wind erosion. Rabbit 
activity, however, is considerable but, despite that, little archaeological material 
was :recovered: none in 1979, and in 1980 a sing:e piece of iron {:5. 5. 31/35). 
By 1981, slig!1t traces of midden deposit were exposed, revealing a steatite 
fragment ( 6. 3. 25 ) and a piece of industrial residue ( 5. S. 32 ); in all only 
9 sherds of grass tempered pottery were recovered. 
The small area of erosion~Zone N,opposite Freswick Castle has 
produced no archaeological evidence,and between 1979 and 1981 no change was 
noted in this zone. 
Zone P, an area at the south-west end of the rough links area, is 
scarred by rabbit activity and the wind; stones and animal bone are present. 
A very serious situation would develop if this area linked with Zones K and J. 
Jrn 1981, an additi.onal small area of erosion was noted to the north of this zone 
ind".lsirial residl.:a was noted { 5.lL 33 ) and 1 sherd of grass tempered pottery. 
Zone Q is the very large inland area to the east of the rough links, 
w:.~:1 gctive eros~.on beth from the ei.ements and :ra.bbfts. Large stones from 
s~::c::.d';lres 2...11.d pa.vrng stones have been uncovered, together with midden 
ma~e-::-ial. SI~eU, bone and burnt bo::1e are evident, together wi.th bt.:.rnt stones 
ancllOO sherds of very weat:h.ered grass tempered pottery and 1 sherd of non-
grass tempered ware. There was anoticea"jle lack of fish bone present in this 
area9but many other types of finds a:re recorded; iron (such as 5. 5. 29 ) , 
industrial residue { 5. S. 13 and 5. 9. 19/20) P flint { 6. 13. 150) and one roe 
dee:r antler tine ( 8. 16. 21 ). Although by 1981 the general appearance was as 
in previous years, an extension was noted to the south and the area as a whole 
continued to produce many finds; iron (including 5. 5. 30 ) , industrial residue 
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( 5. ~. 34 ) and flint (6, 13.150) we:re the types represented-as in previous years-
and the pottery continued to be very worn. 
Th.e base of the ridge running roughly north-south at the western edge 
of the Links, designated Zone R, is badly damaged by both rabbits and wind, 
but midden material is very sparse here and no structures are evident. Nothing 
of archaeological significance was noted here between 1979 and 1981,and the 
extent remained basically unaltered. 
Located at the northern end of the Links at Lady's Brow, ZoneS is 
below a very high dune. Stones, probably representing a wall, and midden 
layers were revealed in 1979 and still visible in 1980. By 1981, these stones 
had been displaced by the trampling of the area by cattle,and in general the 
whole area had been badly damaged over th~ winter of 1980-81. Trial excavattous 
were undertaken in 1981 {see Area 9 below)to examine any structural remains 
still intact at the site. Finds prior to excavation included only fragments 
of industrial residue (e. g. 5. ~. 40, 5. S. 41 ). 
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'I'::is s~::.~vey of e:::'os:.cn zo::..es a~ -::he site I1as provideC: ~nteresting 
i:rri'orma:ion on various fronts. The monitoring of erosion at different parts 
of the site has indicated the order of priorities for archaeological examination. 
~t is ~o: fez.s:.?J!.e to excavate the entire si~e. but areas which are most 
vu.:nera:3!e and rich can be concentrated o~. The centre of the erosion p1.·oblem 
unfortunately concentrates on the heart of the arc11aeologica1 site, as indicated 
in the material collected. This is unfortanate because it is not now possible to 
judge how much of the seaward extent of the site has disappeared. Although the 
sand~quarriers only removed clean sand, stopping at discoloured material or 
stones, the fact that the area excavated by Childe is no longer present certainly 
suggests that some part of the site has gone. The erosion,however, is perhaps 
fo!'tU!late in that it is revealing large amounts of arcbaeological evidence which 
add greatly to the picture of the site in the Norse period. Under different 
circumstances, this material would not be available for study and;indeed, without 
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An impo:rtant possibility, as yet unproven, is that the walling revealed 
in Zone E is likely to be associated with the east end of Curle's buildings 
excavated in :;_937 -38. The ana:ysis of the miG.den layers related to the 
exposed walling may assist in the interpretation and identification of the middens 
associated with Curle's buildings9and then those of Childe. Without excavation 
in the intermediate areas, however, there must remain an element of doubt 
in such interpretations. 
The material collected from the designated zones indicates that the 
area at the centre of the lLinks is the richest. This concentration is seen most 
clearly in the distribution of the pottery: a total of 638 grass tempered sherds 
and 11 non-grass tempered pottery were collected between 1979 and 1981. Of 
these, 589 grass tempered sherds (including 222 from Zone D alone) and 9 non-
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grass ~e::npere:dl sl:.erds were :!::ro:::n t:1e central pa::rt of the JLin:,Cs, i.e. Zones D 
to G inclusive,a:n.d Zcne Q immediately inland from these. This means that 
92 pe:r cent of the grass tempered wares and 82 ]per cent of the non-grass 
tempered sherds were from this central area. T'.aere are distinct reductions in the 
amount of pn~ezy preS£G.t io the north and! south of i!'lis area. This central area 
of the Links contained both the excavations of Curle and Childe, indicating 
great complexity of structural :remains (see below Chapter 7) and, in conjunc-
tion with the fact that the ma.jority of the material collected came from that 
area, this must indicate that that is the heart of the remaining settlement. It 
is, however, quite possible that, as that part of the site is eroding the fastest, 
it is producing a disproportionate amount of material in relation to the rest of 
the site. Only stripping of most of the site could! solve this problem. 
The other interesting concentration in the material collected is in the 
steatite: although only 16sherds have been recovered during the recent surface 
collection, 5 are from Zones G and H, generally on the southern limit of 
the pottery distribution. It is possible that the steatite may be from a deposit 
underlying the pottery-rich layers, but it cannot be proven on the available 
evidence. The lack of steatite from the site in general (see catalogue below), 
with only 2 sherds :recovered in Curle's excavations (both from relatively early 
stratified contexts), may indicate that pottery was preferred and presumably 
more easily accessible than the steatite9which would have to be imported from 
Shetland·,as the nearest outcrop, or even from Scandinavia. It is conceivable 
that the few pieces of steatite on the site were highly prized, as supported by 
the presence of re-used sherds discussed below, or even that they belonged to 
the earlier settlers on the site during the Norse period. This cannot be proven 
either way on the available evidence. 
The other classes of material, industrial waste and iron,show no 
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s:peci.a2 co:lcenl::'a~io:::ts, ~e:.:r..g spreaC: tl1roug}lout mos-: of the zones from the 
no:rth to t:1e south. fudividual pieces of flint collected are unworked. and 
represent beach deposition rathe:T than anything more significant. From all 
C:e :'::i:::::.s recorc.eC: during this exe:rcise,four shoulc1 be noted as especially 
s:grr:f::c2...nto F:rom Zone D, a complete steati~e spindle whorl ( 6. 2. 12 ) and the 
te:rmb.al plate of a do'.lble sicled bone comb ( 8. 9. 1~ ) of a type dated by 
o.lso 
analogy with Scandinavian types to the 12-13th centuries (see below); J a fragment 
of a s2ate w~1etstone ( 6. 2. 12 ) which is now broken but which would seem 
originally to have been a pocket type, judging by its dimensions; and from 
Zone K. part of the ring of a bronze ring-headed pin ( 4. 8. 87 ) , a more 
diagnostic find belonging to the truly Norse milieu. 
The range of material from the eroding zones is broad~y comparable 
with that from the early excavations. The large amount of pottery and small 
amount of steatite are noted from Cur1e and Chi.lde's work The 
recovery of industrial. resi<ilue is interesting in that Cur !e only reco:rcis any 
significa."lt amount from the 'forge'; however, the amount gathered in the 
surface collection cannot be called significrnt as on~y approximate!y 40 pieces 
were found in alL 
5. 4 Recent Rescue Excavations at the Links and House 
The excavations of 1980 and 1981 on Freswick Links were the result 
of the survey information gained in 1979, both of the erosion zones and of the 
environmental potential. These were intended as assessment excavations with 
an integrated environmental analysis programme. The scale of work was 
consequently exploratory rather than comprehensive (Figure 11). 
In 1980, excavation was initiated at four widely-separated locations on 
the Links. The intention in Areas 1 and 2 was to attempt to locate, and then 
examine, the condition of parts of the site excavated by F. Tress Barry 
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{Anc'a?son, 198::..) E..nd A. 0. C;.1zo:e (C::.:.:-:e, :939). :'h~s work is C:is~ussed in 
:relation to the former excava~fons. The intention in Area 3 was to examine part 
of t:1e most severe:y erodi::lg inhmd area (Zone Q), and in Area 4 to carry out 
ex~e:.1s:ve exa:ninati.or., by excavation :mc1 sampling, of the eroding m!C:den deposits 
in Zone D be::Ur:d tb.e cliff edge from which Column Sample 2 was collected by 
;J:";;. Rackha..."T. in 1979. ill 1981., cli:i'f-sid.e trenches 5 to 8 were examined on the 
S2....""ne basis as Area 4, and Area 9 was the direct response to severe catUe 
damage ~o Zone S at the nort:~ end of the Links. 
5. 4. 1 Work at the Cliff Edge 
In 1980 and 1981, 43 metres of the severely eroding cliff section was 
C:rawn in ar. attempt to establish the relationship between !ayers to the north 
of the L::.nks, and those further south. An extensive number of individual midden 
dumps were recorded, suggesting a more complex picture than previously 
suspected. Collapses in the course of this recording indicated that some of 
the midden dumps visible at the diff edge did not extend far inland. The 
diffe:rences indicated within such small areas of erosion serve as a warning 
when trying to consider the nature of these middens at a point where it is 
known that many metres have been eroded. 
In 1980 a 4 m by 1 m cliff edge trench (Area 4) was laid out and the 
fHls (excluding wind-blown sand overburden) were sieved to one millimetre. 
Due to the deep overburden of sand, the sides of this trench needed battering 
to counter collapse. Thus the trench narrowed to 0. 75 m at its deepest point. 
In order to sample constant-sized columns from the cliff-edge trenches, it was 
decided in 1981 to expand the1rdimensions to 4 m by 2 m, and take a central strip 
of fills, 0. 50 m wide, for sieving. This strip was divided into four one metre 
blocks. Thus four columns of 0. 50 m x 1 m were taken from each trench. 
All deposits were excavated stratigraphically. Two of the four trenches were 
comple·ce1y excavate!! and sieved (Areas 5 a..'rJ.d 6), the remafni::lg trenches 
requiring more wm:·:< in the 1982 season (Areas 7 and 8). 
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Area 4, examined in 1980, was placed behind the cliff area from which 
Co~-..:.."llt: SL"'!:lp:e 2 was co::ec~ed in 1979. The aim t.n opening a small trench 
was r:ot specifically to examine features, but the nature of the bioLogical 
::naterial in these deposits. A series of superimposed m.iC.den deposits here 
confirmed that1althou.gh r.ot all the layers seen in Column Sample 2 were 
ide::1tified in the trench, the section which was drawn for 9 metres of ~he cUff 
face around that column sample and the section of the trench are complementary, 
and L'l~elligible in terms of successive dumping of materia: from several 
adjacent areas. As only sma!l patches of sand blow appeared within the 
deposits, the middens appeared to be largely continuous and possibly deposited 
over a relatively short period of time. One aspect that was not anticipated was 
the presence in one layer of an articulated mammal skeleton (probably that of 
a pig) and in ano'iher of large amounts of shell, alongside consistently high 
leve~s of fish bone. Carbonised seed was also recovered from one layer. 
Grass tempered pottery was recovered th:ro;xghout the excavation of the mfdden 
layers, although not in as great concentrations as expected. A large proportion 
of a single pot was found in association with a group of burnt stones. 
Area 5, opened in 1981, was placed immediately adjacent to Zone C, 
approximately 1 metre from the cliff edge. The aim was to examine the 
nature of the deposits of the zone, especially at Zone C, where the cliff edge 
midden deposits were oompressed. A sand overburden of only c. 0. 12 m was 
removed onto a heavily stone-laden dark brown middeny deposit. There were 
slight differences in colounr and texture due to a series of small sandblows 
within it. It may be suggested! that this represents an interface, with the 
effect of erosion being to blow out the light sand, leaving the heavier stone to 
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d:::-09 onto the :'.cwe:r miC:d.en la.ye:r. '3:':1e mS.d.de:1 deposit was excavated strati-
gra;phicalily in small spits and produced a number of finds, e. g. a double-ended 
bone tooli. (SF 251 ) 9 a femur head whorl ( Sf' 255 ) , industrial waste and large 
fragme::J.ts of grass tempered pottery. The deposit was relative:y uniform 
for a depth of approximately 0. 10 m, variations occurring only with individual 
sma:.! du.mps of peat ash or s2lell. The midden was much shallower at its north 
end, petering out towards the north of Zone C. It seems likely that the midden 
had been dumped against an existing sand dune. The relatively uniform nature of 
the upper midden present at the northern end directly onto the dune, contrasted 
with the variations to the south of the trench, such as the presence of a dark 
humic layer with heavy stone content, located only at the southern end. There 
was also a clean grey windblown sand banking against the dune,below this lower 
midden at the south. Some 0. 10 m below this, sampling revealed a greyish 
layer with burnt stone, fish bone and shell, interpreted as a midden. Underlying 
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at the southern end. Excavation of this trench was terminated at a depth of 
!. 5 m, coinciding with the safety limit and a light-coloc.::red sand taken to be 
in situ naturaL 
Area 6 was located immediately to the west of Zone D. Below an over-
burden of approximately 0. 80 - 0. 90 m, a stony, sandy deposit was interpreted as 
in Area 5, as an interface. It immediately overlay a dark brown dense midden 
material in large patches over a coarse shell sand, with further patches within 
it of a looser coarse sand. This latter sand gradually appeared at the southern 
end of the trench. Underlying this was a chestnut brown deposit with some stones. 
Tlhis produced large sherds of grass tempered pottery, probably representing 
most of a single vessel. This layer sealed a grey brown shell sand which had 
light coloured streaks of sand! running in parallel lines across it in a north-east 
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to sot::th-wes: ~.::re~t~.::;r.., ':'hese have been ?:'CJvis:o~a:ly f.nterpre~ed as cultiva-
tion mar::<.s, apparant:y skirting &rOl.I.Iid the side of the looser, coarser dune. 
The grey b::rown sa"l.d had in it two sma21 s~erds of pottery, one of which is 
grass ter.:1pBred, and the ether much coarser a"ld pcssibly pre-VD::ing. 
A s:nall area in tile north of the trench was examined to ascertain 
the nature of t:1e deposits under the cultivation marks. A thin humic layer 
and one containing charcoal flecks were distinguished overlying sterile shell 
sand. 
Area 7 was located approximately 1 m from the dune edge on the east 
side of the Links, in the centre of Zone E, and between Area 4 to the north 
and Area 8 to the south. Below the sand overburden of approximately 0. 30 m, 
a single midden with sand lenses was examined. An interesting feature of 
aligned upright stones could represent a crudely built drain, possibly 
associated with a structure to the west of the site. The only dating material 
as yet from this trench is a small collection of wheelthrown pottery, indicating 
a Medieval date for the upper layer. The deposits revealed seem to be dipping 
both northwards and southwards, as though eroding from the highest point at the 
centre of the trench. Here the deposits are over a series of sandstone blocks, 
possibly structural, and related to one revealed in the cliff section drawn in 
1981. 
Area 8 was located at the southern end of Zone E, approximately L 5 m 
away from the cliff edge. The sand overburden, which varied in thickness 
between 0. 09 and 0. 29 m was removed to reveal a series of superimposed 
layers including a black humic deposit with some shell and fish bone and a 
similar deposit with a much higher sand content. It appeared that these 
layers were dipping towards the north-east corner. The uppermost tip, a 
black humic deposit, was collected as a total sample. This overlay a firm 
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north west - sout~1. <Zast across the north east corner of the trench. A relatively 
cnHorm layer of dark brown sand lay to either side of this, but not over it. 
:Slsew~'lere in tine trench, a complex series of interleaving midden~like layers 
ar.d sa.....J.d blow deposits was examined but coU!Ed not be understood because of the 
small size of the trench. AU layers were sampled. At the southowest corner, 
three stones (Feature 3) were set into a dark turfy layer, rather than a midden 
deposit. Underlying this feature the firm brown humic sand lipped up to the 
wall (Feature 1). At the interface with the dark turfy layer below, a compiete 
s.r. ~~s 
ann-:1lar bronze brooch was found/(this has 12th century parallels); associated 
wi:h grass tempered pottery. Below all these interleaving layers, a uniform 
deposit of brown sand was reached at the end of the 1981 season. 
5. 4. 2 Inland Areas 
Area 3 was a 10 m x 2 m trench over a part of Zone Q, an area 
surface has been badly wind-scarred. As noted in 1979 9 this zone is very 
large a.r.d extends in two arms from a large open dune to the west. The 1980 
trench lay north-south over the northern arm extending eastwards. It was 
deliberately sited to minimise further erosion lby the cutting of the turf for 
the trench. Walking• of the area previously had suggested (see page 133), from 
the character of the finds recovered, that the midden m?.ght well have been 
Virtually eroded out. The area within the trench immediately to the north of the 
bare sand did, indeed, reveal a shallow midden-like layer, although one not notably 
rich in artefacts. Regular sampling took place in this layer. The deposit was 
less easy to distinguish to the south and indeed the only feature of note was a 
setting of stone slabs that appeared to be the remains of part of a long cist grave, 
the contents of which were no longer present. It is possible that this was the 
one examined by the Ordna."lce Survey (see page 126). Below this and the midden-
l'lk<:! h:yer to the north were c2ean sterile sands, Whether these represent 
natural sand or sand blown dune overlying earlier deposits could not be 
defined within such a small area,which was constantly restricted by collapse 
a..n ci ra'b~Jit burrows ti[).rou:.ghout the area. 
The location of the cisi, and the poss:.bility that others are i11 the 
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immediate vicinity, may indicate here, to the south of Curle's excava~ion area, 
the presence o: a long cist cemetery. Unfortunately, the number of cists in the 
area is difficult to ascertain. It cannot be confirmed that this cist excavated 
in 1980 was the one examined by the Ordnance Survey and it may indeed be the 
one opened by Mr. Mackay of Keiss in the 1950s. Likewise, the precise number of 
cists disturbed during sand-quarrying remains a mystery; it is safe only to assume 
that more than one was disturbed, However, despite these uncertainties, it 
can .. be argued that there is a concentration of long cists here, and ·:hey probably 
constitute a cemetery, a:though whether it is of Early Christian or Norse 
date cannot be judged on the present evidence. 
The excavation of Area 9 took place in 1981, in erosion Zone S, to the 
north of Lady's Srow. The intention of the excavat5on was to assess both 
the damage to, and the potential of,~ this site and,despite a truncated excavation 
here, it is possible to draw some conclusions from the evidence recovered. 
The latest archaeological layers were located approximately 1. 5 m belo._,, 
the present ~u:rf line under sterile dune sand. The whole upper part of the site's 
stratigraphy had been extensively damaged by the cattle, leading to considerable 
confusion lin the layers. However, the upper layers can be interpreted as a 
large midden, possibly of Late Norse date (as suggested by the presence of 
grass tempered pottery). with individ11aJ midden tips separated by thin sand 
blows. These layers are distinctive because of the high content of fuel ash and 
indUstrial waste within them, a great contrast to deposits examined elsewhere on 
the U::l~<s. T'ne miC'.C'.en rises to the so-::t}~-wes~ cf the a::-ea, beco:rr.ing thicker, 
2.<:"1d peters o-:1t to the north-east. A different sampling strategy was adopted 
in ti:lis area. As the area consisted of thin midden layers separated by lenses 
of >.:v:.tlC:~blown sa:r:.d, i'1 was agreed tha~ as much as possible of the midden 
deposits should! be processed. In addition to sampling the midden layers, thin 
grey h3mcge1leous layers below, which extended over the entire site, were 
examinect These proved to co:1tain little domestic refuse but were replete with 
the shells of terrestrial moHusc, suggesting that the layers represent buried 
turf horizons. 
The uppermost midden was separated by these turf lines from the 
underlying layers of thin midden bands and further wind blown sand deposits. 
These layers represent an earlier occupation phase unfortunately lacking, as 
yet, anything distinctly dateable. The occupation phase overlies another turf line, 
separating this from the earliest occupation phase, with structures related to 
complicated and disturbed midden layers. Underlying ail these occupation 
deposits, a pit had been cut into the dune sand, with the uppermost filling 
comprising sea shells. 
Selective sampling of the layers has yielded considerably more 
evidence about the character of the site. than excavation could have achieved alone; 
for example, indicating turf lines and revealing extensive deposits of tiny fragments 
of fuel ash and industrial waste. Further work would be needed to substantiate 
these interpretations, but in view of the logistics of examining this site in 
relation to other priorities, this site has now been consolidated. 
5. 4. 3 Excavations at Freswick House, 1979. (Figure 12) 
The first excavations at Freswick in the recent campaign took place at 
the large house, at the south of the Links, known as Freswick House. Building 
alterations were being undertaken at the time of the 1970 survey, which required 
a:rc2laeolog:cal examination ~::-!or to the tota: destruction of the deposits. 
Excavation in the building was dictated by pure rescue criteria; 
time did not allow for examination of areas not directly involved in the 
re:c.cvat:cn ?:::-cgr2.:mme (which was basically the lowering o~ fhe basement 
floor by approximate1y 30 em} ac.d,indeed, the area of the Hall and passage 
way had already been bad:y C:amaged, from an archaeological point of view. 
before the involvement of the Durham team. 
The paving slabs for the 11aE floor l1ad been re-laid over a sand 
bedding, but it was possible to observe in the entrance area that they overlay 
a dark clayey earth above a natural reddish clay. This relationship was also 
observed in section under the north and south waEs of the passage, where .. 
further to the east, it was replaced by a dark layer with shells, presumably 
midden deposit. Below the south wall and part of t!1e west wall of the passage 
was a pink clay bedding above these dark layers. At the south-east corner, 
a loose sanoy bedriing for this exterior castie wa.i was noted. 
The west wall of the passage clearly meets the castle south wall in a 
butt-joint and there is an a.ssymetrical ceiling line) which both suggest that this 
l·!b 
was a later addition. The doorway from the tlall appears to be made of re-used 
stones and opens into the passage. This contrasts with those of Rooms 1 and 2,and 
there is no reason to consider either of these as not being contemporary with each 
other or the waBs into which they are set. Although the threshold stone for 
Room 1 had been destroyed, in Room 2 it was seen to be below the jambs and 
the lowest level of the east wall of the passageo 
The southern part of Room 1 was covered with flagstones, but in the 
north the area had been extensively cleared by workmen, and a trench 3 m x l m 
was opened immediately adjacent to the exterior north castle wall. A layer·, 
presumably originally underlying flagstones here, had been reduced by 
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of approximately 3 em., which produced 223 she1rds of grass tempered pottery and 
8 sherds of finer wares, possibly of a later date (see pottery discussion below). 
'l:'C.ere was a red::ct::on in concen~ration towards the west of the trench. This 
C::epcsit ove:r2ay a rich blac:< shelly layer varying in thickness between 0.17 and 
0. I5 m. 7l1fs prori.uced 206 sb.erds of grass tempered pottery and 25 of the 
finer types. Adjacent to ~hese deposits was the footing of the castle wan, which 
is ~derlain by an earHer waH predating the upper leve~s of the black, shelly 
midden-~ike layer. Tr.Js ear Her waH is constructed of massive stones, 
including beach pebbles, and overlies 0. 05 m of the black shelly deposit which 
here is characterised by a lack of finer wares. 
The sequence here is one of a developing midden with a wall built on 
top of it1 and then continued development of the midden against it. A foundation 
trench cut for the l::1.:er cas:le wall, built on top of the earlier wall, cuts 
deposit over it, and so tl'le exact relationships of the later wall phases and 
midden are no~ entirely clear. 
Room 2, adjacent to Room ~. is separated ~Y a later partition wall so 
it lis posstble to see a continuity of the midden deposits and walling in this room. 
A trench 3 m x I. 5 m was examined but, because of extensive damage from 
rodent burrowing, some important relationships had been destroyed. All 
deposits were covered by a mortar floor,varying in thickness between 0. 10 and 
0.50m and lipping onto the footing of the north exterior castle wall. Underlying 
this, a bedding of red clay sealed the remaining traces of midden deposit. In 
the eastern section, the most disturbed, only two small pedestals of midden 
remained; these produced only ll.3 sherds of grass tempered ware between them. 
Any relationship with the mam north castle wall had been destroyed - in part by 
~rench, the deposits we:::-e less disturbed and it was possible to distinguish 
two midden deposits here: an upper one, black and shelly covering a brown 
c~e:9osit, p::roo.t:c:ng 18 and 10 grr.ss tempered shercs respectively. The lowet· 
:m;.d~:an layer underli.es the lowest course of the north casHe wa~l and then·foi·(• 
p:re-C:a~es tMs. The relationship with the upper mic'.C:en layer was C:est.rroyed bv· 
rodent burrowing along tTne foundation trench; however, from the remaining; 
few ce::J.timetres of the section left, there does seem to have been a simihu· 
reLationship to that in Room 1. 
As a result of the renovations in Rooms 1 and 2, large trenches for 
drainpipes were dug by workmen to the north of these rooms. In all, a 
leng~:1 of 20 m had been dug, and it was examined in Octo:Oer 1979. The workmen 
had cut a trench around the north-east corner of the castle down to the natural 
clay; the east wall was built directly onto this clay rather than onto other 
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located under the north-east corner of the castle, presumably to act as a.n. 
extra support since, at this point, the mound on which the castle is built 
slopes away steeply. Ac this corner, an easterly extension was made to test 
for earlier features undisturbed by foundation trenches for the castle walling. 
Nothing was located except dumped modern material from previous renovations 
to the castle in the 1950s. 
To the north of the House wall, the only traces of black midden were 
outside Room l. Although in the western part some ran up to the footings, 
in the part of the trench to the east, it was not located underlying the walls. 
The nature of this deposit, however, is similar to that in Room 1. Walling 
was noted underlying the footi1!gs in the wes~. but not on the same alignment. 
It is unfortunate that it lis not possible to relate clearly the structural sequence 
here to that i.."lside the building. 
Two :rc:::>=:!S were ex2.mined i:1 Cctcber ::.973 in the West ra.."'lge prior to drainage 
improvements. It was hoped to answer two main questions: 
1) wi1ether the site with grass tempered pottery, represented by 
the ma~erial i..."l ~co!Yl l, and possibly originaHy present r_mder 
~~-ce Ea:l, exte:.:1ded to the west. 
2) whet:-u~:r a massive s~one feature observable on the grm;:nd-
surface outside the west wing, resemblL'1.g a pathway, extended 
into tne rooms and had any other archaeological significance. 
In each room, a fine cobbled floor was located, bedded in a fine 
white sand. This indicates the former use of these buildings as stables 
(substantiated by F. Gulloch). 
In Room 3, the sand covered a brown clay deposit which was spread 
very thinly over a trough-like feature containing black midden and cut into 
natural. Both the clay layer and the midden produced s!1erds of grass tempered 
~ I -,. 
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feature had an average depth of 0. 10 m and was approximately 2. 6 m in length 
aligned roughly east-west in a slight arc. This was interpreted tentatively as 
a foundation trench, and the excavation was extended westwards to examine 
its extent. The western extremity in the area originally opened was damaged, 
possibly when the large deep slabs dividing up the cobbled floor were dug into 
the clay. The extension revealed. only smears of black material of a similar 
nature, but lacking a distinguishable form and without pottery or shell. This 
was covered by a very thin layer of redeposited natural clay, a feature noted 
in the adjacent Room 4. 
The first trench opened in Room 4 in the north-east corner of the room 
produced pure natural clay immediately below the white sand bedding. In the 
second trench, the same black smearing as in Room 3 was noted underlying the 
re:>.eposi.~ed c22..y s:<i::n. Once :.nore, ~he b:ack deposit had no particular form. 
There were no indications of a deposit contemporary with the trough feature. 
The large stone slab paving outside the structure must be interpreted as 
cc:::.te~po?a:-y o:- later f:::h.a."l t:':le range of standing buildings because it bears 
l':.O :':'elation to t~1e internal features. 
TC.e other two rooms in the ra.nge were not avaHa.ble for excavation. 
Excavation was necessitated by deep ploughing of an area 40 m x 100 m of 
the garden where ma..'1y very large stones had been dislodged; some later 
Medieval pottery sherds were collected on walld ng over the site. Two small 
trenches, l m x 5 m, were placed in the area being ploughed, in the areas of 
greatest stone concentration. In the first trench, u.1>1derlying the garden soil at 
a depth of approximately 0. 15 m, large tumble was located roughly confined to 
about 2 m minimum width, possibly representing a wall line. fu the second 
trench, a similar stone scatter was located in association with a slightly 
snei.ly deposit. No c!ateaole finds were recoro.eo.. 
As these trenches were at opposite sides of the ploughed area and 
about 25 to 30 m apart, these stone concentrations could indicate that the 
whole central band of the ploughed area has a spread of large stones. This 
might well represent the remains of a croft traditionally located on the site 
(pers. comm. Wm. GuHoch). To the west of this concentration, ridges can 
be seen in the grass, possibly representing a garden enclosure or another 
structure. Lack of time and resources prevented more extensive examination 
of the site. 
The major significance of the evidence from the excavations outlined 
above can be seen when the nature of the pottery is compared to that found on the 
Links situated immediately to the north. The grass tempered pottery from the 
~ouse. is identical in form to that from the Links. This demonstrable southerly 
extens:~:m o! tile Late Norse occupa.~icn at Freswick, of itself is significant, and 
has aC:ded importance as it was clear that the present castle walls were built 
directly on top of walls co:c1temporary with the midden containing the grass 
tempered pottery (see Batey e~ al, 1981; Batey et al, forth b). 
5. 5 Conclus:ons 
The renewed campaign of work at Freswicl-< was, therefore :the result 
of the severe erosion of the archaeological deposits aiong the seaward edge 
of the Links, Without the previous work,there would have been few indications 
of tile potential importance of the site, but there are elements which have been 
revealed in a more recent study of the site which had not been sufficiently 
commented on before, chiefly the environmental wealth which forms an 
equally important element in the understanding of this site as the structures 
and the artefacts, This is considered in detail below {Chapter 8}. The 
recent work has taken the form of three main aspects: survey to establish 
the rate of removal at the site by natural forces, environmental a.TJ.alysis to 
expand the picture gained by the third aspect, the actua~ st:::-uctural a.lld 
artefactual i.nformation retrievaL 
The cliff-side trenches, when the material is fully analysed, will 
enable an in situ study of the eroding deposits and the context of artefacts 
similar to those which have been collected during the survey of the zones of 
erosion. Of particular importance in this respect is the recovery of the 
cultivation marks below the midden horizons in Area 6, a feature noted in the 
1982 season further south lin Areas 11-14 (see Batey et al, forth a). 
The initial survey of the Links which provided the basic information 
on the erosion situation and on which the series of zones of erosion was based, 
formed a framework for an excavation strategy which was specifically designed 
to gain the most information for the least financial input. It was,for example, 
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poss:ole to give so::r.e kine o:f spa.t:'.2.l cor:~ext of strz..y finC.s i:1 tnese zones, which 
was an improvement on the complete lack of context of the finds collected 
randomly since the excavations of Childe. This collation of material has 
e:::1a~:eci t:~e hea?t cf t:':le settlement at Freswick to be identified as Zones D 
and E (in the immediate vicinity of Curle and! Childe's excavations), in the 
area of the most act:.te erosio~ problem. The continued consideration of the 
cliff face has enabled the deposits at the nortb.ern end of the Links to !::~e linked 
with those to the south (completed in 1982) and thus to assist in the development 
of some relative chronological framework for the seaward edge of the Links. 
The limited areas of excavation, apart from those areas opened 
specifically for the analysis of environmental material, have also revealed 
important details about the site. Area 3, which produced the Cist grave was 
informative and suggestive, serving perhaps to concentrate local memories of 
similar finds, and hopefully not to colour them too much. Structural evidence 
heart of the settlement and future analysis will assist in the interpretation of 
this obviously complicated area. 
Finally, the work in 1979 at the south of the Links, in Freswick House, 
has been important because it has provided a southern extension to the known 
site. It is interesting that this is the only part of the site so far identified 
where occupation continued on precisely the same spot; it may perhaps be 
misleading \Co read too much into this however, and it would never be possible 
to safely attribute tb.at location to any mentioned in the sagas. 
Chapter 6 
Prehistoric anal Early Historic Occupation at Freswick Links 
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Work by A. D. Lacaille fn the late 1930s at the site revealed the 
earliest evidence from the locality. At the northern end of the Links ~'small 
tz··.:u-:catec bla~as with ba~~e:r-~rimmed edges' of the microli~bic inC:ust::-y wez-e 
recovered. He consfde;red t~ese to be Mesolithic (Lacaille, ::.937, 5S and 63). 
Apparently over:yi:cg this, ancl separated by a ceposit of sa..Vld, several. ~:npatin-
a~ed flints including coarse flakes, cores 211d a few retouched flakes, also 
potsherds with bone (Figures 13~15) and antler toolsp were noted (Lacaille, 
1954, 185). In both assemblages, the flint types differ only in that the lower 
ones are u..."lpatinated in contrast to the upper examples. Potsherds, which 
Lacaille only restricts by mfe:rence to the upper horizon, inc:i.ude a rim of 
'cord orname:1ted' vessel, a rim decorated by a single 'hyphenated Une' (or 
rouletted), and sherds of a softer black ware decorated similarly. Lacaille 
notes similarities between these sherds and ones from the upper levels at 
Skara Brae and Rinyo (Lacaille, 1954, 266-269), anci conseque;J.t.o.y mterpre"::> 
this evi<dence as representing a Bronze Age development on a Mesolithic 
foundation. Such an interpretation could, however, be challen3"ed on the basis 
that m:i.crolithic flint tools in Scotland need not necessarily be Mesolithic at all, 
but Bronze Age: see for example Clarke (1976, 457), who suggests that micro-
lithic assemblages enabled the maximum use from the minimum available flint. 
At Freswick, the flint is either from the drift geology or from the beach, and 
hence available only in small pieces (Omand, 1973a, 27). The two assemblages 
noted by Lacaille, separated only by a sand blow, seem to be rather too similar 
to allow for such an assumption to be made. 
6. 2 Freswick Sands Broch (Figure 16) 
6. 2.1 The Wqrk of Sir Tress Barry 
The work of Sir }\ Tress Barry between c. 1890 and 1900, on the brochs 
immediate vicir.ity of Freswick Bay (Figure 17 ). Ness Broch (ND 38JL46665) 
is located on a pror.wntory to the south of Fresw:i.c~ Bay (Anderson, 1901, 143}, 
2r.d is no~a":)le for its ex:.:ensive rar..ge of ex::raomwra: settRement (R.CAHMS, 
1911~. 13-14, no. 33). To the north of the Links, two brochs were opened by 
Tress :3arry. Everley Brocb (ND 36996828 {RCAHMS, 191lb, 16, no.35)) 
is lcca~ed adjacent to the A9 (Anderson, 1901, 142-3} av:1d,when examined by 
Tress Barry? was found to be badly damaged. On the headland to the no1·th of 
the bay, Skll:rza Broch (ND 39406844) was also examined by Tress Barry in 
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the same campaign (Anderson, 1901, 144-5),and was found to have extra-mural 
settlement as at Sands and Ness (RCAHM:S, 1911b, 15-16, no. 35) (see Figure 17). 
Loca~ed in the sandhills at the northern end of the Links, Sands Broch 
(ND 37606761) is at the heart of this concentrat!on. It is recorded as having walls 
111 /2' thick (c. 3. 50 m}, enclosing an area 32 98" {c. 9. 9G m) in diameter. The 
walls are generally standing to 7 9 (c. 2. 13 m) and_l)within the thickness of the wall, 
14 steps remain and also a sman chamber. The entrance is 2q3" (c. 0. 69 m) 
wide and 4' high (c. 1.22 m), leading to a chamber 12 1 long x 4 9 wide x 7' high 
(3. 65 m x L 22 m x 2. 13 m). Two curved secondary walls divide the interior 
(Anderson, 1901, 143-4). The .Royal Commission visit to the site in 1910 
recorded the broch as ruinous and covered by debris, but there were sufficient 
surface indications to enable a plan, the only published one, to be produced 
(Figure 16, after RCAH:MS, 1911b, 14, no. 34, Figure 6). This is particularly 
interesting because extra-mural chambers are indicated, although not previously 
mentioned. The recorded finds from the site range from two bones of the 
Great Auk ( 8. 16. l/2) to bone pins (e. g. 8. 1. 6 ) , half a bone whorl ( 8. 7. 3 
and two antler combs ( 8. 9.1 and 8. 9. 2 ) of Norse character. The National 
Museum houses a number of finds from these excavations (GA 753-777) although 
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the finds ::sted ir. Ande:rson (lSCl, :44) are ::10t there, and are more likely to 
be held locaHy. The presence of Norse artefacts at this part of the site is not 
unusual, although they are, apparently) few at the other broch si.tes in the 
immediate vicinity. Work at Sverley Broch produced a steatite vessel, 
former:y witb a }:ar..dle { GA 688 )> w~1ich could be Norse (see Plates 9 a.1d 10). 
6. 20 2 Recen~ Excavations 
I.11 1980, at the norther~ end of Freswick Links a 40m by 25 m grid was 
laid out over an area that appeared likely from surface inspection and contour 
survey (carried out by F 0 and G. Bettess in April 1980) to be Sands Broch. In 
excavation, a.s the aims were strictly limited to location and exar!lination of 
present conditions, the method employed was that of two trial trenches at right-
angles to each other. In the event, lack of suitable manpower prevented 
Trench B from being continued below the removal of turf cover over a mass of 
rubble. Trench A consisted of a 2 m wide trench running for 25 m north-south 
across the western part of the area laid out. Within this area, deposits of 
rubble and sand btow were immediately evident on removal of the turf. Two 
features within the sand were clearly seen on excavation to be earlier trenches 
dug against two wall faces, later backfilled with clean dune sand. Since the 
walls revealed at the northern and southern ends of the trench both curved in 
an arc of a circle, identification seems consistent with that of Tress Barry's 
broch. It is evident that the early excavations did not disturb too much in situ 
material (at least at this part of the site), and did not even cross the interior 
of the structure. While it is possible that there was considerable depletion of 
standing walls, there is no evidence for removal of major internal features, 
(although there is a very large mound of stones immediately to the east which 
may have been the spoil heap of Tress Barry). However, to the north and south 
of the two walls, deposits may well be far less well preserved. Safety factors 
preven'::ed f·~1:1 exa:x.~:::ation ir: e:.t:'u~::::- a::ee; in the south, below masses of sand 
and rubble,considerable rubb:e remai.."led cutsilde the line of the outer face of 
the waD. Most of the outer wall face, where visible, had been robbed or had 
coLlapsed, except 2.~ the SSW w:h.ere one side of an entrance through this wall 
was uncovered. It is possible fhat this rubble overlies the remains, at a 
lower level, of a"'1 outer wall. Certainly7 at the north end of the trench, 
excavation revealed a double wall with a chamber betwee:a, possibly that noted 
by Tress Barry (see page 152). The inner wall curves in much the same line 
as the south wall and will undoubtedly join ito The inner chamber was seen to 
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be corbelled and therefore intramural, although the outer wall's outer face has not 
yet been located as a mass of rubble at the north end of the trench remains. 
Within the area bounded by the northern and southern walls, deposits of sand and 
rubble collapse were removed to reveal an occupation layer, not mentioned in 
the previous excavations. Since this deposit appears to be potentially rich in 
mia.den,whic.a could :iruittuHy be compared wilth oti1er midden Geposits on the 
Links, it was decided at this stage to carry out no further work beyond the 
conection o:f environmental samples and a charcoal sample for Cl4 determination. 
Some fragments of grit-tempered pottery as well as shell and bone and stone 
objects were also found. They are consistent with an Iron Age occupation, and 
are earlier than that represented by the Late Norse parts of the site. Some of the 
finds from the earlier excavation of the broch seem to indicate Late Norse 
occupation of the structureo Lines of stones protruding through the organic 
deposit may b0 @tther secondary or primary features depending on the results 
of the environmental analysis of the deposits. 
Large-sca]e work would be required to assess the situation outside 
the structure,as the overburden of sand and rubble is too great for trench 
excavation to be undertaken safely. ~tis hoped that the outer wall faces will 
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be uncovered and ~"he exteric~ "b:.x!~d:.:::gs :1o~ed by Tress Barry wiH be revealed 
by future excavation. 
6. 3 Soute:rrains and Hut Circles (Figure 18) 
Excavz::.cns in the early 1920s {Edwa:rcs, 1925, 89-94}?in a guUy 
600 yz.:rcs (c. 549 ~etres} north o: JFreswick House (Castle), produced an 
ova:-s:2aped construction 17 1 x 13 1 (5.18 x 3. S6 m) of single boulders with a 
gap to the south~west side, interpreted 8.8 a doorway, and a paved area 
possibly represented a hear+,~ or fireplace. Edwards considered this to be 
a prehistoric hut circle despite the fact that the midden immediately adjacent 
a. 
to the structure produced finds of a Norse character, for exampleLsandstone 
sinker with longitudinal groove ( 6 .1. 3. }, grass tempered pottery { 11. :1. 1 
and 11. 4.1 ) and steatite whorl ( 6. 2. 4 ) of a re-used vessel sherd. North 
of Lady's Brow, scattered boulders, limpet shells, burnt stones and traces of 
walls indicated the presence of two further structures, both of which after 
excavation proved to Toe roughly pear-shaped with long paved entrances. These were 
interpreted as earth houses. The westerly one comprised two chambers with an 
entrance passage a.11d walls of rou.gh boulders and slabs. Separated from the main 
chamber by two upright slabs was another small chamber with paved floor. The 
only finds from these structures were the lower jaw of a child and a skull fragment, 
a sadd~e quem and rubber (not in NIV..AS). No pottery at all was recovered within 
the building and only a limited amount from the midden outside (one very coarsely 
gritted (not in NMAS) and the other more grass tempered (cited above))~ in 
association with a hollow flint scraper ( 6. 10. 5 ),a femur head whorl (possibly 
8. 7. 4 } and a simple copper alloy finger ring ( 4. 5. 1 ). 
Further work in 1926 at the site, on an area covered by a deeper sand 
overburden, revealed 'two curvilinear chambers with a passage of entrance' 
{Edwards, 1927, 200-2). The two chambers were separated by an extension of 
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one ox the walls o~ t:J.e outer chamber. J:.'he wa~ls were dryLbuilt~d in parts 
formed of upright s!abs with traces on the interior wall face of clay plastering. 
There we'!e r.o finds reDorded from inside the chambers but,to the west, a 
I:lidcGn, p!'edom::J.a"l'Jy o£ f::.s:1 bor:e, ir:cl~deCl most of a coarse ha.7ld-made pot 
containing fish remains { 11.1. 3 , not in N JVT.AS). The pre-\li kir-5 evidence 
for tnese struc~ures relies or. the presence of a saddle quern of Prehistoric 
type, the most distinctive find actually from the chambers. Although the 
Ordnance Survey has suggested. (0. s. Card ND 36 NE4) that some of these 
structures may be extra-mural settlement around Freswick Sands broch 
{c. f. Ardross, Alcock, 1980, 67), their affinities He more generally with 
souterrains, as Edwards no:ed. 
6. 4 Discussion 
Laca:Hle claimed a Bronze Age development on a Mesolithic base 
for the two prehistoric assemblages distinguished at the northern end of the 
Links. For a number of reasons this claim is not as convincing as initially 
thoughta Very little material of the Mesolithic period has so far been distinguished 
in Nort:'lern Scotland {see Morrison, 1980, Figure 70 8, 156),and there does not 
appear to be very great variety between the two distinguished assemblages, 
except in the pottery restricted (by inference only) to the upper horizon. No actual 
settlement remains were recovered during the work of Lacaille. Many other 
flints have been collected as stray finds on the Links, including a concentration 
at a 'flint working site' located necu: a chambered cairn (the precise position of 
which remains tmknown). The concentration of this material is known through 
its donation to the NMAS (Donations, 1935, 246, no. 1 (Bremner) ). The 
scattered nature of the overall flint assemblage from the Links, totally lacking 
detailed distribution details and totally unstratified, means that it is not possible 
to deveUop further the thesis of Lacaille. fu Morrison's recent brief consideration 
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o: L~ail:e's ma~eria: fror:a Ei':rreswick, he states that 'on present evidence none · 
of the material can be seen as unequivocally Mesolithic'. The forms of flint 
tools are not inconsistent with Mesolithic types, but mii.xing of contexts has 
caused many problems {l\Corriso::1, :!.980, 164). :Sa::::-lie:r work by Lacai:le at the 
site of Ba.llent:rae , Ay:r shire, indicated Bronze Age implements of 'micro lithic' 
-
forms, dic-tated by the limited amount of available flftnt (Lacaille, 1945, 100-1, 
103, Figure 5). More recently, Coles has pointed out the problems of ascribing 
cultural labels to the workers of pebble flint (1971). L"l a recent study of the 
Beaker pottery from Freswick, Gibson has noted that the available pottery 
assemblage is consistent with that of a !domestic site! (Gibson, 1982, 157-8). 
The position in chronological terms ,and in the stages of the development 
of brochs,is currently being reviewed, Traditionally the origins of the 
broch-type structure have been seen in Orkney (Child.e, 1946, 128; Hamilton, 
1968, 98),which would place the brochs of Caithness relatively early in the 
sequence of development because of the close proximity and contact. More 
recent work by Mackie has argued against this (e. g. Mackie, 1974, 96-8; 
Mackie, 1975, 82), indicating the problems with the interpretation of the 
northern information, and coherently argues for an early development in the 
Western Isles. However, work taking place in Orkney within the last two or 
three years, at Bu Broch, has indicated dates of occupation of the tower from 
+ + 
490-65 be and 510 -80 be (Hedges and Bell, 1980b, 90; a, 48), considerably 
1 
earlier than previously suspected. It is still conceivable that the Caithness 
brochs may be early in the sequence of development but this is not yet 
conclusive. 
The main features of brochs in general have been extensively outlined 
elsewhere (e. g. MackD.e, l975),and work by Young (1962) has divided the known 
brochs (some 160 definite out of 304 total in Northern Scotland, according to 
G::-ai1a:rr. (:.947, 50<) } bt:) ~wo types. ';..ype one is ear~ier a.'ld of larger 
intern a: diameter, havir..g corbel:ed cells within the walls, a well, etc, and 
with a distribution confined main!y to the Northern rsles, Caithness and the 
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East coast. ':l:'ype ~wo is of smalleT internal d.iamete!' (19' - 32', c. 5. 8 - 9. 8 m), 
often governed by the lie of ~Jte land &71d within easy reach of water, a:so with 
corbeHed mural chambers and often not rebuilt; this type is generally of much 
wider distribution. 1.>1 this second category is Freswick Sands Broch (Young, 
1862, 183) and the others in the immediate vicinity of the bay- Ness, Skirza, 
Everley and Nybster. Cl.llrrent work on the broch may well influence this 
typology which is now twenty years old (Hedges forth a). 
Further development has been taking place in the study of the extra-mural 
structures associated with brochs. Earlier work failed to mention these structures 
(e. g. Tress Barry in Anderson, 1901 at Freswick Sands),although many are 
likely to have been visible (c. f. Freswick Sands RCAHMS plan (1911b,no. 34, 
secondary to the tower (e. g. Gurness, Orkney (RCAHMS, 1946, no. 263, Figure 129, 
76) ). Important work in Orkney by Hedges at Howe, St;r-omness, questions this 
assumption. In line with a suggestion by Mackie (1975, 79) that stratigraphical 
excavations at Jarlshof and Midhowe (Orkney) had indicated the presence of 
demonstrably secondary structures over broch tower defences, Hedges has 
demonstrated that there was extensive post-broch settlement (Pictish) built out of 
and amongst the ruins of structures contemporary with the building of the broch 
tower. Thus, some of the ext:ra'"'Il1.ural buildings recorded elsewhere may be 
contemporary with the occupation of the broch. Hedges sees the evidence from 
the Howe as a broch (in this case standing to 4 m high), with an externally 
defended village around it (Hedges and Bell, 1980a). 
The study of broch typology andl development is too complex and, as 
yet, fnccmp~ete, to enab:e n:uc:1 to be :::-efe:rred to the example at Freswid< 
Sands. The extra=mura: activity is not recorded anywhere in writing, only in 
the !Eustration previously referred to b the RCAHlVlS, so its precise status 
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car..r.ct be assessed. However, t~e fac~ that the cultural deposits remain in situ 
{1980 exca..vatio::.1s) is im9orta..11~ because the economic idormation and floor plan 
of the broch ar-e still available for future study. It is very interesting to note 
the degradation of the south broch wan, suggesting robbing out, possibly for 
Pictish period occupation in the vicinity (not yet archaeologically attested) 
or equally for the Norse structures to the south. The structure must have stir! 
been visible in the Norse period because of the recovery of Norse artefacts from 
the broch deposits excavated by Tress Barry (e. g. 8. 9. 1 and 8. 7. 3 ). 
'I'his is similar to other recorded examples of Norse presence at brochs, for 
example at Dun Mor Vaul in the Hebrides (Mackie, 1974, 90-1). There are 
other examples where the mounds of brochs have been used for Viking burials, 
such as Castletown, Caithness (KCA.tUVJ:i, i-9110, no. 0:GU, <; 1. ::>ee aoove p. :)..L J 
and! at Gurness, Orkney (Robertson, 1969, 289). It cannot be guaged whether the 
depositions were made because of the presence of a mound per se or because of 
the associated tradition of the site of a broch. 
The hut circle examined by Edwards in the 1920s is of a very simple 
form, being a roughly-formed circle of single boulders resting on sand. The 
middens in the immediate vicinity have produced Norse artefacts, but the 
feature itself lacks anything which is period diagnostic. The floor itself was 
covered with thick clayP and the presence of limpet shells~ with a concentration 
of whelks at one point, do not assist in the identification of the use of the 
structure. A somewhat similar 'hut circle' has been recorded at Acker gill 
(Cree, 191l),and considered there to be 'prehistoric\but it is worth noting 
that middens there in the vicinity have produced grass tempered sherds of 
pottery (pers. co:~m. :::?.. Goc;:::.."lay). ;:t rr..ay be possihle to find a context for 
this structure at Fresw:ck i!: the study of surface structures associated with 
soateTrrains. Wa:r..wright has 1for example 1illustrated a simple roughly circular 
boulce::- s~ z-c;:ctare as :pa::-t o!: t:1e development of a structu::::-e above the souterr ain 
of Ardest:e (Wainwright, 1963, Figure 20. 2, 6S),a.nd 1more recenCy, Watkins 
has distinguished timber hut c.ircles in a s:.milar context a~ DaEadies {Watkins, 
1980a, 161). 
The concentration of three earth houses or souterrains examined by 
Edwards at the northern end of Freswick Links is interesting and possibly 
similar to the distributions at Tealing and Air lie in Angus (Barclay, 1980, 
Figure 13, 201). The examples from Freswick seem to have similarities in 
form to examples published by Wainwright (1953, 219-32):for example Bucha.am, 
Aberdeenshire (illus. Figure 5, 227)1 and Ardross 1, Fife (illus. Figure 6, 
229), which lack the complexes of upright slabs found in Orcadian examples, 
such as Hatston ana Biggings (idus. r·lgure ;5, ;i;:2:4). 
More recent work by Watkins at Newmill (1980b) has drawn attention 
to the great length of tunnel/passage associated with the souterrains( e. g. Ardestie, 
Air lie IT~, a feature not recorded from Freswick examples, Edwards notes on:y 
one as being 5' long (1. 5 m) (Edwards, 1925, 92). However, the various discussions 
published concerning roofing methods of the structures (Wainwright, 1963, S; 
Watkins, 1980b, 195-6; Barclay, 1980, 204-206) have not provided any suitable 
solutiono In this,the Freswick example may assist: the published section 
through the chamber (Edwards, 1925, Figure 4, 92) indicates a clay capping to a 
corbelled roof. Edwards notes that this clay became very hard on exposure 
to air. J[f this were to explain the missing key in the other sites, however, it 
would be suspicious not to have located any traces at all. 
The difference in size between those previously recorded ::md Uwse at 
::.s1 
Freswick is s~riking. Barclay r.otes overall lengths ra."'lging from c. 12.2 m 
at J.V::udhall, Perthshire7to 39. 6 m at Carlungie,inc!uding passages (Barclay, 
:'c980, 202}. Eowever, an examination of the chambers without the passages is 
pe::::-::aps mo:ce ini'o:-ma.tive,given t:C1e incomplete natt:.re of the Freswick examples. 
The chamber at Tealing 111, for examp~e,is 6rn a.<.ro.!»jlk.tat Freswick c. 15 feet 
(4. 6 m) up to 18 feet 9 inches (c. 5. 7 m). It is important to be comparing like 
with :ike. One feature at JF'reswick which is particularly interesting is the 
apparent deliberate backfillir.g of the passage with midden material (Edwards, 
1925, 92). This can be compared with the backfilling at Dalladies (Watkins, 
1980a), Ardestie (Wainwright, 1963, 73) and Carlungie (Wainwright, 1963, 99). 
The wall construction of the souterrains at Freswick can be directly 
compared with other examples of the same genre. Wainwright noted that in the 
Angus souterrain group,for example, the walls were normally built of 'rounded 
boulders and split flagstones, put together in a distinctive manner and 
corbelled inwards to carry a roof of heavy stone slabs ... ' (Wainwright, 1963, 5). 
It is exactly this type of construction which Edwards illustrates for the Freswick 
examples (Eciwards, 1925, Figure 4, 92). Ritchie has however noted the 
long-lived nature of this building method, adding a note of caution to prevent 
its use as a chronological indicator (Ritchie, 1977, 182). The actual uses of 
souterrains remain a problem. Arguments have been set out by Wainwright in 
1963 (Wainwright, 1963, 9-19),and more recently by Barclay (1980, 206-7),but 
there remains nothing conclusive: suggestions still range from use as a dwelling, 
a refuge or storage area. It is hoped that further work may assist in this 
problem (See Plate llB for a possible further example of the type at Freswick ) . 
The dating of this class of structures has caused problems, and still 
remains rather inconclusive. Wainwright in 1963 suggested that the evidence 
from Ardestie and CarlW1gie supported an occupation date in the Roman Iron 
Age, i.e. up to c. 250 Ar::J (VV:t~ cccu.patio::J. a.'c the si~e contin·J.ing on tne surface 
up to c. 450 AD (Wa~nwrig'ht, 1963, 112-U6})o Recent work by Watkins at 
+ Newmil~ has produced C14 dates which indicate construction c. 55-90 be 
+ a..;.~ d.es~:r:.::ctio:::1 c. !95 ~55 ad (Wat!<bs, 1980b, 196}. This whole aspect of 
tile s~udy of souterrains :·un.s been hampered by the lack of comparable sites 
p::::-od'J.cing complementary evidence to support such conc:usions. 
The p:resence of possible earth houses or souterrains on the multi-
period site of Freswick is of great interest, and with hindsight not surprising. 
There is an increasing corpus of sites where souterrains appear in direct 
relation to Norse sites. For example, Small notes the presence of a souterrain 
at Underhoull, Shetland, (Small, 1966, 227-8) as well as a hroch. At Jarlshof 1 
Hamilton noted the same (Hamilton, 19:)6, 32-6) and at Orphir, Orkney, 
Batey suggests a similar situation where Norse middens actually seal the 
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tunnel entrance (Batey, 1981). In Lewis, at Galson, Edwards noted a souter rain 
a lOth century coin of Edgar (Edwards, 1924). This element of site continuity 
is, therefore1not an isolated phenomenon, and would no doubt be present at a 
number of other sites were it looked for. 
The presence of the Picts at Freswick can only be suggested by the 
recovery of loosely stratified finds,such as 2. l. l from Curle's excavations in 
Building VI(Curle, 1939, pl. XLVIII, no. 6) and various bone and bronze pins 
discussed below. Nothing directly ascribable to the Pictish period can be noted 
from the excavations at the broch of Freswick Sands either. Concerning 
potential structural evidence relatable to the Picts, there are various elements 
at Freswick which,by analogy with other sites>may be thus ascribed. Alcock 
has drawn attention to the possibility that surface buildings at Carlungie may 
be Pictish (Alcock, 1980, Figure 4. 2, no.l and 2,67),and suggests in ra:her 
tentative terms tna.t the mai::1 sctt:eme:nt fc::.-::n cf ~he P::cts (and Proto-Pic~s) may 
have been the souterrain :orm of settlement complex {Alcock, 1980, 68). Watkins 
at Newmill also noted that occupation continued on the site into the 9th century 
+ (C14 C:ate ad 8{0-60} in the form of me::al wor~<ing, a:thol.l.gh not aduaHy in the 
souterra~n itself~ this is conceivab~y Pictish ev:dence in support of part of 
AlccckPs a::ogument. IT this mformation is relev:mt to the fragmentary evidence 
recovered at the souterrains of Freswick, then it is conceivable that traces of 
Pictis:h occupation may be represented here. 
The argument for Pictish occupation related to brochs has, however, more 
information on which to make judgements. The recent work of Hedges at the Howe 
in Orlmey has proved that Pictish buildings overlie extra-mural activity thought to be 
contemporary with the broch tower (Hedges and Bell, 1980a). Other sites have 
conclusively produced evidence of Pictish act:ilvity in a secondary context to the 
broch occupation, such as the Broch of Burrian in Orkney (MacGregor, 1974)?and 
this certainly lends support to Ai.coci.<1s rather bald statement thai: · •.. i: is ce1·~a.in 
that, by the time the Picts emerged into the Hght of history, brochs were every-
where in a state of disuse and dilapidation' (Alcock, 1980, 70). The extra-mural 
structures briefly noted at Freswick do, indeed,superficially resemble those noted 
by Ritchie {1974, Figure 1, 26)1 thought to be Pictish. Other extra-mural 
setUements in the more immediate vicinity of Freswick itself . rvc. the Road 
Broch, Keiss (Anderson, 1901, Figure 14, 132), White Gate Broch, Keiss (Anderson, 
1901, Figure 11, 128)>and particularly Keiss Broch (Anderson, 1901, Figure 7, 122). 
in addition to Yarrows already noted by Ritchie (1974, 26). Alcock and Ritchie 
have also included the rectangular building of the Wag of Forse~also in Caithness, 
in this category. Clearly, the simple plan of the structure(s) at Freswick Sands 
cannot be resolved into any category without further excavation. It 
cannot be judged whether this belongs to the phase of the broch tower or 
whe:~er it is secondary, as are the inte::cnal wa:.ls dividing the broch interior 
(Anderson, 19Cl, 144). 
One final e1ement of structural information at Freswick which is 
co::1Ceivably d2.teable to a Pictisn phase of occupation, is the wattle and daub 
which was fo1:.nd to underlie Cu:rle 1S Building VH (see below page 176). ':'his 
could conceivably be Pictish, but i~ is more likely that it is Norse. Analysis of 
the stratigraphy of Group 1 (discussed below. pages 167, 177) has indicated 
that Building VII is relatively late in the structural sequence at this part of the 
site; the wattle and daub0 therefore, which lies below this, need not be either 
Pictish or even early Viking as suggested by L~itchie (Ritchie, 1977, 189). It 
is very difficult to prove the date of that horizon with any certainty, but a 
Pict:sh assignation must come at the bottom of the list of suggestions. 
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Note 
L This suggestion of an ear:y position in the sequence is supported by 
the study of quern replacement in tb.e study of broch chronology 
(Caulf.e:d, 197 8, 129-39)o 
l(j!J 
Chapter 7 
Late Norse Occupation on Freswick Links 
Norse excavations by Curle in 1937-130 The Royal Commission report on the 
site in 1910 reports the :ruins of a rectangular buildling)'exposed by excavation', 
s.pp:r-oxir.u:.te1y 2DO yards so'-lth of tl:e modern cha-;:;eL The walls were 4' (l. 22 m) 
tnfck a..>1d had traces of Hme on the waHs, the en~ra.nce was 2'5" {0. 74 m) wide in 
.o.:n.A. 
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the s::r'.lth~east wall wWh bar-holes behf.nd the jambs,~ slag was recovered from t\e 
floor (RCAHMS, l9llb, 19, no. 49) {.see Plate llA). This structure was also noted 
by Curle in his note~book {Cu:r:e, NMRS ms. 28a(SAS 461), 2). The NMAS accession;" 
catalogue suggests that the 'whalebone' whorl, donated to the N MAS in 1929 (8. 7. 2), 
was found in the foundations of the 'stone and !ime building' at the northern end 
of the Links, presumably the same structure. Steatite fragments and a whorl 
were recovered prior to 1935 at the foot of a cairn on the Links {6. 3. 27 and 
6o 20 3). 
7 0 1 Excavations by A. 0. Curle (Figures 19-21) 
7 0 1.1 The published Account of Buildings I- VI (Curle, 1939) 
It was not until 1937 that excavation was undertaken to 
examine walling, midden a."ld burnt stone reveaRed loy wind erosion, the 
settlement evidence fo:r the Norse at Freswick Links. A. 0. Curle divided the 
buildings he excavated into three groups, A, Band C (Figure :11.9), with A being 
the first discovered and consequently possibly later than some other parts of the 
site examined. This was, Curle believed, 'the site of a considerable settleme,lt 
of the Early Norse or Viking period over an area of several acres' (Curle, 
NMRS ms 28a(SAS 461) 6). The finds were donated to the National Mnseum in 
Edinburgh in 19397and are accessioned as IL 523-653. 
Group A consisted of four buildings (Buildings I - IV) and a suggested 
boat naust (Building V) (Figure 20A). Building I had walls of a.~ outer stone facing with 
an inner earth core; it measu::red internally 30' x 14' (9. 2 x 4. 3m) and no 
de::':ni:::e Iloo:c level coulC. be i.dez:t::~.ed ~possi'c:y i::t::czting a. bea.ten earth Door). 
There :s evide:1ce of reconstnJ.ction because the east and west walls of the 
desig":J.ated building are of different construction. The interior was filled with 
mid.de:--. mater:ai wh:.c:'l yie~d.ed bot~1 f::-agmer.cts of me::hen.l glazed ( 9. 3. 10 ) 
Hi? 
and ll:lglazeC: pottery ( :c. 1.::. ) and sherds of coarse pot:ery (e. g. Lt. 3. 19 and 
1: .. 4. 63 )~which C~rle interpreted as Viking. Two femu.r head whorls ( 8. 7. 34 
and 8. 7.36 ) and a whalebone sneck { 8. 12. 2 ) were also found. Dominatir.~ the 
central axli.s of the house was the long fire, approximately 11' (3. 4 m) in length, 
which may have been screened from draughts by two large upright slabs between 
it a.111d the door. A drain in the house was covered by heavy flagstones and led 
from a small asymmetrical interior chamber in the east of the structure, which 
had a hearth of burnt stones and peat ash. The small chamber was paved 
throughout, except for the area of the hearth,and there was evidence of 
levelling up of the floor with flagstones. A removable stone plug in the paving 
and a sump towards the north waU,faci~itating easy drainage,seem to support 
the interpretation that this was a bath house (P[ates 12 .4113). It!s secondarytothe main 
structure, as an original entrance in the east wan of Building I was blocked at 
apparently the same time as the bath house walls were built. The entrance to 
the bath house was through the south wall,and a corresponding gap in the north 
wall of the structure was interpreted as a vent leading into a small closet of 
irregular shape, with traces of a gutter passing through it, presumably from the 
bath. Another vent through the west wall was terminated by the fireplace. A 
pile of levigated clay in one corner of the bath house may indicate a subsequent re-use 
as a potter's working area. (Plate 14)~A small drain feature east of the entrance, 
leading into a sump, suggests a latrine, and,underneath the midden refuse in 
the house1 a small open gutter was traced beneath the bath building (Figure 21). 
On the same alignment as Building I lay Building II, immediately 
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ad5ace:1t to it 2....nd sepa:.:-atsd ~JY a co!nmon wall wit'h a secondary blocked entrance. 
It was 30' x 11 - 12' wide (9. 2m long and 3. 35 - 3. 66 m wide) with badly 
damaged walls and, as it lacked all traces of a central hearth, was interpreted 
as a storeho:Ise. Once agafn, :nidd.en was scattered over the floor surface &J.d 
pa~cb.es of b:rrning were noted with:n it. Amongst the few objects recovered, 
was a fragment of garnetifercus schist rota:ry quern ( 6. 5. 4 ). 
Underlying Building TI were traces of an even earlier structure. Only 
the north-south wan., with part of the west return towards Building !>remained. 
Examination of these traces was halted because the bath building would have to be 
removed and this was not considered appropriate. 
Building Ill was a range of two badly-damaged rooms at the south-west 
corner of Building I; the original entrance between X and III seems to have been 
blocked up at some stage (possibly in the form of a wooden partition). A 
doorway was opened at the west end of the south wall of the eastern compartment. 
The east room had five superimposed floor levels of flat stones, the uppermost 
very carefully fitted together and rising slightly in the centre, a depth of 9" 
(22. 9 em) paving in all. Below the upper paving layer ,a secondary hearth was 
located. The only finds in this eastern chamber were three femur-head whorls 
(not individually identified). in the south-west corner of this room was a pit, 
with a post-hole counter-sunk in the middle,and surrounded by packing stones~ 
it had a diameter of 9" (22. 9 em}. Between the two parts of Building III;the 
partition wall of thin flat stones had subsided in its southern part because,there, 
it was founded on midden deposits. There was paving in the east of the west 
chamber1between the long hearth 10' x 8' (3m x 2. 44 m) and the entrance in 
the partition waH~ the whole of the west wall ,and almost all of the north wall, 
had been removed and 1therefore~there are no dimensions available. The hearth 
was kerbed or. all sides except the east; the kerbing on the north and south 
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skies was,at :::e east e:nd,placed i:1wc:rcs of ~:1e ger..erai alignment a"ld ,behind 
this, was a paved recess :n the heart!1, free from the deep deposit of peat ash 
found in the rest of the hearth. Opposite~at the base of the southern waU1a 
:arge stone wz..s Sl:gges~ed by C:xrle as a possfble anvi: (Curle, 1939, 82). On 
t:'le north side of tb.e hem:'tn1a flue over l' {30. 48 err..) wide had been formed by 
two flat stor..es set on eege, parallell to the kerb. Thel!.'e was evidence that this 
had beer. K'eused as a fireplace and the flue itself terminated in a slope of 
compacted peat ash t:o the north of the building. Finds seem to indicate that 
the western building was the smithing area, for instance, slag residue of bog iron 
ore and six haunched hones (e. g. 6. 6. 4 and 6. 6. 6 ) , but no traces of bloomery fo\J'I"\cl 
The extreme west end of the building was badly damaged>and the recovery here of 
non-industrial finds could indicate a disturbed earlier or later phase of occupa-
tion. These include a hammer-headed bronze pin ( 4, 8. 11 ) , a small-toothed 
single-sided comb ( 8. 8. 4 ) ~ a penannular bronze finger ring with tapered 
extremities ( 4. 5. 2 ) a bone pt.Jint { 8.4.17 ) and a grooved sandstone 
pebble plummet ( 6. 1. 12 ). Curle explained a row of heavy boulders to the 
south of the wall at the south, as buttressing (Curle, 1939, 82) (see Plate 15). 
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Building IV, approximately 29' x 12 /2' (8. 8 x 3. 8 m), lay to the 
north of these buildings, where the walls were badly damaged and surviving 
only at foul•J.dation level. Although it is on a different alignment, it was taken 
by Curle as contemporary with the others in the final phases (Curle, 1939, 83). 
Apparently the walls were of a single build,although wider at the east end1 and 
the building narrowed to the west end. In the north wall were two blocked 
entrsnces~and at the east entrance possible traces of outbuildings or windshield were 
represented by a wall outside the gable 9forming a paved passage with a massive 
kerb. The entrance was)therefore,near the south-east angle of the building and 
led to the sheltered entrance in the east wall. The gable built at the north end 
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w:.:s fm.L'J.deC: o:::. miC::ien isposi~s a..n.G had consequenEy subsided. :'he result:ing 
steep slope in the passage had been levelled up with several layers of paving. 
I 
Jiin t:1e b:.1Hding in~e!'ior, a curious feature was found north of the doorway, being 
a hox-Exe er.:o:os~'.:-e 51 x 4' (1. 5 x l. 22 m) d:.vided le::1gthwise into two areas, 
wiC1 one paved. It may hGJ.ve been fo:r an animal or for storage, hut there is no 
conclusive evidence. Once again,in the house a long fire dominated the centz·al 
axis, a..Vldl was laid on the midden deposit which formed the floor. Other features 
noted include a possible bed b t!1e form of a slightly raised area in the south-east 
corner, outH.ned by a setting of flagstones, as well as putative bench supports 
in the form of stones projecting from the north wall. A possible partition wall 
in the west of the building seems to have been erected on top of a wall of an 
earlier structure. Below the west end were two intersecting channels, one 
east-west and 18" wide (45. 7 em), the other north-south and 12" wide (30. 48 em). 
The latter drops steeply at the southern extremity where it passes through the wall; 
Curle thought that this may have been associated with a water system (Curle, 
NMRS ms 28b(SAS 461), 15). Possible traces of the end of the forge vent were 
noted,but not investigated. Sited on the north-west part of the wall was a 
small enclosure in the form of a rough quadrant of a circle; half had been 
paved,apparently at a later date. This was tentatively suggested as a sheep fold 
at the time of excavation (Curle, 1939, 85). Part of the walls of the structure 
may have originally been constructed of turf or earth,as no traces of an outer 
facing were located. Finds from this building include two femur head whorls 
(possibly including 3. 7.12 ), one stone whorl ( (). 2. :-; ), a whalebone sneck 
? J. 12. :) ) , an iron kllife ( ? 5. 3. 3 ) , slag ( :J. 7. 1 ) > a thin sheet of 
bronze with rivets ( 4. 10. 6 ) , possibly a cauldron patch, also a 
tapered penannular ring ( ? 4. 5. 3 ) and part of a rotary quern ( 6. S. 5 ). 
The so-ca~1ed 'naust'9 Building V/was an irregular U-shaped construction 
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with fou...,.Hia.t:o::s of large !'1eavy to:1lders at :D.e east e::~d of the complex. Curle 
himself notes that there was no associated slipway leading down to the sea 
(Curle, lS39, 85)?and this, in co:1junction with the highty irregular form, seems 
to suggest stron.g:y tha: the idea of a 1na.u.st' cannot be s:x:'Jstantiated here. 
J:r.stead,it see:ns li~ely '1:l1at the 'naust' was made up of a series of different 
buildings and phases, with, for example, the central part of the foundations of 
the west wan being made up of a straight waHp12' long by 2'6'' {c. 3. 66 x 0. 76 m) 
wide. Very few internal features were noted from this 'structure'. Immediately 
in front,on the seaward side of the walls, a hearth with a single rivet ( ? :i. >.4li) 
and a vessel of crude hand-made pottery ( 11. 1. 1 ) were found, with a smaller 
example found in the immediate vi.cinity ( ll. L 2 ). 
These group A Buildings were dated by Curle to the 13th century, on the 
basis of a single sherd of Medieval pottery paralleled in Essex ( 10. 3. 3 ) and 
a surface find of a coin (not since located) of Henry III dated 1251-72 (Curle, 
1939, 86). He thus associated the end of occupation at Freswick with the levying 
of fines by Alexander IT! in 1264 on Cafthness for the submission to Haakon of 
Norway (e. g. Crawford, 1977b. 11.4). Such precision in dati':lg on the basis of 
pottery might, however, be challenged today. 
Group B was located partially underlying Building IV of Group A (Figure :~!Jl3). 
Building VI,to the west,was built onto the north side of an ~ast-west wall some 56' 
(17. 10 m) long by 5' (1. 5 m) wide, of a larger 'structure' (possibly up to 81' 
(24. 89 m) long) (Curle, 1939, 88) which appears to represent an earlier phase. 
This part of the site is being re-examined by modern excavations. The walls were 
on average 3' (c. 0. 9 m) thick, with the interior length of the building being 
1 36 /2' (12m) and the width varying between approximately 12' and 13' (c. 4 m). 
There was a southern entrance with traces of blocking,and a further entrance 
traced at the extreme east of the earlier wall immediately south of Building IV. 
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Five pos:-holes to fh.e sm1~h a::d. :o-u.:r to the 1:1orth (with some being preserved by a 
covering of pointed boulders) indicate an aisled support of upright and cross 
timbers for the roof. A single post-hole out of line was covered by a quernstone 
( 6. 5. 3 } a."ld had within it traces of carbonised willow. 'L"1 the middle of the 
west waH, a small gap of approximately 1' {30. 48 em) formed the mouth of a 
paved vent which extended to the west of the hear:h. The long hearth showed 
indications of two phases of use, with a layer of discoioured sand separating 
two peat ash deposits. The criginal hearth, which was paved, was approximately 
1 
12' x 8 /2' (3. 66 x 2. 60 m) but in the later phase was reduced,by flagging 
of about 3' (0. 91 m). This reduction was apparently associated with the 
building of a secondary cross wall within the structure. This was almost 
a metre in width and not bonded at the north or south junctions. There was an 
irregular entrance within it. To the north of the hearth, a badly damaged 
'cooking oven', with burnt stones and a slightly sloping slab forming the rear 
wall~was located. On the south side, nearer the west wall,another stone-
lined pit was revealed but it was of uncertain use, although it contained sherds 
of pottery (Curle, 1939, 91). In the south-west corner a possible bed was 
identified by the presence of clean sand in a roughly square area. The floor 
of the building was of compacted clay and peat ash, and the eastern end of the 
house was covered by midden deposits (predominantly limpet shells). This 
produced, for example, a copper alloy strap end of possible zoomorphic form 
( 4. 1. 1 ) , a comb fragment ( 8. 9. 5 ) , three broken hones (e. g. 6. 6. i)), 
two bone whorls (not identified in NMAS), an iron knife blade ( 5. 3. 3 ) and a 
large piece of steatite vessel ( 6. 3. 2 8 ). This midden also extended over the 
north wall of the building (See Plates 16 - 19). 
Only fragments of buildings from the rest of this group remained: 
immediately east of the dwelling house, an area was enclosed on three sides 
only and paved {its nc-:cti1 wall was o: &.1 ea:r~ier structure). Supporting this 
paving was a bed of rounded water-worn stones surrounded by silty deposits; 
this was sugges~ed as a store area with good drainage (Curle, 1939, 93}. The 
bt:i:C:ing-trc.ces to ~:-:.e ea.s~ of this were very cor.Jusing1ar1d inclt:ced a secoCJ.dary 
cress-wall only 1'6" (45 em} from t'l.:.e sou:::hern wall with paving between. 
Carried through bo~h waEs was a..fl atr vent runr.ing roughly north-so~th. This 
had very similar characteristics to that emerging from the west of Building VI. 
Cbvious!y7 this part of the cOLlplex had been subject to much reconstruction. 
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Midden deposits here produced a portion of penannular brooch with zoomorphic 
terminal { 2. 1. 1 ). To the west of this, in tbe midden, the fine comb case was 
found, unfortunately not directly related to a structure ( o. 10. 1 ). Other walling 
fragments were not directly associated with these Group B structures. For example, 
from the front of the doorway at the eastern extremity of the early wall, a short 
length of even earlier walling ran southwards, apparently in isoiation (only 
slightly visible on pl. XLIII, no.l) {Curle, 1939). 
7. 1. 2 Recent Excavation of Curle's Building VI (Batey et al, 1981, 19-20; 1982, 57) 
Prior to re-examination in 1980-81, the area of Building VI could be 
distinguished as a notable holLow with a mound to the north and an exposed 
section of walling to the south. The contour survey (carried out by F. and 
G. Bettess in April 1Cl80) demonstrated that this hollow continued to both east 
and west, and the walling to the east. Because the original area opened in 1980 
(Area 2A)t which was 27. 5 x 3 m, did not have sufficient diagnostic features 
visible, a second area 8. 5 x 5 m was opened 2 m to the east (Area 2B) to include 
an area where it appeared that a cross-wall running north-south could be picked 
out within the turf. Within these areas, two east-west walls wer·e located. That 
to the south, including the exposed area of walling, could be clearly dlistin~uished 
as the wider south wall, which remained standing several courses high. But 
cniy the ~ewes~ :cv..r..datio::: :eve: :..·emained oi tte :nortl:.er:1 wa~>as Cu:r~e ~1ad 
noted . A b:oc~ed entrance was found at the extreme south-west enc1 of the 
souE~e;c-n wan, and it was cJ.ear that this was Curle's Bu5.lding v:::. Curle had 
excavated. ce::.:.::1d ~ct::C wails a...'l.d~::n the bottom oi t:he t::;ench behind ti:e south 
waE, stones n~a.~ formed par:s of other waEs and flagging we:-e encountered. 
~Iowever, since they underLay undisturbed occupation deposits to the south, 
they were not excavated at th~s stage (Figure 22 , Plate 21). 
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It is clear that Curl3 excavated behind most of the walls and some 
relationships are consequently obscured, especially on the south side. It is 
evident that the entrance to Curle's building was in the south wall a..nd that the 
earlier entrance had been partially lblocked. The wider southern wan has at !east 
two phases, the earlier of which appears to relate to the north, east and west 
walls. The sequence appears to be the reverse of that published by Curle. 
Excavation of the occupation deposits included regular grid sampling 
for environmental analysis. The same policy was in force for excavation to the 
north of the north wall. Excavation within these walls and the north-south wall 
to the east, revealed darker occupation deposits and, adjacent to the walls, 
features that appeared to be the emptied post-holes noted by Curle. In Area 2B, 
raised areas with stone facing along the northern and eastern walls appeared to 
correlate closely with those noted by Curle in Building VI (Curle, 1939, Figure 4, 88). 
Some remnants of the edging of the hearth and the 'low platform' at the east were 
located, but preliminary examination of the eastern area appears to indicate 
that the 'rows of boulders' may be part of earlier wall lines. Excavation did 
not continue below the level reached by Curle within the building. 
No work was conducted on layers and features to the east of the 
building, and the main objective was to achieve the plan of the building as 
distinguished by Curie. Work was limited in excavation and sampling, therefore, 
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to the o~ct:.~J2.t:o::1 J.aye:rs to t}:~e nortl: of tl:e :Cuild:.r..g, a.nd~on a i esse r 
scale. to the south. Tb.ere was little lateral variation, except for thin lenses, 
thro:xgho:2.t the thick organic layers. 
Arm:::>.d the b:;.ilding, ::he sampling conti;::med in ~he sample CI.Y'eas begv.n 
in 198D, p::.·oducing in:erestll.ng corc.parisons w:tb. the m:dden material at the 
cliff edge (see be:ow rpp. 218-9 ). A~thoagh excavation die not reach a consistent 
base level, in places there were clearly earlier structural features below the 
byers reached. The examination of these will follow in 1984. At the south-west 
corner of the building, there was disturbance in the form of narrow trenches and 
an irregularly cut square pit, possibly associated with World War II activities 
(pers. comm. F. Gulloch). 
7. 1. 3 The Published Account of Building VII (Figure 20B) 
Group C (Building VTI) was found to underlie part of Building V and was 
on a lower level than either of the Groups previously mentioned. Orientated 
north-south, although badly damaged, the walls could be seen to be up to 4' 
(1. 22 m) across and of the same construction type as Group A. The northern 
part was dune-covered and thus not available for examination. The extent of 
the west wall was examined by digging through a deep midden rich in fish bone 
and it is most likely that parts of the wall were still visible when the midden which 
filled most of the west part of the buHding was being initially laid down. In 
the interior of the west wall, which was traced for 36' (11 m) in all, the skull 
of a small whale had been incorporated. The doorway, 3' (0. 91 m) wide, was in 
the southern part of the building in the west wall. The floor was of hard packed 
clay and peat ash, and there were no certain central hearth remains. Curle 
noted that 'it is doubtful if the building had been used as a dwelling' (1939, 80) and. 
for this reason,it was interpreted as a possible barn or storage area 18' x 14' 
(5. 5 m x 4. 27 m) (Curle, 1939, 9G). L"l the south-east corner was a rotmd kiln 
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The walls of the structure were bad:.y damaged throughout, except in the 
immediate vicmity of this kHn. The kiln measured 9' {c. 2. 74 m) from front 
to back {a~.~?::cug:~ Curle 1s r..cte~co:.~ gf.ves the <dlifferent measr.1remerct here of 
7'6" (2. 32m) {Nl\OS ms. 28o{SAS 461), 55}). A potential secondki7.."1 might 
have been located on the north side of the partition wall, where a vent led into 
a :roughly semi-circular area. The vent had! traces of daub within it, t~1e 
significance of which is i."1dicated below (pp. 206-7 ). The whole building, 
especially the southern part, seems to have had a large amount of clay within 
andpalso, sealing it: 'the quantity of clay all about is surprising, a layer 
some 3" F. 6 em) thick covers the floor' (Curle, ms 28b (SAS 461), 45). There 
were also large amomts of pottery recovered, including a very large number of 
variable rim forms (e.g. illus. Curle, 1939, fig.6, no.4. Not in NMAS). 
Within the actual kiln, there was a vent and! a large amount of peat ash and 
Cur~e noted that '1:~ie wid:w i1a111 been recuce~ :Jy a lillmg o:t st:ones on one s:..ae, 
possibly to support a floor. The use of the kH.n should remain conjecture. 
Opposite the flue·mouth, a sma:l rectangular luted basin was found, possibly 
corresponding to a similar feature in the south-west corner of the north part of 
the building near the other possible kiln. The finds from here, although 
dominated by the pottery, :included a partially worked bone pin ( 8. 3. ]_ ) and 
c.of'per a.\lo'{ 
a 1\ piece interpreted as a cauldron patch ( ?4. 10.8 ). 
To the south of this structure, and crossing Building II, the walls 
previously mentioned as predating Building TI, also seemed to be predating 
Buli.lding VKL Beneath BuHdmg Vll, traces of carbonised wattle and daub were 
located lying on a bed of clay. There were actual traces of this dlaub within 
the walls of the superimposed building and, as noted previously, within the 
vent of the northern kH.n, {eo go 1:3. 4. 1 and 1:3. 4. 2 )o 
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There are slight problems :n the use of Curle's original site 
documentation owing to the fact that he used different numbers for the 
s~:r:.1c'.::::es frc:<:::1 :~1ose l:.e "!-~sed ;_n the final publicatio!ll. It is fortunate that 
he has made a iist a.: tl::e front of l";.iS note:3ook to explain this {N MRS ms 28a 
(SAS 461}, 11), tn.:t even so it is easy to forget this change when using the 
notes. However, study of the notebooks is crucial to the understanding of the 
site and some important new pieces of relative chronological i..'1formation have 
been revealed during the study of these notes. 
The excavations of Curle revealed a complex group of interrelated 
structures which, l.L'1fortunately1 have become oversimplified in the final 
publication. There are gaps m t!1e information available in the notebooks but 
they are few. {All three notebooks are unpaginated, but each is numbered here 
for ease of reference.} The trouble seems to have arise-n in the synthesis of 
t.:1e materiaic. tsome import~"lt p1eces o:.: wa~img have been v:i:r:::uai1y ig;_-:a;:·eu, 
such as those arotmd Buildings KV and VI, where even earlier phases of building 
are suggested. The constant re-use of stone from earlier structures, as must have 
happened in Buildings VII and N, has caused many problems in interpretation, 
but the excavation material was not used to the full. There are a number 
of interesting additions to be found only in Curle's site notebook,which amplify 
the published report. Indeed, this further information gives indications that 
the parts of the site excavated by Curle are consistently more complicated 
than initially suspected. 
In Curle's Building I (the same number as in the notebook), it is 
particularly interesting to note the presence of a large piece of unglazed 
Medieval pottery from a primary level (NMRS ms 28a(SAS 461), 29), and 
likewise a piece of glazed pottery ( 9. :3. 2 ) from below the clay pile in the 
'bath 1 ; ~hese bdicate a re:ative~y late date of occupat:on here. ?he sou~h 
wall of the buildir:g was constructed irregularly and Curle suggests possible 
evidence for tte use of turf in i.ts construction (op. cit. , 34}. The presence 
cf ~arge bo::.~C:ers a~ the base oi t!.1e waH has pa::cticu:arly interestins parallels 
in t~e standing buildings in Caithness today. The vent noted in the east wall, 
blocked a~ the time of the 'bat~1' build:ng, was initiaHy suggested as a vent by 
Curle because of its narrowness (NMRS ms 28b(SAS 4Gl), 51). Prior to the 
alteratio:1s to Building 4bebw midden deposits underlying the 'bath', a small 
open gutter was located (loc. cit.). Thi.s latter piece of information is 
particular:y significant because it indicates co~clusively that it was strati-
graphically impossible for that drain and the 'bath' to be directly related-as 
perhaps indicated by Curie in the published report (Curle, 1939, 7 8). The 
alterations to Building I are show.1 to be relatively late in the sequence at the 
site. ill fact, as shown below (p. 181), they fall practically at the end of the 
sequence of occupation there. 
Building II (in the notebook Building 3) has very little information. 
even in the notebook. The only information which may be added is that the 
level of the top of the north wall is associated with grass tempered pottery 
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(N MRS ms 28a(SAS 461), 40), a fact of very limited ·.1se at such a site as 
Freswick. Perhaps more interesting is the additional information that the 
wall at the west end of the building, which underlies Building II, also under-
lies the· east waH of Building I (Curle, 193D, fig. 3, 76) and VII (NMH.S ms 28b 
(SAS 461), 67). 
Building HI (notebook Building 4) appears on the final plan as an 
incomplete structure. In Curle's notebook it is clearly indicated that 
Building III is on a different alignment to the small room to its east (N MH.S 
ms 28c(SAS 461). 31) (Figure 23). The east chamber walls are recorded 
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o::: tne west cha."ll.ber (loc. cit.). This possfb:y indicates that they are later than 
t:je east wa!! of t:1e west c:1amber. There a:re pro~lems with the hearth in this 
a:so ~::e oidC.ez: :refi.::.se seems tc be re!2..~ive~y :ocal:.sed to the hearth pcsi~::.on. 
TI1e :1o~eboo~ does not help in this. The large aoot:.nt of iror.. recorded from 
t:1e west chamber still supports the suggestion of a forge at this part o: the 
site. 
Building IV (notebook Building 2) is recorded as a very badly reduced 
structure, with the foundations at the east endl having been actuaBy removed 
(NMRS ms 28a(SAS 46:i.), 9). Beneae~and to the north end of the structure, a deep 
(21 , 0.6lm) bank of rich fish midden was located, but the additional north part 
of the structure was bedded on clay and more upstanding (loc. cit. ). An 
earlier wall beneath the west end was located rl.lllning north-south, although 
it does not appear on the final plan; ii had been partially removed during 
the building of the overlying structure {Nl\IIRS ms 28a(SAS 461), 11}. The 
substantial wall extending east from Building VI was replaced by clay bedding 
over the north-south waH previously noted (op. cit., 14). A feature of the 
long east-west wall,which was barely noted in the published report,was that it 
ended at an entrance-way south of Building IV (Curle, 1939, fig.l, 74, 88). 
The mysterious quadrilateral feature at the north was roughly paved some 
time into its existence (op. cit. , 16)1 but there is no further information 
provided. Medieval pottery was found in the midden below the east entrance 
and also at the level of the wall head elsewhere (op. cit., 39. 67). This 
relationship could be interpreted possibly as the digging away of the midden::; 
to place the foundations. 
Building V (notebook Building 6), lacks further information of the 
stn:.ctu:-e. ':'w~ rivbio·..::s ~~st...::.10les were fo;xnd in the north-scu:h wa~l, but 
there was r.oE1ing to give insight into th:.s mixture of waEing here. A possible 
p:ece of J::::.:ma..~ skull was recovered from the nortln side {o~. cit. , 56). 
Bu::.ldi.;;:g VI (:1o~ebook 3u!.lding 5) had a secondary cross wa~l :yicg 
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on~ac.d inte:rspe:rserl wi3h,quantities of &1ells and midde::J.. T'ne appare:1t 
en:rance gap in this was both narrow and irregular. It is interesting to exp2.11d 
on the published report and to note that Curle stated that this wall reached the 
south wall at a point 'where the reduction in the height of the waH occurred ' 
(op. cit. , 3, 17, 21). This reduction coincided with a different building method, 
presumably representing a different building phase. To the south olf the main 
south wall, traces of walling noted by CurleD but barely commented on, seem to 
indicate a further structural :phase (NM._q,S ms 28b{SAS 461), 19). The east 
wall of Building VI was suggested by Curle as having two phases, and he 
suggested in his notebook that the walling at the south side could return 
northwards under the remaining east wall (op. :::it. , 4}. This has since proved 
unlikely (see p.17 4 ). The extremely long south wall (81' in all (24. 89 m) ) 
is indicated in the notebook as being two different walls, examined by sondages, 
and not joined. J[t may also be significant that no midden was located between 
Buildings IV and VI. FinaEy, the problem of the remarkably large and long 
hearth (13' long (3. 96 m) ) located only 14" (35. 6 em) from the surviving 
south wall, was considered Toy Curle (op. cit. , 21). Xt is stratigraphically 
possible that it predates the south wall, but it is not clear in the notebook. 
Building VII (notebook Building 7}, was recorded as being very deeply 
bedded and therefore 'probably of earlier date'; hence the walls were followed 
through the rich fish midden (op. cit. , 27, 29). The higher parts of the wall, 
Curle states, must have been visible at the time of the midden deposition 
(Qp. cit. , 29). Two distinct building fills were noted by Curle: in the west) a 
k.tc~1e::1 re:::u:.se :ricfl. in ffs:h. and. mammal pre~ominated, i!l t~e east, more 
clay a.'ld sto~es. The clay floor was littered with sherds of pottery and 
overlain by a layer of d.ark sa.l'J.d l' (39.48 em) deep (op.cit., 45, 47). The 
:':2-sc~r:a~::ng wattle 2nd dz.ab traces, occ:.:nrri:1g beneath a.l'J.c1 within walling, in 
t~:e ven: of :he ki:Jl for exa~ple, cann.ot be readily explained as a gable 
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s::tbstitute as Curle suggested {2,D. cit., 61). The pieces seem on balance to 
represent an earlier structure than this north-so~th one, but Curle could shed 
no lig11t on this matter. 
Hamng estab:!.ished the additional information in the notebooks, it is 
possible to e!ucic1ate the buildings as originally published. In Building I, the 
remodelling for the 'bath house' was late in the developmental sequence of the 
structure, and it is of fundamental importance to know that unglazed Medieval 
pottery was found in a primary level within the structure,and that glazed 
pottery was located below the dump of clay which would seem to be the latest 
recorded event within the structure. If it had not been evident from the 
structural relationships of this building, as far as they can be reconstructed, 
the position of this potte::ry places these events re:atively late in the chronology 
of the site. It is also important to realise that the drain and the 'bath' are 
totally stratigraphically unrelated because they are separated by midden 
deposits. This fact is not made clear in the published report (1939, 78). Tf.,.,s,il: 
may seem to support the suggestion of a bath house in the publication, which is 
by no means conclusive in the archaeological record. 
There is a curious lack of information available for the study of 
Building H; it is obviously overlying an earlier north-south wall, which is the 
earliest feature at this part of the site. However, it is not possible to establish 
clearly the relationship between Building II and Building I, except that in 
F:i.gure 3 (1939, 76) its west wall is clearly shown as being secondary to the 
north~so:.:.~:1 wa~ls o::: Bu::ding L I~ could therefore be la:er than the buU;: of 
Buildfng I. Building TI:':: is very complfcatec'l, and this situation is made no 
easier :::::y the fad that Cur~e u:d not publish exactly what he recorded in his 
notebook (Figure 23). It is no: possible at present to underst2.nd why th~s 
was :he case; possibly he noted! it down incorrectly in his notebook and 
t!1.fs was co:-rected by C. S. T. Calder (of the Royal Commission) when he 
came to prepare the final plan (stated by Curle in his notebook (Nl\IJRS ms 28b 
(SAS) 461), 55) to be only a couple of days before the end of the excavation). 
It is not known what happened to the west end of Building IH~ it was not 
examined because of overburden, and thus the south-western extremity 
of the site was not located at all. 
Building IV has traces of an earlier structure beneath it. The 
earlier north-south wan was partially removed during the building of the 
later structure (Building IVh and it is interesting that Medieval pottery 
was found in the midden below the eastern entrance. This may possibly 
indicate that the structure may also be relatively late in the site's structural 
development. Building V has a considerable amount of mixed wall phases 
within its form, which may well be purely circumstantial rather than of 
any great significance, It most certainly cannot be a naust-if only because 
it lacks a slip way. It overH.es Building VII and,therefore,must be very 
late in the relative sequence at the site. Building VI has waBs of different 
phases and remodelling (for example the cross-wall). ht is stratigraphically 
just possible that some of the internal features may indicate phases pre-
dating the standing walls, but this information is based more on the 
later reappraisal of this building by excavation than by any facts 
detailed in the notebook. Building VH was initially suggested by Curle as 
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probably the earliest on f").e si'~e, 1jeca.'l..:se of its dep~:: f~o:C1 the present sur~ace. 
It had been filled with midden from a later structure or occupation phase, but 
overlies a possib!e wattle and daub structure and also the ea:dy wall below 
This additional information revea~s considerably more phases in t:-1e 
structural sequence than considered in :he text p:!blished (see Figure 23). 
Building I as published had many phases notedubut it is important that the 
bath and drain are not direc:ly associated and that there is Medieval pottery 
throughout the sequence represented. Building H itself overlies an earlier 
wall and seems to post-date Building L In Building Ill there are many problems, 
lout an intermediate building phase is represented in the eastern element because 
it is butt-joined onto the west wall there. Below Building IV there is an 
unpub:ished building phase running north-south,and below the long wall of 
Building VI. The Medieval pottery noted be:ow the entra.'1.ce in a midden 
deposit may be indicative of a relatively late stage in the development. 
BuHdi.ng V1 also,has many problems in its interpretation. All that can be 
stated with conviction is that it is la:"; er than Building VII which it overLies. 
fu Building VI there is complex remodelling, there being at least two wall 
phases and a cross-wall which post-dates both of these. Running south from 
the southern wall are further traces of walling apparently below the south 
wall, indicating a further structure and yet another phase. Building VII was 
filled in with midden from a later occupation,presumably in the immediate 
vicinity; it is earlier than V, and later than the possible wattle and daub 
structure and the wall below Building H. 
It is possible to distinguish a relative chronology within the parts of 
the building groups which are interconnected, but the problem which cannot be 
resolved is the relaUons:1ip between the north <L'ld south groups of buildings. 
The sec:ion t1l:ro1;.gh the twc gr0ups 6-awn by Ca~cer cannot really assist :n 
this because !t concentrates 0::1 the relative leve~s of the structures and takes no 
account of ~he ';l...,Hierlying material which has influenced that height, particularly 
az:y d1:nes whic:1 m2.y !;.z.ve been :::>:1i:t o:nror mic~_en bar.ks, etc. (Calder, NMRS 
rr..s. 36/13, 76-7}. It is only poss:ble,a: hest,to get a relative chronology from 
t:1e ini'ormatio:1 available to us, often because :he associa:ed artefacts cannot 
be specifically married with their deposits,an~ the deposits with the planned 
walling. 
7. 2 Excavation by V. G. Childe 
7. 2. 1 The Published Account (Childe, 1943) (Figures 24-25) 
Further excavations at the site were directed by Childe in 1942 because 
the combined action of sand-quarrying and winter storms of 1940 revealed 
another building complex,about 1 m below the modern turf line and to the 
north-east of Curle's excavations, ' on the seaward edge of the hig'h du..."le' 
(Childe, 1943, 5). These produced a midden layer ('a to~,;;gh layer o~ miu~eJJ­
like material littered with stones, bones and sherds ') which appeared to be 
associated wUh Curle's buildings. This comprised a series of structures of 
different phases, badly reduced by the time of the excavation, which were 
examined and planned prior to removal. This was the first 'rescue' 
excavation at the site. It is likely from the examination of site photographs 
(Plate 20 ) that this site was located on the small spur of land between 
Zones D and E (see Figure 10) i.e. between two sandpits. This is an area 
now badly eroded but rich in pottery falling from the eroding cliff-section wh~ch 
stands some 2 m above the present sand slope. There are many problems 
involved in the study of Childe's excavation results, chiefly because such a 
small area was examined and Childe's methods were inadequate (see below 
p. 187 ) . The published report is often difficult to understand in relation to 
the published pl&...'1S anC. sections. 
althoug~'l as will be seen this is once more rather over-simplified. In the 
earliest phase, Phase 0, (see Figure 25) a line of slabs running roughly 
ez.s-::-west was deiined, separated from Che r.ext p~1a.se o~ develo;::>ment by a 
S2.:."':.c1 ::)~ow; it was 2:' {6. 4 m) in le::gth,a..."l.d had paving in asso~ia1~ion to the 
south of the line it formed,and some 9" (22. 8 em) beiow the f1oor of Phase I. 
The slabs rested on pare sand. O:lly one find, that o: a piece of corroded iron 
(which was never accessioned in the NN'"..AS),served to indicate an 'Iron Age' 
date. 
Phase I comprised a 1long house' {Chi!de, 1943, 7), just over 28' 
(8. 5 m) in length, with the walls founded on a bed of grey clay and a basa~ 
course of thin stone slabs. The eastern part had been lost because of erosion, 
and the west wall was replaced by,or included in,the wall (KA) of Phase 2 
(see Figure 24). Only the north wall (PQ) and south wall (DE}-(EX) had 
clear Phase.[ elements visible. In the centre of the house was a long fire, 
represented by a kerbed bed of peat ash about 15' (4. 57 m) long (one of the 
kerb stones being part of a mica schist quernstone), with an oval fire pit 
at the west end. The floor was apparently partial::.y paved mainly in the 
east part (not certainly in Phase I , however)• with ash both below and on top 
of it, with the rest being either grey clay or tough brown midden mixture. 
Near the south wall, a line of four slabs on edge was suggested by Childe as 
a paUr (Childe, 1943, 8). 
Phase IT had walls ((HJ), (inner KA), (AB}, (DE) and probably (CD) and ~R)) 
constructed of large boulders, and in the west room the floor was of irregular 
paving, covering the Phase K hearth and itself covered with midden (including 
many fish bones); the north face of the south wall rested on 9" (17. 8 em) midden. 
The paving was bounded by a groove roughly marked out by pairs of thin slates 
s-:.:m~,{. :nto t}:.e Soar, z..-:d. i::.terpreted. as a groove :or a woode:1 partition with 
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a gap for a coorway. The entra..11ce in the souU1 had a 9 /2' (2. 9 m) long 
passage in this phase, being 1' (0. 3 m) higher than the floor level, 
necess:tat:.::1g a step dow.n into t'2e str:wture. 'l'here was a seco::1d doo:rway 
in the north-west corner ax: d. possibly one east o~ C:rl:) {see ~~s·2b) in t:1e no!'th. It 
was suggested that traces o~ the collapsed tur: rcof were fmmd between sand 
bands, where a tough steri!e black band of material was thought to be turf. 
This was separated from earlier walls at the site by a sand blow which was very thin 
in some parts. A possible channel was located in the western part of this 
structure partially undedying (AK) and leading below the waH (MN). This 
latter wall was the eastern wall of the ruinous structure (L:MNO), apparently 
also of Phase II. The south wall was represented by a foundation of slabs and 
the north by a continuous boulder line; the west wall was lacking and no floor 
level could be distingu.ished. The channel from(AK)reached this structure at 
the south east corner. Approximately 1' (0. 3 m) a!oove the wall (MN'}, a 
secondary Boor level was distinguished,with some traces of paving extending 
westwards. !t was during the collapse of the north~east corner of the walling 
at this level, that a large vessel ( 11. 4. 17') and fine whalebone draughtsman 
8. 13. 2) were buried. (See Figure 26). 
Jrn Plhase III, a new construction was built over the east part of the 
building, incorporating some of the walls (see Figure 26), but mostly 
separated from Phase II by 1' (0. 3 m) of sand accumulation. This building 
lacked both a hearth and a definite floor level. 
fu the finds recovered from these excavations, there was a lack of 
items which could be attributed to the second and third phases. Probably of 
the second phase are a femur head whorl ( 8. 7. 15 or 8. 7. 16 ) and a 
pyramidal loomweight ( ?6. 1. 16). From Phase I, two femur head whorls 
o..l.so 
were :recove:reC: (?8. 7.15 cr 8. 7. :s);j a s'.:o~:e w:'lo::rl p 6. 2. 6 ), two 
pyra.mida: loom weights {ir.c:uding 6. 1. 17 ) , a grooved netsinker ( 6. 1. 18 
a broken bo~.e pi."'l (? 8. 1. 31 } and part oi a fla~ rota:ry quem of mica schist 
( 6. 5. 6 ) we::e no~e::L Da~ing t:1e sf::r'..i'_ct:.:.res is a :9roblem bec2::.1se the gaps 
be~wee:J. the phases separated by sand blows cannot be gua.ged; i.:1 a single 
storm, one foot of sand co:!lo1 easily cover the site. 1\lost of the finds are 
stylistically difficult to date, but it might be significant that all pottery 
recovered in this excavation was grass tempered with relatively elaborate 
:rims. 
There are a number of problems relating to these excavations by 
Childe which are chiefly concerned with the published plan and sections. The 
final plan1for example, does not have marked on it all the numbers mentioned 
in the text such as (E) and (R~ This is a major problem because Childe refers 
to these constantly and it is often confusing when that part of the informa:ion 
is lacking. There is aRso no scale marked on the published plan. The met!1od 
of recording the spatial relationship by having aU or most phases on a single 
diagram, while useful to a certai..."1 extent, does, however, caus:~ even more 
problems than H solves. This is caused chiefly by the fact that Childe does 
not also publish individual phase plans,so all interior features on the plan 
cannot be associated with the walls of each phase without a considerable 
amount oJf work {see Figure 26 for an attempt at this). It had been hoped that 
the published sections (Childe, 1943, 9) might have assisted in a possible 
(s~~ ~i3ure 25) 
reinterpretation,or at least assist the understanding of the site j. They are, 
however, often unclear at critical points, e. g. in Section 1, the precise 
relationship between the wall fN"'XJ and the almost adjacent cross-hatching 
representing ash layers is unclear. Chiefly, however, the sections serve to 
throw some doubt 0:1 Cil~lde'sor:f.gir.;al phasing of the site. Phase TI ca."1 be 
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sho"Nn to divide :nto ~vvo par~s. Fo:- examp~e, (CD) :s di~fe.:-ent from (DE) although 
they are placed b the same phase (Section 2), and (AK) was obviously remodelled 
in ?hase II, see for example the crossing slab below the outer part of the walL 
:::t :12.C: been 21oped to resolve ~hcse problems by the use of the original 
site doct:ments.t:on (No:ebook no. 65, he!d in the fnstitute of Archaeology, London). 
This book contains co_pious drawings and measurements, unfortunately using a 
different number sequence and thus rendering it almost useless when considered 
even with the published report. It is not always possible to be sure which part of 
the site is beir.g discussed as,even with drawings, most parts of the site cannot 
be individually distinguished. 
7. 2. 2 V. G. Ch!lde's notebook 
It has been possible to gain a small amo'.l!lt of information from the 
detailed study of the notebook. (The original is unpag~nated but numbered here 
for ease of reference. ) Taken in relation to the phases noted by Childe, 
i.e. considered as belonging to phases before, after or between the phases he 
distinguished, the additional fnformatio-:1 is informative (see Figure 26 ). 
There is little additional evidence availab:e for the earliest phase of this pa;r-t 
of the site, Phase 0. It is important because it is likely to represent pre-Norse 
occupation here, or even possible early Viking activity, rather than Prehistoric 
(which is noted at a lower level in Childe's notebook, 2). 
It seems highly likely that it was a timber phase; the walls found in 
excavation were very insubstantial and they are too consistently narrow to 
support the idea of robbing. No occupation debris was recovered, except a 
single piece of iron which unfortunately never reached the National Museum and 
is,therefore,not available for study. The lack of midden or debris of any kind 
might suggest the idea of temporary settlement in the immediate area, 
possibly supported by the suggestion of a purely Umber phase. The possibility 
e. g. Yt:-e 1\c:oa (Ba:~a. 1S65) ar.c. :Jllandcaug (M:ynre, 197 3, l?)>c2r.no~ be 
supported on the remaini.ng evidence. 
1.'1 !.:be east of t.he cor.c.s>lex, there are in::!.tcaE~ms of i!:"terio:- fit-f:ings 
a.ssocia:ed wit:1 ?hase L The uprigD.t s:abs :ndica:eci seem to be ide2.Ey 
pl~wed~in :::-elation to the southe:rn wall of Ph2.Se !, to support this suggestion 
(Notebook, 5). Likewise, upright slabs to the north could easily be cons:stent 
with :<erbing for the Phase ~hearth, a feature supported also in Section 1 
(Childe, 1943, 9). Unfortunately, the paving is not indicated on that section 
but, as it seems to overlie part of hearth 1 and is l!Ilder the walling (yVZ) of 
Phase HI, it probably belongs to Phase H. T'nere are prob:ems with items 
attributed to phases incorrectly as well as with those not actually attributed 
to any (Notebook, 12}. The timber slot (bp) is noted as being in Phase H, 
but in Section 3 it is clearly shown as being after Phase I. It seals the fire 
pit of that phase, and the paving which seems to be associated with it underlies 
walling (CD) of Phase II (which itself is later than (DE) of Phase H). At this 
stage it seems safer to term it Phase IB rather than anything else. There is 
an area at the north-west corner which is badly damaged and does not assist 
the interpretation. The paving in that area continues through the wall itself 
(according to the plan),which may indicate a doorway here in Phase I. 
Alternatively, the paving could be of Phase II (as Childe suggests) and a 
standing wall was broken through for a doorway. This paving cannot be 
conclusively attributed to either Phase I or IT. 
In Phase II, there are problems with the relationship between the 
walling(AK)and the stretch marked ~B),which cannot be resolved from the 
available information. However, other aspects of the phase can perhaps be 
elucidated. The relationship of the suggested channel lying below wall (AK)of 
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the same relationship to this feature (Noteboo.k, 26). It could have been 
associa~ed with the building of the Phase IT structures, in that it was deliberately 
(A:<)~lZ..S f.tse:f a later remode~::ng en the o::tte:r sic~e, tlJe part which o:::t:y over-
lies ~D.e cha.cmel. The inner part of (AK) :,rocks the chan.lllel below it ,so is 
therefore later, prob.~b\j of Phase IIA. Alternatively, it might be possible to 
suggest that the outer pa:rt of(AX~. tb.e channel,and possibly building LMNO 
belong to Phase HB rather than to the initial buililing phase in n. Turning to the 
eastern part of the structures, t:'le paving i."l the extreme east is a problem 
sir.ce all eastern :relationships had been eroded away by the time of the 
excavation. The paving see!.!ls to be extendli:..1g beyond the projected line of (Z Y) 
and may therefore not be associated witi'l this phase, but with Phase H; there 
is, however, no conc!usive evidence either way. 
Evidence for Childe's Phase IH in the publication is also sparse, so 
additional information from the notebook is particularly useful. L'1 the west 
part of the Phase H structure the wa!ls were badly damaged and extensive 
midden deposits were found on the floor (Notebook, 6). The important fact 
here is that underlying the midden is a layer of sand,directly onto which stones 
from the collapsed walling of Phase H had fallen (Notebook, 6). This is 
significant because it indicates that the midden must have been dumped into 
this part of the complex at a time when the walls were in decay. The midden 
must, therefore,be associated with the Phase IJ[][ occupation visible from the 
excavations, or from another structure of similar period out of the excavation 
area. The area west of (CD) is noted as having had a midden rich in fish bones 
and shell (Notebook, 4). This is interesting because most of the other midden 
deposits on this part of the site have been basicaBy of peat ash rather· than 
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whether th:s refuse was di.::recHy associated with the P:1ase TII occupation or 
w:hether it gathe1'ed wit~1in the structure duri...."lg occupation irn Phase II. One 
(Ncteboo~. 6). CD.HC.e r..o~es tbat -::~1:.s fs beC.<!ed lower than wallf.ng{EZ) (WZ}, 
possfbly indicating subsidence caused by tne settling of the midden deposits 
on which the structure had been lbailt (see ,for example ,Curle's Buildings Ill 
and IV for this simila.I' prob'.em). It f.s conceivable that it might be indicative 
of an earlier building utilised by t:!:le builders of Phase Ill. There is no clear 
evidence either way because, although (Z Y) shows on Section 1 {see 
Figure 25 ) , the precise relationship between it ar..d ~Z) on Section 3 is too 
difficult to unravel becaase of the lack of information. 
Apa.I't from the four basic phases distinguished by Childe (0 - III), it 
is possible to distinguish at !east two furfb.er phases of occupation within the 
basic phasing. Phase TIB is represented by the timber slotting (bp) plus the 
paving below wall (CD)of Phase IIB. In Phase Iffi there are possibly the 
outer walling of {AK)and (LMNO}, with the channel (although this could be much 
earlier than (LlVfi\TO), the evidence available does not help), and also the walling 
(CD)(clearly seen in Section 2 (1943, 9} ). In Phase HI there may also be two 
phases of building, but the differences noted could be due to subsidence only. 
Most of the problems still remain, even after the recovery of the notebook, 
because of the circumstances of the excavation and the small area examined. 
The redrawn Phase diagrams help in the understanding of this complex 
sequence of structural development, but do not assist much in the overall 
interpretation of this part of the site. The significance here must lie, not so 
much in what was fmmd, but where it was found, and how and in what state it wa.s 
recovered. 
::..s2 
7, 3, 1 'I'he Settlement 
LO.:e. 
It ns in tl!elNorse phase of occupation that the site can more easily be 
seen fn its wirler context, if on~y beca.'..::se there is mo:rre information available 
and larger areas excavater& systematica:ly. The plan of the buildings recovered 
by Carle and Childe at the site indicates a Unea:r extension of rectangular 
buildings, constructed gable end on to 1he co as~; a form common in Northern 
:regions (Jngstad, 1977, 149; Small, 1968, 7). Although the evidence from Chli!de 
is very incomplete, the al:l.gnment is clear (Childe, 1943, 6, Figure 1) and 
there are indications of part of another structure {LMNO) to the west of the 
malin part excavated, which would be consistent with thns orienta~ion, Within 
the complex of buildings excavated by Curle, there is a single exception to 
this east-west orientation, that is Building VH 9which Hes at right angles to the 
rest of the complex, Such a change in alignment has been noted at two other 
sites in the North, Jarlshof, Shetland (Hamilton, 1956, Figures 51 and 61) 
between Phases I and IT, and Birsay, Ol'kney (e. g. Hunter and Morris, 1981, 
Figure 2), where the buildings lie down the slope, with a single example at 
right angles to them. At Birsay, Hunter would suggest climatic reasons behind 
the re-orientation of buildings, both that excavated by Radford (Cruden, 1965, 
Figure 5, 26) and those of his own excavations, and would see a total rebuilding 
programme rather than piecemeal redevelopment (Hunter, 1983). This catmot 
be shown at Jarlshof or indeed conclusively at Freswick. It is conceivable 
that the orientation of Building VII (which :i.s relatively late in the structural 
sequence at that part of the s:i.te) could have been for climatic reasons 
or for improved drainage condlltions. Alternatively, lit has been suggested 
by .Ritchie for Buckquoy, that one of the structures was on a slightly different 
alignment because it was used as a threshing area (.Ritchie, 1977, 186). This 
alternative suggestion is given by Alan Small, who has pointed out the need for 
the gable to be in the face of the prevailing wind (Small, 1966, 237), to prevent 
a tlh.ro";;.g:h lfi.r2.:1g:'lt b t~e house. 
The complexities of rebuilding on the same site with some of the same 
stone are indicated at many of the northern sites - Jarlshof (Hamilton, 1956, 
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e. g. 157), U:n.derhoull (Small, 1966, Figure 10, 236) and Birsay (Morris forth. c. 
and Hunter, 1983)-and inevitably the case is the same at Freswick. The short-
ening and remodelling of Buildings VI and I :respectively is possibly echoed in 
Jarlshof Buildings 1 and 7 (Hamilton, 1956, Figure 80, 174~5). The picture of 
re=use of stone and the :robbing-out of the earlier structures has been supported 
by evidence from the west, :n Crawford's excavations at the Udal (Crawford and 
Switzur, 1977, 13l)o Some of the alterations may be explained! in terms of 
differing economic or environmental c:riteriao For example, this :i.s very 
clearly to be seen in the progress of the structw:'al decline of the Parent 
dwelling in Phases 1, 6 and 7 at Jarlshof (HamiUon, 1956, Figure 51, Figure 79 
and Figure 80). The structure developed from being a dwelling house with 
separate by:re in Phase I, had a separate byre added to one end wall in 
Phase 6 with a series of other outbuildings,and in Phase 7 was reduced 
to a single dwelling unit within the original structure. This may,perhaps,be 
:reflected in a considerably less developed form at Freswick Building VI 
(the recent excavation Area 2), where the secondary wall seems to have sep-
arated a potential byre in the building from the dwelling area (Curle, 1939, 
.Plate XLV, no. 1) . Curle himself suggested that Building VI was built within 
a larger structure :rep:res!Einted by the large south wall (Curle, 1939, 88); this 
has since been shown to be incorrect (see above p. 174)o 
The remaining impression of the buildings at F:reswick is coloured 
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by ihe Zac~ ~:i.a~ il~e seawa:rC:. eC:ge c:C fn.e si'!:e, re}JI:resented at the very leas: by 
Childe's excavation area, has been lost. lit is conceivable iha~ Building VJC[ 
examined by Cm"le was not the only sirucru:re thus orientated, as wo..s seen 
a~ B~1rsay but, as discussed above (p. J:.S2 ), broade~ed by mo:re recent excavations. 
Although t'he buf.ldtings examined by Ch!lde seem to have been on t'h.e same 
alignment as the majority o:1' Curle's, the presence of more north-soufn 
orientated structures,as seen at Jarlshof (Hamilton, 1956, Ffgure 80),would 
seem possible. 
Small has noted that 'the growth of clustered settlement appears to 
be peculi.ady Scottish in the Viking context, the single dispersed farmstead 
being characteristic of the Faroes, Iceland and Greenland' (Small, 1971, 79), 
and Morris has further distinguished Orkney from Shetland (Morris forth a.). 
This would appear to be the natural response to the occupation of an area which 
could! support a relatively large number of people, but it must be remembered that 
example, were occupied at the same time, and just how many people are 
represented ai each seHlement concentration. The setUement clusters of 
Freswick, Jarlshof and the Udal,for example,are interesting, but perhaps 
misleading. These are areas which have either had extensive area excavation 
or surface evidence for the extent of settlement. Other sites, such as Sandwick 
(Bigelow, 1978; 1979; forth), Underhoull (Small, 1966) and Drimore Machair 
(Maclaren, 1974) have had more restricted attention1b\Jt indications are that 
these were not the isolated type of farmstead noted by Small in a North 
Atlantic context. At Underhoull, Small records the discovery of Norse 
artefacts and midden further around the bay, indicating settlement which was 
not further examined (Small, 1966, 247). At Sandwick, Bigelow notes the 
recovery of artefacts at three distinct locations around the bay at Sandwick 
:s5 
{B::.geLcw, ::'.978, 1.). At :J~imore IV.::~w:~ai:rr, ~he p-;,:blis:hed p:an may indicate 
further structural remains attached to those excavated!, It is highly likely 
that there are ~ore in t'he immediate vici'Ylity {as indeed were noted nearby 
2.~ the VV:1ee::....1.o"J.se h ChearC'.ach Mho:r (Ym.m.g and Rfchz.xC:son, 1960. 158)), b'<J>t 
::nissed by t::e :restzoicted excav:r::ion area {Maclaren, 1974, Figure 1, 10). 
The limited Vikit"'.j structw.ral evidence from the site at Buckquoy (Ritchie, 
1977, 184-89) also produced evidence for three dwellings)rather than an 
individual one. These are thought by the excavator to be of different phases1and 
Ritchie suggests that there were probably other structure(s) in association. 
7. 3. 2 Building forms 
It is interesting that the buildings so far recorded at Freswick are, 
with a single exception1built onto one another in a linear development. This 
is a common practice in the north today, and is pictorially displayed in a 
recent article by Stell (1982, 89, Figure 6. 2). Archaeologically, this is seen 
for example at Jarlshof (Hamilton, 1956, 162, Figure 75), where three phases 
of building are seen in this form in House 7 and also possibly in House 6 
{op. c:i.t. , 161, Figux:re 7 4). This amendment of structures could! explain 
Freswick Buildings I and II,for example. Fenton has noted the linear develop-
ment of the modern croft (1978a, 114), with man and beast under one roof. It is 
dangerous to assume that the linear croft developed directly out of the Norse 
structure, as Childe pointed out (1943, 17). Work in the west on the so-called 
'blackhouse' by Fenton notes the dose similarities between the black house and (L~e.) 
.... 
Norse buildings, although clearly stating that development of the form has 
taken place in the last 150 years (Fenton, 1978b, 32). The study of the 
derivation of these features of vernacular architecture is complex and contro-
versial, and it is not appropriate to enter into the argument in this thesis. 
n cannot be judged from many sites whether they were associated 
Ja:rlshof (Ha...T.Hton, 1956, F:!.gare 79, 170~1). Often the area arom1d the 
actual building was noi available for excavation, as at Buckquoy (Ritchie, 
1S77)~or simp:y -cot ir.ves~!.ga.~ed., a.s at Drimore ~Maclaren, 1974). At Fresvvick, 
at ~his stage Jit is nc~ possi.ble io s~ate w~e~:her these were associated wi~h the 
settlement, hut it is hopec1 that t:C:e recovery of areas with cultivation marks at 
the seaward edge of the site (see 'be.low, p. 219 ) , could suggest differential 
use of areas of the site, and as s:.xch there could be evidence of boundaries 
between. 
There are similarities in the acrual form of the structures of some of 
those examined at Freswick and the Medieval one at Jarlshof (Hamilton, 1956, 
191, Figure 86). The similarity may ,perhaps1 be misleading because of the 
incorporation of the kHn at the north-west corner of the structure,which is 
rather similar to that of Building VIT at JFreswick. The juxtaposing of the 
structures of the farmstead next to each other, however, cannot be supported 
at Freswick. There are1possibly1closer similarities to be found at Underhoull 
(SmaH, 1966) where the structure was assigned to the . 1 0 th century by the 
excavator, but which could be assigned to the 11 t lh or 12th century by 
analogy with Sandwick, on the basis of artefactual and building study (Bigelow, 
pers. comm. ). 
The ra:Q.ge of building uses as represented at lFreswick is interesting 
and useful -smithy, barn/storehouse, dwelling, bath house, 'naust', kiln and 
dwellings (possibly in the north range). Although not entirely unexpected, this 
range of buildings is difficult to parallel in the British Isles at thls period because 
of a lack of comparable excavated sites. It is, however, common in Iceland, 
for example at Stong (Roussell, 1943b,) . At the Udal, Crawford records 
, ' in the Norse horizon, a corn drying kiln and threshing floor, metal working 
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1977, 131). Bigelow at Sandwick attempts a spatial a.."1alysis of the zones of the 
building 
1
based on tne sti.l.dy of the range and! distriToation of artefacts? suggesting 
ca.~le a.t one e:::d o~ -::he s::r;:.ctt:I'e, and dwelling at t1le other. These features 
may not necessarEy be disti.:.1guisha.b:e struetl.llrally, but may be de~ecta'ble 
in the study of tae a:rtefad distrHr:.::.tions (Bigelow forth. ). 
It is interesting to :note that at Freswick, there are no true byres yet 
:recorded, although Bl.llHding VI !nay conceivably have been thus used, as at 
Jarlshof {HamHton, 1956, Figure 79, particularly Building 6),or as at 
Kvivik in the Faroes (Dahl. 1965, 137 -9)1 or probably Beachview, Birsay 
{Morris, 1981 ). One potential candlidate may be the structure partially 
examined in Area 7 (Batey et al, 1983, 53-4) at Freswick, which has produced 
a substantial drain which could possibly be part of the byre end of a building. 
This lack of structural element at the site could be explained in a number of 
'-
ways; the most obvious one is that there are further buildings to be located 
on the Links. Alternatively, it is possible that there was no need for the 
overwintering of cattle inside dl.llring the Norse period in this part of Caithness. 
n is, after all, less extreme of climate than,for example,Shetland or Faroes 
although in modern Caithness cattle are often wintered indoors. The lack of 
structural evidence required to support the idea of a byre within one of the 
structures already examined on the Links, may be explicable in terms of the 
arguments put forward! by Bigelow (forth). Artefact distribution may be 
informative, and also he suggests that a byre could be represented,even if the 
entire area was not fuUy paved. Again, it has been noted that both at Sandwick 
(Bigelow forth) and at Jarlshof (Hamilton, 1956, Figure 61) there are separate 
entrances, particularly in the earlier phases (2)for example). However, 
Building 6 of Phase ·6 at Jarlsho:lf (Hamilton, 1956, Figure 79) does not fit 
into ~~'lis ::!lode~, C:e::'e clea.:::::ly "Je::::g a byre end to the si:ructure,but 
no obvious second er.tran(!e. The argument for a byre at Freswick must 
therefore remain unresolved fo:r the present. 
There is a re:at~ve:ly wide variety of in~ernal layout represented in 
l<ll.'fe 
the excavated structures in the ~Norse period at Freswick. On:y Building IV 
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had a large hearth anywhere near what cou:d be described as the centre of the 
building. The hearths of Buildings VK, ITI and I are located! at one end of the 
room, with that of Building Ill being peculiarly large for the width of the 
surviving structure; this could be indicative of a differential use of the 
other end of the structure, where a hearth was not required. 
In the excavation of ChHde there appears to be the only clear evidence of 
benches, the other main feature of Norse structures, in the form of a stone 
Hne parallel to the wall line of Phase][ {Childe, 1943, Figure 1, 6). In Curle's 
excavations at the south-east corner of Building IV there is a feature which 
has been described as a bed1but which could also appear to be a truncated 
bench (Curle, 1939, 84~ and Hkewise possibly in Building VI (Curle, 1939, 90). 
These are common fea~ures throughout Scandinavia and the areas of Viking 
colonisation. Examples are: Aslakstunga Hm Innri (Erlingsson, 1899, 36) 
and Stong (Roussell, 1943b, 85) in Iceland; Fuglafir<l'ur, (Dahl, 1958, Figure 2, 
121) andKvivik, Faroe Islands (Dahl, 1965, 137-9); Trelleborg, Denmark 
(e. g. Schmidt, 1973); and Ytre Moa, Norway {Bakka, 1965, 125). The use of 
timber in the actual building construction has been noted,for example, at Ytre 
Moa, Norway (Bakka, 1965, Figure 19, 32) and at Stend (Myhre, 1976, Figure 5, 
others. 
The curious lack of information on Curle's Building II, which apparently 
lacked all internal features, seems to suggest that this may have been a store 
area, but it cannot be conclusive. Xts possible association with Building I 
may ~e su.gges~erl by tl:e !act that :t :1as a.ppare:n.~:y only one entrance, that 
leading f:rorn. :Bui:ding r. TI'lai: tb.is was blocked at the time of ~he building of 
the bath house, could suggest that it was ~ot in -;;tSe at the time when that 
structure was arr..ended. A:terna~ively, it is possib!e tha~ the bui:d.ing could 
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nave been e~~ered at a 1eve1 higher than the four.dation course, possibly a 
raised timber floor 1as at Papa S~our, Shetland (Crawford, 1982, 3),or for 
storage
1
as in Late Medieval Scandinavia, described by Borchgrevink recently 
(1980). 
7. 3. 3 Ovens and kilns 
Only one of the structures examJined is recorded as having an oven, 
that is Building VI of Curle's complex. The type of oven is closely paralleled 
at Jarlshof (Hamilton, 1956, l09)Jwhere it was located in a suggested kitchen 
area. Thls could be a possible explanation of the fact that the hearth in 
Building VI is located at that end of the structure. A possible similar feature 
noted as a stone lined cooking pit may also be cited from the site of L'Anse aux 
Meadows in Newfoundland (Jrngstad, 1977, 139). 
The incorporation of one kib and possibly a second one in the north 
of Building VII, presumably indicates a building designated specifically for 
working. It cannot be judged if the kiln(s) was used for parching the grain which 
could have been stored in that building (or nearby Building II ?) , and dried 
out within the building on the clay floor, a good heat conductor (Small, 1966, 
238-9). However, a clay surface could also have been used to form a threshing 
floor (Fenton, 1978a, 364), which could also substantiate the presence of grain 
in that building. The threshing floor from Buckquoy, Birsay, had a paved 
surfaoo(Ritchie, 1977, 186). Curle, however, notes that the clay overlay the 
kiln (1939, 95) and this clay deposit is therefore not likely to represent a 
floor. AUernatively,the kiln could have been used for the drying of fish or 
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'i:he fi:T:.ng of :r;ottery, a:G.C: Cur~.e no:ed fhe :arge amount of po:tery recovered from 
this building. However, <;here is a possible expl3l!lation for this which again 
could refer to fhe use of the building in the context of grain preparation. Fenton 
notes ~:he dry:i.:r.g of sma:l a:mounts of g:rain in pottery vessels {Fenton, l978a, 375lo 
and tr..:is in brn may be an ex,ta..nation of t~'le presence of J:arge amounts of 
pottery sherds, exhibiting a variety of rim forms and! thus representing a large 
number of individual vessels. 
Regardless of the nature of the use of the kiln itself, there are some 
interesting details available concerning its actual form. There are two 
measurements available for the kiln, one lin the published report of 9' (2. 75 m) 
from the intake of the vent to the back of the chamber (Curle, 1939, 95),and the other 
7 '6" (2. 32 m) in the notebook (NMRS ms 28b{SAS 461), 55):this difference may 
possibly be explained by the measurement of slightly different points. The 
kiln was noted by Fenton as being square (Fenton, 1978a, 379),but the report 
·ny Cu.:r;,.e is r..ot conclusive on this point. The flue to the kiln was filled with 
wattle andl daub, but !t is not known whether it was in s:i.tu, i.e. acting as some 
kind of lin:i.ng, or whether it represents traces of earlier structures on this 
part of the site (see below pp. 206-7 ). The actual width of the kiln was 
reduced by a stone ledge (Curle, 1939, 95),but there are no further details 
supplied. It is likely to be coincidental that wattle and daub was found in a 
flue at Ardestie earth-house by Wainwright (1963, 114). 
7. 3. 4 The Bath House 
Amongst other individual interior features which are of interest at 
Freswick,the 'bath house' in Building ][ merits closer scrutiny. It is rather 
difficult to find conclusive close paraUels for this kind of feature. A small 
separate structure was recorded at Jarlshof in Phase 1 (Hamilton, 1956, 110, 
Figure 53). Its general form is similar, having two entrances and being of roughly 
2C1 
1:be sa~e sq_u.are shape. The :nterna1 measurements of the Jarlshof example are 
13' x 12' (3. 95 x 3. 70 m), but the F.reswick one is less than 6' x 6' (c. 1. 8 x 1. 8 m). 
At Jarlshof there was noted a long fire in the middle of the structure, but at 
Fresw:lci< this feature is con1i.ned to one corner, possibly because of the 
lack of available space. The attribution of the structure at Jarlshof as a 
bath hou.se was not conclusive, as HamHton alternatively suggested interpre-
tation as a small 'hof' or temp:e (Hamilton, 1956, 110). Other bath houses have 
been noted from Iceland, e. g. Grof (Eldjarn, 1S65, 16, Figure 3) and possibly 
at L'Anse aux Meadows, where Building G has been so interpreted (Jngstad, 
1977. 218). One of the main pieces of evidence cited to support the suggestion 
as a bath house at Freswick, was the presence of an underlying drain, which 
has however been shown (see p. 181 above) to be an earlier feature and 
stratigraphically unrelated. Having cast doubt on its function as a bath house, 
other suggestions for its use could have been a store house or a potter's 
work area (Curle, 1939, 80); neither of which are conclusive. 
7. 3. 5 The Smithy 
The attribution of BuildL"lg HI as a smithy at Freswick, seems safe. 
Many other sites in the north have produced similar evidence. For example, 
at Jarlshof one was located at right-angles to the parent dwelling (Hamilton, 
1956, 110-111 and Figure 53). The Jarlshof building was paved and measured 
21' x 10' (6. 4 x 3. 05 m), and its malin feature was a large hearth. There was 
a further smithy associated with House 4 (Hamilton, 1956, 159-60), which 
replaced an earlier one. It is recorded that this made bronze pins, the moulds 
of which were recovered here. 
Two smitMes were ~herefore noted at Jarlshof, and indeed the case may 
have been so at Freswick. One was excavated by Curle (Building III, Curle 
1939, 81-2)~and another stone building is recorded at the northern end of the 
L:ln~s (Shore R:2fns, Plate Ll.A} which :s reco:rded as hav:ng slag alli over the 
floor (RCAHMS, 19llb, no. 49, 19). The Ordnance Survey confused thi.s 
building with that from Curle's complex (OS card no. ND 36 NE 4, 1); it 
cannot possibly be t11e same str'J.cture for two very good reasons. The first 
is that the photograpb available of it shows it as being relatively u.pstandling, 
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whilst Building lCIJ was very badly damaged and! reduced to fo:.mdation level at most 
poi.nts. Secondly, the northern ruins are only 200 yards (1.33 m) south-east of 
the modern chapel, considerably further north than that excavated by Curle. 
The presence of a smithy on this and other Viking sites is not unexpected. 
They are a common featill'epand have been recorded extensively in Iceland,at 
Skallakot and Stong for example (Roussell, 1943a, 68-9; b, 84-6)1and in 
Greenland,at Gardar (Nl!Srlund, 1930, 111-112) and other sites. This element 
would be expected on a site which would! have to be self-sufficient. It is 
interesting, however, that very little slag was recoJL'ded at the Icelandic sites, 
but a large variety of iron objects -knives, pins, rivets and nails, padlock and 
key, etc. ot'helL' sites more within the immediate sphere of Freswick which 
have produced! evidence for on-site smithing, include Birsay, where Curle 
has noted extensive use of moulds in the immediate pre-Viking period to 
make copper alloy pins and brooches (Curle, 1982, 26-39),and Hunter's 
excavations at the site also indicate iron-working (Hunter and Morris, 1981, 
255). Also the Udal (Crawford and SwitzulL', 1977, 131) and Westness, Rousay 
(Kaland, 197 3, 84) have produced this evidence. 
7. 3. 6 Air Vents 
An intriguing element in the constructions of a number of buildings 
examined by Curle and one example from Childe's excavations, was 
the recovelL'y of a series of narrow vents and drains. Such examples are: 
Building VI at the west end, BuHding IV at the north and west sides, 
bath house but separa~ed from it by midden {see above p. 181 ). This 
disproportionate number of air vents or drains is interesting. Building VI 
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has no c.efinite ir:dica.~ions of a by:re at t:he west end~wheE'ea.s that in Buiic:.ng r:r 
leads to the fire and so c&."lnot be a drain; it is more likely to be a f:ue. This 
is similar to an example from Und:erhoull where it is suggested as providing a 
draught to the fire (Small, 1966, 245). This feature is tentatively suggested 
as being associated with the raising of steam or smoke~possibly in association 
with the preservation of fish at the site. This aspect is discussed below 
(p. 223). 
7. 3. 7 Buildi.VJ.g Construction at Freswick 
The most obvious remains of the buildings recovered are in stone. 
The act'J.al construction method of the waUs at some of the dwellings examined 
by Curle can be shown to have close similarities with other sites of the period 
eisewhere m tile 'Vikli.ng WorlcP. Tne use of the beach stones has been 
commented on before in relation to the earlier evidence from the Links. This was 
seen in the excavaUon of Building VI in Curle's excavationJ>particularly clearly in 
some of the published photographs of those excavations (Curle, 1939, Plates XLIII, 
1 and 2; Plates XLIV, 1 and 2). The north, east and west walls are of water-
worn beach pebbles in a double line and now badly reduced. The south wall, 
which is later, is of coursed slabs for the most part, over the beach pebbles 
and sometimes incorporating them in the construction (Curle, 1939, Plate XLIII, 1). 
The east end however, has a variation in that it is a complete mixture of pebbles 
with coursed stone (Curle, 1939, Plate XLIV, 1). 
This has also been noted at Drimore Machair (Maclaren, 1974, Plate 1) 
and at Jarlshof (Hamilton, 1956, Plate XIXc). The use of slabs in the construction 
of the walls ~which is clearly illustrated by Curle (1939, Plate XLIV, 1 and Plate XL, 2) 
in :a:.:_t:c.:.ngs v: and n: ::-espect:'.ve~y~ca."'l be cleax~y seen at Jads:1o: {Hamilton, 
1956, P:1ate X!X a and b)yalso in a dwel:mg a.'1.d in the smithy. At Sandwick, 
Bigelow excavated a b'!!Hding which was relatively UJPlSta.."lding (over 1 m) and 
t.e:Te t::e wa:::.s are of co:;:::-sed s:a.bs. T'nere are problems i."l. the consideration 
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of the struc\x.Tes at Freswtck, as at D;:oirnore; because of the extensive robbing 
of the walls, it is not always possible to be conclusive as to the method of wall 
construction. lit is possible that the basal courses of beach slabs were super-
imposed by slabs, in the ma."lner described by Ritchie (1977, 179) and as seen 
Jin modern Caithness. 
Many problems have arisen because of the re-use of stone at the site 
and the superimposition of buildings. The reduced nature of the walling in the 
north of Buildling VI and at the west of Building Ill, the smithy, must suggest 
robbing to rebuild other structures. The remains of the walling now visible 
cannot be explained as the fm.m.dations for turf walls~because they are not wide 
enough. Wide walls are particularly common in Iceland , e. g. Stong, 2 m 
(Roussell, 1943b, 84)1and in Faroe, e. g. Kv{vfk, 1. 5 m (Dahl, 1965, 137-9). 
n is interesting to note.here, that the south broclb. wall at Freswick was very 
badly damaged and may have also been robbed for stone buildings elsewhere 
on the site (see discussion above pp.154, 159 ). The use of clay bedding for walling, 
as seen in the south waH of Building VX (Curle notebook NMRS ms 28a(SAS 461), 14) 
and in ChiMe's waU(PQ)(l943, 7)1 is interesting and can be paralleled at Birsay 
(Hunter, 1983; Hun,ter and Morris, 1981, 250). 
The use of flat slabs to form level,or levelling1surfaces is also worthy 
of note. At the east end of Building IV the pathway was levelled up by flat slabs, 
very much as it was at Underhoull(Small, 1966, 239). The floor of the smithy 
was also carefuUy made up of flat slabs (Curle, 1939, 81) but elsewhere, flagging 
was used to cover drains or put m areas of extensive use. 
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opposfJlg entrances,unlike examples at Jarlshof {Hamilton, 1956, Figure 79, 
Building K) and at Sandwick {Bigelow forth.). The relationship of this absence 
to the potenCial presence of ca.t~le bas been r.oted above (p. 197 ). The buHdir.gs 
a~ Freswick are sq'!.lare-cornered, difliering from some other Northern examples, 
such as Drimore (Maclaren, 1974, Figure 1), Buckquoy (Ritchie, 1977, Figure 3) 
and UnderhouU (Small, 1966, Figure 10). This difference can be seen in two 
sites in the Faroes; at Kv!vik, tine ends are rounded (Dahl, QP. cit.) but at 
Fugla.fir&r they are squared (Dahl, 1958, 118-46). The difference may be 
a response to differing roofing construction, with the curving ends possibly 
representing a hipped gable, as suggested at Ribblehead (King, 1978, 25 ). 
The distribution of the post=holes in Building VK at Freswick could indicate 
an aisled construction, as at Jarlshof (1956, 107, 160) where the buildings 
are generaHy squared at the ends. Of the few remaining post-holes at Sandwick, 
the indications are that they supported a central ridgeopole (Bigelow, 1978, 
Figure 2)~and at Underhoull, Small notes a similar distribution 
{Small, 1966, Figure 10). 
The use of timber in the construction of the buildings at Freswick is 
poorly documented, apart from the post-holes in Building VI which indicate an 
aisled roofing construction. But what other interior features were of timber? 
The bed in Buli.lding IV was presumably composed of wood,and in Childe's 
Phase I there are suggestions of stone restll"aints for timber elements (see 
above p.185 ). It is also conceivable that Childe's Phase 0 may represent a 
series of post-pads. or part of a turf-clad wall. In the complex examined by 
Curle, the area between Buildings I and IIT,delimited by a series of small stones, 
could represent the base of a timber partition. Recent work in the Faroes by 
Thorsteinssol1l. can assist our interpretations of such elements (Thorsteinsson, 
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excavation. 'I'he use of Umber in the construction of houses is well documented 
in Scandinavia, for example at Ullanltlliaug (~re, 1973, 17), Stend (Myhre, 
:'..S76} a...."l.cl S~o:rd (Hir,.s~h. ::'..S6D) in No:L'way. A'h.so in Faroe,wo:ri:< a~ Kvivfk by 
Dan~ (1965, 137~9), and the recove;ry of the evidence of post-pads at Fuglaf:i.rcfu:r 
{Dahl, 1958, 118-46) ,is adrl.itiona1 importan~ evidence in this consideration. 
The lack of suitable timber for construction purposes could be over-
come ii.n a number of ways. Drift wood as a source of timber is recorded in 
excavation at Underhoull (Small, 19S6, 238), Jarlshof (Hamilton, 1956, 199) for 
example}o..\so at Birsay (Donaldson et al, 1981, 80)Q to name the more obvious 
examples. At some sites, such as Papa Stour, there is evidence for the 
direct importation of timber for constructional purposes, in that case for a fine 
timber floor and waH panelling (Crawford!, 1982, 1) on the 'royal farm' there. 
It :i.s also possible, but not supported by any contemporary evidence, that the 
fores~s of Sutherland in the southern part of the Norse earldom, may have 
supplied timber to Caithness. 
Apart from the potential presence of timber elements on the site at 
Freswick, it should be noted that,in the west wall of Building VII in Curle's 
complex, the skull of a small whale was located. The use of whalebone in 
constructional positions can also be paralleled at Drimore (Maclaren, 1974), 
0. 
and Buckquoy (Ritchie, 1977, 179) inAlate Pictish context. Other items 
employed in the construction of walling or interior features on these sites, 
include the use of a broken quernstone in the kerb of Childe's hearth 
(1943, 7),and the incorporation of steatite sherds within the fabric of the walls 
at UnderhouU (Small, 1966, 238)-in the rebuildling of walls which had collapsed 
because of the rotting of the turf within them. 
The presence of wattle and dlaub at the site of Freswick, below 
Building vn, has caused many problems in interpretation. lLt is often difficult 
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s:xggests a.t Jar:s~'1of (1954, 17} ), or if it predates all of it,thus leading to 
incorpo:re.tion into the fabric of the walling. It is likely to have represented a 
st:r~:::ture or struc~u.rai e:e:mer..t,but one thfng that ca"l be said wi~h certair..ty is 
fnat 1whateve:r its provena.."l.ce, the str'!J.ctu:rre must have been destroyed by fi:rre; 
this has led! to the baking of it and the resultant preservation. The kiln has 
wattle and daub within the actual flue, but its significance is unsure, although 
it could represent a possible lining to that feature. Equally, it is likely that 
it represents earlier occupation at this part of the site, Curle noting that it 
looked as if it was laid dlown flat, possibly suggesting a wall (NMRS ms 28b 
(SAS 461), 67}. Initially, it was thought to be a partition wall of Building VII, 
but the evidence does not support this because it underlies the walls of that 
structure. For that reason ,it is also not the inner lining of the stone 
structure because of its stratigraphical reliationship with the walling. It must 
predate Building VII, but it is not known by how much; it could even conceivably 
be associated with the earliest structure below Building H. 
Wattle and dlaub constructions or elements have been noted at a 
number of sites, particularly in urban contexts at York, Coppergate (Hall, 
1982, 234-6}, Dublin (Wallace, 1982, 273; Murray, 1981) and Durham, 
Saddler Street (Carver, 1979, e. g. Figures 5 and 6). In a rural context, 
examples have been noted in a pre-Norse context from the Brough of Birsay 
(Hunter, 1983, l56)wherewatUe type fencing on Site VIII was suggested as a 
shelter enclosing or protecting an open working area with hearths; Hunter 
thinks that it could be a seasonal activity at the site. (Wattle and daub hurdles 
have !oeen noted as yardl-dividers at King's Lynn also (Clarke and Carter, 
1977' 60).) 
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an earHe::r context. Mackie has noted this i!l association wli.th the Phase I 
ground level at the b::roch of Dun Mo::r V2.ul (197 4, 151). 
7. 3. 8 T:'::e Phasing and Re:a.tive Da1L"1g (Figures 23, 26) 
It is no~ poss!b~e to relate fhe st:ruc~ures excavated by ChHde ~o 
those of Curle; likewise, no precise stratigraphical relationship can be 
satisfactorily made between the two ranges of buildings distinguished by Curle. 
Consequently, it is possfble only to create a relative chronology with the 
available information; and it will be seen that this chronology has to be split 
between three groups of relationships. It ought to have been possible to distinguish 
phases through an artefact study, but the precise stratigraphical relationships 
between the objects is usually rather obscure. It is possible~therefore, to make 
comment on the relative stratigraphy within the groups of buildings which are 
actually directly inter-related. Three indiv:i.duali groups can be distinguished. 
Grou£..! 
This includes Buildings I - III and V and VII. The earliest part 
of th:i.s site (Phase I) is the weH-bu:Ht wan undlerly:ing Building n and the 
mutual wall with Building I; it also underlies Building VII. This is sequen-
tially followed by the main north and south members of Building I (Phase II), 
with most of the walling of Building H following thiso As there is a lack 
thG\.t 
of information on this b1lllildi.ng much more cannot be said, excepttin Curle's 
notebook (N:MRS ms 28b (SAS 461), 67) it is recorded that this phase 
(Phase III) in the sequence is earlier than the walling of Building VIL 
Building III is problematical (Phases HI-V) because of 
rebuilding and alterations, particularly at the junction of Buildings ][ 
and III. The junction between the west end of the building and the east 
chamber is only indicated in Curle's notebook (Nl\1RS ms 28c (SAS 461), 31). 
lt is not clear if this was actually the case, but there are 
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south pier west of ihe south entrance in Building HI is bedded more deeply than 
the nort:-:ern part (:possibly because it overlay midden from an earlier 
cleposi~:on) ru:.C: t::e wes: a.d3ace~t wan ii.s fot::."l.C:ed at a higih.er level than the 
east part of t!1e st:ructure. Within the 'Ante room' of Building XH,a kerbed 
:J.eaJrth i.s recorded in the notebook (NMRS ms 28c(SAS 461), 31) but the 
relationship wHh Bu:i.:mng I is only indicated on the plan as the next phase, and 
so it must remain. 
Building V, the 'naust' (Phase V),is obviously complex because it is 
made up of a number of different walls; it is known to overlie Building VII 
{Phase IV) (Curle, 1939, 74, Figure 1). Baildf.ng VH itself {Phase IV) has 
a few structural alterations also; the thick cross wall partially across the 
mid-part of Building VII predates the two smaller sections of walling coming 
ii.n from the east sidle. These have been termed Phase V because of this 
relationship" 
Phase l[V or V is associated with Building X , the building of the 
bath house1 which involved the b!ocking of the entrance in the east wall of that 
structure. T.ae bath house has within it a dump of clay and this seals a sherd 
I 
of Medieval pottery. 
GrouQ___£ 
Buildings IV and VI are the structures involved here. According to 
Curle, Building VI underlies the west end of Building IV and,therefore,must 
predate it. The stratigraphical details concerning these are very limited,so a 
relative chronology must again suffice. 
The bulk of Building IV was noted by Curle as the third phase, possibly 
contemporary with Building II. This evidence is based on relative levels of 
the final stage of its occupation. This information is rather inconclusive,so 
information provided. 
The stratig:ra:pb.icaHy earliest recorded walling was found underlying 
t!:le la:c-ge so\.J.tb. wa:l of B·1.ildir..g VL A!though in Curie's excavation trench, 
"U;his was :::1ot ::ecorded l.L"lti: the 1981 work there (Batey et al, 1983, Figure 4). 
Also t::nderlying the :rn.air.. so<.:.t'ft wall are the three badly reduced wa:ls of 
B:1ilding VI and a wall below the Phase V walls of Building IV. It cannot be 
judged w:h.etl1er these are of Phase J or n. TI1e main south wall has been 
suggested as Phase ni.with the secondary cross wall and partial door blocking 
as Phase IV in Building VI. 
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The walling and the vent-like construction east of Building VI1and below 
Building ][V (noted by Curle as overlying this walling),cannot be ascribed to a 
particular phase, but they underlie the walling of Building IV, Phase V (which may or 
may not equal Phase IV of Building VI). Also, the vent part is likely to overlie 
the south waHJi.ng of Phases I or n in Building IV9 because they do not appear on 
the plan of the previous stage in the excavation (Curle, 1939~ Figure 2, 75). 
Phase VI can be distinguished as a few minor changes only; two 
blocked entrances ira the north wall of Building ][V and a small extension of the 
east wall to form an enclosure. The final phase, Phase VII could be the same as 
Phase VI~but this cannot be proven. This is suggested at the northern part where 
the small enclosure is added and an entrance blocked, possibly indicating the 
same phase of alterations. 
GrouE.1_ ( ~'5-''ll. 2.b) 
This is the area excavated by Childe and has been dealt with extensively 
above (p.184 ). Briefly, it comprises four phases which Childe distinguished, 
but with a number of modifications and additions. These are particularly in 
Phase H wh~:re the pier (CD) can be shown to predate the adjacent walling also 
the waU(AK)~1as two phases within it, the channel leading towards (LJ.ViNO)structure 
to the west, o~2y partially Ulr.'.Cle:rlyir.g the wan (AK)and suggesting thus two possible 
~:.::i:c;:;.g pbases, ':'he i~:.t:.ali p:h.ase (0) distinguished by Childe, could be a 
iimbe::- one,beca11:se of its insubst:L"ltia! nature,ano1 is particularly interesting 
because it co"J,ld represent early Viking activity at the site, 
There are major problems involved in trying to relate these three 
groups to each other, although they are located within 100 m 2 of each other. 
Dating the relative parts cannot really be aided by the study of the artefacts from 
these different phases because they are often lacking precise layer contexts and 
stratigraphical information, There are occasional hints at a chronological 
indicator, such as the Medieval pottery in the bath house or the Medieval pottery 
associated with the waH head of Billlilding IV. However, unless they are in a 
sealed context, as that in the bath house appears to be, they could be the result 
of disturbance, the digging out of foundation trenches for walls for example. The 
constant re-use of the stone and the building of other structures on the sites of 
earlier ones has resulted in the loss and damage of large amounts of valuable 
stratllgrapbical information~which cannot now be reconstructed. For some parts 
of the site, further excavations may help to clarify matters, but for much, the 
above analysis and reworking of the original site documentation is likely to be 
as far as it is possible to go with the available information. Even so, considerable 
modifications to, and, in places radical revision of, the earlier excavators' 
conclusions have been proposed. 
Chapter 8 
Aspects of the Subsistence Economy of Late Norse Freswick 
One of the most import~t elements of the recent work at Freswick is the 
co~lection ~d study of fhe environmental data. The earUer work at the site 
did r:::.oi p~z.ce 2X:y great irnporta.nce on e::nv:iro::nmental study. resuHing in. the 
recording of brief and isolated core.me~ts concerning this. However, when they 
rure collected together they form a useful body of information, particularly 
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when considered with the information gained! in the recent excavation programme" 
m the 1930sv the work of LacaHle specifically li..'lvolved the P'rehistoric 
evidience at the site. He noted that a bed containing the early flint assemblage 
was revealed beneath an overburden containing pot sherdls and bone tools 
~Lacaille, 1954, 185}. The deposit itself contained many shells, 'remains of 
large red deer, birds and fishes' (LacaiHe, 1954, 266). 
The excavation report of Tress Barry's examination of Freswick Sands 
Broch is brief~and lacks any information of environmental significance 
(.Anderson, 1901, 143-4). However, the work reported by Edwards is more 
helpful m this aspect. He notes that prior to excavation. the site of the hut 
circle was indlicated by a scatter of midden deposit sloping down towards the 
beach. The actual floor of the hut circle, on excavationpwas partially paved, with 
thilclk clay having limpets impressed :into it and a concentration of whelks (Edwards, 
1925, 89-90). lfn the area of Lady's Brow, at the north of the Links, midden 
deposits of limpets and fish bones were exposed; this is the area north-east of 
ZoneS (see above, page 133),with portions of que:rnstone, beds of limpets and 
large amounts of burnt stone exposed. Both souterrains examined had paved 
passages, one fiUed with compacted dark soil mixed with limpets. Near the 
entrance, a limpet bed included a child's jaw and skull fragments. The smaller 
compartment of earth house B was filled with burnt stone mixed with dark soil 
(Edwards, 1925, 90-93). His second excavation season concentrated on the site 
environmental mforma!ion is given for C1he actual structure itself, Edwards 
notes that 1on tl'n.e wesC sid!e of the building near tlhe wall, a midden with large 
a.""no:.;;;.-:ts of 5s:h boz:.e was lo~atecl (Edwards. 1927, 202). Perhaps tile most 
sf.gnt:!caTI.t statement deals with -:::1e recovery of a ~1:i.ghly f:-agmentedl pottery 
vessel, i::rr :rou.g~'ll fib ric, containing grey matter, later interpreted as the 
rema:!.ns of a cod's stomach contents, examined by A. C. Stephen (in Edwards, 
1927, 202) (!1.1.'3). 
Both Curle and Childe drew attention to the fact that the site was being 
badly damaged by storms (Childe, 1943, 5), Curle noting that 'yearly these 
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banks are eroded and driven farther back by the tempestuous winds which prevail 
on that coast' {1939, 72)o Over most of the eroded areas,midden refuse and burnt 
stones were exposed!o Explicit references to midden deposits located during 
excavation are fewo Curle noted that the floor of Building I was covered deep in 
kitchen middlen (1939, 73)1as was that of BuHding IT (1939, 80)>with the addli.tional 
important information that one of the waUs of Building II was actually founded 
on midlden {1939, 81)o 'I'he east end of BuHding VIwas fli.lled with midden and to 
its south there existed a large midden. In his not~Sbook,Curle r:ec.ords i."Building VII 
'following the waH and digging down through a deep kitchen midden which contains 
more fish remams than any midden previously explored1 (NMRS mss. 28b(SAS 461) 
27 ~8)o T'ne significance of this remark will be considered below in relation to 
more recent work at the site. The report on the animal remains by M. I. Platt 
(in Curle, 1939, 109) notes the recovery of small mature ox, pony, dogs, sheep, 
red deer, grey seal, pig, gannet and cod(gadus callarias LJ. Childe adds to this 
scanty picture in the statement that the structures he examined were within a 
midden deposit 'demonstrably continuous with that on and in which Dr. Curle's 
buildings stood1 (1943, 5). ChHde refers to a midden floor deposit in Phase 2 
and hea!'th of Phase l by an inch of s:mot Tlhe west room of Phase 2 had an 
i:rregoJ.lar1y paved floor beneath a 'deposit of midden and fish bones 1 (1943, 10}. 
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The cor.sf.stent no:irr:g of fish bones withm file middens is interesting b tne 
Eg:'1-;; of ~ore recen.: excavated deposits. The fa.ci that so few L"ldividual 
compone:nts of C'he mi!il:dens are noted must Jindicate e~at Cbe fish bone was present 
in greafc abumdance. as other elements such as mammal bone are :rarely noted. 
The overall significance of these deposits is discussed below (p. 219-24). 
Previous excavations at the site,therefore, had referred to the extensive 
midden deposits on the Links, but often only in a superficial manner; there certainly 
had never been any detailed examination of the deep deposits, seen so clearly in 
the eroding cUff s~Sction. Kt was 1therefore,decided that such an examination should 
form a major element in any renewed campaign and!Jto a large extent, most of 
the foUowing work was structured to this end (w:i.th the exception of the excavations 
at Area 1, the Broch,and Area 2, Curle's Building VJI). Two environmental 
specialists (D. J. Rackham and A. K. G. Jones) were introduced to the site to 
exa..mine various aspects,andl aJD. mte:rim report based on their findings follows. 
8. 2 Environmental Surv~Sy, 1979 (Figure 27). 
An auger survey was carried out in order to ascertain the extent of the 
midden deposlits to the west of the eroding sand cliffs. Although the survey was 
partial 9 it did indicate considerable differences across the Links, with an absence 
of midden in the northern area, except in one small section :in a raised duneo This 
contrasts with the considerable SUJi.'vli.val of midden deposits in the southern area. 
However, even here there is apparently a concentration to the seaward side, 
suggestJing that in some parts of the site as a whole, the midden has been largely 
destroyed by human or animal agency as well as natural forces. Coring in the 
central area, on the other hand, indicates t?n.at the midden extends up to 100 metres 
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Seven gro';lps of p:hosphate samplies were taken from coastal locations for 
analiysis by 1\f...r. Iv.L, Alexander of Du:rham University. The intention here was to 
tes~ ~be ~easib!I~~-y of c2.Y':ryf.ng out a phosphate su.I::"vey on the Lfunks. The samples 
take:! at the northern end of the Links s'!llggestedlnatwral soH levels of phosphate. 
m the area around Zone D :mdlno:rthern Zone lE, i.e. mainly in the vicJiniity of 
ChiMe's work east of Cmrle's area, an.i!ll furtY1er south towards Zone F, the tests 
clierurly picked up the midden horzons and seemed to differentiate between midden 
and bUllr:iied dune SU.I'faces. Leaching had not significantly affected the phosphate 
values {Rackham et al., forth). 
'rhe sand cUff is erodmg heavily in places and it is apparent that much of 
tl1e midrl!en has been >and is stiU .being ).ost. Although the eroded cliff edge shows 
that the midden deposits a:re immense, the actual land!ward extent is uncertain. 
The Vllsible sections of the deposit show a very c1ea:r stratigraphy with a number 
of layers that can be traced for some metres; the total thickness of the deposit 
varies somewhat aroum.d 75 em. 
In ord,er to make some assessment of the potentiall of these deposits, four 
samplles were taken from the cUff section in Zone D for analysis in 1978. The 
samples were taken as a collurnn of four. each sampling about 15 em of the section 
at a point where the depth of the deposits was approximately 60 em. The sample 
column was 22. 5 em wide by 20 em deep. There were varying characteristics 
plainly visible in the stratigraphy of the section that were later confirmed when the 
samples were processed, The samples were all wet-sieved through a series of 
sieves with diminishing mesh size; 3. 35 mm, 10 0 mm and 600 mu apertures. 
Floating material was collected, as :iit washed over, :i.n a 300 mu sieve. 
Different concentrations of material were noted, despite the crudity of the 
stratigraphical W.fferentiations. Fish was concentrated mainly in the 68-72 em 
ba:."'ld and differences i:n fish :rangi~g from ~ing at ti1e top to cod and haddock and 
then cod. Limpet sheHs were concentrated! towards the top of the profile,as 
were bu.rnt &..."1d scorched stones. Some ca:rbonised seed was recovered 
espec:a2ly :.n the Gpper S£mple, wh:ch included hulled barley (Rackha."'Il et al .• , 
A second column sample, 1. 5 m x 45 em x 30 em, wa.s taken from 
Zone E and sampled in a more detailed manner with 15 stratigraphical contexts 
distinguished!. The archaeological indications are more interesting. As in 
the previous sample, the percentage of fish bone and molluscs in the samples 
far exceeded that of the mammal bone. The range of mammal bone present 
includles ox, sheep/goat, :rodents, small mammal. Although cod, saithe and 
l:iing, varying in size between 30 em and! over 1 m, were predominant, other 
species we:re noted Ji.n fewer numbers; these include eel, haddock, whiting 
is all in very good condition and! includes elements not often recovered on 
archaeological sites, such as otoliths, fish scales and tiny fragile bones. 
These preliminary results suggest a fishery at the site special-
ising in the capture of large cod and ling, discarding other coastal 
species (Rackham, et al., forth.). The smaU size of the sample would 
invalidate, at the moment, any generalisations about the site as a whole, 
although the indications are that the percentages of material seem 
consistent with other samples examines from the site (Rackham, et al., 
forth.). 
8. 3 Environmental Work. J\.980 
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Work in the 1980 season was organised by A. K. G. Jones, and continued to 
explore the composition of ~he midden deposits. This took the form of sieving the 
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examil.ne~t The t:rench was excavated to a depth of approximately L 25 m where 
clean WJi.nd=blown sand was encmmtex-ed. m aC:dition, a number of samples of 
By faJL" the ma.;oricy of the samples were washed usling a 'bulk-sieving tank 0 as 
described by Kei1waTdl 0 Han and! Jones (1980)0 One millimetre mesb was used 
both withln tlhe tank and on the flot sieve. The water supply was pumped from 
Freswick JBurn. 
In the :region of four tonnes of soil were processed in 1980. The resulting 
residues are extremely rich lfl fish bones and marine mollusc with lesser 
quantities of mammal and bird bones, and crustacean remains (including barnacle 
plates and crab exo-skeleton fragments). Macroscopic plant remains are 
restricted to a few carbon:i.sed grains and the occasional piece of heather (Calluna 
vulgaris). The number of charred grains in the dleposits is very smaU: usually 
ti = .w grains per 60 litres of soiL 
AUhough detaHed analyses are far from complete, it is possible to present 
some generall commmts on ~ne kinds of fish present. The majox-ity of fish bones 
are from large members of tlhe cod farn:Hy (Gadidae); saithe (Pollachius virens) 
ling (Molva sp.) andl cod (Gadus morhua) dominate the assemblages. In addition, 
haddock (Melanogrammus aegleflinus) and flat fish bones are fairly common. Perhaps 
surprising at first sight is tlhe discovery of fairly large numbers of tiny fish bones. 
These are from fish in the region of 0.10 min length. It seems probable that these 
bones were discarded with the viscera of the larger fish, and represent the last 
meal of the larger food fish. Of particular interest are the relatively large numbers 
of otol:l!ths and o~olith fragments. These are in a good stall;e of preservation and 
should px:-ove of great value when considering the age, size and possible season 
of capture of the fish. 
8. 4 E:J.viro:r.met:ta..l Wo~k, :981 (Ffgt;.re :i..O (Zc::le S :: Area 9) and :l) 
The main environmental objectives of the 1981 season were to sieve soH 
samples from t?:-l.e foUl" cliff-side t:rrenches {Areas 5 - 8 inclusive), to examine 
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ar. a:ea Co t:~e :::ort:h of Lady 9s Bl!."ow (Area 9) 8.nd to contir.ue sa...-vr.p:mg A:rrea 2 
{midd'.en d'.eposits in 8'Eld aroillld the bui:rungs excavated by Curle in 1937-8). While 
some samples appeal!."ed to consist mai.."J.ly of pian~ remai."l.S, identifiable macro-
and microfossils wel!."e not observed, suggesting that organic preservation is not 
good. A coprolite was also examined but no identifiable animal remains were 
:recogniset:t V\Thile detailed analyses are far from complete, the fish bones 
recovered from the 1981 season are broadly similar to those obtained in 1980, 
io e. the majority of the fish bones are from large members of the cod family 
(Gadidae). dominantly saithe, ling and cod; also haddock and flat fish bones are 
relativeLy common. A numbel!." of cattie bones were recovered from the samples at 
Area 2 but less common at the cliff edge trench Area 4 (Jones et aL, forth. )9 oj lq80. 
In addition, a small number of samples were examined microscopically 
to assess the preservation of an:i.mal and plant remains smaller than 1 mm. A 
gouge auger was also tested to determine if it might be appropriate for examining 
m:i.dden stratigraphy in areas that w:i.ll remain unexcavated in the present project. 
(Preliminary augering had taken place in 1979, with interesting results; see 
pp. 214-215 above, for details of thls). The auger was tested on an area to the 
south of the site, with a number of cores being taken along grid line 275. After 
much hard work, the attempt was abandoned because of the difficulty of pushing 
the auger into the soH. The force of inserting the auger compressed the core of 
soil, thereby obscuring the stratigraphy of the section examined. lfn brief, the 
gouge auger is not a suitable tool to explore the whole of the Links, but it did 
prove useful :lin probing particular areas in order to see if midden lay below. 
lfn conclusion, with the end of the 1981 wol'k, it has become clear that 
'2i9 
particular aspects. Wit:-1 the corr.plet:o:n of sample Areas 4 - 8, an liD.paralleled · 
mass of en0.ronme:1'1:2.: data, most:y (but not exclasfvely) fro~ the late Norse 
ou~~.::.net. here are C.:ea:~ w;.th more f:1lly e~.sewhere (3atey eta:., :ss:!..; Batey et a!., 
fo::.-t~. z.). T?le :.:rc.portance of the renewed ca:npa:.gn of excavation a~ Freswick ::es 
in the fact that a::l m:.aden-like deposits encountered durbg excavation have been 
subject to detailed environme:"~ta: a..""!a!ysi.s. This :integrated approach, com~ming 
environmental information with the archaeological study, has resulted in a much. 
broader and more ccmp:rehens:.ve, l:llde:rs~anding of the site, providing insights into the 
environment ar..d economy of the site in the late Norse period. 
So 5 The Economic Significance 
Advance in archaeological method a."1d the awareness of economic and 
environmental indicators has resulted in the recovery of a mass of such informa-
tion from this site (Jo:n.es et a!., forth; Rackham et al., forth). 
Work in 198! revea!ed a series of probable cultivation marks at the northern 
part of the Li.nks, shown in sec:::ion. in Zone E at t?le heart of the erosion, ar..d 
demonstrated in 1982 to continue at the south e!ld of the Links. Whilst at this 
early stage it cannot be fully substantiated, it is likely that barley and oats were 
being cultivated at the site (Batey et aL, 1981, 24; forth.a; Rackham et a1., forth.). 
It is hoped to be able to support this presence archaeologically, already indicated 
by the recovery of carbonised seeds from the deposits, and by the presence of 
the impressions on the grass tempered pottery. It :s also conceivable that 
Building VII lin Curle's excavations was being used! as a threshing area with a kiln 
for parching the grain. This would suggest production,tb.erefore,probably for the 
population at Freswick, in an area which is today still of importance for such 
crops. Whet~e:::- this was being se!lt i!lland, to settlements as yet archa.eologically 
'i.211.at-::esteo., to peo~~~e who cc:.:.:d ~ot p:rovi.de C:heir O'WD. celr'eal (.o'.lt perhaps could 
exchange peat) car..not be proven, only suggested. 
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TI1e recovery of the bones of smaU cattle at the site {Rackham, pers. comm.} 
the Area 2 r:J.1dll:!en deposits {Jones et aR.,fo:rth})serves to indicate a mixed economy. 
TC.e almost complete skeleton of a pig,however, from Area 4 (1980} may raise a 
slightly different pomt. Many pig bones were Jrecovered from Jarlshof :i.n a late 
Norse context (Platt, 1956, 215)vbut Bigelow notes very few at Sandwick (Bigelow 
forth) and suggests that they would be uneconomic to keep :in forage in a northern 
environme:.r1t on a settlement the size of Sandwick, They may also be destructive 
for cropped areas unless sufficiently restricted. ][t cannot be guaged from a sin5\e. 
skeleton, although other bones may be amongst material now being processed, 
whether pigs were common at the site. It :lis likely, however, that there would have 
been sufficient space to keep them because~in contrast to Unst, Caithness is a 
relaUvely rich area, especially m the immediate vicinity of Freswick itself. 
The presence of a mixed! economy at such a site as Freswick, does not 
cause surprise. Nor indeed does the presence of fishing evidence; for a seafaring 
people, the sea is an easy place to exploit. However, the degree of this exploita-
tion as exhibited at Freswick, is astounding. There are layers on the site which 
are entirely composed of fishbones. The earlier excavators also continuously 
note the presence of fishbone. TheTe is evidence from the middens so far 
excavated that deep sea fishing was takmg place on a very large scale, probably 
commeTc:ially (Batey et at, forth); the resources needed to support this must have 
been considerable. ][t is liikely to have been selective, in favour of cod, ling and 
saithe {Batey et al., 1981, 24~5), with the element of small fish being explicable 
as the content of large fish stomachs. Parts of fish of up to 2 m in length have 
lbeen recovered and are commonly in excess of 1 rn. The density of the fish 
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home CODS1!llnpi:i.on aloneo mmcaUons ai a prelimm&Jry level are that different 
&Jreas of the site were involved in differing processes such as gutting and heading. 
The f:.s:: bo:::es ;r:.ear Area 2 {Ct:.::r:~e 's B:::Edl.;rr.g VI), are :more da..."n.aged a."ldl suggest 
possible consumption at this area (Jones et al., foFth). 
As ca.l'l be seen from the catalogue o;;' finds from the site (see Prurt IIT), 
there are relatively few artefacts which can be readily assigned to fishing 
activities. SmaH 's work at U:r...:J:erhoun produced! a vessel fragment described 
as for :rendering down fish livers (1966, 242, Figure 14). The plummets and 
sinkers are ver:y few in :relation to the numbers which must have loeen needed. 
However, only a small area of the site has been examined and it is possible that 
this evidence is largely restricted to a specific a:reao ·The paucity of fishing 
equipment recovered contrasts greatly with the large amounts fotmd at Jarlshof, 
Hamilton,for example, noting a marked increase in the numbers of steatite line~ 
sinkers from Phase 5, a 12lte Norse context {Hamilton, 1956, 157) onwards" 
Goodlad has made am~. interestling observation on fchis phenomenon (Goodlad, 1971, 
54), suggestiing that the increased deposition of linesmkers could! reflect the 
fact that they were an obsolete method and consequently discarded. There are 
some examples from Freswick which are obviously broken or damaged 
(eo g. 6 .1.19 , 6. 1. 23}, and therefore would have been abandoned. It is 
possible that the deposits so far examined at Freswick, mainly the midden tips, 
the rubbish, have resulted in a bias of this type of materiaL 
If the present consideration of the fish material, which forms the bulk of 
aU the sieved deposits, should substantiate the suggestion of commercial fishing, 
there are probRems :involved. The main. problem lis a lack of comparable 
contemporary siteso Most of the Norse sites excavated in the North have 
produced evidence of fishing in the economy, usually within a mixed economy. 
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These inc:ude, fc::c exa::np:e, Ja::clsho! (Ea.,."'nilton, 1S5S, S); Sandwick (Bfgelow, 
forth); Birsay (Sel.ler, 1982, 133) andBackquoy (Ritchie, 1977, 191), with 
fis:'lir.g apparently being of variable importance at each of the sites mentioned. 
The prob:em is, however, where the fish was being sent from Freswick. Was 
it being sent in1a.,"ldl to supply non-specialist sites? Or was it being sent 
further afield? These can only be suggested as possibilities at the moment, 
because nothing can be proved. 
Another chief prob!e!!l is the consideration of the way in which the fish 
was being treated at the site. There are extensive tracts of burnt stones which 
could indicate smoking o:r boiling of the fish; it could have been saUed in 
barrels using sea salt, but there is no archaeological evidence to support this 
suggestion. It is possible that there will be no structural traces to find in 
association with the drying of the fish; Fenton illustrates, for example, the 
use of a rocky foreshore for drying the fish, at the beginning of the century :in 
Shetland (Fenton, 1978a, Figures 269-70, 579-80). Alternatively, Building VII's 
kiln could have been used for smoking the fish, with drying or storing taking 
place in the remaining pa:rt of that building, or even in the adjacent Building II. 
There are a number of vents and drains at Freswick, some of which cannot be 
o.,g 
explained as hot air ducts ~uilding III, leading to the hearth) or drains ( o.s 
possibly Building VI which could be for cattle drainage). The vents below the 
west end of Building IV for example and the one below the bath house in 
Building I, may have served a different purpose; conceivably this may have 
been associated with the processing of fish at the site. 
It had been hoped to confirm this suggestion by analogy with other sites 
which have produced archaeological deposits rich enough in fish remains to suggest 
fish processing. Some sites, such as Exeter (Wilkinson, 1979, 80), Fuller's Hill, 
Great Yarmouth (Rogerson, 1976, 131=235) or King's Lynn in Norfolk (Wheeler, 
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1977}
1
aH:holJ.gh. st:.ggested as f!sn p:rocessfng sites, have failed to produce anyt!J.i.ng 
mstincUy identiffalble in a s~ructural sense which could be associated with the 
fis2li"!g aspecto However, per:1.aps th::s suggestion may be supported by 
exa..'7lini:.::J.g two otter s:.~es, c:!le late kglian or Anglo-Sca.."1C:inavian, but tTrle 
oe:!J.er Eoma:'lo Excavatfons at St. Mary Bishop'hfU Junior, York, revealed a 
re-used Roman buHdl:ing associated wit!a. the processing of herrings or sprats. 
Large quantities of .scales and fish bones were found compacted on the damaged 
Roman surface. m association with this, 40 post-holes, a clay-lined pit and 
a culvert which was tined with re-used Roman stone were located (Wilson and 
Hurst, 1963, 3!2; 1964, 238-9). It is thought thai the post holes may have 
been racks or shelf supports for the dlrying and processing of the fish (Cramp, 
Jl.967, 18). Excavations at the Tower Bridge site of Peninsular House in 
London have revealed clear evidence for the processing of herring and sprats 
!>lnnO' ~'!,.,. ~"9"'"".,.~.,.."""} I'R!>~"'""'~"' .,,...~ l" """'!\,"".,. 'I OQ?\ Ua,.,., <> ..:!,.,"""'"';~ ,....t; .f~,..'l.. 
- \ -· ·- ----- ------- ~ -- -·-,u ·- ·-.- ._... _ ..,..._ ...... -- .... -·· ·---·· ... 
remains was foundi over a timber floor and filling a contemporary drain in 
the floor, dated to the late 3rd to early 4th centuries. The suggestion of 
commercial activity at these sites is based on the large amount of the same 
.kind of fish being represented, :rather than on anything structural. This 
associaHon wHh drains may indeed be circumstanUal but the possibility 
cannot be ignored that this may be a feature lmked with the 'ind·.1strial' side 
of the site's economy. 
The economic mdicators at Freswick~therefore, suggest a mixed 
economy with a great bias towards fishling. As there is no conclusive evidence 
at this site for earlier Viking occupation, the transition from farmers to fisher-
men cannot be substantiated here as at Jarlsho:lf (Hamilton, 1965, 6) or Birsay 
(Seller, 1982; Donaldson et al., 1981, 77 and references therei..Y1). 
~here a.ppeus :o be 0.0 ar:::!ha.eo:cg:cal evidence 'So sugges~ a reason 
for the abandonment of this settlement. It does not appear to have been 
obvious:y overwhelmed by sand, nor to have been destroyed by fire. As far 
as i: :s poss:ble :o j'~.uige, t~-:.e many resources available at the site do not 
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seem to have changed, a:though conceivably the ba.."lks of cod and ling may nave 
moved {see above). This feature has been :noted in re:atio::t to herring shoals 
elsewhere (Marcus, 1980, 144). Possibly the growth of other sites in 
the area, such as Staxigoe (aHb.oug~1 only dating back as yet to the 18th century 
with certainty (Dunlop, 1982, 131) ), may have resulted in the gradual move 
away from Fresw5.ck. It is, however, a documentary study of the 13th a.11d 
14th century economy which may assist in this part of the study, in conjunction 
with work on the local political history. Archaeology cannot yet answer this 
question. 
PART THREE 
THE ARTEFACT ASSEN.rBJLAGE 
Chapter 9 
Metabl 
1.. Gold. 
2. Silve:z-. 
.3. x.eaa. 
! . 11. Fi!ril~erc Riirllgs • 
;'... 2 l?i!rilS, 
2 , 1 18lCOOChes • 
2.2 Pins. 
2 • .3 Coins. 
3 .1 Whorcls • 
3 • 2 ti'SJ.Ste (Appendix A ) • 
~. Coppell:' Alloy • .li? .1 StlCa.p Ends . 
.If!. 2 Buckles • 
S. XJCon. 
41 , 3 Mo'l.J!Iril'i:S , 
".} • &1- Brccwches • 
41. 5 FingeJC lllings. 
4:. 6 Brcacelets. 
t:i • 7 TtYe~zercs • 
41.181 Pirms • 
.li?. 9 Ne®dles • 
.li?.lO Shee~ M®~a.l. 
tJ .11 Lace 'I'a9's. 
<1 .12 Wiscella.n~otlls. 
5 .1 strcQp Ends. 
5 • 2 Buckl!S!S • 
5 • .3 JXnife IDJl.ailSl~s. 
5. ~ PaOllocks MnOl JXeys. 
5 • !5 Nails and Rivets. 
5.6 Miscellaneous. 
5 • 7 Ammo:rcphous Ircon ( Appsndl~ A) • 
5 • e Waste (Appendix Rl ) • 
Stone and Glass. ChapteJC 10. 
5. Stone 6.1 Sinke:rcs and ti'eights. 
5. 2 WholClS. 
5. 3 Vessels and! Vessel She.rds. 
6 • .111 Stone Discs. 
5.5 Que:rcnstones. 
6 • 6 Jaon<es. 
G • 7 B~oos • 
5 • ~ Chipped! Peblbles. 
6 • 9 lU':rco~headls. 
6 • ].I() SClCZlp<SlCS. 
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1. Glass 
(;,. 11 QerouciAed f\c...ke.s a.~ Grag"'-"E"""-1:-s 
15 • 22 COE:~S • 
G • .13l Woll'h~.rurt:~f&ct~al( lll.p~lil.<tlli~ ~) • 
1.1 vsss~l f.zag0n~ts. 
7. 2 lEJ~atdSl. 
® • .lL l?i!DlS. 
13 • 2 Wssdl~Sl • 
® • 3l Rol.ll<grlhouts • 
!PI , ~ l?Oili'll'I:S • 
llll • 5 PiK'll Beate.zSl. 
llll • G Spiindles • 
s . 7 tfuoJrls, 
s.e All'htleJC co~s.Sili'llgle-sidsd composite. 
181. Sl Am1tls.z co~s. Dol.lble-siO:ed coUitposite. 
181 .10 Coiil!b-ca..se . 
s . 11 JSrall'hdl®s. 
Iii • 12 Sneclt:s. 
e .13 GmmliK'llg Pieces. 
0.1~ P~rfo.za..ted metapoaia..ls. 
8.15 ~scellali'lleous. 
8.16 Won-a...ztefactual(Appendix&). 
Pottery and Fi:rced Clay. Ch&ptex- 12 • 
Sl. t'Jhseltlllz:K'llea Gl&Zed 
Pottery. Sl. J. lS!SJJi"UClles. 
Sl • 2 1limiDs • 
Sl. 3 'l;;l'ru,l sb.e:rcds • 
.10. t1.heel tY:rc!.'!.eOl WoK'll-Glazea 
l?otteey. 10, 1 18latndles • 
10 • 2 JSases • 
Jl.0.3~. 
11.0. 4l t1¢J.ll sinezas. 
11. G:rcass ~e~pe:rced 
Potteey. J.1.1 Complete vessels. 
u .. 2 EancUes • 
.11. 3 !lases . 
.11. 4} Rims • 
1..1. 5 'l;;l'a;u sllle.zas. 
l.l. 6 t-Jho.zls. 
12. BanOJ~cils G:rciil:tea 
Pottery. .12.1 Bases. 
1.2 .2 Rims • 
.12 • 3 'l;;l'all she.zcll.s • 
.13. Burli'llt Clay . .13.1 Loo~eights. 
1.3. 2 -e:'lho.zls. 
13,3 Daub, 
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~~.1 ~on-a~tefac~ual. 
Po~ ~he puzpose of consis~ency and ease of zefezencing, each 
coo.pose<Ol of tTruee sepazate ele~ents; ~hus, for euample, 8 .1. 10 is a 
bone i~em, in ~he firs~ c~tegozy, tmic~ is pins, and i~ is ~he ten~h 
entry to be oaae under ~hat heading. These catalogue numbers axe used 
in the discussion sec~ ions, which follow 1:Jhere possible, the order of 
the artefact types in the catalogue. 
The ore!er 't:>!i~hin the artefact gxouping is by separa~e collections 
as follo"tJs: 
National Muse'Wlll of Antiquities of Sco~land, EC!inburgh (- NMAS). 
Othex Museum Collectio~s. 
Collection of ~~ga~e~ Rosie, Midto"tJn, Fres't:>!ick(-Rosie). 
Other Collections in Cai~hness and elsewhere. 
Recent tJo~k on site by C.'E. Batey/ Duxhoum University. 
Not LocateOl. 
Further ore!erin~ 't:>!ithin the NMAS entries is based on numerical 
ordering of the wr.ms accession numbers, 't:>!hich are recorded in each 
entry. 
tJi thin the individual entries, there is also a set order, as 
follo'!:;l'S: 
-brief description of the item ( s). 
-measurements in millimetres (mm),L-length,tJ-width,T-thickness,D-
C!ia.J!!I!.eter. 
-wms or other tn:!useut:a accession nu.mber; excavation number where 
available,from Curle's excavations (FR- 1937 season, FS- 1938 
season ) or Childe' s excavation number ( Childe no. ) . 
-any references, generally relating to the N.MAS accession, and 
any other references available from publications. Specific 
notebook entries are added if no details of the find are 
available in the published xeports. 
-a~y loc~~ion~l/con~e~ual infoEmation a~ail&ble, generally 
prowic:llecil by ~he notebooks, em:c~-zyatiolll Jteports or ~ accessions 
catalogues .lF'inc:lls fJto:m. the JCecernt 't'.I'OX"k a:~re identified by Zones as 
p:~reviously defined in the tert eg. FL79 indicates the season of 
c"JOX'k, UJ indicates th~t ~he find ca.r.me from Zone J, and Sl? no. 35 
indicates its site JCecorc:ll nuw~eY. 
Y~ is hoped that ~his method of coJCJCelating diveJCse infox:mation 
about finds flrollilll a vaJCie~y of soUllrces 1:rill be flexible enough ~o 
ernable the catalog~e to be used foX' a vaJCiety of purposes. It has been 
plCepalCed on a mic:~roprocessor, and can be soJCted using different 
c:~ri~eria, It has also been aevised in a manne:~r that can take account 
of further 't'JOX"k on the site, as the numbering scheme can be extended 
~ith ne't'.l'discoveries. 
Rosie co~lection. 
1.2.1 Damage~ xing,decoxated o~ 
?2Zforatio~s a~d xadiati~g 
settings.Pzo~ably Q.oder~. 
bezel ~ith three circular 
li~e decoration,probably gem 
1.:1. 2 
D23, Wb.l ~,Tll.'lllin. 
:F'ig:.~re 2181A. 
Incomplete ana u~even ring,possibly gilded,traces of ~orn 
hal~~k.Probably modern. 
:023, t"J3,T3~. 
1. 2 PinSJ. 
Other Collections. 
Not Located. 
1.2 .1 
2 .1.2 
Object of gold and iron,possibly a pin for a brooch. 
Not available for measurement. 
Saxon,Thtllrso. 
2.51l!.WR 
~ ... ;,;::~:::..:::.::.:.:: .. .:~-- ~~L~..... ~AJ. vl.:.&. 9~-~.:c ~nu~"lnU.l.&I .orooch, with 
dragon head terminal,incised hatched decoration within 
fields.At mid-point around the circumference, an area of 
decoration around a central boss bounded by curvilinear 
frame.Underside completely plain. 
D 56 e~ernally,D42 internally,W3,Tl.5~. 
IL 559 FS63. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO.(Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939, 100-102,pl.XL~I no.6. 
Laing 1975, 309 fig .111 no .18. Wilson 1973,89 no 7. 
Found in small chamber at '~;;fest end of Building IV. 
Plate 22A. 
Ealf small silver gilt penannular brooch,flat on underside 
t::7i th file marks . Upper surface partially gilded and remains 
of amber setting .Quadrilateral terminal ~ith lines and 
circles radiating from the central setting. 
L25, WS, T2m.'U1, 
IL654. 
Donations .19<1}0, 151. Ill us. pl. LIV no. 2, and note, 138 no. 7. 
(Purchase). Edffill.rds 19<1}0, J..38. Wilson 197 3, 89 no e. 
Plate 22& 
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2 • 2 l?.li.ID.g.J 
~ 
2. 2 .1 lBJanrll pli~m t-:Yi th lot-:Yez part of zotmd sectioned shank, slightly 
ba~t.Thrcee ci:rcc~laz areas at head have traces of green 
e~m~el. L~~er se~i circul&z portion has swall central 
opa~miag,solid aJCea filled ~ith blue glass. Two trumpets 
s'l.iOO!iviO.ing spaa·M51Jrels filled t-:Yith green enamel marbled 'f;Ji th 
Jred.T'lwee grooves azou:nd the edge &ze filled ~;>Jith green and 
JCed e!i'llaui::el. 
LlOS,lD31~. 
f'C25.!1.>. 
Donations 1~~7,1~6 no ~.Illus.fig.l.3,192 (Purchase anon.) 
Wound in ruined stzuctuJCe on Links. 
Plate 22B,C 
other Collections. 
Not Located. 
2. 2. 2 '!'w'o domestic silver pins. 
-3 Not available for measurell!':errrt. 
S.axon , Ttl meso. 
Rosie Collection. 
2.3.1 ~orn coin of James II (1~37-60),Edinburgh mint,long used 
possibly c 1~80-90.Indistinct crot-:Yned head on obverse,short 
cross t-:Yith three dots in eacn field.Legend rather 
indistinct. Irregular shape. 
DlS,Tlr:Miifl. 
JP.late 231~,13 
Not Located. 
2. 3. 2 woxn SJilve:rc psnll"ly of ~eney 111 inscribed 'Willem 
f:rcom Lo~t:llom. ~li'llt,l258-72. 
Curle 1~39, 102·. 
Surface fimd. 
3.~ 
3 • 1 tJilnorcls • 
~. 
on Lund • 
3.1.1 Small :rcoughly conical t-:Yeight 'f;Jith large central perforation. 
l8!6,Wl9,D hole l.Olmm. 
HD 501., 
Donations 1935,2~6 no. !(Bremner) 
lF'igure 2818. 
Not Located. 
3 , 1. 2 Small piece of lead t-:Yi th perforation. 
L10,m7liiml. 
FS ~0 
~ 
~. 1..1 
4-.1.2 
NWAS 
4}.2.1 
CulL le r:oteboo:r:, ~~ xus 2 B a ( SM 4'1151 ) , 5 ~ • 
Wound cleaJri~g the foundations of Building V. 
Possible sche~ati~ed 
fields. CJLoss balL for 
Double sided. 
Ll52, m5. 5, T4'11N'.mL 
X!.558 FS~6. 
ZOO!r:.OlLphic 
attachment 
design, including 
to belt still 
Donations 1939,335 no.J..O (Alexander SinclaiJL). 
Curle 1939,100 ,plate !.,5. 
23.1 
t'tl'o open 
remaining. 
Foun<il above floor level, on level with 1;1all head of Building 
VI. 
Plate 23C 
Strap end ornOll:IIented 'l'iith & sill1gle animal seen from 
&bove.Long tapezing snout and serpentine body.Derived from 
English Uri.les style (pezs.comm.O.A.O'l:l'en).Slightly hollotJed 
on under side and split for attachment at broader end.Two 
Jrivets remaining. 
X.45, w 12 m.rur. , T~mm.. 
IL 1572 
Donations 194}7,196,plate XXlV, no<§ (Purchase Brell!:lner) 
CuJLle 1954},note 39,56 and fig.24. 
Roughly D-shaped,complete except fox tongue,flat underside, 
thicker 't-rhexe tongue touches the bar . 
L21,'W25,T2-.Il}mm. 
!B[) 560. 
Donations 1936,358 no.3 (Bremner). 
Figure 28C 
ll\!lot Located. 
4.2.2 Buckle with thicker outex edge and 
sides rounded. Iron tongue rusted 
fourth side. 
L15,'Wll,T3ntll!l 
TXB l.l 
Possible Edl;!Cl.rds donation? 
From excavated Earth House 
transverse 
to narrow 
lines,short 
bar forming 
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~~ie Collec~io~. 
~.2.~ Co~plGte buckl@ pi~, heaa fo~ed by ovextuyned metal.Sh&~ 
smnothed. 
<§.2.5 
.11-.2.6 
4k.2.7 
4!;-.2.€1 
.11-.2.9 
~5X,D3,heaOlD5,pexfoEation L3mm. 
J.i:ls above, h<SOJ.d cxoo~t lilie l"Yi t'.h t"tJo sili:r!ple incisiorns at 
111eck.Tip flattelr.lsOl. 
&55,~2,hs~D~.~EfOE&tion L1~. 
D~g!Eli!Sl bll!.ckle pirn, s:harr.k bxolten and t"tristed. Loop complete. 
L38,~,he~Dll,~Efozatiorn LS~. 
l.i:lppYoximately half of 
xemai~ing.S~~axe section. 
L19,Vt'UG,Tllilli11. 
rectangular buckle,no tongue 
Incomplete D-shap®d buckle,lacking tong~e. 
L 13,~'U2,T2lliiiim. 
Complete doW>le-sic51e01 buckle of spectacle • 
tongue of tapexed metal around central member. 
L26,~18,T2mm,tongllle Ll5mm. 
Plate 2~ 
Wragment of buckle "trith 
flOJ.ttening ~exe tongue 
to'tl'ardls the lii!ddOlle . 
L35 I ~15' Tt§~. 
slight 
touched 
corrosiorn and 
the bar. Slight 
form ~;:Jith 
traces of 
thickening 
4k.2.10 Small oval buckle,co~plete.Tongue slightly decorated by an 
t§.3.2 
not joined 'trhere tongue attached. Metal thicker at centre of 
buckle. 
Ll7~~10~~.2mm. 
l?late 2<§.&. 
Squaxe button ox stllld 'trith part of sq~are shank on 
face. Upper surface divided irnto quadrant fields by 
incisions,infilled 'tl'ith yello'tr champleve enamel. 
~13 I Wl3, T2m::ll max. 
WC256. 
Donations l94kB, 322 no 5 (Purchase anon) 
Found irnside end of broch passage. 
Plate 2~l8 
rear 
deep 
Ee~gonal slightly domed piece 
of t'tl'o small iron rivets at 
llllO!Jlnt. 
of sheet copper alloy, traces 
opposing edges. Possibly a 
L26 1 ~251Tl.mm. 
lB!RSilO. 
t;/.3.6 
4.].7 
~.31.13 
Do~atio~ 19~0,152, ~o.5{P~zchase). 
Jii'iguze 2610 
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Possible head of convex button,conical and hollo~. Lower 
edges i~~~a t~rnea. 
lllrS. 5, ICJ!5, Tl.n"'!!l. 
!Blru. 0 .15 • 
Donations 295C,230 no.33 (MC Bre~ner) 
Poss~le heaa of convex circular button 1 mount,edges 
slightly ~or~.o~ unaerside small piece of metal at apex 
co1.:!ld indicate method of man~facturing or of attachment. 
lllr3. 5, tJlS, TJ..lTIIll!l"l. 
HRJ..Ol5 ( dup. no. ) . 
Do~ations 1950,230 ~o.38 (MC Bremner). 
Small fragme!11lt of sheet metal with two copper alloy rivets 
remaining,possible ~ount. 
L4,DlO,rivets L3mm. 
IL 565 FS15. 
Donations ].~319,335 no.lO (AleE~der Sinclair). 
Curle notelbook rns 2Sa ( SAS ~61), ~8. 
From surface of south gulley. 
Piece of 6Jecorative copper alloy ,possibly part of a mount or 
brooch. Lozenge shaped rod with two notches,roughly arc 
shapsd and misshapan. 
L33,W~,T3Eim'!. 
XL 567 JF'Sl~. 
Dorna:tions 19319 1 31315 no.lO (Ale:.tander Sinclair). 
~-u~"r '-"" ~n~~~~-11.,.. ~~ ")et;"\ I C!'nC' .J).t.:1 \ AO 
----- --------··-- ~-- ,--- ---•jlv 
Found near 1:!all head of Builc5lill11g II. 
Figure 281E 
Button with cizcular slhai11k 1 squam·e with cut coJmers, decorated 
tl'itlh a circu:ax medallion of hatched lines and a row of 5 
stazs 6Jiago!l11ally aczoss the centre. 
Lll I Wll I Tlom. Shank D~lll:'Jm. 
'iL'X ~5. 
No reference. 
strip of 
holes,one 
Rectangular 
small rivet 
side. 
L22 1 t13.5,'1'.1m"l. 
Not accessi?~ed. 
sheet 
rivet 
reetal,curving section ~ith 
remaining.Slight damage at 
Curle noteb.:>ok,Nli!lRS ms.28a (SAS ~61),~6. 
Fournd in upper occupation level. 
Figure 28F 
two 
one 
~.~.2 
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Co~ple~e plai~ a~n~laz brooch,cizcular in sec~iorn ~i~h fla~ 
pi~.~eadl of pi~ ~ecozatea by four s~all incisions,sligh~ly 
~ollern to~&EOls JPOivrt. 
~2®.5,T3~.Pi~ ~25~. 
1m SOlEI 
Do~atio~~ 1~~0,151 ~o.5(~~rchase}. 
Wzom Nort!h e~nOJ of 'the lliirnJ~s. 
Wigure 2S1)J& 
CoMplete plain a~~ular brooc~,circular in 
pi~n .l8lead of pin decorated by t'!;j'o incised 
~he ring in a recess. 
section ~ith flat 
cilots, attached to 
!012l,'il'2f!i.l::J]l.J?i~ 1~. 
l8lR ~OS. 
Donatio~s 19410, 151 rn.o. 5 (Purchase ) • 
lProm North erna of the Links. 
lfigure 2913 
JE:lBlbor<iilte brooch '!;j'i th st«ll.r-like 
ta~zi~g at one of breaks to 
ib1.ttached liro11..md in sect ion. 
1Dl65,'1'3l:iii!!l!l1. 
NGF.\ 24/l. 
forcm, broken 
'!;j'here am iron 
Donations l950,230,no3S.(MC Ezem~ez) 
Figure 2SC 
in t~o 
tongue 
brooch,lackii.1g torngue.Empty 
~~-.;-c.,.!:I;SJ in C~lleJU.il.:l2lCG<d :'.:"iL'"~£1. 
1Dll9 0 "l!'2Iii'!lffil, 
NGfl. 252 FS 3. 
!Oio~ations 19319, 3135, no 10 ( 1Ue:.ran0ler Sinclair). 
Curle li'lloteoook Z!ilSl 2Gla ( SAS 41151.), ~15. 
Woll.llnd i~ upcas't from e~osing ~all to east of Bath. 
Wigurce 2910 
stone 
Simple ri~g, circaJtl&r section and comple-te. Undecorcated and 
join not wisible. 
D i~nternal 1.5, erternal 21. o T3mmm. 
ldlR 8].41. 
Donations ~926,10 noo41(Ed'!;j'arc0Js 1.925). 
f'rom Ji:lilti!Ol~ne~. 
~. 5o 2 Penamll.!llauc ring of sheet ~tal, in t~o fragments. CorcJroded and 
bent, taperirn.g to~azds join. 
!IUS, \\;Y8 o Smm. 
XI. 5150 Jl?S 341. 
!Donations 1939,3315 noolO (.P..le~nderc Sinc].air). 
t,;-.5.3 
4.5.'?1 
~.5.5 
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CUYle lS3~,l02,pl.L ~o.1C. 
FYo~ upcast fyom ~est end of Building III. 
Jr:!l1complete penarn.nular rirn.g in sheet metal, simple incised 
criss-cross aesign on bezel. 
D:?.. 7. 5, tJIBi~. 
r::..s6x wru..® • 
DonatioTis l939,335 ~o.lO.(Ale~ander Sinclair). 
c~rle :93~,102, pl.L no.9. 
Pou~nd in space on x-ight of dooJC'l;J&y to Build.irng IV. 
Figure 29IE 
Simple penannular ring in sheet 
slightly owex-lapping at the join. 
D23,T7mm. 
ILG79. 
Donations 19.1/zS, 3 2 2, no. 5 (Purchase anon ) . 
Figure 29F 
metal, undecorated and 
Finger ring of narrow ~ire loop, circular section widening 
to oval bezel in shape of truncated cone. Stone missing but 
traces of white substance remaining. 
D internal 19mm,T1Ll'Jriil,bezel H 3JlM111. 
NJ 11.2 
Donor unkno'W'rn 
litidden area. 
Rosie Collection. 
~. 5. G lBladly ~issh01.pe1n curving J:Betal offcut. One of the sides is 
cut cleanly, the other Dore torn. 
---- -~ .. . 
U..A..:ll y ~ ll ..... .!o>.W.• 
Other Collectiorns. 
Not I.oca:ted. 
~. 5 . 7 Sim.ple ann.ulrur alloy ring. 
~ 
~.6.1 
No dimensions available. 
MacCallum,Thu~so. 
Plate 26 
Silmple ring of Jround.- sectioned metal, decorated ~it'ln 
incisions.Joint originally coveJred. by a small sleeve of 
metal, now :;.,roken away at this point, one side slightly tapers 
to the join·t. 
D~7,T2mm. 
IL 562 FS9. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO.(Alexander Sinclailr). 
Curle 1939, 102,pl L no.G. 
From upcast of deep wall to east of Bath. 
Figure 30A 
~.1.2 
Plat strip of decorated metal,top broken, possibly 
origirnalJLy p&Jrt of a p&ilr of t't"l'ee~ez-s .lOscoz-ated in paiz-s of 
xing ~~ ~ot ~otif,aJI.so thz-ee i!ll.cise~ tz-iangles ~ith the 
&Ja>.e-s motif, art top su::.dl botto::J of these ro'l:'JS. J;;:e'tal thinner at 
top ernd ~hsze broxeTh. 
L39.5,~~.5,T2~~. 
!!..675 
lOonatiorns JLg~s.~JLS, no.32(IDireeneJr). 
Figure lOB 
Iz-reg~larly bent stz-ip of copper alloy originally forming 
't't"J'Se.zers. 
~5,'!'3iiim. 
IL6BIO 
Donatiorns 19~8,322,no.s (Purchase anorn). 
~. 7. 3 Regul&rly bent strip of copper alloy forming t'l:'Jee.zers, 
'llln6l~ged. 
X..S2,'l'5llllmm, 
XI. 697. 
Dornations 19~8,322, no.s (Purchase arnon). 
Figure 30C 
Rosie Collection. 
~. 7 • 4 One complete paiz- of t'l:'Jee~eJrs. 
L37.5,~~.G,T5w~. 
~. 
4\-. e • l JBlernrt shank 'l:'Ji th JrOII.mOl section, discoidal flat head oJCnamented 
on either side by three Olots. 
X.9S,D31liil!m. 
Jil'C 2Sl.. 
Donations l 942 ,13 4\- ( Purcchase &nol.'ll). 
L&ing l.973,G2 fig. 5 no. 32;Laing 1975,328, fig. 12~ no.23a 
Pl&'t~ 25C 
~.3.2 Shank 'l:'Jith round section,point lacking and globu.larc 
heatd, e!i[ipty stone setting on top of head. Criss-cross 
incl.Sl.ons on head and llll.id--'{;)'ay down shank, where it is 
delimited by two pairs of horizontal incisions. 
L53.5,D2mm. 
FC 257. 
Donations 1 9~8, 3 2 2 , no . 5 ( Purchase ano~rn ) • 
Stevenson 1.955, 284 no.22;Laing 1973,61, fig. 4\- no.2. 
Wigure lOE 
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~ o 1!1 • 31 CoDlple"t~ ]p!i!l't tJi th lrO'Ulllt~ lh~Siael of tt1'i~E~"te0l ~tal, stlraiglhrQ: shCl.lilik 
~ith ci~c~lax ~ection. 
l1<fi2,!Dll'il!ID!. 
lSrR 18124} 
~~ation~ 292G,®2 ~o.t;}(BlreEnelr). 
lfoiL'lnOl mcsaur the ewrt:hl h.ouss o 
lP lol:te 2 SID 
~ o 181 • ~ }i).s ~'We lln!l"t t1'i th be:.1.t SJhar'J~. 
4/?,Ei,S 
L4'.>7,lDi~o 
l8rR €125 
Donations 192181,®2 nto.~(B~emner). 
Jl!'oll.llndl ~nealr the earth lhov.se • 
l?late 2510 
~ith s~ollen and 
head. Incision l'oelo~ head, lroun6l section o 
L.£.1l.,!D2IIIllJl:ll, 
ER 919~. 
Donations 1950,2310 no.~B. (~C Blre~e~). 
L&ing .1973,10 no. 26 ( ll'110t illus) 
Plate 25C 
disc-shaped spatulate 
<§.e. 6 l?i~ i.·Yith spatul&te pointed head, slightly dam&ged. Incisions 
belo~ he&d Cll'll6l illflid ~&y do~ the sh&nk, ~oundl section. 
L.£.19.5,D1.51IIi1lliilll. 
lBIRSI95. 
!Donationts 1950,230 no.38 (~C Bremne~). 
~ing 197~,G2,fig.5 no.27 
1?'i ~,,....,. ~nlll' 
<§. ®. 1 JEiirn t1'i th SJpatulate, chisel - shaped Tnead, point missing. Shank 
lh&l!l :rcou11t6l IEJ®Ction. 
L30,!D2lillmo 
mtSISIIS. 
Dontations 19150,230 llto. :Jill. (~c B~eliillKlle~). 
? ~ing 1973,62,figo5 no 29 ('tn"ongly lBiloelled l!m 896) 
Figu~e 310G 
~. ta. 8 ll?irn ~ith spat'Ull&te he&d and point mssing, Jround sectiorn. 
~.8.9 
LSO,:Ol.Sem. 
l!m 997. 
Donations 19150,230 no 3B.(MC B~eiiill1eJC). 
Laing 1973,152,fig.5 no.28 
Shank of needle/pin,no pe~fo~ation,Jrournd section. 
L75,lD3mm. 
HR 998. 
JOon&tioirnS lgSQ,230 no.38 (WC B~emll1le~). 
~.®.10 CorJCodl~d pin ~ith slightly bent shank.Seems to have been 
dS!.magec5l at he&d since Laing J. 97 3 • 
L7S,lD3m.m. 
lSilR '399. 
Donatio~s 1950,230 no.38 (~C Bremner). 
Laing 1973,63 fig.G no.39 
Figunce 30Fl 
~.8.11 c~~tch-he~ed pi~.~oun~ sectio~ed and tip chipped,corroded. 
LlJ.3 ,DS!iJ..'T... 
n, 564'1 Jll'S 21. 
Donations ~939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939, 102,pl.L no.7. 
Laing 1973,64 fig.7,no 65. 
lFrom. i:Jest end of Building III, slightly above floox level.. 
F~..,.re 30D. 
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~.6.12 Crutch-headed pirn ~ith slight depression at either end of 
the head which is slightly flattened. Point in tact and 
shank round sectioned. 
L8.111,D3.5mm. 
li:L70'3. 
Donations 1950,230 no 38 (~C Bremner). 
Plate 25C 
<§. B .13 Very badly corroded pin, point missing and 
sectioned,slightly bent. Head multifacetted 
shank 
( 9faces) 
main outer four decorated ~ith two or three diagonal lines. 
LBO,D~lm"'.m. 
IL710. 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (MC Bre~~ex). 
Laing 1973,6~ fig.7 no.68 
Figure 31.A 
t,}. e. 1.1 8 pins with heads of twisted ~ire. 
-2~ Variable lengths, c2~-30rn:iill 
run, 20 
Unl~noi:Jn do:noz 
Kitchen midden. 
Rosie Collection. 
round 
w-ith 
~. 81 • 25 Squat nail like 
dalJllll!.al.ged. 
L21,W3,Dhead 7mm. 
pin tooling on sharnk,point slightly 
<§.Ill. 26 Complete pin with round head of t~isted metal. 
L58,W1,Dhead 3~u. 
Figure 3118 
~.e. 27 Three examples as above. 
-29 27) L60,W1,Dhead 3mrn. 
~.8.310 
-60 
28) L62, W2, Dhead 31im\. 
29) L60,t'J2,Dhead 3~. 
35 complete examples as above. Very little corrosion. 
a}lOat L~S,Wl,Dhead3~. 
b) 1~\c lL3JG,W,D1lllea:J.~3~. 
c ) ®a\c lli30, m, • [JI1hlea<l5l3lliiJEiEil. 
a)lOat L31,~.Dhead3~. 
0. 181 .155 O:n<S coTI;p>le\ce ®z&~ple as aoonve, e:nclosed by a lace tag of 
l'rollllrntl.e<!Sl cst~.l ( 41 • .2.1 • 2.::. ) • 
J:n3'i:' \,'7!' [J>:'1l®~li3C:...":tl. 
41. 13 .IS 1 Wollllrc shaooki51 of pi:m~ ore :meeOlleSJ, lacki:mg h~?JOOSJ. 
-710 IS 1 ) &35 D ~'5'Jl.J:illm. 
IS31) L30,~11TiiDTJ. 
IS~,70)2at L21S,~1mm. 
~.a. 7.1 ~ine SJimple pins 'C':Yitn slightly flattenecll heaC!s. 
-79 a) 3&t X.35,~Jl..liiilm. 
b )!Sat L28, TIY.l1.miiimlil. 
Figuze 3llC (one) 
41. a . ao Ri.ngeCI pin t-1i th incomplete shank. !Eozse shoe shaped 
rcing, flattened in sectiorn 'C':Yi th siJt irndentations as the only 
decozation.Polyhedrcal heaCI,decorcated 'C':Yith fouz indentations 
on t'C':Yo of the facets. !Siigh lead content in shank metal only. 
ShaM: L3 7 , TIY3mmil • 
Bead Ll2,Dl.l,Percf.D5~. 
Plate 25A, 18 
~.®.81 Co~plste pin 'C':Yith flattened spatlllllate head.Shank slightly 
~SJ~olle:n 4i!.t mia point, aecoxated 'C':Yi th simple incision at neck 
c::m6l a 'it mi6l point o:i: s1'iaiiUk. 
L39, 't:Y3, Dhe&OI.Smm. 
Pigurce 3110 
0\chez Collectio:ns. 
~. 8. 82 Completta drcess pin, lacking coxxosion. Shank JCound 
~ectioned. Rounded decorated h~ad, spatulate.DecoJCation 
slightly diffezent on each of faces . CompJCising diamond with 
pelleted design axound its edge, and unevenly spaced 
punctuations in aJCC azouncll its top. 
L90 ;"C:;Y head9, W shank3, minT 1"ii'@!!l.. 
~ckay, Reiss. 
Plate 2711, IS 
Othe~ Collectio~s. 
ooot Located\ • 
~.e.as ~pin~ 'C':Yi~h headB of t'C':Yisted metal,compltate. 
-86 ~ot available foJC measuJCement. 
MacCallum,Thu~so. 
Plate 26 
4't. ®, 87 Xrnco~plc~rc~ h0!2.~ o,; a ri:n~ea pi11'1 p'<lir:llCOJCJCooed. T&~JC(SOl at th(S 
~. 
t;L9.JL 
~.~.2 
~.9.<1 
~.9.5 
co8plo~0 ~~~.~lightly flatt(Snsa ciJCcle.Three bands of li~e 
~ecoJCatio~ i~ thJCee lir:lles. 
L.l 7 , ~'714't, T~;r,."Tl. 
l":L€C'L'R, S:f'~rr,o. 5 Sl. 
WiQJL'llCC: 3JLE 
Complete r:llee:d:le 
section. 
shanlt. . Round 
X:..5®,lD15Wl. 
lEJR €123. 
Ooftations 192®,®2 no.~(EJCemner). 
OOeoole as !3DR. Bl23 b'mt thickeJC shank and stJCaight, JCound 
section.Eroken acJCoss the ps:ICfoJCation. 
L!57,D2n:rm. 
l8!lR ®26. 
Donatiol1'ls 192®,®2 no.~(BJCI2IDn(SJC). 
Wouna ne&JC e&Zth house. 
Plat0 25!0 
Co~plet® n®®Olle ~ith slightly roun~ea top around centJCal 
psJCforation.Tip slightly chippsd,shank JCound sectioned and 
slightly ~rrnt. 
L74't.5,D2.S,P®lCf.~. 
IBrR 830. 
Donatioims 1~23,13~ no.G(EJCecner) • 
.?'i':l)1JJCI2 :..~ .. "'. 
OOeedl® ~ith oval heaa an~ peJCforartion,JCound sectiorn shank. 
L6<1,D2,~rforatiol1'l L$.5~. 
l8rR lOlO. 
Donations 1 ~so, 2 3101 liilO. 31S. ( ~c WJCeililli:ler). 
l?late 2510 
~eedl!El ~1ith ~Ellt shank Md spatulate top 'ti'ith 
hol®.ConstJCucte~ &S ~ 1012.Shank round s®ction. 
L56,Dl.5,~zforatiornL3mm. 
lllm 101].. 
nonation9 1~50,2~0 11'10.3®. (~C ~JCsmnsr). 
Plat® 25IO 
round 
0.~.6 ElJEI ER !O.lO,shank fo:m:sCl of zolli?:c:ll ~tal,JCound s®ction. 
<\1.~.7 
LSG,D2,~~foJCation L3~. 
JE[R 10.12. 
Donations !950,230 no.38 (~C BJCeener). 
Plate 25!0 
Ei~bly corroa®Cl n®®Clle,round 
s®ction,point. bEcken. 
L4!-7,DlSB1. 
and circular 
mR .10].31' 
Do~a~io~~ ~~50,23~, ~o.33, (~C Br®~ez). 
~.~.® Badly corrod®d ~eedl®,poi~~ lacking, head roughly spatulate 
~ith xouna ~~rfoza~io~.Rou~a section. 
~47,~2.~~zfozatio~ &.1.5~. 
lBr2t 1.01.3 { 0!11.!.!9. :no. ) o 
Don~tio~s 1~50,2lO,~o.lS. {~C ~ze~~z). 
Wi~'Ull:® :HG. 
~ o ~ o Sl OOeedl!El tJH:h hea6l spa~ula~® and rec~M~ulaz pazfo:rcation. Shalilk 
of zolleOI ge~&l . 
LSS,D3Dm,E®ad ~.2~,Perforation 3,1mm, 
~.12 
Ull'lkinO'\:Jl'h ClOllliOJC 
Kitchen mi'l2!il<en. 
4.9.10 Needle t:Jith ~ip ben~ anCl cut, head e~&lnding to a ci:rccular 
eye. 
L33,D2~.Pe:rcforation D 2~. 
~ l3lo 
UnklllO'tm OlOITilOJC • 
JX.i tchellli lillilidOlen . 
Rosie Collec~ion. 
~.9o.l1 OR'!le coliii!lplet!El R'!leeO!le '!:Jith :rcou!l'llOl perforation, 
~53,D3,perfo:rcation L~. 
~.9.12 
-H 
~o n®<edles as ~ove,shanks slightly thin~<er. 
12) L52, 101.5, pax:iEoza~ioll'lLJl..MilWl. 
.lL3l) L:S::i, Dl. 5 ,~ll:X:Ol:tia'i:J..OlilLJLDWia. 
4}. 9. l..ll} lllle&wily e!l1lcrus~ed needle, complete traces of perforation. 
L47,DS,head DlO,perforation Dc1mm. 
4.9.15 ~ ta~:rcillllg needlew t:Jith heads brok<en across perfo:rc&tion. 
-16 15) L52,D2,~zfox~:tion L2mm.. 
16) L<1?4},D2,~rfo:rc&tion L2mm. 
~.SI.l7 Needle '!:Jith fla~~Qned tip ana round pezforation. 
L32,D2,pe:rcforation L2om. 
Pigjure 31Hl. 
Other Collec~ions. 
ooot ld>c~tea 
<~?. Sl • .10 'rl.1o rnse6lles/pilli\Su Olli\IS ~:::7i~h Ol~g<Sa tip. 
-l.9 Wot availCible fox msuurement. 
waccallum,Thurso. 
~late 215 
~. 
~.XO.l Bent sheet f~agce~t ~i~h ~hree ci~cular psrfora~ions along 
the OOlTM:d , 
)L,~~,'C:717,'l1LU'Jlil, 
GA 7177!. 
Do:na-tici.'!.S l ~r:t~, .:~ ( Tz-~ss BaE:ey l SO:IPI). 
W~SS'i:JicX~ Sru1<6'.S lSJrCCJh. 
~. 10. 2 Shee~ f~a~n~ 'i:Ji th ~zaces of cutting along one edge . 
~arzoue:rc at one end 'l:Jith metal overlapping. 
l:..52,l:J7 ,T~. 
l8lD 502. 
Donations 1~35,2~6 no.l(B~ernner). 
~ .10. 3 Sllililall fragm~mt of sheet me~al, badly cor~oded. 
l.l.3,Wll,Tlllll1'll. 
HR 8127. 
Dona~ions 1928,82 no.4(Bremne~). 
Found by Earth Eo use . 
~.10.4 As &bove,not cor~oded. 
L12 , ~11®, Tlmm. 
llm 8128. 
Donations 1S28,82 no.4(Bremne~). 
Found by Earth JB!ouse . 
4.10.5 Seven f~aqooents shee~ me~al,including five ~ith 'paper 
-1.1 fastelme:rc' :rei vets, probably vessel fragments. 
5 )L310, W30, Tl.rnm. ?FSl (Upper occupation level, south gulley) 
6)1.87,W312,'!'lmm.FR.l/ (Building XV) 
7)L65,W37,Tlmm.?FS~7 (Building VI) 
Sl )L30,W27 ,Tl!l!'ml.. ?FS731 (Building VX!) 
~ )L37, W20 1 'Tl.J]';J!. ?FSISO ( lBuildilmg VI) 
10 )L32 ;en 7, '!'lrrmm. ?R35 ( lBl'lildingJ I) 
11 )L231, Wll., Tl::nm. ?FR37 {Building V) 
!L 51531. 
!Donations 1931~, 3135, no .1LO ( AleJtander Sinclair). 
cu~le 1939, 102,Plate L,S.(~.l.0.6). 
6 )Figure 32H. 
~.10.12 Four fJCagments of shest mstal,one with rivet. 
-15 Less than L32,W310,T.lmm:m. 
~ not accessionsd. 
Donation Kirby 1979. 
Rosie Collection. 
~.10.16 Rectangular piece ~ith cut edges,brokcen along perfoJCation.No 
decoration visibls on ~-ray. 
L2~.~13,Tl,~rfo~ation D3mm. 
l'?late 27C 
~ .10 • Jl. 'P TIWil!lcg;!i!l'W lrOC~ru'llgiUJl&z pi!SC<S '\:Ji fch to:~rn <adge~,d~g~Scil 
~JrfcE&tioli'A a'i: one sna, powwilb>ly bzorte~n 
<iil.fc the oft'h~lC. Wo cil<aco:~rS~:I::ioTil wisilole 0111 ~-:~ray. 
L31,~25,Tl,p<azforation D3~. 
Plat® 21C 
across pezfoza~ion 
~. 10. Ul n:tou.q1h!y .u:ectrutg"ll<a ;piece li'll<EJ.JrlCO'\:Jing at ol.'1ls encil ~Yi ~h damaged 
~zfoJr<EJ.tioli'!..~t oli'Ae e~a,a flattened rivet in o111e corner.No 
Olscozatiorm wisilole o;n "~-Jra.y. Slight dsp:osi t on one face could 
:~rep::resent: t<a:l:rtile tJra.css. 
L5S,W2~,TJI..,p~SlCfozation D~~. 
Plate 27C 
~ .10. 19 lll'OillllC Sill"..all fza~QP.<arrnts of sheet met&l, slightly corroded. 
-22 19)L30,W30,~~. 
20)Ll7,W2Gli,'l'Jl..lli':iffi. 
2.l)L32,W2<§,Tl.liimn. 
22)Ll.S,m2,'1'1mm. 
4i • .ll. Jl. 
-3 
'llhlJrse lace t&giS • 
X..20,L20,L23llii5U 
~ Jl.l!S11, po~!lliloly ili'lclurding FS 1 Sl. 
IUIJnkll'llOt1111l O!orno:~r. 
Kitchen midden. 
Rosie Collection. 
~.11.41 One co~~l~te lace tag, associated '\:Jitb ~.8.65. 
x.:n, W3lliilill'd'l. 
~.11.5 One lace t&g, complete. 
X..2 ~ • t13llii.Dl 0 
~. 
~ .1.2 .1 Piecs of sheet msta.l fozmed into a tube, breaking away at the 
join.Slightly bsnt and narrowing at ons snd.Both ends cut. 
L82,D~.5-7.5,T~. 
XL 5\SG FS~. 
Donations 193!9,335 no • .lO (hls~amder Si!illclair). 
Curls rnotsbook mms 28& ( SM <§61.), ~6. 
From u.npc.ast s~osirng ~':l'Cl.ll to east of Bath. 
A?igll.AX® 32~. 
~. 22 • 2 Pisce of highly worksrd mstal, cross-shaped section with 
~ic~s~ e~gss.Unk~o~ function. 
1.26, \':JHI, T!rmm. 
~ 208 l?S2 
Donatio!ills 19>319, 355, no .10 ( ~le:lil:ander Sinclair). 
C1Ulrla liloteboo!t llllllS 28& ( SM <§61), 41-6 
Wx:om suzface of gulley. 
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4.12. 3 15i];[1pl<S! hoolt 1;1H:h poinfc in t:&ct and Jrou.nd in section. Possible 
fish lhot:>k? 
L3C,Wl,T2EN1. 
Not accessio~<S!d. 
~iQ!l.llJC<S! 3l2C. 
Rosie Coll<S!cfcion. 
tack 1;1ith blu~t tip and he&d 
gJCoove do~ shank indicating 
~.12.4 SEall cetal 
angle. Laurge 
sheet metal. 
lL2.l,W'2,hea.dl:07m.rn.. 
~.12.5 Possible coin flan,~iith no visible design. 
l020,'K'2mrn. 
Not locat<S!d. 
41. 12 . 6 S~:'Jall nodule of copper alloy. 
No dimensions available. 
FlR 20 
CuJCl<S! notebook,ms 28a, (SAS ~61),22 
l!"rom plat foZ'l'.E!. at ""'est end of Building 1 V 
&.} • 12 • 7 Co::lllb JCi vet . 
~. 
L8,Wlmi:Nil. 
lFR 27 ( <llup. no) 
Cu:rcle notebook, ms 2Ba, (SAS ~61},26 
ll"JCom BuilO\ingr 1 
flattened at an 
manufacture from 
5.1.1 Small fe:rc:rcule o:rc st:rcap en<ll.Blunt end,hollo""' and top neatly 
cut. ~o opposing &ttachm.emt holes and slight indentations at 
the tip . 
. L21, ti7 , TJ..m:mu. 
l8lR 10J..6 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (MC Bremner). 
Figure 32D, 
Rosie Collection. 
5 . 2 . 1 CoMplete buckle, squax:ed at one end and rounded at the 
other.Slightlybent in section. 
L2~,W24,T2,tongue Ll6~~. 
Plate 24A 
5. 2. 2 lFlirru'9) ©.rruO! sh~ olE pt:Jssible b\U:c!rle;bxooch,b&dly co.:rcJrooed a.nOI 
Jrirrug inco~~lete,~ost of shank lacking.Ci.:rccula.:rc in section 
t1h.zou<QJhout. Slhank 8:i::-t&che6l to heacll 'Joy simple Cl!.llxving. 
ltirug D1 7 , 'ii'21i!W1n. 
Sbillnk1:o22,lD2~, 
l?i<g"lJiJre 32:!E. 
Wo{c locill'\c00l. 
5 o 2 • 3 CozzoO!eltll bl!.llckle o 
Wo Olimen~EJioll'il~ o 
wm. 3l1 
C'Uizle notebook I:.lliSl 213ill (4161. SM),213 
lP.:rcom mid6len along south ~all of l31!.llilclling lo 
~. 
Sol.l. ~l~e ~ith cu.:rcwing back,n&.:rc.:rco~ing to~a.:rcas the hilt.Thicker 
&long the b&ck but b&cllly co.:rcroded. 
50 3! •. 2 
lr.Sl6,'tn9,'1'1-3liiiilliN. 
XL 56SlolF'S 241 
ll:km.&tions 1Sl3Sl,3l35 no.Jl.O (Ale~allt6le.:rc Sinclai.:rc). 
cu.:rcle 1939,102-3. 
Jrloo.:rc le~el l8ll!.llilclling HI. 
SKIDl&ll bl&Ole ~i th Cl!l.lCWed b&ck, thiclte:rr to~aurclls the hilt. Badly 
~orroo.looo 
&Sl0.~20,'ii'l-®.5~o 
.!1.&.0 ~ fiiJ! 
Eronations 1939!,3135 no • .lO (AleE&nder Sinclair). 
Cu.:rcle 193l9,102-3,pl.L no.! 
5.31.3 ~la6le,thickez &long the st.:rcaight back,narzo~ing to~azds the 
lrnil t, wezy ~orr!i'll. 
~o~,WSoS-12,'1'1-~mm. 
IL 571 WS 541 
l!}:on&tions 1939, 3135, no, 10 ( Ale~ander Sinclaiz), 
Cu.:rcle !Sl39,102-31,pl.L ll'ilo.2. 
metween ~l!.llilc5lil:'hQl VI &!illOl IV at south end. 
FiguJre 32F. 
5 0 3 • 41 ~acUy co.:rcx-ooec5l blade , slightly thinner and narro'!:1ing at one 
snd,po!!!si.bly the hilt o 
K.70,'CYJl.G.5,'1'S!G1iillo 
XL 572 l?S 7].. 
ll}:()lfll&tio!i!s 193~, 3135 no 10 ( Ale~anOlsr Si1.1clair), 
cuxle 1931~,102-31. 
Wrom "tJest enOl l81lllilding IV, n!E!al't h!E!a:rrth • 
5o 3. 5 W:rraq.m<sl1llt of ltrnifG of \Anusu~l folnii, of Sil1llgle piece of metal 
bent in a loop, Cixcul&rc section SJZ:cept at head of loop whe.:rce 
it is fl&ttened. Tip b.:rcokel:'h. 
K.Jl.07,D5iil!.:iil.o 
XL 575 
~~ations 1~39,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
CuJCle 1939,103. 
Plarte 26& 
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5.3.6 
-7 
Group of fJCag;me~ts 
k!.":i.:i.. VSS • 6) "i:JC&CISS 
handle,possible copper 
probably representing blades of two 
of coppeJC alloy rivet and wooden 
alloy ring aJCound handle and blade 
junctio~. 
Less than LllOIW16,T2~. 
!L 67dl? 
Oonations 19~8,319 no.32(Bre~er). 
Recent t'S'ork. 
5 . 3. 8 'fvJo pieces of possible knife blade I g )traces 
-9 handle,.9 )traces of square sectioned projection and 
~ith ~ood covering remaining,flattened at pointed end. 
El ) L'l!O I Wl.S I T1lmm. 
9) L62, tUl., '1'1.~. 
FL79 UD.SF 4. 
Not loc&ted. 
5 • 3 .10 Point of knife. 
roo dilll!lElnsions. 
FR 'fl2 
Curle notebooit lll!.S 28a ( SAS 461), 37 
Found in doon1ay of Building 1 
5. 3.11 Possible knife handle with bl&de trac<Ss. 
L821-e5'1Smm. 
~~ ll{ ">};;) 
Curle notebook li!lS 20a ( SAS 4161.), 39 
From drain in Building 1 
of wooden 
?cladding 
~. 
5.dl?.l E!ook from barrel lock in single piece of metal with clear 
filing marks. Hooked form with double prong on one side. 
L50 1 W26mm. 
HlR 101.~ 
Donations 1.950,230 no.38 (MC Bremner). 
Plate 2BB. 
5. 4. 2 Rod with loop at one end and bent at other I square in 
section.Possible key. 
L 1.2l.,W'li 1 T51lliiilii\l, 
IL 573 PS 412. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10. (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,103 pl.L no.3. 
From Building VI above floor level at east end. 
Figure 32G. 
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~~. 
5.5.J.. OO~il ~d squaxa clench plata ~ith 
siOles .Wail pl~caOl eccentzically aJ.nCl 
SJect:io;n ~~H:h lrOI!lli'M51 heaOl. 
slight damage on t~o 
lackingr point . squauce 
Plata &27,~27,T~mB. 
Wail L30,,~5,haa0l Dl7~~. 
!X..57~ lPR .131 
!Don~tiorns JL 939, 3135 l1i\O .J..O ( Ala~andaz Sincl~iJC). 
C'U!JC la Jnotabook mms 213 a ( SAS ~6 JL ) , 19 • 
f'ol!.mCl clearing to floor la'V'el, Building XV. 
other ~useu~ Collections. 
5. 5. 2 Tt':7o Silliillall frcagEiilernts of corroded metal, possibly nails. 
-3 2)L29,W2JI.,TJI.5~. 
31 )L25, 'tJJI.S, Tl2lliil1lim. 
Me 62. 
Thurso liiluse~. 
bther Collactioli'ls. 
5.5.~ ThJCee short nails, one ~ith slightly domed head, highly 
-IS coJCJCOOled .Awodla\ble ornly a1s ~-zay. 
41)L32,T;;Y41lilffilll max. 
5 ) L2 0 , 'f;i'IS!llim llllllBlX • 
IS )L22, ~!mil Illii'rul:. 
~.s. ~rray,Blackb'llllrn. 
Fromm southern part of the Lilllks, by 'nausrt ' ( Zone K) 
'5.5.7 Long bent nail ~ith flattened head and damaged tip.Highly 
cozx~ea, available only as ~-ray. 
LSO,t.Y~l!lll§l m:d\X, 
R.S.M'lllrlr&y,Blackb'U!Jrn. 
l?xo:m southeJCrn paxt of the X.irnks, by • naust ' ( Zona K) 
5. 5. €1 Thick shaui'llked mail, lacking tip ~ith 
haad.E!ighly cor:rcoosd. AvailCIJ:>la ornly as JK-:rcay. 
L53, 't'Y91lB! max. 
R.S.Wurray,Blackbuzrn. 
slightly 
l?rollil southern part of the Links, by 'naust ' (Zona K) 
5. 5. 9 Roughly circcular nail or zivat head 't!'ith traces of shank on 
undax- side. Flat section and slightly domed. 
X.23, D20, '!'6, mhank D91:.'mril. • 
Co reo zan 'V'iat OMand • 
5.5.10 not use~ 
Recent Work. 
s . 5 .11 Singls piece of Eil!letal cu:rcwsd into at hook shape, broken and 
corrco6lsc51 px-obably a nail slha.nk. squax-a section. 
X.50,D51lil!Na. 
l.?L79 UC,SF Illo.l 
5. 5 .12 reo rrnail !>!halliks '(;Ji1i:h ciJCC'!Jllauc sectioiTh. 
-13 X2}L~~,D5~. 
13)JL30,D~~. 
PL79 UD,SFno-3 
5. 5 .1~ 'ThJCee f::JCCl.QiX!I:<S:i'ttSJ o:iE linea.JC cetCJ.l, s<Sctiorn ;.;Ji1Cl<Sa.r. 
-~G l~}L~S,~~,T~~. 
lS )JL.lS, 'tJlO, T20il. 
16)JL.32,~1C,~5~. 
PL79 UF, SF no.'? 
5.5.1.7 
-22 
S~m<Stal :iEJCa~<Srrn1i:s,on<S small nail o1i:h<SJCS amoJCphous. 
Nail JL30,~20,Tl~. 
Others less 1i:han L39, W26, TlOiliJllill. 
FL79 UQ,SP no.H 
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5.5.23 Highly corJCod<Sd plate with JCounded plroj<Sction.Possible nail 
on JCivet plate. 
L&}O,t130,Tl~. 
FLSO UD, SF no.26. 
5.5.2~ Highly coJCJCoded fragment,expanded at one end,possibly nail. 
L27,Wl.2,'rl.3mm. 
Jt!'L€10 UF,SF no.30. 
s. 5. 25 Highly coxxoded fragment, possible rivet head or plate. 
Roughly ciJCcular head • 
L2~,W2&},Tl.9lEiill. 
FL80 UL,SF.ITho.3~. 
:;, o:)., ~0 ~'-ll.u.~:.:: ..civ~·:.: ~.:;_cl-cc.:, ~~-~i 1.:·~-:. s~-rdii pOJ..~"C o:c Sli1atl~t o n:tgk1....b..)¥ corroOlea. 
Ll9l, t"Jl5, 'l'5tiiil. 
FL80 UF,SF no.6~. 
5.5.27 Highly coJCJCoded piece 
shank.Rourrnded at one end. 
li:.o4-0,t116,'!'llrom. 
PLSO UG.SF no.72. 
of netal, hollow, 
5. 5. 28 Highly coJCroded ixon fragment, possible nail shank. 
L27,W9,T8mm. 
l?L80UG,SF no.7~ 
possibly a 
5 • 5. 2 9 Bent ~ssible nail shank, slightly coJCrodedl, circular in 
sectiorrn.Possibly modern. 
L45,t16,T5liiiilml. 
PL80 UQ,SF no.7B. 
5 • 5 • 30 Small amorphous piece of metal, possible nail head. 
Ll.6,Wl.O,T71!!1ill'ill. 
FLSO UQ,SF no. 79. 
5. S, 31 Five fragNmerrnts posaibly nails. 
-3 5 Xses s than L.l 7 , t"J'9, 'l!."SliiiilliJI.. 
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5.5.36 ~ieee of c~rwecl r~c~ang~lar iron,corrodecl.One ~nd sligh~ly 
ro~ndled, "the oth~r lb:~ro~t~n. 
X.4'11, 'e'Y22, T21iri!!i!l. 
~L®l ~~.s~.no.357. 
5.5.31 ~iqhly corzoa~a fza~ent,pzohably :~ri~et ana plate.Traces of 
~ooa in the coyzosion prorl~cts. 
L2!5, ltl'210, T.l2l!IID!i;n. 
FL®l UZ,SF no.359. 
5.5.3® mi~e~ plat~ ana inco~plete sharut,cozroded.Plate no~ roughly 
'l:Jria;ngulauc Ioll:t fla'ic in sec~iorm. 
L2 9 ;rJ2 o • '1'2 ~. 
FLSl ~,SF no.367. 
!5.5.39 lFti~et plat~ 1!.1ith tJr&ces of central sharnk,damageCl arouncl! the 
eagea,flat s~ction. 
Ll.81, 'i:121,'1'2J:iilll:l. 
FL81 UK,SF no.366. 
5. 5. ~o 'i"'':Yo conjoining fJCSJ.~ents of metal. nail head. Corroded. 
a)Ll7,ltl'l~,Tl~. 
lb )L20, ~D., T9ID!m. 
WLSl UK, SF.no.369. 
5. 5. <l}l Fm.lllr SE'.EJ.ll fragme:rrts of ~etal, possil'oly originally a nail. 
Less tham t.l~.'CUO,Tl5::;-.;.'lm, 
PL3l UK,SF.no.372. 
5. 5. 4?2 T\;:7o conjoining fJC&q.;J!ents. paJCt of nail 1!.1ith square section. 
&}L501,ltl'S,T5~. 
b )L9, m, '1'~:::::.'11. 
FL91 UD,SF.no.37~. 
5 . 5 . ~3 CoJrxodtSOl fx~~ent, parct of nail 5lkl\&ruz. 
L33,~5,T<l}r;mn, 
FLSl UE SF. no. 39~. 
5. 5. ~4- Core rodeO! fJragll!!lent, possible part of nail shank. 
L3l.lfr,ID,'1'15IU. 
FL~U tm,S~ no . .!frOG. 
Othe? Collec'icions. 
reot x.ocated. 
5 • 5 • 415 t.azg~ m.l!ll'l!Joerc of iron 'nails o:rc :rcov~s' f:rcom a disturbed boat 
at the southeJrn part of the Links. 
ooot available for measurement. 
J. S~on, Thuzso. 
5 • 5 • 416 Veey corcrcoded nail /rei vet. . 
cX.27, w 3-12~ ID.ii!X. 
1?1\ot m.1mbere0l. 
cuxle 1i'ilo"teboo1r ws 2€Ja ( S.¥.1.5 4/G.l), 13. 
JF'oij,.mOl at east, at eOJge of sloJ?$. 
5.5.47 mi~et head ox plate, squaze ~ith possible pezfozation. 
cL311, 1:1315iiiEJi~. 
~. 
:?'S ISl 
C\llxle 1i'ilotebook IWS 21301. ( SM <1}15.1), ISS. 
Wxom lo'\:J®lr le'lrel of l3'l..1.ildling VI:. 
5. 6 .1 Cylindrical cozzodedl object of ulllkno't7!11 use. Slightly 'I:Jidex at 
one end. 
lt.55,D.l2-l.5ll!.'mll. 
IL 57 <1}. ( Orm'UiiiTJbe:rced in notebook ) 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO. (Alexandez Sinclai!t). 
Cuzle 1939,103,pl L no.~. 
Fzom Solllth side of Building IXI. 
Recent ~~ork . 
5. 6. 2 Th:rree conjoining f:rragments of ho:rrseshoe, t't1o perfo:rrations 
wisilOle. 
&) L70,til5,'1'2rnw. 
b) L<1}5,m~,'l'.l~. 
c) Ll7, ~10, 'l'lm:nm.. 
FLSO UQ,SW no.37. 
L50,m!.2100i!!l 
FR 21Jo 
cuxle notell:mok ms 2Sa ( SA.S ~61) , 23 
F!tom pl&tfo:rcm at '\:Jest end Building 1 
5 • 6 , ~ Rolllghly domcal iron fragment , 
L~O, ID~mmil 1HX. 
FR .fk7 
Cuzle notebook ms 2Sa ( SAS .fkGl), 4kO 
From base of early 't'>Yall outside Building 11 
5.6.5 I:rron hook. 
~o OliDensions available. 
lF'S 72 
Curle notel'oook l!UI 2Sa ( SM ~61), 69 
lF'!tom upper level l?Juilding Vl. 
s . 6 • 6 Corroded f:rragm.ent 't'>Yider at one end than other. 
L.fkS , m 2mrum. 
JP'S 64. 
Curle notebook ll!liS 2Sa ( SAS 4161), ISG. 
Fz-om no!tth 't'fest cox:ner of Building Vl above flooz level. 
5. I&. 7 J:Jron spike. 
L77,~n~. 
WS 713 
Cux:le noteboo~ rns 281& ( SAS <§6.1), 69 
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Fx:om so:.nth 'l:'J&ll Buildi!IT.g Vl to east of ox:iginal entx:ance. 
5.6.8 'Piece of hopelessly rusted ix:on'. 
!:Go di>tte~sioli'lls . 
Childe 1.9<03,.13 
Found bet'!:J'een uprights a.nCl 'i:n1, Phase 0. 
Thex:e is a large variety of object types x:epresented in this 
assemblage of metal artefacts; they '!::rill be discussed here in roughly 
the same ox:der a.s they appear in the catalogue. Variations in the 
order of the items discussed occur only '!::Yhere an i tern seeiJJIS to be 
most logically considered with another example which raay be of a 
different metal. 
Brooches. 
The stax:-like brooch 1 ~.~.3 1 is veey similar to an example 
pubiished by "the National i~~usea:m of Scot..Land ( .1966 no.2Z .l\G 
339) .Although the published example is more elaborate in that it has 
am inscription, it is generally of the sane form. It is dated to the 
16th centULff, but is unfortunately unprovenanced. It is interesting to 
notep however,that a similar example has been recorded from 
Lund,Sweden (Blomqvist 19~7, 137 fig.2~ no.l) where it is dated to the 
13th-l~th centuries. The brooch , ~. 4. 4 1 has very obvious similarities 
with a. ring bx:ooch in gold with a ruby in the setting from the British 
Museum; the stone is missing on the Freswick example.The British 
Museum example has clearly worked hands at one end, which in the 
Fres'!::Yick example are only distinguished as slashes. Hinton has dated 
the published example to the 13th-14th centuries (1982,30 pl.l2). The 
example in the ~5 is of ~ slightly diffe~ent foxm, l~cking the stone 
152). 
1;;71hich a.1re ~11 un0leco1r~ted. '!'hey 1;;7eze """ozn ~t ~ -;y~riety of ~ints Ollli 
the costume.~t the throat oz foz fastening boots.They can be dated by 
o-c\.. 
~nalogy to the 13th-.14'1th centuries (1!\YheeleZ" 11194'10,274'1-5, pl.LXX'Iflll,l.-
7). There are many parallels to be cited for this class of 
artefact; from excavations in Kings Lynn they are d.~ted to the 13th-
14'/th centuries (Geddes ~ndl carter 1977,288 fig .130 no. 4 and 5) .An 
example f1rorn the recent excav~tions in orphir,O~lmey (Batey J..98l.;SF 
no.lO ) probably from a 12th-13th century contert has been ~eco:rrded, 
as has a similar one froM recent """o:rrk at Fresuick Links (area 8, SF 
Wigto~shire has been d~ted to the 14'/th century and has been 
interpreted there as being of the type used in the 1;;7earing of hose 
( Jope a..Vld Jope 1959, 269 fig. 95). It is therefore a very com:mon typa, 
of a strictly functional fol'rni.Examples have also been recorded from 
Lund, Sued en ( Blomqvist 1947, 1.33 fig .15 no. 34'fl), where it is stressed 
that they are very ordinary everyday objects. 
There are t1:ro examples of pena.nnular brooches in the Fres"!::7ick 
assemblage, 2.2.1 andl 2.2 . .1. Both appear to be silver gilt.Similar 
examples have been published ertensively by Wilson t"!ith Scandinavian 
pat:rrallels also ( for exauiiilple small et al 1. 97 3, pl. XL, b and c) . The 
closce eiEnilarities t"!ith one of the St. Winian • s Isle examples (Small 
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et al 1973,pl.XXXll,~o.19,a) has been notea.This e~ample still has the 
remains of a stone in the setting, although it is damaged, it could 
still be recogniseCl as being of a.mber or bzo~n glass. The elailoorate 
'OlJragon heaCled' typ0 I ill'lllStJrated by Sre.all i:n the ~ark cH:eCl has very 
close similarities ~ith the st. Ninian's Isle e~ample (op cit, 
pl.XXXlV no 28) and it is likely to be fro~ the sawe cultural context, 
probably Pictish (Close-BJrooks 1981}. This is the only parallel ~hich 
Wilson can cite for this 'dragon head' e~ample although it may have a 
similar surface treatment to the Croy brooch ~;Jhich is the example 
selected by Curle (1939,101 and a date perhaps in the mid-9th 
century is conceivable on these grounds, but Wilson argues for a 
dating in the later part of the 8th century (Small et al 197 3 I 103). 
Laing 1-i'ould see this type of tenninal as being of a later more 
developed form of the penannular type (Laing 197 3, 59 ) . 
Coins 
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e:Kamined by Mrs Yvonne Harvey and the type is illustrated by ste"Wart 
( 1955, plate VI). The coin in the Fres~ick group, of James II is very 
si~ilar to a James I Edinburgh mint penny of Group A (no 83) and also 
to an e~ample of James II also of Group A (no 87).The close 
similarities bet~een the coins of James I and James II have also been 
discussed by Stewart ( op cit 139-'lfO) .Harvey suggests a dating of the 
coin to the period c 1'1f80-90 on the basis of use and prolonged 
circulation of the type. 
Lead tfuor ls 
Whilst not a particularly common medium for simple spindle 
~horls, despite its apparent advantages, lead whorls are not a 
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p&Jrticul&Jrly common rurt®f&ct. Ja!O'j;J~'\I'<E!K, a limH:eO! li'lll.llooez- ll'llawe be~n 
recoveJreOl fJrom various e~cavations.Th:Iree 'j;Jhorls of varying forms, 
including one conical one, are re:coJrae~ fro::l the JLo~eJr and £ti.ddle 
No:Irse hoJrizons fJrom the Brough of l8iJrsay exca'l?atio:ns ( CuJrle 
1982,ill.53 nos. 50~-6).TheJre a.re also fu:Irthez- e~amples fro~ the 
recent excavations at Birsay ( for example BB76 KO,SF no.897). A gEave 
at Gigha, in the WesteJrn Isles, ~hich produced a paiR" of coppeR" alloy 
sca.les and various elaborate lead ~eights, also prodiUlced a damaged 
simple lead whorl ( Bryce 1913 , ~.§0). Furthex: examples ha'i?e haem 
recovered from Culbin Sands, Elginshire (Black 1891,~9~) and York, 
Clifford StJreet, 't'>Yhere it is described as Jb.aing of 'a commoll'l. Viking 
foll:'1:':h' (Waterman 1959,fig.20 no.23,93). !n scandinavia, various 
examples have been x:ecorded. At Agrgersborg, Denmark, such an item ~as 
recovered fx:om the topsoil of the exaca'l?ations and thus cannot be 
securely dated to the Viking period (A3-532B-B. Pers. comm. E. 
Roesdahl). There are also many e•ramples of other unstratified 
e::i'Camples, for example MS 72 (Medieval Museum, Moesgard, ~hus) from a 
fie lCl in sk1ine, Southern ~eden . The small lead object ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) Enay 
possibly represent the hanging end of a lead 1:J'eight, having 
similSJ.Jrities 'W'ith a group of steel yard 1:J'eights published from the 
London Museum (Wheeler ed. 19~0,pl.XXXV'll) 1:!hich has been ascribed a 
possible dating in the 13th century. Such an identification ho1:J'ever, 
cannot be proved because of the fX'ag!lnentary nature of the Fres1:J'ick 
example, recognised only in a dra1:J'ing in the site book, and not 
located for identification. 
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St.Jra.J? EnCJs . 
There are t'i:'!o firn.e strap ern.ds fx:om Fx:es'i:'!ick Links,although 
unfortuna:i::ely theix: couterts px:event any fUJx:t:h.er conrur:ent Clbout the 
re:ationships tlith tne stzuctux:al seque~ce.~.1.2 has been publisheCJ by 
Curle as being of Ux:nes s~yle (195~,56,footnote 39,fig.2~). As can be 
seen f::rol:l the photograph, the decoration is fax fzo:m cleaz to the 
untrained eye. I am therefore most grateful to Ms. O.A. Otlen 
(Depax:t~ent of Ax:chaeology, Dux:ham) fox: the following comments on this 
piece ~hich fox:med a small element in her thesis on the English Ux:nes 
style ornament. "!'his stx:ap end is the only Urnes style object fx:ollil 
Scotland px:esently kno~n. The ox:namentation consists of a single 
animal. Its head is seen fx:om above, and it has a long, tape;ring 
snout, ~hich seems to bite the x:ing beyond it. The body is serpentine, 
and fox:ms a loop from 'i:'!hich the li!r:'.bs emex:ge, The width of the 
ox:narnent lines is fairly constant, so there is minimal cont;rast 
J02tt"Jeen the ..ozoaCl a:nd 'i:ih:li'll elemei'll'i:S. 't'ile swotx:iangular shape of the 
deco;rated area on which the animal ornament occux:s is simila;r to that 
of a group of English U;rnes style bx:onze mounts; but the design has a 
more linear aspect, i:!ith the li~:rJ>s proceeding straight across the 
object in various dix:ections and not forming interpenetrating loop 
schemes of the mox:e usual Urnes kind ... Generally, the orname.nt lines 
cannot be related to parts of the animal's anatomy with any certainty, 
but the model of the English Urnes style bronze mounts enables the 
ornament to be interpreted thus fax:, Thus, the Freswick strap end 
derives from the English Urnes style, but the dating and art-
historical position of the object, isolated as it is ii'll a north 
Scottish context, do not allow for further deductions ' (~en 
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].979,255), 
The second strap ena,~.1.1, illustrated by Curle, is a doUble 
sided piece. Curle describes it as a belt chaps, but it can equally ~ 
'tl'ith the sliglM:ly pointeCl arna narro'l:Y end xepzeserning the head. It is 
thereforce conceivallbly Clercived f:rrom ea:rrlierc a.nim.al fo1l.'lms, but it is 
possible that its function is not quite so clear-cut as at first 
thought. I am grateful to J.T. Lang for pointing out its similarities 
of form 'tl'ith items published as reliquary mounts, particularly the 
siOle fitting from osoiscel Molaise• (Ma.hr 1976, pl.SB no.l) or the 
unprovenanced book clasp illustrated (op cit, 1~1 no.3) or the shrine 
fitting from the Loch Erne Shrine ( op cit pl. 10 no .1a) • Such a 
function could equally 'tYell account for the double-sided foJClllll of the 
object, 'tYhich may have been designed to S'tl'ivel on its hinge and 
fasten il1llto a o ball and socket joint o at the narro'tl' end. Other'tYise, it 
, ___ ~.._ 
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types of strap ends have been discussed by Wilson ( 196.1/?, 62-3 and 
references therein) and it clearly does not conform to any of these 
types discussed, eEcept in as much as there is animal ornament 
visible. The I:!!lethoo of attachment to the belt end or hinge, depenOI.ing 
on the function can be clearly seen in the illustrations cited, and in 
the case of the Urnes strap end, has similarities 'tl'i tlh one published 
from Southampton (Harvey 1975,256 fig.2.1/?0 no 1712) in a pre-1250 
context. 
Buckles 
roine buckles have been recovered, il1llcluding 2 of iron. A variety 
of shapes and sizes are represented, presumably in part reflecting the 
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variations in function, ranging from dress attachments to horse 
harness fi 'ctings. The rectangular form is represented by two 
ex&mplesl4.2.6 and 4.2.91althoug~ 4.2.6 is damaged and lacking a 
to;ngue. A sicpler example has beeli'l recorded from South~pton of the 
14th century (~arvey 1975,259 fig. 241 no.1753) although it is not 
quite square in section. Like~ise~two sicilar ones from Glenluce Abbey 
can be dated to the 14th-15th centuries ( Cruden 195'21a, 185 ,pl.lV no .'?t). 
In addition, in sweden, Blonqvist cites a series of similar e~amples, 
Olating to the l'?IOOs ( 1947 I 1'?18, fig 39 no. 3). 
The simple D-shaped form of buckle is represented in this 
assemblage . Although "11. 2. 7 is deeper than 4. 2. 10 I they are of a very 
similar fonn. Parallels can be cited from Helga I sweden ( Holmqvist and 
Arrhenius ed. 19641133, fig 47 no.l) and many sites in Britain 
including Southampton 'Lfhich has a circular sectioned example probably 
indicate a 14th century dating (Harvey 1975, 25a fig. 241 no. 1758). 
Northampton, Marefair site has an example of late Saxon dating 
(I.H.Goodall 1979,70 fig.l7 no.3) but at Goltho there is an 
unstratified exiM'.iple and another dating to the 13th-14th centuries 
(Beresford 1.975, 818 fig. ·U nos. 115 and 116). A further e~ample is 
illustrated by Goodall in a general article on metalwork and conunents 
that the iron ones were plated to prevent corrosion and also to 
possibly make them look more noble (I . H. Goodall l. 981 I 60 fig. 59 
no.2 ). 
The so-called spectacle form of buckle 1 41. 2 . 8, appears to be a 
very common type. An e~ample from Northampton has been dated to the 
15th century (Oakley and Webster 197 9, 251 fig .lOB no. 29 )and examples 
from the London Museum catalogue are ter::~ed 'Medieval' (illustrated 
Wheeler d.19~0, pl. !J00/'11 rno. 0 ) • Similarly, an exa~.mple froliill Goltlho 
pzobably dates to the l~tlh-15th century (Beresford 1975, ®8 fig. ~1 
uo.ll.S). 
The large frcagJDernt of b:elt bucrde, l';.l'hich has thickenirng l';.l'herce the 
tong~e would have touched, is part of a rather larger buckle and co~ld 
conceivably be frcom a horcse h.arcness. It is vercy siii:lilar to an exaill1lple 
from Kings Lynn (Geddes ancil carterc 1977,2818, fig.130 no.l~) in a 
context dated to the pre-1300s .A cor.tplete example is illustJCated by 
Blomqvist fJCom sweden ( 19~7, 143, fig. 3 3 no. 2). !;-. 1..., 1 is very similaJC 
to an excunple from WharJCBlm PeJCcy, although the Fres"(;Jick excmnple is 
less elaborate (IllustJC&ted A.R. Goodall 1981,fig.66 no.6~It is 
apparently a coWiliiiaon Medieval type ( Blomqvist 1947,144 fig. 3~ nos. 7-
8). The part of an iro1:1l buckle, 5. 2. 2, has similarities noted from 
Goltho (Be:Iresford 1975,88 fig. ~1 no.111) '!;!Tnere it is dated to the 
14th-15th centuries. 
Mounts 
~ variety of items l';.l'hich have been termed mounts have been 
zecoJCded from F:IreS"(;Jick.ThiEl 0n~elle6l stud, -0.3.1, is co1:1lsidered to be 
a pre-Norse a:Irtefact, and has so far only one parallel from an 
unstratified cont0rt at Kirkhill, St. (pers. commm. 
Wordsworth ) . .l.ll. series of similar tang eO! studs have been published by 
E!e1:1lcken, although they are mot of exactly the sBlme fo:rcm (Hencken 
1951,83 fig.21) and a date of 7th-9th centuriss is suggested, based on 
stratigJCaphical evidencs fx-om othex- Irish sites, such as Caherco1Il1llruil.un 
and CreevyKeel ( op cit 83) .Although the precise function is unknot-Jn, 
it is vecy likely that they '!;!ex-e applied to belts or horse-hax-ness. 
A simila:Ir ex~ple is also JCecorded from the Viking grave at Balladoole 
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( Bersu and 1:1'ilson .1966, 26-7 ) . The rer.:taining n::ot..mts are rna.de of sheet 
I'.."Jetal and have varying foYms . 4 o 3 o 2 is roughly he:H:agonal with small 
copper alloy rivets, as 4.3~. 4. 3. 3, . is possibly a button cover a.r..d 
lacks obvious :'!l.ea.ns of a.ttachr;;ent .An e:H:ar.:.ple of a possible circula.K 
rr.oant W'ith sr.:.all x-ivet attachxr.ents has beein recorded fzom Hadleigh 
Castle,EsseJt, of unsuze dating (Goodall 1975,143 fig.29 no. 401, ar..d 
145). A flat undecorated example fx-om Southampton dated c 1375-14125 
(Harvey 1975,259 fig.24l. no.l762) has been suggested as a belt mount. 
A very elaborate version, termed a bridle boss, has been recovered at 
Goltho (Beresford 1975,94, fig.44 no.3S ). 4. 3. 5 could possibly be 
suggested as a belt reinforcer, as ~noted in Goodall (A.R.Goodall, 
1981, 68 fig.66 nos. 19 and 20). 
Finger Rings 
The finger rings iin the assemblage represent activity at a 
variety of periods. The gold examples are interpreted as being 
relatively modern, both o~n the grounds of style and finish and because 
of the presence of hallmarks which are unfortunately too indistinct to 
identify. The copper alloy examples are rather difficult to date 
because they are very crudely made,often from roughly cut off-cuts of 
sheet rnetal.The most elabox-ate in this assemblage (4.5.3)has a 
decorated bezel, with criss-cross design formed by simple 
incisions. Similar finger rings of very simple form have been recorded 
from Lund, at the site of PK-Banken, where a date of c 1020-1050 AD 
has been suggested (Lindstiom,J.976,fig.276, 302). Slightly nearer 
home, similar examples have been noted by Curle from the Brough of 
Birsay (l982,ill.39,63 no.442 and 443)sirnply made from bent copper 
alloy sheeting. Likewise, the excavations at Northampton, have 
produced sill!l1.ila.:rc "types in a Late Sru~on :~resicltnal conrtert, and! ili'll 
ot.he:rc,~nstrat.ified contexts (O~tley ana ~ebster 1979, fig.l07,249 
L'lOS. U anCl 1.4}). 
Bzacelets. 
'I"l!.e sir::.ple bJr&celet, 4L 15.2, fzorn Fz-es:'t'Jici.: is difficult. to find a 
pzecise pa:rcallel foJr. Xt is intez-est.il?l!g 'to r..ote that it 1.'110':;7 has a 
z-a"hez diffez-ent appeaz-ancc:: ti:'l:al??. tfh.en illustzateCl lby CuJrle ( Jl.'P)39,Pl.JL 
no, 6), w-ith a sr.r.all part i":cr~ring been broken off a!ild lost. cuxle Jl1lot.es 
that one of the termi!ilal :rcings is missing, but it may possibly newer 
have had one, the one end fitting into the collar on the te~ililal. The 
bracelet is of solid construction and c:~rudely decorated ~ith simple 
incised lines, not unlike those found on the coppeJr alloy piece 
~.e.e7.A series of very siwple bracelets have been recovered from the 
g:~raves at Bizka, s~eaen, ~here they are dated to the 9th-lOth 
centuries ( Arbman 1940 fig, 110, nos, Jl., 2 and 4), Eo':;JeveJr, the Fres'l'Jick 
example is of such simple form that it is veey difficult to asc:rcilbe 
any aate range to it 'I:Jith confidence. 
~eezexs 
A number of pairs of t~eezers have been recorded, varying in size 
possibly according to function ie. the smaller ones as in this 
asseiiihlage, may be for toiletey pu:~rposes, lbut la:~rger ones liiil&Y ha'U'e 
been for metal~oz-king. A paiz- of relatively large tweezers, of 
slightly thicker metal have been :rcecozded for this puxpose in Lund 
(Bergman and Billbe:rcg 1.976, fig, 1~2, 201) dated to the 13th centuey, 
and otl'neJrs of simple :forms also have been founcll in conterts dated 
there to the 11th-12th centuries (Ma:~rtensson 1.972,130 fig.3).In 
B:rcitain there are a nuli1!lbelr of e:;;;~amples fJrollli a variety of contexts .A 
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plain pair were fou~d in excavations at Kings Lynn in a conte~ dated 
to the 13th century (Geddes and C&rter 1977, fig. 130 no. 30, 28 8 ) and 
decorated fragments, prob@bly of a ~edieval date have been recovered 
fror;1 Northau;;:pton (Oakley and tJebsteJC 1979,fig.l.20, nos. 75-6,255).An 
interesting pair in iron, with a constzaining loop has been found .in 
York,at the Pavement site (Waterman 1959,fig.25,no.7) and more 
elaborate, cruciform tyP2s have been found at Birsay (Curle 
1982,no.431,114, ill 39) in a Lower Norse horizon &nd &t Reay, 
Caithness (Grieg 1940,22 fig.6).Tweezers made of flat strips of copper 
alloy with a simple loop at the top, are noted also as being common in 
Pagan Anglo-Saxon graves, and an example is illustrated from Whitby 
(Peers and Radford 19~3,61 fig.l3 no.l2). 
Pins 
One of the finest pins recovered from the site is the silver hand 
pin 2.2.1.Yt is complete, with traces of red and green enamel and the 
shank is slightly bent. This type of pin is rather uncommon a.nd there 
&re very few parallels.One from Pabbay, Barra in copper alloy is 
unusu&l in that it is made of such a b&se metal, it is likely to have 
been gilded but there is no further in formation on the find (Don&tiore 
1901,278,279 fig. 2).From the site of Norries Law, Largo in Fifeshire, 
three examples h&ve been recorded, all very simil&r to the Freswick 
example, and made of silver. This group is important bec&use is is 
associated with a silver t&lly which has Pictish symbols on it and 
this provides the only dating evidence for the type.The other examples 
are lacking datable contexts (Anderson 1884) .A single example from 
Urquhart, Elginshire (Donations 1874,359) &nd part of one from Culbin 
Sands, Elginshire (Black 1891,507) are other examples of the type.The 
suggested that the thzee fingezed type oziginated at Tzap~ain La~ 
( l Sl®O ,1 93 ) ~ the colilltert has Jrecently been Jre-e~a.mined by Close-l8Jrcmks 
sift.~ 
{ 1. 983) and/... s\Ulggests a Olatii'!lg of the late .!lith to Stlh cei'llt'i.AJries. 
Kilb:rride-Jones S'i.Aggests that the type 'lo1as expoJCted to Iz-elai'!id 'C1hez-e 
the:rre 'lo1as :rrelatively little development, althot~gh rno:rre elabo~ate five 
finge:rreOl e~arnples have been noted (op cit 217, fig.71).Yn his 
consideration of a hanOl pin f:rrom Gaulcz-oss, Stevenson suggests a 7th 
century dating fo:rr that pin {Stevenson and Emery 196~,206-8), and .this 
would seem to be mo:rre in line with the F:rreswick example, although 
~ithout secure st:rratig:rraphy it is difficult to be suz-e. 
Thez-e is a lazge collection of copper alloy pins 'l;Jbich can be 
di'lrided into a numbe:rr of g:rroups and 'l;Jhich are ascribable to a la:rrge 
range of pe:rriods.~.8.1 is a :rrelatively common type, Laing illust:rrates 
6 of these altogethe:rr including this one f:rron F:rres~ick, one fz-om 
~Oltown (see ~ppendix l3), Caz-n nan Bhaz-z-aich, Oronsay, 1\vielochan, 
InveJrness, Bernez-ay, Haz-:rris and Sliganach,Kildorlan s. Uist (Laing 
1973, fig. 5,62 nos. 30-35}. ~ fuJrthe:rr unst:rratified example is :rreco:rrded 
by ~encken at Lago:rre crannog (1951,7~ fig. 16 no.678) and 'is hard to 
parallel' (op cit,75).Although it is difficult to tell f:rrom the 
illust:rration in the repox-t on the 't1hitby exacavations, a similaz- type 
of pin may be :rrep:rresented (Peers and Radfoz-d 19~3, 63 fig .14) .Laing 
suggests a dating in the 9th century, noting a close cor:rrelation 
between the distribution of the pin type and the settlement of the 
Norse and consequently suggests a de:rrivation for this type in the 
Nozose milieu. It is intezesting that examples from stratified contexts 
in Dublin have been dated to the 12th and 13th centuries ( o 'Ra!hilly, 
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1973, 78 fig.22). 
stevenso~ discusses a similar type, lacking the 'filet' belo~ 
the spatulate head (Stevenson 1955,2~3-5) and suggests a date for this 
type in the 5th-8th cent~ries.The type is not found in scandinavia.The 
small spatulate headed copper alloy pi111s i111 the Fres1:1ick assem:blz.ge 
can be paralleled at Buxrian (MacGregor 1974,73 fig.6 rl!o.32}in bone. 
Thexe are extensive nu::nl'oers of these bone spatulate headed pins at 
Burrian,and it has been suggested that they may have been used to form 
the moulds from ~hich the metal pins ~exe made (fox example stevenson 
1955,285). The same type of small spatulate coppex alloy pins can be 
seen in the assemblage at Birsay also (Curle l982,ill. 39, 63 no.~18) 
in a Pictish context. It ~ould thexefoxe seem to be a safe assumption 
to say that this form of spatulate headed pin is an early type, 
although its precise context at Freswick cannot be confirmed. 
Another group of pins in this group are those 'l:!ith chisel sha~d 
heads. Bone examples have been recorded at the Broch of Burrian 
(MacGregor 197 ~, 7 3, fig 6 )and variant forms at the Broch of Burray 
(illustrated Stevenson 1955,28~,fig.A no.lS}, and also at the site of 
Buckquoy (Ritchie 1977, 193 fig.~, 7 and 8 ) . Metal examples from a 
Pictish context have been recorded at the Brough of Birsay (Curle 
JL982,62 and 63, ill.39 no. ~18).The pilll 'l:!ith the fan sha~d head in 
the Rosie collection is complete and in very good condition ~ith t1oYo 
small incisions mid ~ay do~n the shank (no.~S).Srnall disc headed pins 
have also been recorded from the site of Meols, Wirral (Bu' lock 
1960,9). 
The finely decorated pin 'l:!i th shaped spatulate head,~. 8. 82, seems 
to be 'l:!ithout close parallel. The decoration is slightly different on 
each face ar:.d theJre aJre In!o Jremainil:1lg incisions cllo'\::Jn the shalnk. !t is 
possilile that this is a pre-WoJrse piece because it has a spatul.ate 
splaying head already noted in the pre-Worse pins and no parallels can 
be supplied from scandina~ian asse~lages e~arnined. 
There are two examples of cJrutch-headecll pins, ~. e .11 ana ~. a .12 . 
There is a variety of pins simil&Jr to ~.8.12 '\::Jith hollo'\::7 sides W'hich 
may oJriginally have had a ring attached (eg. Close-Brooks and ~ell 
19741,289 fig. 2 nos. 973, 97"} and 976) .The type ma.y conceivably have 
been part of a stirrup ringed pin as defined by Fanning ( cf. Panning 
1.983,328, fig. 1~1 no.7)possibly dating to the 11th-12th centuJries and 
not to the 9th as suggested at .Jarlshof (see discussion of this 
problem GJraham-Campbell 19741,20-1), see c...\.:>OJe. \? ~\ -J... 
There are possibly three .i terns in the catalogue 't'!h.ich fall into 
the category of ringed pin, although it is considered that the iron 
exa\11Jllple ( s. 2. 2) is more likely to be a badly coJrroded buckle ratheJr 
than part of a pin head.Fanning has defined the ringed pin as .. 'a pin 
W'ith a loose S'\::Jivel ring inserted in a looped or psrforated head. Both 
ring and pillll are sepaJrate components individually cast and bJro\llglht 
togetheJr to fo:rcm the simple dJress fastener to T71hich the te.lC!itU ringed 
pin has been applied .. ' (Fanning 1983,32~). The obvious statement 
concerning individual casting is of particular significance in 
examining the complete example in this assemblage (~.S.BO).AfteJr 
e~ensive consideration of this piece, I T7!as grateful foJr the 
assistance of Mr. Fanning in the identification here presented. There 
are obvious variations represented in this example, which are not to 
be found in other pins of the type. The pin-head type can be commonly 
paralleled eg. Ballateaze, Isle of Man (Bersu and Wilson 19156,62 
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pl. XllD) Clate6! to the 9th-10th centuxies anOI an uc~nprovenanced exa.cp.le 
from LiJ:<:ex icic r-1useu:m (Fanning J. 969, 7 fig. 1 no. 5 ) . Examples in Scotland 
noted by Fanning illlclu:de Loch Bornich, s. Uist ( NMAS GS 223 .Fanllling 
1993, no. 26,337) and a slightly more elaborate one from N. Uist (I\1-ra.AS 
G'I' 971. Close-Bxooks and Mruruell 1.97.ill,288, fig. 1;Fanning 19S3,no.30, 
338). The shortness of the round-sectioned shank is explained. as a 
breakage follo~ed by an attempt -to repoint the shank. 
The head. of this pin hot"!ever, is a considerable problem and must 
have been a later addi-tion to -the pin head. This is consistent wi-th 
the iden-tification of a differen-t copper alloy being used and. helps -to 
explain ~hy precise parallels for the pin cannot be located. It is 
particularly interesting that such a ringed attachment should have 
been applied because it could. indicate a local repair,possibly at 
Fres~ick or in the area, to extend the life of the pin. It is not 
possible to be sure ~hen the shank ~as broken or if it was 
coincidental ~ith the remodelling of the head. It is also difficult to 
date the find in the form in ~hich it no~ is found; a date post lOth 
century is probable, but ho~ much later is not kno~n.The only 
similarity located to date for the fon::1 of the head is noted by 
Petersen ( 19~0, 20~ fig .167) from a lOth century grave and this is by 
no means a very convincing parallel. 
'll:'he single fragment of copper alloy ~hich could represent part of 
the ring of a ringed pin, ~.B. 87, may be paralleled in many of the 
examples already cited (eg. unprovenanced Limerick Museum,Fanning 
1969,7 fig.1, no.S).Ho~ever, it could also conceivably be part of a 
buckle of the type illustrated by Grieg from a grave at 
Ardskinich,Colonsay, which he terms a strap-buckle (Grieg 19~0,61 
ha~e prc~uce~ such fi~ds. They ~eze co~only used in dress and seern to 
i"na'We a range of dates bet'i:'leen the mid 14-th and 18th centuries, 'I:Ji tlh 
'!lleey little apparent 'Waxic-:l:ion in fo:I:'E:.This is a good example of a 
functional item not needing to change foxm and consequently these axe 
generally poor chronological indicators.Early examples have been 
recorded from Southampton (Harvey 1975,259 :fig. 2~1, no.l7G, 266, fig 2~~ 
no.l823-<U) and Kings Lynn (Geddes and carter 1977,fig.l.30,2B8 no.19) 
t!here they are dated to the period 1.350-1500) .Examples from the Baile 
Eill excavations York can be dated up to the 18th century (Adoyman and 
Priestley 197B,figll,l~l and 142) and slightly earlier at Bollingbroke 
castle, Lincolnshire (Goodall 1976,32 fig. 16 no.73,76).Examples in an 
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1891,508). 
Needles 
For the purposes of this catalogue, needles aze distinguished 
from pins by the presence of a perforation at the head and a 
relatively streamlined profile. There are fifteen needles of copper 
alloy in the assemblage, all t!ith circular sections but generally t!ith 
flattened heads. Three have pointed heads and rectangular/oval 
perforations, eight have circular ~rforations and heads and four are 
indeterminate because of corrosion or other damage.There does not 
appear to be a great variation in the lengths of each type.Examples of 
needles 'i:'lith pointed heads have been recorded at Southampton in 16th -
17th centuzy contexts ana one very long exaN~le has been distinguished 
there as a bodkin (Harvey 1975,266 fig. 2<§4- nos .1844 and 1842). 14th 
century examples have also been noted (op cit 261.,fig 242 no. 1767). 
Both types of pin have bee~ recoverea at Kings Lyn~ (Geddes ana cazter 
1977, fig. .130 nos. 17 and 18,20 and 21) 1;1ith a date range of 1150-
1380.A. Goodall discusses these types of needle ana notes the problems 
of dating them through the lack of securly stratified examples 
(Goodall A. 198l,fig.65 nos. 1 and 2,67).From the site of PK-Banken in 
Lund, sweden, both forms of head are represented, those 1;:1ith the 
pointed head are dated to the mid 1200s, those with the circular heads 
and perforations to the 1100s (Lindstrom 1976,278 fig. 242). 
Sheet Copper Alloy 
There are nineteen fragments of sheet copper alloy in the 
assemblage, of 1;1hich fifteen are likely to be from large vessels. The 
distinctive 'paper-fastener' rivets have been noted in six pieces, but 
othe:nrise the remaining pieces in this category are lacking 
distinctive features.Many parallels can be cited for copper alloy 
vessels, generally used for cooking purposes. According to 
sc. 
"t1heeler, <f2- 940, 202) such vessels widely replaced earthen\Olare ones in 
the late 13th-14th centuries. It is not possible to be conclusive in 
the dating of the Freswick examples, but there is obviously no lack of 
crude pottery at this site and it is conceivable that here the copper 
alloy vessels may have supplemented the vessel sizes available, rather 
than replaced the pottery ones. The precise forms the vessels would 
have taken cannot be guaged in this instance, although a variety of 
examples illustrated by Wheeler probably includes that represented at 
Fres\:Jick (W'h.eeler~·l940, fig.68,206).It is likely that the vessels 
z~pzes~n~'tsCl at lF'zeSJ~;Yicit: Eaty have beeiil of the rou:rna lbot-::oDe:dl cauldron 
type oz s~aller vessel (illustzatea ~eelex~.l900,fig.65,203). Le 
Patourel illustzates a vessel of coze angulax fo~, dated to the late 
l~tn century from East ~aaa:esey, Yozkshire (A973, fig.35 :rno.~6, 90). 
variol.lls types of copper alloy vessels are Oliscussea by A. 
Gooda.ll, inC'licating bo't'!l frag;:Rents 'v'l'itlfl. patches ( lSISl, 64t-5, fig. 63). 
The • paper-fastener • rivets are interesting and have been noted at 
a number of sites 't'!hich have pzoduced such fragments of sheet 
metal. Harvey no-tes 16th century e:a&amples ft:om southampton (1.975,263 
fig 24-3,no.1795,1803 and 1810), likewise from Northampton (Oakley and 
~ebster 1979,259 fig !12 no.99}and Glenluce Sands (Jope and Jope 
1959, 270, fig 96 no. 5) as well as Culbin Sands (:Black 1891, 507-8). 
There are very many other examples which could be quoted here, but the 
point is made. At Northampton, various fzagments of sheet metal 
a't'!ai ting re't'Yorking have been noted ( O&!tley and tiebster 1979, 26'i}), 
possibly in the tJay described by JLe J?atouure.l ( .i'5173, SJ.i.} .one ·chi:ng w'niclll 
is of particular interest is that copper alloy bo"W"ls are an artefact 
'l!'eey col!!iJ!Ionly found in Nolr'l.1'egian graves, although they are not often 
repaized in the way in 1:'!hich these cooking vessels have been (Petersen 
19.§0,83-111). 
Lace Tags 
Only five examples of lace tags have been recorded in coppez 
alloy, although there is possibly a slightly more elall:>orate one in 
iron ( 5 .1 .1). These are usually a very common artefact and once again 
seem to have a zelatively wide date range. Work at Northampton has 
suggested a series of groups based on length, ~ith the longer ones 
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generally falling into the pezio& ~5th-17th centuries ana the shorter 
ones pre 15th century (Oakley and Webster 1979,fig.1l4,262). There are 
e~amples of lace tags ~ith the laces or leather re~aining in situ, as 
at Nort'ha.mpton (Oakley and Webster 1979, 262) and Culb.in sands (Black 
.1891, 5081 ) . Goodall has Oliscussed the 'V'arious types and UJses, noting 
the typ2 which does not taper at the end, like the Freswick ell:amples 
(Goodall 1975, H\41-5 ) . The suggestion that some lace tags were intended 
to be pin protectors, sewn to garments to protect the wearer from the 
sharp points is also discussed (op cit) .An interesting comment to add 
to this suggestion, although it is refuted, is that -~-If.'-/- in the Rosie 
Collection is such an e~ample, with the tag surrounding the pin.This 
association is perhaps circumstantial, and still cannot support the 
suggestion, because the pin tip actually extends beyond the end of the 
tag.Many sites have produced examples of this type of tag, such as 
Glenluce Abbey ( cruOlen 1952b,185, pl. v no. 2) dated to the JL4th-~Sth 
--~.A..~--.:.--
--... .l.-....U.t...:..__ 
259). 
Hooks 
Only one hook shaped object of copper alloy has been noted in the 
assemblage, 4.12.3 ana this is tentatively suggested as a fishing 
hook. There arce a fet1 further examples in iron which may conceivably 
fall within the category of hooks, but very few indeed . This lack of 
hooks at a site so significant in fishing terms could indicate that 
nets werce used most commonly and that line fishing was less 
popular;stone line sinkers are rather morce prolific in the 
assemblage.An interesting comparison can be drawn here with Jarlshof, 
t::7here only one fish hook was identified (Hamilton 1956,153 ). They are 
rnco't likely to have b~ein u.sirng 1.'1ails ~lr se for fishing), lb~Jrt i 1t: is 
quite possible tha'l: pieces of irornc '(:;?hich appe&JC \to be mail shrums 
could in fact hawe been parts of hooks . Badly pJCeserved e~~ples of 
such hooks have beel?ll recorCle6l fzc:Ja Cl.!llbil?ll Sands also ( l8l<J.cl:t 
1891., 511l.). It cal."ll:not at pJCesein'l: b~ jv.dgre<!5l '(:;?hethez OJC not the ocC11.11J?al?llts 
of Fzes'(:;?ick fishe<!5l '(:;?ith nets thJCoughout \the yeaJC, oz if they actl.!l&lly 
took to line fishing in the t-Jinter I as they did in the 18th cellltuey( 
carter 1973,200-20l).But once again the lack of hooks remains a 
problem.Hurum has R'hotea the use of t-Jooden fish hooks in scandina';J'ia. 
{1977117-18) and this could account foJC the lack of surviving examples 
in this assemlblage. Any smroall frag11Ulent of t-Jooo or thorny thicket coVJld 
apparently have been employe6l.Hurum also illustrates examples of ~etal 
hooks used for fishing at Oslo in the Medieval period and also fJCOliilll 
the ship buzial at Gokstad (op cit, 38). All the e~amples are cle&Jrly 
barbed and rnade of iron as are t~o from lzhus, Denmark in an 11th-12th 
Knives 
Five knives are clearly discern&ble in the assemblage from the 
e&Jrlier excavations {5.3.1-~). they are of varying forms and in 
different states of preservation. Other fragments noted are 
potentially iR'hteresting I but the precise forms are elusive eg. 5. 3. 6.-
7 '(:;?hich has traces of t-Jooaen handle , as has 5.3.8.-9, and binding at 
the haft possibly indicating addition of an organic element, 
conceivably leather. Where the sections of the blades are clear enough 
to examine, it is clearly triangular, with the narrot-Jer part fozmi.ng 
the blade. The actual back profiles of the knife blades are of 
5 . 3 . 3 is straight backed and practically complet12. 
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'til'lelCeas 5 . 3 . 1 ana 5 . 31 . 2 seem to have the same cu:1eving backs, as 
possibly 5. 3. J2. although this is much less clear .Knives are a very 
corr:mon artefact, selCVing a variety of uses ranging flrom tools for 
~ozi(i:ng wooa oz leather, to eating u;tel."llsiles; often the forrr.s are very 
similar and it is not possible to define the precise use of each 
knife, pa:1eticulrurly since a simple krnife could! easily have been used 
for a variety of jobs. 
The straight backed variety of knife, has been termed a whittle 
tang Itnife by Goodall ( 1979, 70 fig. no. 5) in a discussion of the type 
from the Mare fair excavations, Northamptonshire; this example is in a 
context dated to the Late saxon period.Most other examples considered 
seern to be consistently dated to the 13th-1~th centuries, for 
example,at Writtle {Rahtz 1969,88, fig.47 no.61), Bramber castle 
(Barton and Eo:lden 1976, 65, fig. 20, no. 7) or Southampton {Harvey 
1975,28J2. fig.25.tj\ no.2056).The type with the curving back is rather 
fonn. It is possible that the examples in the assemblage, which are 
conceivably incomplete, may represent parts of sickles, which, as 
Wheeler has noted are strictly utilitarian in function and therefore 
difficult to date precisely between the 12th and 20th centuries 
( 194'10, 124). Examples have been recorded at Wri ttle, dated to the 14th 
and 15th centuries { Rahtz 1969, fig. 48 no. 81 and! 82), but also at 
Jarlshof in a 9th century context {Hamilton 1956, pl.:XXlll).It is 
therefore difficult to ascribe a particular date to this form, if it 
does in fact represent a part of a sickle, but in this case, the fact 
that the pieces in the assemblage may be sickles is more 
signific&nt,given the environmental evidence for cereals at the site 
a second possible 
inte~p~etatio~ fo~ the k~ife fo~ ~hich is of importance. A knife of a 
very similar form to this type has been recordea f~om the eEcavations 
( Goooall anOl Carte~ JL 977, 29<0 fig. Jl.331 rno. 37 ) . The tarn9 of the 
published eJtample is slightly thinne~ anOl it has a darnageCl v-shapad 
sectio~n. It has been dated to the period cl.l.50-1250. 
'X'here is a furthe~ type of knife noted in the asserii1iblage ~lhich ~M 
not initially ~ecognised as such. IL 575 was originally thought to be 
part of a pair of shears, and although the arms of the shears axe of 
an uncommon form, being generally round in section rather than 
sq\lla.red I this featu~e could be paralleled ( eg. Hedeby I Mi:nller-'W'ill.e 
1973, 30 fig.s no.l).However 1 if this item in the assemblage is seen 
as being a complete object ~ather than a part of one, there is an even 
close~ pa~allel to be noted. This type of object is termed a 'hulkniv' 
. ~ . 
·.:.;::CJ.n::. ... co~.-c~o as 
working.EAramples can be cited from scandinavia, but as yet, none f~om 
Britain, from 1z.hus exca.va.tions such an exmi!.ple is ill1.!lstrat.ed 
(Andersen, et al 1971,133) in a possible 12th century conte~.Others 
have been note61 from 'l'relleborg (E. Roesdahl pers. comm). 
Padlocks a.nd Keys . 
There are t~o pieces in the asseDblage ~hich may be conside~ed as 
parts of a locking system. 5.~.1. is part of a hook f~om a barrel lock, 
formed by a hooked piece of ~et.al ~ith t~o parallel eEt.ensions at one 
end.The rod (5.~.2) with a loop at one end seelillllS likely to be a 
key.The padlock hasp has similarities 'W'ith one from Hadleigh Castl.® 
(Goodall 1975,140 fig. 28 no. 3'k0) p:u:obably from th® 16th or JL7tlh 
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centuries .Hot:Jever, a closer parallel can be cited from N'oJCthampton 
exacavatio:ns in a 12th to 13th centuury context (Goodall, Ellis and 
Oakley 197 9, 269 fig. 116 no . .<J). TheJCe are many vaxiations in fom of 
this part of the locking mechanism and! it cleaJCly has a long history 
of develop~ent (MacDonald and Laing 1975,148 nos.21 and 22).An example 
in the 14th century from Lochmaben castle, DurnfJCiesshire, is cited by 
MacDonald and Laing ( op cit) and other early examples are noted from 
Kings Lynn (Goodall and Carter 1977,291, 292 fig.l32 no.l-3) in a post 
13th century context. 
The key is difficult to closely parallel. A similar form is 
recorded! fJCom Tollard Royal ( 'W'heelere\,1.940, 1'?15 fig. 43 no. 2 ) in a late 
12th century context, but it is still not precisely the same as the 
Preswick example. The closest parallel seen is from Goltho (Beresford 
1975, 83 fig.39 no.'?19) t:Jhich is unfortunately unstratified,but there 
are similarities t:Jith Viking examples (Petersen 1951,477,533 fig.267) 
l::l'ith hooked terminals. 
Nails and Rivets 
Of the nails and rivets JCecorded from the site, only one has been 
from the ~ collection (5.5.1), This is a very good example, t:Jith a 
clear clench plate visible,t:Jhich could possibly indicate that only the 
better exampl~es ever reached the Museum. Disregarding the entry for a.n 
indeterminate number of roves found a.s part of a. l::l'ooden boat in the 
southern part of the Links,the follot:Jing percentages have been 
not.ed:nails with traces of rivet or clench plate, 6/'?12=14.29S:.:nail 
shanks only,8/42=19.05S:.: nail heads only,4/42= 9.52S:.: nails l::l'ith 
complete heads,l3/42=30.95S:.: indeterminate fragments,ll/42= 26.19~. 
Of those nails with clench plates represented, there appears to 
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and 5. 5. 26. 5. 5. 25 app:aars to b:a xoun.Cl but this coll.!llOl b:a i'che h:a&Cl 
Jr&th:a:rr than the plate, it is not possibl:a to be conclusive in the 
iCle~tific~tion.5.5.33 is no~ triangulaz bui'c appears to ha~e been 
broken and could thezefore have been either square or diamond 
shaped. Only one has trac:as of the original ~:Yooo preserved in the 
corrosion pxoClucts, 5. 5. 37, but they t'!ould all ha:~e oxigilllally halve 
been atta1ched to ~ooden iterns.MZLny are probably from ship timbers, but 
it is also likely that some door ox boj{ fittings are represented, 
because the techniques of wood t'!orking t'!Ould not be altered simply 
because of the varying functions of the finished products 
necessarily.The varying types of rivet plates are discussed more fully 
elsetrhexe (Batey in Morris forth. b). 
complete exillrnples 't1i th heads irntact are limi. ted in numbeJC, there 
is one example 't1hich has a :round head and a square sectioned shank and 
heads in the assemblage are possibly from xivets or for large:rr 
structural items, but the smaller heads in the assemblage are usually 
less clear because of the problems of identification amongst the 
corrosion products.The v&riei'cy of nail types recovered from sites has 
been outlined by Rope-Taylor in his consideration of the Yea'!Yering 
material (Hope-Taylor 1977,190-93), ~hexe he distinguishes small heads 
of nails, those ~ith laxge flat: heads, probably from doors and the 
clench nail ~i th a sma.ll head for planh!or]t and thicker ones for 
larger timbexs .Examples of :round headed nails ~ith square shanks have 
been discussed by Batey elsewhexe (Freswick castle, Batey et al forth) 
although in that assemblage, some of the UITlCorroCled examples of this 
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fonn are considered to be modlez-n, possibly for affi~ing roofing tiles 
and therefore, as such, ~ay not be directly comparable. 
'?ne p:ro~le:rn of the mails and xivets in this &ssetr.blage is that 
most are stray firnds ana very badly corroded. Only a limited n~mber of 
the finCls from the recent t'!or1c have been cleaned to date and the x-
rays cannot always provide the finer detail needed to ascribe some 
kind of general category to each item.Some of the items which have 
been distinguished as heads only, could in fact be rivet plates, but 
the corrosion products at present prevent identification. 
Horse-Shoe 
The fragments of horse-shoe recovered in the recent work ( 5. 6. 2 ) 
are very likely to be modern, although lt'..any finds are recorded from 
archaeological contexts .Goodall notes the irregular form of the 'pre 
Conquest • examples, "t;Yhich are supplanted in the 13th century by more 
regu~ar ones, and cites exaffiples from Ellington and Somerby to support 
his arguement (1981,61 fig. 60 nos. 1 and 2).Examples are also 
illustrated from Southampton dated to the period 1300-1350 and to the 
16th-17th centuries (Harvey 1975, 28~ fig. 25~ no. 2048 and 290, fig. 
257 nos. 2100, 2104 and 2108-9). 
Overall eonsiderations 
There appears to be a large period range represented in the metal 
assemblage, although there are many problei:l.S involved in the dating 
of objects, as some, for example, may be heirlooms.Most are lacking 
precise contexts and are therefore of limited use for the dating of 
individual contexts. There is a lack of gold, silver or lead in the 
assemblage but copper alloy is particularly '(;fell represented, with a 
'I?SZ1f ~ide ra11tgr0 o:i: pins lbeing x:scoxdsd .A lax:ge numbs.rc of ps.rcsoli'!l&l 
o.rcnaments are .rcepx:esented and x:ather fe~er tools and
1
in.gens.rcal, ~ith 
the exception of the needles, i.rcon seems to have been the ~ost 
favo~x:ed cedi~ fo.rc tools.The.rce are WMi1Y fragments of x:ivets &li'!ld li'!l&ils 
in the assembla9Je and it is of particular interest thart only one has 
su.r.nrived from the excavations of Curle, although ~any more llmMSt ha-zye 
been found. It is quite likely that Curle only submitted to the M~ssum 
complete examples of the type. 
Thex:e is a ~ide .rcange of personal items in the assemblage, 
strap ends, pins ~ith decox:ated heads, t~eeze.rcs,and bracelets amongst 
othex:s. These are genex:ally of copper alloy and many finely decoJCated 
examples have been recorded, such as the t~o strap ends . The fo.JCJmS ax:e 
generally purely functional uith decoration added ~ithou.t altering the 
function of the item. 
The locations of individual items from the site is pax:ticularl.y 
difficult to discuss because of the lack of stx:atigx:aphical 
information available. Those items uhich uere recovered fx:om the 
excavations often lack px:ecise relationships and are usually only 
indicated as being from a particular structure rather than in an 
individual layer.Yt is of paxticulax: intex:est that many of these items 
cannot be closely pax:alleled in Scandinavia, unlike other media such 
as bone ox: stone. Thex:e appears to be a general date x:ange of bet~een 
the 7th and l~th centuries, ~ith a concentration after the 10th-11th 
centuries.There is ho~evex:,a noticeably significant group of pins 
1:1hich indicates a possible concentration in the eax:lier part of the 
date range suggested. 
Chapter 10 
Stone and Glass 
!i\l14AS. 
6 .l.l 
6 .l. 2 
6 .1.3 
6 .1. Jil 
6.1.5 
6.1.6 
6 .1. 7 
Sa.llllds.Jtolllle tJeiqh-t, lWUZ2;'l1ly 
a.&ouliilOl si~e. 
oval.Lo~gitudinal 
L7e,~~S,TlS,groove ~17,Depth 3~. 
G?i. 175. 
Do~mations 1 ~o~, 16 (Tress Barey, 1 SIOS) 
Pres~ick sands Broch. 
~late 2431 
21'1 
groove pecked 
Sands-tone 'I:Je ight, roughly circular, brokern at incomplete 
psc!teOl ~rforation. 
L69,W32,T35,perforation Dl7~. 
Gfl. 176. 
Donations 1909,16 (Tress Barry, 1908) 
lPr~as'l:1'ick Sands Broch . 
Complete sandstone pebbl~a,flatt~aned bas~a and lateral groove. 
L89' t"J!SJII I 'F5~l"im! Y!l.al1L Groov~a t'U 81 'T3mM. 
JRr.D 2 71S • 
Oonations l925,15~,no.3 (Ed'I:Jards). 
lF'ro:n IE!ut Circle. 
Figux~a 3 3 A 
Splinter of pink arrtd tJhite calcite 1::Yith possible traces of 
drilled hol~a on one side,possibly natural. 
u.:>UI, '"":;).;>, ..... ..._';;/. ~:;.O:.JI. 
l8lR 815. 
Donations 19126,10 no.~ (EdV:J"ax:Ols JL925). 
lF':rorn rni.dderns . 
Rough sanOlston~a block uith groov~a ax:ounCl narroV:J"er end. 
L95,~60,T55,groove Depth20mm. 
HR 820. 
Donations 1~28, 82 rno. Jil (Bremner). 
Rounded sandstone block,damag~ad end 'I:Jith 
around girth. 
Ll03,W56,T531l:Ullm. 
l8lR 92l.' 
Donations 1928,82 no.~(Bre~n~ar). 
slight groove 
Grooved sandstone sinker,possibly r~afashioned from a larger 
exampl~a.complete. 
LB3,W80,T5~rnm;groove W2~-30,D3-~mm. 
lBlR 822. 
Donations 1928,82 no.Jii(Bremnex). 
Plate 29 
6.1.8 Small ~~~~tz blocx,~:rcfozat~~ 
~i~T:nt. 
M5, t162, 'il'23J~. 
IL 58.1J not list~a by Curle. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (t-U~i:Kalilde.r Sinclair). 
Curle 1939, 106,plat~ XLIX no.s. 
elltd,pro:Oably 
6. 1. 9 'Th:rcee SlliRalJL blocks of quar.tzi'te uH:h inco::::plete peJrforations 
- .1Jl. ::rtartei.l fron opposing siCles at rna:~::rro't7e:~: pa:rrts of the 
stoli'te .10 )b:~:oxen at ~rforation. 
~ )L92, mo, T412w!iffil. 
10)LJ9,~~.T32~. 
ll)L60,~1SO,T37oom. 
9 )II.. 585 FS 66. 10 )IL 586 Not nt!m:bered by Curle .H. )IL 587 
ooot ni.OObe:~:ei.l by Clllzle. 
Dona-tions 1939,335 no.lO (Ale~anc:llez Sinclaiz). 
Cu:rle 1939,.106. 
F:~:orn near f.ront of soll!th hollo~. 
6.1.12 sandstone pe~le ~ith latezal groowe and slightly grolllnd 
edges. 
L9s, v:no, T60lmml.. 
Gzoove l:Yl~, Depth21llllll'iri. 
XX. 595 ?FS 3l.. 
Donations 1939,33!5 no.J.O (Ale~andez sinclaiz). 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( s.as 461) I 53. 
Found by south t:Yall Building 111 
lF'igpuze 33B 
6.1.13 ~alf sanc:llstone psbble si~ez ~ith lateral and horizontal 
-----.-.---.. ..,...~.;:-A.::.--"ll ,..:ll-------=-- .; _____ .;:_,: _ _,. J-_,_ ~~-~ 
~----v-""" o..:.J.-...-;;:-...,.--._... ....... --."""'JJ:"....., __ ,_..:-_ ... ., _ .... __ .. __.._ .. ~~'"w':,l ....,,.;r ·--::J.._" 
LB8,~92,TSlmm.Grooves W20,DepthlO,W6,Depth lOmm. 
IX. 5916 FS6SI. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Ale~ander Sinclair). 
Cu11cle notebooit ms 23a ( SAS .1J61), 68. 
Frolill lo~st level Buil<llingr V 
Plate 29 
6 .l.li?l OVal sanc:llstone pebble, late:~:al groove and one long side 
Tma!iSelCIS<ll. 
X.l3!5,t:Y90,T62WI!.. 
JJ:L !597 FS 03. 
Donations 193191,335, no .10 ( Aleltander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook rns 213a ( SAS 461), 7!5. 
From ash in ~all of kiln I Building Vl 
6.1.15 ~ointed oval ~eight 
perfozation at each 
scratched. 
LS15,Wi?l7,'i'23Jmm. 
IL 598 FS22 
of reused steatite 
end.Flat underside 
vessel sherd uith 
and upper su.rface 
Dona-tions 1939,3315 no.lO (AleAtandelt Sinclair). 
Curle 1939, 107,pl.XLIX no.6 
Just belot1Y 1.1all top on south side, almost at floor level, 
Building II!. 
Figuxe 34? .A 
6.1.15 Beach pebble ~i~h incomplete pexforation near narro~ex tip 
of the stone. 
L200,~55,T18-52mm. 
rr.. 660 Chi:ae no. 20. 
Donations 19~3,lS6 ~o.l7 (Ale~ander Sinclaix). 
Childe 19<!}3,14?. 
f'xom floox of East zoom. 
6 . 1. l. 7 Pyxarnie1al stone wi ~h co:raplete pexfoxation 
obviously tximmed. 
near top.Not 
L73,W3l-~2,T3~,Pexfoxa~ion D~mm. 
XL 661 Chile1e no .13. 
Donations 19~3,196,nol7 (Alexandex Sinclaix). 
Childe 19.1k3,14. 
From. base of fire pit. 
Figure 34. B 
6.1.18 Sandstone pebble with vertical groove.Horizontal depxession 
at top in gap of vextical gxoove. 
L65,WS5,T55,groove ~S,Depth 2mm. 
IL 662 Childe no. ?17. 
Donations 1943,196,no.17 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Childe 1943, 14,pl.lV no.6 
Immediately noxth of kerbstone in East room, just below floor 
level. 
Figuxe 33C 
;:)Cl."lciistone p~:o:o ... ~, il.;:.v!:..t::::•• .:il.i• 
perforation starting at each 
middle.Rounded outer surface 
side,failing 
has shallo~ 
indicating subsequent use as a weight. 
L43,W25,T30,groove L12,W2mm. 
Not accessioned. 
Rosie Collection 
.;, _____ ,_.A..~ 
""'""'"'--"-~----
to meet in the 
groove possibly 
6.1.20 Damaged steatite line weight worn perforation at top, 
surface generally abraded. Roughly oval. 
L66,W30,T14,perforation D4mm. 
Figuxe 34C 
Other Collections. 
6.1.21 Large centxally perfoxated beach pebble. 
LlSO,Wl25,TlOO,perforation D20mm. 
~nson,John O'Groats. 
Not Located. 
6.1.22 Roughly shaped stone, possible weight. 
Ll40, ~331mm. 
Wet numbered. 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461), 20. 
6. 1.. 23 l3Jalf obloY?.g sanCls'torme pebble, b::roksn ~rt ~rfo::ratJi.orno 
X.~O,W20rnm. 
lm. ~8. 
Cuzls ~r.~o'l:sbook ms 280!. ( SAS <1?61), <\}].. 
Sullrfacs fillh6lo 
6 o JL o 2<\} w'UID:p of q\l.ilmrl:£ ~-r.l 'l:::hl 'l::::ral?!.sve::rse hols Ol::rillsd at one IS!nd. 
Wo OJJi.~sfllsionso 
mot nW'ltbe::r®Olo 
C\Ul::rlte notebook ms 28a (SAS <1?61),08. 
Pound irn f::ro:nt of south hollo\'7 o 
6ol.25 Ovoid psbble ~ith 
iiirlllstone g::rit 0 
X.J..SO,WSOE'ml!l 
reot rnulllliJbsrsd. 
longitudinal 
Curle notsbook ms 28a ( SAS <1161), <\}8. 
Pol!lnCl in f::roilt of solllth hollo~. 
groove around 
6.1o26 Block of quartz, sides nsar central groove axe chipped. 
~0 
L57, WSO!iim. 
lF'S52 
Curle notebook rns 2Sa ( SAS ~6.1), 63. 
From South East co::rne:rc Building VX. 
cent::re, 
6, 2 .1 lDlMJ!.al.gedl Siruindstone t:!horl. rouOThlv ci:rcc'll\lal'C ~H:h laxC?<e s.l.i.~h~J:y 
eccent:rcic pe::rforation. Lo~sr face damaged,upper face 
decorated ~ith four circles and eight around the edge. 
JD~O,Tl3,Pe::rforatioil D 8~. 
GA 773. 
Donations 1909,1.6 (Tress BS!.l'C:rcy, 1908) 
Fres~ick S6lnds JS:rcoch. 
Figu:rce 315A 
6.2.2 Decorated sandstone ~o:rcl,roughly circular ~ith large 
perforationoSix to seven circular impressions on upper and 
lot:7er fac<as • 
D35,TlO,Pe::rforation D 12mm. 
GA 77<\} 
Donations 1909, 16 (Tress Ea:rcry, 1908) 
F:rcesw-iclt Sands Broch. 
Figu:rce 35B 
6. 2. 3 C9horl of x<aused vess<al shard, fine g:rcained stone t:7ith traces 
of tooling and buxning on one side o Ixxegular perforation and 
un<av<an flattened c:rcoss-section. 
D28,Tl0-l~,P<arfo:rcation D1Dmmo 
ED Sl.O 
!Oonations 1935, 2~7 no .1 ( Bxemnex:) 0 
6.2A 
5.2.5 
6.2.6 
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Found ,,-.rH:h fragments of steatite urn at the base of a ruined 
cairn on FE:eS'I.'!ick LiEliks • 
Figure 3~1:: 
JS!ighly abraded ciJrcular whorl of flat section, possibly of 
reused steatite sherd, irregular central perforation. 
D25,Tll,perforation D7w~. 
JSrR 801:) 
Donations 1925,15~ no.3 (Ed~ds). 
FromMidClen.s. 
Flat sandstone '1.-Jhorl with central perforation and smoothed 
edges.Incised grafitti on upper suJrface. 
D48,Tl2.5mm. 
lrL 602 FR 16. 
Donations ~939,335 no.lO. (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook llliS 2Ba ( SAS .1}61), 20 
Found cleaning floor of Building lV 
Plate 30A. 
Reused steatite vessel sherd '1.-Jith irregular burning on one 
face and tooling on other.Whorl with cylindrical 
perforation and slightly chipped. 
D34,T8,Perforation D7mm. 
J(L 659 ?Childe no .15 
Donations 1943,196 no.l7 (Alexander Sinclair). 
?Childe 1943,13. 
?From loose material over North wall to the east. 
Plate 30B. 
F'-~·-....;""- ..... -~ 
o.s....,.,.,.6'-"......:o'--....:). 
~-~--,., __ .::.,)...l,.. ----..---- -.: ...=--- ___ .,....,..,,....._,__ 
\.-Y~il.-.L-...:lo. I.V~~.... --.&..1.-~V- ....,..._......,_bo.lp __ .._t.g:'~-""-
conJol.m .. ng fragments, tooling visible 
circular perforation. 
H25,D31-17,Perforation Dl.Omm. 
IL 678. 
Donations 1948,322,no.5(Purchase anon). 
Plate 3013. 
along the sides, 
Rosie Collection. 
6. 2. 8 Roughly circular whorl of reused steatite sherd, burnt 
exterior and tooling on interior face.Eccentric perforation. 
D33,T16,perfoartion D9mm. 
6.2.9 
Plate 30C. 
Complete sandstone whorl with central perforation. 
D40,Tl.6,Perforation D 12mm. 
Plate 30C. 
6.2.10 Half 0horl of reused steatite sherd, burnt exterior and 
eccentric perforation.Uniform thickness. 
D36,T9,perforation D3-13mm. 
Figure 35J'I 
6.2.21 Compl~t~ flagsto~~ ~ozl ~itn chaaf~r~d p~rforatio~. 
D2G,T9,Perfozatio~ 02-1~. 
Figll.llE~ 35!E 
R~c<ant t1oxk. 
6.2.12 Spindle 0horl,possibly originally steatite 
slight traces of bll.llrni~g. z~~n thickness 
ce:rrtr&l pez:fozation, of poor q'Ulality steatite. 
L44}, 'VJ4}5, T:l<0~. 
~essel fra~ent, 
throUJgho'lllt t'Jith 
PL80UD,SW no. 23. 
6.3 vessels and vessel Shexds. 
NMAS. 
6.3.1 
6.3.2 
Rim fragment of steatite ~essel ~ith flattened rim. 
Perfozation 20mm below rim, and broken along a second 
incomplete one. Exteznal burning and slight intexnal and 
along one ed9e. No tool marks visible. 
L50,W70,Tl7-19rnm.Perforation D 6mm. 
11m 1502. 
Donations 1980,535 no.~ ( Murray ) 
Plate 32A. 
Fragment of ~rked steatite, probably part of a vessel, tooled 
on internal surface, ~hich has burnt deposit adhering. 
Irregular thickness. 
L55,WSO,Tl7Mm ll!'AX. 
HR. 1503. 
Donations l. 980, 535 no. 4 ( Mur:~Cay ) 
Othex wuseum Collections. 
"el_,. __ .,_ "li ~'P ~I'<:·~""""~,.... 
... ---:;:...---.a -'""::.\.-~~-
Exterior base rounded. Made from a split beach boulder. 
Xnteriox roughly pectted out. 
Exterior L330,W330,T125mmmax. 
Inte:!Cior L235,W250,Dapth 8Dmrn. 
Sl78.287 
Inverness Wuseum. 
Plate 33&. 
Rosie Collection. 
6. 3. <Ill Small stsatite vessel 
faces. Un~vsn t-:?OJrking on 
of sherd. 
L1l.5,WS2,T17mm. 
lFigurs 37A 
shsli:d,buxnt extsxior and intsrior 
inner face possibly suggesting reuse 
6.3.5 Jr..,arge 
belo~ 
buxnt. 
steatits riM and ~all shexd 
rim.Tooling on egteziox and 
,single psrfoxation 22mm 
intexior faces,e~exnally 
L123,Wll.O,T2Smm. Perforation DSmm.vessel diameter c 32 em. 
Plats 32C, Figure 315 .A 
6,3.6 Steatit~ shexd ~ith perfozation and interior and ~xterior 
tooling.Burning on extsznal face, and slight internal ridge. 
6.3.7 
Ll.l2,W43,Tl.5crn.Perforation D 5mm. 
f'igu:rre 37l3 
La:rrge rim sherd of steatite tlith ttlo perforations,one near 
rin in very thin part of vessel and other fu:rrther do~n 
vessel side.Tooling on exterior face Nith smooth interior 
ar:.d traces of sc:catching. Ertensive lbu.rrning on e:a.ct::errna.l face 
and slightly on inte:rrnal.Rim of va:rriable thickness~possibly 
shaven on the extex:ior.Vessel diameter appro~. 19crn. 
Ll.25,Wl05,T5-l2mm. 
Perforations DS-7rnm,75~ apart. 
Plate 32B, Figure 36 B 
Other Collections. 
6.3.8 Abraded steatite 
ertex:rnally. 
L90,W45,Tl.Ooo.m. 
tlall sherd, tooled internally and 
Mrs. Dunnet,John O'Groats. 
6.3.9 not used. 
Recent Work. 
6.3.10 Large steatite vessel sherd,interior bu:rrning and tooling. 
6.3.11 
-14) 
Signs of original perforation, abraded. 
L1.24 1 'W'64~T20mm. 
FL 7 9 UG, SF no . 9 . 
Four s:ma.ll fracpaents of steatite~ three Ni th burning and ttlo 
"t"Jith tooling. 
Less than L20, Wl2 1 T6mm. 
6. 3. 15 Six amorphous pieces of steatite, one has traces of burning 
-20 and tooling. 
Less than L55,W35,'X'14lmll. 
FL79 UG,SF no.lO. 
6.3.21 ~o small conjoining tleathered fragments of steatite,vessel 
-22 sherdl tlith tx:aces of interior bux:ning. 
6.31.23 
L35 1 Wl4l,T10ilmll. 
PL80 UQ SF. no. 70. 
Fragment of steatite,burnt on one face,worn 
thickness of vessel represented.Two other 
possiblyburnt,presumably after breakage. 
L46,W23,Tl9mrn. 
FL82 UH,SF.no.363. 
6 • 3 • 2 4 Small chip of steatite~ amorphous . 
L17,Wl4l,T5nnm. 
FL81 UH,SF no.3164. 
on other.Full 
faces also 
6. 31. 25 Small chip of steatite, vessel fragment with burning on one 
eide,possibly representing the full vessel thickness. 
Ll9 o \':"Jl2 , '!:'.12•-:u. 
WL®l UMoSF.no ~20. 
!.'0ot Located. 
15. 3!, 210 )p)ossible s-teatite ~e~Ssel f&a:gJlillent. 
Wot awaila.ble fo:rr e:J:&a."'l!i.n~tion. 
Srui:<O:'l o T:h1..:JCSO. 
15. 3. 27 )p)azt of £: ste&ti te wessel. 
~o Olilmensio:nls. 
Do:n.cri:ions JLS35, 24fl7 rrt:o, 1 ( lSlxemrrteJ.c} 
Powndl ne~& a ca.i&n 1.1itlh 'tl'ho:rrl 6. 2, 3. 
6. 3. 213 Piece of large stearl:ite ~esseJ.. 
1:\J:o dlilJilensions. 
Not nuii!il'o~Sred. 
cuxle notebook ms 2S!a. ( SAS 461), 57. 
Found outside south 'tfall of Building VX o to east of entrance. 
6. 3. 29 Portion of rim of ~eey large curved steatite ~essel. 
c 350illm\ long. 
FS 67 
Curle notebook ms 2Sa ( SAS ~61), 68. 
Found north of Building IV. 
6 • ~ S-\coliile [llisc!El • 
~. 
6.~.1 Flagstone disc,chipped around edges,xoughly circular:. 
X.9SI,~3J~,TS~. 
l8IR 1055 
Thxee xoughly chipped ci&cular di.scs,flagstone. 
2) lDSO,'it'lONJI1Nil. 
3) D91S,T9JIDmjijll, 
dj}} !0102' 'X'l0'ii11..'illl. 
2 )IL 592 FS .§9 3 )YL 5931 FS <§e <§) IL 59~ F'S 74. 
~nations 1939,335 no .10 (Aleltanci\er Sinclair). 
Curle 1939, 107 ,pl. XLIX 9 and 10. 
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FS ~8,49, Building Vl above floox le~el;FS 7~ Building VI 
site of cross '!.1'all. 
other Collections. 
6.~.5 Flagstone disc,roughly chipped edlges,smooth uppe& and lo~er 
suxfaces. 
G.~.G 
D2l.O,Tl.Ol!iim, 
R.s. ~u&xay,lSllackbuxn. 
Plate 31A. 
1M!! Cllbove • 
!Ol.75,'li."S-10I:i'i!linl. 
lR. S . Mux:xay, Blackbuxn. 
~s. 
5.5.l. Lo~er stone of quern, partly made, of 
rounded. Top cilzessed by pecking, as are 
circular. Not perforated. 
L415,~360,Tl~Omm. 
lEIB 101 
Donations 1927,166, no.lO (Bremner) 
Found near Earth House. 
285 
sandstone, roughly 
sides. Very roughly 
6 • 5. 2 Part of the upper stone of a rotary quern of garnetiferous 
mica schist.countersunk circular area around the central 
hole and a hollow for the vertical handle. Estimated diameter 
c350mm. 
L310,~170,'X'l0mm. 
IL 506 FS 30. /FR 38 
Donations 1939 335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,107. 
Pound outside north wall of Building III 
6.5.3 Slightly oval sandstone quernstone with large central 
perforation and smaller one for ha.ndle.Slightly damaged at 
one edge,lower side very smooth and edges slightly rounded. 
L~~o.~320,T70.central perforation D70mm, D 50mm. 
IL 607 .FS 55 
Donations 1939, 335 no .10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,107,Plate XLVI,l and 2. 
Prom Building VI 
~icl.:..~ ..:J)Jl.D. 
Not Located . 
6.5. ~ Approximately 1/o§ up~r stone of garnetiferous schist quern. 
6.5.5 
No dimensions. 
lF'R 38. 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS ~61), 32. 
Found in rubbish on top of Building II . 
Part of a garnetiferous schist quernstone. 
No dimensions. 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS ~61), 36. 
Found tidying up Building IV. 
6. 5. 6 Segment of flat rotary quern with beginnings of boring for 
handle. 
Childe no.4 
Childe notebook,l2. 
Pound as stone of kerb of hearth. 
~. 
6.6.1 Ovoid beac~ pebble ~it~ trcac®s o~ each brcoad side of a 
fillarcrco~-J grcoo'U'e , ~ssibly caused by sha.zpenil:'lg a pointed 
ie.J?l121!:i:~:':lt. 
X.S7, ~'J53, T2GJ~ia~. G:roo'U'es a ):Oep·ch 2, L30!iii1lffit. b )Depth 3, JL.25Z!!.IIl.. 
!SID 11.80' 
Donatio~s ~952,211 ~o.22 (Bzernnerc). 
Figu.uce :?liS A 
6 • 15 • 2 SE!all percfozatea schist hone, complete &nd t1i th .irrcegularc 
quadrilaterc~l section. 
1.15 9, tl'.lLO, T'61iiJ!m. 
l8!R 1017' 
lDonations .1950, 230, no. 38 ( MC Bremner). 
Figure 38 B 
6 . 6 • 3 .?l.s Olloowe, Ola!XIiha.ged at perforation. 
X.!7o,m~.'ll'5!11Iil1irt. 
l1m. .1017 ( 10\l!.JP no. ) • 
Donations 1950,230,no.38{MC Erce~ez). 
6. 6. 41 l!llaunched hone of schist, worcn particularcly at one end. Broken 
i~ t~o places and mended. Flattened section, rectangular. 
L.l~5,t110-29,Tllmm. 
XL 577 FS 26. 
IDolilations 1.939,335 no.lO (Ale~nderc Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,106, pl.XLIX no.s 
---- --~-~~ ....... --;:.. -·~·· 
Plate 31C. 
6 • 6 . 5 Jgiaunched hol!lle of schist, naxJCo~ing to~a.rdls brealt, used on all 
fovnc sides Cliild zectamgula.z in section, 
6.6.6 
Ll29,~20-3l,T11~~. 
XL 5713, FS 25. 
l)onations 1939,335 no .1.0 ( Ale~andeJC Sirnclair). 
Curle 1939,.106. 
Pound neax South ~all Building !IX 
~lmost co~plete 
middlle.E~121nsively 
Plattened section. 
Lll0,~23,TSlliliillilJn. 
XL 579 ?FS 26, 
hone of' schist 
used on the 
naxro~ing to~arcds 
bxoa.d flattened 
Donations .lL939,335 !llO.lO (Alexander Sinclaix). 
Curle 1939,106, 
From Building IIX 
Plate 31C. 
the 
end. 
6 . 6 . 7 mzoken h&u.nched hone of schist, na.r:~rot"!ing to~azds centre 
i:Jhe:rce it is b:rcoken.Rectangula.z section. 
~7l,W32,T'10mmma.x. 
liL 580 FR 12. 
Donatio~s 1939,335 no.lO {Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1.939, 1.06. 
Prom floor level lBUAildirng IV 
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lBx-oiteR'll h&<llnclned hone of schist, nazx-o'tc!i~g to'I:'Jaurds centre 
~heJCe it is bJCoken.Rectangulax- section. 
L56' L'J20 I T10::::..1D.. 
:n, 581. ?FS 4}3 • 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Ale~ndez Sinclair). 
Cu.:rcle 1..939,1.05. 
Near south 'tc!all Building VI 
Figure 38 C 
6.6.9 Chippsd hone of black phyllite,wox-n on top and tapering 
tm-;~ax-ds one end. Rectangular section. 
L146,W25,T6-13rnm. 
IL 582 PS 70. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lo (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,106. 
Prom ~est end Building III 
6.6.10 Lump of flagstone 'tc!ith gyoove on each side 
sharpening stone.scratched on both sides. 
section. 
Ll12,W33,'li.'26mm. 
XL 583 FR 4-9. 
Donations 1939 335,rno.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,106. 
,possibly a 
Rectangular 
Px-om floor level Building IV on 'tc!est side between fire and 
Rosie Collection. 
6. 6. l.l t':lhi te fine-g:rcained hone with square section, worn on all four 
faces. 
L134, t1'.17, T18mm. 
Plate 310. 
Recent Wo:rck. 
6.6.12 Part of a schist hone,wo:rcn on all four faces.Six small slash 
marks on one edge . 
L45,Wl4,T7mm. 
FL80 UG/H,SF.no.365. 
Not Located. 
6. 6. 13 Part of a hone of grey stone, broken. 
L70,W20mm approximately. 
FR 32. 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS .!!161), 29. 
Found in midden at side of south wall of Building I . 
6.6.14 ~one tapering towards one end, possibly incomplete. 
Lc 85,W20-30mm. 
FS 26. 
Cuzle xttrt®oook rns 2®a ( Sl43 <:i5.1), 5.1 o 
Wzo~ fozge along ~o~~~ si~e oi Buildi~~ 
6.6.15 ~au~ched horns, irnp®~fect ana tapering to~ards bzokem emd. 
E£75 '\:515G.'1JI. 
Jtl'S 31 
C'l!lzle not®oook lll:lSl 2®<il. ( SM .;}i&JL), 51. 
Wzo~ Euildi~g vx 
6 • 6 . Hi ~one taJ?$~il"llg 'l:ot-J~ds Ol~geOl enc5l. 
X.G 13 , tJJL3lrc::rn 
f'S 50 
Cull:le notebook ms 2®a ( SM 41151), 62. 
l'ournd c 7 • 2m from east emil of B!.!ilding VX, cJLm from soiU!tlhl 
~all at flooz level. 
6.6.17 Incomplete hone. 
6.7.1 
OOo dilli!.ensions. 
PS 57. 
Curle notebook Irn.S 213a ( SZ\5 .;}61.), 6.;}. 
Pound in top of peat ash in fozge o 
Slightly chipped spherical czystal bead ~ith perfozation. 
Dl&l:.S,pezfozatiorn D.3l!ll!l!ll 
l8lR 9111 
Donations l9.1i}O, 1.51 no o 5( Purchase ?Erellmher). 
From nozthern end of the JL.illll:ts. 
Rosie Collection. 
6 . 7. 2 'Roughly ci~culaz mmber bead \"Si th central perforation 
slightly dillm&ged oz 'ti'atex: ~-Jorn. 
Dl7,Pezforation D 7~. 
~s. 
6. e .1 Possible quartz hammer stone, zoundled beach pebble 'ti'ith 
traces of battering at each nazz-o~ end. 
6.8.2 
!.~5,tr3lS,'ll'22!!.i!m. 
HlD di}l!i®. 
JOonations 19135, 2.;}6 no .1 ( Bzemmer) o 
From Flint Woz-kers Site. 
lF'igure 38D 
Snnall ~-shaped sandstone beach pebble, chipped at one 
edge,possibly natu~al. 
L75,W~,Tl6ll'Jllm. 
I8lD 500. 
!Donations 19135, 2.1i}6 no .l. ( Bremnez-). 
l?rom Flint Wozkers Site. 
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6.®.3 Split q[ll!lartz pebble, t"W~o small indentations at opposing 
ends,possibly natuxal. 
L4}1, 'I:J3~ I T€11l!t.":1. 
lliD 1181.. 
Oonations J.952,211,no.22 (Bremner). 
~Jith 6.3.4 Beach pebble 
natural. 
~62,W5J.,T16~ max. 
ED 1 JL8 2 • 
one possibly 
6.13.5 
-s 
Donations 1952,211 no.22(Bremner). 
Four split pebbles,not obviously worked. 
5 )Jt.l05, t192, T15mrn ~t. 
6)L115,W95,TlO~max. 
7)Ll22,W105,T11rnmmax. 
S)LlOO,W60,T28mm max. 
5 )HR. 1056 6 )HR. 1057 7 )HR. 1058 8) HR 1059. 
Donations 1950,227 no.2(Bremner) 
sr::oothed face,possibly 
6.8.9 OVal flat-sided beach pebble,with small semi-circular chip 
at one edge,possibly an incomplete perforation. 
L98,W73,T32mm. 
IL 588 FS 21. 
Donations 1939,335,no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939, 107,pl.XLIX no.7 
From surface near red ash heap 
FiguJCe 38 ill: 
6. 8. 10 SquaJCed blocit of quartz, suggested as smoother. 
v ~~ v~1r~n m~f"b-
""""'_. ..... p ..... -- p ~ ..... '-"'~-I> 
IL 589. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,107 
6 • s. 11 Oval pebble of porphyry with two sides rubbed. 
X.67,W38,T35mm. 
IL590 FS23. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,107 
Near south wall slightly above floor level Building III 
6.8.12 Large quartzite pebble,possibly with t'W'o sides rubbed. 
L100,W.D,7,T.D,Smm.. 
IL 591 
Donations 1939, 335 no. 10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,107. 
6.8.13 Sandstone pebble,damaged around all edges. 
L95,W~8,T32mmmax. 
IL 591 (dup.no) ? FJR 41 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,107. 
6. Bl. 1-t Flat s.li.dl~Sidl ooach pebble, l':7iClil!lz- at one end. Chipped! at opposing 
points om. "the long side ,possiloly naJ:tuxal ox ro~ghly shaped 
as a l':712.li.ght. 
Ll79,W94-<t<t,T~2~. 
xr. 599 m 351. 
Donations .191319,335 li'ilO.lO (A:::..e;:r&n:Olex Sinc:ai:r). 
C1l.llx-Jl.e 191391,101 
Fzom lo~"J'est level, in peat ash of i"lue, JSuilCliJi'HJ lt1X 
IS • !3.15 lf'lat oval beach 
end, possibly not ~1'oz-kedl. 
LlS~, t171, T2Gliil:ill. 
n. 1000. 
pebble,slignt.ly 
Doli'!.atiorns 19319,335 no.J..O (Ale~anClez Sinclaix). 
Cuz-le 1939,107. 
6. €1.16 01ral beach ~bble ~ith slight chipping,possibly rnatl..llral. 
!.~2~,1;JIO.!ii,T2~. 
XL 601 FlR 36. 
Dornatio:rns 1939,335 no .10 ( Ale~andez- Sinclaix). 
Cuz-le 1939,1.07. 
Possibly Building lt 
10.3.17 Flat almost circular pebble l':7ith ground edges. 
I.tii41,~;J417,Tl®.5il!mil. 
XL 663 ?Child~Si no.15. 
Donations 19413,1910 no.l7 (Ale~nder Sinclair). 
Ch.li.ldle notebook,l2. 
--.. --~ ""----.-- ~---· ,..-.---~--, -.-~.--..- ... -~.---..../'-.'L.., ~.~-'"11"il J\-,.-. >.'I\-- ---.A-
.::..~~"~b.._..,....., ... .._ .o;ow......;._,..~..._"""""..:..... ..._..,v._._ ..... -"-J,....uu ;.J--.:.__.....:.. -....- _.,,.._ -...u."-''.:.o 
reot LocateOI. 
6.6.13 ~o aw:rcaO!ed pebbles, ~ith damaged short edge. 
-19 l.IS) Ll.20,17J®1iiJi!liirQ, 
].9) L2<00, WSI11ii:iiiill. 
OOot i'u.nmbsred. 
Found near dloortY&]' of Building IV. 
Cuz-le notebook ms 2Ba ( SAS ~61), 22. 
6. Sl. 20 Xoaz-<ge o'll'oidl pebble ~ith pecking in centxe of one side. 
Ll20,MlOM1!, 
Wot n~xed. 
:from top level BuilOling II. 
Cuz-le notebook ms 2Ba ( SAS til6.1), 316. 
6 • a • 21 lBlroken r~.:rc. 
No diliii'~nsions. 
Cihilde no • 2 • 
Childs notebook,12. 
one 
6 • ®. 22 JP!oundeJC scratched on one face, possibly used also for 
shaurparn.ing. 
ooo dimensions. 
Childe no. 3 
Childe notebook,12. 
6. 8. 23 Possible stone tool/knife, of chipped pebble. 
L70, ~"1100, T30mm. 
~acaille 1954,268 fig.118 no.l 
Figure 13,no.l 
6 . 9 Arrowheads . 
other Mu.seur:1 Collections. 
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6.9.1 Finely worked barbed 
flint. 
and tanged arrowhead,complete.Grey 
L29, ~Jl4, 'l:'2mrn. 
Thurso Museum.ARC 795 
Donation Bremner 1931. 
Preswick Mid Ridge. 
6.9.2 Finely worked barbed and tanged arrowhead,lacking tip,in 
reddybrown flint. 
L27, WlB, T2m.''!L 
Thurso Museurn.ARC 795 
Donation Bremner 1931. 
Freswick Mid Ridge . 
Rosie Collection. 
6 . 9. 3 Leaf shaped arrowhead in white 
extensively retouched on each surface. 
L24, W21, T4m.'1l. 
Figure 39 A 
flint,complete and 
6.9.4 Leaf shaped arrowhead of reddish brown flint,damaged. 
L23, W17, T4lrnrn. 
6 .1.0 Scrapers. 
NMAS. 
6.10.1 Honey coloured flint scraper,made from retouched piece. 
L20,W20,T5mm. 
AB 2287. 
Donations 1935, 2~6 no.l (Bremner) 
6.1.0.2 Honey-coloured flint scraper 
cortex,made from retouched chip. 
L16,W13,T5mrn. 
AB 2289. 
Donations 1.935, 246 no.l (Bremner) 
with traces 
6.10.3 Scraper of honey coloured flint,one edge retouched. 
L30,W29,T7mm. 
AB 2616. 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bremner) 
6.10.4 Scraper of grey flint,one retouched edge. 
of brown 
&l®,W~~.T1w:Giiil. 
AlB 215!1. 
Don~tio~s 1950,227 ~o.2 (~~e~ez~ 
5,!0.5 Sczapez oi mottled gzey flint,exte~siwe zeto~ch azo~~d t~o 
of "lche <&tilQJeial • 
Kc37,W!~,T7.5m;Ll, 
lRlR so~. 
Do~ations 1925, .15<1, InO. 31 ( EOl~~Ols ) • 
Wzom1 midOlem. 
J!l'iguze 31gB 
6 . 10 . 6 Sczapaz of dazk gzey flint \:Yi tb. tzaces of \:Yhi ttS corttSA1::, 
X.26,~27,T5lii1lffi1!. 
l8CR !0410' 
~~ations 1950,227,~o.2 (Bze~ez) 
6.10 .1 Scza~r of blacrt flint 'W'H:h traces of \;j'hite corte~. 
discoidal. 
L27,r:J'27,'1'51!mill. 
ram l.0410 ClSl Clbowe. 
Donations 1950,227,~o.2 (Bzem~ez) 
Lacaille 19541,267 ,fig.ll7,no.31 
Figure 141, ~o. 3 
6.10.8 
-J.l 
Fouz S!lil&ll yello~ and orange 
&long one edge • 
flint thumb scr&pezs, zetouched 
SJ ) t.19 , m 2 • T7Tim. 
Sl) 1..20, 'enG, T®Bm. 
10) X.20,mlll,T5mnm • 
........,.._.,I .....,_ • II---- v _, --~ .. 
SJ) ram 10411 g) lim 1.0~2 10 )mt 10~3 11) I8!R. lO'>~.Ii:. 
Donations 1950,227,no 2 (Bze~nez) 
t.acaille 19541,267 ,fig.ll.7,no.dll ('fiR 1.0~41) 
FiguEe !4'1, irilO • .ii! 
6. 10 .12 JSzo~iril flint sc~&pez \;j'itb. t~aces of pale brotJn cortex, 
extensively rtSto~ched. 
L29,W241,'li'l5iiTiill'ill.. 
I8!R lO.tkS. 
!OJo~nations 1950, 22'7, no. 2 ( Bze:mn.ex) 
L&c&ille 19541,267,fig.ll7, ~no.s 
:i?igux:tS 141, no. 5. 
6.10.13 Possible ~c~a~z of ho~ney colouzed 
corttS~.Extensive zetouch along edges. 
L25,W!Si,Tl0i:mlm. 
HR 10416. 
Donations 1950,227,no2 (Bremner) 
6.10.1'>1 Inot ustSd 
6 • 10. 15 Sczape:rc of gzey flint, :rroughly ov&l in shape. 
I..28,'eJ:ll..IS,T7!llll!U'l. 
flint tJith blrOtJli'l 
liX.. 604'1 l?S6 • 
Donations 1939,335 rrr.o.lO (Al~~and~x: SinclaiJC). 
Cux:l~ rnot~book ms 2Sa ( SAS .!1161), .!116. 
Found n~ar Edward's site. 
Figure 39C. 
Rosie Coll~ction. 
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6 .10 .1.6 ~,yo sczap~zs of dazk JozoWYl ch~zt , one slightly aamaged and 
-J.7 both exte:iilsiwely l:'etouched. 
16)L3l,W27 TJ.O-Smm. 
17)L30,W20,T8mm. 
Figure 390 
6 .10 .18 On~ scl:'apel:' of dazk gJCey chezt, flat uppex: surface and sides 
extensively worked. 
Ll7,Wl5,T7mrn. 
Figure 39E 
Not Located. 
6 .10 .19 Scrapex: of flint. 
reo dimensions . 
HR. 1048. 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bx:emnex:). 
Lacaille 1954,267 fig 117 no.J.. 
Figul:'e 1.4, no .1 
6 .10. 20 Side sc:rcapel:' of blue gx:ey flint, abrupt retouch on one siclle. 
L24,Wl6,T7mm. 
HR 1.505 
Recent accession RS Murzay 1978. 
No l:'eference. 
6 • U. R'E!'\cO>~clJil~ Wb.lJ::®Sl illli'llOl l!l'lral.~nts. 
NMM. 
6. 11.! Chip of Tnon~y coloured chert, possible x:etouch along one 
edge. 
L2l,t"Jl6,T5mm. 
AB 2288. 
Donations 1935,246 no.l. (Bl:'emner) 
6.11.2 Lump of grey flint with ~xtensive dark grey cortex 
x:emaining,posssiblywol:'ked along one edge. 
L43,-w'37,TJL5mm. 
AB 2611. 
Donations l. 950, 227 no. 2 ( Bx:emner) 
Lacaille 1954,fig.72,186 no.7 
Figure 15 no. 7 
6.11.3 ~ossibl~ blade of gl:'ey flint,edges slightly serrated. 
L33, 'e'Jl5, T4mm. 
AB 2613. 
Donations 1950, 227 no.2 (Bremner) 
&~c~ll~ x~s~. fig.72,~66 no.3 
JLl'iguJre l.5, no. 31 
6.11.~ Sm~ll fl~~ of gE~Y flint ~itn seEJr&tio~ at edges. 
lo23, Wl3, 'X'~:nm'l. 
EIJ8 215~<0 
no~a~ions ~950,221 no.2 (Bll:'~Bflell:') 
Lacaille 195~,fig.12, !S6 no.2. 
f'igl!lll:'® ~5, li'l.O. Jl 
6.11.,5 ~ighly ll:'~touche~ flake. 
&J?.-0, ~'ff29, TISEiiKiiil. 
M 2615 
Do~ations !950,227 no.2 (Bre~eE). 
L&caille 195~,fig.117,267 no.G 
f'iguJre 1<0,no.6 
6. 11.6 Retoyched flake of pink chell:'t, retouched 
edge, zo'!llghly triamgulax in shape. 
L28,W20,'l"'61!!11lll. 
I!ID J?.-92. 
?Donations 1936,353 no.3 (Breoonex). 
6 .11. 7 loum.p of :f&1;Jifl. cheJrt ~ith JretouchiRMtJ. 
X:.23, ms, T7flmllll. 
HID 55./?i. 
?Donations 1936,3518 no.3 (B:rcemJl'lex) •. 
6. 11. s Lump of gxey I :f&'l::rn :flint 'l::ri th retouching. 
L27,W2S,'ll'1.1xau. 
l8lD 555. 
?Donations 1936,358 no.3 (Bxernne:rc). 
6,11.9 Retouched fl&ke of honey-coloured flint. 
lo25,\lnS,T~lfilllliila. 
l8llO 557. 
?Donatio!lls 1936, 358 no. 3i ( Brewner) 
6.11.l.O Chip of honey coloured flint T:Jith retouching. 
X.22,W21,'1'6llllm. 
l8lD 559. 
?Donations 1936,358 no.3 (B:rre~ne:rc) 
6.!1.11 Retouched flake of honey-coloured flint. 
I..30,W20,T7mm. 
HR. 10~7. 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (MC lB:rceillme:rc ) 
along one 
6.11.12 Retouched notched flake of reddish flint, 'l::rith traces of 
bro'l;:i'n corte~. 
lo28,W!6,TSllltlM. 
1m. 10~7 &s above. 
!Jonations 1950, 230 no.38 (~C lZlremne:rc) 
2S5 
6 . 1.1. 13 Retou:chefl Olark bzo~ 
corte~. 
flint flake, traces of pale bJCO'C"JTn 
L27,W16,'1'9mrm. 
HR 1049. 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (MC Breoner) 
Lacaille 195~,267 no.2 
Figure 141, rno. 2 
6.11.14 Retouched flake of ~ottled greyjbro~ flint. 
L2l.,Wl.<§,T6mmrl. 
HR 1050. 
Donations 1950, 230 no.38 (~C Bremner) 
6.12.15 Retouched flake of grey flint. 
L18,W20,T3m.m. 
HR 1052. 
Donations 1950,230, no.38 (MC Bremner) 
6.11.16 Retouched blade of honey-coloured flint. 
L2~,WlO,T2mm., 
P1R 1051, as above. 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (MC Bremner) 
6. 11. 17 Lump of beigejbrotm 
x:etouching. 
L30,W2l,T16mm. 
HR. 1052. 
flint of poor 
Donations 19501227, no.2 (Bremner) 
quality and 1;;1ith 
6.11.18 Blade of grey flint with traces of brown cortex~retouched 
"-'u':!l"""'· 
L38 1W25,T7mm. 
HR 1054. 
Donations 1950, 230 no.38 (MC Bremner) 
Figure 39F 
6.11.19 Blade of grey mottled flint ~ith extensive retouching. 
][.,3 3 I Wl6 IT~. 
XL 603. FS7. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS ~61) I 46. 
Found near JE:d'I:Jard' s site. 
Figure 39G 
other Museum Collections. 
6. 11.. 20 Silt retouched flakes of grey flint. 
-25 Less than L341W16,'l'7mm. 
ThuJCso Museum. 
Donation Bremner 1931. 
From Freswick. Mid Ridge. 
6 .11. 26 Tt;vo flakes of honey-coloured flint, traces of retouching. 
-27 26)L43,W2l,T20mm. 
27)L30,~2l,Tl5mm. 
Tfh'U!CSO Ji;IIJliSJ~l11."lll. 
Don~tio~ ~rc~~nerc ~s~~. 
l?J:CO:IT\l lf'rces'\.?'iCk Mi.Ol Jlti6l:gJ~ . 
6 .ll. 2® JE:igi:n~ rce'l:ouchled flS\kes of reOlOJy lln:o'\:rnl flii."ilt. 
-35 ~ss th~ L~O,\::Y29,T5liliJiln. 
'iflhurcso l?<l~s~~. 
Donatioi."il Ercemnsrc 1931. 
lf'rorn lf'rces~ick Mid Ridge, 
Rosie Collection. 
6 .11. 36 Flake of blaclt flint ~ith dla.rk grcey coz-telt, traces of 
concoida.l frcacturce and a single xstouchsd edge, 
L39,'(;YJO,T12-151Mll. 
6 .11. 317 One flake of xeddish brco~ flint, x-etouched . 
X.22,Wl.3,T4Il!lii!m. 
6 .11. 310 '1i:7o flSlkes of 'l:Yhite/gprey flint, xetouched. 
-39 318)L20,~5,TI5mm. 
319)L2~~Wl2,T5mm. 
6 .n .. 'Ml 'lftJo pisces of rsddish-brco'\,?'lil chsxt ~i th possible retouch. 
-~l. ~O)Ll7~~0,~15mm. 
~1 )Jr..HJ, m2, TSW~m. 
6.11.~2 ~~lt of grey-bxo~ flint pebble ~ith ~hite coz-te~,possibly 
rce~ouched. 
L20,-e:722,'ll.'l0Wilm. 
6 .11 • ~3 lBiorn.ey-colouzsOI flint lump ~i th tra.c~s of pale bro'c!il co:rrtslt 
~~ slight pa.tination 
L23,"W20,TlQ:ITn.. 
PI. 79 UQ,SF.no.21. 
6.ll..~4 One piece of homey-coloured flint 'l:Yith a sma.ll patch of pale 
:roxo~n coxtelr.Possibly retouched. 
X.29 I Wl.&.l, T7unm. 
WL so OQ I SF no. 77 • 
6 .11 • ~5 One SJ!Y.ll lump of honey-colouxed flint, possibly z-etouched, 
p:rronounced bllJllb of percussion. 
Xo23,W8 1 T&.lm;m. 
WL 81 me, SF no, 3171.. 
Not Located. 
6 • JIJL. ~15 ~ pieces of burnt flint, possibly slightly retouched. 
-~7 No dil!iilensions. 
l?S 8. 
Cuz-le notebook ms 28& ( SAS ~151), ~7. 
Found at :reed ash site along ~ith many othex pi~ces of 
u.n1;1orke<ll flint. 
6.21.~8 Yel1o~ no~ule. 
Wo Ollineinsions. 
reot nurnl'oe:rcedl , 
Curle notebook ms 2Ba ( SAS .11?61), 218. 
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FounOl irn Bui:ding :, in associatio!:11 ~ith a number of sheJrds 
of Jorco<:m urnglazed po'i:'i:ery ( 10. 4\. 1.0}. 
6.11.4\9 Possible flin-t lolaae, patinated cJre&Q ana slightly stained 
:rced-bro'tffl. 
1L35, amd L211lmil 
AA.260 
Donor \Jnkno1:Jn. 
6.11.50 Blade ~ith JoatteJred back in cbeJrt. 
L2<3mm. 
PuB 2218~. 
Donations 1935,~38 (Purchase anon) 
6.11.52 ~lade as above of quartzite. 
L16mm 
AB 2285 
Donations 1935,4\38 (Purchase anon) 
6.11.52 Retouched flint fragment. 
OOo dimensions. 
lEID 553 
Donations 1936,358 no.3 (Bremner). 
6.12 Cores. 
NMAS. 
6 .12 .1 Possible coxe of heavily ~eathered grey flint, with traces of 
darker cortelt. 
lt.3&},'W39,T8mm, 
l!>\]8 2612' 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bremner) 
Lacaille 19541 fig 72,186 no.5. 
Figure 15 no. 5. 
Rosie Collection. 
6 • 12 . 2 Core of fawn chert with txaces of pale brown cortex. Six main 
flakes removed and several subsidiary ones. 
L27 I W31 I T25!!1'Jl'll.. 
Not Located. 
6 . 12 . 3 Core of brown flint. 
L271W13,Tl5mm. 
HR 150./fr. 
Recent accession Murray 1978. 
1 . ].. Fltal.IQ)lilntailll~SI • 
Rosie Col.lection. 
7.1.1 ~eavily patinated shezd,possibly ~atez ~ozn,~ztaen. Possibly 
!llilOOezliil. 
lb. s~. w 3o, T~.,.."" 
R~:cemrt l;Jozk • 
1.1.2 ~~gh!y tzi&illlg~laz pitace of hea~ily patinated palta gzeen 
glus. 
JL.22,W2J.,'X'2~. 
FLSO UJ, SF no. 62. 
7.2 Beads. 
~ 
7. 2 .1 small flat ooad of y~llo~ opaqu@ glassy paste. 
7.2.2 
7.2.3 
D5,'X'~. 
PJ 1~1. 
Donations .1~~1:1,?322 no.s (Puzchase anon.) 
Found insiO!e the Iozoch at Fzeswick. 
Small zound bead in blue tzanslucent material, possibly 
glassy paste. 
ErR 9112. 
Dl2,T10lliml. 
Donatioll'lls 191«>, 151, no. 5 ( Puzchase ?BJCemrne:~r). 
Wrooo the north end of the X.ill1lks. 
,.,,..__,.._,_,_--_.--~, ,.. __ ...... 11.~ --~--= -----
... tl.~-=--w:.l~.;.o.l I..JVIC.I.~ul,l.\u.:;..~t.ll"=t <> 
X.5,~~.T2tiliiiin. 
IL5661 FS18. 
Donations 1913~,335 no.l.O (Ale~nder Sinclair). 
Cuzle .1939,1.02. 
Rosie Collection. 
7 . 2. 6.} Black glass o:~r jet cix:cula.r bead ""i th central pa.rfox:ation. 
D91,Bole D~. 
Discussion. 
Sirikezs and Weights. 
The sinkers and ~eights in the catalogue can in fact be 
catalogued into tlh.ree main g:~roups.Theze is a gzoup of those which are 
groo~ed and not pezfozated and may be desc:~ribed as sinkezs ox: weights 
foz pu:~rposes othe.r than fishing.Anothez type has pezfozations in 
conjunction with grooving and seem to be line ~eights,as possibly the 
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third type which is only perforated.This last group also includes what 
reay be described as looMNeights 1of which there are many variable 
fOJIT!'lS. 
Many sites have produced evidence of the grooved sifu~er, but they 
are all apparently in the Norse milieu.The type has been extensively 
discussed by Curle ( 1.9821 Sl and ill. 5~ no. 582) I citing parallels by 
Petersen (1951,263-~,fig.l43-49) fro~ Scandinavia.A common form is 
generally oval with grooving around the outer edge, although 
variations include crossing horizontal and! vertical grooves .From the 
older excavations at the Brough of Birsay, three of the type in 
sandstone were recorded! and one in steatite. From the more recent 
work, a fine exOll!l!lple in sandstone has been noted (BB76 KNa, SF no. 
947) in a Norse context also. A large number are illustrated from 
Jarlshofl and termed 'bismar weights' (Hamilton 1956, plate XXXIV, 
nos. 10-13). In relation to the possible uses of this type of weight, 
the observations of George Lo'!:! in 1773 can be of assistance.He noted 
that 'In buying and selling they use no measures of capacity as in 
Scotland, but all their grain '!:!hither underground, or made into meal, 
is weighed. For this end they are provided '!:!ith balances of a peculiar 
structure which they first received from Norway then their Mother 
Country, and which still retain their Norse, or Norn names, but very 
probably have undergone several alterations since their bein_g 
introduced into the Orkneys' (Low 1889,57). 
Examples from scandinavia have also been cited from recently 
produced exacavation reports, for example an example with two lots of 
grooving around the edges and one medial groove I described as a net 
sinker, has been recovered from ~.rhus, made of limestone (Andersen et 
al :1971,1918 } . Likee1ise, .;t ro'l.!l~hly JP>YIC&lliClal 't~ lfJ:Colliii lBleOl~aToy b.~ allElo 
been noted {Resi 19179,87, fig. ss a,!Jo).W:rcom th~ase fe't-7 e:!!:CllllUilples it is 
possible to see that theJ:Ce are obvio'l.!lsly te1o distinct types of g:rcoo~~aOl 
ueights; one C&111l be Clescril'oet5! as bis:ma.x 'I::Jeights, g;e~nerall3J uith at 
single gltoove azounOl the outer edge of the stone, 'I..Yhich is ofte111l a 
beach pebble,ancl! the other type, ~hich may have moJ:Ce than on~a g:rcoove, 
most comnonly around the mi610!.1e of the stone mth another at right 
angles to it, thus providing additional support, seel1.'aS to be moJ:Ce 
likely to be associated t-Sith fishing. There are possibly si:!!: bismar 
w-eights from the Fresl!:7ick asseliillblage and foult of the typs 
distinguished as fishing ~eights. 
The type of '!;.'Ieight t..rhich is sll.!lggested ats at 'line 'I::Jeight •, 't-7ith 
both groove and pa:rcforation, (often more than one of either) is also 
paralleled in a l!rrorse contert. 'X'he type 't-7hich is :rcoughly oval. in folr!!!:i 
l!:fith a round or oval sectiorn., and roughly fo'l.!lr to five times loll'1lgeJr 
than its 1:1idth, 't-7ith possibly t~o perforations, has been noted to be 
of a later Norse date at the Brolllgh of Birsay (Curle 1982,S1).lB!eze, 
exC1Xi!nples a.:rce of steatite including Gl. reuse01 vessel sherd, such as 
nos. 587-590. Simil&r eAt:ClmPles have also l'oeen noted at J'&lClshof 
(Hamilton 1956, plate xxxrv nos. 1-9) and Underhoull (Small 1966,2~) 
in Shetland .This type seems to be generally ma.c:lle of steatite, as is 
the eXCll!lllple f:rcom Freswick, IS .1. :15 from Curle's excavations. The type is 
recorded from Kaupang, Nort-Say (Blindheim et al 1981,pl.7~ g) and also 
from E!edeby ( Resi 1979,136, fig. S<l} ) although this eAtample lacks the 
groove despite being of identical foJCm to the others. It is possible 
t.h&t this egample 't-7as never used. There is am interesting variant on 
the type from Clifford Street, York (~ate:!i::'l!M.n 1959, 97 fig. 23 no. 
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1~, 99) 'I;;Vhich may conceivably have had a slightly different function. 
Only t~o or possibly three have been distinguished at Fres~ick (such 
as 6 . 1. 15 and 6 . 1 . 19 ) . 
The final type of 1;;7eiglht to be distinguished is that '-"'hich has a 
single perforation and little or no traces of grooving caused by ~ear. 
There are t'W'elve e~arnples of this simple type at Fres~ick. Into this 
class fall the simple line or lool.'ll'ti'eights 1;;7hich are made of simple 
beach pebbles ~ith a single perforation and some 'W'hich are made of 
reused steatite vessel sherds. The pebble ~eights have been found at 
many sites, and are usually considered to be crude loonrueights. This 
identification is assisted by the recovery of a large group together, 
especially if they are in a line .A large number have been recorded 
from Jarlshof (Hamilton 1956, plate XXXV nos. 1-3 for example) and 
also from Birsay (Curle 198 2, ill. 54 no. 5 81 ) in lesser numbers . The 
site of Underhoull in Shetland has also produced this class of 
artefact (Small 1966,244).The site of saevar E!o'W'e, Birsay has also 
produced examples and they are discussed more fully else~here (Batey 
and Morris in Hedges forth) .Examples have been noted fro::n Hedeby, 
including those of reused steatite sherds ( Resi 1979,88 fig. 86 no. 3 
and 6} and they are described in this context as loomweights. Ho~ever, 
the very simple nature of the pebble type can be paralleled in other 
contexts ~hich are considerably earlier and in a different social 
milieu, such as Ho~nam Rings, Roxburgh ,possibly 3rd Century (Piggott 
191f18,217, fig.ll) and Midho'W'e Broch, Rousay, Orkney (early Iron Age) 
(Callander and Grant 1934, 497 ) . This is another example of a simple 
type of artefact 'W'hich is purely functional and the ra~ material 
relatively easy to locate , ~hich prevents any statement about this 
contexts also, the universality of the t~ has to be &ccepted. 
fror.:~ hemi-speJric&l, th:rcough conical to flat (it must be noted at this 
point that there a!Ie moJre bone femu:rc head '\;':;\'ho:rcls in the asse!Niblage 
than theJre a:rre stone, they will be de&lt with below) .There a!Ie &lso 
va:rriations ilrh mateJrial, seven out of t'W'elve for exB~mple a:rre rn&de of 
steatite, such as 6. 2. 3 an6l 6. 2. Iii, fou:rr of sandstone such as 6. 2. 5 &nd 
6.2.91 and the last one made of flagstone,6.2.11. 
The sandstone 'W'horls in the assemblage &Jre C!.ll fl&t t~s~ three 
of which have decoration on them. 6.2.1 &nd 6.2.2, 'W'ere JrecoveJred from 
the ex: ·.cavations at the bJZ:och,but unfortum.ately close paJrallels cannot 
'-' 
be located at present . 6 . 2 . 5 is interesting because it has crudely 
incised graffiti on its uppelr face veJry siMilar to the exaJI!Ilple from 
JBuckquoy (Ritchie 1977 I 197 I fig .13, 8<§.) and less so to examples from 
Jarlshof (Hamilton 1956,1~~ fig.66 no. 6 and 7).The non-decorated flat 
type is paralleled at Saevar Ho't'!e, such as SH 77 .120 and SH 77 .116 
(Batey and . Worris forth. ) The type is very simple and ertremely 
difficult to date. 
The example made of flagstone 't<:l'ith &n hour gl&ss perfo:rration, 
6.2.11 can be paralleled in foJrm at JBuJrJrian (MacGJrego.rc 197'il,91, fig.18 
no. 230 )The type of stone is of very little significance bec&use the 
easiest available and 't'!orkable stone 't'Jould be employed. At Fres1::1ick 
both Sandstone and :Flagstone are readily available. Ho1::1ever, the type 
of 't<:l'horl which is most common in this assemblage is made of steatite. 
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This com:::modity is not co::llYllon at Pzesl:::l'ick, but the most significant 
point here is that out of the seven examples recorded, six of them 
are clearly maae from reused vessel sherds. This feature is common to 
r.~ny sites anOl has even been recordeCl at JO!.rlshof t-Jhere steatite is 
'f?ery easily accessible ( IF.la.."llil to:n 1956, 135 no .11). Fro:=1 the recent 
reappraisal of the finds at the Brough of Birsay, Curle has noted 
fourteen steatite spindle "t;Yhorls, of which fi'fle are clearly of reused 
sherds, indicated by the traces of burning on tooled faces reused for 
the whorl {Curle 1982,1J!..8).The non-steatite "t;Yhorls from Birsay, which 
number twelve in all, are generally from the Lower Norse/Pictish 
contexts. It is not possible to be suze that this division is 
occurring at Freswick because of the unstratified nature of the 
finds. The reuse of steatite has been noted in scandinavia also, at 
Lund for example ( Blomqvist and M£rtensson 1963, 204) and at Hedeby 
(Resi 1979, 79, fig. 76 no.2),for spindle whorls. 
stone vessels. 
Theze is just one example of a non-steatite vessel in this 
assemblage, 6 . 3 . 3, it is l:".ade from a zoughly 'ti'o:rked sandstone boulder, 
probably from the beach, and is roughly square in form, although now 
dam&ged at the corner. It is difficult to date such an item, but it 
was apparently found on the track at Freswick and has its most obvious 
parallel from a deserted croft near Dunnet Head, where a similar 
vessel lies amongst the ruins (DUN 006, Batey forth.Plate 33B).It is a 
vessel which would have been useful for storage, but precisely of what 
cannot be distinguished.The making of roughly square vessel in 
steatite is noted from Jarlshof in late phases (Hamilton 1956,166, 
than steatite at this site, 
Skjolsvold has notea that ~ore than so~ of scandinavian steatite 
vessels are from the Viking pexiocll ( 1961,15). Ertensiwe qMaxries itn 
south and ~est Nox~ay supplied the to~ns of Viking scandinavia, 
pxoba.bly Kaupang, Jaledeby ( Resi 1979) fox exrunple. Ho~ever, for the 
Scottish material quarries in Shetland are more likely to have beetn 
exploited. The problems of identifying the plCo"\l'enance of individual 
steatite pieces ars mainly exacerbated by a large variety ~i thin a 
single outcrop. Ho~ever, it is hoped that more recent scisntific 
analysis ~ill xeduce thess problems (eg.Allen et al 1978; Rogers et al 
1993). 'eSork on ths stea:tite fx-om Lloy6Js Bank, Yox-k for example has 
;""' IQ''T\oo.,....,~"''I~'P".A'I /M-="',..~"""'-,...,_.,.,.. ,f'ltO?-., . f",\ 
--- ----------· ,---~-----;;;-- _.,.. __ //. _,,. 
Although e~amplss of steatite "\Vessels have been recorded fx-om 
Bronzs Age conterts, as at Jar lshof ( E!arnil ton 1956, 20 fig. 1.1 ) , they 
are generally of a cx-udsly ~orked square mouthed form. It ~as ho~ever 
in th.e Viking period that skill in ~orking the medium is really 
demonstrated. Three distinct vessel forms have been identified at 
J'aJrlshof, ~here the local steatite outcrop is at cunningsburgh 15 
miles to the North, favoured the use of ste&tite rather than pottery 
in many cases. The hemispherical bo~l ~ith a diameter ranging bet~een 
25-30 em is a particularly common type. Considerably larger diameters 
ha'iYe been located for example, a largs "\Vessel illustrated from No~ay 
of a diameter 57.5cm (Graham-Campbell 1980, no.~O, 16 and 198). Others 
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of a possible s~ilar size are noted in Orkney at Birsay (pers. comm. 
John Bunter) and Tuquoy, Westray (pers. comm. Ol~n ~en). such large 
vessels must have been intell'l.ded as peZ'l:."!anent fixtures because of tlhe 
ir.lpracticality of moving then ana their friabilty. They are l.llsually 
found in sreall fragments and it is unusual to find them in a single 
piece as the Norwegian example already quoted. This large size is also 
unlikely to have been suspended over a fire, as were the smaller 
examples,because the support needed would be impractical for the 
vessel size.on the smaller examples, there are clear traces of small 
iron fixtures ressembling rivets, some even remain in position and may 
be associated with suspension or with repairing the vessel (as for 
example at Hedeby, Resi 1979,50 fig. 42). An illustration of the type 
of handle employed is from the excavations at Kaupang, Norway 
(Blindheim et al 1981, plate 19 no.l1a). The hemispherical bowl is the 
most common type with variations on the rim treatment noted. The rims 
are generally rounded or flattened!, sometimes t-Jith grooving below on 
the outer side (eg. Blindlheim et al 198l,plate 3 no.S from Kaupang or 
plate 49 no. 6 ) . This featuure is also seen in an example from the 
recent exacavations on the Brough of Birsay(BB77 ox, SF no.2112). Most 
of the vessels have a smooth surface, and it has been suggested that 
sand and water were used to achieve this finish (Hamilton 1956,206) to 
remove the chisel marks on the manufacturing process. Sometimes, the 
interior of the vessel is apparently deliberately roughened or rifled, 
possibly to assist in the grinding of food (Graham-Campbell 1980,16 
no. 41). 
other vessel forms have been noted, possibly of a slightly later 
date; the heavier oval ones, dated by Hamilton to the 10-llth 
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centuries and small four-sided examples of the 12-13th centuries 
with prominent chiselling ( 1956, 206). The later type has also been 
recovered from Sandwick, Urnst ( Bigelo'i:J' pers. comm) and Papa Stour, 
Shetland (crawford pers. comm). These t'i:J'o forms are apparently not 
represented a-t FresV;;Ticlt hoV;;Tever. Other foms distinguished, such as 
those with harndles or the less common trough-like ones distinguished 
in scandinavia by Sk~lsjvold (1961,17 fig.4 a-c) have not been 
recorded from Freswiclt at all. 
The Freswiclt assemblage is restricted to variations on the 
hemispherical type of bowl. There is an interesting lack of steatite 
at the site 1 for the size of the overall assemblage,possibly because of 
the difficulty in getting the ra'i:J' material or finished product in 
Caithness and probably because of the large amount of pottery vessels 
recorded from the site. It is certainly interesting to note that there 
are many reused sherds in the group, particularly for whorls, 
indicating a conservation of the medium.It is conceivable that some of 
the steatite may have arrived on the site 'i:J'ith the initial settlers, 
possibly from Norway or the Northern Isles and that reuse toolt place 
because of the scarcity of the resource. 
This is a class of artefact which seems to be largely restricted 
to sites 'i:J'ith some scandinavian influence 1 and does not seem to be 
found on contemporary sites further south: it is a distinctly Norse 
element.There are many examples recorded from Norse sites, such as 
Birsay (Curle 1982,71. ill. 46), Deerness ( DS76 BN I SF no. 7 3, see 
Batey in Morris forth b. ) and saevar Howe, Birsay ( SH77 41 see Batey 
and Morris forth). 
In the Freswick assemblage 1 there are twenty nine examples noted, 
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of which thirteen are describable as chips or very small 
fragments. They are geneJrally too small to be diagnostic but usually 
show signs of burning, so~etirnes along the bJreaks ~hich could indicate 
that they broke while in use.Only three rims have been distinguished, 
6.3.1, 6.3.5 and. 6.3.7, indicating both flattening and tapering. There 
is a variety of tooling visible also.One example has an angled profile 
with extensive burning and a generally flattened rim. There is a 
perforation below the rim for suspension and very clear vertical 
tooling down the sides, 6. 3. 5. Apparently this form is closely 
paralleled in Oslo in ll-12th century contexts (pers comm. Roesdahl). 
One sherd has a very smooth interior surface and a rough exterior, its 
rim form is very irregular and it seems to have been shaven; this may 
be a locally adapted vessel, 6.3.7.There are no other outstanding 
pieces in the Freswick collection, vessels diameters are limited to up 
to 32cm and therefore there are none of the very large vessels at the 
site represented! in this assemblage. Some of the sherds show clear 
burnt deposits, both externally from the fire but also internally from 
the contents of the vessel.It is hoped that this could be analysed for 
the food content in the near future. 
stone Discs. 
These are commonly described as 'pot lids • and are suggested to 
have been covers for vessels, presumably in the case of Freswick, made 
of grass-tempered pottery. There is an interesting range of sizes 
represented in the small group of six from Freswick, ranging up to 
2lcm across, but with an average size of c 10cm.This is an artefact 
which is common to many sites, often made of roughly chipped 
flagstone. They have been recovered from a variety of contexts, 
fox~h. SF 56) and Jaxlshof (Hamilton 1956,118 fig.55 nos.a-
~~n recorCleCl frcoro Fr<as'I:J'ick ana Jar lshof ( lEiO!mil ~om 1956, 5 31 fig. 30 
no. 7). Th~ class of arctefact has ooerm nobed in con;t~~rt:s of o~ber 
periods, such as 'l::he 'I:'Jheelhouse a~ Clickhim in, 
....... 
Shetland ( R'laEillliltoli'l 
1968,14'?1 nos. 103-l.OS) and from th~ broch site there (op ci~, 11.5 
fig . .lil7 rno. 3). 
Queznstones. 
Three querns~ones have been recorded from the site in the 
National Museum in Edinburgh, 6. 5. 2, 6. 5. 3 and 6. 5. 1. A fur~her t1;:1o 
have been record~d from Cuzle's excava~ions, but have not been located 
in the ~useum ( 6 • 5 • ~ and 6 • 5 . 5 ) and 6 • 5 . 6 from Childe • s e:xtcava~ioniB. 
Of this group, ~hrcee arce made of garcnetiferous schis~, ~1;:1o being 
'"11,-..,ll . .-..•""' -,., ...... 
'I.L.!O: lfw~~.ll. 0 .ll. wv 
eE&mples made of garli'letiferous schis~ are illus~ra~ed from the site of 
Jarclshof, one is Olillliillaged bu~ the o~herc has one complete pe:rcforation 
and t'I:J'o d~ZI.g<?.d ones ( Flamil ~on 1956, Plate :JIXIDf nos. l.O and 11 ) • Of 
these examples from Jarlshof, no. 10 has a collared central 
percforation, a featuze not found irn the remaining Fres1;:1ick e11:amples. 
It is interesting to note that Hamilton suggests that quercnstones of 
this material ~ere imported from Caithness (op cit ,182,no.23); 
presumably on the g:rcounds that garnetiferous schist forms part of the 
basement rock of the no:rcth mainland (D. Reed pe:rcs . comm) . The date of 
the Jazlshof conte~ is :rcelatively late in the sequence of that site, 
being e1ttributed to the l.3~h century ( op cit ,11!12 and l.85). 
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The intzo:Oluctio:n of the zotaey que:m has rece1:1tly been discu.ssed 
by Caulfield (1978) in relation to the dating of broch developcent. In 
his paper, he illustrates some examples which are very similar in form 
to the Freswick ones frorn Dunadd (op cit, Plate 8,b).However, the fore 
may not assist in dating of these e~amples, because Fenton has noted 
the use of similar rotary querns into the 20th century (Fenton 
1978a,389).The examples from Freswick of this type are apparently in a 
Norse context, from the Buildings excavated by Curle although, as with 
the Jarlshof examples, it is possible that they may have been reused 
from earlier phases of the site. Rotary querns however,have been 
recorded from other Norse contexts such as Lloyds Bank, York 
(MacGregor 198:i;74, fig. 37 and 75) also !rhus, Denmark (Andersen et 
al 1971,164). 
Two other quernstones noted are made of sandstone. One is an oval 
upper stone of a rotary quern with two perforations including one for 
the handle and! was :i!:ouna. .i:ll.oc:tung a pos'i: ho..Le in i:i:..tiiC.ing vi. \ ...... u . .:...a.<CO' 
.1939, plate XLVI, land 2). The other example, 6. 5. 3 is a lower stone, 
lacking a perforation and possibly incomplete. It is very roughly 
shaped by pecking into a circular shape and may conceivably be a 
grind stone of the sort illustrated by MacGregor from York ( 198~76 
fig. 38). However, in his discussion of the type he states that these 
stones are usually broken along a bedding plane naturally and not 
dressed.Presumably,if a good grinding surface was required,the 
flagstone at Freswick which would indeed break easily along a bedding 
plane, would not provided such an abrasive surface as the sandstone. 
Hones. 
It is interesting to note the concentration of this artefact type 
ilill lS~i16ling Xll3 si~ Oll.!l't of 51e'V'ern'tcaen ~E~J?l®s xecox-Cle6l &x-e flroliil 'l:lh~ 
so-c&lled forge, such a!.S 6. G. . <ill, 6 • G.. 5 &nd IS • 6 • G.. The su.gges~.ion tha:~.t 
leathex- ~orking D~Y Tlli&ve takelill place in tha't stJr~ctu.re Tllias &lill 
i~terestir.g reflection at Tork, ~heze &'t the Lloytls B&~ eitca, 
emensive le&the~olrking 6leposi ts hatve been li1lotea. The need folr shaZ"p 
tools in this CZ"aft has l'oeen noted, fox both a~l points &nd nee6lles 
and knives (WacGJregoZ" lgs:f;'79). Ho~evex, at Undezhoull in ShetlarnCl,a 
concentz&tion of hau.nched hones has been talk!Sn &s being associ&ted 
~ith fishing activiti!Ss (Smalllg66,2~1). 
Three small perforated hones of the sm&ll pocket ty~, hawe 
been recorded from the site, such &s 6.G..2.This is a common type, ~ith 
many sites producing similax types. Lloyds lBialillk, 'l!:'oxk has an e~ill1iillple 
~ith traces of wear around the perforation (MacGregor 1982~78, fig.~O 
no • 60~), a smatll e~ample has been recorded frollil Deerness ili'l Olrkiley 
(see Batey in Morris forth. ) also from Jaxlshof in a lOth century 
contert (Hamilton l. 956, 1.4?2 fig 65 no .17 ) • A fine eltample from & ferna.le 
Vikirng grave in the 'f5'estercn Isles, at Trcaigh n& Eerie, Kneep, t.e~is 
(We lander 1980, 15; Co~ie et al, forth) ~ill shoxtly be 
publishiSCl. Similarly an ema.mple from Wolrthampton ( £;;Ioore and Oakley in 
~illiams 1979,281 fig.l23 no.3} in a conte~ d&ted to pre 13th ce!l1ltury 
layers. A numberc oi larger percforca'ted hones have been found from the 
eaZ"lier e~cavations on the Brough of Birs&y. Orkney (Curle 1982,59 
ill.~<ill nos. 5~7-552} three of which &rce from the Middle Worcse horizon 
of the site.In Scandinavia, at the site of Bircka, near Stockholm, a 
series of simil&rc sized e:gamples have been xecorcded from ~th-:!..Oth 
century conte~s (Danielsson anCl Wernerc in ~rcosiani et al ISd. 1973 
fig . 6 3 n.o • e ) 
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~e prob~le use of ~his ~Y.P® of ~rfozate~ ho~es is for 
sh&rpeni~g needles or small implements ra~he:r ~han knhves. Some h&'ire 
been fo~nd in the female graves at Birka an~ axe likely to have bge~ 
originally at~Ql.ched to a bel~ t-Ji'l'ch a pair of s'Jheaurs &rrr.<Cll ~z-haps a 
nee~Ue case ( Swalt'i::a Jorden l!lnptl!lb. ca~. E:arcava~ions Jl.€176-l.SI311 
no. 2395 and 239\S). 
Eigh~ poS9:fi.ble haunched hones• have been identified in ~he 
asse~lage and it is possible tha~ there are others to be found in the 
remaining broken fragments of the group. They are likely to have been 
used for the sha:rrpening of knives. The fact that they are of such 
uneven thick~ess after use,bei~g particularly thin in the centre. 
means that they are very liable to breakage. F.lo'l;;'eve:rr, the discarCled 
broken e:ararnples a:rre the ones ~hich 'I;;'Ould be most likely to be located 
in the midden deposits of the si'i::e, and the more complete ones on the 
floor deposits.A n~er of e~ples of the type have been illustrated 
from Jarlshof (H~ilton 1956, 142 fig.65 nos. 12-16) in a 10th century 
context . Like~ise. they have been recovered fron the ll!lrough of Birsay 
(Cl!lrle 1982,69 ill. 44 nos. 557 and 558). It has not been possible to 
have petrological analysis of the examples in this group from 
Fres"Wick, and so the provenance of the stone represented is 
unknoun.Similar types from Yo:rrk have been analysed and found to have a 
Scandinavian origin (Ma.cGxegor 1982";78). Such a derivation uou1d be 
v;rery important to establish if possible for the Fres~ick ones. Xt is 
conceivable that the Fres~ick examples are made of ~oJroegian 
x:agstone (Ellis 1969, type lA), but local stones ~ould no doW>t have 
been employed. These have been discussed by Moore and Oakley ( l. 979, 
282 )in relation to e:xramples from ~orthClli!llpton.~eshift hones of local 
stone seem to be represented, such as 6.6.1 a pebble,6.6.10 of 
flagstone o1r an e11::ample in the Rosie collection 6. 6 .1.1 which is of 
t--1'hi te stone, possibly a lt:ini!51 of sandstone. 
The differential weax therefoze repzesented in this group of 
hones, depends on the type of stone used and in particular the use to 
~hicTn it has been put . The small pebble sharpening stone has been 
apparently used foE sharpening a small implement such as a needle, or 
it may have been a strike-a light , 6. 6 .1( cf. Dun Mor Vaul, Mackie 
1974, plate XIV,F). 
stone Beads . 
The spheEical bead of rock crystal 6.7.1 has parallels at 
Jarlshof in a possible 9-lOth century conte~ (Hamilton 1956,134) and 
similar types have been illustrated by Callmer ( 1977, plate 21 eg 
5001.4 and S001.5).A roughly circular crystal bead is illustrated on a 
necklace from Bon in No~ay ( GrahC!lrn-Campbe 11 and Kidd 1980, plate 92 ) 
and examples of different forms have been noted from Bidta 
(illustrated Graham-Campbell 1980, no.154, 45 and 225).The use of 
crystal for beads then is 't7'ell attested in Norse contexts, although 
the simple form does not necessarily mean that the example from 
Fres't'!ick is of the same period as these examples cited . 
Examples of amber beads have been recorded from many Norse 
contexts.Recent excavations on the Brough of Birsay have produced 
amber beads ( eg BB77 NO, SF no. 2030) of slightly different fo:rcm.A 
similar roughly circular form with central perforation noted as 
Freswick, 6. 7. 2 has been illustrated by Graham-campbell in a necklace 
from Norland, Norway of glass and four amber beads ( 1980, no .152, 44 
anCI 225).Examples from York have also been noted (MacGregor 1982";158 
:us 
by Grieg have emm1ples of the type ( eg. Sanday, Grieg 1~~0, raa fig. so). 
it is very liltely tha~ these t~o beads are imports to the site as 
completed pieces because there is no eviO:ence as yet .1recowexed to 
suggest that manufacturing of Sl!!Ch products 'I::Yas tClking place. 
Chipped Pebbles. 
It is very difficult to disceJrn ~ith this class of find, 'W'hich 
have been used by ~1an as a tool, such as a pounder or rubber, and 
'W'hich have been battered by natural causes. For example 6.8.2 might be 
natural, despite having been found at the Flint Workers Site on the 
Links; 6.8.~ or 6.8.3 might also be natural, as might 6.8.15 ox 
6.8.16. Eo~ever, items ~hich sho'i::Y battering at one or both ends, such 
as 6. 8 .1, 6. 8 .l.~ oJr 6. a .17. may conceivably have been used as tools~ 
Examples have been found at Jarlshof ( Elamil ton 1956, 53 fig. 30 no. ~ 
Viking context (Hamilton 1956, 118 fig.55 nos. 1-~).It is not a 
diagnostic find, being common to most periods .An interestill!ig groiU!p 
has been discussed by Close-JSxooits et al fronw. the ~estern Isles at 
sorxisdale, Coll (in Ritchie et al 1978,90), includes pounders, 
Mesolithic flint and also Beaker pottery.This connection may be of 
particular significance in relation to the Fre~ick assemblage, as 
discussed below with the flint and then the Beakex pottery.The use of 
bevelled pebbles has been noted in relation to sites in other parts of 
Britain in early contexts. For example, in South ~est England, such 
items have been suggested as being used for the removal of limpsts 
from their shells (Jacobi,l.979,77), although it seems veey unlikely 
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that the exa."!lp:es fro~ Fx:es~ick have this function because they seem 
to be too lax:ge. 
A sex:ies of stones ~hich have very smooth surfaces may be 
sr.::oothers oJr rubbe.rrs, possibly fo.rr g.rre..in or leather preparation. These 
have been found at C!ick':"lim in forr example (Hamilton .:l.968, 32 
v 
fig.13,l;or 81, fig.33 nos. 8-11) although they seem to be nearer to 
pounders than smoothex:s. 
A series of four worked pebbles 't'Yhich appear to have a roughly 
sharpened edge, may conceivably be interpreted as knives, possibly of 
the type distinguished recently as 'Skaill knives' , 6. 8. 5-6. 8. 8. They 
have also been recorded from Jarlshof (Hamilton 1956, 12 fig. 5 no .1). 
Flint and Chert. 
The fact that there are no flint or chert deposits in situ in 
Caithness, or in fact in Mainland Scotland, is significant when 
considering the nature of this aspect of the assemblage. A recent 
consideration (Wickharn-Jones and Collins 1978) on the sources of flint 
and chert in North Britain indicates that in the Caithness area, flint 
is likely to be derived fro~ the shelly till ~hich covers large parts 
of the county and outcrops in Wick Bay for example (op cit, 11 no.22). 
Chert is not found in the immediate area, but is available from 
deposits in Orkney and Sutherland (op cit,17,51-3 and 65-69). As with 
flint, chert can be collected from beach deposits, and it is this fact 
which has largely influenced the form of the Freswiclt assemblage. 
The Freswick material has been cited as potentially Mesolithic 
(discussed above page 151) but this cannot be supported. Clarke has 
noted that the microlithic technique is useful for the utilisation of 
small flint nodules, as perhaps found in beach pebbles. It therefore 
.3115\ 
does no~ necessarily neea ~o be meeSJoli ~hie &t all ( Clax:ke 1. 'SI7G, 4}57 ) . 
The fac~ that small tools en~le the rn&J~:il!iltnrn use of available flint 
and is ll'lOt necessarily a cultural indicatox:,is noted! else~hex:e. 
The scattered nature of the x:ecowex:edl. flint an~ chez:~ pieces, 
generally laclcing a precise con;l::ert, x:estric~s ~he ilatuxe of 
inferences that can be made concerning the site ox sites 't:Jheze flint 
~orking may have taken place on the Links. That it ~as being ~orked 
is supported by the large proportion of apparently struck flS!kes in 
the assemblage (Appendix A) .A concentration has been discerli'led at the 
flint ~orkers site,possilbly at the northern end of the Links, but no 
structural remains have been located. Curle noted the recovery of 
flint from the Red Ash site and many unworked pieces (Curle 
notebook,ms 28a ( SAS 461 ), 47 )but it cannot be identified in relatioli'l 
to the flint workers site. 
In the assemblage itself, only three possilole cores have beelll 
recovered, thirty t't:Jo retouched flakes including one notched example 
(6.11.12) and three blades (6.11.3,6.11.16 and 6.11.19), the others 
are ll'liiscellaneotAs aund not of the usual typological folrnls. There are 
eighteen scrapers in the assernblage,generally of small forms, but 
ranging with a single example up to the size of 6.10.5 
(37,19,7.5mro).There are twelve pieces of flint and chert with possible 
retouch which are not flakes and two barbed and tanged arrowheads 
(6.9.1 and 6.9.2)and t~o leaf shaped arrowheads (6.9.3 and 6.9.4) both 
of Type 3a ( Gxeen 1980, fig. 28,71). 
This is a small assemblage ~ith all elements 't'!hich h&ve been 
totally dictated by the poor quality of the flint and the small pieces 
available for working. The mesolithic identification cannot be upheld, 
31:5 
ho"""ever there is nothing in the asse:m.'blage which is not consistent 
1:'Jith a Bronze Age date, in particular ti'hen considered in relation to 
the Beaker pottery from the site.sreall scrapers in a Bronze Age 
context have bee:n noted at tJindmill Hill (Smith 1965 I 107) and Belle 
Tout for example (Smith 1965 1 107). 
It is not possible to be completely sure that some of this flint 
assemblage is not fJrom the Norse period of site use.This context may 
be original,ti'here it ~~y have been used as a pot boiling stone 
(suggested by the burnt fJragments from Curle •s excavation) or 
possibly as tools, although often not 1:1orked at all. It may also be 
residual in this context I and the stratigraphical information 
available cannot help in this problem. 
Glass. 
There are very fe1:1 items of glass recorded in the assemblage. The 
two fragments, ti'hich are ti'orn and patinated, are very probably 
modern,although at present this cannot be confirmed without specialist 
examination. Four beads have been recorded in glass or glass paste. As 
they are of very simple forms it would be difficult to ascribe these 
to a particular period. It is also dangerous to ascJribe them to a date 
bracket on the grounds of context, as these are shown to be somewhat 
unJreliable elsew-here in the artefact assemblage. The bead 7. 2 .1, from 
the passage of the broch, could for example be contemporary with the 
occupation of the broch or with the later Norse presence on the site, 
or indeed it may conceivably be even later. 
overall Considerations. 
A total of tw-enty six sinkers and various weights have been 
:n7 
reco1rdecil aJ?M5l &l'i:lho~gh thi1ID iolC'ms & Jre&sornalole propoxtion of the total 
lithic assemblage, it is perhaps smaller than ~o~ld hawe ~e~ 
eupected. Althoug(~'l it is significant that only appxo:~tima.tely t~~<?mty 
se1ren ~exe recorOiea fxc:::~ ~oxse lewels at ..Yax-lshof, Qlespite fishing 
activity having been xecordecil there (~@milton l95G). The potential of 
the fishing i:nd1.11stey at the site has be12n discussed in Chaptex a and 
it is this aspect of the economy ~hich ought perhaps to be better 
repxesented in this part of the artefact assemblage. It is possible to 
speculate as to the reasons behind this dearth and virtually 
impossible to prove anything: the paxts of the site 't:Yhexe fishing 
activities 't:Yere most concentrated may not yet have been examined, but 
it is more likely that the area will have long since been lost to the 
sea. Anothex possibility is that another medium ~as used, such as 
bone, although 't:Yhether that l:fould have been dense enough 
substitute for stone is questionable. 
to be a 
·rtr.e wnox ls o:a:: l:l"tone J:epJCesen"i: a i:'Ulrtnsz :ii:ace'i:: o:l: act:ll.. w.1. 'i:y on tllle 
site, that of spinning, and it is appropriate that a site of the sizs 
of Frest;Yick 'C";?OUld have this aspect in its sconomy. Only part of tlhe 
population perhaps at Fres'!:'.rick 't"!ere involvea full time in fishing and 
there t;Yould have been a need for spinning to produce even very basic 
clothing. A number of loomweights have also been recorded at the site, 
although they are generally fe~ in number. This is a direct contrast 
to the assemblage from Jarlshof whex:s in excess of 150 were :rcecorded 
in the Norse levels (Hamilton 1955). 
There is also an interesting range of hones from the site, 
indicating a further aspect of the economy. There is a large number of 
'haunched hones• indicating ths sharpsning of tools, but it is 
3.18 
interesting that only a licited n~~er of tools have been noted in the 
metal assew.blage (Chapter 9). There is perhaps a need for detailed 
scientific 'l;J'ork on the surfaces of the hones to confirm that iron 
tools, pro~ably 1u~i ves, 'i:Jere used on them. 
There are a nurn.oer of aspects in the assemblage l:!Thich appear to 
be from considerably earlier contexts than others. The flint and 
chert, for example, is dliscussed above and serves to indicate the 
extensive prehistoric activity already documented from the site in 
Chapter 7. Other items, such as the quernstones and discs or chipped 
pebbles, also reinforce this. It is possible that some of these pieces 
may be from either prehistoric or Norse contexts, but, as seen in so 
many artefacts, the form may not have altered at all over a 
considerable period.Flint and chert, could have been easily gathered 
from the beach and may therefore be rather better represented in the 
assemblage than, for example, steatite. 
V.o.. 
\'\leights of varying types, is a particularly Norse element and one 
which readily has parallels in Scandinavia or scandinavian contexts. 
Of particular significance in the Fresl:!ick assemblage is the amount of 
reused steatite which probably indicates that the medium '!:!as at a 
premium. It is perhaps the only item, apart from most of the combs, to 
be unequivocally Norse. 
Chapter 11 
Bone and Antler 
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8.ll"f'i::U$J, 
NMAS. 
8 .1.1 
9 .1.2 
8 .1. 3 
8 .1. ~ 
8.1.5 
8.1.6 
8.1.7 
Sph.exical headed pin 't'Yi th ill'lcisedl decoration, criss-cross 
design in thxee .zones, t':,;YO on shank and o:ne on head. Slightly 
flared rnid shank.Circular section. 
L50,DS'JI:'".!'.:l. 
l?C 259. 
~o~a~ions 29~3,322,no.S(Puxchase anon). 
Stevenson 1 '3155, 26~ fig .a no. 23l. 
Wiguxe ~OA 
Comple'l:e small ball headed pin, S't1'ollen shank, incised cross 
decoxation at s't'Jelling and ridge belo"'-1 head. Circular 
section. 
L412,D3l\lll'.I\. 
FC259. 
Donations 19~8,322,no.5(Purchase anon). 
Figure &;,() B 
Roughly ~:Jorlted pirn "'-fith slight irregular S'I!:Yelling shank, head 
xoughly shaped into paztial globular form., circular section. 
L65,D3llilim. 
FC 260. 
Donations 1'31~8,322,no.5 (Purchase anon). 
Long pin "'-fi th da.maged tip, head distinguished by rough 
incisions.Slightly polished. 
LSS,Dil}iiliil., 
FC 261. 
Donations 19~8,322,no.5 (Purchase anon). 
Figuxe ~o c 
Co~plete pin "'-fith decorated shank and spherical head,shank 
round sectioned. 
L75,D~,Head L6,D6mm. 
GA 756 
Donations 1'3109,16 (Tress Barxy 1'3108). 
Fres~ck sands Broch. 
Figure ~o D 
Small pin "'-fith decorated 
point.Shank slightly round 
at mid point. 
L4l,D3.5,Head Ll~,D6mm. 
GA 757 
shank, spherical 
in section and 
Donations 1.909,16 (Tress Baltry 1'3108). 
Freswick Sands 'Broch . 
Figure 40 lE 
head and 
slightly 
lacking 
S"'-follen 
Headless pin , point in tact, 
Undecorated and polished. 
Ll02,D5um~., 
and head cut straight. 
!liD 50~ 
Donations 1935,24}7 no.l (Bremner). 
B.l.S l8ltaad &I1'i16l 
head,lackil11QJ 
sectio:n. 
L3 o, lD2£Uw. 
l3ID 51.:. 
paur'i: of· 
tip.Shsunk 
sharnk of pin 
undecoratea 
Don&tio::ls 1 ~35, 4136: { l?'UllCChase &non. } 
hemispheE:ical 
polished,.round 
8.1.9 Complete owal sectioned pin ~ith flattened top. 
E.741,_DGQ!rm. 
lB!R 93~ 
Donatiol11S 1S~B,319,no.32 (Breooner). 
Prom Bronze ~ge st:rcata throl!:ffi up by Black watch trenches in 
19~5. 
a .1. 10 ~ lim 13319, but top dl~ged and point lacking. 
L75,D5mm. 
l!'1R 9~0. 
Donations 19418,319 no.32 (Bre~er). 
From Bronze Age strata thro't!TI up by Black watch trenches in 
194}5, 
8.1.11 Damaged pin ~ith globular head,top slightly flattened.Point 
~issing and shank s~ollen and encircled by three incised 
hoE:izontal lines. 
E.341,D~llllm. 
EIR lOOJ.. 
Donations 1950,230 no.3S (MC Bremner). 
Stevenson 1955,284 fig. A no.2~ 
Fig1..n:e tllOIG 
8 .1.12 Dcmuaged thistle-headed pin, point and one side of head 
missing. Top of head flattened and shank encircled by zone 
of cross-hatching.Circular section. 
JG&II2,D31Eliml. 
HR 1002. 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (~C Bremne:rc). 
B .1.13 Shank of bone pin, lacking head and point .Encircled by zone 
of cross-hatching.Circular section. 
L~1, D411ii'im. 
HR. 1003. 
Donations 1950,230 no.3S (~C Bremner). 
a .1. 1~ Stout pin mth zoughly 't7'orked round head. Top part of shank 
Ola.mmaged at rear, signs of ~eaE: on tip, round in section. 
X..6 3 , W5 , T.lilmm. 
BR 1004. 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (MC Bremner}. 
B .1. 15 Coiii!plete small pin 'l7'ith flattened globular head, circular 
section. 
1..40,D31.5mm. 
IL 52~ ?PSl.2 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Ale~ander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,98, plate XLVIII no.e. 
Pound in reO! ash heap. 
8.1.16 Cocplete small pin 
shank, cir.culaz sec'~ ion. 
lL3~ I D4\::':ll'1l. 
YL 530 PS 59. 
1:7ith flattened 
Donations 1939, 335 no . .10 ( Ale~ander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,98, plate XLVIII no.9. 
From sux:face of bunker near e~cavatioll1l hut . 
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head and broad 
a .1.17 Complete srnal.l pin 'l"!ith roughly cut head and swollen 
shank,circular section. 
L42,D5mm. 
IL 531 FS 11. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,98, plate XLVIII no.7. 
From red ash heap. 
Figure 4-0H 
8 .1.18 Top only of baluster headed pin, slightly broken. 
LlS,DB.Smm. 
IL 532 PS 17. 
Donations 1939, 335 no .10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,98, plate XLVIII no.lO. 
From surface of gulley at south. 
Figure 40I 
e . l. 19 HeaOl..LG:ss su.eno.er .oone p::~..n, ci'OlCil 1;J'i -ch 'i:ip :.i.ac:;cing, ci.x:cu ... Ol.x 
section. 
L33,D3mm. 
IL 533. ?FS16 
Donations 1939,335 no . .lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS ~51), ~8. 
Prom surface of south gulley. 
8 .1. 20 Taps red long bone with perforated spatulate head. Shank round 
in section. 
L82,WlO,T4lJlnlli1!. 
IL 543 FS 10. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,99, plate XLVIII no.2. 
Prom surface near red ash heap. 
Figure 40J 
8 .1. 21 Pin 1:7ith s'l:Jollen shank and globular head which is slightly 
damaged.Lightly incised decoration of horizontal and criss-
cross lines around head,s'l:Jelling of shank and small zone 
between them. 
L51,D5mm. 
XL 685 
Donations 1948,322 no.5 (Purchase anon) 
322 
® o l., 22 CJCu;Ol~lJ!' r;;wl!5\~ 'thistle heooecl pili'll \:J'i'tl'il sligh-tly fla.:t'teUiled top, 
CZ'iSS- CZ'OSS irrlCisiorn pax't ~'Tol.Y Clov.-m the sh&nlt, ili1CO:.i~pleba. 
CircMlaJr sec-tion. 
L~G,!D3~. 
I:L 686 o 
:Jorna:cions 1 ~0~, 322 no o 5 ( Ptuccha..s~ am on), 
Stevenson 1955,284} fig.A no.25. 
8,1.23 Irr!.complete cJCu'tch heaaed pin,head ana shank bJroken,cizculaz 
sectio!."'l. 
L52,lD3ll!lW!iiri, 
!L 6®1, 
Donations 19~8,322 no.s (PuJrchase ~on), 
FiguJCe ~lA 
Bol.2~ Complete small ball heade~ pin ~ith s~ollen shank,slightly 
fibJrOl!llS cu:ound head , ciz-culruc in sec-tion, 
X.37.2,lD31!illilll. 
IL 638, 
!Dona-tions 1948,322 noo5 (Purchase anon) 
8.1.25 Headless 
Jridge at 
section. 
LSO,lDSllii!!Ii!l.. 
IL 6891. 
pin,point 
one side 
in 
of 
tac't.No trace 
the flattened 
Donations 19~8,322 no.5 (PuJCchase anon). 
of perforation,slight 
head.Polished,ciJrculax 
a .1. 26 Top of cJCutch pin, veey Jroughly iiiladle, Shank circular in 
section a11d slighzly po.lJ..she;Ol n·u:t su::n:a..cre C!&:;;;::ageo,. 
L37,D5.2,HeadW1~.5mm. 
IL690. 
Donations 191~1:1,322 no.5 (Puzchase anon) 
9.1.27 TJrimmel!5l fib~lapin,heaa z-oughly spatul~te,fl~~ sectioned. 
L62,~~.T2,~~ead 1~. 
IX. 691. 
Donations 1948,322 no.5 (Purchase anon). 
8 .1. 218 Read only of simple pin, slightly flaJred with eccentric 
perfozation.Flat sectioned. 
L30,W10,T3mm. 
XL 692 
Donations 19g}l8, 322 ( Puzchase anon). 
~. 1. 2SI Eead only of pin as above, centzal pez-foJration. Flat section. 
L~9,WJL5,T2liilirn. 
XL 693. 
!Donations 19~8,322 no.s (Purchase anon). 
®,1.30 Simple pin ~ith flared head and 
shank,polished &li1d bJroken spatulate head. 
L39,D8,~ead D24mm. 
perforation.oval 
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EL 71/:u 
Do~ations 19~3,196 no.17 (AleRande:rc Si~clai:rc). 
8 . 1. 31 Long pin "tJi th baluster head. Polished, complete and "tJi th :round 
sectio::1. 
L8S,:::'!7~. 
IL 7~7 
Dc~ations 197~,327 (Purchase ?Mu:rc:rcay). 
lF'igu:rce 41 B 
9.1.32 Simple pin, co~ple~e. Blun~ end a~ost :rounded, no 
perforation. Round section, ~o:rn and point in tact. 
LS2,W6,T&!tmm. 
~~ not accessioned. 
Figu:rce IH C 
Rosie Collection. 
8 .1. 33 Roughly tooled pin., smooth oute:rc face but traces 
part of bone, facetted towards the point. 
L89 I D1ltr.."!!. 
of fibrous 
8.1.3~ Roughly tooled pin with head little worked,body slightly 
facetted. 
L 7 l!!, 09. 5-'ik:lm, 
8 .1. 35 Pin t:rith swollen. shank and tripartite head,point and head 
slightly damaged. 
L49,HeadD4.5,3mm. 
Figure 41D 
8 .1. 36 Pin with St;Jollen sharnk and facetted spherical head,polished. 
L46,D3-"kmm. 
Figure 41E 
8.1.37 Pin, damaged with point lacking but flat top 
polished. 
LSO,DS-20mm. 
Figure 41F 
complete, 
8 .1. 38 Thistle headed pin t;Jith inc~s:ton approximately midt;Jay along 
shank, complete and polished. 
L5l!!,D4,Head D6~m. 
Figure 41G 
8 .1. 39 Top of pin t;Jith :rcound shank and ball head,projection on the 
head and collar around the neck. 
L18,D2,HeadDSmm. 
Figure 41H 
8.1.40 Complete pin,slightlybowed "tJith flat top. 
Lll6,D5,Head D7mm. 
Figure 411 
~o~ Loc~teOl. 
8J .l. <§1 Boine pif.'11 ~ith l~xgre globul~ head t".Yith nickeCil. centJral Jridge, 
top of disc has a centJral hollo'l<'J and a single moulCling at 
the neck. Slightly S':cJollen shaml~. 
Lc30'!.'D. 
iBlR lOCO. 
;:Jonatio:.":~Sl 1950, 230 no.38 (J:.CC B:rcez;.rte:~r). 
6l • 1 • -02 F:Jail TI"tea<ded pin. 
Wo dio~rnsio1ns. 
FlR.l. 
Cu:rcle notebook ms 2~a ( SAS .§GJL ), GJ. 
Found cleanilng 'W'all to north t".Yest of Buildirng I . 
8.1 . .§3 Bone pin. 
No dimm.ensions. 
?IL 615.§/5, ChilCle no. 22. 
ChilCle notebook,l2. 
FounCl between paving slabs. 
8.2me<:::!dJl.<E!s. 
~. 
8.2.1. 
6.2.2 
8.2.3 
Damaged E1leedle,lacking tipopointea head 1:1ith ovoid 
perfo:rcation.Slightly flattened section,rest oval.Fibre of 
bone visible aJround perfo:rcation. 
L70, 5o ~J3 ,T2liiil!Th, 
H1D 503. 
Donatioll'l!.s 1935 o 2~5 no .1 ( Bre"RWne:rc), 
J.?igu:rce 4,2A 
Simple needle, fibula c1.1rt across the top in an 
a.rc, perforated. Point in tact and shank of round section, 
L6 .§ , 'C'J'l 0 , T 4,1JIM'l . 
llm 1008. 
Donations 1950,230 rno.3S (MC Bremner). 
Figu:rc® 42B 
~orkeCl long bone, ps:rcforated at broad end 1:1here 
b:rcoken,point in tact, Flattened section, round nea:rc 
Broken but repaired. 
L116,~10,TS11ilm. 
IL 542 FS 13. 
Donations J\.939, 335 no. J..O ( Ale~ander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,99, pla.te XLVXII no.l. 
it is 
point. 
Fo~AnCl on occupation surface of mound midden north of south 
gulley. 
Figure 42C 
8.2.4 Bodkin in highly polished bone,complete ~ith circular 
perfo:rcation at roughly triangular head.Oval section. 
Ll.20, t111, T8lMXll.. 
IL 683 
Donations 19.§8,322 no.5 (Purchase anon). 
8.2.5 
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Slender rneeClle 'i1ith pointed! head and oval pexforation, 
slightly curving shank. 
X.89,W2,Tl.S!:r~. 
IL 68-0 
Donat~ons 1903,322 ~o.s (Puxc~ase ano~). 
Figure .!!12 D 
Rosie Collection. 
s. 2. 6 Shank broken at head,possibly at a perforation,point in 
tact.Shank smooth and facetted at back. 
8.2.7 
I..S 3, D5!!"..c'n. 
Shank broken at point, head slightly pointed 1:1ith xound 
perforation,shank slightly facetted. 
L49,D6mm. 
8 • 3Rol!llglmouts, 
NMAS. 
8.3.1 
NMAS. 
8.4.1 
8.1?1.2 
8.4.3 
8.4.4 
Possible pin roughout,incomplete,broken but repaired. 
L106, ~Jl8, T7mm. 
IL 5'?12 FS 86b. 
Donations 1939 1335 no. JLO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Cm:le notebook rn.s 218a ( SAS 'k61 ),77 
Floor level of Building VII at north end near centre. 
Figure 42 E 
~al bone,tapering to a point 1:1ith joint remaining. 
L105,W2l,T max.7mm. 
GA 759 
Donations 1909 (Tress Barry 1908 ) not listed. 
Freswick Sands Broch. 
Large bone 1possibly Auk,tapering to a point and slightly 
broken. 
L169,W301T max.lomm. 
GA 768 
Donations 1909 116 (Txess Barry 1908). 
Freswick Sands Broch. 
Large bone tapering to a point. 
L55,W.!!I5,T m~. 10mm. 
GA 769 
Donations 1909,16 (Tress Barry 1908). 
Freswick Sands Broch. 
Roughly worked long bone 1 complete 1 
crudely facetted elsewhere. 
L82,Wl8,T5mm.. 
fibrous at head end 
!<!:lR 8l 0 31 
DoJna'l:ions .1925,1541 IIllO. 3l ( EO!wrurds), 
Prom liill.dCl®li1S , 
e.~.5 Ro~gnly 'I;JOEked long bone,borer ~it~ oblique facet at the 
poi:n~, Polished cU'llO! cut off a~ ii:he bE:oS\.i!ll e~na. 
8.~.6 
!.41~.5,Y:Jl2,'1'5131U. 
J8[JR 807' 
Don&tions 1925, 1541 no, 3 ( EO!~-Jrurds). 
From llllUO\dens, 
~al bone,tapeE:ing to a poirrnt as GA 759. 
LB.O D W20' '!'151Thm' 
HR 937 
Donations .19418,319 no.32 (Bremner) 
Wrom Bron:-ee Age stzata thro'I;JY\ llllp by lBlack Watch trenches in 
1945. 
8 • 41. 7 lRo\.llghly 'I;JOrkeOI knuckle bone, pointed and complete. 
8.4-.8 
-11 
Ll.00.5,W29,T241mm. 
HR 1023 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bremner). 
Illus. Lacaille 19541, 267,fig.l17 no.s, 
In and below miO!OleR'11 at north end of Lil:"nks. 
Figure 1.1/1, no, 9. 
Wour pieces of veey roughly 'I;JOZkeOl mammal bone, pointed. 
S)X.l02,W2l.,TS11KH. 
9)Ll35,W16,'1'1511El1l1lh. 
10)L136,Wl6,T6~ • 
.11...1. Ju..!..:ii;:,,w4.o.,".u.·1~. 
8 )HR 1032 9 )HR 1030 l.O )mt 1031 .::u )HR .1029. 
Donations .1950, 227 li10. 2 ( Bre1liilllller). 
HR 103!1 illus Lacaille .19541,267,fig 1.17 Jno.s. 
In and belo'I;J midden at north end of Links. 
Figure 141.no. 8. 
a . 41. 12 Cut and shaped rib bone, roughly pointed, slightly damaged at 
point. 
L83,W13,T3l.5mm. 
HR. 1033. 
Donations 1950, 227 no. 2 (Bremner). 
Xllus. Lacaille 195.1!1,267,fig • .117 no.7. 
In and belo\\1 midden at north end of Linll:s. 
Figure l.'i'l, no. 7. 
s . ~. 13 Simple bone point, broad ena broken. Round in section near the 
point and flattened towax-Cls the head .Made from brachiostegel 
x:ay of cod. 
L55, WS,T3Willlil av. 
HR. 103'i'l. 
Donations .1950, 227 no. 2 (Bremner) • 
Illus. L&caille l954,267,fig.l.17 no.l~. 
In an.d below midden at i'llOrth end of the X.inks. 
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Fig:.u:e 1-0 no .ll. 
8 . 4. 14.- Crudely curt long bone, point chipped and upper part of 
surface only smoothed.Sa~ at joint. 
JLJ.. 4 2 , t:Yl 6 , T2 Ch;;.-n • 
XL 534. FR22. 
Dona'.:io::'lS :.. 939, BS no .10 ( Alenandle:rc Sinclair). 
Curle 1.939,93, plz.te XLVIII no.4. 
Found in filling '!:f'est of closed doon;vay a-t eas"i: end of north 
side of Building IV, 
B • 4. 15 Cut long bone, smoothed "i:o a poin-t, head um~orked, surface 
missing on lo'!:f'er side. 
L109,Wl.2,T18mm. 
JLL 535 FR 46. 
Donations 1939, 33!5 no. J.O (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,98, plate XLVIII no.3, 
From level of wall top to north of Building II. 
8. 4. 16 Roughly 1.;'70rked picker or goudge. complete shank smoothed but 
head unuorked. 
L72.5,Wl7,Tllilmm. 
IL 536 FS 56. 
Dornations 1939 ,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,98,plate XLViii no.5. 
Found c3.3m from east end of Building VI near centre at 
floor level. 
Figure 42 F 
8 . 4.-. l 7 Tip and part of shank ui th fibrous surface and roughly oval 
:section. 
L82,W9,T6mm, 
XL 538 FS 29 
Donatiorns 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461), 52. 
From Building III, at '-'Jest end slightly above floor level. 
8. 4.16 Crudely 1:.1orked bone point, cut straight at head, slightly bent 
or 'W'arped . 
L79,W4.-S,Tiilmm, 
IL 66Li'l 
Donations 1943,196,no.J.7 (Alexander Sinclair). 
?Childe 1943,14, plate IV no.4. 
8,4.19 Polished sliver of bone,point intact,head very rough. 
L52, W7, T4mm. 
NMAS not accessioned. 
Rosie Collection. 
a. 4. 20 Roughly tooled bone 1.;'7ith smoothed joint and carefully '-'!orked 
head. 
L126,Eead D lB,Shaft DlOmm. 
Figure 42G 
131,4}.21 ~.Yoldted lorril<g borrte,shS\'We6l 'to a poin-t at one Sin6l,bJCoa6lsJC less 
l:Jorckea enOl h&s SJl:l!allsJC pnilrllt . 
E.ll2,t:JIS-20 lillill. 
8,4}.22 Point,xough!y tooled ~it~ 
~sad.Wibxo~~ coJCe wisibls 
crack at psJCfoJCation. 
X..57,09-ll.l:Dl'l. 
a single o~al perforation at the 
on undsJC side,t~isted fo~ ~ith 
B • 5lPili'1l ~l.;lt®li:'~ o 
~. 
8 . 5 . 1 l8{ighly poliSJhed bone pin lbaater, broiten and repaired. Suxface 
of bone lacking on underside.Ssction flattened. 
LJ..li5,W5l,TSiffil'i\, 
IL 537 FR. .§31. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Ale~andsx Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,98, plate XLVII no.6. 
From midden in front of Building IV. 
8.5.2 Possible poJCtion of bone pin bsater,blunt 
shank.Wibxou~ surface but smoothed,oval section. 
lL73,'tJ9.5,1'~. 
IL 539 FR23. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curls notebook ms 28a ( SM 4}61), 26. 
l?rom ~est encil Building I . 
8 • 5. 3 l!hg(lhly polis heel\ pin beat:eJC, poiint intact, 
~. 
Jolunt.Roughly oval-sub rectangular in section. 
:.:.J..05 I ~110 I ').'Gliru[j. 
IL 15155 Childe no. 22. 
Donations 194}3 I 1915 no .17 ( Aleltander SiR'llc lair) . 
Childe 194-3, plate XV no. 5 • 
Wig1l.llre 'i'l2 H 
end and 
other end 
8 • 6 • 1 :Rod of bone, circular in section, flat headed and shank 
'i'capsrirng to each erlremity. 
1Ll.OJ.l..,D6wn. 
lBrR 93S. 
Donations 19'i'18,3J..9 no.32 (Bre~ner) 
From Bxonze Age strata thro~ up by Black watch trenches in 
19.§5. 
8.6.2 Rod of bone,circular in section.Both 
intact,ons end possibly slightly sharpened. 
Ll.59,D8mm.. 
l!m 1026. 
Donations 19501227 no.2 (Brennex). 
Illus. Lacaille l.954,267,fig.l.l.7 no.l2. 
ends blunt but 
In an:Ol belo'I:J kitche:n reidd.en at northern end. of the Links. 
Piguxe 14 no .12. 
8.7~0li'lSl. 
NJI!.IAS. 
8.7.1 
8.7.2 
8.7.3 
8.7.4 
8.7.5 
8.7.6 
Flat spindle "l'YhoJCl of "l'Yhalebone "l'Yith chamfering axo'l.tnd 
circula:rc central perfoxation,unifoxm thickness.Slight 
at one edge, and t"l'Yo sco:rce maJCks at xight angles by 
perforation could indicate guidelines in manufacture. 
D45,TlO,Perfo:rcation DS~. 
BE 445. 
Donations 1927,166 no.lO (B:rcemneJC). 
FiguJCe 43 A 
One, descJCibed incorrectly in 
~halebone.Eccentric perforation. 
H2S,D42,perforation DSmm. 
BE 457. 
Donations 1930,14 no.26 (Bremner 1929). 
Figure 43 B 
NMAS catalogue as 
the 
chip 
the 
of 
AppEoximately half to1horl of whalebone, broken at 
perforation, eliptical in 
~ith three surviving ring 
chipped. 
section. Top surface decorated 
and dot motifs,one edge slightly 
'!'18,D30mm. 
GA 761, 
Donations 1909,16 (Tress Barry 1908) 
n---~ 
Figure 43C 
~orl,complete ~ith eccentric perforation. 
E18,D37,perforation DSmm. 
mt 1302 
Donations 1925,154 no.3 (Ed'I:J&JCds). 
From midden. 
Very badly damaged 
surface,small perforation. 
H11,D25,perforation D4mm. 
HR 813. 
example,small 
Donations 1927,166, no 10 (Bremner). 
From middens . 
and lacking 
Whorl with exterior slightly damaged.Central 
perforation. 
H28,D34,perforation D7mm. 
XL 548 FR 44. 
Donations 1.939,335 no. 10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,100. 
From midden in front of Building IV. 
outer 
round 
13.7. 7 't.'lihoz-1, slightly Ol~:gr~e:Ol, hole sligl'ilri:ly squaxed at the top. 
H2~,D~a.~xfoxation DX~. 
XL 54}~ FR6 
li)onOJ.tio~ns 19319, 335 no .10 ( .&le~rrr.Olex Sinclaix) . 
?C~zle l9lg,JLoo, plat~ ~IX rrr.o.tl}. 
Prom flooz lewe.l lB:.LilOliJ:.g IV, oiO,ae:."l.. 
e. 7. s tlhoz-1 corn9lets ~ith eccentzic pelrforation. 
E22,D31G,pelrfoJCation ce~. 
IL 550 ??5331 
Donations 1939,31315 no .10 ( Alea~:andez Sinclair). 
Cuxle 19319,1\.00. 
f'rom Elm coxner Building !XI, east chauillber. 
a. '1. 9 Roll!lghly ma6le ~horl,central pezforation. 
E25,D316,perforation 07~. 
XL 551. FllUO 
Donations !~39,3135 no.l.O (Ale~andeJC SinclaiJC). 
cu:u::le .1939, xoo. 
From ll!lpcast of tJCench dug at east 'i:JQ~.ll pzojecting nozth f:u::oc 
north side of Building IV 
8.7.10 ~o:u::l,slightly damaged 'i:!ith centzal ~rfoxation. 
H27,D315,perforation D7mm. 
IL S52 FS 79. 
Donations .1Sl319, 3315 no . .JLO (Ale~2nde1C Sinclair). 
cu:u::le .1~39,l.OO. 
From flue in peat a£~h hearth of Building III. 
8. 7. H ~ozl, slightly hollo't7 based, eccernrtric ~:!Cforation slightly 
squrucellil. 
E25,Dtl}~,perforation D ~. 
XL 5531 ?FRJ..9 
Donations 2939,3315 no . .JLO (Ale~anOlez Sinclair). 
Curle 1939, 100. 
JF'ro1lll!l midClle of passage V::Jay at ertexior B'l.llilding IV. 
8. 7 .12 Whorl 'i:'!ith centxal perforation. 
l8!2l, 034}, perforation D 7l!Tlmll. 
IL SSt(}. ?P'R5. 
JOonations 293~,3135 no.lO (l'll.le~and.er Sinclaiz). 
?Curle 1939,100, plate XLI~ no.3. 
Wound at base of 't7all of lBuilding IV c 6. 51/11 on south sidle t.o 
V::Jest of ·entrance in midOlen. 
8.7.13 ~ abowe. 
l8!18,D38,perforation 0 Smm. 
11.555 ?WS31S 
Donations 1.939,335 no . .JLO (Ale~Cier Sinclair). 
Curle l.939,XOO. 
Building VI, at side of n-s 'i:Jall close to 'i:Jall ~. Sm fJCOllii 
east. 
Sl • 1 . 141 Rs OJ.bow<a • 
R1G,D)7,p~rforation DGmm. 
!L SSG f'S 62 
Donations 1939,31315 ,&1o.lO (Al.eltal.nde:rc Sirnclair). 
Curle 1939,10:0 
P:rc::n sano lb~lo\:'Y floolC l~wel in se co:rcne& J.SuilOling VI. 
FiguJre ~3 D 
6.7.15 As above.baOlly Ol~ged. 
~25,D33,perfozatio~ D 3mB. 
I:O 657 Chilltiie no. 1.2 or 18. 
Donations 19~3,196 no.l7 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Childe 19.1J3, 23 • 
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Pound just east of north kerbstone in east room belo'f:J floor 
level. 
a. 7.16 "CJholCl 'W'ith central perfoJCation. 
l8Il9, D35, pex-fozatiorn D ®l:im. 
XL GSS Child12 no. 12 or 1113. 
Donations 19~3, 196 no. 17 (Alexander Sinclair). 
?Childe 19~3, 1.3, plate IV no. 2. 
From wpper floor le-zyel close to T. 
Rosie Collection. 
8.7.17 Impe:!Cfect,sa~ flat at the base,:rcound perforation. 
l8I27,D~O,E91mm. 
8.7.13 Slightly damagea,round pe:!Cforation. 
E30,lD~~,E9rn.m. 
-- ... _., 
J:J-W,.....,-.:;;;; ~'"':.t'""CI 
8. 7.19 Slightly damaged. base sa'f:Jn and part of joint visible .Traces 
of alloortive s&'W' maJCks, round perforation. 
H3l,D315,l8Il~. 
8.7.20 Slightly damaged,narro'f:J'W'ith round perforation. 
B32.D35,H61l'!lll'n. 
8.7.21 Fragment only of ap12x. 
lllr20,D20,E5illlm. 
e . 7 . 22 Fragmernt only of one sic:le . 
l8I30,lD20,l3!10llillm. 
El. 7. 23 Slightly damaged, joint visible on one side. 
H2S,D<fkO,IFllO!Dil. 
8.7.2~ Damaged,~ith round perforation. 
H23,l04131,Hlommt. 
8.7.25 As above. 
H26,D.Il!~,H1Dmm. 
S • '1 • 2G As ~'0'~, 
lli:25,JO<l~,mo...c:m. 
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a .1. 27 DJ~g~6! I':Jith zoun6! pezfo=cation aE"'lOl aOlditional squaur~ hole at 
8 iO:<e, 5E:JJ. fzo!:l a~g. 'CJoEn on unC.az si<t\a • 
E31S,D<02,!3IS!.'3a 
Plate 3141C. 
li.'l\atr .. u::~l. 
~2~,D<l2,E7,ili.'l\6lenta~ion G~. 
8.7.2~ JO~ge6l,squat vith zo~ncl pezfoz~tion. 
lEllG, D3llill, Ji!i5c:..":l. 
lfiguJre 43 E 
8.7.30 Co~l~te,squat ~ith zound peziozatioE"'l. 
lEl26,:0<0lJ},)8I~. 
8.7.31 Compl®t~,zoundpezfozation. 
l8r28,D~IS,H7oo.m. 
J.?iguze 43 F 
8.7.32 Co~pl~te,zound pezfozation. 
lEl32,D31El,!F17utrn, 
root Loc~rl:eOJ • 
9!. 7, 331 Co!iJPle'tra~ ~ozl 1.1ith Ce!lltzal p:szfoz-ation, badly d~9J~d.. 
roo di~:Elll'li.SiOll1liSl, 
JFRSI 
-----."'ii- ~---"---~--""- ----- '-""'~ ...,~.,., .. ..,_ 
.._..._.~_..-_ u ... --~--···., .,....,.._ ;:--:>-'<oo..". "1. ~ ... ~ ·.;- ...... ; p ~\J c 
Wzom kitch~n mi6lc5len owsid~ n~ ~rt~:i:11llal structuze,? Building 
XV. 
®. 7. 34l 1;5hozl sligjiatly 6laliiitage6t at baBJe. 
roo Olil:iwiD.~IDiorms. 
lnl 2lJ}. 
Cu:i:le l.'llotebool~: ms 2Sa ( SM ~61.), 26. 
f'ound besiO!~ so1.11th 't'J'a.ll of Building X, c2. 6m fzom 't'J'est end. 
8.7.35 ~ abowe. 
No diJDI.elThsio:rus. 
WR 25. 
Cu.rcle rnot~ok mSJ 2®a (SM .f~Gl),2G. 
F:i:Otii\ Worth bo!r lBluilCling I . 
e . 7 • 316 li:m~zf~ct e~<EJmplra~ as abo'll'e. 
lQI 4} 'llm:m • 
rn 2e. 
Cu.rcle not~Sbook lllllS 2Sa ( SM ~6!), 27. 
Fzo:m lBlvtildiX'llg X • 
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®. 7. 31' ~J:r.oJrl I:Ji'tlh <f.6ll:r.age6l l'9M<3. 
~0 t6Ji~!11LaliOil'll$!, 
WR30. 
Cuz!e notebook liiiYS 218a ( SM %6.1), 23. 
lf'JCQi'Ii;l rmerur wo1.11t1h 1:76111 n®G'..lr C~li'!.tJCe, o;iqging to tJCece ~:Jall c20C'll!l 
oolo\:7 f!ooE IDil.:lJCfa:ce of l8uil6l.:i.Ett] X, 
3,/',3Q Co~~l~te 1:7lhoJrl. 
~0 <Ol.ililUISl!i1LIDi0!1il:E\, 
l?S 312. 
CUzle notiSToook IJ!IlSl 23a ( SAS <1?1511), 54'1. 
Pzo~ flooJr lewel ne cozner Building YY!, e~st co~paztrn<e!i1Lt. 
a.7.39 ~above. 
l(,Jo telilliil.~nsio11ils • 
FS 3!4}. 
Cuzle noti!iloook !lr!B 218a ( SAS 4?61} o 55. 
Fzom Il'ile coxner Building XIX o east ch~E. 
s.a~~lex c~~.~in~le-~i~~ co~~it®. 
~. 
s.e.1 Com~lete coffib 0 ~:Jith high cuxwing back and uptuxned ends.l~ 
copp<ax: alloy xive'ts i!11L a li!11Le on a slight zidlge a.hove the 
teet1h,5 set off centre an6l lS out-lining the back of the 
connecting plate. Most of the teeth ax:e pxesent and slightly 
graOluated,the left hand end is badly d~aged.<1? tooth 
segments ~:Jith the teeth slightly shorter in the middle of 
the cOOilb. 
8.8.2 
8.8.3 
8.®.~ 
L8l 0 W22 0 T~~~. 
l<iW 0.:-u 
Do!11Lations 19310o14'1 !IP.o.26 (Bx:emn.ez- 1929). 
Plate 35A. 
Comb,possibly re~elled fxo~ a double sided o!11Le.Teeth 
corurse t"7i th appxo~imw.bsly 1/3 mssilll<g. 'i'Tne enda~ arce stxai<glh'i: 
and the 'teeth grcaduated.The connecting plate has 16 cop~x: 
alloy rci~ets allld 1 missing, they are placed ircrcegularly 
along the hol'Cizontally incised Olecorcation. Col:'lllpz-ising 41 
tooth segmsnts in all. 
L73,W29,~6mm max. 
HR 811. 
Donations .1S2S,10 no.~ (JE:d~:Jaxi!5ls 1925). 
X"rorn midc2ens • 
Fragment 'i::fith 5 complete teeth, trcaces of 6th, broken across 
r i wet hole, ire on staii'lled • 
X.22o t110,T.l~. 
KR 1~65. 
Dona'i:ions .19SO o 53!5 o no2 ( &ctiUlall:W not lis'W:e6!. but donated at: 
the a~a:ms tims as this entry) (ktixby 297~). 
X&-ncolli!lplste 
2/3 teeth 
coffib,left hand side 
missi&-ng.Comprising 5 
only xe~ning,apprco~ately 
tooth segments and very 
8.8.5 
8.8.6 
8.8.7 
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slig~tly qzaduated ~eetn.The 
d~ged Orr:\ the rear but the 
horizontal incised lines and a 
rivets,12 in all, evenly spacea. 
L77,W20,T5~ ~. 
conn12cting plate is Joailly 
front is decorated by t~o 
single ro~ of copper alloy 
r:.. 652 Fszs 
Donatio~s ~939,335 no.lO (Ale~andez Sinclair). 
Cczle ~939,96,plateXLVXI no.2 
Prorrn l3<uil6lii'!.g n:::.::, ~est end slightly above floor lewel. 
Ealf comb,of tooth segments and graduated teeth,of ~hich 
only half zemain. Plain straight co::1necting plate, slightly 
chipped, with 8 copper alloy rivets remaining,evenly spaced. 
L60,W27,TBmm max. 
IL 653 FS4J... 
Donations 1939,335 no.20 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,96,plate XLVII no.~. 
Found along wall of 'long house • to east, on top 
opposite end of Building IV. 
of 'l::lall 
Comb with two rows of 21 copper alloy rivets,most of the 
teeth are missing.s tooth segments W'ith graduated teeth.In 
left han a end plate, tV:JO rouna perforations, in right hand 
one.Straight connecting 
incisions,concave ends. 
L95,W21,T7mm max. 
JI:L 677 
plate ridged 
Donations 19~8,322 no.s (Purchase anon). 
by four horizontal 
Comb with 19 copp®r alloy rivets in a single row.Most of the 
"~Cee<CL'l a&e i'l.O\:"J w:.issi1.11g.b -too·;:·~, sGg·.~:;:nri:.:;:; w~"i:.a 1,9.1Lol.u;;."'""'"'l:. ~~cl..u 
ana in left hand enOl plate there is a single perforation. The 
straight connecting plate is ridged by 4 incisions, and the 
ends are also straight. 
Lll3,W23,Tl.5mrn max. 
IL 5SJ.. 
Donations 1948,322 no.S (Purchase anon). 
Plate 35JB 
Rosie Collection. 
8. 8. 8 Appx:o~ima.tely 2/3 
.rivets remaining.6 
Ll05,~16,T8~rnax. 
Figure 44A 
undecorated comb,with ~ copper 
tooth segments.All the teeth are missing . 
alloy 
8.8.9 Three conjo1n1ng fragments of connecting 
of copper alloy rivets, undecorated and 
single coml'o. 
a)L26,Wl6,T2.5mmmax. 
b)L27,Wl~,T3mmmax. 
c)L12,W9,T2rnm max. 
plate ~ith traces 
possibly from a 
8.8.10 ~ragment of connecting plate,undecorated, with lo~er part 
cut during the cutting of the teeth.One iron rivet remaining 
~~a at ~i~ht ~a~a side,hole foz ano~hez.Badly ~oz~. 
L39,~~6,T~~~r. 
8.8.1~ ~na plate ~i~h all teeth missing,b~t gzaduated.Connecting 
plate dscozatedl '1:7i th ~lightly oblique lines, slightly 
chip~6l.Si!lgle coppe:lt alloy Jtivet zema1n1ng \:7H:h lbzeak 
aczoss a secolr.!Cl .Possibly a higih backed coi'iffilbl. 
~25,WlO,T~~m~. 
a. 3. l.2 '1.'1;ro ClbzaClecll cornnectiRMJ J?lCil.'lce ilza~ents, O:ecorat®a ~-Ji~h offBJst 
pairs of we~~ical incisions, in a) in 'l:iuees, in b )in t~os. & 
single izon zivet zernains in b) .reo teeth seg::'li.ents oz 
colilllpleliilentaey conrnecting plates Jternaining. a) cut at the 
hotto~ duzirng the teeth cutti~g. 
a)L20,WJ..S,T3mm. 
b)L20,Wl~,T~ • 
.l. 
8.8.13 Fragment of connecting plate and tooth 
coppe:it alloy zivets.Tooth cutting 
sClge.necozated by horizontal lines. 
L23,W9,T7iiiim.lil&X 
segment 
traces 
~:Jith two 
on lot':Yer 
8.8.1~ ~ conjoi~ing fragments of cornnecting plates and 3 tooth 
segments, teeth broken. Connecting plates decozated with 
crossed lines.2 iJton Jtivets remaining. 
LllO,Wl3,TlOrnm max. 
Plate 36A. 
8.8.15 ~th segment fJt&gment,~ith fine teeth,and half zivet hole 
zem&ill'lling. 
"~"' r- ..... -- -...... - . 
.L..:l-.t&; vv .... v, Ji.~~~ ~(I 
8.8.16 Tooth segment fzagment with all teeth bzoken.Iron staining 
by a single Ei"U"et hole. 
L22,W20,T2moo~. 
8.8.17 ~n& part of comb,teeth badly damaged and oziginally 
gra6luated.Ena bzoken,but a single dot in circle motif 
zemaining.Back unevenly cut,suggesting possible modification 
from a double sided example . Now decorated V:Ji th a line of six 
ring and dot motifs.connecting plate bzoad V:Jith hozizontal 
incised lines and two roV:Js of copper alloy zivets. 
X.51, me, T5mnm max. 
Plate 3618 
Other Collections. 
8.8.18 Conve~ end plate ~ith t~o coppe:it alloy rivets remaining,a 
third Missing and the segment is cut across the fourth.No 
connecting plate rewaining.Single dot in double ring motif 
at end,graduated coarse teeth remaining. 
L2~.5,W21.5,T2mmmax. 
Mr. Mackay,Keiss. 
Figure .l?z4 B 
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Nofc Located . 
8. e .19 .&ppro~ima:te:i.y 3/4 co~, all teeth d.amaged and extreme tip of 
connecti~g plate removed..Decorated ~ith a run~ing design of 
~ot in double ring motif,ana ~ copper alloy rivets 
Jre~ai:ni:ng. 
Not a~ailable for ~easureffient. 
R.~~cCallum,~uxso. 
Plate 3\SC 
B. 9 JA.n'itleiC Co~s .Do'l!ill>le-s:i6le61 Co3J?O:Eli'ite. 
mms. 
8.9.1 
8.9.2 
8.9.3 
8.9.4 
8.9.5 
Almost complete example,straight ended and d.ecorated ~ith 
Jring and dot mofci~.Connecting plate ridged ~ith pairs of 
copper alloy rivets, 26 in all, slightly s~ollen at mid 
poi.nt.Lo~er teeth coarser and all graduated at ends.One 
p2xforation complete,other darnaged.Four teeth segments. 
L70,Tfif37,T5mm. 
GA 762 
Donations 1909,16 {Tress Barry 1908). 
Freswick Sands broch. 
Plate 37A 
Seven conjoining fragments of connecting plate ( GA 763) and 
t'l:!o others ( GA 76~), probably from the Sillme comb. Iron 
Jrivets.Decoration of two parallel lines dividing into fields 
Olecorated by a cross.GA 767 end plate with t~o ring and dot 
motifs. 
(.on]o:t.aik'lg' :E:.ci:l.~~Zl"\:l::l .utJG,·;jj_t; 1 'i:S..I-c-un. 
GA 763-5, 767. 
Donations 1909,16 (Tress Barry 1908). 
Freswick Sands Broch. 
Figure ~4 C 
Tooth segment with seven intact teeth , trace of iron rivet. 
L53,Wl6,T2mm. 
GA 766 
Donations 1909,16 (Tress Barry 1908). 
Fres~ick Sands Broch. 
1~ fragments,3 actually conjoining but others likely to be 
of the sOJ.rne comb. DouJole conve~ end and connecting plate on 
one side only,~ith 3 copper alloy rivets rema1n1ng and 
incisea horizontal line decoration.2missing rivets.Teeth 
graduated and finer at one side,very damaged. 
Overall L33,Tfi!~2 ,T3mm conjoining. 
HR 812 and HR 805. 
Donations 1926, 10, no.~ (Edwards 1925). 
From middens . 
FiguJre ~4 D 
Xncomplet.a comb, right hand side only remaining.Conve~ 
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ends, '<!!J?JP~Slt -teeth 't71hic:h rure firnelt than the lo't71SJC, staJCt p~zt 
t1&'5f &long the back of the lo't7er range, the teeth Blxe 
g:rc&d'Ulatteolo!Soth en<Cls axe decorated tJ:ith a single dol!ble JCing 
&mel <dot motif, an6l theze is a JCO't7 of these along the back of 
the comb. The cornnecting plate is decozateOl by ttJo hozizontal 
incised lines &i'ld t't7o pa:rcallel JCot-Js of coppeJC alloy 
Eivets.There &:rce t't7o teeth s~Sgm~Snts in Cil.ll. 
x.,s 2 , w:n , 'f7IOOI!. m.ax • 
!L 523 FS 87. 
Donations 1939,3315 rno. l.O (Ale~andelt SirnclaiJC). 
Cu:rcle 1939,9S,plate XLVII no.3 
FoiUln<Cl irn he&Jtth of BlllilOling VX me~ keJCb on south siCie. 
8 . 9. 6 Colii!lb t-Ji th upper teeth positioned part way &long the back of 
the coarse:rc' ones, but of the SaJ!i'le length. 6 tooth segments in 
all.Most of the teeth a:rce present but shaped,particularly 
near the ends , indicating a possible remooelling. 
Perforation on the right hand telCYil.inal of the upper 
zow, possible tzaces of one on the left hand end on the lo't7er 
row t1here it is most damaged.The connecting plate has a 
single ro't7 of 1~ copper alloy X'i~ets set in a ridged 
decozation of hozizontal incised lines. 
LSO,N38,TGmmmax. 
ll:L 656 
Donations 19~2, 134} ( Puzchase &nolill). 
Plate 38A 
s. 9. 7 Comb 't7ith single JCOW of 8 coppa:rc alloy :~z:ivets and most of 
teeth :rcem&ining. They a:~z:e slightly g:rcaduated , t-Ji th the upjp!az 
teeth finer.~ teeth seaments ln~ l'l~J.J- ~~ r.on.n!">r.~~ "'~ 11'\ 1 .:o-><>! ; "' 
undecoJCated and the ends straight and undecorated t-Jith two 
pex:foJCations on the right hand side. 
L73,W~2,T6rnm max. 
XL 676. 
Donations 19~8,322 no,S (Pu:~z:chatse anon). 
8.~.8 ~aaly damaged co~ tJith ~ost of teeth lacking, although 
they ~eJCe o:~z:iginally coarse.7 iron rivets remain and 
possible t:~z:aces of an eighth.Comprises ~s broken teeth 
segments ,'t7ith teeth not graduated. Upper part incomplete, 
suggesting possible X'emodelling in antiquity. The connecting 
plate is decorated fuy irJCegular ring and dot motifs,some 
~ith double JCings,also simple dots and incomplete rings. 
Ll30,W33,T6~ max. 
IL 708. 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (MC Bremmer). 
Figure 451i) 
8.9.9 Complete co~ in e~ellent condition.Uppe:rc teeth positioned 
part ~ay along tlhe back of the lo~elt Ollles, but of the scrume 
length. The ends aJCe convex and decorated by double dot and 
x:ing · motif, one on the left hand lo""'ex: edge has a 
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~zfo:tea'tio:n. ir:. t'hs cantze. ':f.l:s uppax teatit are fi:naz- a:ndl :ass 
COffiplete in numbez-s than the lo~er,both sets are 
graduated.The connecting plate is decorated by hoz-izontal 
lines forming ridges and thaz-e are t~o ro~s of 19 copper 
alloy rivets.comprising 5 tooth segments. 
L82,W~O,T6~m.~~. 
Y.L 7~3. 
Donations :97~,327 (P~z-chase ?Murray). 
Plate 38B. 
Rosie Collection. 
8.9.10 End fragme~t and adjacent tooth segment of comb,connecting 
plate decorated ~ith horizontal incised lines,most of the 
teeth az-e lacking.4 copper alloy rivets remaining,including 
two close together,possibly indicating a repair.Traces of 
two suspension holes at the break. 
8.9.11 
L30,,W25,T5~ max. 
Fragment of connecting plate ,6 
alloy staining,in a line along 
plate. Evidence of tooth cutting 
connecting plate. 
L36,W6,T2mmmax. 
rivet holes with 
the horizontally 
on each side 
copper 
incised 
of the 
8. 9. 12 Fragment of tooth segment, coarse teeth 
possible suspension hole. 
and traces of 
L45,Wl6,T2mm max. 
8. 9.13 Complete comb,lo"W"ez- teeth finer than uppez- ones , some 
broken and graduated. Ti':.Vo suspension holes at left hand sidle. 
Connecting plate decorated with horizontal incised lines 
foZli'lling ridges, "W"i th copper alloy rivets. Cut marks along both 
sides of the connecting plate. 
L9l,W42,TSmc max. 
FiguJre 45 A 
IL 9.14 !.eft hand end plate "W"ith graduated teeth on upper side, upper 
teeth coarsez- than lower , two suspension holes and two ring 
and dot motifs on the upper part. 'I'w'o small rivet holes along 
the solid zone,for copper alloy z-ivets. 
L15, 'W'40, TT2mm max. 
8.9.15 lEnd! plate with graduated teeth reaching the actual end of 
the cornb.Teeth of roughly equal texture on each 
s:ide.Susp~nsion hole flanked by 2 single ring and dlot 
motifs.Single iron rivet with extensive staining. 
L23,W55,T3mm max. 
Other Collections. 
€1. 9 .16 ~ppro~irnately half comb including end plate and one tooth 
plate ~ith undecorated connecting bar.TWo uneven ro~s of 
copper alloy rivets,9 in total.The teeth are of the same 
~e~~~~ ~~ sac~ siae.~o s~s~nsion holes i~ the vertical 
IS>Il'U~ pl;aba. 
~51,~35,T7mm ~. 
~s. Dunnet,John O'G~oats. 
l""igvure 4513 
8.9.17 ~pp~o~i~tely hall co~b, compz1s1~g left hand end plate, 
fuzthez 'l:oo-IJ:h segll'Jilent anOJ part of th® coi:mec'l:ing plate. '!'he 
teeth are slightly finer in the llppe~ part and gzaOJ~ated, 
'lllnlike irn the louer gro':.lp. Scaller ?sus~rnsion perfort<.tion at 
the iillid point, added after the coxmecting plate, uhich has tuo 
iron rivets in place and stairning around the thi.rcd uhere it 
is broken.Complicated decoration on the connectirng plate 
compr1s1ng diagonal crossed lines and horizontal,~ith half 
of the triangular fields infilled ~ith ~eking. 
L43,W~7.~~mmmax. 
!.'4Ur.Mack&y,Keiss. 
Figure 45C 
8.9.18 ~proximately tuo thirds of comb,co~pri~ing damaged right 
hand ernd plate and t'W'o tooth segments and incomplete 
connecting pl&tes.Uppe~ teeth totally lacking,.rcemaining only 
as stubs &nd possibly indicating a shorter set than the 
lo~er ones,~hich are slightly graduated.The narro~ 
connecting plate is divided by horizontal incisions and t:ritlh 
~copper alloy rivets remainirng,4 further ones missing. 
L47,W27,T6mmmax. 
~. Mackay,Keiss. 
Recent ~ork. 
~.~.19 ~nd plate of comb uith double conve~ form,6 copper alloy 
rivets re~irning in the two suxv1v1ng plates.~o 
per:fo~ations V;;Yith ueaz in the end plate. The connecting plate 
is :\ridged ~i th t~aces of cut mar Its on each side . The teeth 
a1re of Oli:ffelr'a:mt thicknesses on e&ch siae. 
~33, 'f:Yl7 ,'1'3mm. 
FLSO UD,SF nc.352. 
Not Located . 
8. 9. 20 Complete cowb V;;Yith 
suspension holes on 
lo~er.Str&ight ends 
horizontal incisions. 
seven copper alloy rivets and 
left hand side. Upper teeth finer 
and connecting bar decorated 
Not &vaila.ble for measurement. 
Nr. M&cCallum,Thurso. 
Plate 3718 
t'f:;!'O 
than 
with 
8.9.21 Another as above,incomplete.Copper alloy rivets positioned 
in pairs. 
Not avail~le for measurement. 
~. MacCalluw., Thurso. 
Pl&~e 3!718 
8 • 1 0Co3ilo C&M , 
J:ll'MAS. 
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8 .10 . 1 Recoll'!lstructedl ex2lE7!ple, !."!!.ade of higlh.ly polished bone of 4 r::ain 
pla-tes decoEatedl '1.1'ith rir1l.g and dot motif and incised 
li~nes. One e1r.Cl only remaiir..ing, perforcation througn Jl.eft hand 
sioe of u;ppex plates. 2ircon rivets i:n position, traces of t~o 
f~,;;rtheJr perforations, 1 witn eirteznsive ~ear. 
L:44,~:9,T7~,Perforation D 5~. 
IL 524 FS 75. 
Donations 1939,335 r1l.O.l0 (Alexandler Sinclair). 
Curle 1~39,9G-7,plate XLVII no.l 
Fou:nd together in midden over primary floor level to north 
1:Sest of B\Jlilding III, c 70cm Joelo~ 'present' surface. 
Plate 39A 
B.lllS!alli't:Olles. 
~ 
8.11.1 lS!ollo~d bone,one 
perforation. 
1.51, t"J20, T2!liDM.. 
HR 1065. 
side split and 
No reference available,Donation Childe 1950. 
From Bronze Age site, sandpit 1941. 
notched,possibly a 
8.11.2 Hollo~ tube of bone,decorated in relief rings around the 
sides. 
X..59,DlOID.m.. 
IL 682 
uolilla'Ciolils ..i. '::.'~<', .:J;{;:.: no.~ ( rurcilase anon} . 
Plate 341'1. 
Rosie Collection. 
8 .1.1. 3 Irregular cylinder, slightly damaged at broader end, other end 
charnphered.rearro'\.1' perforation throughout length,slashing on 
front and back faces. 
L49,W17,Dl9,Perforation 010mm. 
Figure 48 A 
8 .11 • 4 Smoothed long bone, circular in section, broken in centre. 
L95,Wl.l.-21. 
8.11.5 Hollo~ tube of bone ~ith cut ends.Smoothed externally. 
L52,W6,D4mm. 
8 .ll.. 6 As above, slightly damaged at one end with two small 
notches.Constant diameter. 
L97,W1~,Int.D7mm. 
8.11.7 Tine 'W'ith base hollo'W'ed,possibly for use as a handle. 
L145,W26,Hole Dl2,Depth 38mm. 
B , 22Sxt<:!l<CL~!!! , 
NMAS. 
3~1 
8.~2.1 ~o~ghly ~ect&ngula~ piece of ~halebone,b~oken across ~o~n 
pexforation.Revezse s~ooth ana obverse badly ezoded. 
lr.ol.!.l.,'I'J35,T251lrln. 
Y.L 54<0 l?'S JS. 
Doncrtions 1939,31315 rno .1.0 ( Ale~eJ.nde~ Sirnclaiz). 
Cuzle 19319,99,plate XLIX no.~. 
Foand clearing off sam.d o:n soUlth side of Building V, 
8.!2.2 Rectangulaz piece of flattened ~nalebone,slightly narzo~im.g 
to one end, cizcular perfozatio:n 26mm from other end. 
lr.o105,~27.5,TSmm. 
ll:L 54-5 l?R 29, 
!Donations 1939,225 no.J.O (Alexander Sinclair), 
Curle 1939,99, plate XLIX no.2. 
Building I floor level, elm from south ~all on drain cover. 
Figure 4-7A 
8.12.3 Roughly zectangula~ piece of ~halebone,flat on under side 
and slightly convex on upper,bzoken across circular 
perforation .Four cut Marks on the upper surface parallel to 
each other . 
L90,~31.5,T17mm.~, 
XL 54-6 FR 15. 
Donations 1939,3315 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair), 
Curle 19319, 99, 
Found clearing floor at south side to~ards ~est end of 
JEJuilCiing YV. 
8.12.~ 
1?1gure .:.17i:ii 
Roughly rectangulax piece of ~halebone,flat 
roughly square · parforation l./3 along,~ith 
eJ.round it , Co:;nplete object, smooth area on top 
by ~ear. 
L129,~36,~l~mmmax. 
IL 547 FR 21a 
Donations 1939,335 no , 10 ( Alexam.der Sil!llclair). 
Curle 1.939,99 fig.S. 
Found on south side at west end of Builciling IV, 
Rosie Collection. 
on under siae, 
izon staining 
possibly caused 
8.12.5 ~pproximately half ~Tnalebone 
lo~ex surface,broken ac~oss 
score m.arks on upper suxface. 
L60,W25,Tll,perforation DSrnm. 
Plate 31/?lD 
sneck,irregularly plal!lled on 
the dzilled hole.Two parallel 
No't Located. 
8.12.6 ?Incomplete sneck, shapad piece of~halebone. 
Wo dimensions, 
Not nWiibere<!Sl . 
Curle notebook ms 2ea ( SA.S ~61), 56. 
Founa &t e&st end of south 'i'J&ll Bui1Cli11llg VI • 
8.12.7 ~above. 
P.pproxil:!ate L260m:.'ID\, 
~s so. 
Cuxle noteboo!t ms 2ea ( SAS ~Sl.), 78;,. 
lFrom:: top of t"Jall of Eui.!.aing VI, C'.:t C"Jest enCl. 
g,13~~~ ~i~e~. 
~-
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s .13 , 1 Block of '(;;)'Orked tlhalebone of almost uniform thickness· '(;;)'i th 
co~pass dra~ circle on uppez suzface.Deep gzoove on one 
side could indicate attempts to cut out the circle. 
~9~,~9,Tl5-1B~. 
Diameter of circle 60mm. 
RlR 913. 
Donations 19~6,153 11li0.18 (Bremnex). 
Figure ~7C 
8.13.2 Decorated circular disc of '(;;)'halebone '(;;)'ith incised dot and 
zing motif around a central undecorated area. 
D47,T71l!iilm. 
XL 666 Childe no 25. 
Donations 19~3,196 no.17 (Alexandez Sinclair). 
Childe 19~3,12,15-16, plate IV no.1. 
North east cornex of structure ~o. 
Figuze ~7D 
8 • .l.!;l1:'~rll:oir&'CG:IQ! 1;!G:'Ic&~Ol:!LallB!. 
1.\VW\5. 
8.1~.1 one,slightly damaged at the xounCl perforation ~hich passes 
through t1he centre of the bone . 
L57 ,m .. 2mn. 
IL 525 JF'S 58, 
Donations 1.939, 335 no . .10 ( AleJralrlder Sinclair), 
?Curle 1939,97-B, plate XLVIII no.l3. 
Found c3m from east end near wall l3uildi11llg VI. 
8.1~.2 One complete,as above. 
X.52,DSrnm. 
IL 526 not recorded by Curle. 
Donatior11s 1939, 335 no .10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
?Curle 1939, 97-8, plate XLVIII no.1~ 
ra .1~. 3 .&s above. 
L 51, D9limil.. 
IL 527 ?PS 77. 
Donations 1939,335 no . .10 ( Ale~tander Sinclair}. 
?Curle 1939, 97-8, plate XLVIII no.l1. 
Floox level l8uilCling VYI, ? se corner 
Figure ~8 B 
e 0 1.~ 0 ~ '!AS ~we o 
1n~9,D12ll:lmill.o 
11n 528 f'SS:i.. 
[}oJi'llarlcions 1939 o 3135 rno • .10 { Ale~<ll.ll1<ti:<SJr Silllltel&ir). 
CuJZ:le 193 9, 97-la, plmte n.vx XX no • .12. 
lF'o<JJrrndl cs. 2Ti'l7! f:rco:J e&st enC! :meauc SO';J!'t?il ~&11 Building VI floolC 
!S"!?<Sl. 
e. 141. s lfl.s aooowe. 
L4\>S,Dl01mmill. 
IL 69~. 
Donatiorrns 19~8,322 no. 5 (Pu:rcchase &no~). 
?ig11.ure .§8 C 
8 .14'1. I& 2 ~JZ:foJZ:&ted met&podial bones. 
-7 6)L55,Wll,~l.Omm. 
7) X.56,Wl2 0 Tl~. 
~ not accessioned. 
Rosie Collection. 
s .1.§ .1!1 ~t&podial oone M albo"!?e ~i th centJZ:al pezfoJZ:ation. 
L52,W29,~rfor&tion D9~. 
a.l~o9 r;ret&podi&l borne ~ith t~o holes 0 one mid'i::1ay along one sideothe 
o'the:rr mid tJay along the adjacent side. 
L33,~28,Perfozation D S,Gmrn. 
B • 1~ .10 :Meta~ial bone 'l;:l'i th ce!1lltza.l ~zforation. 
L55,Wl2,~JZ:forationD5mm. 
a .1~.11 &s ~we. 
X.45, tYlO o ~rfozation D~. 
a. 141, 12 2i1.s C\bove 'i::1H:h broken pezfoza.tion and daJ:'IIlClged epipTilyses. 
L5G,W13o~rfozation D 5mm. 
B.15~~cell&lllleo~ ~me. 
~. 
s .1.5 • 1 Roughly rectangrul&Jr piece of borne , t'i::10 notches at each 
end. PosSJilOly a toggle oJr haiz orna!Ment. 
X.5l,W8 0 'X'2lllllft. 
G?t. 755. 
Donations 1909, 11& ( 'll.'JZ:ess Baurey 1908). 
Fres~ick Sands Bzoch. 
Plate 3~18 
8.15.2 Long bone fragment ~ith forking at one end,seems to be 
'i::1oxked. 
"&77,W21,'lL'2liill1im. 
~ 71&0. 
Do~a~ions ~909,(Tress Barry 1908), r.ot listed. 
Wres~ick sa~as Broch. 
Figure ".)8 .D 
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e, 1.5, 31 Sma::-. bone ring, ha:f lacking. Chal:lfe:ced at top and bottom 
edges. 
I.25,D26,T51!ll'm. 
G~ 770. 
Donatiorns 1909 ( T:cess Bazry J. 906 ) mot listed. 
P'res1:Y:iclt Sartc2s Bzoclh. 
8.15.~ Roughly spherical ball of bone,incomplete circular 
perforation in upper surface.Possible bead. 
D2~,T15,perforation D~mm. 
GA 772, 
Donations 1909 (Tress Barry 1908 ) not listed. 
Fres1:1ick Sands lBroch. 
8 .15. 5 'tJ'orked peg of smoothed tine 1:Yith outer surface remaining at 
medial end,circular perforation belo1:Ythis.Top sawn cleanly. 
L90,WS-19mm. 
JliD 1176. 
Donations 1952,211 no.22(Bremner). 
8.15.5 Flat bone disc 1:Yith small central perforationoUpper side 
smooth,lo1:Yer much rougher. 
D11,Tl'ii!li!\. 
lErR 1009 0 
Donations 1950,230 no.38 (MoCoBremner). 
8o15o7 Bone disc made from scapula,rounded corners and eccentric 
perforation nowdamaged.Slightlywarp2do 
LlOJ. I 1;1'83, T31mm. 
HR 1027 I 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bre~er). 
Lacaille 195~, 267,fig.117 no.13. 
In and below kitchen middens at north end of the Links. 
Figure 1~ no.l3. 
8 .15 0 8 Small piece of 1:Yorn and polished mammal bone, both ends 
rounded.Unknown function. 
8.15.9 
L~S,W1~,T5mmo 
HR 1035. 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bremner). 
Lacaille 195~,267,fig.ll7 no.lO 
From in and below kitchen midden at the northern end of the 
Lirucso 
Figure 1~ no o10 0 
Small borne 
llma!Iks on 
broken,the 
L'?l3,lDB'iiimo 
cylinder,highly 1:Yorked with traces 
one side . Both ends worked, one to 
other blurnt. Oval /Circular in section. 
of 
a 
seven cut 
point,but 
IL 557 FS20 
Domations 1939,335 no.lO (Al.e~an<Cie:~r Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 2Ba. ( SAS 461), 4}S. 
Fou:nd at occupation level of south hollo'(;J. 
34:5 
8.15.10 Piece of ivoey? tus!~:,curt one end V:Yith four slash marks 
visf:O:.e art eac~ enCl. Srcall pez:fo:~ratiolill througl! one side near 
edqe,possibly for suspe~sio:n. 
L3'31, Dl"?!E.m. 
IL 6% 
Donations 1948,322 mo.s (Purchase anon). 
Rosie Collection. 
81.15 .l.l Tapered piece of bone/antler 't"Yith t't"Yo sntall perforations Cl.ll1d 
broken across the larger one.Slightly warped amd 
t.mdecora.ted. 
LS e, t1'13 , 'll'2m.;•n. 
lF'igure 418 E 
8 .15 .12 Smoothed long bone, chrunfexed slightly at the hollo't"Yed end. 
L96,W20,perforation D15mnm. 
s .15 .13 Piece of W'orkea· whalebone, "tJedlgiform.Edges carefully 
rounded. 
L65,t125,TB-191mm. 
Plate 340. 
8 .15 .141 Large 
squared 
sides . 
piece of W'orked 
section.Slight 
't"Yhalebone,roughly 
indentation on one 
. LdU, L"'J'2UI-~U, '.l.'::l ::>I'I".iJ, ~no.entat.ll..on D.l31'iL"'ll. 
rectangular 
of the 
8.15.15 Cylindrical piece of "tJorked whalebone, hollowed at 
end. ShalloW' groove on one 
dlamaged.Highly smoothed. 
LlOO,~l3,holloW' Dl~. 
long face,opposing 
1::J'ith 
short 
each 
face 
8 .15 .15 E!ollow~ad and polished bone cylinder with copper alloy 
suspension ring around centre.Flattened at one end,broken at 
other, possibly the end of a smoking pipe, modern. 
L410,W9,perfoxation D3-9~~. 
Not Located. 
Other Collections. 
8 .15 .17 Fragment of decorated bone. 
Not avaliable for examination. 
Saxon,Thurso. 
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Discussion. 
The suitability of bone and antler as a medium for working a 
variety of objects can be clearly seen from this varied catalogue.The 
extensive range \:Jithirn a specific artefact type is particulazly seen 
in the cosibs anCl pins in the assse'!t'.blage and may reflect the fact 
that bone, as it 'W'ears in use,becomes smooth.The sandy midden deposits 
from which most of this assemblage has been recovered, has resulted in 
the fine preservation of most of these objects. 
Pins. 
There is a very large collection of pins from Freswick, forty in 
all of varying forms. MacGregor has recently noted that bone pins are 
likely to have been used in loose fitting clothing, and thus suggests 
a demise in the production and for use of bone pins when tighter 
fitting clothing appeared c 1200 (MacGregor 1980,180-l.).Sorne pins may 
have been used in the hair in addition to clothing, but recent work 
generally of the nail-headed variety, in the making of clay moulds for 
metal pins (Curle 1.982, 9-lk ill 57). This inter-relationship had already 
been noted by Curle (A.O) from his work at the Mote of Mark (Curle 
1914,1~8 fig.15 no.l). 
There is a large variety of pin types in the Freswick assemblage 
'l,;j'hich can be subdivided roughly by form. For subdivision,the form of 
the head is most significant, however, the actual form the shank and 
any decoration in that area must also be taken into consideration. A 
group of nine pins have simple incisions or cross-hatching midway down 
the shank, for example, a . 1. 2 or 8 .1. 11 in some cases combined with a 
slight swelling. These are simple devices to prevent the slipping of 
th~E? pin ~he:n it is position.. In his discussion of the type ~:U::h 
irncisedl deco:rr&tion Olo'l:m the sh&n.k ana "t?ith 'hips'. stevenson st&tes 
that they ... 'a:rre lai:rrly co~o:n at F:rres"t?ick Liruts. Caithness, but 
~hetne:rr they belong to the Viking settleme~t o:rr to an ea:rrlie:rr 
(Stevenson 1955,285). The fea:tUl:rre of 
deco:rrated sharnks is disctllssed by Stevenson tli th furthe:rr :cefeJCetn.ce to 
examples from. Lago:rre. anc5l Buston Crrunnog ( op cit , 285) and the 
similarities can be seen on his published figure A ( op cit, 28~) 
although there are closer parallels in the F:rres"t?ick assembl&ge to that 
~xample illust:rr&ted from Bust on ( fig. A no. 4), possibly B .1.12 :foz-
example. In the large range of pins published from the Brach of 
Bu:rrrian, only a fe"t? could be desc:rri.bed as having swollen sha.nl:ts and 
only four or five have t:rraces of hatching across the shank, and they 
a:rre generally ~ithout s~elling (MacGregor 197~,72-3, fig.5 and 6). The 
type is also illustrated by Ritchie from Buckquoy ( 1977,193 fig.~ 
no. i.i&). 
The pins B .1.1 "t?i th a decorated shank and S't7ollen hips, a .1 .1.1 
~ith deco:rratedl shank and s't70llen hips and a. L 22 V;;Yith a thistle head 
have been dated by Stevenson to not later than the 7th century (op 
~· 286) although there are many problems involved in the study of 
pins and the consequent datirng of them. The study of the pin head 
ty~s can be used to divide up the assemblage into groups of like-
twas. 'lt'he majority in the Freswick assemblage can be described as 
ball-headed pins. Tw-o are decoz-a.ted, nine undecorated and t'l:Yo have 
collars. A number of ball-headed pins have baen recorded from the 
:SJroch oi BuxJCian, they have sligh'i:ly ~ollen shanks and have been 
disting~ished by MacGregor as pre-Viking (1.97~.70) and in this point, 
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it is perhaps enco~ragi~g that two ~ere fo~nd in the broch eEcavations 
at Fres~ick ( ~os. e . .!. .1 ar..d s .1. 2 ) . A siL•nple undecorated ex:QU:"lple has 
been recorded fro~ Buckquoy (Ritchie 1977,193 fig.~ no.10) in a Middle 
Kozse context. The collazed eJraJr.ple e .1.:.. 'l:Jith a slightly S'(:mllen 
sha~t is paralleled at Birsay in ex~ples illustrated by Curle 
( 1992,941 ill 57) and possibly also at Buckquoy although the parallel 
is not so close (Ritchie 1977, fig.~ no. 21) There is ho~-Jever, a 
proplem concerning the chronological position of the pins 1:1ith ball 
heads and ~o s1:1elling on the shank.Ball headed pins have been recorded 
1:1Hh the Cuerdale hoard (Kendrick 1941,163}. Although they are longer 
1:1ith slim shanks and little or no trace of swelling on the shanks they 
serve to indicate that head form alone cannot provide chronological 
information. 
The thistle headed pins in this assemblage are of a differe~t form 
to those thus termed from Jarlshof (Hamilton 1956 pl.XXllc, second 
cross-nO':i:cning arouna a rough.Ly g ... obular 
head (see Stevenson 1955,28~ fig.A no. 25 (FL 8.1.22)) and have been 
given a pre-Viking date by stevenson. The pin 8.1.12 with a flattened 
head seems to be a possible cheaper imitation of ~.8.2 in copper alloy 
(op cit 284, fig. A no.22) and no precise parallels have been noted 
from Birsay despite the very large range from that site (Curle 1982, 
20 ill7). 
There are nine flat headed or headless examples in the assemblage 
~ich appear to be complete. These include the nail-headed type 
(particularly 8 .1. 42) as illustrated from Burr ian (MacGregor 1974,72 
fig. 5 no .10) and similarly from Buckquoy (Ritchie 1977, 193 fig. 4 
no. 9 ) fZ"om a Middle NoJCse context. 
The:>:® ax~ t\:ro JCO':llgnly c:rutcn-h~aOJe;QI e~waples in '\:he asseiiiiblage 
13 .1. 23 &Ind s, 1. 2~ a~nC! i'l: is possible that these atze bollle copies of 
F3J:Stal e~aJ.::I'Iples, although theJre aze no tzatces of :irnpJressions at the 
siOles lfoz the insGJCtion of & z-ir.~g as ill':l th.~ egO!Dple flr<O!'Th Jaeach"W:ie\j' 
lBiJrsay ( BV~O lXO S'F r:no. 41!'J'S) . No fllll:z:thez- paz-&llels have as yet JOO!em 
located. 
The tripartite form of pin head is interesting an~ the crude 
attex::;pt at decorat:io~n Joy sili::.ple cutting is also closely paralleled art 
Birsa.y ( BY78 DP SF no. :3.3 ) and illustzatted fzom Lagore Czannog 
(B:encken 1951, 192 fig. 10.111 i10.l362).The caureftnlly executed emum.ple 
remains only ats a head but is also pazalleled at Lagore ( op cit 193, 
fig. 1.05 no. 532) although it is unfo:rtu:nat~ly from an unstzatified 
context. The example from the Rosie collection ( 8 .1. 35) indicates the 
same fonn with a S1.;7ollen shank and! could i.rrnc:llicate a pre-Viking type. 
Pig fibula pins are veey co:mmon oin mxany sites chiefly because of 
JCa~<~ l.CieOJ...L snap<e ol!:: '(;l:ite :!tCJ.(;J pig .i:>o~ne io:rc (;JOJCttJJ..ng. sorne exampJ.es ihatve 
small perfozations in the b1road head I possibly fo:~: the attachment of 
threatc:ll to holc:ll the pin ili'l platce, rathez as suggested fox zinged pins 
in metal.The type of pii1 has been discussed by Hencken in zelation. to 
Latgoze, noting 131 e~amples from the site (Bencken 1951,194) and other 
examples have been noted from Buzzian (~cGzegoz 1974, fig.a 94-100). 
Othez e~amples lack a pezfozation 1 for exallffiple 8 .1. 27. 
Theze is t~erefore a lazge vaziety of pin fo!Cli'!ls in the lF'reswick 
assemblage but w'heze e~amples catn be closely pazalleled they seem to 
be generally of the pre-Viking period. It is not possible to closely 
date so~e types such as ball heatded oz pig fibula examples because of 
thi!:i falct thatt they axe sim.ple and not indicative of a particular 
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~xiod. It ~oula seem thexefore tha~ there is an ~portant pre-Viking 
gpcoup of pins at Pres~ick, possibly representing either Pictish or 
early Viking activities. It is conceiv&ble that there is an overlap in 
pi~ types bet1.-1'aern pre-Vilti~ng and Viking at the site, as sUJggesteOl by 
Ritchie at Bucitquoy (Ritchie 1977, Hl2) but theze is as yet no proof of 
this suggestion at this site. 
Needles. 
The 111eedles in the asserololage have been distinguished fzom the 
pins by the presence of a pezforation and the fact they aze usually 
lacking in decoration because of their functional natuze. The only 
variant in this is the perforated pig fibula pin ~hich ~ill be 
discussed belo~. In a needle theze is a general need for the head to 
be :rcesonably streamlined to enable it to pass through the cloth and it 
is not practical to have a broad head unless something as open-~orked 
as a fishing net is being repaired.A sezies of seven needles have been 
O!:t$t:tngu:tsneo. J.n \:he Fze~J..c.lt assea®lage, o:i: ~ilich three seem to be 
definitely of the type 't1ith a broader head, such as 8. 2. 2, although 
not as bzoad as the fibula head pins. A further thzee have pointed 
heads and are streamlined in ~ppearance, such as 8.2.4. 
The type ~i th the broader head has been distinguished at a number 
of other sites and , fo:rc example, a fine group ~ith thread wrapped 
around a small bundle of needles has been illustrated from Hedeby 
(Sch~a:rcz-Mackensen 1976,70 abb 38). A s~ilar example from Southampton 
in a context dated 1250-1350 has been described by Harvey as a 
'bodkin' (1975,272 fig.247 no.l929).A needle with a bzoad but roughly 
cizculaz head fzom Jarlshof has been noted as a 'basket 
needle'(Hamilton 1956,147 fig.69 no.l). 
Th~ ty~ of n~s~le ~ith a x:o~gnly poi~t~a hsaa has be~rn identifiea 
at rather more sites and fro~ a n~r of ~zioas.Examples in a Viking 
conte:lct has lO<eelill rt:Gcorcd~\lll frco:rrr< JB:e6leby ( SchtlcFJZ~-WiC!.ckensen .:!.. 971& • .1;}3 Cllbb 
!6 nos.s-1~) ana also fzoB Oslo, G~glabye~ ~~cawatio~s (~iberg 
1~17,211 t&b V iC!.lill~ fig, 31,212), Gz&h&Q-Cmmp~ll has notea the 
zecoveey of a ~oooen e;Jrau:zlple fzom l8!06ieby { 19€10, 22 no. SIS) a!.lso. f'lC01iil 
Bizsay CUrle has noted a n~ex: of this typ® (1982,21 illS nos, 138-
143) ana fx:om an unstx:atifiea context Hencken has notea a vezy similaz 
one from Lagox:e Czannog ( :R..951, 193 fig, 105 no. 60-fl). Fx:om Flcmengate 
Nann has x:ecorded an exauilil.ple fx:om a lOth c!Sntuey context and notes 
that the type could also be found in Roman cont!Elrts (Mann 1982, fig.2~ 
no.21~).This colillfirms th~ fact that this typ~ of aztefact can be found 
on a m.unbex: of sites tli th a large period range. 
Rolllg?JhOUJJt. 
The ~ost important fact about the single roughout, 8.3.1, from the 
si·~e is ·c~1&<c iiC :u.n<t!J.Ca:ces a cerca~n o.egzee oil: JC.amA:i.:b!ctux:e on "\:'he si:i:e. 
Xt is very simple. rather similar to an ex&mpl~ fx:om Beachvie~ Birsay 
( BV/7 9 ~0 SJF' no. 212 ) &nd lEl&y only x:epresent the uhi ttling of an 
inO!ividual ra:ther than &ny co~cx:cial asFct of the site. 
POill'lltS . 
.lh large numbex of silrlllple bone points uith the knuckle joint still 
'li'isible are recozded in the &sseiiiiblage, th~y are 'l?eey crudely uorked 
and not diagnostic of any particular pe:rciod. A series of similar 
pieces have been noted fzom the Ixon Age fort at Clickhim~n, Shetland 
(Hamilton 1968,88 fig.3S nos.2-6) and also from the b:rcoch at the site 
(op cit 118, fig.~9 no.3). Similarly crude e~ples ha'ii'e been xecorded 
from the Round lBrouse at J'azlshof (Hamilton 19515, SJL fig. 28). E:xmmples 
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fro::~ contexts uhic'h a:rna li."tely to lbe latele iin date include :Sirsay 
(Culele 1982,57 ill35). The precise functioin of these pieces is 
so.-c:ewhat obscunce Q but they could have se:rcved for picking out shell 
fish to eat ole for bait. Similar Cleude pieces have been discussed by 
for use in the end of poles to assist irn ice skating { :rr..acGleegor 
ca. 
1982J, 96-7). sucn a suggestion ~ould seec to be out of place in the 
Freswick assemblage and perhaps the suggestion of an association with 
shell fish or even fishing may perhaps be possible. 
Pin Beaters. 
A variety of forms of pin beatexs have been identified, those with 
a point at each end, or only at one end with the opposite part being 
chisel shaped, for example 8. 5. 3. They are thought to have been used 
in the process of ueaving , in addition to ueaving swords {MacGregor 
1980,101-2) in conjunction with the uarp weighted loom (Hoffman 
196~,279). They alee most commonly made of bone although wooden 
examples have been noted ( Grah~-Campbell 1980,2.1 nos. 78 and 79) 
fro:m Bir1ta and Eec5leby. Jlil..aliiy of the exell:lples recorded have been uorn 
smooth by use, and for this reason bone ~ould appear to be 
particularly appropriate since it wears smooth. 
Many sites ~hich have been excavated have produced evidence of 
this class of artefact, for e1ta.mple from Northampton a variety have 
been published and discussed recently (Oakley 1979,312 fig.138 nos. 
52-6). Other sites ~i:rhich have produced examples are Birsay (Curle 
1982,57 ill 35 no.1B1)and Lloyds Bank, York (MacGregor 1982~101 fig.54 
no. 510). From Flaxengate Lincoln, four examples have been recorded in 
contexts of the .lOth-11th centuries, although it is noted that they 
&r~ coJNlllmon on .&Jnglo-Saxon si-tes of all da:tes (Mann 1982,25) and she 
disting~shes bet~een the earlier ~ouble pointed exarnples and the later 
si11tgle pointed l'Ullglo-S~on sx&Tihples. 
spincnes. 
Tiilere a:~re t~o inte:~resting rods of bone in the asssembla.~e 'l;l'hich 
8 . 6 • 1 avnd e . 6 • 2 . They atrs 
patrticularly of significmtce becalJl.llse they at:~re us1Ulatlly ii!l&de of '::7000 
zatther than bone, and recently MacGrego:~r has noted that bone 
e::~tClm.ples ar12 not found ( 1 sao, 95 ) ; it is ho'l;l'eve:~r I rathez difficult to 
see these rods as pezforming any other function.More elaborate 
vezsions have been recorded :from Ioal.gore Cral.lnnog by JPlencken ( 1951,162) 
ana similar , rathe:~r plainer ones hav12 been zeceR'Iltly illu.stzated lby 
Diklev :from the Faroes (1977,9). These are some~hart longer, being up 
to 330mm and blunt at one end ~ith at hook attachment. '.l't:lo "WOoden 
examples have been noted by Gzaham-campbell :from Hedeby and Ribs 
(Graham-campbell 1980, nos .67 and 68, illus .205) and the Hedeby exaJWUple 
is certCJ.inly clearly tapering at both ends ~ith a slight cent:~ral 
~llifiig. 
l::l'horls. 
The bone ~ho:~rls in this assemblage fall into t'tfo categorcies I the 
:feliiilurc head type ~hich is reprcesentec:ll by thirty eight sxe1mples and 
tTnose made of 'l;Yhalebone, of ~hich only t'l;Yo have been rcecorded in the 
assewlage. 
Of the femur head 'l;Yhorcls noted :frcom Curle's exacavations, six have 
co~ fzom lEhllilding XV, three from Building X,. :four from Building III 
ana t~o f:~rom Buildi~g VI. It is ~ot possible to be suze if this is a 
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significant dis~ribution b2cause this only accounts for fifteen o~t of 
the total of thi:rty eight and ~he rerr..ainde:r are largely 
unstratified,There is a problem i~ the precise identification of 
inilliviCI~al noted fro:::1 Curle's 
insufficient 6leta.ils '!;!ere JCecorded. I~ h&s been attempted to identify 
positively as many as possible of tlhese and '!;!here tlhis has not bee:n 
possible the entey has bsen marked 1:;1ith (?), The actual individual 
pieces are of only limited significance and the location of the find 
is considered to be more important. 
This is a very common class of artefact, recorded from a variety 
of sites of varying pe:riods. It is very easily made but the efficiency 
must have been im.pai.red om some exSil!!l\ples because of the eccentric 
perforations.Examples from a 12th-13th century context have been 
recorded from Stamford, Lines. (M&harny et al 1982,52 no.6) and 
Plberdeen (MacGregor in Murcray ed. 1982, 182 no.22). 
~heelhouse context at Dun Cueir, Barra for example (Young 1956,317, 
' nos, l.l. and 1.3), and from a post-'l;!heelhouse context at A Cheardach 
Mhor, Drimore, South Uist {Young ~~d Richardson 1960,155 no.42).From a 
native Pictish context they have been recorded from Burrian,Orkney 
(MacGregor 197~,88 fig.l7), and at Jarlshof in a lOth century context 
(Hamil ton 1956 1 l.'k0-1., 144 I 165) and also from the Brough of Birsay in a 
Norse context (Cu:rle 1982,ill 38 nos. 235-9). 
This is a potentially interesting group of material but it is 
unfortunately limited by the fact that so many of the pieces are 
unstratified and that the gJCou.p as &Whole cannot be particularly dated 
~ith any accurcacy.They are very easy to make and of purely functional 
bo~~s foz the ~e~ur heads. The eliptic&l ~horl is of a ~o~ directly 
pazall~l~d at Clickhi~ in, fzom the Xron Age fort, and is particulaxly 
'\J. 
int~resting because it still has part of the spindl~ in place 
( Ja:C!.liK\ilton 1968, SS no. 23). 
Single Sided Com@Osite Co~s. 
Theze is c;m intexssting and varied collection of ninete®n sin.gl® 
sic5l®C! co!iiiibs in this ass®mblage. 8. 8 .1 is a !iimost distinctivs exampl~ 
~ith copper alloy rivets o~ bent sh~et metal; it is wirtually 
complet®. It has a veey close parallel ~H:h an ~M::&lN!lJ?l~ from Birsay 
(Curle 1~82,7~ ill 49 no 230) from an Upper Wors~ cont~xt. It ~~ems to 
(Blomqvist 1941,153 fig.7) and also at Oslo, Type E5 of a 12th century 
&nd 207). An eM::arnple froa the 
(Gxieg 1933,233 fig 196). 
Another group of combs in th~ ass~lliiblage also see!iiil to support a 
Late Viking dating. ®.8.2 is a particularly interesting example 
b3cause it ~as originally do1lible-si<ded and has been remodelled to a 
singl~ siC!ed on~ 'l:l'ith straight t~rminals. It also has cop~r alloy 
riv~ts and a profiled connecting plate. Originally it ~ould have been 
veey Biliill!ilax to 8. 9.13 'l:l'hich has a single J?:o'I:J of rivetB.,g.s a single 
~i~ec51 ~x~ple, it is veJ?:Y similar to a.a.~ &n<d 9.8.7 although they are 
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somewhat longe~. ~e forn has siuilarities at Lund {Blomqvist 19~1,153 
fig. 7) although these examples a:rre diffe~ent in that they have teeth 
of different coarseness on the sane side of the comb. The type is also 
found at the Erygge~ site in Norway (~:res cooom I. Kell~e:rr Bergen) in a 
late Viking co!rhtext. Xn Oslo the t~ is nearer to type E6 in a JL3tlh 
century contert ( Wiloezg 1977, 2010 fig 16 and 207}. 
e. a. 5 is very similar to a. 8. 2 but it has a simpler undecorated 
connecting plate with copper alloy rivets. This is very similar to an 
exam.ple from Oslo in a 13th century context (Wilberg 1977, 205 fig .llb) 
and also at Ribe (Andersen 1968,28 no.9). 
The type of composite comb 't:l'ith convex endls is both distinctive 
and relatively common. 8.8.6 is complete e~cept for a few missing 
teeth and is of the same type as 8.8.18 ~ith variations in the double-
sided assemblage. This is once more seen also at Oslo, Type E6 (Wiberg 
1977,206 fig. Jl. 7 and 207) in a 13th century context. 
D-shaped profile and copper alloy rivets. There is a slashed form of 
decoration on it but no precise parallels can be located. It is likely 
to be of a 12th-13th century dating by analogy with the other items in 
the assemblage. 
8. 8.17, althouQJh badly damaged, is an interesting piece because 
of the broad connecting plate with horizontal line decoration and two 
ro111s of copper alloy rivets. It has ring &nd dot motif along the 
actual top of the comb and can be paralleled at Oslo for this feature 
(Wiberg 1977, 206 fig. 17) on a comb of different form. Othenrise, the 
co~ represented is probably of the same form as 8.8.2 discussed 
above. 
Ano~h~~ Olisti~c~ive typ~ of single siaea co~s found i~ ~his 
assemblage is the type termed 'hog backe61' ~hich ll'ha.s a. slightly 
cuzwing back . 8. 8 .s is a. lbadlly d6lma.ge01 eE&mple bllt 't'lith cop~:;c alloy 
zivets ~a eun u;rr.deco~a:l:ecil con~ecting plate ~i~h QJ. s?t&llo~-J ro-:-snapa-01 
section.s.a.~ &nd s.S.lO aEe of the same type but S.B.lO has a single 
izon rivet xe~aining. 8.8.12 is of the same fozrn 't'lith iron rivets and 
~Y be f:;corn the same comb. The deco:;cation o~ this piece is p&Zalleled 
at Nortlha.Jmpton (Oakley l. 979, 31.0 no. 36 ) i~ a lSJ.te Saxon contex-t. s. B .14} 
is of the same fo:rn~. as S • 8 . 12 and S • B .19 has decoration of running 
circle and dot motifs , similar to an e~ple f:;com Jarlshof (Hamilton 
1956, 166 fig.77 no.9), The hog backed type of comb has been found on 
many sites; Hedeby (TeW~pel 1970,35 abb 1 and 38, abb2),the Frisiam 
terpen (Roes 196 3. pl. XIX no. 3 ) for e~ple, A :rrecent study of the 
type by ~xosiani, based on the collections f:rrom Bixka in S't'!eden a~d 
Ribs in Denrna:rrk, indicates a 9th-10th centu:;cy date for the t~ 
( 191H, 25 fior. 9\. The tvlru'! lh&s MP.i1 li"P.COl"I'Oi~ fvo1"1'! 'JI];l~ny ~:H~<;!~ i.n. Mnr""h 
Scotland, inclllAding Bixsay (CuJrle 1982,5~ ill316, 22.ill and 225) in a 
X.O-wex Noxs~e conbert Md at Jaz-lshof (Eialllailton 1.956,1.~7 fig.69 no.l.l) 
in a lOth ce!lh~'l.!!XY contem:. This g:rroup tlh<az-efore pzoviCles a dis-tine~ 
gro1lllp fz-Qm those pz-eviously noted in the single sideCl assernbla.ge, 
IJ)o\Jlble siCled Co'iiiUpOsi ~!El Coliiii!bs , 
There axe t-wenty one e~amples of aouble sided combs in this 
assemblage, ~hich gen~exally fall into th:rree main groups.The first type 
represented can be seen in s , ~, l., ~hich is a fine nearly complete 
eXBll!lmple 't'lith straight terminals, It is decorated by ring and dot 
~otifs GJ.li'h~ tlhe teeth a:rr~e thick on one sid~e but thin on the other. The 
t~emmi!lhala are rather uneven, being slightly more curving on one side, 
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The~e are copper alloy ~ivets ana the connec~ing plate is inte~esting 
because it is sligntly ~apering to~azds the ends.B.9.10 ana B.9.13 are 
of very similar form. 8.9.26 is similar also but the connecting plate 
is unaecorartea ano the teeth ar:e of even coarse :ness . 8 . 9. 7, a . 9. 17, 
8.9.18 ana 8.8.1~ are all of the same type.This type can be seen from 
oslo (Wiberg 1977,210, fig.24 a and b) in a 12th century context and 
at Lund (Persson 1976,329 fig. 2994 no. 580) ana slightly later at 
Bergen {Gr:ieg 1933, 237 fig.l99) ,lrnus (Andersen et al 1971,152) and 
Riba {Theil toft 1977, 97 ) in 13th century contexts . 
The second type of double sided comb is a variant on the convex 
single sided ones noted Cllbove. 8. 9. 41 is badly damaged '-'Jith double 
corn.vex terminals, copper alloy rivets and a narro'tY ridged connecting 
plate. 8. 9. 21 is a variation 'tYhich is rather: more interesting ho'tYever. 
8.9.6, 8.9.9 and 8.9.5 are double sided 'tYith the upper: part offset. To 
date only one parallel can be located for this. type of variation, from 
the ex, .cavations at 
._.. 
Schles'tYig in a l&te 13th century context( pers 
comm 1. Ulbricht, schles~ig Museum). The more straight fo:n:Yard double 
convex type is relatively common, having been recorded from Oslo in a 
0 
12th:-13th century contert (Wiberg 1977,210 fig. 23 a-c), Arhus 
(Andersen et al 1971,153), slightly later &t the Bcyggen (Gr:ieg 
1933,239 fig.206) and an example from Jarlshof which exhibits the same 
tapering connecting plate as noted above, in a 13th-14th century 
context (HO!r.lilton 1956,179, fig.206}. 
Ho'-'Jever,there are three pieces in the assemblage 'tYhich ar:e of 
significance because they appear to represent pre-Viking fox:ms. 8. 9. 2. 
fragments of a broad connecting plate is veey similar to the ve:ry 
badly d~ged 8. 9. 8 comb. Tlne combination of iron rivets, the broad 
O!ao.fce , T'il'he 'l:'1f'P® catn b<S! paza.11.e leel Cl.'t Saevatz Ho't7<a, ll3izsay ( Ba't<S!y arn.d 
J;;lOJrl'riS irn ~<S!Clges forth), BiZSS\1'7 (CI;d1Zl0 1SliS2,.lLOSI rn.o.22<l},58 ill.3l1S), 
JBud~:quoy ( Ritclhtie 1'SI77 ,lSIGS no. 55). lEl'l.azzian ( J::;Sl.cGJr~gox: ::LSl7t;}, ~0-<?< i'llO. 
1.52) are veey similaJr iil'll iolntl. All 't7i'th the e~ceptiorn of 13uck~oy 
&ppea.Jr to be iJroliJ.l pr@-Viking conterts. s . Sl. !5. & tooth plate, '1.1oul<C! 
seellil to be fzom thiS! satme 'fc~ oi comb. 
The variety of col:.'l.bs repzesented 't701.Rld seeliiii\ bo replresent a 
concentzation of e~~ples fzom the Late ~ozse psziod,b~t also & s~ll 
9Z01Up of eatzly Viking types and suggested pze-Viking t',l!P®s. 'Ehe Late 
Norse and eaJrly Viking ones h&ve good pazallels in Scandinavia, 
although it must be zecogniseO! that the O!ate bzackets in scandinawia 
must be treated t'rith care in the contert of Fres't7ick. 
Coii'lb case . 
single S.l.O.l,fJCollii\ is 1..mfortunately 
u.nstzatified and sa61ly lacks a matching colliliTo. Most comb cases have a 
matching comb &lrM51 the c&se V:Jou.nld have pzotected the teeth, A pai:rr of 
co~ &na m&tching co~ catse is illustzatea by ~bmam f:rrom Bi:rrka (19<l}O, 
t&f 1153 no. 5) but he also illustzates &n example 't7hich is not a 
liilnattching paiz ( op cit , taf 16 3 no. 3 ) , Afte:rr the conservation of the 
piece ,it appeaJCs to be virtually complete and can be closely 
paralleled f:rcom Sigbma noV:J in the St&tens l!'.listo:rciska Museum, 
Stockholm.. 
ISfandles. 
~ se:rries of hollo't7ed-out bones in the asseiDblage may possibly have 
o:rcigillhally beeli'l kni:l:e handles oz hS~.rrncUes fore otbe:rc snw.a.l.l tools. They 
atze gen~:rcally urrMlleco:rcatec51 '!;;?ith the single e~ceptiorrn of a .11. 2 V:Jhich 
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may conc~ivably ha'\1'~ had Ci!.n (;)ntirely <iliffex~nt function, possibly as 
an incompl~t~ n~~dle cas~. Many examilples of silmpl~ bone handles have 
been recorded fro~ a nulilllbex of sit~s; frorn Flax~ngat~, Lincoln such a 
pi~ce has be~!rl! xecor6lecll from an early Medieval context (Mann 1982, 
fig. 37 no. 319, 320). Oth~r examples have been xecoxd~d fxorn Braumber 
Castle Sussex in a co!.'lltert dated c 1075-1180 (Barton and E!old~n 
1977,58 fig. 18 no.36) and a simpler on~, made fxom a hollowed antler 
tine was noted from a 13th c~ntux:y context at the same site ( op cit, 
58, fig 18 no.37). From the site of Jarlshof, Shetland a partially 
hollowed out shaft fxagrnent could have served the same function 
( lffBlrnil ton 1956, 1.36 no. 2 e ) as couJl.d examtples from Lagox:e cx:annog in 
I:rc~land ( Hencken 1951, 111 fig . .lk4, 1114 and! B). A similar ~xampl~ in 
t"!ood has been r~cord~d by G.:aham-Campbell f.:om Lund ( 1980,18 no. 53). 
t:lhalebon~ Snecks. 
• • "": ,. "' - '"II --~ 'll - ~ "• . " .... ~ 
"''"'"' wl..~~~c;.:;.,....,.,..:;.c .;o>~.O.~IW.L-t..tW 
assemblage, and they have been suggested as catches for doors or 
cupboards. Txaces of iron staining on one ~xample, 8.12.4, could 
indicate the rn~thod of attachm~nt to the door stanchion. Examples have 
been recorded from Jaxlshof (Hamilton 1956,123 and! 186) although the 
example illustrated does not s~~rn to be a very clos~ paxallel (op cit 
122, fig. 57 no.12).A clos~r similarity can be seen with a piece from 
Flaxengate, Lincoln which is decorated, it also has txaces of an iron 
rivet at the mid point and is from a context dat~d to the 10th-11th 
centuries (Mann 1982,19 and fig.l7). 
Gam.ing Pieces. 
&lthough two are includ~d in this category, only one can be 
al'l.:hough it is d~co;carteO! on both sides ~H:h zing <:il.nd dot motif and 
traces ol a centxal pezforation (Oakley ~~79, 318 and fig. ~~~ 
no. 99) .~ moze Clewelopsd exa;nple ha.SJ ooen xecorc9.e6l fzo1m SouthCJmptorn 
(Baxvey ~975,271 no,l~30 and fig. 2~7) in a con'l.:ext datea 1200-25.The 
pzecise games involved ~ith these pieces c~not be no~ di~cezned, 
although ~rhaps soliOOlthing on the lines of draughts liiil&Y be suggested. 
PezfozateiCll Wetapodi&l monas. 
Tt:relve of these have been identified fzom the site, of t-Jhich only 
foux h&ve com~ from the ~xcavationfil.l. 'This is anothe;c colillimon typa of 
te:r~med · 'toggles • and suggestea as 11JlS~ as buttons ~oula be on mo61exn 
part oi a child's gam~ 'tYi th thread passed thxou,gih the jpeJr:fox:atiollls. 
'ffllich of these identifications is coJr:zect, if eith12z, is unkno~n. but 
thexe az12 ceztainly v12ey limi t12d trac12s of ~ear around the 
perfozations, 
0 Examples in scarM:.linavia h&ve been noted from ~hus, eedeby Sl.l'ld 
Lund, and discussed togethex (Andezs12n et al 1971,196-7) dated to the 
12th c12ntuey, but no pxecise function is suggeste6l.From Yo;ck, 
Cliffozd Stzeet,an e:itBLmpli2 is cited (~&te~n ~959,92 fig.l9 no.lS) 
and <EJ.lso fzom J'&zlshof, pxob&bly in a .lOth c12ntuey coJ1lltext ( JB!midltcm 
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1~56, 1~6 nos. Gl-3) and also in a sligh~ly later conte~ at the site 
(op cit l.67,'il2-5); they aze all telrlillned toggles. A number of e1eamples 
have been illustrated fro~ the e1ecavations at Northampton, ~here they 
are su~g~sted as toggles for clothing or bobbins for the use of 
t::~eavir:.g. T:"\ere is a l&ck of \j'ear noted on the items and some sligh'l:: 
trimming by a knife (Oakley 197~,313 fig. 139 nos. 65,67 and 69).Curle 
noted of the examples found at Fres~ick that they were unworn 
( 1939,97-8) but cites as a parallel to the 'dress-fasteners' a bone 
needle case ~hich is clearly a different kind of object, not least as 
it is hollowed throughout and made from a piece of long bone rather 
than a metapodial bone. 
Miscellaneous Bone. 
The single piece , 8.15 .1.1, which is suggested as an instrument 
certainly see!l:!lS to bear a strong resemblance to an item 
dral;:)'fl by MacGregOl!: from z:ili:ingdon and described as a ~rest plank or 
part of the yoke from a lyre. The Abingdon e~ple is dated to the 5th 
century (MacGregor 1980,2~8-9, fig.S~A) and there ~ould have been bone 
pegs in the perforations. This would seem to be the nearest and at the 
moment only located parallel. 
The piece of bone 8.15.2 is interesting because it may be a 
' lucette ' , used in the making of square sectioned cord ( pers comm A. 
Lewis via T. Cot,;;Yie, ~ ) . Similar e~ples have recently been 
published by MacGregor W'hich have signs of wear and have been 
suggested as thread twisters ( 198;t'; 95 fig. 50 and 96) .Any signs of 
"tJea:rr on the Fres"l:fick example are very few, and it is possible that 
this piece may not have been used for this pu:rrpose. 
'll'he:rre are a nuw..ber of bones in the assemblage ~hich seem to have 
pireces oz in the case of the la.JrgeJr one a pot lid foJr e;:&&liilple. 8 .15 .10 
m6l:f be a piece of 'i'ciUlSk t:Yhich has been shaped, corncei1ra.bly foJC aiTll 
au::Julet. 
illustzated fJCom YoJCk and descJCibed as 'fids' .They &JCe usually 
grooved and soline are pexfozated and they a:rce suggested as being used 
in the p:ieoCeSJs of Z'Op®-splicing (Wa:teJClru\an 1.~5~,~3 a~nd pLiCa). 
OveraXl Consi~ermtions 
This ~s · a vecy inteZ"esting group of bone and antleZ' artef&cts 
trhich inoicate, tihexe it is possible to pzowide any dating on a 
ICe liable basis, a Jrange of ~xiods. Many of the categories can oo 
paxalleled in scandin&via, although dating cannot be directJI.y 
JCelatea. Those c&tegoJries of w.a.teJrial <t1hich aJre of g1reatest assistance 
in the 6lating of the sii'ce a:rce the pins amd the combs. The pins 
generally indicate a pxe-Viking concentzation, although some forms are 
~ery simple and could be equally at home in a NoJtse conte~.Eo~ever, 
the combs a:rce pezhaps of more distinct:i'We fo~ ~hich can be 
paxalleled in scandinavia more zeadily. 
The combs are usu&lly t:e:rz:med bone combs, although genezally they 
&re made of antlez. Ixon rivets &xe the· most common &t the eaxlier 
period but replaced by copper &lloy in • some late combs of 
Sc&ndinavian type' (~CGZ'ego:rc 1~80,20~-5). 'As ~uch as any othe:rc 
single category of Cl.rtef&ct, composite combs of distinci'cive form may 
be JCegatzded &s the ch.azacteristic type-fossil of scandinavian 
settlements in the Bxitish Isles • ( op cit, 2215) and this situation 
seems to be the case at Fxes<t1ick. The rnechalllisms of manufacture have 
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been ca~efully ex~ned ~ecently, and the p~oblew~ of itinerant 
tlo~ke~s or pernanent c~aftsffien considered in connection ~ith the 
p~esence of the s~~e t~ of combs throughout the Viking ~or1a 
( Amb~osiani 1981, 157-8}. T'.he lack of co!Mb-~.aking debris so far 
recovere6l f~ol.'3 the site, seezr..s to indicate that combs ~e~e actually 
being brought to the site as finished w::ticles and at the present it 
is not possible to suggest itine~ant craftsmen at ~ork in Caithness. 
The va~iety of sections represented in this comb assemblage 
( fig. 45) is interesting. Gene~ally the D-shapad p~ofile increases irn 
diameter from the 9th-10th century on~ards, to the flattened ridged 
form of the 12th-13th centuries. Coppe~ alloy rivets in t~o closely 
set lines have been noted at TronOlheim as early 13th centuey (Long 
1975,27) and it is hoped that the sauTile situation can be seen at 
Fres~ick. The double- sided examples a~e of less variable forms than 
the single- sidled assemblage and Ma.cG~ego~ has noted that different 
teeth sizes a~e Comliilon in the Roman period and then increase in the 
Scandinavian periods, p~esurnably culminating in the examples tlith t~o 
sizes on one side. The~efore, there ~ould seem to be a broad period 
rep~esented by the combs in the assemblage, 'l;J'ith the later examples 
indicating the characteristics of the types common in Scandinavia in 
the Viking and Late Norse periods. The combs, along ~i th the steatite 
elements of this assemblage, certainly seem to indicate continuous 
Scandinavian influence up to the 13th century at the site, although 
not necessarily the presence of Scandinavian settlers. 
Chapter 12 
Pottery and Burnt Clay 
9 .1 Handles. 
NMAS. 
31C5 
9 .1.1 Circular sections~ roa handle in redjbro~n fabric,slight 
ziaging on upper surface.Traces of green-yello~ glaze. 
XoS 5 , tJ'2 G , T2 3!!'.?.:'1 • 
xr.. 6:::.3 m 1~. 
Oor.ations 1939,335 no.J.O (Ale~ander Sinclair). 
Curle 1..939,103. 
Pou11nCl cleaning to floor level in Bl.llilCling IV. 
Figure ~9 A 
9.2 Rims. 
other ~useumCollections. 
9.2.1 Grey f&bric,pink interior and exterior faces.Slightly club 
formed and traces of yello~ glaze. 
LJf!O, W29, T5mmu mma.x. 
Thurso Wuseum. 
Donation lBrenmer. 
Freswick ~id Ridge 1931. 
Rosie Collection. 
fabric, splashed over 
angled on interior 
9 . 2 • 2 Cll.llb rim, grey 
glaze.steeply 
c9cm. 
L45,W31,T5mmmax. 
Figure 49 B 
9. 3 Wall Shezds. 
rim with pale green 
face.vessel diameter 
9. 3.1 ~all sherd, coarse 't:Y&re with profuse grits, light coloured 
~H:h traces of green glaze. 
9.3.2 
L&?l5,'W35,T511Km1l. 
mtl.6}75 
~nations 1980,535 no. 2(Kirby 1979) 
Red(bro~ fabric of highly fired pottery,wheelturned with 
traces of green-yellow glaze. 
LGO, WSl,TSill!m'l. 
XL 610 not num:bered. 
Donatiorns JL939,335 no.l.O (Ale:arander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,103. 
?Found at bottom of heap of clay in Bath, Building I. 
other Museum Collections. 
9. 3. 3 Sherd of finely tempered dark fabric with pink exterior and 
interior faces. Traces of yello~-green glaze on exterior 
face. 
L45,W44k,T~mm. 
Thurso Museum. 
Donations Bremner. 
~.].~ ~ ~ry~.~z~~~ o~ ~1~ ®~~~rrn ~1~~ am~ po~siblG ~li~~~ 
tdl~c;oz.n~iom ~o~ lillY SJ.ll.~hilltl£). 
&2~. 1::72l,'l'~. 
"iPiJ'illlllJ:CSlO WlJSJQ11JIE!, 
!D;oin$l'ti«:llrrn ~E~ll:. 
bbi.Cl ru\.161'0~ ]. ~3lJl.. 
moSli~ Coll<Ectiorrn. 
~.l.S ~0 S~~ll:i618 ~~8~ ~i~~ ~E0~llt glaz~ on ~ll:~~ i~EiC ~i~~ 
=G ~i~<$> Sli]pl. 
15 )lk3®, I:'J-01' D ~CD. 
G )L311Cl,1::7315, '!""b'Dii21. 
~. 3l, 1 ~ ~"'?<E, IC'Orrn]oimill'll~~t~ ru11c cl~.rucly ~::J'ihl~~litl\.!lll:li\\®cll. 
1Ql.)M}l,l:13l4'1,"R'SUiiCJ. 
~)Io22,1:1Jl.1,'!"5~. 
'9l • :5I • a Slh<EJrOl o~ ~ ~~~ic, zitdl~£JOO ~wtexioz CJ.mlOI i!SlaJtl:! TOlzotm glCJ£~. 
lLA/2 1 \::1!SIOJ p 'Jr'~. 
l()'dne:rc Coll<a>ctiollts. 
Sl. 3. '9l SlfnezOl of ~i@.ll:td\ fil!OO zoo f~xic ~:Jith it:rc&c~s of g:rceerrn-yell0/(;7 
<gJl~e. 
Ko2s,m~.~. 
I;;lx'Sl • !Dlanmrrne'lt, Jro'ihlll'tl iOl' Gl!o$litSJ. 
IDoit Loc~too 
Sl • 3!. 210 !Pi~ of ®~~ yeU.~ .rp;o'ltt<211r17. 
~10 Ol~ll'llSli@RUl 
L:Jot rna.mJ~:sm:Q:6\. 
CUz1e li\\oke~tt ~ 2®~ ~ Sfiio.S 41$.1 ». 3lCOJ 
Wollllm.Ol irrn ~IT1litX~.liM~~ ito oo'ltli'n fxasl ith<!t north, illll tbe fill.ifill9. 
].IOJ.Jl.~6l.l~s. 
~. 
10.1.1 S'ltz~ ~l<$> ~iith ~~x<a>ct~~~ sectiollll,t~::Jo xaised xiOJ~es 
ill'll x~fbz~ f~zic.~<a>p fill'llg~lr ~:rcessio1ms om eithex side 
o~ it'ihl~ jllllrnctiOIT1l ~::Jiit'ihl it'ihl~ 1:3<3!.11. W~SS®l Oli~t<a>:rc Cl.Ocm. 
!Blal.J/1110lle JU52, 'CJ3l5, 'R"2~. 
W~ssel L'9l0,~4'l®,T5~. 
li:L (51]. JFR .3 31, 
IO:nllll&tiol11ls 1 '9l3J'SI, 3ll5 IT1lO .10 ( ~l<a>~IT1l0le:rc Sirnclai:rr}. 
OU!:rcle 1 Sl3l'SI, 11031. 
!ii'lr03\l lS\uildirn<gJ X. 
Wi~X<21 ti1'Si C 
IDoit Loc&t~ 
10 , 1 • 2 ~wet of rcctll ~le. 
t;Jo tdliiJIMiCOJIT1lSJ. 
G.'Jot llll~ZsO\ 
C"@ll:l® IT1lO'U:~~Lt BS 2®& ( S/M 4l<$.l »,11' 
3S7 
Found at top of midden to north east of north extension at 
east of Building IV. 
10.2 Bases. 
NMAS. 
10.2.1 ~all/base sherd of hard 
and traces of bu:rning on 
dia."!leter, cl5cm. 
fired 
the 
red fabric.Internal grooving 
lower part of the sherd. Basal 
L156,W160,T~-8rr~. 
IL 609.? not numbered. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
?Curle 1939,~03. 
Pound cleaning south passage at south side of Bath. 
10.2.2 Sagging base of brown cream fabric,comprising 
sherds. Wheel thrown. Part of attached 
complete,indicating a shallow bowl. External 
internal burnt deposit. vessel diameter c 14cm. 
Ll40,WS,.,,... 
4 conjoining 
wall seems 
burning and 
10.2.3 
IL 612 FR 7 and 8. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
?Curle 1939,103. 
From midden below entrance to Building IV. 
Base sherd of creamy fabric, burnt exterior and 
small part of wall remaining. Not sagging and seems 
a straight sided vessel. vessel diameter c29cm. 
L64,W43,T51.l1Ill. 
Not accessioned. 
Donations 1980, 540 no. 4 (Close-Brooks). 
Other Museum Collections. 
interior, 
to be of 
10.2. 4 Wall and base sherd 
pottery.Slight traces 
vessel. 
of white grit tempered hard 
of exterior burning. Straight 
fired 
sided 
L37,W35,T6rr!ll. 
Thurso Museu!!\. 
Other Collections. 
lO. 2. 5 Approximately half circular base of a cooking pot or jug in 
pale cream fabric.Slightly sagging. Slight traces of 
vegetable marking on lower side.Wall and base of similar 
thickness.Base di~eter c lOcm. 
L87,W57,av.T4mm. 
Martin,Keiss. 
Plate 40A, B. 
10.3 Rims. 
NMAS. 
10.3.1 Light coloured sherd,slightly everted rim. 
L34,W25,6mm. 
HD 507. 
Donations 1935,247 no.l (Bremner) 
10. 3. 2 Slightly everted rim of buff fabric. 
L31,W20,T3mrn. 
E!D 508 
Donations 1935,247 ~o.l(Breffiner) 
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10.3. 3 2 conjoining rio. sherds of 't.l'heelmade cooking vessel. Gritted 
't.l'it1h pin!tish surface. Vessel diameter c 15cm. 
L2 5 I t"J60 I T6:::un. 
ErR 147.1?1 
Donations 1980,535 no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
10.3. 4 Sherd of light red fabric, everted rim decorated by t't.l'o bands 
of 5 horizontally incised lines on external face, and 3-4 on 
the everted rim.Vessel diameter cl4cm. 
L52,W65,T av 6mm. 
!L 6l.4 FS 68. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939, 103,86,pl.LI no.2 
From north of Building IV, below • sheep fold • . 
Figure 49D 
10. 3 . 5 Flattened and everted rim sherd of square section of cream 
coloured fabric.Paxallel lines along its outside face and 
below rim. Slight traces of burning. Vessel diameter c 18cm. 
LBO, 1fJ34, T5mm. 
Not Accessioned. 
Donations 1980,540 no.4 (Close-Brooks). 
Figure 49E 
xos:t.e colJ.eci::ioi'11. 
10. 3. 6 Sherd of grey fabric, harcll fired and wheel.__...turned. Deliberate 
thickening of the fabric in a slightly club form rim. vessel 
diameter c9-10cm. 
L39,W38,T5mm max. 
Figure <k9F 
Other Collections. 
10.3.7 Club shaped rim of cream fabric,light coloured and finely 
gritted.Undecorated.Vessel diameter c 24cm. 
L38,W44,T3.8-13.5mm. 
Gourlay,Highland Archaeologist. 
Recent ~Jork. 
10. 3. 8 Simple rim sherd of finely gritted pottery. Slightly rounded 
rim, vessel diameter unknown. 
L22,W24,T6mrn. 
FLSO UC. 
10.3.9 Simple rounded rim sherd, finely gritted. vessel diameter 
unkno't'tll . 
L23,W2l,T4nnrn. 
FL81 UM. 
Not Located. 
10. 3 .10 Club rim fragment. 
No dimensions 
F'SS5 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461) ,67. 
From ':!all head 'Building IV. 
10.3.11 Sherd of thin red ware with traces of simple rim. 
Ll!o dio2nsions 
Not numbered 
Cux:le notebook ms 28a ( SA.S 461), 67. 
Surface find from red ash heap? 
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10.3.12 Club formed rim sherd, cream coloured fabric ':Jith' pinched 
up pie-crust' rim.Vessel diameter c 29cm. 
No dimensions. 
Not accessioned NMAS. 
Laing 1973,fig.12,19A., 208 and 210. 
10.4 Wall Sherds. 
NMAS. 
10.4 .1 small sherd of smooth faces, grey finely tempered wheel turned 
pottery. 
L3 8 I t'J25 I T6mm. 
HR 805. 
Donations 1925 11541 no.3(Edwards). 
From Midden. 
10. 4. 2 3 sherds red/brown pottery 1 2) formerly slightly glazed. 
-4 2 )L41 1 W40, TSmm • 
.:J )L!:>:G, W:J"f 1 '.i.'IOi:ll:lTI. 
4)L361W191T4mm. 
IL 615. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,103. 
From floor level, north east corner Building VI, just above 
midden. 
10.4.5 Sherd of finely tempered wheel turned pottery,brown 
fabric.Slightly ridged external 
t1i th traces of burning. 
surface ,smooth interior 
L47 1W42,T3mm. 
IL 616. ?not numbered. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461) 129. 
From primary level Building I. 
Rosie Collection. 
10.4. 6 2 conjoining sherds of wheel turned cream fabric. 
a)L451'W32,T4mm. 
b)L67 1W47,T6mm.max. 
10. 4. 7 Large wall sherd as above, of straight sided vessel. 
L40,W64,T5!r.m. 
Recent ~"Jork.. 
10.4.8 Sherd of pink.-cr~am finely t~mp~red pottery, internally ridged. 
L39,W27,T3mm. 
FLBO UC. 
].0. 4. 9 t':)'all sherd of CJCearn coloured fabric. fJCom straight sided vessel. 
L52,tJ4.!fr,T5r::::t. 
FLSO UC. 
10.4.10 t-Jall sherd of finely g:ritted w'h~~lturned cream fabric. 
X..24,W20,T31lill1l. 
FL80 UQ. 
10.4.11 Wall sherd of finely gritted w-heeltu:rned fabric. 
L26,WlO,TSmm. 
FL79 UJ. 
Not Located 
10.4.12 A number of sherds of brown pottery lacking gli3l.Ze. 
No dim~nsions • 
Not number~d 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461 ), 28 
From Building I 
10. 4. 1.3 2 sheJrds, no description but probably glazed. 
-14 No dimensions. 
GA 905-06. 
Donations 1909,16 (Tress Barry, 1908). 
Wr~sw-ick Sands Broch. 
11.1 Complete V~ss~ls. 
Nl'l.lAS. 
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11 .1 .1 Reconstln!lcted spherical vess~l , ert~nsively soot 
Flat based and damaged ~verted rim,slightly 
vessel. Vessel diameter 13cm at rim, 16cm maximum. 
Ll29,BaseDlOO,T4-Smm. 
encrusted. 
shouldered 
IL 617 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle 1939,104, plate LI, no.4. 
Pound in sand in front of Building V 
Plate 41A. 
11 .. 1. 2 Reconstructed cup like vessel, flat bottomed with simple 
zim. Vessel diameter c 7. 7cm. 
R4'11,W77,T5mm. 
IL 618. FS Bl./82 
Donations 1939,335 no.l.O (Alexandez Sinclaiir). 
Cuzle 1939,104, plate LI, no.3. 
Found near above vessel, from sand in front of Building v. 
Plate 4llB 
Not Located 
11.1.3 Complete vesselp highly fragmented, distinguished by 
fish-rich contents. 
No d:ll.mensions 
Edwards 1921D 202 
Found nemr Earth House. 
11.2Hanales. 
NMAS. 
11.2 .1 
-2 
2 handle fragments,one irregular 
handle and wall junction. 
1 )L4\41 't'\13 8 I T7r:..m. 
2 )::.:..40, W26 I T20:m.'T.. 
r-r:> 4'tS9. 
Donations l935,24:61no.1 (Bremner) 
From Flint Workers Site. 
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ridged( 1) and ( 2 ) base of 
ll. 2. 3 2 abraded sherds of carinated handles 1 triple ridged 1 dark 
-.1ft fabric with pink wash. 
Less than L37, W23, T7mm. 
HD 505 
Donations 1935 1247 1no.l (Bremner). 
Prom Flint Workers Site, 
11.2.5 Strap handle with three ridges 
grass tempered fabric. 
L55,W50,Tl7mm. 
IL 711 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
slightly damaged, dark 
1J.. 2. 6 3 sherds of handles, carinated as others above .All damaged. 
-8 6}L45,W391T7mm. 
7)L30,W30,'ll'10mm. 
B)L341W30,T10J:!I.m. 
IL 711. 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
11.2. 9 Sherd of pottery ,possible base of handle. 
L40,W38,T5rnm. 
IL '711 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
11.2.10 strap handle fragment with three ridges,slightly damaged. 
L55,WSO,T9wm. 
IL 711 
Accessioned 1950, no reference 
Plate 42A 
Rosie Collection. 
11.2.11 Irregularly shaped lump of pottery,possibly the junction 
bet'!:.feen wall and handle. 
L34,W25,T2.1kmm max. 
Other Museum Collections. 
11.2.12 2 triple ridged strap handle fragments 12 )with vessel wall 
-13 traces. 
12)L28,W20,TBmm. 
l3)L39,W291T15mm. 
Thurso Museum. 
Donated Bremner. 
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F'res'::'ick Mid Ridge 1931 
ll.2.1~ Fragment of strap handle undecorated ,round sectioned and 
curving. 
L30,WJ..6,Tl2~. 
'I'hu:rrso Museum. 
Dona~eQ 9Yemner. 
Freswick Mid Ridge 1932. 
Recent ~·Jork. 
ll. 2. 15 Lump of pottery, possilbly the base of a handle. 
L24, t120, Tllwm. 
FL81 UQ 
11. 3 Ba.ses. 
NMAS. 
11. 3.1 
-3 
d?l sherds 
fabric. 
of wall/base 
Less than L43, W40, T4-5mm. 
junction, sagging 
RD 499 and 3 unregistered. 
Donations 1935,246 no.1 (Bremner) 
From Flint t1orkers Site. 
base 
11. 3 • 4 Ba1se sherd of very coarse grass tempered pottery. 
L410,W.II?O,T9-10mm. 
HR 1501 ( dup) 
Donations 1980,535, no.~ (Murray). 
and in dark 
11. 3. 5 3 wall/base sherds, two clearly pinched at the junction 
-7 :i:onm.ng a sma .... l. .Leage. ve:sse.L o.1.ame~er c .L~cm. 
5)L55,Wl7,T4mm. 
6 )L45, 't'J26, T6mr.t. 
7}L45,W'47,T7en. 
IL 711.. 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
Other Museum Collections. 
11. 3 • B · Large, roughly circular base sherd with slight traces of wall 
at one point . 
L72,W70,T1lmm. 
Thurso Museum. 
11. 3. 9 Coarse wall and base sherd of flat bottomed vessel. 
L54,W~6,T12mm. 
Thurso Museum. 
Donated Bremner. 
From Freswick Mid Ridge 1931. 
11.3.10 3 wall and base sherds,10}finely made with flat base of 
-12 similar thickness to the walls .All indicating slight flaring 
at the base. 
10)L84,W56,T7mm, 
ll)L27,W40,Tl0mm. 
12)L28,t"f2.!},':'~':mr.. 
Thurso Museum. 
Donated 3rem~er. 
Freswick Mid Ridge.l93l. 
Recent t1orx. 
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11. 3. 13 4 f:z:ag:::ents of very coarse pottery, probably most of the base 
-15 of a sing:e vessel. Dark grey fabric with buff external 
faces. 
l3)L47,W5l,Tl0~~. 
l4)L35,W39,T13mm. 
~5)L25,W25,T10:m. 
l6)L36,W30,Tl0~. 
FL81 UD,SF no.380. 
11. 3. 17 Wall /base sherd of fine tempered pottery. Black/dark grey 
exterior marked and slightly burnt internally. Straight sided 
vessel,approximate basal diameter 15 c~,slightly sagging. 
Base L43,W37,T4mm. 
Wall L37,W42,T7mm. 
FLBl UlE 
11.3.18 t':Jall/base sherd,slightlyworn,with flared foot. 
Base D10, T4, :!:..25, W22 ml'>l. 
wall L30, we, T3mr:l.. 
FLSO UK 
Not Located 
11.3.19 Portion of vessel base, covered with black slip.? grass-
ternpereOl.Convex . 
..... _ , ..... ":_, .. ~-· . ·- -· 
... , ........ .... ~ .. ..:;;~ .. r.:;,-\J,4i..ri::l 
Not numbered. 
Curle notebook ms 2Ba ( SAS 461), 27 
From Building I. 
11.3. 20 2 pieces of base of 'black vessel'. 
-21 No dimensions. 
Childe no.S 
Childe notebook,l2. 
Found in upper layer at broken down top of wall KP. 
11.3. 22 Part of vessel base. 
No dimensions. 
Childe no. 7. 
Childe notebook,l2. 
Found\ in passage c 42cm from D. 
11.4 Rims. (Figure 50) 
NMAS. 
11.4.1 2 con]o1n1ng sherds,including 
tempered pottery. 
L6l,W'l!7,T6mm. 
HD 497. 
Donations 1935,247,no.1 (Bremner). 
rim of Type 1B fine grass-
3'74 
11. 4. 2 ~ :dm sheras Type 2C. 2 badly burnt externally.Vessel 
-5 c5licm:.etelt c HiCYit. 
12.4.6 
-7 
Less tha:n L53, W4!-0, T5-6mm.. 
HD 506 ( 3 unregistelted). 
Donations 1935,2~7,:no.l (Bre~ner). 
iF"rocn Fli:nt Workers Site. 
2 Type 3A rim s1heltds. Vessel Oliae.eters \mclear. 
15 )L3£}, 1:125, TI51E!t. 
7 )L31, W'20, T3m.'TI. 
6 )HD 507 1 )HD soe. 
Donations 1935,2~7,no 1 (Bremner). 
Prom Flint Workers Site. 
11. 4. s Type lB rim shera. vessel diameter, c .l4cmn 
L70, t"J'4!-5, T7mm. 
HR 805. 
Donations 1925,154,no.3 (Ed~azds). 
From middens. 
11. 4. 9 Type lA rim sherd, burnt deposit on external face. Vesse 1 
diameter,cl.4cm. 
L~6 , t13 4, T7mm. 
HRSOS(dup.) 
Donations 1925,154,no.3 (Edwards). 
From midden. 
11.4.10 Type 3A :rim sherd.Vessel diameter,clScm. 
L42,W27,T4\mm. 
1m 805 (duo) 
Donations 19251154,:no.3 (Ed~ards). 
From midden. 
lJ.. 4.11 5 Type lB x:im sherds. Vessel dliaur.eters c 16-2Ccr:a. 
-15 Less than L75,'t"J75,T7mm. 
HR 809. 
Donations 1925,1541no.3 (EdNards). 
From midden. 
11.4.1610 ,conjoining wall and rim sherds,Type 
discolouration towards rim. Vessel dic..meter I c 31 em. 
L125,W140,T8-10wm. 
HR 829. 
Donations 192 8 1 8 2, no. 4 ( Bremner). 
Found near Earth House. 
11.4.17 Type 3A rim sherd.Vessel diameter c 24cm. 
L821 W46 I T9mm. 
HR 1346. 
Donations 1976,334 no.22 (Kirby). 
3C. Dark 
11.4.18 As above.Bu:rnt deposit on external face.vessel diameter c 
18-22C"m 
L50 I 'i;J57 I T9C:.."';l. 
ElR 23'?17. 
Donations 1976,334 no.22 (Kirby). 
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11.~.19 Type 1B rim sherd in coarse grass tempered pottery.Burnt 
exzerior.Vessel diameter unclear. 
L4.<>, W3 5, TB~->r.. 
HR 13.!}8. 
Donations 1976,334 no.22 (Kirby). 
11. 4. 20 3 rim sherds Type lA of coarse pottery. Extensive burning on 
-22 20. Too s~.all for vessel diameter. 
20}1:..35,W30,T61llm. 
21 )L39, W24,T8m..'1l. 
22)L32,W201T8mm. 
20 )HR 1349. 21 )HR. 1.350. 22 )HR 1351. 
Donations 1976,334 no.22 (Kirby). 
11.4.23 Type lB rim sherd.Too small for vessel diameter. 
L3BIW45,T8mrn. 
HR 1352. 
Donations 1976,334 no 22 (Kirby). 
11.4.24 3 rim sherds Type 2A, conjoining.Vessel diameter c15cm. 
-26 24)L45,W85,T8~. 
25}L50,W45,T8:mm. 
26)L45,W35,T8nun. 
HR 1466. 
Donations 1980,535 no.2 (Kirby 1979) . 
.~. ...... <0. ~ 1 tciru s·r.erCi ·.1.-ype l.C, very coarse. 
L56,W62,T7mm. 
HR 1467. 
Donations 1980,535,no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
11.4.28 Rim sherd Type 1C, very coarse. 
L56, W76, T7mm. 
HR 1468. 
Donations 1980,535,no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
11.4.29 Rim sherd Type 1A. 
L40, W73 1T7mm. 
HR 1469. 
Donations 1980,535,no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
11. 4. 30 Rim sherd Type 2C. 
L2B 1W40,T9mm. 
HR 1470. 
Donations 1980,535,no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
11.4. 31 Rim sherd Type 2A. 
L22 1W34 1T7m:m. 
HR 1471. 
Donations 1980 1535,no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
11.4.32 lR:iiD. sherd Type lA. 
L'IIO,W20,'!'Gl1miit. 
HR 1472. 
Donations ~9S0,535,no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
lJL. .111. 33 ltin sh.erdl Type lB. 
L25,W33,TGi!ml. 
H.R .1'..489 
Donations 1.980 I 535, no. 4 ( MuzJCay). 
11.. 'II. 34 lti..':l sheJCd Type 1B. 
L251'W'30,T7mm. 
ErR 1.490 
Donations 1980 1535, no. 4 ( MuJCray) 
11.. 4. 35 Rim sherd Type lC. 
L25,W35,T6mm. 
HR 1491 
Donations 1.980, 535, no. 4 (Murray) 
11. 'II. 36 Abraded rim sherd Type lC. 
L40,W40,T5mm. 
ErR 1492 
Donations l.980, 535, no. 4 (Murray) 
11.4. 37 Rim sherd Type 2A. 
Ll2,W33,TSmm.. 
HR 1493 
Donations 1980,535,no.4 (Muzray) 
11.4.38 Rim sherd Type 2A. 
L20,'W'50,T81Mm. 
HR 1494 
Donations l.S80,535,no.4 (Murray) 
11.. 'II. 39 l!tim sherd Type lC. 
L30,W45,T7mm. 
HR 1495. 
Donations 1980,535, no. 4 (Murray) 
11.4.40 Rim shercd Type lA. 
L35,W2S,T8mm. 
HR. 1496. 
Donations 1980,535, no. 4 (Murray). 
11. 4. 41 ltim she rd. Type 1C. 
L35,W30,T6mm. 
HR 1497. 
Donations 1980,535,no.4 (Murray) 
11.4.42 Rim sherd Type 2C. 
L351W30,T6mm. 
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ErR l.l/,98. 
Donations 1980,535,no . .t~, (Murray) 
11.4.43 2 rim sherds possibly from the same vessel Type 1A. 
-44 .1}3 ) L50, t"J40, TSmm. 
4'A) L30, t"JSO, T7mrc. 
:?.rR l-099 
Do:J.a~ions 1990, 535, no."!? (Murray) 
1.1. 4. 45 Rim sherd Type 3A. 
L1.3 I W35' T4::!1m. 
EIR ~500 
Donations 1980,535,no.4 (Murray) 
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11.. 4. 46 2 conjoining Type lA rim sherds with external burning. Vessel 
diameter,c26cm. 
L110,W46,T7mm. 
IL 619. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
11.4. 47 6 conjoining Type lA rim sherds, possibly part of a large 
bo1:1l.Burnt deposit below rim.Vessel diameter,c 26 em. 
L220,W87 max.,T5-8mm. 
IL 620. ?FR 34 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461), 29. 
From corner below platform of Building I. 
11.. 4. 48 Type .lA rim sherd. Vessel diameter, too small to be clear. 
L49,W40,T8mm. 
rr.. 621 .Not nurnbered 
Donations 1939,335 no.l.O (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook, ms2Ba ( SAS 461 ), 9. 
One of group from return wall of Building IV, north side. 
11.4.49 Type lA rim sherd with external burning. Vessel diameter 
c20cm. 
L90,W60,T6mm. 
IL 622 .Not numbered. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook, ms28a (SAS 461),15. 
Found clearing sand to west of wall projection north of 
Building IV, possibly on top of the fireplace. 
11.4.50 2 conjoining Type lA rim sherds, possibly 
vessel. Extensive external burning by the rim 
internal burnt deposit. Vessel diameter, c 18 em. 
Ll20,W95,T6-10mm. 
JL 623. 
Donations 1939,335 no.l.O (Alexander Sinclair). 
of a shallow 
and traces of 
11.4. 51 Type lA rim sherd with external burning. vessel 
6liameter,c20cm. 
L75, ~160, '!'12~. 
!L 62~.no~ nuribe:~red. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Ale~aR'1!dercsincJl.aiJr), 
Cu:~rle notebook,ms 28a { SAS ~61), 56. 
F:~rorn no:~rth siC!e of Naust . 
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11. tit. 52 12 conjoining ~;JaJ!.l 
rcemaining.E~ensive 
i:~r:~regulax,clScm. 
Ll65,~30,T5-SEm. 
anO: Eiml 
e~rternal 
sherds.l60mm of Typs l.B :~rim 
bu:~rning.Vessel diameter,very 
Jl:L 625. ?FS 53 
Donations 1939,335 no.l.O (Ale:M:ander Sinclair). 
Cu:~rle no-tebook ms 28a { SAS 46JI..). 63. 
Parts of a single vessel found c:~rushed a"t north eas-t corner 
of IBuildingVI. 
11. ~.53 3 conjoining Type lA rim sherds 1:1ith erte:~rior burning. Vessel 
Oliameter c 2-§Cm. 
L73,Wl20,T~mm. 
IL 626 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO {Ale:xrander Sinclair). 
11. 4. 54 Rim sherd Type 2C. Straight 1:1alled owri th slight external 
burning and :~round perforation 30 Mrn beloW" rim. Vessel 
diameter, c 20cm. 
L70,W47,T6mm. 
IL 627. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 {Alexander Sinclair) . 
11.4.55 ~ conjoining 
Llbe\ W67, T6-7mm. 
n, 628 
sherds,Type 2C 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO ( Ale:xrander Sinclair). 
. Slight exte:~rnal 
11.~.56 Rim sherd Type 2C,burnt exte:~rnally and burnt deposit on 
interior face.vessel diameter,c22cm. 
L57,W60,T5mm. 
IL 629. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
11.4. 57 2 :~rim sherds Type l.B. 57 )perforation 20 mm beloW" rim. Both 
-58 have burnt deposits on the exterior face.vessel diameters, 
c15cm. 
56 )L58, t137, TSmm. 
57)L42,W33,T7mm. 
56 )IL 630 57 )IL 631. 
Donations 1939,335 no.l.O (AlelCCll.nder Sinclai:~r). 
11.4.59 4 rim. sherds,Type 2C.Vessel diameters,c14cm and c20cm. 
-62 Less than L50, W~7 ,T5l!i'lm. 
58 )IL 632 ?FR27 59 )IL633 ?FR27 60 )IL 634 ?FR27 61 )IL 637 
FS76 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Cu:r:.e r:.otebook, ::::JS28a, ( S.AS <061), 27 and 72" 
PR27,fxom Building I ;FS7S ~cu~d at ~ow level in midden 
Ieefus?. 3"<.!ilding VI::: 
11.4. 63 Rim sherd 
dian:.eter,c20co 
L62, WSO, T4w.m. 
Type 
r:. 635. ?FR27 (cup) 
2C, w-ith exterior 
Donations 1939,335 ::10.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461) ,27. 
Fro!!l Bui:'.d:Lng I . 
burning" 
11.4.64 2 Type 3A rim sherc:ils.Vessel diar.leters,c18 and c20cm. 
-65 6 4- }L60 I W5 3 I T7r:'lll. 
6·5)!..80 I 't165' Tti'IE'!',.m. 
6.4-)IL 638 6·5)Ilo 6-H. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook, ms28a ( SAS 461), 56. 
IL 638 found by North t'fall of Naust. 
11.4.66 2 conjoining rim sherds Type 3C.Vessel diameter,22-24cm 
L105,W84,T6nun. 
IL 639. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
11.4. 67 Type 3C rim sherd. vessel diameter, c 22-24cm 
L48,W30,T6mm. 
IL 639.(dup no) 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Vessel 
11.4.68 2 Type 3B rim sherds with exterior burning.Vessel 
-69 diameters, c16cm 
68)L48,W49,T6mm. 
69}L65,W72,T5mm. 
68 )rL 640 69 )IL 645. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
ll. 4. 70 2 Type 3A rim sherds 70 )has perforation 9mm below the rim 
-71 and is of 2 conjoining sherds. Vesse 1 diameters , cl2cm. 
70 )L50, t142, T5mm. 
7l)L54,W20,T5mrn. 
IL 642 (both). 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
11.4.72 crude Type 3A rim sherd,probably grass tempered. 
L68,W40,T8mm. 
IL 643.Not numbered. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461) ,56. 
From above wall of earlier building to east of Bath. 
11. 4. 7 3 2 non-conjoining 
-74 deposits. 73 )vessel 
unknown. 
Type 3A rim sherds.External burnt 
diameter c lOcm 74) vessel diameter 
13 )L60, rJ60, TSmm. 
74)L55,WSO,T7mrn. 
73 )IL 644 FR<\?0 74)XL 636. 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclaix). 
Curle notebook ms28a ( SAS 461), 33 
Floor level Building Jili 
11.4.75 2 conjoining 
d~ged,errternal 
irregular. 
L95,W65,T7rnm. 
IL 646. 
rim /W"all 
bu.zning. 
sherds, Type 3A, 
Vessel diameter, cl4cm 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
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slightly 
but very 
11.4.76 Type 3A rim sherd with extensive external burning.Vessel 
diameter,c24cm. 
L73, W581T7rnm. 
IL 647.?not numbered. 
Donations 19391335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
Curle notebook ms 2Ba ( SAS Jl.61), 56. 
Found following the north wall of Building V. 
11.4.77 7 conjoining rim sherds of Type 3C .Extensive burning.Vessel 
diameter,c24cm. 
L640,W450,:Max T 7mm. 
IL 667 ? Childe.no.23 
Donations 1943,196 no.l7 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Childe 1943,15. 
?Fro::n corner of :®uilding LMNO, damaged by collapse. 
-79 78)L25,W20,T5rnm. 
79)L251W23,T5mm. 
IL 668 a and b Childe no. ?6 or 10. 
Donations 1943,196 no.l7 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Childe notebook,l2. 
Either from south west corner of O:MNP or from floor deposit 
bet"1;:feen cIs and OP wall. 
11. 4. 80 2 rim sherds, not obviously conjoining 1 Type3C 81) burnt 
-81 deposit on exterior.Diameter c 22cm. 
80)L641W551T6mm. 
IU )LS01 W58,T6mm. 
IL 669 a and! b. Childe no. ?6 or 10. 
Donations 1943,196 no.17 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Childe notebookll2. 
Either from south west corner of OMNP or from floor deposit 
bet'-'feen c 1 s and OP '-'fall. 
11. 4. 82 Small Type l.B rim sherd. Vessel diameter unknown. 
L30,WSO,T6mm. 
IL 670. Childe no. ?16. 
Donations 1943,196 no.17 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Childe notebook, 12. 
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Pro::n batse of north wall at east end. 
1.1.4.83 4-rim sherdsl2 Type 3A, 2 Type 3C. Vessel diar:teters 1 c20-
-86 22cm. 
l.l.4.87 
-94 
11.4. 95 
-102 
Less than LSO I Ti'J45, T7mm. 
IL 711 
Accessioned 1950, no reference. 
10 Type l.B ri::n shercls~including 2 conJo~n~ng pairs with 
traces of external burning.Vessel diameters~c22crn. 
L56,W50,T6.5rr:.t. 
rr. 711. 
Accessioned 1950 1no reference. 
8 rim sherds of Type 1C 17 with exterior burnt deposit 11 
with burnt interior deposit.Vessel diameter1C24cm. 
Less than L70,W70,T5-6ll'..m. 
IL 711. 
Accessioned 1950 1 no reference. 
11. 4. 103 Type lA rim sherd. Vesse 1 diameter, unknown. 
L47,W42,T6mm. 
NMAS not accessioned. 
11. 4.104 Type lA rim sherd ~Vessel diameter, unknown. 
L63,W5 1T7mm. 
NMAS not accessioned. 
Donations Wainwright c 1968 1 no reference. 
11.4.105 Type 1B rim sherd,burnt exterior. vessel diameter c 14cm. 
Not accessioned. 
Donations 19801540 no.4 (Close-Brooks). 
Other Museum Collections. 
11. 4 .106 4 Type 3A rirn sherds. 
-109 106)L32,W28,T6m~. 
107)L30,W28,T6mm. 
108}L30,W24,T7mm. 
109}L28,W26,T7mm. 
Thu.rso Museum. 
Donation, Bremner. 
Freswick Mid Ridge 1931. 
11. 4.110 Type lA rim sherd. 
L31.,W30,T6mm. 
Thurso Museum. 
Donation, Bremner. 
11.4.111 Type 3A rim sherd, exterior burning. 
L55,W30,T8mm. 
Thurso Museum. 
Donation, Bremner. 
11. ~ .112 ~ 3A :>:i..'ll shezd. 
L4B , t"Y6 0, TS!!iim. 
Thurso wuseum. 
Donation, Bremner. 
11. 4. 113 ~ 3A rim shezd. 
L<09, W30, T4Y!3!'l. 
Thurso Museum. 
Donation, Bzeocner. 
11. <0 .lloli'l 3 Type lB JZ:im s'hercds. 
-.116 114)L~5,W30,T7m.."R.Vessel diameteJZ: c 30cm. 
115)L35,W36,T9mm.Vessel Diameter c 23cm. 
116)L64,W39,T8mm.Vessel Diameter c 2Bcm. 
Inverness Museum. 
1.1. 4.117 
-118 
Not accessioned. 
2 Type 3C rim sherds 117 ) Slightly flattened and 
llS)simple incurcving. 
117)L21,W16,T5mm Vessel diameter c 13cm. 
118)L35,W21,T7mm.Vessel diameterc c 13cm. 
978.254 0 and u 
Inverness Museum. 
11.4.119 2 Type 2B rim s'herds. 
-~20 119 )L54, W15, T5mm Vessel diareeter c 33cm. 
120)L23,W30,T8mm.Vessel diameter c 20cm. 
Inverness Museum. 
Not accessioned . 
. :,.!., '::. J..~.L .1:. '.iyps ll..: rcir.1 snezOls. 
-122 121 )L36, tn~,T7mm. vessel diameter c 19cm. 
122}L42,W46,T8mrn.Vessel diameter c 25cm. 
Inverness Museum. 
Not accessioned. 
382 
everted 
11.4.123 Rim shex:d of straight sided vessel. Type 2B. Vessel diameter 
c 26cm. 
L57, wss, T9mm. 
1975.352 
Ashmolean Museum. 
11.4.124 Abraded rim sherd,Type 1C.Vessel diameter c 18cm. 
L53,W45,T5mm. 
1975.352 
Ashmolean Museum. 
1.1. 4.125 2 Type 3A rim sherds 125) has ex:etnsive burnt deposit on 
-126 exterior face immediately below the rim. 
125)L54,W32,T9mmVessel diameter c 26cm. 
126)L51,W39,T8mm Vessel diameter c 2~. 
1975.352 
Ashmolean Museum. 
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11.4.127 4 conjoining Type 3A rim sherds,slightly uneven.vessel 
diar.:teter c l.lfrcm. 
Ll48,W43,T7mm overall. 
1975.352 
As~~olean Museum. 
Rosie Collection. 
:1.4.128 2 conjoin~ng rim 
pe~forations,one 30~m 
and wall sherds.Type 
below rim,other at the 
1C.2 
break 
round 
85rr.rJ. 
below rim.External burning below rim.Vessel diameter 
c24cr.:J. 
!,~03, N115, T10mm. 
ll. 4.129 Ri.m and wall sherd with burnt exterior. Rim Type 2A. Vessel 
diameter c 18cm. 
L60,W50,T7mm. 
11..4.130 Rim and wall sherd with burnt exterior.Rim Type lB .Vessel 
diameter c 22cm. 
L50,W60,T7mm. 
11.4.131 Rim sherd Type 3B with external burning,relatively 
straight sided vessel. Vessel diameter c 20cm. 
L45,W45,T6mm. 
11.4.132 2 non conjoining Type 1A rim sherds 132 }Vessel diameter c 
-133 10cm. 
132)L45,W23,T3wm. 
133)L33,W32,TSmm. 
Other. Collect.; on!"' 
11.4.134 Type lA rim sherd,slight exterior burning.Too small to 
estimate vessel diameter. 
L26,Wl4,T6E!m. 
Corcoran via Omand,Halkirk. 
11.4.135 Rim sherd,Type3A.Vessel diameter c 16-19cm. 
!.3 9 I t"J2 B I T5rr:un. 
TalbotjGourlay,Glasgow. 
11.4.135 Rim sherd Type 2A with thumb impressions. 
L75, W'/!6, T71'!'.m. 
R.S. Murray,Blackburn. 
Recent Work . 
11.4.137 3 rim sherds.Type 2A.Vessel diameter c 26cm. (137),others 
-139 too small for vessel diameters. 
137)L74,W63,T6mrn. 
138)LZO,Wl3,TBmm. 
139)L20,Wl3,T5mm. 
FL79 UF. 
11.4.140 3 rim sherds,Type lB.Too small for vessel diameters. 
-142 140)L16,W9,T5mm. 
14l)L23,W23,T~mrn. 
142)L28,W25,T6mm. 
PL79 tJE. 
11, 4. 1~3 'rYorn Type lA rim she::cd. Vessel diameter unkno'rJ'n. 
L20,W19,T4'1rnm. 
FL79 U'Q. 
11.4 .14~ 3 Jri!'!l shezds Type lB. 
-1~6 14'14) L5.fk,t"J34,T7l."'iill'ii.Vessel diameter c 19cm. 
145) L25, Wll, T5mrn. Vessel diameter ull'lkno'!:J'n. 
1~6) L16,'!-U9,T6mm.Vessel diameter ull'iltno'tfn. 
FL80 UG. 
lJ. A. 147 Damaged Type 1A rim sherd. Vessel diameter unkno"W"n. 
L22; t-:120, T7rnm. 
FLBO UK. 
11.4.148 Type lC rim sherd ~ith 
decoration.Rim flattened. 
L35,W30,T-4mm. 
PL80 UE 
vertical raised 
384 
band of 
11.4.149 
-151 
3 rim sherds.149)Type 
lC. Vessel diameter c29cm. 
149)L40,W32,T5mm 
150)L59,W25,T8mm 
151)L37,W45,T7~~. 
3A.No vessel diameter.l50)Type 
151 ) Type 3A. No vesse 1 diameter . 
FLBO U1D 
-155 unkno'tfn. 
152}L22,W30,T6mm. 
153)Ll3,W23,T4mm. 
154}L20,Wl6,T5mm. 
155)L25,W28,T4'1~~. 
Ft..eo UQ • 
11.4.156 Rim sherd,damaged,Type 3A. 
L19,W13,T5mm. 
FL81 UQ. 
11.4.157 not used. 
.:.IL.vessel 
11.4.158 
-160 
3 rim sherds 15S )Type 3A lSq )Type lB .l.G.O)Type 2C. 
158)L36,W24,T5mm. Vessel diameter c llcm. 
159)Ll5,Wl4,TSmm. 
160)L38,Wl4,TSmm. 
FLSl UH. 
1.1.4.161 Type lA rim sherd,vessel diameter unkno'tfn. 
L20,W20,T5mm. 
FLBl UK. 
di&nl!leters 
11.4.162 Da."l!aged ri;;n snerd,Type 3A.Vessel die:..'!leter UrL"tcn.own. 
L15,Wll,T7rnm.~ax. 
?L81 US. 
11.4.163 Ri:m. sherd,Type 3A. Vessel diar;:;.eter unknown. 
:':t22, ';r2l, T6'::'.::n. 
F:..a:.. OD. 
ll.l} .. l6~ Rim sherd,Type 3A.Vessel dia.rr.eter u:nlcn.own. 
L27, W23,T4-mm. 
FL80 UQ. 
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11.4.165 2 rim sherd 165)Type 1C, 166)Type 3A.Vessel di~eters 
-166 unknown. 
165)L25,Wl5,T7mm. 
l66)L23,Wl3,T~rem. 
FL81 UD. 
11.4.167 2 conjoining rim sherds, Type 3A. Vessel diameter c 23cm. 
Overall L65,WSO,Tl0mm. 
FLBO UF. 
11.4.168 2 rim sherds,vessel diameter unk.nown.168)Type 3A 169) Type 
-169 lB. 
168)L3l,W20,TB~m. 
169)L17,W13,T9mm. 
FLSO UF 
ll. 4 .1 70 Rim sherd, Type 3A. 
L23,W10,T8rnm.. 
F'LBO UD. 
11.4.171 3 rim she:rcds, slightly flattened. Vesse2. diameters c 19cm. 
-173 171) L54,WW34,T7mm. 
172) L25,W11,T5mm. 
173) L16,Wl9,T6~. 
FLBO UG. 
Not Located. 
1.1. 4 .17'!1 She:rcd of pottery with chipped rim, form unclear. 
No dimensions . 
FR 2 
Curle notebook , rns28a ( SAS 461.), 10 
Found clearing wall of north chamber of Building IV. 
11.~.175 Sherd with indistinct rim form. 
No dimensions . 
FR 26 
Curle notebook,ms 28a ( SAS 461 ),26 
From north box Building I . 
11. 4.176 2 rim sherds of different forms. 
-177 No dimensions. 
Not numbered. 
Curle notebook ms2Ba. ( SAS .§6.1), 62 
lF'ound at base of cross "tYall of Building VI at east side. 
11.5 Wall Sheras. 
1.\TMAS. 
!.1.5.1 
11.5.2 
-6 
11.5.7 
-15 
Large vessel shexd,slightly Cl~aged. 
L62,W93,':':'5mm. 
HR 809. 
Donations 1925,15~,no.3 (EClwards). 
JF'rom ~r..iddens . 
5 ~all sherds. 
Less than L'k7 I 't·J37 I TGl.'iilm. 
HR 1353 
Donations 1976,334 no.22 (Kirby). 
Nine w-all sherds. 
Less than LBOIW60,T8&~. 
EIR 1473 
Donations 1980,535,no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
11. 5 .16 17 t-;ra.ll sherds 1 coarse grass tempering. 
-32 Less than L50,t~40,TBmm. 
11.5.33 
-3~ 
HR 1501. 
Donations 1980 1535 1no.2 (Kirby 1979). 
~o crude conjoining t-;rall sherds. 
L50,W75,T8mm. 
IL 648 FR3. 
Donations 1939,335 no.10 (Alexander Sinclair). 
curc.le notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461) ,10. 
From outside foundations of Building I I on North side. 
11.5. 35 7 ~:~all shercds frcom the same vessel. 
-41 Less than L45 1W60,T7mm. 
IL667 CTnilde no. ?23 
Donations 19~3,196 no.l7 (Alexander Sinclair). 
Childe notebook,l2. 
11. 5. 42 Wall sherd with perforation and possible thong remaining. 
L57,W55 1T4mm.Perforation 5mrn,l2mm from remaining rim. 
IL 71.2 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
11.5. 43 19 wall sherds. 
-61 Less than L921W65,T7mm. 
IL 713. 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
11. 5. 62 13 wall sherds. 
-74 Less than L29,W20,T6mm. 
Not accessioned. 
Donations 1980 1540, no. 4 (Close-Brooks). 
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11.5. 75 1.2 "rJall sherds. 
-86 Less than L65,'\c150,T7mm. 
Not accessioned. 
Donation rJainwright, cl96B, no reference. 
Other Museum Collections. 
:1.5. 87 Large "rJal:: sherCl, heavy and dense, lightly grass terr.pered. 
11.5.88 
-- 90 
Sligh~ exter~al burning. 
L85, '\-1'64, Tl0!2'J.'1\. 
1975.352 
Ashmolean Museum. 
3 wall sherds,88/89) conjoining.90) has 
deposit,others have damaged interior face. 
88)and 89) L55,W60,T7w~. 
'310) L45, 'lr'J60, T6nun. 
1975.352 
Ashmolean Museum. 
11 . 5 . 91 not used. 
11. 5. 92 3 thick and dense wall sherds. 
-94 '312)L42,W45,T10mm. 
1.1.5.95 
-97 
'313 )L65,rJ50,T9!!'.m. 
94)L7l,W64,TT10mm. 
1975.352 
Ashmolean Museum. 
3 wall sherds. 
95 )L45, t136 I T611l.m 0 
01":.\T')fl TaT-,n me.--
- - , -- . , -.--, ~ _, ___ ...... 
97)L38,W34,T4mm. 
Not accessioned. 
Inverness Museum. 
ll. 5 . 98 5 wall sherds, four are dC11!llaged. 
-102 Less than L3l,W29,T5mm. 
Not accessioned. 
Inverness Museum. 
internal burnt 
ll. 5 .103 2 wall sherds, 103 )with external burning. Both marked FS 
-104 76,possibly originally from the NMAS collections. 
l03)L51,W36,T8mm. 
104)L44,W39,T7~~. 
979.6 
Inverness Museum. 
11.5. :!.05 2 coarse wall sherds. 
-106 105)L58,W45,T7mm. 
l06)L62,W53,Tl0mm. 
978.255 a and b. 
Inverness Museum. 
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11.5.107 2 "tJall sherd l:Jith extensive grass marking,slightly damaged 
-108 and 108) nol:J broken irnto three pieces. 
107)L27,W47,Tl0Mm. 
l08)L~2,W50,T8mm. 
1976.178 
Tankerness House Museum,Kirkl:Jall. 
ll.5.109 ~all sherd l:Jith slightly abraded edge 
representing a rim, too small to give vessel diameter. 
L33, tJ39,T.i?/-7mrn. 
1976.178 
Tanlterness House Museum, Kirkwall. 
11.5.110 not used. 
Rosie Collection. 
11. 5 .111 7 l:Jall sherds, grey fabric. 
-116 Less than L35,W30,T7mm. 
11. 5 .117 5 'l'Jall sherds as above. 
-121 Less than L30,W25,T5mm. 
11. 5 .122 3 wall sherds as above. 
-12~ Less than L30,W19,T5mm. 
11.5.125 3 ~!:!all sherds, extensively burnt. 
-127 Less than L29,W24,T8mm. 
11.5.128 Wall sherd,black fabric,burnt exterior. 
L72,WS3,T81mm. 
11.5.129 Wall sherd, grey fabric l:Jith small burnt patch. 
L30,W45,T4Imll 
possibly 
1.1. 5.130 Wall sherd,grey fabric unusually thick,possibly indicating 
a lo'tJ position on the vessel. 
L35,W47,Tl4mm. 
11.5.131 2 wall sherds,pink-grey fabric. 
-132 ·131. )L11, 'Wl3,T6mm. 
132}L9,W10,T6mm. 
11. 5 .133 5 l:Jall sherds, grey fabric. 
-137 Less than L12,W11,T5mm. 
other Collections. 
11. 5 .138 Wall sherd of dark grey fabric. 
L65,W50,T1Dmm. 
R.S. Murray,Blackburn. 
11.5.139 25 ~!:!all sherds. 
-163 Less than L25, W35, T6mm. 
Corcoran via omand,Caithness. 
ll.5.164 15 ~all sherds 14 conJo1ning (a) and a 
-178 conjouung (::O).Probably from a single vessel.B 
traces of internal deposit,2 externally burnt. 
Overall a)LB9,W70 1T6mre.b)L120,W100,T6mm. 
11.5.:.79 
-184 
Corcoran via Orea~d~Cait~ness. 
s ~:.rall s~ez:ds . 
i:.tess thar. L40 1 W36, TBr;o~. 
r~s. Dun~et,~ohn O'Groats 
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further 11 
with slight 
11.5.185 
-192 
El ""a.:l sherds, incluCiir..g 2 ':lith interior burnt deposits. 
Less than L50 1 W35,T7w~. 
TalbotjGourlay,Glasgow. 
11. 5 .193 78 small wall sherds of damaged pottery. 
-274 Less than L20,W20,T3rrom. 
Talbot/Gourlay,Glasgow. 
11. 5. 275 26 wall sherds. 
-300 Less than LSO,W35,T6-8mm. 
TalbotjGourlay,Glasgow. 
Recent ~'Jerk. 
Entries 11.5.301-11.5.1205 are tabulated below because details are 
known of the zonal distribution.The detailed entries can be found in 
Appendix c. 
Zone 1978 1.979 1980 1.98]. Total Mean Size 
A 
J3 
c 3 6 9 Ll21Wl3.5,T3.5mm 
D 4 146 21.6 84 450 L31 I ~J22 I T61Illll!l 
E 1 30 53 14 98 L34,W29 1 T6rm:~ 
F 51 53 6 110 L321W301T7xren 
G 2"!1 18 16 58 L31 , U'J2 2 I TSnrn 
H 1 11 12 L31 1W22 1T5rrnn 
J 8 1 9 L241Wl8 1Ti!lm:m 
K 1 ]. 7 9 L32 1W24 1T5rmn 
L 5 2 7 L39 I ~J261 TBrrum 
r-1 7 7 L40 1W311T5rem 
N 
p 1 1 L24 1 tno I TSmm 
Q 14 74 1117 135 L28 1W211T5rnm 
R 
s 1 1 L30 I ~J27 I T5mm 
Totals 5 277 434 190 906 
Not Located!. 
ll. 5 .1206 A few sherds of grass tempered pottery. 
No dimensions . 
Not nu.'llbered. 
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Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 4l-61 ).13. 
Found immediately behind and to ~est at north of cross 
stones in a hole filled with clean sand. 
n .. s. 1207 A nuJ:I'Iber of sherds of black pottery. 
No dimensions 
Not mmbered. 
Curle notebook rns 28a(SAS 462),2~ 
Found on paving in front of south entrance to Building 
IV,approximately 3.2m fro~ south west corner. 
:n. 5 .1208 Sherd of pottery. 
No dimensions . 
Not nwr..bered. 
Curle notebook ms28a ( SAS .11!61), 15. 
Found in midden ~efuse in foundations of south ~all of 
Building IV, where crossing over an earlier wall. 
11. 5. 1209 Sherd of pottery. 
No dimensions . 
Not numbered. 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 46.1), 17. 
Found in midden ~ith FR 7 and B. 
11. 5 . 1210 Sherds of pottery. 
No dimensions. 
Not numbered. 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461), 410 
From top level of wall top north 
associated with bone tool FR46. 
11. 5 . 1211 5 sherds with • much grass tempering' . 
-1215 No dimensions. 
Childe no. 1. 
Childe notebook,l2. 
Prom corner near east of East Room. 
11. 5.1216 Vessel sherds. 
No dimensions. 
Childe no.B. 
Childe notebook,l2. 
of Building 
Pound under gap in partition channel,bedded in floor. 
11.5. 1217Vessel sherds. 
No dimensions. 
Childe no. 9. 
Childe notebook,l2. 
Prom floor deposit near BM. 
ll..5.1218Vessel sherds. 
No dimensions . 
Childe no.11. 
Childe notebook,12. 
Prom upper floor between c and bp. 
II, 
ll.5.1219Vesse! sherds, 'one brushed with strat-J'. 
~o dimensions. 
Child.e no .19. 
Chi.:.c.e ::~ote:Oook, 12. 
Pro~ to,'? floo.:::- in East Room, east end near Y. 
ll.5.l22C'~~~erous sherds.' 
Xo di.:::::ensj_ons. 
cr.ilde no. 21.. 
Chi:de notebook,l2. 
From floor l in East :room, east end. 
11 .. 5 .1221 Sherd of pottery. 
No dil:'-ensions . 
Childe no. 24. 
Childe notebook,l2. 
From high midden c 2. 75m west of MN. 
11.6 Whorls. 
Rosie Collection. 
11.6.1 Salf whorl of re-worked grass 
curved in sect ion. 
L46,D23,T8mm, perforation D8mm. 
Figure 51 A 
-- ... -----
-4£.o.J.. ...JC!.WIC.i:to 
tempered 
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sherd,slightly 
NMAS. 
12.1.]. Large lump of gritted pottery,probably the base of a large 
vessel.Flat on upper and lower sides. 
12 .1. 2 
12 .1. 3 
L9B,W96,Tl05rnm. 
GA 907. 
Donations 1909, (Tress Barry 1908 )not listed. 
Freswick Sands Brach. 
Very thick flat base of gritted pottery, dark fabric, buff 
on inner side and burnt on under side. 
L95,W82,Tl5mm. 
GA 907 ( dlup) 
Donations 1909 (Tress Barry 1908) not listed 
Preswick Sands broch. 
Base sherd of very coarse pottery, deposit on internal 
face,circular.From flat bottomed vessel,probably a Beaker. 
D84,T15mm. 
HR 1061. 
Donations Childe 1950 no reference. 
Bronze Age level of sand pit, 1941. 
l2.l,q Wall/base sherd of very coarse reddish fabric. 
L46 I ti41, T12m..'11. 
HR 1062. 
Donations Childe :950, no reference. 
Bronze Age level of sand pit, .:'..9'111. 
12 .1. 5 S1:.e:cd. of pif'L<: grit te::npered pottery ,part of thick base. 
:::..sz, ti/23, ':'9. 5mm. 
I'L 7:.::. 
Accessioned 1950 ,no reference. 
Not Located. 
12.1.6 Base sherd of coarse fabric. 
L44,Tl8mm. 
Not numbered. 
Gibson 1982,408 no.2. 
Figure 52,no.2. 
12.2 Rims. 
NMAS. 
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12.2.1 ~o conjoining sherds including simple rim of relatively 
fine gritted pottery. Vessel diameter c 16cm. 
L61,W47,T6!!1r.l. 
H:> 497. 
Donations 1936, 358 no. 3 ( Brel!!ner). 
Gibson 1982, 408 no.l4. 
From flint workers site. 
Figure 52,no.l4. 
12.2.2 Fine gritted rim sherd,very slightly everted. 
12.2.3 
-5 
12.2.6 
J...~"f, W::J 7, ':.:'4lliilm. 
EID 498. 
Donations 1936, 358 no.3 (Bremner). 
Gibson 1982, 408 no.9 
Figure 52, no. 9. 
3 rim sherds of gritted pottery,inward 
small to . assess vessel diaE~eter. 
flattened form.Too 
Less than L25, W23, T1lmm. 
HR 936. 
Donations 1948, 319, no.32 (Bremner). 
Gibson 1982, 408 nos. 28 and 29. 
From Bronze Age strata thrown up by Black Watch trenches 
1948. 
Figure 52, no.28 and 29. 
Fine,slightly everting rim sherd 
pottery, comb decoration below rim in 2 
c 10-11crn. 
L40,W20,T5mm. 
HR 1019. 
Donations 1950,319 no.32 (Bremner). 
Lacaille 1954, figure 118, 268 no.2. 
Gibson 1982, 408 no.3. 
of coarse gritted 
lines. vessel diameter 
From in and below kitcr.en midden at north end of Links. 
Pigure 13 no.2: Figure 52 no.3. 
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12.2.7 3 rim sr.erds in coarsely gritted fabric,simple and inward 
-9 sloping;. 
~ss than Ll9,W20,TlO~~. 
7 )::~ l02l B) ER .:'..022 9 )HR 1023. 
Donations .::. 950, 319 no. 32 (:Bremner). 
~acai~le 195~, figure 118, 268 no.3, 4 and 7. 
Gj_?oson 1982, 408 n.os. 4.5 and 6. 
Fro-::t in and below kitchen midden at north end of Links. 
Figure 13 no. 3,4 and 7: Figure 52, no.4,5 and 6. 
12.2.10 Sirep:e rim sherds, 2 conjoining, with ?mica tempering. 
Decorated! with string impressions. Vessel diameter c lOcm. 
!.40, li'J3 0, T7:mm. 
HR 1025. 
Donations 1950,319 no.32 (Bremner). 
Gibson 1982, 408 no.l3. 
From in and below ]{itchen midden at north end of Links. 
Figure 52 no .13. 
12 . 2. 11 12 rim and wall sherds of coarse gritted pottery with comb 
-22 decorati-on [Beaker ). 
Less than L55, W45, T10mrn. 
HR 1060. 
Childe donations 1950, no reference. 
Gibson 1982,408 no.1 
Fror.~ Bronze Age level of sand pit, 1941. 
Figure 52 no.l 
12.2. 23 3 rim sherd, inward sloping and flattened surface, coarse 
-25 gritted pottery.Vessel dianeters, 24 em. 
Less than L55, W35, T8mrn. 
IL 711. 
Accessioned 1950, no reference. 
12.2. 26 Inward sloping rim 
tempered pottery.Burnt 
diameter clOcm. 
L2l,W32,Tl0I!'.m. 
IL 711 
sherd with 
deposit 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
internal ridge,steatite 
on exterior face.Vessel 
12.2.27 Sherd of pink gritted pottery,inward sloping rim.Vessel 
diameter c 19cm. 
L54,W43,T6mm. 
IL 711 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
12.2.28 Rim sherd,flattened and inward sloping with small internal 
ridge.Very coarse fabric.vessel diameter c17cm 
L35,W4l,TS-9mrn. 
IL 711 
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Accessioned 1950,no xeference. 
Rosie Collection. 
12.2. 29 3 non-con]OJ..m .. ng rim sherds of hard fired pottery with 
-31 possible grit tempering.snarply everted. 
29)L35,W~2,T~mm.Vessel diameter cl~cm. 
30)L35,W17,T5mm.Vessel diameter c9cm. 
3l)L25,W2~,T~mm.Vessel di~eter cl5cm. 
other Collections. 
12.2.32 Slightly everting rim of coarse gritted pottery,grey fabric. 
L80,W75,T5mrn. 
R.S.Murray,Blackburn. 
12. 3 Wall Sherds. 
NMAS. 
12.3.1 
-3 
3 small sherds coarse gritted 
decoration in a zig-zag pattern 
l)L35,W32,T9mm. 
2)L30,W22,T8mm. 
3)L27,W20,T7mm. 
1 )HR 933 2 )HR 934 3 )HR 935 
Donations 1948,319 no.32 (Bremner). 
Gibson 1982,408, 25-7. 
pottery with comb impressed 
From Bronze Age strata thrown up by Black Watch trenches in 
1945. 
Figure 52 no.25-7. 
12.3. ~ ~ very coarse sherds gritted pottery. 
12.3.8 
-15 
HR. 936 
Donations 19~8,319 no.32 (Bremner). 
Gibson 1982,~08, 22. 
From Bronze Age Strata,as above. 
Figure 52, no.22. 
e very coarse sherds gritted pottery, apparently with applied 
bosses. 
Less than L3l,W25,T8mm. 
HR 1018 
Donations 1950,319 no.32 (Bremner). 
Lacaille 1954, figure 118, 268 no.8 and 9. 
From in and below kitchen midden at north end of Links. 
Figure 13, no.8 and 9. 
12.3.16 2 conjoining wall sherd,very coarse with comb decoration. 
L5~,WSO,T6mm. 
HR 1020 
Donations 1950,319 no.32 (Bremner). 
Gibson 1982,408 no.7. 
Lacaille 1954, figure 118, 268 no.5. 
From in and below kitchen midden at north end of Links. 
Figure 13 no. 5: Figure 52 no. 7. 
12.3.17 21 ~a:l sherd coarse gritted pottery,with comb decoration. 
-37 Less than L29,~J26,':'10!:'im. 
riR !024. 
9onations 1950,319 no.32 (Bre~~er). 
~acail~8 195~, figure 218, 258 no.6. 
Gibso~ 1982,~0B,nos. 8,10-12. 
~~gure 13 r.o.6: ~i9u=e 52 no.8, 10-12. 
12.3.38 10 sne=ds of coarse gritted pottery with comb decoration. 
-47 :::.ess ~han L55, ~J45, ':'10l:'.ll'.. 
RR 1060 
Donations Childe 1950, no reference. 
Bronze Age level of sand pit, 1941. 
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12.3. 48 9 wall sherds very coarse reddish fabric, 7 with zig-zag comb 
-56 decoration. 
Less than L30,W25,T9~~. 
HR 1062. 
Donations Childe 1950,no reference. 
Gibson 1982,408, nos.l5-20. 
Bronze Age level of sand pit, 1941. 
Figure 52, no.15-20. 
12.3.57 6 wall sherds of very coarse undecorated gritted pottery. 
-62 Less than L41,W39,T7mm. 
HR 1063. 
Donations Childe 1950,no reference. 
Gibson 1982,408, nos. 21 and 23. 
Bronze Age level of sand pit,1941. 
12.3. 63 Very coarse wall sherd with comb decoration. 
L30, 1J'J32, T9mn. 
HR 1064. 
Donations Childe 1950, no reference. 
Gibson 1982,408, no.24. 
Bronze Age level of sand pit, 1941. 
Figure 52 no. 24. 
12.3.64 Sherd of ?steatite te~pered pottery. 
L58,W70,TB.5mm 
IL 713. 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
12.3.65 Piece of I.ed gritted clay?wall sherd or baked clay piece. 
LSO 'W40 I TBm.'l\. 
IL 713. 
Accessioned 1950,no reference. 
12.3.66 t':Yorn wall sherd 
tempered. 
L34,W26,T5mm. 
Not accessioned. 
of gritted pottery,relatively finely 
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Donations Wainwright c 1968,no reference. 
Rosie Collection 
12.3. 67 Wall sherd of lightly gritted pottery, dark grey. 
L23,W28,T4rrun. 
12.3.68 wa:.l sherCI of thick,coarse pottery.Light to dark brown 
fabric,possibly finely gritted.Outer 
rouletted lines and slightly burnished. 
L50,W49,T10-12mm. 
face decorated with 
12.3.69 Sherd,slightly abraded and steatite 
fabric with pale brown interior face. 
L45,W30,T11mrn. 
tempered.Dark 
12.3. 70 9 small wall sherds of coarse gritted pottery. 
-78 Less than L30,W25,T9mrn. 
12.3. 79 9 more as above. With traces of internal burning. 
-87 Less than L43,W26,T10mrn. 
Recent work. 
grey 
12.3.88 2 conjoining wall sherds of slightly gritted pottery.Dark 
grey exterior face. 
L38,W39,Tl0mrn. 
FL81 UG 
Burnt Clay. 
13.1 Loornweights. 
13.1.1 Four conjoining fragments of baked clay loornweight, broken 
across central perforation and split laterally. 
L53,W70,T12mrn. 
Not yet accessioned. 
Donations 1980,540 no. 4 (Close-Brooks). 
Figure SlB 
13.2 Whorls. 
Rosie Collection. 
13.2 .1 Half whorl of baked clay, roughly uniform thickness. 
D45,T8, perforation D13rnm. 
13.3 Daub. 
NMAS 
13.3.1 Large piece 
direction. 
L90,W60,T60mm. 
IL 650 FS 86a. 
of daub with wattle impressions 
Donations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair) 
?Curle 1939, plate XLVI, no.3. 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 461), 76. 
Building VII. 
in one 
3S7 
:..3. 3. 2 ':'wo pieces of daub 'i."lith impressions of wattles, 2 has small 
-3 branch i~pzessions in opposite direction. 
2)LSO,W85,T60mn:. 
3)L75,W5C,T43mm. 
2 )IL 651 3} IL649 FS 85. 
~onations 1939,335 no.lO (Alexander Sinclair). 
C1..:r::..e notehoo~{:, res 28a ( SAS 451), 76. 
3ui]_din.; VII. 
:?.late 45A. 
13.3.4 L~!Y'.p of daub, very fr~able ~ith impressions of crossing 
~attles. Exterior face very rough. 
L65,WSO,T35mm ~AX. 
Not yet accessioned. 
Rosie Collection. 
13.3.5 Piece of daub with shallow depressions of parallel wattles, 
outer face flat. 
L46, W30, T5-l6rn.'11. 
Plate 45B. 
Discussion. 
Three distinct groups of pottery have been distinguished in the 
above catalogue. The finer wheelturned sherds, including glazed 
sherds, those which are grass tempered and form by far the largest 
element of the asseJr.blage, and those which are heavily gritted and 
considerably coarser in appearance. These types wil: be considered in 
this order, as they are to be found in the catalogue. 
Wheelturned Pottery 
A large variety of glazed sherds are noted in the assemblage. 
Without thin-sectioning or even microscopic ana:ysis it is not 
possible to be sure of the precise make-up of the sherd and thus of 
the closest parallels. Future specialist work is required to assist in 
this problem but here it is intended to point out some of the more 
obvious similarities between these sherds and others from different 
sites. The glazed sherds 9.1.1 and 9.3.2, a handle and a wall sherd, 
are likely on surface inspection to be from the same vessel. It is 
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possible that there are other pieces of the vessel in the assemblage 
~hich appear rather different because of differing reduction 
conditions.The ~all sherd 9.3.9 for example, appears to be very 
similar in type also.No precise parallels are obvious for this fabric. 
However, a grey fabric with a beige slip and green glaze noted from 
the Rosie collection ( 9. 3 . 5 and 9. 3. 6 ) seem to be similar to sherds 
; described by Laing from Coldingham Priory, Berwickshire (Laing 
1972,243) dated to the 13th century.It is possible that the two sherds 
from Thurso Museum , 9. 3. 3 and 9. 3. 4, which are of a dark fabric with 
traces of yellow-green glaze are of this same type. 
Some sherds in the non-glazed section may be of the same fabrics 
as those in the glazed group. Some vessels are splash glazed and 
therefore not all the vessel is covered, so some glazed vessel may 
produce non-glazed sherds. This may be seen in the 'Colstoun' East 
It is not known how many vessels are represented .A maximum of 
thirteen is possible but unlikely, because , as indicated above, at 
least two sherds may be from the sa..ue vessel. The different forms of 
handles are perhaps more of a guideline to the number of vessels in 
the assemblage.The range includes those of rod-form such as 9.1.1 and 
those of a rather flatter, sub-rectangular type. They are both common 
Medieval types. The particularly interesting thing about the sub-
rectangular form is that there are variants in the assemblage of 
grass-tempered pottery.This may indicate an imitation of possible 
imported types in the ware produced at the site itself and may assist 
in the dating of the cruder wares.Rod handles have been recorded from 
Aberdeen (Kenworthy 1982, no. 652,161 ill 92) and seem to be common to 
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many other sites of the period.The strap handles have also been noted 
at Aberdeen (op cit,no.674,163 ill.93) and at Deer Abbey ( Cruden 
1956,78 no.29) and decorated examples have been recorded from Bo~hwell 
Castle (Cruden 1952a.,l63 fig.60). 
In the non-glazed 't'!heelthro'!:m section, a number of sherds are 
described as being cream coloured and generally finely gritted and 
hard fired.They are generally broken into pieces which are larger than 
those of the grass tempered fabric because of the stronger nature of 
the fabric makeup. In the assemblage noted above, we are fortunate to 
have examples in apparently the same fabric, of rims and bases,and 
also walls .A closer look at two sherds in the group ( 10.3. 6 and 
10.2. 5 )indicates that there are in fact different fabric types \;fithin 
this same group although to the untrained eye, they appear to be the 
sarne.I am most grateful for the assistance of M.s. L.M. 
sherd 10.3.7.It may be dated to the late 12th or early 13th centuries 
with a probable production centre in south east Scotland. It seems to 
' be from a square-rimmed cooking vessel of east coast \;fhite gritty 
ware' and she would see this Freswick example as being an outlier from 
the known distribution pattern.Although Colstoun is as yet the only 
known kiln site for such wares there are no doubt other sites which 
will produce evidence of its production, quite probably nearer to 
Freswick than Colstoun in East Lothian. Subsequent analysis by Ms. s. 
Mills indicates that this fabric is not the same as that from 
Colstoun,resembling rather the fabric numbered 13 from Aberdeen 
(Kenworthy 1982,119). However, the rim fo.rm,described as club-form is 
very similar to types from Colstoun (Brooks 1980,no.l29, fig.7,276 and 
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177 fig.lO, 379).SimilaJr fOibrics have been noted fror:~ Kirkwall with 
slightly different r.ims (McGavin 1982,407) and a close parallel is 
il ~ ustrat.ed by Bc::miltoro fr.orn ,Jarlshof in c_ ::..at:e l:i!orsejMeaieva::. conte~ 
(1956,1S2-3). If in.C.eed these fabrics are very sinilar, it would see:n 
likely \:hat there ought to be a centre of production rather nearer 
than Co!stoun.The problem of the derivations and centres of 
production of 'east coast white gritty fabrics is one which is 
currently under reconsideration and future 1:1ork should resolve many of 
the problems now restricting the study this material. 
The base sherd (10.2.5) from a local collection indicates that it 
is fro!!~ a straight sided jar and appears to be very similar in form to 
examples published recently from Aberdeen (Murray 1982,169 
ill.97,no.769) and from the Colstoun kiln site (Brooks 1980,no.l69 
fig.9,278). 
in this fabric, but it is likely to be small in nu~er.The few sherds 
could represent a small number of vessels imported to the site as 
cooking vessels in the late 12th to early 13th century. Unfortunately 
the inter-relationship between this fabric and the plentiful grass 
tempered sherds cannot be conclusively distinguished.The sherd 
10. 3 . 7, for example, was found in the same context as grass tempered 
sherds and this could support the suggestion that grass tempered 
pottery was in use at the same time. Unfortunately all the other 
sherds of the type are from completely unstratified contexts. However, 
in the unl~kely event that all 20 sherds are from different vessels, 
the number of individual vessels represented is still very few and its 
presence is difficult to explain in terms other than importation to 
the site of a number of cooking vessels.Laing has made the interesting 
observation that 'The Norse pottery of Northern Scotland is probably 
too early to o~e its origin to ~ainland Scottish influence, but it is 
quite possible that at a later stage,probably in the thirteenth 
century, imported cooxing-pots influenced the choice of profiles' 
(1973,189).It may be possible to see support for this statement in the 
forms of the grass tempered sherds, ~hich are perhaps rather more 
representative because of the number of pieces to consider, than the 
fe~ wheel thrown sherds in this assemblage. 
It is possible that a similar club-rim sherd from Thurso Museum 
9.2.l,which has traces of yellow glaze on a pinkish fabric, could be 
of the same type as that discussed as east coast white gritty 
fabric.The variation could easily result from differing reducing 
conditions and this feature has been noted already at Colstoun (Brooks 
Although there are only a few sherds of Medieval wares in this 
assemblage, most of which cannot be easily distinguished as providing 
parallels for published types, the actual find spots are more 
significant .Although this information is often rather limited, there 
seems to be sufficient data to assist in ascribing sherds to 
individual structures and in limited cases, more stratigraphical 
information is provided. The fact for example that wheel turned sherds 
were found in the infill of Buildings IV and VI is significant because 
it enables one to suggest that these buildings were possibly out of 
use at the time the bath ~as being filled 1:1ith clay because glazed 
sherd ~as recovered from beneath the clay deposit there. The fact that 
the deposition of .this clay may in itself indicate that the building 
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\1aS going out of use, or at least changing in its function, is of 
vital importance because without the study of this element in the 
arte::=ac'.: e.sse::::-.blElge, t'his in.for::nation co'-!ld not be known. ':'he lacJt of 
stratigraphical relationsnip bet~een the north and south ranges of the 
site has already been discusseC! aoove. t"Jheelthrom1 pottery t--Jas also 
recorded below the 'sheep fold' to the north of Building IV but pieces 
from the primary levels of Building I, apart from in the bath, cause 
confusion. There is also confusion in Building VI where such sherds 
are recorded just above the midden and it is not clear if they were 
found in the interface between the floor level and the infilling, 
which may make a subtle difference to the interpretaticn of the date 
bracket of the house occupation. However, one thing that is clear is 
that Curle's statement that all Medieval pottery with a single 
exception, came from above the floor level of Building I ( l939, 103), 
.L~ r:u-.: cu:c.:ec·..: .Ai::r.ougn care ~s needed in the use of pottery evidence, 
in particular when trying to date vessels at Freswick because of 
similarities with vessels further south,this element of the assemblage 
can serve to assist in confirrning or otherwise, dating from other 
artefact groups. 
Grass Tempered Pottery. 
It has not proved possible from the available information in 
Curle's notebook, to precisely match all individual sherds. It is 
possible therefore that a small amount of overlap may have occurred 
between Curle's finds listed and those which are not located; this 
problem cannot be resolved. It is possible that two conjoining sherds 
now in the NMAS may have been a single sherd and this problem has not 
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been assisted by statements from Curle that a 'number of sherds' ~ere 
found in particular locations. It is obvious that most of the ~all 
sherds from Curle's excavations ~ere not retained and he even notes 
that sherds were thro~n away (Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS 46l), 167). 
The majority of the sherds in this assemblage are of grass 
tempered pottery. Although there are varying degrees of such 
tempering, they have not been distinguished because of the problems of 
quantifying this element in a consistent way. However, it is generally 
the case that the larger sherds of pottery recovered are considerably 
Jess grass tempered than the smaller ones. The friable nature of the 
densely grass tempered sherds has mitigated against their survival.It 
is this factor which suggests more than anything else, that this ware 
must be a local product; it is too friable to travel and indeed has a 
very limited lifespan, so replacements must have been easily obtained. 
The possibility of Building VII being a potter's working area with 
kiln is noted above (Page 200) and Curle himself suggested that the 
'bath house• in Building I was reused by a potter (Curle l939,80). 
The precise nature of the grass inclusions cannot, as yet be 
confirmed. It is conceivable that the inclusions are not simply grass 
pieces, they may be chaff or even the remains of animal dung. 
However,in the absence of detailed phosphate analysis such suggestions 
are inconclusive. (see Plate 44) 
The fragmentary nature of the pottery greatly restricts any 
attempts to identify the precise vessel forms and also any minimum or 
maximum number of vessels represented. However, the t~o complete 
vessels do represent two different forms; a small cup like vessel ~ith 
simple tapering rim and a larger one with everted rim are the only two 
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to suzv1.ve. Both of these are flat botton:ed vessels which co~ld have 
been free standing, although more sagging bases have been noted eg. 
11.3.! The flared bases with a small supporting 'ledge • are a more 
el?~or.ate fo~ =or f~ee s~a~di~g vessels. In general, the bases are of 
thicker fabric t"ha:n the walls, althougn. those with a flared ledge do 
tend to be slightly thinner. The bagshaped vessels may have been 
intended to be suspended over a fire either by cord under an everted 
rim, or by a cord through perforations just below the rim (see for 
example 11. 4. 54), but the soot encrusted complete vessels recovered 
certainly suggest that they were placed actually in the top of the 
fire, in particular the larger vessels.The b~rnt deposits,on the 
i.nside of the sherds, represent food deposits and should be analysed 
for precise identification. 
A relatively large nu.'tlber of handle fragments have been noted in 
the assemblage, fifteen in all.The simple rod handle type has already 
l-..-.-.- ...:1..; --··r----...:1 
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has the type which has a more flattened cross-section. The point has 
already been made that the significance of the similarities between 
the rougher hand made fabrics and the wheelthrown types lies in the 
fact that the one seems to be copying the other. It is possible but at 
present unprovable, that the handled vessels were introduced at the 
site at a later date to the simpler vessels. Although the simple 
nature of many of the vessel forms of the assemblage does not 
necessarily indicate that they are of earlier date, the finer fabrics 
with grass tempering which have been used in some cases for the 
handles could indicate an advance in manufacturing methods. However, 
the handle illustrated from Bucholly Castle (Plate 43 ) indicates that 
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~here is still a large amount of grass inclusion, even in the handles 
1:1hich have survived. The handle forms are still generally crude, 1:1i th 
the possible exception of the triple ridged types, and the vessel 
@ttach~ent is clearly indicated by deep thumb impressions in some 
cases. 
There is a large variety of rim sherds represented in this 
assemblage. Curle published the range of rims from his excavations 
(Curle 1939,105 fig.6) and it is possible to distinguish various 
groupings amongst those published, particularly considering the crude 
hand made vessels of which they are a part;slight variations are 
inevitable. Three main groups have been distinguished (see Fig. 50 ) 
according to morphological similarities. It is not always possible to 
recognise individual vessel forms, so in this case, the rim types have 
been considered as an independent group, with suggestions of vessel 
forms made where appropriate. 
Kim ·1ype .!.:tn~s group compr~ses r~ms of very simple, forms.'i'ype 
lA, is simple, tapering towards the top and generally straight.Type lB 
is the same but with the top very slightly flattened. This distinction 
may have been simply caused by the stacking of vessels in a kiln, 
causing the flattening of the rim top.Type lC, is again simple but 
slightly incurving and often flattened, as seen in the smaller of the 
complete vessels. These rim types are likely to be of vessels of 
beaker like form, or slightly globular.As with all grass tempered rim 
types, there are severe problems in estimating the diameter of vessels 
because of the irregularities in the hand made form which cannot 
easily fit to the concentric circle guidelines used for the 
estimation. 
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Rir. ~D~ 2:this gro~p corr.2zises rires which ~ave been s:ightly 
treated and thus no longer simple. Type 2A has a flattened top with 
slight internal expansion, conceivably caused by stacking of vessels 
of. glo:'::l:..~lar form, with curving sides. Althot.:gh this is likely to be a 
cor.scious variant, no variation in vessel function can be 
distinguished. Type 2B, is slightly internally flattened with a 
sloping effect and slight external eversion. Type zc is similar to 
Type ZA but with an inward sloping fom as Type ZB. It is possible that 
these vo.riat ions are functional but this cannot be discerned. 
Rim Type 3: this type is everted and possibly as such may have a 
functional aspect which is more obvious than with the other forms of 
rim. Type 3A is slightly externally everted and may be sufficient, as 
with Type 3B, to enable a cord to be attached beneath to rim to enable 
removal from a fire (?) or hot t1ater. Type 3B is more sharply everted 
than Type 3A. Type 3C, is externally everted with an internal ridge, 
interoJCeted as a lid seat ina. This is an interestina feature which may 
conCE!ivably indicate a development in production rnethods,or perhaps a 
C:i fferent vessel foY!!l. Curle suggested that this was a • sophisticated 
form' ( 1939, :!.06) although it may simp::.y reflect a different vessel 
function. 
Work recently undertaken on the material from Freswick Castle, 
which includes a very large amount of pottery of this fabric, 
indicates that there are no clearly defined vessel sizes indicated by 
the different forms of rim (Batey, Morris and Rackham forth). In the 
assemblage from Freswick Links, it is not possible to be sure if the 
case is the same.Type 3C for example, certainly seems to from vessels 
of consistently larger diameters, c22-3lcm; Type 1B is generally 
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s::naller cl4-22cm, but the others have very large ranges, Type lA, 14-
26, 3A, 10-24 and 2C, 14-28crn. It is possible that the vessel size is 
not at all represented in a meaningful manner in these sherds, and it 
must be rer::embered that a large percentage are too small to give an 
indication of rim dia..I!Ceter. 
There is a very large number of V:.Yall sherds in the assemblage, 
1221 in all. There is little comment to make because it cannot be 
judged how many vessels are represented and there is a general lack of 
vessel profile provided. The deposits on the inside or outside of the 
sherds, may perhaps assist in assigning a position on the vessel for 
the sherds. Internal deposits, may represent food debris and may be 
from the lower parts of the vessel, having been 'burnt on', but there 
will no doubt be exceptions to this rule.External sooty deposits could 
be from the upper or lower parts of the vessel.If the vessel was set 
in the fire itself, the sooty deposit would be near the top of the 
vessel and burnt sherds would be at the bottom. If the vessel was set 
over the fire, however, there could be soot over most of the external 
vessel surface. 
It is very interesting to note that in the more recent work at 
the site, probably in the region of 90-95% of the sherds have been 
recovered from the central areas of the Links, in the area where Curle 
and Childe excavated.This large percentage is made up predominantly of 
wall sherds, because, of necessity each broken vessel is likely to 
produce more wall sherds than rim or base sherds. The information 
concerning the wall sherds from the recent work has been tabulated and 
the details are in Appendix C. In the recent work, a total of 906 wall 
sherds have been recorded, wi.th by far the largest percentage ( 49. 6 7%) 
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corning frow Zone D &lone. T:rlis area. may represent the heart of the 
settlement as it now rer:~ains, or at least the heart of the pottery 
usi r.g a.reas. 
~e sign.i:Zi~a:.".~e of the gra.ss terr..:?ered pottery lies ~ore in w!:.ere 
it w~s four.d ir. the excavations ar.d its associations with other fabric 
types than in its dating use. It is likely to be a locally produced 
ware, ?:>ut the precise kiln site is not krno'l:!n, although suggestions 
have already been made. It is not possible to date it specifically, 
there is a hint from t~e strap handles in the assemblage that it might 
be associated with incoming Medieval vessels, but at present the 
precise relationship is not conclusive. 
At Jarlshof it was found in Late Rorse contexts (Hamilton 
1956, 157) but also in Prehistoric ( op cit 12). However, there are 
distinctive forms in the later contert include small square rinuned 
vessels, larger cooking vessels 1;.1ith everted rims and barrel shaped 
- - . - - -
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Lane , who has recently been studying this type of pottery as part of 
a PhD thesis, suggests that this grass tempered ware from Freswick and 
Jarlshof, is part of a tradition of Medieval date present in the North 
and not linked with the similar ware from the Western Isles which is 
earlier and of a different tradition (A. Lane pers. comm. ).This 
earlier tradition with organic tempering has been noted at Dun Cul 
Bhuirg, Iona (Ritchie and Lane 1980,213) and also at Dun Mor vaul 
(Mackie 197 4, 210-3 ) . Lane has drawn attention to the fact that it is 
not a closely dated cultural trait but used • to render coarse clays 
malleable and to aid firing • .He notes also the extensive time span 
represented by • grass tempered • sherds and states that it is clear 
diagr..ostic Nozse cultuze tzait in Scotland (Ritchie and Lane 1980, 2J. 7 
a!1ld zefezences the:rc~in). 
E~..ade, ho~evez, t'he association of gzass 
teEUpe:rced asse::llblages oottu a-t Jazlshof and Fzes'l":Yick 1:1ith az-tefacts of 
Late Norse date should support a date later than seen in the ~estern 
Isles. The identification of the t~o sites on the North coast, Eiuna 
and Robertshaven (discussed above page 45-6) is perhaps more based on 
circumstantial evidence than fact: a possi.~e Viking boat grave ~ith 
nearby site and a 'bu' location and site may not necessarily indicate 
contemporenaity. Ro~ever,~ithout excavation this identification cannot 
be proven but the similarities in handle form bet~een exaoo:~.ples from 
Fres~ick and Robertshaven, seems to indicate a cultural link bet~een 
the t~o if not actual CliJtect contemporenaity. 
The recent p\llblication of excavations in Kirkwall, 
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Orkney, 
context in ~hich it ~as found cannot assist us in this argu ment, 
.......-
because the dating of the context is based on the assumption that the 
fabric is the earliest on the site, although MacAskill also !110tes that 
'similar material ~as being produced else~here as late as the 19th 
century • (in McGavin 1982, 405 ) , It is ho'I::Vever, interesting to note 
there the occurrenc<S of thiS triple ridged handle ( op cit, 405). 
Reused Sherd. 
The reuse of pottery sherds to Make simple ~horls is a relatively 
common feature and has been noted on many sites of varying periods. 
For example, Black noted from Culbin Sands, Elginshire, that several 
'i::Vho::rcls 't:l'ere made of • m<Sdieval ea::rcthen~a::rce sherds • (lEI lack 1.891, .1!}94). 
!oii~e'(;Jise ~'.:: S1tircli:ng co..stle, Peebleshirce, Durhl:lru:- noted that a shercd of 
co&rse grey fabric had been trim."!!ed and perforated to form a spindle 
'>J'horl, of t.Yhic'h half zeKained (Dunbar 196~, 2~4 no. 22, fig. 3). 
Gritted P.abT.ics. 
This group of shezas is veey dis'tincti we because of the heavy 
gr.i tted appearance and crude hand-rcade folnills representeOI. Within this 
group, tbree different types have been noted; sherds of Beaker pottery 
and relateOI fabrics, also possible Grooved ware sherds;steatite 
tem~red sherds; and very coarse gritted pottery as commonly 
associated with broch period occupation. 
The sherds of pottery distinguished as Beaker period and Grooved 
Ware, have recently formed part of a published work by Gibson 
( 1952,157-8 I 41-02) and it his identific&tion 1:1hich has been adopted 
here. Prior to Gibson, Clarke in his large '(;JOrk on Beaker pottery 
(l.970)irncluded sone of the Freswick sherds (corpus numbers 
1607F and 1608F).Fortunately Clarke did provide some of the NMAS 
numbers of the sherds he considered, unlike Gibson, which nalte it very 
difficult to distinguish individual she:rcds. These -t1:1o sources ho't';7ever I 
seern to diffe:rc in that Clarke noted the presence at F:rceswick of All 
OVer Cord ( AOC) Beaker sherds whereas Gibson specifically notes the 
aU'osence of AOC at Fres't';7ick ( op cit 157 ) . By analogy with other Beaker 
types published in Clarke which have been distinguished as AOC1 it 
sesms that his identification at Fres'l:!ick may be correct .There are 
also slight discrspancies in the refe:rcences given by Clarke because he 
notes that Beaker sherds were found in Ed'l:!ards excavations and this 
does not seem to have been the case.The she:rcds which have a 
distinctive comb impressed decoration on them seem to be consistent 
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'\:l'ith the flint assernbl0l.<g'2: elements toYhich ha'l:i'e been ascribed to the 
Bronze Age abo'lYe . Tine undecoJratea shexds have been suggested by Gibsorn 
as Jrepxesenting llYir.S am(l the Shards illustrai'ce6l 't?hich ha'l.fe impressed 
glr<CX>'lt'e Olecor&i'cion illl&Y be Gxooved t"Jare. 68 AOC jco'ffio iwpressed shexds 
h&'lt'e been distinguisheCl in the asse~lage, and 61 non-decoJrated. 
'l'his gxoup of lBeakex pottery is the most northexly example on 
~inland Scotland (Gibson 1982,337 fig.22) and seems to be consistent 
toYith a domestic assemblage rathex than funerary.Unfortunately no 
structures can be related to this pexiod of occupation of the site.The 
Pxehistoric pottery from Fres'Cfick Links has been often quoted. Scott 
(1951) notes early occupation at cxes'Cfick (sic) of the period of Skaxa 
Brae and Ri.nyo ( op cit, ~~) and fuxther detail is added ( OJP cit, 73) 
under its pxoper site name, as a Rinyo II jar 'Cfith pellet decoxation, 
Beakex shards including a xim of fine B-'t?are and coarse sheJZ:ds with 
coW:> and shallo't'! groove decoxation. More recently, Bamford includes 
the information that Euxopean Beakex/AOC shexds and Groo'lt'ed ~are 
sherds have been recorded from Fres't'!ick (Bamford 1982, 1~1 no. 88). 
lSJronze .i"!.ge acti'l.fity &t the site h&s been noted thexefore in the 
pottery and in the flint assemblage discussed &bo'l.fe (page 316). 
Ho~e'l.fer, a bronze speaxhead '\:l'as reco'l.fered in the 'l.ficinity of Fres't?ick 
Links at the beginning of the celll'tu:rcy (Nicholson 1911.1, 15; Callander 
1933,2411 fig. 9). This has been included by Coles in his SWimlary of 
Bxonze Age metal~oxk in Scotland, initially as of Late Bronze Age date 
(Coles 1960, 77 no. 2) and subsequently to the Middle Bxonze age after 
reconsidexation (Coles 19641,103 and 109 fig .11). 
Xt is particularly interesting that initially the stone 
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be datable to the Mesolithic period. Having bro~ght the dating of the 
stone asse!.'!".blage fonJaxd to the Bronze Age, the GJCooved Ware material 
Q',d<!Sls a furthe::r dir:le1:1sion to the datir.g of the asser._blage, i:n that it 
is usua2ly ascriDea to the Neolithic period.~e ~portance of Grooved 
~are sites in the north has been increased by the recent work at the 
Links of Noltland, Westray by Dr. David ClaJCke .~ (Clarke, Hope and 
Wickha~-Jones, l978} which has produced evidence of Neolithic domestic 
occupation comparable to that from Skara Brae and Rinyo No other 
elements in the Freswick assemblage catagorically support a date in 
the Neolithic period, but at this point perhaps one ought to recall 
the cha"nbered cairn (Plate 11B) but possibly to be seen as an eartln 
house .There is evidence of Neolithic activity in the area, such as a 
ne~:Jly recorded horned long cairn to the south at Auckengill (Batey 
forth. CAN 086) and else1:Jhere in the county such as Camster cairns 
(Masters l981,above) and Cnoc Frecadein (Henshall 1963,00). With such 
a ~:Jealth of Neolithic activity in the county there is no reason which 
ther.e should not be similar activity at Fres1:Jick. 
TWo \C':l'all sherds in the asse~Jr..blage have been noted ~:Jith steatite 
tempering. This is not a common medium, but examples have been 
recorded from Jaurlshof in a Bronze Age context (Hamil ton 1956, 16 
fig. 9, 5} and also in a slightly later conbext in the Round House ( ~ 
cit,56 fig.32, 57}. Such a medium is more common where steatite is 
readily available, but it is not common in Caithness.In an Iron age 
context another example has been recorded from Clickhimin also in 
Shetland (Hamilton 1968,92). 
The very coarse gritted pottery has been found elsewhere in broch 
co~texts, such ~s ~t Eo~e b~och ~eax stromness, Orkney (psrs. comru. B. 
Smith). Vessels ~ppsa~ 'i:o have had laxge ewertedl rims in gene:~:al and 
2ost COX'm!only axe t.r.~ClecoJt~'i:eOI as a<J: Fres1:1icit. II'Xo~ever, at Clickhil;;:.in 
there is a large :~:ange of Clecora'i:eCl she:~:ds (E&milton 19Ge,l20-~) 
although the iabric see:msto be fine:~: there. The Freswick pieces aze 
possiloly similu to types distinguished by JP.ackie at Dun Mor vaul as 
Dunagoil wa:~:e ( 197~, 157) 1:1hich is very dark in colo:!11r with a gravelly 
fill. Other sherds of a highly everted rim fozm '\'Jere also recorded at 
Dun Mor Vaul ( op cit 159). Less gritted sherds of pottery have been 
noted from Pictish levels at Howe (Hedges and Bell 1.980a, 50-1) also 
generally undecorated. It is difficult to be sure from the fe1:1 sherds 
at Freswick 1:1hich type of heavily gritted pottery has been xecorded 
because there may be variations of the au:mounts of gritting "t:Yithin a 
single pot and it is difficult to be sure of vessel forms and fabrics 
'kxom p~eces "t:Yhich are so small and fe"t:Y in i'HJE:lber. 
Burnt Clay. 
Th<a burnt clay loo::m:Jeight fragment is very interesting and seems 
to have been of a type ~hich might be termed 'bun-shaped', although it 
is badly damaged and largely incomplete. Hedges discusses these in 
conjunction "t:Yith a number of bak<ad and unbalted clay loo1m:!eights from 
Saevar Eio~, lSirsay {Fledges forth) and notes that 'l;!i th the exception 
of this piece from Fres1:1ick, they are not generally recorded on Viking 
or 'Dark Age' sites in Worth Britain. He notes that they continued in 
use in Scandinavia into the Vilting period but are most common in an 
Anglo-S~on contelrt in England. Parallels are noted from Jarlshof 
{Hamilton 1956, 1.83) in a Viking cont<a~ in a cache. It is 
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unfortunately difficult to ao other than speculate on the significance 
of this isolated lF'reS'!,;;!'ick piece. 
~~e co!~ection of daub fragce~ts fro~ the site is obvio~sly 
iT.::o::nplete becal.!lse of t'l::.e large c.n::ol.m't notea by Curle fro::ll Building 
VIY and discussed above in Chapters 7 and e. It is obvious that Curle 
only qave a small sample of more diagnostic pieces to the NMAS , as in 
fact suggested for the pottery sherds. The exaunples in the l.\:1'l.V1AS 
clearly indicate the impzessions of t'!,;;!'igs and small branches in the 
clay.The recovery from other sites of daUb has been extensively 
recorded (discussed above pages 206-08), for example at Lagore 
Crannog, Hencken notes that 2~5 fragments '!,;;!'ere recovered although only 
t"'o "t1'ere from a stratified context ( l. 95l., 227 ) . The importance of the 
pieces from Fres1;J'ick is unfortunately obscured by the lack of detailed 
associated stratigraphical information. 
Overall Considerations 
The problem of the precise iClentification of the "'heelturned 
fabrics has already been noted, and this is an aspect of the 
asseiilblage which ~ill obviously need further i:!or1t. However, in a study 
of the grass tempered fabrics, such perameters as have been prescribed 
by the ~ork on the finer '!,;;!'&res cannot be brought into play.The problem 
of the hand made '!,;;!'&res is simply one of a lack of detailed and 
systematic work. Alan Lane, '!,;;!'ho has recently completed his thesis on 
such pottery, is the only person to tackle the problem by systematic 
analysis of these and related fabrics in the North and West of 
scotland. The hand made vessels vary considerably 1;J'ithin a limited 
area, t-!ith differing cl&ys and conceivably 1;J'ith different 
4.15 
uses. 
fragmentary because: of the: e~rtensive tempa~ing; it cannot have 
travelled far from its origill"l and t"JoulOl seem possibly -to have had a 
"this poin-t having been ~de,the p~ol'olem of the I':Jiheelturned I':Ja~es is 
not so clear cut. There are obvious problems encountere6l in -trying to 
compare similar fabrics and vessel forms in C&i"i:hness ~ith those of 
Aberdeen or East Lothian. There is no obvious reason ~hy these 
potteries should have ever served Fres~ick, and so it may be that a 
more northern kiln site should be suggested. Boi':Jever, as yet no 
precise location can be suggested. 
Dating sherds on typological grounds is dangerous, particul&rly 
if no kiln is located ~hich could enable aun assessment of the period 
of production to bs m&de. C&ution needs to be exercised ~hen terming 
such ~ares 12th-13th century on the grounds of type or form or even on 
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been encounted throughout thiS study of this assemblage as a ~hole 
because of the lack of detailed contertual detail. The citation of 
parallels in both England and Scandin&via makes it difficult to be 
catagorical about the dating of the site. Curle's confident statement 
that late 13th century dating could be claimed for a single sherd 
paralleled at Rayleigh C&stle, South England (Curle 1939,104 ), surely 
should be ch&llenged. 
A class of pottery ~hose study is not encumbered by precise 
dating is that of the gritted ~ares, dating from Bronze Age &nd Iron 
Age contexts.The heavily gritted reddish ~':Jares are distinctively 
Beaker in type and it is ironic&l th&t such a relatively small body of 
4.:6 
~~erial shoula hav~ receivea so a~ch detailedl attention (as discussec 
above). Ho't:lever, these may appear roo:rce intrirnsically rewarding for 
study, C'.espi te -the =c:..ct t:hat the bull{ of the assemblage is grass 
ger:eJCa:'..:ly descriioed as 'broch pottery•, have beern bazely studied at 
all. It is hopea that t-Jith tlhe :forthcoc.ing excavation repoJCts on the 
exca"~Yations at the E!o'I:Je in OJCkney, 'W'here large quantities of suclh 
fabrics have been zecozded, this pottery will be more carefully 
studied. 
Examinatiorn. of the potteey, therefoze, has been harnpezed by a 
number of factors, particulazly the lack of scientific examination of 
the 't:lheelturneC! f@brics and an uneasy lii.'tarriagre betweern known fabrics 
else't:lhere and those in the Fzes't:lick assemblage. The bulk of the 
matezial, the grass tempezed material, is potentially more useful but 
local variations cause problems in its study. The problem 't:li th the 
grass tempered assemblage is that it is too fragmentary because of the 
weelk fabric pzoducea by excessive ve?getal tempering, and consequently 
it proauces very many more 't:lall shc:!rds than other diagnostic sherds 
such as rims, bases or handles. Finally, the:! gritted fabzics of 
prehistozic dates are only incompletely understood and very often only 
decorated or zirn,lbase sherds have been examined. 
Chapter 13 
Conclusions 
settlement o~ :be Early Norse or Vfi,tL'rlg period over an area of several acres' 
{CTtle ::10:ejook :=_3 28a (SAS 46l), 6). Al~hougl'l the present view ~s 6at this 
:pa:r't c:! t:le se-::-'.:2eme:J.t da~es to ra.tlh.er late:r L"1 fhe Norse perioc1, t:.te exte:1t of 
~he site is significrnt. Cwrle's stateme:nt~howeve:r, refers only to the later 
episodes of ac~:ivlity on the site. The earliest material from the sHe is in the 
form o~ flint and pot;ery a""ld indicates a Late NeoH.thic/Bro:J.ze Age presence 
at the site. Unfortu."late:y, no conclusive structural evidence is available 
to supplement the rurtefa.ct assemblage (see Chapter- 6). Earlier excavations 
by Tress Barry and Edwards revealed traces of a broch with outbuilding(s) at 
tne r.:o:-t~1ern ent: of f:ne Links and, probably in the same area, possible 'earthhouses • 
or souterrains were exam:L"J.ed (Cilap:er 6). The brief published accounts of these 
struct'..r.res formerly enabled the location· of little more than a dot on a distribution 
map. It has not been the purpose of this thesis to attempt a detailed re-
examination of eWner the broch or the souter:rains. However, examination of 
tb.e associated ax~ef2.etual assemblages has :illdicatec': certain Norse activity at 
fb.ese structures. This is no reve:ation, when viewed in conjunction with the 
extenslive Norse presence at the site, however, lit is important to bear lin mind. 
The overall significance of the Norse activity at Freswick, as revealed 
by Curle in 1937 and 1938, and by Childe a few years later, has been considerably 
underestimated, Th.ell:)e are many disparate sources of evid.gnce for the activities 
of the Norse in Caithness, and, !for the first time, they have been gathered 
a~d 
together in this thesis (Chaptef3). Nicolaisen has shown the preponderance of 
Norse=der:i.ved place names in the north-east of the county, although the 
'demarcation line' has long been appreciated. More recent detailed analysis 
by D. Waugh of the School of Scottish Studies, Edinburgh, reveals that all but a 
small :handful :in Canis bay Parisb. are Norse (see Chapter 2, Figure 7)o However, 
despite this obvious prodigious naming activity by the Norse, Freswick 
remained tl':e only set~le::n6T.lt site to be noted until t~e late 1970s. 
References in the Sagas, discussed :i.n Cha,_Dter 2, indicate a settled 
presence in Caithness, despite the obvious reservatio:n.s which have to be voiced 
when considering such sources of fnformaHono The obvious bias toward,:; the 
recording of the more important members of society nevertheless cannot be 
ignored, and it would seem probable that many other people, both important 
and otherwise, would have lived in Caithness, the southern half of the great 
Earldom of Orkney. The Sagas refer to activities in Caithness after the lOth 
century and seem to indicate an extensive presence of Norse settlers. However, 
what was happening in the lOth century or earllier? The placenames seem to 
indicate a lOth century dlating, although reservations concerning the use of 
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in Caithness cannot unfortun.ately be answeredO.n the present settlement evidence -
one partially excavated site and! two suspected ones can hardly yield definitive 
The extensive early Viking evidence noted elsewhere, particularly in 
Orkney (discussed in Chapter 4)1 seems to suggest that Caithness was settled 
from across the Pentland Firth, a distance of only seven miles at its narrowest 
point. The archaeological evidence at present can neither support nor refute 
this suggestion. It is likely, given the proximity of the Orkney Isles, that 
Caithness was at least visited during the early Viking period, and the green 
flr'inges around a brown, peaty interior, which is the prospect of Caithness 
offered from the sea, may have seemed more than slightly attractive to the 
Norse. A possibility may be that Orkney may have been 'fully' settled, and 
there was a. r.eed for fur:her areas to be settled. 
The archa.eo:ogical evidence for Norse presence in Caithness {Chapter :n 
comes from ct variety of sources. A number of pagan graves has been 
r~corc~ed, from the mov21d at Westerseat, :rom the ':J:coch mound at Castletow;·1 
a."l.d the group from Reay, west of Thurso, for example. The concentration at 
Reay is par:icularly interesti::.tg and ought to indicate traces of contemporary 
settlement fn ~he vici."l.ity. Recent excavations at Cnoc Stanger on the west side of 
Sand.:;ide Bay, Reay, may LY1dicate Norse settlement, as may building traces 
further around the bay. Unfortunately, without excavation this association must 
remain conjectural at present. One site which may also have had a close 
association between a Norse settlement <Lndl b1.;1rial lies on the north cow,;t, 
at Huna. Here, Curle recorded a boat burial lin 1935 and in the late 1970s a 
mound with extensive settlement traces has been quarried and pieces of pottery 
t~'cm 
of t:1e same tvoe and form as 1 FreswJic~ have heen reve~l.lecl 'T'hP. ho::~t h11ri ;::~1 sr->pms 
,, 
likely to have been Wki..,g , following the established tradition noted in Scandinavia, as 
at Oseberg and Gokstad, but is obviously more simple and probably more 
comparable to that from Westness, Rousay (see page 82). 
Lc.re. 
The major problem concerning the identification of~Norse ~t'aves aris<.~s 
from the presumed later settlement of Caithness, possibly in the !ate lOth or 
11th centuries, and the adoption of Christianity. The problem of the identification 
of Christian Norse burials is vexing (see for example page 59). The fine nmic 
cross frvm Thurso was a fortunate association, assisting in the dating of the 
graves lacking goods. It is conceivable,but cannot at prese.nt be substantiated, 
that the cists located towards the southern end of the Links at Freswick may also 
be Christian Norse (see.. M~ 126). 
The settlement evidence for Caithness in the Late Norse period is 7 
therefo:re?limited to the two newly~recorded sites of Huna and Ro1)ertshaven 
on the north coast, and Freswick on the east coast. It is possible that all are 
noted in the Orkneyinga Saga, Freswick being equated with frasvik. The lack 
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of archaeological investigation in the county could explain the lack of settlement 
located in the interior,which is now mostly peat covered. The suggested climatic 
optimum of c. 1000 - 12.)0 A. D. (see page 6) may have made these parts more 
habitable~and it is conceivable that peat growth is masking this evidence. Further 
fieldwork is currently being undertaken by the author to try to redress this 
balance. Another possibility is the likelihood that some of the present steadi1gs 
may cover the sites of earlier settlements - a suggestion put forward for o~her 
parts of the British Isles. The settlements so far recovered are,to a certain 
extent, failed onesQ and the successful ones are therefore likely to underlie 
modern buildings. This may perhaps be most clearly suggested for Thurso~where 
many Saga references suggest occupation but the only archaeological evidence 
remains the runic cross. 
It is therefore conceivable that, for Caithness, the earliest Norse 
evidence may be tmder the Late Norse sites or even modern houses, or may 
perhaps have only been represented by occasional sorties to the north coast. 
There are a number of stray finds throughout the county, and the spread of b>Taves, 
in conjunction with the presence of a single hoard of 'ring-money' at Kirk O'Banks 
on the north coast (Chapter 3),may not necessarily indicate permanent settlement. 
The limited settlement evidence of Late Norse date is, however, not 
out of context in the 'Northern Situatiort''~c- There have been many excavations of Lo..\·c 
Norse sites in Orkney and Shetland, and apparently more limited activity in the 
Western Isles (see Chapter 4). An increasingly large body of sites are being 
examined which are yieldli.ng evidence of Late Norse activity - the Udal in the 
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West and Sandwick, U::1s~, Shet~and fo:c example. Freswick Links is,therefore, 
of great importance in this context. It is easier to compare these sites,perhaps. 
than to co:n,a.::-e Fresw:ick with sites rat:1er nearer, particularly in Caithness, 
because cf tl:e :ack of excavation. 
The excavations by Curle and Childe at Freswick yielded importa."lt information, 
but some elements may be reinterpreted (see Chapter 7). Curle excavated an 
extensive area of the site, revealing seven buildings or parts of buildings, i.n 1937 and 
1938. He excavated in a systematic and methodical way, recording in his notebooks 
various details which were not always taken into consideration in the final report. 
It has been of considerable importance in this thesis to go back to theae notebooks 
and! offer alternative i:r:terpretaHons. However, in direct contrast, Childe 
excavating during the war, in response to the threat of sand removal and 
consequently in a rather hurried and incomplete manner, failed to note in detail 
his actions. Childe has recently been described as a 
'bad excavator' ... a judgement which is in no way weakened when 
the standards of the time are taken into account . . . Pechaps his 
two greatest weaknesses were failure to provenance accurately the 
bulk of the finds a.."'ld lack of appreciation of the value of individual 
layers . , . he showed the failure, common to all his excavations, 
of not feeling the need to document accurately his conclusions in 
terms of layers an.d structures at the site (Rinyo) 
(Clarke, 1983, 47-8) 
This is a harsh criticism which, as is clear in the discussion above 
(Section 7. 2), is only partially tempered at Freswick by the 'rescue' conditions 
of the excavations; it is a criticism which cannot be levelled at A. 0. Curle. 
There are inevitably many problems and unresolvable queries resulting 
from the re-examination of old excavation documentation. It is important to 
view this material in the context in which it was gathered, and all too easy to 
be hypercritical of the short-comings which are inevitable; excavation methods 
have, of necessity, developed since the !930s! 
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The position conce-rning the published details of the excavations at 
Freswick prior to this thesis are outlined in Chapre. .. r l By the careful and 
prolonged scrutiny of both the site notebooks and ascribable parts of the 
artefact assemblage, further information is now forthcoming. The complexity 
of the s~ructura1 sequences at the site can be seen, for example, in Figure 21 9 
a detail of the east end of Building 1. The ordering of a sequence at the site, 
suggested in Figures 23 and 26, has been plagued by the constant reuse of 
stones from earlier phases, and the apparent disregard for stratigraphical 
relationships within structures. Generally speaking, both Curle and Childe 
noted variations in wall construction and possible superimpositions, although 
incorrectiy in the case of Curle's Building VI. However, layers and the 
understanding of sequences were not hig-h on the list of priorities. Statements 
such as 'foUowing the wall' are commonplace and have ensured, in most eases, 
Curle's publication plan, which was drawn at the end of the excavations 
by C. S. T. Calder, unfortunately did not include any structural elements which 
had been recognised as secondary and therefore removed, such as the cross wall of 
Building VI. Neither did it include pieces of walling which are known to have 
been revealed to the .south of Building VI (see Plate 18), or alterations in wall lines 
as seen between Building III and the east extension there (see Fig-ur·e ~:3). m 
short, the published overall plan can only serve as an indieation of the number· 
of structures located and cannot be viewed in any way as complete and accurate. 
The more detailed plans (Figures 20 and 21) are more helpful, as would be hoped, 
and may serve as a basis for detailed stratigraphical analysis. 
In the publication of 1939, Curle divided the excavated structures into 
three groups, A, B Jnd C, with Buildings I-V as Group A, Building VIasGroup B 
and Build:.ng VI! as Group C. The resalts of his excavations are summarized 
above. It has been possible to estab:ish a relative chronology on the basis of 
indiv:dual over:appLDg ::raildings, bt~t it is stiE noi possible ~o create an overall 
sequence to cover all t:1e :Ouild:.ngs examined. Re-examination of each of the 
structures bas revealed farther information. Building : 1for example ,is not as 
simp:e as Cur~e suggested; the drain in the centre of the building does not seem 
to be stratigraphically rela~ed to the sutbsequent amendment to the structure, 
the 'bath'. This is significant because the inter-reiatio:c1ship which may best 
have supported the interpretation as a bath, does not exist. Perhaps mor·e 
significant is e~e fa:.:t tha.t,stratigraphically, the 'b;.:.th' i.s very !ate in the ~equenee 
of the building. This late date is supported by the recovery of sher:J:; of Medieval 
pottery, both in the upper layers of the building fill and under the clay pile in 
the corner of the 'bath'. This area seems, in fac~. to have been just about the 
Building H lacks further information, but certainly over!:es the o~dest 
walling in the group, that is, the walling which ar.tually ru.'1S north-south and 
which predates Building VII also. 
Building III is interesting because it is definitely offset from the small 
chamber to the east and presumabty of a different phase, possibly earlier uut 
this is not proven. The hearth in this Building appears to be disproportionately 
large for the building width,which is a further problem. It is described throughout 
as a s:nithy, and it is interesting to note that,in the artefact assemblage, a series 
of knives may conceivabl~ have been associated with leather working (page 272 above). 
Building IV is not clear because there are obvious trace:3 of earliE;lr 
walling, and possible vents underlying it, as well as traces of a north-south wall 
which ends at a possible entrance at its south end, ~'l":.>rw off this latter wall is 
:recorded on the final p:J.m~. ailllldl serves to ilnldicaie the complexity of the structural 
sequence at the site" 
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Building V laeks aeCru.1ecl refex~ce b"at it cleaJrly cannot have been a 
0na-;;:si' :mdl. is more Hkely to hz.ve been composed of a number of fragmentary 
buHmngs, the p:rGcise form of which cannot now be distinguished. It does~ however, 
overlie Building VIT which has been shovvn to be a late development on the site" 
Building VI has been lZ."e~examined by more recent excavation and the 
sequence of building shown to be the reverse to that suggested by Curle. The 
long wan at the south end, for example, post~dates the walling on its north 
side and seems to be part of a structure which at present cannot be fully 
understood. CuJZ."le foHowedl the south wall and cut through the mi.dden at 
the south sideo and only because of a faUen stone is the relationship preserved. 
The midden lapped! up to, but not over, the south walt On the north side of the 
south wall, black greasy midclGn continued over the low~lying waUing and was 
cleared by Curle, and is only now visible in section" The published plan of 
this buUding app:sars to be composed of a number of phasespand probably Curle 
cut through the floor level O!].io am.other level which does not relate to all the 
revealed· walling" This buHding was. at one stage reduced in length, with the 
suggested 'byre' end at the west, by that stage possibly overcome by midden 
infill, and separated from the east enclL The secondary wan was removed and 
only recorded in a. photograph (Plate 17) and in his notebook. 
Building VIT, aligned north=south, seems to have also been relatively 
late in the sequence at the site~and the wattle and daub which was recorded as 
undlerlyling the structure ws.s deeply bedded. Unfortunately, the dating of the daub 
cannot be confirmed, but :i.t, underlay the structure termed Building VIL The 
use of this building is still obscure; it could have been a pottery or a kiln for 
parching grain. 
These new pieces of D.nfo:rmation elucidate the pub!:'.shed information 
and can be more clearly understood with reference to Figure 23. 
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Desp:te the p:rob:ems :in Curie's exc&vation strategy and results, his 
notebooks are full of copious detail, especially when compared to tha~ of Childe. 
Childe's res1.1Yts were meagre and confused. The problem is that the noteboo~ 
he left is not sufficient to reconstruct the building(s) he recovered. The 
confusion was not assisted by the fact that he illustrated an but one of the 
phases on a single plan (see Figure 25) without distinguishing internal 
features related to particular walls. It has since proved virtually impossible 
to retmite these two elements. The sections can assist in this reunion in a 
limited way, although there are details lacking at crucial junctures. Childe 
used a partially different sequence o:f numbers in his notebook and neglected, 
unfortunatel.y, ~o note down the correlations. A reworking of the stratigraphical 
information, assisted by a very meagre group of finds, results in the plan 
(Figure 26) which can indicate only fragments of buildings. This is, of course, 
the direct result of a small area being excavated and expansion inland was 
prevented. by the presence of dunes: 
It had been hoped that detailed examination of the artefacts from the site, 
in particular the small percentage from the excavations (no more than 25 - 30 per 
cent in all), would assist in the relative phasing of the structures at Freswick. 
However, as indicated in the artefact catalogue (ParUII), it has only been 
possible to ascribe finds to particular buildings and seldom has sufficient informa-
tion been available concerning the actual associated layers. The artefact assemblage 
'tncl...>des a large percentage of stray finds (in excess of 50 per cent), particularly 
from the .Rosie collection, held. at Midtown, Freswick, and also from recent 
walking over a number of erosion areas which have been carefully monitored since 
1978/9. From Chl.s recent SVL'ld:y it would seem that a concentra~ion of finds has 
come from the eroding cent;ral paurt of tlhe Lmks, m fact in the immediate 
vJi.ciini'J:y of the excavations of Curle a."ld Childe (Chapter 5). The scatter is much 
less p:ronm.mced ~o the north axldl soath enCls of the Li.,."'1ks, alt:'10ug;J. the recent 
work at JFreswick Hous~ is import:m~ in :represenEng a new southe:-ly extent of 
contemporary occupation {see Chapter 5). 
The assemblage in general covers a broad period spectrum, from the 
Prehistoric period in the form of flints and pottery, through the earlier Iron 
Age in the form of different types of pottery into the Viking period. The pre-
Viking period is represented by a fine collection of pins in both meta] and bone 
and aliso by examples of antler combs. Unfort1.lll1ately they all generally lack 
detailed contextual information. There are many items in the assemblage to 
whli.ch a particular period cannot be ascribed ~ chipped pebbles, stone dliscs, and 
bone points for example. 
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There are, however, two particular elements which seem to be particuJm:)y 
Sc:;mdinaVJi.2Il i."l character = imtler combs and steatite vessels. This is important 
in view of the fact that the site is considered to be Late Norse. A higher percentage 
of directly ascribable Norse artefacts would have been expected, but may be 
explicable by the fact that the settlers were not coming directly from Scandinavia, 
so direct Hnks may have been limited. This suggestion is not really supported 
by the presence of a large variety of distinctive combs in mair.-stream Scandinavian 
forms of the 12th to 13th centuries. There must have been some contact with 
Scandinavia, and, as would be expected, the situation in Greenland, of local 
adaptations of oldl=fashioned Scandlinavian types being produced and found in 
13th century contexts (pers. comm. Jette Arneborg Pedersen, Copenhagen) does 
not seem to be applicable. To one group of people at least, Caithness does not 
seem to bave been isola.teot Indeed, CaHJmess apparently became increasingly 
Norwegian as a bastion against the Scots in the 12th to 13th centurieso This is 
a polft:cz,: fac~, disct:ssed above fn Chap-::er 2, b':.lt co:lld it be represented l1ere 
in the artefac'(; ~a.l assemblage? 
Cc.rle described the asgemblage as meagre: 
'fhe Freswlck settlement discloses by its reli.cs a class of 
occupants in poorer circumstances (than at .Jarlshof), as the 
finds were fewer i.n proportion to the area uncovered, and 
as a rule, also, they wer:e ruder in character 0 •• 
(Curle, 1939, 107-8) 
The :finds from his excavations were indeed limited in number, but the catalogue 
here serves to indlicate that from the site as a whole, that group formed a 
smaU percentage. It may also be pertinent to note here that not even all the 
finds recorded by Curle reached theN. M.A. S.-as indicated by the 'Not Located' 
sections in the catalogue. 
-:: • .:: :~r-::."9 ix. ~e£H:~ra.~, seem to chxster in datiing between the 11th and 13th 
centuries and,ironically, seem to support fche dati..o.g indicated by Curle as 'some 
date between 1250 and 1270 may be accepted {for the end of the occupation)' 
(Curle, 1939, 86). It is not possible, however, to know precisely whert the 
settlement ended or indeed why it did soo 
The most important aspect of the activity at Freswick to be revealed 
in the recent campaigns of excavation, :i.s that of the colossal amount of 
environmental fuformat:i.on which is available in the rapidly eroding midden 
deposits at the site. Prior to the late 1970s, this aspect of the site had only 
been mentioned in passing; however, it is of fundamental importance for the 
(sa.<a (ho.p-a,.. <R!) 
examination of the site~. The evidence clearly indicates, eve a at a preliminary 
level, that large fish such as cod and saithe , were being landed at Freswick in 
vast numbers. The origin of these fish can only be suggested as the deep sea 
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or posslib1y the c::ross-m.lX'JriEmts of the PenUandl Firth. Whatever the source, 
the fishing banks must have been more extensive than exist at the present day. 
Could these have been over-fished in the Late Norse period, resulting lin 
the movement of the fishing settlement a!J: Freswick? Unfortunately, at 
present this can only be a suggestion, 
The different activities associated with the processing of the fish at 
varying parts of the site, such as beheading and gutting, indicated by the 
waste products in the midden deposits,may help us to understand the form of 
the settlement, It has already been indicated (see pages 202-3 above) that t'aere 
are a large number of vents and possible drains remaining in the buildings at 
Freswick, and it :i.s conceivable, although presently unproven, that these may 
have been related to the processing of fish, It is also possible that, given the 
severe erosion problem at the site, further structural traces linked to fish 
was taking place is strongly suggested although difficult to detect in either the 
structural or artefactual assemblage, The artefact assemblage has indications 
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in a limited way that fishing was takmg place, in the form of sinkers and plummets. 
The number of items relatable to fishing, however, is very few and perhaps 
other more transient Me.d.l~ may have been employed, This preponderance of 
fishing activity in the Lru:e Norse period is one which has been detected at other 
sites, such as Jarlshof, Birsay, and more recently, Sandwick, Unst. At this 
last site (see Chapter 4), scientiflic analysis of the midden deposits is clearly 
revealing similar fish sizes to the Freswick fish, although not in the same numbers 
becall!se the site is rather smaller. 
If fishing on this scale is accepted, as it seems at present it must, 
there are other problems raised, Was the fish only for the inhabitants of Freswick? 
;r;: r..ot, were there in:and si::es whc perhaps excnanged for peat? Wii.U the 
two sites in Canisbay on the north coast, Huna and Robertshaven1provide this 
same bias? These are questf.ons raisecl by the envi.ronrner:tal analysfs at 
Freswick Md they must be z..nswered by future wor.k. LikeW:.se, it is 1-:.o:ped 
that f:1.rther survey wo:rk at the site, in the form of contour surveyingpwill 
indicate other structural traces which may assist in assessing the actual 
population at the site at any one time. SmaU~scale work cannot help in this 
matter. With the aid of Thermoluminescent Dating, perhaps the crude pottery 
wiU prove more useful for dating,and it is hoped that a programme of pollen 
analysis will give an indication of other forms of environmental disruption 
associated wlith the slite. 
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Curle noted that no-one else would be likely to look at the ruinous hui ldings 
and meagre finds in the future {Curle notebook ms 286 {SAS ·1~1), 73). He did 
not know how wr'.>ng he was, for the storv of activitv at Freswick in t.hP T.:;~t,p 
Norse period, and! indeed in Caithness, the southern part of the Earldom of 
Orkney and Caithness, was just beginning. 
APPENDICES 
3.2 Industria: waste (?Lead). 
Rosie Collection .. 
3.2.l Piece of ? lead 1.1aste. 
:.-2 6 , t-'73 7 , '::'2 s!LZJ. 
5. 7 .ru?.ozJenoUJs Izon. 
Recent t-Yozk. 
5 • 7 • l Thzee pieces of izon. 2 aze flat. 
-3 !)L38,W29,T6mm. 
5.7.~ 
5.7.5 
5.7.6 
5.7.7 
5.7.8 
-9 
2 )Ll. 9, 't'JJI..5, '1'4'ili1lm. 
31)L22,W23,T~4}mm. 
FL79 UQ,SF no.l8. 
Small a.mozphous lump. 
L20,1'::Y20,Tl4}mJ:::i!.. 
FL80 UQ,SF no.36. 
As above. 
Ll.2,Wll.,Tdil:mn. 
FL80 UQ,SF no.4't3. 
As above. 
X.60,W30,Tl2mrill. 
FLSO UG,SF no.73. 
As above. 
iLoi:S,Wl.O,TlOffililli. 
FL81 UD,SF.no.356. 
2 fzagments of iz-onstone. 
7)L16,1'::Y!5,'!'5m:ID.. 
S)L14,W!2,T61\iilll\ta. 
FL81 UE,SF no.358. 
5.7.10 6 ~orphous iron lumps. 
-15 Less th&n Ll7, Wl7, TSmm. 
FL81 UQ,SF no.375. 
5 . 7 . 16 Large heavy lump of amorphous iron. 
5.7.17 
-19 
5.7.20 
L39,'W'29,Tl7mm. 
PL81 UQ,SF no.376. 
3 small iron lumps. 
Less than L24'i,Wl7,T2mm. 
PL81 UQ,SF no.377. 
Small piece of amorphous iron. 
L20,W?,T4mm. 
WL81 UL,SF no. 4117. 
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5 . 7. 211. 31 ClE!.ozphous pi.ec~a>s of ColrzodeOl iron. 
-23 Less th&n L25,~J!.5,T7lii!1W'J. 
FL~l UQ,SF no.~27. 
reot Loc~.:teOJ . 
5. 7. 2<& ooolrpho:..:!s fz-agr,;;:ent, badly cozJroded. 
:.058i,'CJ15nmn. 
le'S 315. 
Curle rnoteboo1r. rliS 2ea ( SM ~61) I 55. 
Found tzacing north 't1al]. of Building II. 
5.3 ~aste (?Izon). 
~. 
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5.8.1 Rounded lump possibly slag fzom the bottom of a round 
bottomed fulrnace. 
L120,Wl50 1 T50mm ~. 
IX.. 6081. 
Donations 1939, 335 no 10 ( Ale::~tandlez Sinclair). 
othez Museum collections. 
5 • 8 • 2 Heavy lump of grey cindery slag material.. 
L35 I ~~30' T2S!liD. 
21RC 62. 
Thurso Museum. 
Rosie Collection. 
5 . 8 • 3 Piece of heavy, grey and bubbly material. 
L~0.~27,'X'25iiti. 
Recent Work. 
5. s. 41 Small quantity of bubbly grey ma.tezial. 
FL79 UC SF no. 2 
5.8.5 As above. 
FL79 00 SF no.S 
5.8.6 One lump as aJbove. 
FL79 UE SF no.6 
5.8.7 Small quantity as above. 
FL79 UF SF no. S 
5.8.18 El.S all>ove . 
FL79 UG SF no.l2 
5.8.9 One lump as above. 
FL79 UH SF no.l3 
5.8.10 small quantity as Clll'oove. 
lP'L79 U'J SF no.l'l} 
S.€1.11 ~above. 
FL79 UJ SF no.lS 
5 o 13 o 12 As above 0 
P~79 OK SF ~oo11 
5o B o 13 One ll!.!imp ~s G!bove 0 
l?I. 7 9 O'Q SJP ;:,o • l. 9 
So 81. :A 0::1e .::~p ?l~a..vy ~1a..s~:e o 
?L80 UJ SF no.SC 
5. s .15 SJmall q~UJa!:lltity of JOW>:'oly gJCey material. 
PL810 UF S? no.63 
5. 8 .115 &s above. 
FLBO OE SF no.6G 
5 . a . 17 one lump heavy 'l;l'aste. 
FLBO UC SF no.71 
5 • e . 113 Small quantity as wove. 
FLSO UG SF no.75 
5. e .19 Small quantity of bubbly grey material. 
FLSO !JQ SF no. 75 
5 . 8 . 20 As above. 
FLSO UQ SF !:l!Oo SO 
5. e. 21 As above. 
FL80 UD SF noo8l 
5o8.22 One lWillp as above. 
FL80 UD SF no. 841 
5oB.23 As c.bove. 
FLSO UF SF no.lOO 
5.8.2£} ruJ above. 
PL80 UB SF no.105 
5.8.25 As above. 
PLBO UL SF no.l07 
5.8.26 .R.s above • 
FL80 UQ SF no.l12 
5o8.27 As above. 
FL81 UEl SF no.l415 
5.8.28 As above. 
FL81 UF SF no .15J. 
5.8.29 ruJ above. 
l?L81 UJ SF no .158 o 
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5.®.30 Sr."..all quantity as atbove . 
PL81 UK SF !nO .160 
5.9.31 One l~.P as above. 
lF'LBl E.1iL Slf no • .:'..61.. 
5.8.32 .l.'}.S wove. 
PL®l UM SP no.l66 
5.8.331 As Olbove. 
lF'L81 UP SF ll10.l69 
5.8.3.i?! Small quantity as above . 
FL81 OQ SF no. 171 
5.8.35 As W<lve. 
FL81 UG SF lillO. 360 
5.8.36 One lwnp as &Dove . 
PL81 UH SF no. 362 
5.8.37 Small quantity as above. 
J.:l'L81 UK SF no. 366 
5.8.38 One lWillp as above . 
FL81 UK SF no. 370 
5 .Ill. 39 Small quantity as above . 
FL81 UQ SF no.373 
5.8.40 M above. 
lF'LSl US SF no.378 
S.S.•U As a!.bove. 
lF'LSl US SF !1llo . .i?!35 
5.8.<1'12 As above. 
FL81 US SF no.~36 
6 .1.3 Non-artefactual Flint ancll Ch.g?ct. 
StJCuck Flakes. 
NMAS. 
6.1.3.1 UnNorked flake of faNn flint. 
L32,t117,T3mm. 
A.B 2286 
Donations 1935, 2~6 no .1 (Bremner). 
6.13.2 Un~orkecll nodule of honey coloured flint ~ith brown cortex. 
L~O,W22,Tl01Kim. 
rua 2290. 
Donations 1935, 2~6 no .1 (Bremner). 
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6. :::..3 • 3 As @.bowe, lackin:gr coJ:r"teb&. 
::..33, t'YlC, T:S:::.'!D. 
P.\B 229.1. 
~onatior.s ~935,2~6 no.J. (~re5ner). 
6.13 . .§ ns ~ove. 
::027 '~21., '1'<0~. 
ZD 22S2 
Oonazicns 1935,2~6 no.l (Bre~er). 
6 .13. 5 :Jn't"Yorke<5! not5l'l!lle of faV:Jn chert. 
!.olS, '[;:79, '::'2:::..~. 
Rl.B 2293 0 
Donations J.. 9315, 2~6 no .1 (Bremner), 
6.23.6 As above. 
L4~,W'3Jl.,T8:rmiri • 
.!liB 229~. 
Donations 1935,2-46 no.l. {Bremner). 
6 .13 . 7 5 t.mworked pieces of grey chert, 
-21 Less than L68,t1~B,TJ..~mm. 
AB 26l.~ 
~onations 1950,227 no.2 (Bre~ner). 
6, 13 .12 FragJ:m,;:nn:t of gxey flin'c. 
L31, t'J3 8, T.l2mn, 
AB 261~ ( dup.no). 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bremner), 
Lacaille 195~,1BG,figure 72,no.6. 
Fi01ure ::tS. i"O. 6. 
6.13.13 OnV:Joz1t:®d nodule of honey-coloured flint,V:Jith brown cortex. 
L.IJO,W20,TJ.~. 
l1I,B 26l~ (C!up. no). 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bremner). 
~acaille 195~,1BG,figure 72, no.~. 
Figure .:s,no.~. 
6.13.14 Flake of grey flint, 
L30,'W'l3,T5rnm. 
l!},B 261~ ( dup. no) 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bremner). 
Lacaille 195~,186, figure 72, no.2. 
Figure 15,no.2. 
6.13.l5 20 flakes of orange,grey and black flint. 
-34 Less than L~O, W'25, Tl5mm . 
.!U3 26113. 
Donations l950,227 no.2 (Bremner). 
6.13.35 Large struck flake of orange flint with black cortex. 
L.II?O,'ifJ37,T20iiilrn. 
ru'3 2618 (dup.no) 
6 .13. 36 318 struck flalkes of blto~ or fa'tm ~bble chert. 
-731 Less than 1.29,W218,T201rE::l. 
RJB 26JUll ( O!up .no). 
Do~ations 1950,227 ~o.2 (Blte~~elt), 
6 .13, 7tJJ G pieces of grey alrM51 orange chert. 
-79 Less thsm L30,W27,'!'10xl!!lliil. 
HD 48l,tJJ90,~93-G. 
?Donations 1936,358 no.3 (Bre~er). 
6.13. eo Flake of honey-colollllreC! flint t-Jith traces of t-Jhite cortex. 
L33,Wl31,T~. 
HD tlJSil. 
?Donations 1936,358 no.3 (Bremner). 
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6.13. 8.1 Flake of honey-coloured flint ~ith grey bro'l::l'n cortex. Slight 
bulb of ~ltC\Illssion. 
L41,W2tJJ,T9mm. 
ED 556. 
?Donations 1936,358 ~o.3 (Bremner). 
6 .13. 82 &s above. 
L2S,m6,T4mm. 
lliD 558. 
?Donations 1936,358 no.3 (Bremner). 
6.13. 83 Cll'nip of bx:o't7'lii flint 'l::l'ith yelloV;Iy cortex. 
L22,Wl.~,T51iii:iliii. 
liliR 9tJJ2. 
?Donations .1936,358 no.3 (Bx:emner). 
6. JL3. StJJ Cll'nip of poor quality rust colourec51 flint. 
L3G,W2l,'X'l.lE1'i'!'1. 
HR 1053 
Donations 1950, 227 no. 2 (Bremner) . 
6.13.85 11 flakes in black,bro~ and grey flint. 
-95 Less than L3~,W30,T6mm. 
HR l.OStJJ 
Donations 1950, 227 no 2 (Bremner ) • 
From the midden separated by sand from flint artefacts in an 
t.mderlying deposit on the beach. 
6.13. 96 31 struck flakes of cream,bro'l::l'n and grey chert. 
-1215 Less than L30,W32,T9I!lim. 
HR 1054 (dup.no). 
Donations 1950, 227 no 2 ( Bre'iimer). 
6 .13 .127 Flake of grey flint. 
L25,W316,T7mm max. 
II.. 605 • FS !5 • 
Donatiorms 19!3~, 335 no. 1.0 ( AJ..exar.dez Si.nclaiz). 
Cuz le Rloteboolt w.s 2 sa ( SAS .1?161. ) , % • 
Found neaz Ec:l'C"JaYd' s site. 
Othez r<:u.seum CoJ.lections. 
6 .13 .1213 Clip o:f pale g;zey cheYt. 
:..25 'ti20' '.:::'§~. 
'X"::luzzo !>1r..:se~'ll.. 
Dor.ation Bze~ez, Fze~ickMid Ridge 1.931. 
6 .13 .129 Chip of fa\m chert. 
L27,W20,TJ..5JEID. 
Thurso JX:use"UJm. 
6.13.130 5 small pieces of un~ozked flint,pale brotJn. 
-13~ !aiss th&l!'l. L22, ~'JJ..3, T.!l!l'llr!ll.. 
Thturso Wusewn. 
Donation Bremnez I Fres't:l'ick Mid Ridge 1931.. 
Rosie Collection. 
6.13.135 Four flaltes of grey flint. 
-138 Less than L19,'1:Jl6 1 TSEil'lm. 
6.13.139 As above, 5 in bromu flil:llt. 
-1.43 Less than L2~ 1 Wl2,T6:run. 
6. 13 .1<041 Two l~!..!ro.ps of fa~ chert. 
-1.1?15 1<04l)L213,W29,T<0!!IIT!I., 
l'*S}L29,W23,TJ..Omm, 
6 .13 .1.41-6 One 11odule of bro'i::m chert. 
L25,'(;;119,Tl.3liiiilliil.. 
6.13. 1.4}7 one l~!E'!!p honey colouzed flint. 
L27,W35,TJ.O::;cm. 
6 .13.108 T1;Jo lumps of grey-green flin'i: wi 'i:h milky patina. 
-.14\-SI 1.1??8 )L34,W25,'l'l.l.l:i'iril.'l, 
149)L3l.,W15,T5oom. 
Recent work. 
6. 13 .150 X..wnp of 't:l'ea'i:hered :flint. Black cortex visible on one side. 
!.26, 'I:Y20, TS!lll'ilm. 
FLBO UQ SF no.35. 
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6.13.151 Piece of grey flint pebble 1 broken at t1:1o points. Patinated 
exterior. 
L33,'W'37,T22mm. 
FL80 UE,SF no.69. 
6.13.152TWo saall pieces of flint.l52)'t:i'atertJorn fragment,honey 
-153 coloured and badly weathered,unworked.153)chip with traces 
of cortex and possible slight pa:tination. Reddish brown 
flint. 
152)Ll~,Wl®,Tl~. 
l53)L14,tll~,TS~. 
PLBl UC,SF no.354, 
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6. 13 .15<0 Laurge piece of I':Jorl:enJOrl'11, honey coloured flint, unworked, 
pi H:ed suzface. 
::r.,~c. t1~3 ,T22~. 
FLS2 UB,SF no.361. 
6. 13 .155 TI':Jo pieces flint. 250 )'i:!ateZI':Jorn pebble 
-1515 traces of corbs~ at one poi!'1lt. BanCled 
broi':Jn aR'l!Cl black. 
150)L32,W25,T22mm. 
15l)L48,W27,Tl4mm. 
FLBl UQ,SF no.37~. 
8.16 Non- artefactual bone. 
l\'ffimS. 
8 .16 .1 ~o bones of the Great Auk. 
-2 GA 753,G:!li.75~. 
Donations 1909,16 {Tress Barry 1908). 
Fresll;Yick SanCls Broch. 
8.16.3 Ta~ring fish bone I':Jith point in tact. 
L81,WS,T5iiM. 
GA 758. 
151)large chip with 
flint in orange,pale 
Donations 1909 { Tzess JSazry 1908 ·) not listed. 
Fresi':Jick Sands Broch. 
8.16.4 cut antler fragment including burr. 
L90,'f:J37,T2~. 
GA 771. 
Donations ~ 909 (Tress Bax-ey 1908 )l.'llot listed. 
Fres'i:!ick Sands l3roch. 
s .16 . 5 Small unideii'rtilEiea tusk or tooth. 
GA 772. 
Donations 1909 {Tress Barry 1908) not listed. 
Fres'i:!ick Sands Broch. 
e .115. 6 'l'ine 'i:!i th cutting at medial end. Minor incisions visible on 
inner side throughout length of fragment, lacking point . 
Termed • ogham. inscribed' 
L250,W79-13mm. 
liD 1175. 
Donations 1952,222, no.22 {Bremner). 
8.16. 7 Small tine 'i:!ith traces of butchering at medial end. 
L95,WS-25mm. 
HD 1178. 
Donations 1952,211,no.22 (Bremner). 
~utchezed antlez fza~e~t.tzaces 
end,seall cha~nel cut a~ay around the 
X..l~O, t'5'21. 5-4:n:ll. Channel,'f:J5 ,D3~. 
E!D 1.177. 
Donatio~s 2952,21l,no.22 (Brernnez). 
of cutting 
thickest paxt . 
8.16.9 7i~e,point i~ tact ana medial end chopp~. 
::..190 '1:;72~YlP-. ~. 
:RDR S4U .• 
Do~ations 19~8,?322 no.s (Bzemnez). 
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medial 
Fro~ Bzo~ze Age stzata, thro~ up by Black watch Tre~nches in 
]. 9~5. 
8.15.10 ~o pieces not obviously worked,but b)is cut,a)lacking tip. 
-11 JLO)L220,D30mril!lll JlltBllt. 
11)L145,D29mm max. 
l.O )HR. 1036 11 )HR. 1037. 
Donations 1950,227 no.2 (Bxemnex). 
From in and below kitchen midden at north end of Links 
e .16 .12 Lazg<a fzaQJlim<ant with pazt of skull x<amaining. Possibl<a tzaces 
of cutting. 
L192,W100,T~5rem ~, 
HR. 1038. 
Donations 1950,227 no 2 ( Bremn<ar). 
8.15.13 Red de<az Jbro"I;J tin<a, smoothed "~;Jith extensiv<a sa"t"J X!laxks. 
Ll.01, D18mm !J!'I.rut. 
IL 540 (not numbered by Curle). 
;:,_,_.a.;_.;.....,_.;:; :;.;3,~,::;:.:..~ wv • .o.v ~a..&<e><rc:J.nu<!z ::.i::1ci.air) 
Curl<a ms 2Ba ( SAS 4151.), 60. 
Found above paving at east wall of Building VI. 
Rosi<a Collection. 
e .15 .1~ 7 mssort<ad fzagm<ants with trac<as of butchezing. 
-20 Less than L12 5, "W'l6imi! max. 
Recent ~1oxk . 
8 • 16 . 21. lRo<a deer tine, tip smoothed but chipped and traces of 5 cut 
marks at base "~;Jher<a it is broken. 
L60,Wl.9,T13mm. 
FLBO UQ,SF.no.22. 
root Located . 
8 .15 . 22 Cut antlez tine. 
No dimens.ii.o111s. 
Not numbered. 
Curle notebook ms 28a ( SAS .11151.), 57. 
Po~tAnd at east end of south wall Building VI . 
8 . 15 . 2 3 Cut ana polished deer lhorn. 
:OOo dimensions. 
FS .ll-5. 
Curle noteboolt ms 2Ba ( SA.S <ll5l.), 60. 
l'lbove paving at east '(;]all outside Buildir..g VI . 
14.1 Shell. 
1:\."!XR!.S • 
14.2.~ ~~rzi~el:a co~~r..is Risso,lacxi~g tip. 
>:a22, ~~xo, TS:J!!i'J. 
Pm 1.039. 
Donations 1.950,227 no.2 (Bremner). 
~acaille 1954,267, fig. 127, 14. 
From in and belo'\;;,1' kitchen midden at north encil of Links. 
Figure l.S,no.l.~. 
Rosie Collection. 
l~ .1. 2 Limpet shell t-rith three perforations around the apex. 
H21.,D55,perforation DSmc. 
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Cop;eez Alloy. 
Pin. 
OOi::M:. 
'!:40 
l lP'in I.:Jitlh. oV'al CliscoiO:al heaOl, incised czoss decoration on bac~ 
&nOl fzo::iit of head. 
LJ..OO,D3u;:;;n. 
FC 239. 
Dollllsrltions 19215, 20-21 ( Puzchase ?3JCem:mez 1925}. 
Ji:l'ound irn a field nea.JC a fru:m at £lidtotm, Fzes"tYick. 
Grass Te::n~red Pottery. 
Handles. 
~. 
2-5 Four handle fragm.ents of JCidged form, of grass tempered potteey. 
Less than L~5.~35,Tll~. 
l80R SilO. 
Donations .1926, 20-21 (Purchase ?18remnex 1925). 
Found neaz steading at !Xlidto'tm, Fre~ick. 
44:1. 
.&pps:ndli: c. ~a.:'..l sherds frou: Rece~":.t ~ork, 1:Yi th Locational Info:1nl:lation. 
Recent Work. 
11.5. 301 Wall she:rrOl 1:Yith possible indications of t-Jheel turning on 
the in~er face.Dark grey fabric. 
I.3 50 t131, ':'Sic:::n. 
?LSl ~,SF no.~CO. 
l.l. 5. 302 <fl t':Yal.l s~e::::Cis. 
-30~ Less than L39,1;J26,':i:'7~. 
l?I..7S OlD. 
1.1. 5. 305 Thick solid ~11 she rd.. 
L~S, N'SO, Tl.~. 
FL78 OlE. 
11.. 5. 306 9 t-Jall sheJrOls. 
-31~ Less than L39, ti315 ;~'J5mm.. 
FLBOUE. 
11. 5 . :ns 1. <::Jall sheJrd. 
!.2~,W20,T5mn. 
FLSl.UP. 
ll.. 5. 31115 ~1 t-Jall sherds, including 2 t-Jith burnt deposits. 
-3515 x:a>ss than L~5,W31,T10Jmm. 
FLSOOD. 
11. 5. 357 15 <::Ja.ll sheJrds. 
-362 loess than Ll.~,Wl.5,'1'3n:m. 
11.5. 3163 3 ~all she:rcds. 
-3!65 Less than L3S,ti'27,T~. 
FLBOUG. 
l.J... 5 • 3615 5 t-Jall shezOls . 
-370 Less than L27,Wl9,TBmm. 
FLSOUF. 
ll.. 5. 3711.9 '1:1all shezds. 
-389 loess than !.315, W22, T6mm. 
FLBOUQ. 
11.5. 390 7 <::Jall she:rcds. 
-3915 JL:ess than L27."W'19,T5mm. 
FLS.ltrn!. 
11.. 5. 397 ~1. 1:Yall she:rds. 
-437 Less than L32,W31.,'!'8mm. 
FLSl.OID. 
11.. 5. ~38 ti'all sherd. 
L21,W25,T51iim'l.. 
lJ... 5. ~39 2 ~all slheJCdls. 
-~-«> ~ss than !..~2, tJ22, TSm.m. 
WLSlU::, 
l..l. 5 • &.141 5 \::7all SllheJr!OJS • 
-"i\05 ::..:~ss tba~ 1:27, W2.1 0 '1'5mm. 
l'LSlUJE 
ll.. 5 . 44'110 .!} ~all sheJCO!s . 
-~<1?19 ~ss than L37 ,N3S,T8Emiiil 
FLSlUQ 
11 . 5 . l.k50 30 'l;Jall sheJCCls • 
-~79 ~ss than L20,W20,T5mm. 
FLSlUQ 
l.l.. 5 ."kSO 411 '!::!lall sheJCCls. 
-520 Less than L32,W2.l,T5mm. 
FLSlU!O 
11.5. 521 t·Jall sheJCd, slightly burnt deposit on intexior. 
L36,W30,T6l!iillil 
FL8ll.m 
11. 5. 522 l. 7 ~all shexds, weC~.theJCed. 
-53illl Less than L311.k,W21,'1'5lillml. 
FL81UQ 
11.5. 539 l.6 'l'Yall sJneJCds, 2 with buxnt deposit on interior. 
-55~ Less than L316,W25,T7mm. 
FL81UG 
11. 5. 555 5 '~:!all sherds, dCJmaged. 
-559 ll:tess than L32,tJ2l,T411i'i1Ein. 
l?LiillUIX 
11 • 5 . 560 2 trall sherds 'l'Yi th internal burning. 
-561 Less than L2~,Wl7,T7mm. 
PL81UID 
11. 5. 562 8 v.1all sherds. 
-569 Less than L38,W30,T7mm. 
FL81UE 
11.5. 570 \:1all sherd. 
L30,W27,T5mm. 
FLilllUS 
ll.. 5. 571 2 v.1all sheJCdls. 
-572 Less than L38,W32,TSmm. 
lF'LSltnC 
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1.1. 5. 573 <0 1;1.Q\.J.],. snez<!5ls. 
-57\S ~ss 'than L20, tn.o, T::JWJ!il. 
PLS11lm 
11 . 5 . 5 77 ~all sherd. 
L:31.' \73310' '::'7C.."':!. 
lF7..:G:'..ILT 
12.5. 57® .25 ~;Jiill:!. s'hezCls. 
-592 Less 't'ha.n L20, tJ20 .'f~. 
l?'LSIDUG 
11. 5. 5SI3 10 ~al! sherds. 
-602 Less 'than L26, Nl. 7, T6mm. 
FLSOUQ 
11. 5. 603 36 fragments of t-Y&ll sherC'ls. 
-638 Less 'than L30,N25,T6ii"A. 
PLBOUE 
11.5. 639 l. 70 ~all slherdls. 
-808 Less than L37, W25, T~m.."'!''. 
FLISJOUlD 
11.. 5 • 809 ~5 ~all sherds. 
-8531 Less than L20, Wl.!!?,T5mm. 
PLSOUQ 
11.. 5. 85&.\ ll'b.O't used. 
ll.. 5. 855 IE!ighly cazinated shoulder slherd. 
L315,W28,'1'5mm. 
PLSOUJK 
l..l. 5. 8515 ~a ~all sherds. 
-SIO.l Less than L20, W20, '1'6li!'l'lil!.. 
FLBOUF 
11. • 5 . 902 5 wall sherds, 2 ~i th burnt deposit . 
-9015 Less than L30, W25, T71!llm. 
FL80Ul0 
11.. 5. 907 5 '(;'JCJ.ll sherds, 1 t-Yi th burnt deposit. 
-911 Less than 1.315, W30, T7JMm. 
PLSOUL. 
11 • 5 • 912 7 I';'Jall sherCls. 
-918 Less than L~O, W3.l, T5mm. 
FLBOUM. 
11 . 5 . 91.9 s I;J'all sherds. 
-9215 Less than L30,W30,T8mm. 
FL80UE 
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JLL 5. 921 J. ~:roz~r. t:l'all shrazd.. 
&S31,W312,TI':Jm'l.. 
PL80u:E! 
].1..5.929 29 'i':Jall shraJCdls. 
-95\S JA:ss than L34'1,tJ27 ,'ll'IQl!Iilll::'l, 
PL79Ul? 
l.l. 5. 957 JLO 'i.:l'all shraJCOls. 
-%6 ~ss tha~ !..29,W2®,T6~. 
Jll'L791.m 
].l. 5. 967 20 t1all shrards. 
-9815 Less than L23,~5,T3mm. 
f'L79UG 
].1.. 5. 987 1Jl. 'tl'all sh~xds • 
-997 ~ss tlhan L2l, tl'15, T5mn. 
FL79UD 
1l..5.99G JLG 'tl'all shrards. 
-1013 Less than L3.l,W35,T5mm. 
FL79'{J'P 
ll.. 5. ].()1.§ 4'1 "-YaJ.ll sherds. 
-1017 L2ss than L3.§,W22,T7mm. 
FL79UG 
11.. 5.1018 20 'ti'aJ.ll sherc::l!s. 
-JL037 Less than L30,~16,T5~~. 
FL79UE 
11..5.10313 JL22 'ti'a!.ll sherclls. 
-1159 Less than L30, W2l, T7~:.W.. 
FL791Ul0 
ll..5.J.l.ISO 5 'ti'all sherds. 
-1.1.64 Lass than L20,'t1l.l,T2m."il. 
FL791UJ 
11..5 .:HISS W&l.l sherd • 
L2l.,Wl.3,T.§lii!m, 
FL79UK. 
11.5.11615 2 'ti'&ll shexds. 
-67 Less than L27, W25, fmm. 
FL791UJ 
11.5.1161'3 6 'ti'all sherccils. 
-73 Less than L.§1, W391, T5mm. 
FL79Ull" 
11.5.117.§ 7 'ti'all sherds. 
-so Lass than L20,W20,T3mm. 
11.. 5.1131 7 ~;;roli:'n t1all sheEdls. 
-87 Lass than L2l, t116, T2mrlE\1, 
l?L7SIOQ 
llo 5 ol21E!IS G \-Jal: shezas 0 
-2195 Lass tnan ~32 ,w:e,T5~o 
P::..79\DD 
11.. 5 oll.% 31 ~11 shexOls o 
-1.198 JL2ss than Ll.O, m2, T4'?mElo 
f'L79UC. 
11o5oll99 7 ~;;rall sherdso 
-1.205 Less than L~O,W3l,TSmm. 
FL79UQ 
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